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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION. 

IN' this third editibn of the Principles of Sociology, Vol. "I, 
several improvements of importance have been made. The 
text has been revised; references to the works quoted and 
cited have been supplied; the appendices have been enlarged; 
and the work has now an index. 

Each chapter has been carefully gone through for the 
purpose of removing defects of expression and with a view 
to condensation. By erasing superfluous words and phrases, 
I have reduced the text to the extent of forty pages, not
withstanding the incorporation here and there of a fUl'ther 
illustration. This abridgment, however, has not diminished 
the bulk of the volume; since the additions above named 
occupy much more space than has been gained. 

In the preface to the first edition, I explained how it 
]utppened that the reader was provided with no adequate means 
of verifying any of the multitudinous statements quoted; 
and with the explanation 1 joined the expression of a hope '. 
that I might eventually remove the defect. By great labour ,1, 

the defect has now been removed-almost though not abso
lutely. Some years ago I engaged a gentleman who had 
been with me as secretary, Mr. P. R. Smith, since deceased, 
to furnish references; and with the aid of the lJescriptive 
Socioloff!! where this availed, and where it did not by going 
to the works of the authors quoted, he succetlded in finding 
the great majority of the passages. Still, however, there 
remained numerous gaps. Two years since I arranged 
with a skilled bibliographer, Mr. Tedder, the librarian of 
the Athenreum Club, to go through afresh all thp. quota-
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tions, and tc> supply the. missing references while checking 
the references Mr. Smith had given. By an unwearied 
labour which surprised me, Mr. Tedder discovered the greater 
part of the pasRages to which references had not been sup
plied. The number of those which continued undiscovered 
was reduced by a third search, aided by clues containell 
in the original MS., and by information I was able to give. 
There now remain less than 2 per cent. of unreferencell 
statements. 

The supplying of references was not, however, the sole 
purpo~e to be achieved. Removal of inaccuracies was a 
further purpose. The lJescriptive Sociology, from which nume
rous quotations were made, had passed through stages each 
of which gave occasion for errors. In the extracts as copied 
by the compilers, mistakes, literal and verbal, were certain 
to be not uncommon. Proper names of persons, people!'!, 
and places, not written with due care. were likely to be in 
many cases mis-spelled by the printers. Thus, believing 
that ·there were many defects which, though not diminishin~ 
the values of the extracts as pieces of evidence, rendered 
them inexact, I desired that while the references to them 
were furnished, comparisons of them .with the originals 
should be made. This task has been executed by ]\fl'. 

Teduer with scrupulous care; so that his corrections have 
extended even to additions and omissions of commas. 
Concerning the results of his examination, he has written me 
the following letter :-

July. 1885. 
DEAR MR. SPENCER. 

In the second edition (1877) of thePrinciples of SociololJ.7l. 
Vol. I. placed in my hands, there were 2.19~ references to the 
379 works quoted. In the new edition there are about 2,500 
references to 455 works. All of these references. with the 
exception of about 45. have been compared with the originals. 

In the course of. verilh.:ation I ha va corrected .numerous 
trifling errors. They were chiefly literal, and included PRl'lJ.

phrases made by the compilers of the lJesC'liptit'e Sociolof/Y 
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which had been wrongly inserted within quotation marks. 
There was a small p.roportion of verbal errors, among which 
were instances of facts quoted with respect to particular 
tribes which the original authority had asserted generally of 
the whole cluster of tribes-facts, therefore, more widely 
true than you had alleged. 

The only instances I can recall of changes affecting the 
value of the statements as evidence were (1) in a passage 
from the Iliad, origiIl.!\lly taken from an inferior translation; 
(2) the deletion of the reference (on p. 2!J8 of second edition) 
as to an avoidance by the Hindus of uttering the sacred 
name Om. 

Among the 455 works quoted there are only six which are 
of questionable authority; but -the citations from these arc 
but few in number, and I see no reason to doubt the accuracy 
of the information for which they are specially responsible .. 

lam, 
Faithfully yours, 

HENRY R. TEDDER. 

'" The statement above named as one withdrawn, was com
mented on by Prof. Max Muller in his Hibbert Lectures; 
in which he also alleged that I had erred in asserting that the 
Egyptians abstained from using the sacred name Osiris. This 
second alleged elTor ~ have dealt with in a note on page 274, 
where I think it is made manifest that Prof. Max Muller 
would have done well to examine the evidence more carefully 
before' committing himself. 

The mention of Prof. Max Muller reminds me of another 
matter concerning which a few words are called for. In.all 
article on this volume in its first edition, published in 
the Pall Mall Gerutte for February 21st, 1877, it was said 
that the doctrine propounded in Part I, in opposition to that 
of the comparative mythologists, .. will shortly be taken up, 
as we understand, by persons specially competent in that 
department." When there were at length, in 1878,announce(l 
Prof. Max Muller's Lectu1'es on the O"i[Jin and .Growth 
oj Religion, etc., etc., I concluded that my. curiosity to see Ii 
reply would at last be gratified. But on turning over the 
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published report of his lectures, I discovered no attempt to 
deal with the hypothesis that religion is evolved from the 
ghost-theory: the sole reference to it 'being, as Mr. Andrew 
Lang remarks, some thirteen lines describing" psycholntry" 
as exhibited in Africa. The work proved to be a super
fluous polemic against the hypothesis that fetishism is the 
primitive form of religion-superfluous, I say, because this 
hypothesis had been, I think, effectually disposed of by me 
in the first edition of this volume. Why Prof. Max Miiller 
should have expended so much labour in disproving a doc. 
trine already disproved, is not clear. Still less clear is it why, 
haviug before him the volume, and adversely criticizing 
certain statements in it referred to above, he entirely ignored 
the chapter in which was already done that which his lectures 
proposed to do. 

What was the indirect purpose of his lectures I do not 
understnn(l He could not himself have supposed that a 
refutation of the fetish-theory was a refutation of the theory 
now standing opposed to his own j though it is not impro
bable that many of his llearers ap,d readers, supposed that it 
was. 

Concerning the new matter, little needs to be said. To 
Appendix A, entitled "Further Illustrations of Primitive 
Thought,N the additions are such as practically to constitute it 
a second demonstration of the thesis demonstrated in Part I. 
To Appendix B, on "The Mythological Theory," a section 
has been prefixed. And Appendix 0, on "The, Linguistic . 
Method of the MythologiRts," is new. 

BOY8wate'I", JulV. 1885. 
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FOR the Science of Society, the name" Sociology" was intro
duced by M. Comte. Partly because it was in possession of 
the field, and partly because no other name sufliciently com
prehensive existed, I adopted it. Though repeatedly blamed 
by those who condemn the word. as "a bllrbarism," I do not' 
regret having done so. To use, as some have suggested, the 
word "Politics," too narrow in its meaning as well .as mis
leading in its connotations, would be deliberately to create 
confusion for the sake of avoiding a defect of no practical 
,moment. The heterogeneity of our speech is already so great 
that nearly every thought is expressed in words taken from 
two or three languages. Already, too, it has many words 
formed in irregular ways from heterogeneuus roots. Seeing 
this, I accept without much reluctance another such word: 
believing that the convenience and suggestiveness of our 
symbols are of more importance than the legitimacy of their 
derivation. 

Probably some surprise Will be felt that, containing as this 
work does multitudinous quotations from numerous authors, 
there are no references at the bottoms of pages. Some words 
of explanation seem needful If foot-notes are referred to, 
the thread of the argument is completely broken; and even 
if they are not referred to, attention is disturbed by the con
sciousness that they are there to be looked at. Hence a lo~s 
of effect and a loss of time. As I intended to use as data for 
the conclusions set forth in this work, the compiled and 
clllSsified facts forming the lJescriptive Sociology, it occurred 
to me that since the arrangement of those facts is such that 
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the author's name and the race referred to being given, the 
extract may in each case be found, and with it the reference, 
it was needless to waste space and hinde;r thought with these 
distracting foot-notes. I therefore decided to omit them. In 
so far as evidence furnished by the uneivilized races is con
cerned (which forms the greater part of the evidence con
tained in this volume), there exist~ this means of verification 
in nearly all cases. I found, however, that many facts from 
other souroes had to be sought out and incorporated; and not 
liking to change the system I had commenced with, I left 
them in an unverifiable state. I reeognize the' defect, and 
hope hereafter to remedy it. In succeeding volumes I pro
pose to adopt a method of reference whieh will give the 
reader the opportunity of consulting the authorities cited, 
while his attention to them will not be solicited. • 

The instalments of which this volume consists were issue(l 
to the subscribers at the following dates :-No. 35 (pp. 1-80) 
in June, 1874; No. 36 (pp. 81-160) in November,1874; 
.No. 37 (pp .. 161-240) in February, 1875; No. 38 (pp. 241-
320) in May, 1875; No. 39 (pp. 321-400) in September, 
1875 i No. 40 (pp. 401-462, with Appendices A & B) in 
December, 1875; No. 41 (pp. 465-544) in April, 1876; 
No. 42 (pp. 545-624) in July, 1876; and No. 43 (pp. 625~ 
704) in December, 1876; an extra No. (44) issued in June, 
1877, completing the volume. 

With this No. 44, the issue of the System of Synthetic 
Philosophy to subscribers, ceases: the intention being to 
publish the remainder of it in volumes only. The next 
volume will, I hope, be compillted in 1880. 

London, December, 1876. 
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CHAPTER L 

SUPER-ORGANIC EVOLUTION. 

§ 1. OF the three broadly-distinguished kinds of Evo
lution outlined in First Principles, we come now to the 
third. The first kind, Inorganic Evolution, which, had it 
been dealt with, would have occupied two volumes, one 
dealing with Astrogeny and the other with Geogeny, was 
passed over because it seemed undesirable to postpone the. 
more important applications of the doctrine for· the purpose 
of elaborating those less important applications which logi
cally precede them. The four volumes succeeding Fi,'st 
Principles, haye dealt with Organic Evolution: two of them 
with those physical phenomena presented by living aggre
gates, vegetal and animal, of all classes; and the other 
two with those more special phenomena distinguished as 
psychical, which the most evolved organic aggregates dis
play. We now enter on the remaining division-Super
organic Evolution. 

Although this word is descriptive, and although in Fi·r.~t 
Principles, § 111, I used it with an explanatory sentence. 
it will be well here to exhibit its meaning more fully. 

§ 2. ~e we are occupied With the facts displayed by 
an individual organism during its growth~ maturity. and 
decay, we are studying Organic Evolution. If we take into 
lICCollnt; as we must. the actions and reactions going ClU 

., -J 
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between this organism and organisms of other kinds Wllich 
its life puts it in relations ~ith, we still do not go beyond the 
limits of Organic Evolution. Nor need we consider that 
we exceed these limits on passing to the phenomena that 
accompany the rearing of offspring; though here, we see the 
germ of a new order of phenomena. 'Vhile recognizing the'
fact that parental. co-operation foreshadows processes of a 
class beyond the simply organic; and while recognizing the 
fact that some of the products of parental co-operation, such 
as nests, foreshadow products of the super-organic class; we 
Dlay fitly regard Super-organic Evolution as commencing 
only when there arises something more than the combinedr 
efforts of parents. Of course no absolute separation exists. 
If there has been Evolution, that form of it here dis
tinguishedas super-organic must have come by insensible 
steps out of the organic. But we may conveniently mark 
it off as including all those processes and products which 
imply the co-ordinated actions of many individuals. 

There are various groups of super-organic phenomena, 
of which certain minor ones may be briefly noticed here by 
way of illustration. 

§ 3. Of sllch the most familiar, and in some respects the 
most instructive, are furnished by the social insects. 

All know that bees and. wasps form communities such that 
the units and the aggregates stand in very definite relations. 
Between the individual organization of the hive-bee and the 
organization of the hive as an orderly aggregate of indivi
duals with . a regularly-formed habitation, there exists a 
fixed connexion. Just as the germ of a wasp evolves into a. ' 
complete individual; so does the adult queen-wasp, the germ 
of a wasp-society, evolve into a multitude of individuals with, 
definitely-adjusted arrangements and activities. As evidence' 
that Evolution of this order has here arisen after the same 
manner as the simpler orders of Evolution, it may be added 
that. among both bees and wasps, different genera. exhibit it 
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in different degrees. From kinds that are solitary in their 
habits, we pass through kinds that are social in small degrees 
to kinds that are social in great degrees. 

Among some species of ants, Super-organic Evolution is 
carried lI1uch further-some species, I say; for here, also, we 
find that unlike stages have been reached by unlike species. 
The most advanced show us division of labour carried so far' 
that different classes of individuals are structurally adapted 
to different functions. VV'hite ants, or tel'mites (which, how-' 
e,'er, belong to a different order of insects), have,in addition 
to males and females, soldiers and workers; and there are in 
some cases two kinds of males and females, winged and 
unwinged: making six unlike forms. Of Sauba ants are 
found, besides the two developed sexual forms, three forms 
sexually undeveloped--oue class of indoor workers and tw.o 
classes of out-door workers. And then by some species, a 
further division. ()f labour is achieved by making s]av~s 
of other ants. There is also a tending of alien insects,' 
sometinles for tIle sake of their lDecretions, and sometimes 
for unknown purposes; so that, as Sir John Lubbock 
poiuts out, some ants keep more domestic animals than 
are kept by mankind. Moreover, among members of these ' 
communities, there is a system of signalling equivalent 
to a rude language, and there are elaborate processes of 
mining, road - making, and building. In Congo, Tuckey
"found a complete hanza [village] of ant-hills, placed with 
more regnlarity thau the native banzas"; and Schweinfurth 
says a vol1lple would be required to describe the magazines, 
chambers, passages, bridges, contained in a termites-mound. 

But, as hinted above, though social insects exhibit a kind 
of evolution milch higher than the merely organic-though 
the aggregates they form simnlate social aggregates in sundrY"f 
ways; yet they are not true social aggregates. For each 
of them is in reality a large family. It is not a union among
like individuals independent of one another in parentage, and 
approximately equal in their capacities: hUIi it is a. union 
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among the offspring or" one mother, carried on, in some cases 
for a single generation, and in some cases for more; and 
from this community of parentage arises the possibility of 
classes llaving unlike structu1'es and consequent unlike functions .. 
Instead ·of being allied to the specialization which arises in 
a society,'properly so called, the specialization which arises 
ill one of these large and complicated insect-families, is allied, 
to that which arises between the sexes. Instead of two 
kinds of individuals descending from the same parents, there 
are several kinds of individuals descending from the same 
parents.; and instead of a simple co-operation between two 
differentiated individuals in the rearing of offspring, there 
is an involved co-operation among sundry differentiated 
:classes -of individuals in the rearing of offspring. 

'§ 4. True rudimentary forms of Super-organic Evolution 
are displayed ~ by some of the higher vertebrata. 

Certain birds form communities in which there is a small 
amount of co-ordination. Among rooks we see sllch integra
tion as is implied by the keeping-together of the same 
families from generation to generation, and by the exclusion 
1)f strangers. There is some vague control, some recog
nition of proprietorship, some punishment of offenders, and 
-occasionally expulsion of them. A slight specialization. is 
shown in . the 'stationing of sentinels while the flock feeds. 
And usually we see an orderly action of the whole com
munity in respect of going and coming. There has been 
reached a co-operation coniparable to that exhibited by those 
small assemblages of the lowest human beings, in which 
·there·exist no governments. 

Gregarious mammals of' most kinds display little more 
tllan the union of mere association. In the supremacy of" 
the ·strongest male in the herd, we do, indeed, see a trace of 
governmental organization~some co-operation is shown, for -
-offensive purposes, by ani als that hunt in packs~ and for 
defeasive purposes by anima that are hunted; as, accol'ding 
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to Ross, by the North American buffaloes, the bulls of which 
assemble to guard the cows during the calving-season against 
wolves and bears. Certain gregarious mammals, however, 
as the beavers, carry social co-operation to a considerable 
extent in buildipg habitations. Finally, among' sundry of 
the P,'imates, gregariousness is joined with some subordfua
tion, some combination, some display of the social sentiments. 
There is obedience to leaders; there is union of efforts; 
there are sentinels and signals; there is an idea ()f property; 
there is exchange of services; there is adoption of orphans ; 
and the community makes efforts on behalf of endangered 
members. . 

§ 5. These classes of truths, which might be enlarged upon 
to much purpose, I have here indicated for several reasons. 
Partly, it seemed needful to show that above organic evolu
tion there tends to arise in various directions a further 
evolution. Partly, my object has been to give a comprehensive' 

• idea of this Super-organic Evolution, as not of one kind but 
of various kinds, determined by the characters of the various 
species of organisms among which it shows itself. And partly, 
there has been the wish to suggest that Super-organic Evolu
tion of the highest order, arises out of an order no higher 
than that variously displayed in the animal world at large. 

Having observed this much, we may hencelorth restrict 
ourselves to that form of Super-organic Evolution which so 
immensely transcends all others in extent, in complication, in 
importance, 'as to make them relatively insignificant. I refer 
to the f.arm of it which human societies exhibit in' their 
growths, structures, functions, products. To the phenomena 
comprised in these, and grouped under the genera,J. title of 
Sociology, we now pass. 



CHAPTER It 

THE FACTORS OF SOCIAL PHENOMENA. 

§ 6. THE behaviour of a single inanimate object depends 
on the co-operation between its own forces and the forces 
to which it is exposed: instance a piece of metal, the mole
\:ules of which keep the solid state or assume the liquid 
state, according partly to their natures and partly to the 
heat-waves falling on tbem. Similarly with any group of 
inanimate objects. Be it a cart-load of bricks sbot down, 

,a barrowful of gravel turned over, or a boy's bag of marbles 
emptied, the behaviour of the assembled masses-bere stand
ing in a heap with steep sides, here forming one with 
sides much less inclined, and here spreading out and rolling 
in all directions-is in each case determined partly by the 
properties of tbe individJIal members of the group, and 
partly by the forces of gravitation, impact, and friction, they 
are subjected to. 

It is equally so when the discrete aggregate consists of . 
organic bodies, such as the members of a species. For a 
species increases or decreases in numbers, widehs or contracts 
its habitat, migrates· or remains stationary" continues an old 
mode of life or falls into a new one, under the combined 
influences of its intrinsic nature and the environing actions,. 
inorganic and organic. 

It is 'thus, too, with, aggregates of men. Be it rudimentary· 
or be it advanced, ever\ society displays. phenomena that are' 
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ascribable to the charactElrs of its units aJ;Id to the cpndi tions : 
under which they exist. Here, then, are the factors as pri
marily divided. 

§ 7. These factors are re-divisible. Within each there are 
groups of factors. that stand in marked contrasts. 

Beginning with the extrinsic factors. we see that from the 
outset s~~~ral kinds of them are variously operative. We 
have climate; hot, cold, or temperate, moist or dry, constant 
or variable. We have ~sUl'face; much or little of which is 
a.vailable, and th~ available part of which is fertile in greater 
01' less degree; and we" have configuration of surface, as 
uniform or multiform. Next we have the vegJ£al produc
tions; here abundant in quantities and kinds, and there 
deficient ill one or both. And besides the Flora of the region 
we have its "Fauna, which is influential in many ways; not 
only by the numbers of its species and individuals, but by 
the proportion between those that are useful and those that 
are injurious. On these sets of conditionS', inorganic and 
organic, characterizing the environment, primarily depen'd~ 
the possibility of social evolution. . 

When we turn to the intrinsic factors we have to note 
first, that, considered as a social unit, the individual man has 
physical traits, such as degrees of strength, activity, endu
rance, which affect the growth and structure of the society. 
He is in every case distinguished by emotitrial traits which 
aid, or hinder, or modify, the activities of the society, and 
its developments. Always, too, his3degree of intelligence 
and thelo·tendencies of thought peculiar to him, become 
cio-operat~g t!'auses of social quiescence or social cbange. . 

Such being the original sets of factors, we have n(}w to 
note the secondary or derived sets of factors, which social 
evolution itself brings iuto play. 

§ 8. First may be set down the progressive modifications of 
the environment, inorganic and organic, which societies effect. 
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Among these are the alterations of climate caused by 
clearing and by drainage. Such alterations may be favour
able to social growth, as where a rainy region is made less 
rainy by cutting down forests, or a swampy surface rendered 
more salubrious and fertile by carrying off water·; or they 
may be unfavourable, as where, by destroying the forests, a 
l'egion already dry is made arid: witness the seat of the old 
Semitic civilizations, and, in a less degree, Spain. 

Next come the changes wl'ought in the kinds and quantities 
of plant-life over the surface occupied. These changes are 
three-fold. There is the increasing culture of plants con
ducive to social growth, replacing plants not conducive to it ; 
there is the gradual production of better varieties of these 
useful plants, causing, in time, great divergences from their 
originals; and there is, eventually, the introduction of new 
useful plants. . 

Simultaneously go on the kindred changes which social 
progress works in the Fauna of the region. We have the 
diminution or destruction of some or many injurious species. 
We have the fostering of useful species, which has the double 
effect of increasing their numbers and making their qualities 
more advantageous to society. Further, we have the natural
jzation of desirable species brought from abroad. 

It needs but to think of the immense contrast between a 
wolf-haunted forest or a boggy moor peopled with wild 
birds, and the fields covered with crops and flocks which 
eventually occupy the same area, to be reminded that the 
environment, inorganic and organic, of a society, under-

• It is worth noting that drain!lge increases what we may figuratively C:l.U 
terrestrial respiration; and that on terrestrial respiration the lives of land
plants, and therefore of land-animals, and therefore of men, depend. Every 
change of atmospherio pressure produces exits or entrances of the sir into all 
the interstices of the soil. The depth to which these irl't'gular inspil'Stions 
and expirations reach, is increased by freedom from water; since interstices 
occupied by water cannot be filled by air. Thus those chemicaldecomposi
tions efl'ected by the air that is renewed with every fall and rise of the baro
meter, are extended to .. greater depth by drainage i and the plant·life 
depending on Buch decompositions is facilitated. 
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. goes a. continuous transformation during the progress of thE.' 
society; and that. this transformation becomes an all 
important secondary factor in social evolution. 

§ 9. Another secondary factor is. the increasing size of 
the social aggregate, ac.companied, generally, by increasing 

. density. 
Apart from social changes otherwise produced, there are 

social changes produced by simple growth. Mass is both a 
condition to, and a result of, organization. It is clear that 
heterogeneity of structure· is made possible only by multi
plicity of units. Division of labour cannot be· carried far 
where there are but few to divide the labour .among them. 
Complex co-operations, governmental and industrial, are 
impossible without a population large enough to supply 
many kinds and gradations of agents. And sundry de
veloped forms of activity, both predatory and peaceful, are 
made practicable only by the power which large masses of 
men furnish. 

Hence, then, a derivative factor which, like the rest, is at 
once a consequence and a cause of social progress, is social 
growth. Other factors co-operate to produce this jand this 
joins other factors in working further changes. 

§ 10. Among derived factors we may next note the 
reciprocal influence of the society and its units-the influ-' 
ence of the whole on the parts, and of the parts on the whole. 

As soon as a combination of men acquires permanence,' 
there begin actions and reactions between the community 
and each member of it, such that either affects the other in • 
nature. The control exercised by the aggregate over its 
units, tends ever to ~ mould their activities and sentiments 
and ideas into congruity with social requirements; and these' 
activities, sentiments, and ideas, in so far as they are changed 
by changing circumstances, tend to re-mould the society into 
congruity with themselves. 
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In addition, therefore, to the original nature of the 
individuals and the original nature of the society they form, 
we have to take 'into account the induced natures of the two. 
Ev!)ntually, mutual modification becomes a potent cause of 
transformation in both. 

§ 11. Yet a further derivative factor of extreme import
ance remains. I mean the influence of the super-organic 
envil'Onment-the action and reaction between a society and 
neighbouring societies. 

While there exist only small, wandering, unorganized 
hordes, the conflicts of these with one another work no 
permanent changes of arrangement in them. But when 
there have arisen the definite chieftainships which frequent 
conflicts tend to initiate, and especially when the conflicts 
have ended in subjugations, there arise the rudiments of 
political organization; 'and, as at first, so afterwards, the wars 
of societies with one another have all-important effects in 
developing social structures, or rather, certain of them. 
For I may here, in passing, indicate the truth to be hereafter 
exhibited in full, that while the industrial organization of a 
society is mainly determined by it,s inorganic and organic 
environments, its governmental organization is mainly deter
mined by its super-organic environment-by the actions of 
those adjacent societies with which it carries on the struggle' 
for existence. 

§ 12. There remains in the group of derived faetors one 
more, the potency of\;Which can scarcely be over-estimated. 
I mean that accumul~~ion of super-organic products which 
we commonly distingu\sh as artificial, but which, philoso
phically considered, are \no less natural than all other pro
ducts of evolution. There are several orders of these. 

First come the material appliances, which, beginning 
~ith roughly-chipped flints, end in the complex automatic 
tools of an engine-factory driven by steam; which from 
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'boomerangs rise to eighty-ton guns; which. from huts of 
branches and grass grow to cities with their palaces and 
cathedrals. Then we have language, able at first 
only to eke out gestures in communicating simple ideas, but 
eventually becoming capable of expressing involved concep
tions with precision. While from that stage in which it 
conveys thoughts only by sounds to one or a few persons, 
we pass through picture-writing up to steam-printing ~ 
mUltiplying indefinitely the numbers communicated with, 
and making accessible in voluminous literatures the ideas, 
anu feelings of countless men in various places and 
times. Concomitantly there goes on the develop
ment of knowledge, ending in science. Numeration on the 
fingers grows into far-reaching mathematics; observation of 
the moon's changes leads in time to a theory of the solar 
system; and there successively arise sciences of which not 
even the germs could at first be detected. . Mean
while the once few and simple customs, becoming more 
numerous, definite, and fixed, end in systems of laws. Rude 
superstitions initiate elaborate mythologies, theologies, cos
mogonies. Opinion getting embodied in creeds, gets em
bodied, too, in accepted coues of ceremony and conduct, and 
in established social sentiments. A.nd then there 
slowly evolve also the products we call resthetic; which of 
themselves form a highly·complex group. From necklaces 
of fishbones we advance to dreflses elaborate, gorgeous, and 
infinitely varied; out of discordant war-chants' come sympho
nies and operas; cairns develop into magnificent temples; in 
place of- caves with ,rude markings there arise at length 
galleries of paintings; and the recital of a chiefs deeds with 
mimetic accompaniment gives origin to epics, dramas, lyrics, 
and the vast mass of poetry, fiction, biography, and history. 

These various orders of super-organic products, each de-' 
veloping within itself new genera and species while growing 
into a. larger whole, and each acting on the other orders. 
while reacted, on by them, constitute an immensely-volumi- • 
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nous, immensely-complicated, and immensely-powerful set of, 
influences. During social evolution they are ever modifying 
individuals and modifying society, while being modified by 
both. They gradually form what we may consider either as 
a non-vital part of the society itself, or else as a secondary 
environ.ment~ which eventually becomes more important than 
the primary environments~o much more important that 
there arises the possibility of carrying on a high kind of 
social life under inorganic and organic con:litions whicll 
originally would have prevented it. 

§ 13. Such are the factors in outline. Even when pre
sented under this most general form, the combination of 
them is seen to be of an involved kind.. 

Recognizing the primary truth that social phenomena' 
depend in part on the natures of the indiyiduals and in part 
on the forces the individuals are subject to, we see that these 
two fundamentally-distinct sets of factors. with which social 
changes commence, give origin to other sets as social changes. 
advance. The pre-established environing influences, inor
ganic and organic, which are at first almost unalterable, 
become more and more altered by the actions of the evolving 
society. Simple growth of population brings into play fresh 
causes of transformation that are increasingly important. 
The influences which the society exerts on the natures of 
its units, and those which the units exert on the liature of 
the society, incessantly co-operate in creating new elements. 
As societies progress in size and structure, they work on one 
another, now by their war-struggles and now by their indus
trial intercourse, profound metamorphoses. And the eyer
accumulating. ever - complicating super-organic products, 
material and mental, constitute a further set of factors which 
become more and mo~ influential causes of change. So that, 
involved as the factors are at the beginning. each step in ad
vance increases the invoi~tion, by adding factors which them
~elves ~w more complex,while they grow more powerful 
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But now having glanced at the factors of all orders, 
original and derived, we must neglect for the present those 
which are derived, and attend exclusively, or almost exclu
sively, to those which are original. The Data of Sociology, 
here to be dealt with, we must, as far as possible, restrict to 
those primary data common to social phenomena in general, 
and most readily distinguished in the simplest societies. 
Adhering to the broad division made at the outset between 
the extrinsic and intrinsic co-operating causes, we will con
sider first the extrinsic. 



CHAPTER IlL 

OlUGINAL EXTERNAL FACTORS, 

§ 14. A COMPLETE outline of the original external factors. 
implies a knowledge of the past which we have not got, and ~ 
are not likely to get. Now that geologists and archreologists 
are uniting to prove that human existence goes back to t a 
time so remote that "pre-historic IJ scarcely expresses it, 
we are shown that the effects of external .conditions on 
social evolution cannot be fully traced. Remembering that 
the 20,000 years, or so, during which man has lived in the 
Nile-yalley, is made to seem a l'elatively-small period by the 
evidence that he coexisted with the extinct mammals of the 
drift--l'emembering that England had human inhabitants at 
an epoch which good judges think was glacial-remembering 
that in America, along with the bones of a Mastodon im
bedded in the alluvium of the Bourbense, were found arrow
heads and other traces of the savages who had killed this 
member of an order no longer represented in that part of tho 
world-remembering that, judging from the evidence as 
interpreted by Professor Huxley, those vast subsidences 
which changed a continent into the Eastern' Archipelago. 
took place after the Negro-race was established as a. distinct 
variety of man; we must infer that it is hopeless to trace 
back the external factors of social phenomena to anything 
like their first forms. 

One important truth only, irul)lied by the evidence thus 
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glanced at, must be noted. Geological changes and meteoro.;. 
logical changes, as well as the consequent changes of }'loras 

land Faunas, mUi!t have been causing, over all parts of the 
Earth, perpetual emigrations and immigrations. From each 
locality made less habitable by increasing inclemency, a wave 
of diffusion must have spread; into eaeh locality made more 
favourable to human existence by amelioration of climate, or 
in,crease of indigenous food, or both, a wave of concentration 
must have been set up; and by great geological changes, 
here sinking areas of land and there rd.ising areas, other re
distributions of mankind ,must have b~en produced. Accu
mulating facts show that these enforcedebbings and flowings 
have, in some localities, and probably in most, taken place 
time after time. And such waves of emigration and immi
gration must have bl:en ever bringing the dispersed groups of 
the race into contact with conditions more or less new.' 

CalTying with us this conception of the way in which 
the external factors, original in the widest sense, have co
operated throughout all past time, we must limit our atten
tion to such effects of them as we have now before us. 

§ 15. Life in general is possible only'between certain limits _ 
of temperature; and life of the higher kinds is possible only 
within a comparatively-nalTow range of telll,perature, main
tained artificially if not naturally. Hence social life, pre-
mpposing as it does not only human life but that life vegetal 
lIld animal on which human life dependsl is restricted by 
:ertain extremes of cold and heat. 

Cold, though great, does not rigorously exclude warm:
)looded creatures, if the locality supplies adequate means of 
~enerating heat. The arctic regions contain various marine 
md telTestrial mammals, large and small; but the existence 
If these depends, directly or indirectly, on the existence of 
he inferior marine creatures, vertebrate and invertebrate, 
vhich would cease to live there did not the warm currents 
l'om the tropics check the formation of ice. Hence such 
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human life as we find in the far north, dependent as it is 
mainly on· the life of these mammals, is also remotely de-
pendent on the same source of heat. But where, as • 
in such places, the temperature which man's vital functions 
require can be maintained with difficulty, social ev:olution is. 
not possible. There can be neither a sufficient surplus-power 
in each individual nor a sufficient 'number of individuals. 
Not only are the energies of an Esquimaux expended mainly 
in guarding against loss of heat, but his bodily functions are . 
greatly modified to the same end. Without fuel, and, indeed, 
unable to burn within his snow-hut anything more than an 
oil-lamp, lest the walls should melt, he has to keep up that. 
warmth which even his thick fur-dress fails to retain, by 
devouring vast quantities of blubber and oil; and his diges
tive system, heavily taxed in providing the wherewith to 
meet excessive loss by rarliation, supplies less material .for 
other vital purposes. This great physiological cost of indi
vidual life, indirectly checking the multiplication of indivi- • 
duals, arrests social evolution. A kindred relation 
of cause and effect is shown us in the Southern hemisphere 
by the still-more-miserable Fuegians. Living nearly un
clothed in a region of storms, which their wretched dwellings 
of sticks and grass do not exclude, and having little food but 
fish and mollusks, these beings, described as scarcely human 
in appearance, have such difficulty in preserving the vital 
balance in face of the rapid escape of heat, that the surplus 
for individual development is narrowly restricted, and, con
sequently, the surplus for producing and rearing new indivi
duals. Renee the numbers remain too small for exhibiting 
anything beyond incipient social existence. 

Though, in some tropical regions, an opposite extreme of 
temperature so far impedes the vital actions as to impede 
social development, yet hindrance from this . cause seems 
exceptional au.d relatively unimportant. Life in general, and 
mammalian life along with it, is great in quantity as well as 
individually high,~n localities that are among the hottest. 

\ 
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The silence of the forests during the noontide glare ill such 
localities, does, indeed, furnish evidence of enervation ; but 
in cooler parts of the twenty-four hours there is a compen
sating energy. And if varieties of the human race adapted I 

to these localities, show, in comparison with ourselves, some 
indolence, this does not seem greater than, or even equal to, 
the indolence .of .the primitive man in temperatecli
mates. Contemplated in the mass, facts do not 
(!ountenance the current idea that great heat hiilders progress. 
.All the earliest recorded civilizations belonged to regions 
which, if not tropical, almost equal the tropics in height of 
temperature. India and Southern China, as still -existing, 
show us great social evolutions within the tropics. The vast 
architectural remains of Java and of Cambodia yield proofs 
of other tropical civilizations in the East; while the extinct 
societies of Central.America, Mexico, and Peru, need but be 
named to make it manifest that in the New World also, there 
were in past times great advances ill hot regions. It 
is thus, too, if we compare societies of ruder types that have 
developed in warm climates, with allied societies belonging 
to colder climates. Tahiti, the Tonga Islands, and'the Sand
wich Islands, are withiil the tropics; and ill them, when first 
discovered. there had been reached stages of evolution which 
were remarkable considering the absence of metals. 

I do not ignore the fact that in recent times societies ha,,,, 
evolved most, both ill size and complexity, in temperate 
regions. I simply join with this the fact that the first , 
considerable societies arose, and the pIimary stages of social 
development were reached, in hot climates. The truth would . 
seem to be' that the earlier phases of progress had to be 
passed through where the resistances offered by inorganic 
conditions were least; that when the arts of life had been 

'advanced, it became possible for societies to develop :in 
regions where the resistances were greater; and that further 
developments in the arts of life, with the further discipline 
in· (!()-operation accompanying them, tmabled subsequent 

«:2 
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societies to take root and grow in regions which, by climatic 
and other conditions, offered relatively-great resistances. 

We m~lst therefore say that solar radiation, being the 
source of those forces by which life, vegetal and animal, is 
carried on; and being, by implication, the source of the 
forces displayed in human life, and consequently in social 
life; it results that there can be no considerable social evolu- ' 
,tion on tracts of the Earth's surface where solar radiation is • 
. very feeble. Though, contrariwise, there is on some tracts a 
solar radiation in excess of the degree most favourable to vital 
. actions; yet the consequent hindrance to social evolution is 
relatively small Further, we conclude that an abundant • 

. supply of light and heat is especially requisite during those 
first stages of progress in which social vitality is small 

§ 16. Passing over such traits of climate as variability 
and equability, whether diurnal, annual, or irregular, all of 
which have ,their effect~ on human activities, and therefore 
on social phenomena, I will name one other climatic trait 
that appears to be an important factor. I refer to the • 
quality of the air in respect of dryness or moisture. 

Either extreme brings indirect impediments to civilization, • 
which we may, note before observing the direct effects.) 
That great dryness of the air, causing a parched surface and 
a scanty vegetation, negatives the multiplication needed for 
advanced social life, is a familiar fact. And it is a fact, • 
though not a familiar one, that extreme humidity, especially 
when joined with great. heat, may raise unexpected obstacles 
to progress; as, for example, in parts of East Africa, where 
" the springs of powder-flasks exposed to the damp snap like 
toasted quills; • • • paper, becoming soft and soppy by 

,the loss of glazing, acts as a blotter; • • • metals are 
ever rusty;. • • and gunpowder, if not kept from the 
air, refuses to iguite." 

But it is the direct effects of different hygrometric states, 
which are most noteworthy-the effects on the vital processes, 
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and, therefore, on the _individual activities, and, through., 
them, on the social activities. Bodily functions are facilitated.. 
by atmospheric conditions which make evaporation from the, 
skin and lungs rapid. That weak persons, whose variations 
of health furnish good tests, are worse· whe~ the air is 
surcharged with water, and are better when the weather _ is 
fine; and that commonly such person.~ ~re enervated, by. 
residence in moist localities but invigorated. by rflsidence in· 
dry ones, are facts generally recognized. And. this ,relation, 
of cause and effect, manifest in individuals, doubtless.holds in, 
races. Throughout temperate regions, differences of constitu." 
tional activity due to differences of atmospheric humidity,. 
are less traceable than in torrid regions: _ the reason, being. 
that all the inhabitants are subject to a tolerably. q~ick. 
escape of water from their surfaces; since the· ail', though·. 
well charged with water, will take ,up 1I10re when.,. its 
temperature, 'Previously low, is raised by contact; w\th the 
body. :But it is otherwise in tropical regions where the,body 
and the air bathing it differ much less in temperature.; and 
where, indeed, the air is sometimes higher in temperature 
than the body. Here the rate of evaporation depends almost 
wholly on the quantity of surrounding vapour. If the air is 
hot and moist, th.e escape of water through, the skin and 
-lunge is greatly hindered; whileit is greatly facilitated if the 
air is hot and dry. Hence in the torrid zone, we may expect 
constitutional differences between the' inhabitants of low 
steaming tracts and the inhabitants of tracts parched with 
lleat. Needful as are cutaneous and pulmonary evaporation, 
for maintaining the movement of fluids through _ the tissues 
and thus furthering molecular changes, it is to be inferred 
that, other things equal, there -will be more bodily activity in 
the people of hot and dry localities than in the people of hot • 
and humid localities. 

The evidence justifies tbis inference. The earliest-recorded 
civilization grew up in a hot and dry region-Egypt jand in 
hot and drY.l:egionsalso . .arose the :Bab.rlonian • ..Assprian, and. 
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Phrenician civilizations~ But the facts when stated in teTIM 
of nations are far less striking than when stated in terms of 
races. On glancing over a general rain-map, there will be 
seen an almost-continuous area marked "rainless district," 
extending across North Africa, Arabia, Persia, and on through. 
Thibet into ¥ongolia; and from within, or from the borders 
of, this district, have come all the conquering races of the, 
Old 'Vorld. We have the Tartar race, which, passing the 
Southern mountain-beundary of this rainless district, peopled 
China and the regions between it and Indiar-thrusting the 
aborigines of these areas into the hilly tracts; and which has 
sent successive waves of invaders not into these regions only, 
but into the 'Vest. 'Ve have the Aryan race, overspreading 
India and making its way through. Europe. We have the 
Semitic race, becoming dominant in North Africa, and, 
spurred on by Mahommedan fanaticism, subduing parts of 
:Europe. That is to- say, besides the F4D1>tian race, which 
became powerful in the hnt and dry valley of the Nile. we 
have three races widely un1il{e in type, which, from diffel'ent 
parts of the rainless district have spread over regions 
relatively humid. Original superiority of type was, 
not the common trait of these peoples: the Tartar type is 
inferior, as was the Egyptian. Bllt the common trait, as, 
proved by subjugation of other peoples, was energy. And 
when we see that this common tra.it i~ kinds of men other
wise unlike, had for its concomitant their long-continued 
subjection to these special climatic conditions-when we find, 
further, that from the region characterized by these conditions. 
the earlier waves of conqUel;illg emigrants, losing in moister 
countries their ancestral energy. were over-run by later waves 
of the same kind of men. or of other kinds. coming from this 
region; we'get strong reason for inferring a relation between 
constitutional vigour and the presence of an air which. by its 
warmth and dryness, facilitates the vital actions.. A 
striking verification is at hand. The raiD.-map of the New 
Wodd shows that the largest of the parts distinguished as. 
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almost rainless, is that Central-Ameri.can and Mexican 
region in which indigenous civilizations developed; and that 
the only other rainless district is that, pam; of the ancient 
Peruvian territory, in which the pre-V nca. ci vilizatio.n has 
left its most conspicuous traces. Inductively, then, the 
evidence justifies in a remarkable manner the physiological 
d.eduction. . Nor are there. wanting minor verifica
tions. Speaking of the varieties of negroes, Livingstone says 
-" Heat alone does not produce blackness of Ilkin, but heat 
with moisture seems to insure the deepest h.ue";. and. 
Schweinfurth remarks on the relative blackness of the 1,)enka 
and other tribes living on th'e alluvial plains, and. contrasts 
them with "the less swarthy and more robust. races who 
inhabit the rocky hills of the interior": differences with 
which there go differences of energy. Eut I note this fact for 
the purpose of suggesting its probable connexion with the 
fact that the lighter-skinned races are habituall:>; the, domi
nant races. We see it to have been so in Egypt. It was so 
with the races spreading south from Central Asia. Traditions 
imply that it was so in Central America and l'e1;u. Speke 
saY8:-" I have always found the lighter-coloured savages more 
boisterous and warlike than those of a dingieJ,' hu.e." And if, 
heat being the same, darkness of skin accompanies humidity 
of the air, while lightness of skin accompanies dryness of the 
air, then, in this habitual predominance of the fair varieties 
of men, we find further evidence that constitutional activity, 
and in so far social development, is favoured by a climatE> 
conducing to rapid evaporation. 

I do not mean that the energy thus resulting detel'l)1ine~. 
of itself, higher social development: this is neither implied 
deductively nor shown inductively; But greater energy. 
making easy the conquest of less active races and the usurpa
tion of their richer and more varied habita.ts, also makes 
possible a better utiliz:ltion of such habitats. 

§ 17. On passing from climate to surface, we have to' not~. 
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first, the effects of its configuration, as favouring or hindering 
social integration. 

That the habits of hunters or nomads may be changed into 
those required for' settled life, the surface occupied must be 
one within which, coercion is easy, and beyond which the 
difficulties of existence are great. The unconquerableness of ' 
mountain tribes, difficult to get at, has been' in many times 
and in many places exemplified. Instance the Illyrians, who . 
remained independent of the adjacent Greeks. gave trouble to 
the Macedonians, and mostly recovered their independence 
after the death of Alexander;. instance the Montenegrins; 
instance the Swiss; instance the· people of the Caucasus. 
The inhabitants of desert-tracts, as well as those of mountain- , 
tracts, are difficult to consolidate·:- facility of 'escape, joined 
with ability to live in sterile regions, greatly hinder social. 
subordination. Within,. our own island, surfaces 
otherwise widely unlike have similarly hindered political 
integration, when their physical traits have· made it difficult 
to reach their· occupants; The history of Wales shows us how, 
within that" mountainous Iilistrict itself, subordination to one 
ruler was hard to establish; and still more how hard it was 
to bring the whole under the central power': from the Old
English period down t~ 1400, eight centuries of resistance 
passed before· the subjugation was complete, and a further 
interval before the· final incorporation with England. The 
Fens, in·.the earliest times a haunt of I)1araudcrs and of those 
WllO escaped from established power, became, at the time of 
the Conquest, the last refuge. of the still-resisting English; 
who~ for many years, maintained their freedom in this tract, 
made almost inaccessible by morasses. The prolonged. 
independence of the Highland clans, who were subjugated 
only after General Wade's roads put their refuges within 
reach, yields a later proof. Conversely, social inte
gration is easy within a territory which"while able to support 
a large population, affords facilities }or coercing the units 
of that population: especially if it)8 bounded by regions 
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offering little sustenance, or pcopled by enemies, or both 
Egypt fulfilled these conditions in a high degree. Govern
!Dental force was unimpeded by physical obstacles within the. 
occupied area; and escape from it into the adjacent desert 
involved either starvation or robbery. and enslavement by 
wandering hordes. Then in small areas surrounded by the 
sea, such as the Sandwich Islands, Tahiti, Tonga, Samoa, 
where a barrier to flight is formed by a desert of water 
instead of a desert of sand, the. requirements are equally 
well fulfilled. Thus we may figuratively say that social 
integration is a process of welding, which can be effected only 
when there are both pressure and difficulty in eV8:ding that 
pressure. And here, indeed,. we are reminded how, 
in extreme cases, the nature, of the surface permanently 
determines the type of social life it bears. From the earliest 
recorded time!l, arid tracts in the East have been peopled by 
Semitic tribes having an adapted social type. The descrip
tion given by Herodotus of the Scythian'S mode of life 
and 1I0cial organization, is substantially the same as that 
given of the Kalmucks by Pallas. Even were regions fitted 
for nomads to have their inhabitants exterminated, they would 
be re-peopled by refugees from neighbouring settled societies; 
who would similarly be compelled to wander, and would 
similarly acquire fit forms of union. There is, indeed,. a 
modern instance in point: not exactly of a re-genesis of an 
adapted social type, but of a genesis de nO'l!o. Since the 
colonization of South America, some of the pampas have 
become the homes of robber-tribes like Bedouins. 

Another trait of the inhabited area to be noted as in- r 

fiuential, is its degree of heterogeneity, Other things equal, 
localities that arE! uniform in structure are unfavourable to 
social progress. Leaving out for the present its effects on ' 
the Flora and Fauna, samen~ss of surface implies absence of 
varied inorganic materials, absence of varied experiences, 
absence of varied habits, and, therefore, puts obstacles to in-- . , 
<lustrial development and the arts of life. Neither Central 
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Asia, nor Central Africa, nor the central region of either 
'American cuntinent, has been the seat of an indigenous 
civilization of any height. Regions like the Russian steppE's,. 
however possible it may be to carry into them civilization 
elsewhere developed, !j.re regions within which civiliz~tion is 
not likely to be initiated; because the differentiating agencies 
are insufficient. When quite otherwise caused, uniformity 
of habitat has still the like effect. A~ Professor Dana asks 
respecting a coral-island :-

" How many of the ~arious arts of civilized life could exist in a land 
where shells are the only cutting instruments • • • fresh water 
barely enough for household purposes,-no streams, nor mountains, nor 
hills 7 How much of the poetry and literature of Europe would be 
intelligible to persons whose ideas had expanded only to the limits of a.. 
coral-island, who had never conceived of a surface of land above half a. 
mile in breadth-of a slope higher than a beach, or of a change ill 
seasons beyond a variation in the prevalence of rain 1" 

Contrariwise, th~ influences of geological and geographical 
heterogeneity in furthering social development, are con
spicuous. Though, considered absolutely, the Nile-valley is 
not physically multiform, yet it is multiform in comparison 
with surrounding tracts; and it presents· that which seems 
the most constant antecedent to civilization-the juxtaposi
tion of land and water. Though the Babylonians and 
Assyrians had habitats that were not specially varied, yet 
they were more varied than the ri verless regions lying East 
and West. The strip of territory in which the Phcenician 
society arose, had a relatively-extensive coast; many rivers 
furnishing at their mouths sites for the chief cities; plains 
and valleys running -inland. with hills between them and 
mountains beyond th,e~ Still more does heterogeneity dis
tinguish the area jn which the Greek society evolved: it is 
varied in its multit,udinou~ and complex distributions of land 
and sea, in its contour of surface, in its soil. " No part of 
Europe-perhaps it would not be too much to say no part of 
the world-presents so gl'eat a variety of natural features 
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within the same area as Greece." The Greeks themselve!!, 
indeed, observed the effect.~ of local circumstances in so far 
a'J unlikeness between coast and interior- goes. .As says. 
Mr. Grote:-

.. The ancient philosophel'8 and legislators were deeply impressed 
with the contrast between an inland and a maritime city: in the 
f,mner simplicity and uniformity of life, tena.city of ancient habits and 
dislike of what is new and foreign, great force of exclusive sympatby 
and narrow range both of objects and ideas; in the latter, variety and 
novelty of sensations, expansive imagination, toleration and oCcasional 
preference for extraneous customs, greater activity of. the individual 
hnd corresponding mutability of the state." 

Though the differences here described are mainly due to 
absence and presence of foreign intercourse; yet, since this. 
itself is dependent on the local relations of land and sea, 
these relations must Le recognized as primary causes of 
the differences. Just oLserving that in Italy likewise, civi
lization found a seat of considerable complexity, geological 
and geographical, we may pass to the New World, where we 
see the same thing. Central America., which was the source 
of its indigenous civilizations, is characterized by compara
tive multiformity. So, too, with Mexico and with Peru. 
The Mexican tableland, surrounded by mountains, contained 
many lakes = that of Tezcuco, with its islands' and shores, 
Leing the seat of Government; and through Peru, varied in 
I>urface, the Ynca-power spread from the mountainous islands 
of the large, irregular, elevated lake, Titicaca. 

How soil affects progress remains to be observed. The 
be11~f that easy obtainment of food is unfavourable to social 
ev&iution,while not without an element of truth, is by no 
means true as currently accepted. The semi-civilized peoples 
of the Pacific-the Sandwich Islanders, Tahitians, Tongans, 
Samoans, Fijians-show us considerable advances made in 
places where great productiveness renders life unlaborious. 
In Sumatra, where rice yields 80 to 140 fold, and in Mada
gascar, where it yields 50 to 100 fold, social development. 
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has not been insignificant. Kaffirs, inhabiting a tract having 
rich and extensive pasturage, contrast favourably, both in
dividuallyand socially, with neighbouring races occupying 
regions that are relatively unproductive; and those parts of 
Central Africa in which the indigenes have made most social 
progress, as Ashantee and Dahomey, have luxuriant vegeta
tions. Indeed, if we call to mind the Nile-valley, and the 
exceptionally-fertilizing process it is subject to, we see that 
the most ancient social development known to us, began 
in a region which, fulfilling other requirements, was also 
characterized by great natural productiveness. 

And here, with respect to fertility, we may recognize a 
truth allied to that which we l"ecognized in respect, to cli
mate; namely, that the earlier stages of social evolution are 
possible only where the resistances to be overcome are smalL 
As those arts of life by which loss of heat is prevented, must 
be considerably advanced before relatively-inclement regions 
can be well peopled; so, the agricultural arts must be con
siderably advanced before the less fertile tracts can, support 
populations large enough for ci:vilization. And since arts of 
every kind develop only as societies progress in size and 
strncture, it follows that there must be societies having 
llabitats where abundant food can. be procured by inferior 
arts, before there can arise the arts required for dealing with I 

less productive habitats. While yet low and feeble, societies 
can survive only. where the circumstances are least trying. 
The ability to survive where circumstances are m,ore trying 
can be possessed only by the higher and stronger societies 
descending from these; and inheriting their acquired org~i
zation, appliances, and knowledge. 

It should be added that variety of soil is a factor of im-__ 
portance; since this helps to cause that multiplicity of 
vegetal products which largely aids social progress. In" 
sandy Damara-Iand, where foul' kinds of mimosas exclude 
nearly every' other kind of tree or bush, it is clear that, 
apart from further obstacles to progress, paucity of" materials 

\ 
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must be a great one. But here we verge upon another order 
of factors. 

§ 18. The character of its Flora. affects in a variety of 
ways the fitness of a habitat for supporting a society. At 
the chief of these we must glance. 

Some of the Esquimaux have no wood at all ; while 
others have only that which comes to them as ocean-drift. 
By using snow or ice to build their houses, and by the shifts 
they are put to in making cups of ,seal-skin, fishing-lines 
and nets of whalebone, and even bows of bone or horn, 
these people show us how greatly advance in the arts of life 
is hindered by lack of fit vegetal products. With this Arctic 
race, too, as also with the nearly Antarctic Fuegians, we see 
that the absence or extreme scarcity of useful plants is an 
insurmountable impediment to social progress. Evidence 
better than that furnished by these regions (where extreme 
cold is a coexisting hindrance) comes from Australia; where, 
in a climate that is on the whole favourable, the paucity of 
plants available for the purposes of life has been a part
cause of continued arrest at the lowest stage of barbarism. 
Large tracts of it, supporting but one inhabitant. to sixty 
square miles, adUlit of .no approach. to that populousness 
which is a needful antecedent to civilization .. 

Conversely, atter observing how growth of population, 
making social advance possible, is furthered by abundance of 
vegetal products, we may ol)serve how variety of vegetal 
products conduces to the same effect.N ot· only in the 
cases of ~he slightly-developed societies occupying regions 
covered by a heterogeneous Flora, do we see that dependence 
on many kinds of roots, fruits, cereals, etc., is. a safeguard 
against the famines caused by failure of any single crop; 
but we see that the materials furnished. by a heterogeneous 
Flora, make possible a multiplication of appliances, a conse
quent advance o.f the arts, and an accompanying develop
ment of skill and intelligence. The Tahitians have on their 
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islands, fit 'woods for the frameworks and roofs of 11Ouses. 
with palm-leaves for thatch; there are plants yielding fibres 
,out of which to twist cords, fishing lines, matting, etc.; the 
tapa-bark, duly prepared, furnishes a cloth for their various 
articles of· dress ; they have cocoa-nuts for cups, etc., material:! 
for baskets, sieves, and various domestic implements; they 
have plants giving them scents lor their unguents, flowers 
for their wreaths and necklaces ; they have dyes for stamp
ing patterns on their dresses-all besides the various foods, 
bread-fruit, taro, yams, sweet-potatoes, arrow-root, fern-root, 
cocoa..;nuts, plant\1ins, bananas, jambo, ti-root, sugar-cane, 
etc.: enabling them to produce numerous made dishes. .And 
the utilization of all these materials implies a culture which 
in various ways furthers social advance. Kindred results 
from like causes have ariseu among an adjacent ,people, 
widely unlike in character and political organization. In a 
habitat characterized by a like variety of vegetal products. 
those ferocious cannibals the Fijians, have developed t~eir 
arts to a degree comparable with that of the Tahitians, and 
have a division of labour and a commercial organization that 
are even superior. .Among the thousand species of indigenous 
piants in the Fiji Islands, there are such as furnish materials 
for all 'purposes, from the building of war-canoes carrying 
~OO men down to the making of dyes' and perfumes. It may, 
indeed, be urged that the New Zealanders, exhibiting a social 
development akin to that xeached in Tahiti and Fiji, had a 
habitat of which the indigenous Flora was not varied. But 
the reply is that both by their language and their mythology, 
the New Zealanders are shown to have separated from other 
Malayo-Polynesians after the arts of life had been con
siderably advanced; ~d. that they brought these arts (as 
well as some cultivat d plants) to a region which, though 
poor inedible plants, upplied in abundance plants other-

wise useful' ~ , 
As above hinted, mere uxuriance of vegetation is in some 

cases a hindrance to progrc:>s. .Even that inclement region 
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inhabited by the Fuegians, is, strange to say, made 'worse by 
the dense growth of useless underwood which clothes the 
rocky hills. . Living though they do under conditions other
wise so different, the Andamanese, too, are restricted te the 
borders of the sea, by the impenetrable thickets which cover 
the land. Indeed various equatorial regions, made almost 
useless even to the. semi-civilized by jungle and tanglecl 
forest, were utterly useless to the aborigines, who had 110 

tools for clearing the ground. The primitive man, 'possessing 
rude stone implements only, found ·but few parts of the 
Earth's surface wllich, neither' too barren nor bearing too 
luxuriant a vegetation, were available: so again reminding 
us that rudimentary societies are at the mercy of environing 
conditions. 

§ 19. There remains to be .treated the Fauna of the region 
inhabited. .Evidently this affects greatly both the degree of 
social growth and the type of that growth. 

The presence or absence of wild animals fit for food, influ
ential as it is in determining the kind of individual life, is 
therefore influential in determining the kind of social organi
z.l.tion. 'Vhere, as in North .America, there existed game 
~mough to support the aboriginal races, hunting continued 
the dominant activity; and a partially-nomadic habit being. 
entailed by migrations after game,there was a persistent 
impediment to agriculture, to increase of population, and 
to industrial development. We have but to consider' the : 
antithetical case of the various Polynesian races, and to 
observe how, in the absence of a considerable land-Fauna, 
they have 'been forced into agriculture with its concomitant 
settled life, larger population, and advanced arts, to see how 
great an effect the kind and amount of -utilizable animal-life.' 
has on civilization. When we glance at that pas- . 
toral type of society which, still existing, has played in past 
times an important part in human progress, we again see that 
over \7ide regions the indigenous Fauna has been clllefly 
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influential in fixing the form of social union. On the one 
hand, in the absence of herbivores admitting of domestication 
-horses, camels, oxen, sheep, goats-the pastoral life fo]

,lowed by the three great conquering races in their original 
habitats, would have been impossible; and, on the other 
hand, this kind of life was inconsistent witq. that formation 
of larger settled unions which is needed for the higher social 
relations. On recalling the ·cases of the Laplanders with 
their reindeer and dogs, the Tartars with their horses and 
cattle, and the South Americans with their llamas and guinea
pigs, it becomes obvious, .too, that in various cases this nature 
of the Fauna, joined with that -of the ·surface, still continues 
to be a cause of arrest at a certain stage of evolution. 

'Vhile the Fauna as containing an abundance or scarcity 
of creatures useful to man is an important factor, it is also 
an important factor as containing an abundance or scarcity 
of injurious creatures. The presence of the larger carnivores 
is, in some places, a serious impediment ,to social life; as in 
Sumatra, where villages are not uncommonly ·depopulated by 
tigers; as in India, where "a single tigress caused the destruc
tion of 13 villages, and 250 square miles of country were 
thrown out of cultivation," and where" in 1869 one tigress 
killed 127 people, and stopped a public road for many weeks." 
Indeed we Deed but recall the ev\ls once suffered in England 
from wolves, and those still suffered ,in some parts of 
Europe, to see that freedom to carryon out-door occupations 
and intercourse, which is among the conditions to social 
advance, may be hindered by predatory animals. Nor must 
we forget how greatly agriculture is occasionally. interfered 
with by reptiles; as, again,', in India, where over 25,000 
persons die of snake-bite annually. To which evils directly 
inflicted by the higher animals, must be added the indirect 
evils which they join insects in inflicting, by destroying 
crops. Sometimes injuries of t:his last kind considerably 
affect the mode of individual life and consequently of social 
life i as in Kaffirland, where crops .are subject to gl'eat .depre-
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dations from mammals, Qirds, and insects, and where the 
transformation of the pastoral state into a higher state is thus 
discouraged; 'or as in the Bechuana-country, which, while 
.. peopled with countless herds of game,' is sometimes devas
tated by swarms of locusts." Clearly, where the industrial I 

tendencies are feeble, uncertainty in getting 'Il. return for 
labour must hinder the development of them, arid cause rever
sion to older modes of life, if these can still be pursued. 

Many other mischiefs, caused especially by insects, seri
ously interfere with social progress. Even familiar expe
riences in Scotland, where the midges sometimes drive one
indoors, show how greatly "the plague of flies" must, in 
tropical regions, impede outdoor labour. Where, as on the 
Orinoco, the morning salutation is-" How are we to-day for 
the mosquitos 1" and where the torment is such that a priest 
could not believe Humboldt voluntarily submitted tq it 
merely that he might see the country, the desire for relief 
must often out-balance the already-feeble motive to work 
Even the effects of flies on cattle indirectly modify social 
life; as among the Kirghiz, who, in May, when the steppes 
are covered with rich pasture, are obliged by the swarms of 
~es to take their herds to the mountains; or as in: Africa, 

)where the t§f:!se negatives the pastoral occupation in some 
localities. And then, in other cases, great discouragement 
results from the termites, which, in parts of East Afri~a, con
sume dress, furniture, beds, etc. "A man may be rich tOO-day 
and poor to-morrow, from the ravages of the white ants," 
said a Portuguese merchant to Livingstone. Nor is this all. 
Humboldt remarks that where the termites destroy all docu .. 
ments, there can be no advanced civilization. 

Thus there is a close relation between the type of social' 
life indigenous in a locality, and the character of the in .. , 
digenous Fauna. The presence or absence of useful species, 
and the presence or absence of injurious species, have their 
favouring and hindering effects. And there is not only so 
produced a furtherance Ot retardation of social progress,' 

D 
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'generally considered, but· there is, produced more .or less 
speciality in the structures and activities of the community. 

§ 20. To describe, fully these original external factors is 
out of the question., An approximately-complete account of 
the classes characterized above, would be a work of years; 
-and there would have to be added many environing con
ditions not yet indicated. 

Effects of differences in degree and distribution of light, as 
illustrated by the domesticity and culture which the Arctic 
night causes among the Icelanders, would have to be treated; 
as also the minor effects due to greater or less brilliancy of 
ordinary daylight in sunny and cloudy climates on the 
mental states, and therefore on the actions, of the inha-. 
bitants. The familiar fact that habitual fineness of weather • 
and habitual inclemency, lead respectively to out-door social 
intercourse and in-door family-life, and so influence the cha
racters of citizens, would have to be taken, into account. So, • 
too, would the modifications of ideas and feelings wrought by 
imposing meteorologic and geologic phenomena. And beyond 
the effects, made much. of by Mr. Buckle, which these produce 
on men's imaginations, and consequently on their behaviour, 
there would Imve to be noted their effects of other orders: as, 
for instance, those which frequent earthquakes have on the 
type of arclutecture-causing a preference for houses that 
are low and slight; and so modifying both the domestic 
arrangements and the resthetic culture .. Again, the character 
of the f,Y.el- which a locality yields has consequences that 
ramify in various directions; as. we see in the contrast 
between our own coal-burning London, with its blackened> 
gloomy streets, and the wood-burning cities of the continent, 
where general lightness and bright colours induce a different. 
state of feeling having different results. How the mineralogy 
of a region acts, scarcely needs poiuting out. Entire absence 
of metals may cause local persistence 'of the stone-age; pre
sence of copper may initiate advance; presence or proximity 
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of tin, rendering bronze possible, may cause a further step; 
and if there are iron-ores, a still further, step may presently 
be taken. So, too, the supply or lack of lime for mortal', 

. affects the sizes and types of buildings, private and public; 
and thus influences domestic and social habits, as well as art-

• progress. Even.' down to such a minor. peculiarity' as the 
presence of hot springs, which in ancient Central America 
initiated a local manufacture of pottery, there would have to 
be traced the influence of each physical condition in deter
mining the prevailing industry, and therefore, in part, the 
social organization. 

But a detailed account of the original external factors, 
whether of the more important kinds outlined in the pre
ceding pages or of the less important kinds just exemplified~ 
pertains to Special Sociology. Anyone who, carrying with. 
him the general principles of the science, undertook to inter~ 
pret the evolution of each society, would have to describe 
completely these many local causes in their various kinds, 
and degrees. Such an undertaking must be left for the 
sociologists of the future. 

§ 21. Here my purpose has been to give general ideas of 
the original external factors, in their different classes and 
orders; so as to impress on the reader the truth, barely 
enunciated in the preceding chapter, that the characters of 
the environment co-operate with the characters of human 
beings in determining social phenomena. 

One result of enumerating these original external factors 
r,nd observing the parts they play, has been that of bringing 
into view the fact, that the earlier stages of social evolution 
are far more dependent on . local .conditions than the later 
stages. Though societies such as we ar~ now most familia)." 
with, highly organized, rich in appliances, advanced in know
ledge, can, by 'the help of various artifices, thrive in un
favourable habitats; yet feeble, unorganized ~ocieties cannot 
:10 so. They are at the mercy of their surroundings. 

D 2 
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Moreover we thus find answers to the questions sometimes 
:,.,aised in opposition to the doctrine of social evolution-How 
does it happen that so many tribes of savages have made no 
manifest progress during the long period over which human 
records extend 1 And if it is true that the human race 
existed during the later geologic periods, why, for 100,000 
years or more, did no traceable civilization result? To these 
questions, I say, adequate replies are furnished. When, 
glancing over the classes and orders of original external 
factors above set down, we observe how rare is that combina
tion of favourable ones joined with absence of unfavourable 
ones, by which alone the germs of societies can be fostered.
when we remember that in proportion as the appliances are 
few and rude, the knowledge small, and the co-operation 
feeble, the establishment of any improvement in face of 
surrounding difficulties must take a long time-when we 
remember that this helplessness of primitive sociai groups 
left them exposed to each adverse change, and so caused 
repeated losses of such advances as were made; it becomes 
easy to understand why, for an enormous period, no consider-
able societies were evolved. " 

But now having made this general survey of the original 
external factors, and drawn these general inferences, we may 
leave all detailed consideration of them as not further concern
ing us. For in dealing with the Principles of Sociology, we 
have to deal with facts of structure and function displayed 
\1y societies in general, dissociated, so far as may be, from 
$pedal facts due to special circumstances. Henceforth we 
shall occupy ourselves with those .characters of societies 
which depend mainly on the intrinsic natures of their units, 
rather than with t~e characters determined by particular 
extrinsic infiuenpes. 



ClIAPI'En. IV, 

ORIGINAL INTERNAL FACTORS. 

§ 22. As with the original external· factors, so with the . 
original internal factors-an adequate account of ~hem sup
poses a far greater knowledge of the past than we can get. 
On the one hand, from men's bones, and objects betraying 
men's actions, found in recen~ strata and, in cave-deposits, 
dating back to periods since which there have peen, great 
changes of climate and re-distributions of land and sea, we 
must infer that the habitats of tribes have been ~ver under
going modifications; though what modificaiioIll\ we can but 
vaguely guess. On the other hand, alterations of habitats· 
imply in the races subject to them adaptive changes of func
tion, and structure; respecting mos~ of which w~ I;an know 
little more than the4- occurrence. 

Such fragmentary evidence as we have doe!! p,ot warrant. 
definite conclusions respecting the ways and degreell in which 
men of the remote past differed from Plen now existing, I 

There are, indel!d, remains which, taken alone, indicate 
inferiority of type in ancestral races, The Neanderthal-s~ 
and others like it, with their enormous supra-orbital ridge!! so 
simian in character, are among these. There is .alsQ the skull 
lately found by Mr, Gillman, in a mound OIl the Detroit 
river, M~chigan, and described by him as chimpanzee-like in 
the largeness of the areas over which the temporal muscles 
were inserted. But as this remarkable skull was found 
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along with others that were not remarkable, and as such' 
skulls as that . from the cave in the Neanderthal are 
not proved to be of more ancient date than skulls which 
deviate little from common forms, no decisive inferences can 
be drawn. .A. kindred, but perhaps a more positive, 
statement, may be made respecting that compression of the 
tibire in certain ancient races, which is expressed by the 
epithet .. platycnemic." First pointed out by Prof. Busk and 
Dr. Falconer, as characterizing the men who left their bones 
ill the caves of Gibraltar, this peculiarity, shortly afterwards 
discovered by M. Broca in the remains ·of cave-men in 
France, was observed afresh by Mr. BusIc in remains from 
caves in Denbighshire j and more recently Mr. Gillman has 
shown that it is a trait of tibire found along with the rudest 
stone-implements in mounds on the St. Claire river, Michigan. 
As this trait is not known to distinguish any races now' 
living, while it existed in races which lived in localities so 
far apart as Gibraltar, France, Wales, and North America, we 
must infer that an ancient race, distributed over a wide area, 
was in so far unlike races which have survived. . ' 

Two general conclusions only seem warranted by the facts 
at present known. The first is that in remote epochs there 
,vere, as there are. now, varieties of men distinguished by 
differences of osseous structure considerable in degree, and 
probably by othe~ differences j and the second is, that some 
tra~ts of brutality and inferiority exhibited in certain of these 
ancient varieties, have either disappeared or now occur only
as unusual variations. 

§ 23~ So that about the original internal factors, taken in 
.that cOlnprehensive sense which includes the traits of pre
historic man, we can ascertain little that helps us. Still we 
may fairly draw from the researches of geologists and 81'chreo
logists the important general inferences that throughout 
long-past periods, as si.nce the commencement of history, 
t11ere has been going on a\ continuous differentiation of races. 
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a continuous over-running of the less powerful or less 
adapted by the more powerful or more adapted, a driving of 
inferior varieties into undesirable habitats, and, occasionally, 
an extermination of inferior varieties. 

And now, carrying with us this dim conception ofprimi
tive man and his history, we must be content to give it what 
definition we may, by studying those existing races of men 
which, as judged by their visIble characters and their im
plements, approach most nearly to primitive man. Instead 
of including in one chapter all the classes and sub-classes of 
traits to be set down, it will ~e most convenient to group 
them into three 'chapters;.'W e 'will' take 'first the physical, 
then the emotional, ~st1y'the intellectuaL 



OHAPTE~ V. 

THE PRIMITIVE MAN-PHYSICAL. 

§ 24. IN face of the fact that the uncivilized races include 
the Patagonians, who reach some six to seven feet in height, 
while in Africa there still exist remnauts of the barbarous 
people referred to by Herodotus as pygmies, we cannot say 
that there is any direct relation between social state and 
stature. Among the North-Americau Indians there are 
hunting races decidedly tall; while, elsewhere, there are 
stunted hunting races, as the Bushmen. Of pastoral peoples, 
too, some are short,like the Kirghiz, and some are well
grown, like the Kaffirs. And there are kindied differences 
among races of agricultural habits. _ 

Still, the evidence taken in the mass implies some con
nexion between barbarism and inferiority of size. In North 
America the Chinooks 'and sundry neighbouring tribes, are 
described as low in stature; and the Shoshones are said to 
be of "a diminutive stature." Of the South American races 
it is asserted that the Guiana Indian is mostly much below 
5 ft. 5 in. ; that the .Arawaks are seldom more than 5 ft. 4 in. ; 
and that the Guaranis rarely reach 5 ft. So, too, is it with 
the uncivilized peoples of Northern Asia. The Kirghiz 
average 5 ft. 3 or 4 in.; and the Kamschadales "are in 
general of low stature." In Southern Asia it is the same. 
One authority describes, generally, the Tamulian aborigines 
of India as smaller than the Hindus. Another, writing of 
the Hill-tribes, says of the Puttooas that the men do not 
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exceed 5 ft. ~ in., nO:f the women 4 ft. 4 in. Another esti
mates the Lepchas as averaging about 5 ft. And the J uangs, 
perhaps the most degraded of these tribes, are set down as, 
males less than 5 ft., and women. 4 (t. 8 in. But this c:;on
nexion is most clearly seen, on grouping the very lowest 
races. Of the Fuegians we read that some tribes are "not 
more than 5 ft. high;" of the Andamanese, that the men vary 
from 4 ft. 10 in. to nearly 5 ft.; of the Veddahs, that the 
range is from 4 ft. 1 in. to 5 ft. 3 in.-the common height 
being 4 ft. 9 in. Again, the ordinary height of the Bushmen 
is 4 ft. 4i in., or, according to Barrow, 4 ft. 6 in. for the 
average man, and 4 ft. for the average woman. whilf their 
allies, the Akka, are said by Schweinfurth to vary from 4 ft. 
1 in. to 4 ft. 10 in.: the women, whom he did not see, being 
presumably still smaller. 

How far is. this an original trait of inferior races, and how 
far i!\ it a trait superinduced by the unfavourable habitats 
into which superior races have driven them? The dwarfish
ness of Esquimaux and Laplanders may be due partly, if not I 

wholly, to the great physiological cost 9f living entailed by 
the rigorous climate they have to bear; and it no more shows \ 
the dwarfishness of primitive men than does the small size of 
Shetland ponies show that primitive horses were small So, ' 
too, in the case of the Bushmen, who are wanderers in a 
territory" of so barren and arid a character, that by far the 
greater portion of it is not permanently habitable by any 
class of human beings," it is supposable that chronic innu
trition has produced a lower standard of growth. Manifestly, 
as the weaker were always thrust by the stronger into the 
worst localities, there must eve!;' have been. Ii. tendency to 
make greater any original differences of stature and strength. 
Hence the smallness of these most degraded men, may have • 
been original; or it may have been acquired; or it may have • 
been pareIy original Iilld partlYllcquired. In one 
case, however, I learn on good authority that the low stature 
was most likely original. Facts do not justify the belief that 
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ilieBushmen, the Akka, and kindred races, found in Mrica. 
nre dwarfed varieties'· of the Negro race; but suggest the 
belief that they are remnants of a 'race which the Negroes 
dispossessed. And this conclusion, warranted by the physical 
differences, is countenanced by general probability and by 
analogy. Without making much of the rumoured dwarf-race 
in the central parts of Madagascar, or of that in the interior 
of Borneo, it suffices to recall the Hill-tribes of India, which 
are surviving groups of the indigenes islanded by the flood of 
Aryans, or the tribes further east, similarly islanded .by the 
invading Mongols, or the Mantras of the Malay-peninsula; 
to see·that this process has probably occurred in Africa; and 
that these tribes of diminutive people are scattered fragments 
:If a people originally small, and not dwarfed by conditionS. 

Still, other evidence may be cited to show that we are not 
justified in conceiVing 'primitive man as decidedly less than 
man of developed type. The Australians who, both i\ldivi
dually and socially, are very inferior, reach a mOderate 
stature; as did also the now-extinct Tasmanians. Nor do ~ 
the' bones of races which have disappeared, yield manifest 
proof that pre-historic man' was, on the average, much. 
smaller than historic man. . 
!.i We shall probably be safe in concluding that with the • 
human race, as with other races, size is but one trait of highe~ 
evolution, which mayor' may not coexist with other traits; 
and that, within certain limits, it is determined by local con
ditions,which here favour preservation of the larger, and 
elsewhere, when nothing is gained by size, conduce to the 
spread of a smaller variety relatively more prolific. But we 
may further conclude that since, in the conflicts between 
races, super.iority of ~~.ze gives advantag~s, there has been a 
survival of the larger, hich has told where other conditions 
have allowed: implyitJ. that the average primitive man was 
somewhat less than is t e average civilized man 

§ 25. As of stature, so \of structure, we must say that thE! 
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contrast is not marked. Passing over smaller distinctive 
traits of inferior humantaces, such as the deviation in the 
form of the pelvis, and the exiStence of solid bone'where,in 
the civilized, the frontal sinus exists, we may limit oUrselves. 
to traits which have a. meaning for us. 

lIen of rude types are generally characterized by relatively 4 

small lower limbs. Pallas describes the Ostyaks as having 
II thin and slender legs." I find two authorities mentioning 
the "short legs" and "slender legs" of the Kamschadales~ 
So, among the Hill-tribes of India, Stewart says the Kookies 
have legs" short in comparison to the length of their bodies, 
and their arms long." Of sundry American races the like is 
remarked. We read of the Chinooks that they have" small 
and crooked" legs; of the Guaranis, that their-" arms and 
legs are relatively short and thick ;!!and even of ·the gigantic 
Patagonjans it is asserted that" their limbs -are neither so' 
musclUlar nor so large-boned as their height and apparent 
bulk would induce one to suppose." 'l'his truth -holds in' 

'Australia, too. . Even if the leg-bones of Australians are 
equal in length to those of Europeans, it is unquestionable 
that their legs are inferior in massiveness.· Though I find 
no direct statement respecting the Fuegians under this head, 
yet since, while said to be short, they are said to have bodies 
comparable in bulk to those, of higher races, it is inferable 
that their deficiency of height results from the shortness of 
their legs. Lastly, the Akka not only have" shott, bandy 
legs," but, though agile,their powers of locomotion are 
defective: .. every step they take is aecompanied by a lurch;" . 
and Schweinfurth describes the one who was with him for 
many months, as never able to carry a full dish without. 
spilling. Those remains of extinct races lately referred to, _ 
seem also to countenance the belief that tile primitive man 
was characterized by lower limbs infel'ior to our own : the 
p1atycneinic tibire once characteri#ng trib,es of mankind 
which were so widely diflpersed, seem to imply this. While 
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recognizing differences, we may fairly say that this trait of 
relatively-inferior legs is sufficiently marked; and it is a. 
trai~ which, remotely simian, is also repeated, by the child of 
the civilized man, . 

That the balance of power between legs and arms, originally 
adapted to climbing habits, is likely to have been changed in 
the course of progress, is manifest. During the conflicts 
between races, an advantage must have been gained by those 
having legs somewhat more developed at the expense of the 
body at large. I do not mean chiefly an advantage in swift
ness or agility; I mean in trials of strength at close quarters. 
In combat, the force exerted by arms and trunk is limited by 
the ability of the legs to withstand the strain thrown on them. 
Hence, apart from advantages in locomotion, the stronger- \, 
legged races have .tended to become. other things equal, • 
dominant races. 

Among other structural traits of the primitive man which 
we have to note, the most marked is the larger size of the 

. jaws and teeth, This is shown not simply in that progna
thous form characterizing various inferior races, and, to an 
extreme degree, file Akka, but it is shown also in races 
otherwise characterized: even ancient British skulls have 
relatively-massive jaws. That this trait is connected with 
the eating of coarse food, hard, tough, and often uncooked, 
and perhaps also with the greater use of the teeth in place of 
tools, as we see our own boys use them, is fairly inferable. 
Diminution of function has brought diminution of size, both 
of the jaws and of the attached muscles. Whence, too, as a 
remoter sequence, that diminution of the zygomatic arches 
through which these muscles pass: producing an additional 
difference of outline in the civilized face. 

These changes are noteworthy as illustrating, unmistak
ably, the reaction which social development, with all the 
appliances it brings, has on the structure of the social unit. 
And recognizing the externally-visible changes arising from 
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this cause, we can the less doubt the occurrence of internal 
-;hanges, as of brain, arising from the same cause. 

§ 26. One further morphological trait may be dealt with 
in immediate connexion with physiological traits. I refer to 
the size of the digestive organs. 

Here we have little beyond indirect evidence. In the 
absence of some conspicuous modification of figure caused by 
targe stomach and intestines, this character is one not likely 
to have been noticed by travellers. Still, we have some 
facts to the point. The Kamschadales are described as 
having "a hanging belly, slender legs and arms." Of the 
Bushmen, Barrow writes, "their bellies are uncommonly pro
tuberant." Schweinfurth speaks of the" large, bloated belly 
and short, bandy legs" of the Akka; and elsewhere, describ
ing the structure of this degraded type of man, he says
" The superior region of the chest is flat, and much contracted, 
but it widens out below to support the huge hanging 
belly." Indirect evidence is supplied by the young, 
alike of civilized and savage peoples. Doubtless, the re-' 
latively-Iarge abdomen in the child of the civilized man, is • 
in the main an embryonic trait. But as the children of . 
inferior races are more distinguished in this way than our 
own children, we get indirect reason for thinking that the 
less-developed man was thus diStinguished from the more-' 
developed. Schweinfurth refers to the children of the 
African Arabs as like the Akka in:' this respect. Describing 
the Veddahs, Tennant· mentions the protuberant stomachs of 
the children. Galton says of the Damara children, that " all 
have dreadfully swelled stomachs." And from Dr. Hooker I 
learn that the like trait holds throughout Bengal. 

The possession of a relatively-larger alimentary system is, . 
indeed, a character of the lowest races inferable from their 
immem:~ capacities for containing and· digesting food.. 
Wrangel llays each of the Yakuts ate in a day six times as 
many fish as he could eat. Cochrane describes a five-year-
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old child of this race as devouring three candles, severa: 
pounds of sour frozen butter, and a large piece of yellow soap. 
and adds-" I have repeatedly seen a Yakut, or a Tongouse 
devour forty pounds 'of meat in a day." '. Of the Comanches 
Schoolcraft says-" After long abstinence they eat voraciously 
and without apparent inconvenience." Thompson remark~ 
that the Bushmen have "powers of stomach similar to tIle 
beasts of prey, both in voracity' and in supporting hunger." 
And no less clear is the 'implication of the stories of gluttony 
told by Captain Lyon about the Esquimaux, and by Sir G. 
Grey about the Australians. 

Such traits are necessary. ~<\.digestive apparatus large 
enough for a European, feeding at short and regular in
tervals, would not be large enough for a savage whose 
meals, sometimes scanty, sometimes abundant, follow one 
another, now quickly, and now after the lapse of days. A 
man who depends on the chances of the chase, will profit by 
the ability to digest a great quantity when it is obtainable, to 
compensate for intervals of semi-starvation. A stomacl;1 able 
to deal only with a moderate meal, must leave its possessor 
at a disadvantage in comparison with one whose stomach 
is able, by immense meals, to make up for many meals 
missed. Beyond the need hence arising for a.large 
alimentary system, there is the need arising from the low 
quality of the food. Wild fruits, nuts, roots, shoots, etc., 
must be eaten in great masses to yield the requir{ld supplies 
of lritrogenous compounds, fats, and carbo-hydrates; and of 
animal food, the insects, larvre, worms, vermin, consumed in 
default of larger prey, contain much useless matter. Inde¢'; 
the worn· teeth of savages suffice of themselves to prove 
that much indigestible matter is masticated and swallowed. 
Hence, such an abdominal development.as the Akka show 
in a degree almost ape-like, is a trait of primitive man neces
sitated by primitive conditions. 

Just noting that some waste of force results from' carrying 
al)out relatively-larger stomach and intestines~let us observe, 
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chiefly, the physiological. effects accompanying such a struc
ture adapted to such circumstances. ,At times when enormous 
meals have to be digested, repletion Plust .produce inertness; 
and at times when; from iack of food, the energies :flag, there 
. can be none to spare for any activities. Save those 'prompted 
by hunger. Clearly, the irregular feeding entailed on the. 
'primitive man, prevents continuous labour: so hindering, in 
yet another way, .theactions required to lead him out of hi~ . 
primitive state. 

§ 27. There is evidence that, apart from stature and ap!lrt i 

even from muscular development, the ID;lcivilized man is less 
powerful than the civilized man. He is unable to expend 
suddenly as great an a~Qunt. of. force, and he is . unable to 
continue the expenditure of. forc.e for so long a time. 

Of the Tasmanians, now no . longer existing, Peron said 
that, though they were vigorous-looking, the· dynamometer 
proved them to be inferior in ~trength. Their a~es by race, 
the Papuans, "although well made," are described as ,being 
" our inferiors in muscular power." Respecting the aborigine~ 
of India, the evidence is not quite ()onsistent. Mason asserts 
of other Hill-tribes, as of the Karens; that their strength 
soon :flags; while Stewart deljcribes the Kookie boys as very 
enduring: the anomaly. being, . as we shall presently see, 
possibly due to the fact that he did not test their enduranc~ 
over successive days.. While saying that the Damaras have 
"immense muscular development," Galton says---". I never 
found one who was anything like a match for the average of 
my own men" in trials of strength; . and Andersson makes a 
like remark. Galton further observes that "in' a long, steady 
journey the savages [Damaras] quickly,knock up unless they 
adopt some of our usages." Similarly with American races. 
King found the Esquimaux relatively weak; and Burton 
remarks of the Dakotahs that, "like all ,\lavages, they are 
deficient in corporeal strengtb." 

There are probably two causes for this contrast between 
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" savage and clvilized-relative innutrition, and a relatively
smaller nervous system. The fact that a horse out 
at grass gains in bulk while losing his fitness for continue!! 
exertion, makes cl'edible the statement that Ii. savage may 
have fleshy limbs and be comparatively weak; and that his 
weakness may be still more marked when his muscles, fed 
by a blood of low quality, are, at the same time, small. Men 
in training find that it takes months to raise muscles to their 
highest powers, whether of sudden exertion or prolonged 
exertion. Whence we may infer that from food poor in kind 
and irregularly supplied, deficiency of strength, under both 
its forms, will result. The other cause, less obvious, 
is one which must not be overlooked. ·As was shown in the 
Principles of Psyelwlogy, Ch. I., it is the nervous system rather' 
than the muscular system, which measures the force evolved. 
In all animals the initiator of motion, the nervous system 
varies in size partly as the quantity of motion generated and 
partly as the complexity of that motion. On remembering 
the failure of muscular power which comes along with flagging 
emotions, or desires lapsing into indifference, and, contrariwise, 
the immense power given by intense passion, we shall see how 
immediate is the dependence of strength upon feeling. And, 
seeing this, we shall understand why, other things equal, the· 
savage with a smaller brain, generating less feeling, is not so 
strong. 

§ 28. Among the physiological traits which distinguish' 
man in his primitive state from man in his advanced state, 
we may, with certainty, set down relative hardiness. Con
trast the trial of constitution which child-bearing b#ngs on 
the civilized woman, with that which it brings on the savage 
woman. Ask what would happen to both mother and child. 
under the conditions of savage life, had they no greater 
toughness of physique than is possessed by the civilized 
mother and child. Both the existence of this trait and its 
necessity will then be obvious. 
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Survival of the fittest· must ever have tended to prod6.ce 
and maintain a constitution capable of enduring the pains, 
hardships, injuries, necessarily accompanying a life at the 
mercy of surrounding actions. The Fuegian who quietly lets 
the falling sleet melt on his naked body, must be the product 
of a discipline which 11as killed off all who were not extremely 
tenacious of life. When we read that the Yakuts, who from 
their ability to bear cold are called "iron men," sometimes 
sleep" completely exposed to the heavens, with scarcely any 
clothing on, and their bodies covered with a thick coat of 
rime," we must infer that their adaptation to the severities of 
their climate has resulted from the habitual destruction of 
all but the most resisting. Similarly with respect to another 
detrimental influence. Mr. Hodgson remarks that a" capacity 
to breathe malaria as though it were common ail', charac· 
terizes nearly all the Tamulian aborigines of India;" and 
the ability of some Negro-races to live in pestilential regions, 
shows that elsewhere there has been produced a power to 
withstand deleterious vapours. So, too, is it with the bear
ing of bodily injuries. The recuperative powers of the .Aus
tralians, and of other low races, are notorious. Wounds 
which would. be fatal to Europeans they readily recover 
from. 

Whether this gain entails loss in other directions, we have . 
no direct evidence. It is known that the hardier breeds of 
domestic animals are smaller than the less hardy breeds; 
.and it may be that a human body adapted to extreme pertur
bations, gains its adaptation at the expense, perhaps of size, 
perhaps of energy. And if so, this fitness for' primitive. 
conditions entails yet a further impediment to the establish- • 
ment of higher conditions. 

? . § 29. A closely-related physiological trait must be added. 
Along with this greater ability to bear injurious actions. 
there is a comparative indifference to the disagreeable or, , 
painful eensations those actions cause; ?r rather, the sensa- , 

E 
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tiona they cause are not so acute. According to Lichtenstein, 
the Bushmen do not " appear to have any feeling of even the 
most st~iking changes in the temperature of the atmosphere." 
Gardiner says the Zulus" are perfect salamanders "-arranging 
the burning faggots with their feet, and dipping theu- hands 
into the boiling contents of cooking-vessels. The Abipones, 
again, are "extremely tolerant of the inclemencies of the 
sky." So is it with the feelings caused by .bodily injuries .• 
:Many travellers express surprise at the calmness with which 
men of inferior types undergo serious operations. Evidently' 
the sufferings produced are much less than would be pro
duced in men of higher types. 

Here we have a further characteristic which might have 
been inferred a p,·im·i. Pain of every kind, down even to 
the irritation produced by discomfort, entails physiological 
waste of a detrimental kind. No less certain than the fact 
that continued agony is followed by exhaustion, which in 
feeble persons may be fatal, is the fact that minor sufferings, 
including the disagreeable sensations caused by cold and 
hunger, undermine the energies, and may, when the vital 
balance is difficult to maintain, destroy it. Among primi
tive races the most callous must have had the advantage 
when irremediable evils had to be borne; and thus relative 
callousness must have been made, by survival of the fittest, 
constitutional. 

This pl1ysiological trait of primitive man has a ~eaning 
for us. Positive and negative discomforts-the sufferings 
which come from over-excited nerves, and the cravings 
originated by parts of the nervous system debarred from their 
normal actions-being the stimuli to exertion, it results tl1at 
the constitutionally callous are less rea:dily spurred into 
activity. A physical evil which prompts a relatively-sensitive 
man to provide a rcmedy, leaves a relatively-insensitive man 
almost or quite inert: either he submits passively, or he is 
.content with some make-shift remedy. 

So tl1at beyond positive obsto.cles to advance, there exists 
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at the -outset thiS negative' obstacie,' that ~tlie! feelings which 
, prompt efforts arid ,cause improvementS are,'weak.; , 

§ 30. As preliminary to the summing up of these physical 
characters, I must name a most general one-early arrival 
at maturity. Other things equal, the' less evolved types' of , 
organisms take shorter' tilnes to reach their complete ,forms 

'than do the more evolved; and this cOlitrast, conspicuous 
. bet,veen men' and most inferior creatures,' is 'perceptible 
: among varieties of men. There is, reason for' associating, ' 
this difference with the difference in cerebral development .• 
The greater costliness of the hirger' brain, ,which so long 
delays human maturity as compared with mammalian ma
turity generill1, delays also the maturity of. ,the civilized 
as compared with thafl of the savage. Causation apart, 
however, the fact is that (climate and other conditions 
being equal) the inferior races reach puberty sooner than 
the superior races. Everywhere the remark is made that 
the women early bloom and early fade; and a corresponding 
trait of course holds in the men. This completion of growth 
and structure in a shorter period, implies less plasticity of 
nature: the rigidity of adult life sooner makes modification 
difficult. This trait has noteworthy consequences: one being "\ 
that it tends to increase those obstacles to progress arising 
from the characters above described; which, on now re
enumerating them, 'we shall see are already great. 

If the primitive mali was on the average less than man as 
we now know him, there must have existed, during early stages 
when also the groups of men were small and their weapons 
ineffective, far greater difficulties than afterwards in dealing 
with the larger animals, both enemies and prey. Inferiority. 
of the lower limbs, alike in size and structure, must also have 
made primitive men less able to cope with powerful and swift 
creatures; whether they had to be escaped from or mastered. 
His larger alimentary system, adapted to an irregular supply • 
of 'food, mostly inferior in quality, 'dirty, and uncooked. 

E2 
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,besides entailing mechanical loss, gave to the primitive -man 
only an irr~gular supply of nervous power, smaller in average . 
amount than that which follows good feeding. Constitutionitl 
'callousness, even of itself adverse to progress, must, when 
· coexisting with this lack of persistent energy, 11 ave hindered 
still further any change for the better. So that ~n three ways 
the impediments due to physical constitution were at first 
greater than afterwards.' By his structure man was not so 
well fitted for. dealing with' his difficulties; the energies re-

· quired for overcoming' them were smaller as well as more 
irregular in flow; and he was less sensitive to the evils he 
had to bear. . At the time when his environment was entirely 

· unsubjugated, he was' least able and least anxious to sub
jugate it. While the resistances to progress were greatest, 
the ability to overcome them and the stimulus to overcome 
them were smallest. 



CHAPTER VL 

THl: PRIMITIVE MAN-EMOTIONAL. 

§ 31. A MEASURE of evolution in living things, is the 
degree of correspondence' between changes in the organism 
and coexistences and sequences in the environment. In the 
Principles of Psyclwlogy (§§ 139-176), it was shown that 
mental development is "an adjustment of inner to outer, 
relations that gradually extends in Space and Time, that 
becomes increasingly special and complex, and that has its 
elements ever· more precisely co-ordinated and more com
pletely integrated." Though in that place chiefly exemplified 
as the law of intellectual progress, this is equally the law of 
emotional progress. The emotions are compounded out of 
simple feelings, or rather, out of the ideas of' them; the' 
higher emotions are compounded out of the lower emotio~ ; 
and thus there is progressing integration.. For the same' 
reason there is progressing complexity: each larger aggregate 
of ideal feelings contains more varied, as well as more nume· 
r:. --~, clusters of components. Extension of the correspon-

/ ~ce in Space, too, though less manifest, is visible: witness 
,.1e difference between the proprietary' feeling in the savage, 
responding only to a. few adjacent objects-food, weapons, 
decorations, place of shelter-and the proprietary feeling in 
the civilized man, who owns land in Canada, shares in an 
Australian mine, Egyptian stock, and mortgage-bonds'on an 
Indian railway. And that a kindred exterision of the corre'; 
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spondence in Tin;te occurs, will be manifest on remembering 
how, in ourselves, the sentiment of possession prompts acts 
of which the fruition can come only after many years, and is 
even gratified by an ideal power over bequeathed proPel-ty. 

As was pointed out in a later division of the Principles oj 
Psychology (§§ 479-483), a more special measure of mental 
deveTopment is the degree of representativeness in the states 
of consciousness. Cognitions and feelings were both clas
sified in the ascending' order of presentative, presentative

. representative, rep).'esentative, and re-representative. It was 
shown that this more special standard harmonizes with the 
more general standard; since higher representativeness is 
implied by the more extensive integrations of iqea,s, pythe 
increased definiteness with· which ideas are formed, by the 
greater complexity of the integrated groups, as well as by the 
greater heterogeneity among their elements; and here it may 
be added that higher representativeness is also shown by the 
wider range in Space and in Time reached by the representa
tions. 

There is a further measure which may be serviceably used 
nlong with the other two. In the Principles oj 1!syclwlogy, 
§ 253, we saw that-

"Mental evolution, both intellectual and emotional, may be measured, 
by the degree of remoteness from primitive reflex action. The forma
tion of sudden, irreversible conclusions on the slenderest evidence, is. 
less distant' from reflex action than is the formation of deliberate and 
modifiable conclusions after much evidence has been collected. And ~ 
similarly, the quick passage of simple emotions into the particular kinds 
of conduct· they prompt, is less distant from reflex action than is the 
comparatively-hesitating passage of compound emotions into kinds of 
conduct determined by the joint instigation of their components.» 

Here, then, are our guides in studying the emotional 
nature of primitive man. Being less evolved, we must,., 
expect to find him deficient in those complex emotions which 
respond to multitudinous and remote probabilities and con
tingencies. His consciousness differs from tllat of the civil- ' 
ized mnn, l)y consisting more of sensations and the simf Ie 
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representative feelings directly associated with them, and less 
o( the involved representative feelings. And the relatively ... 
simple emotional consciousness thus characterized, we may 
expect to be conseqiIently characterized by more of that 
irregularity which results when each desire as it arises 
discharges itself in action before co~er.-desires have' been y 
awakened. 

§ 32. On turning from these deductions to examine the 
facts with a view to induction, we meet difficulties like those 
met in the last chapter. As in size and structure, the inferiol' 
races differ from one another enough to produce some indefi
niteness in our cpnception. of the primitive mail-physical; 
so in their passions and sentiments, the inferior races present 
contrasts which obscure the essential traits of the primitive 
man-emotionaL . 

This last difficulty, like the first, is indeed one that might 
have been anticipated. Widely-contrasted habitats, entailing 
widely-unlike modes· of life, have necessarily caused emo
tional specialization lIS' well. as physical specialization. 
Further, the inferior varieties of men have been made :t() . 
differ by the degrees and durations of social. discipline they 
have been subject to. Referring to such unlikenesses, 
l\Ir. Wallace remarks that" there is,in fact, almost as much 
difference between the various races of savage as of civilized 
peoples." 

To conceive the primitive man, therefore, as he existed 
when social aggregation commenced. we must generalize as 
well as we can this entangled and partially-conllicting evi
dence: led mainly by the traits common to the very lowest, 
aud finding what guidance we may in the cl p1'io1'i conclvsions 
set down above. 

§ 33. The fundamental trait of impulsiveness is not every
where conspicuous. Taken in the mass, the aborigines of the 
New World seem impassive in comparison with those oltha 
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Old World: some of them, indeed, exceeding . the ' civilized 
. peoples of Europe in. ability to control their emotions. The 
Dakotahs suffer with· patience both physical and moral pains. 
The Creeks display "phlegmatic coldness and indifference." 
According to Bernau, the Guiana Indian; though "strong in 
his affections, • • •. is never seen to weep, but will bear 
the most excruciating pains and the loss of his dearest rela
tions with apparent stoical insensibility;" and Humboldt 
speaks· of hill ," resignation." Wallace comments on "the 
apathy of the Indian, who scarcely ever exhibits any feelings 
of regret on parting or of pleasure on his return." And that 
a character of this kind was wide-spread, seems implied by 
accounts of the ancient Mexicans, Peruvians, and peoples of 
Central America. Nevertheless, there are among 
these races traits of a contrary kind, more congruous with 
those of the uncivilized at large. Spite of their usually 
unimpassioned behaviour, the Dakotahs rise into frightful 
states of bloody fury when killing buffaloes; and among the 
phlegmatic Creeks, there are" very frequent suicides" caused 
by "trifling disappointments." Some of the American in~ 
digenes, too, do not show this apathy; as, in the North, the 
Chinook Indian, who is said to be "a mere child, ilTitated 
by, and pleased with, a trifle;" and as, in the South, the 
Brazilian, of whom, we read that c'if a savage struck a 
foot against a stone, he raged over it, and bit it like a 
dog." Such non-impulsiveness as exists in the 
American races, may possibly be due to constitutional iner~ 
ness. Among ourselves, there are people whose equanimity 
results from want of vitality: being but half alive, the emo
tions roused in them by irritations have less than the. usual 
intensities.· That apathy thus caused may account for this 
peculiarity, seems, in South America, implied by the alleged 
sexual coldness. 

Recognizing what anomaly there' may be in these 'facts, 
we find, throughout the test of the world, a general con
gruity. Passing . from North America. to Asia, we come to 
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the Kamschadales, who-are" excitable, not to -say, (for, men) 
hysterical. A light matter sent them mad, or made them_ 
commit suicide j" and we come to the Kirghiz, who are 
said to be" fickle and uncertain." Turning to Southern 
Asiatics, we find Burton asserting of the Bedouin that his 
valour is "fitful and uncertain." And while, of the Arabs, 
Denham remarks that" their common conversational inter
course appears to be a continual strife and quarrel," Palgrave 
says they will " chaffer half a day about _ a penny, while they 
will throwaway the worth of pounds on the first asker." In 
Africa like traits occur. Premising that the East-African is, 
"like all other barbarians, a fltr~ge mi:<:tura of good and 
evil," Burton describes him thus:-

"He is at once very good-tempered and hard-hearted, combative 
and cautious; kind at one moment, cruel, pitiless, and violent at 
another; sociable and una.fi'ectionate; superstitious and grossly irre
verent; brave and cowardly; servile and oppressive; obstinate, yet 
:fickle and fond of change; with points of honour, but without a trace 
of honesty in word or deed; a lover of life, yet addicted to suicide ;' 
covetous and parsimonious, yet thoughtless and improvident." 

With the exception of the Bechuanas, the like is true of 
the races fUl'ther south. Thus, in the Damara, the feeling 
of revenge is very tra~sient-" gives way to admiration of 
the oppressor." Burchell describes the Hottentots as passing 
from extreme laziness to extreme eagerness for action. And 
the Bushman is quick, generous, headstrong, vindictive
very noisy- quarrels are of daily occurrence: father and son 
will attempt to kill each other. Of the scattered societies 
inhabiting the Eastern Archipelago, those in which the 
Malay-blood predominates, do not exhibit this trait. The 
lfalagasy are said to have "passions never violently _ 
excited j" and the pure Malay is described as not demon
strative. The rest, however, have the ordinary variability. 
Among the N egritos, the Papuan is "impetuous, excitable 
noisy;" the Fijians have" emotions easily roused, but tran
sient," and" are extremely changeable in their disposition j" 
the Andamanese "are all frightfully _ passionate and l'evenge~ 
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the Kamschadales, who 'are" excitable, not to say (for, men). 
hysterical A light matter sent them mad, or made them 
commit suicide i" and we come to the Kirghiz, who are 
said to be .f fickle and uncertain." Turning to Southern 
Asiatics, we find Burton asserting of the Bedouin that his 
valour is "fitful and uncertain." And while, of the Arabs, 
Denham remarks that" their common conversational inter· 
course appears to be a continual strife and qualTel," Palgrave 
says they will " chaffer half a day about, a penny, while they 
will throwaway the worth of pounds on the first asker." In 
Africa like traits occur. Premising that the East.African is, 
"like all other barbarians, a strap.ge mixture of good and 
evil," Burton describes him thus:-

"He is at once very good.tempered and hard.hearted, combative 
and cautious; kind at one moment, cruel, pitiless, and violent at 
another; sociable and unaffectionate; superstitious and grossly irre. 
verent; brave and cowardly; servile and oppressive; obstinate, yet 
Dckle and fond of change; with points of honour, but without a trace 
of honesty in word or deed 'j a lover of life, yet addicted to suicide j 
covetous and parsimonious, yet thoughtless and improvident." 

With the exception of the Bechuanas, the like is true of 
the races fUlther south. Thus, in the Damara, the feel.jng 
of revenge is very transient-" gives way to admiration of 
the oppressor." Burchell describes the Hottentots as passing 
from extreme laziness to extreme eagerness for action. And 
the Bushman is quick, generous, headstrong, vindictive
very noisy' quarrels are of daily occurrence: father and son 
will attempt to kill each other. Of the scattered societies 
inhabiting the Eastern Archipelago, those in which the 
Malay·blood predominates, do not exhibit this trait. The 
Malagasy are said to have "passions never violently 
excited i" and the pure Malay is described as not demon
strative. The rest, however, have the ordinary variability. 
Among the Negritos, the Papuan is "impetuous, excitable 
noisy;" the Fijians have" emotions easily roused, but tran
sient," and" are extremely changeable in their disposition i" 
the Andamanese "are all frightfully passionate and revenge~ 
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fill;" and of the Tasmanians we read that, " like all savages, 
they :quickly changed from smiles to teru:s." So, t,oo,of the 
other lowest races: there are the Fuegians, who "have hasty 
tempers," and" are loud and furious talkers;" there are the 
Au'straIians; whose . impulsiveness Haygarth implies by say~ 
ingthat the angry Australian/in exceeds the European scold, 
and that'a man remarkable. for haughtiness and reserve 
sobbed long when his nephew was taken from him. Bearing 
in mind that such non-impulsiveness as is. shown by the 
:Malays occurs in a partially-civilized race, and that the 
lowest races, as the Andamanese, Tasmanians, Fuegians, 
Australians~ betray impulsiveness in a very decided manner; 
we may safely assert it -to be a trait of primitive man. 
What the' earliest character was, is well. suggested by the 
following 'Vivid description of a Bushman. Indicating his 
simian appearance, Lichtenstein continues;--': 

"What gives the more verity to slIch a comparison was the vivacity 
of his eyes, and the flexibility of his eyebrows, which he worked up and 
down with every change of countenance. Even his nostrils and tho 
corners ,of .1Iis month, nay, his very ea~, moved involuntarily, ex
pressing his hasty transitions from eager desire to watcllfnl distrust . 
• • -; When a; piece of meat was given him, and haU-rising he stretched 
ont a distrustful arm to take it, he snatched it hastily, and stuck it 
immediately into the fire, peering around with his litj;le keen eyes, as 
if fearing that some one should take it away again ;-all this was done 
with such. looks and gestures, that anyone mnst have been ready to 
swear he had taken the example of them entirely from an ape." 

Evidence that early human nature differed from later 
humaunature by having this extreme emotional variability, 
iii yielded by the contrast between the child and the adult 
among' 'ourselves. . For on the hypothesis of evolution, the ~ 
civilized, man, passing through phases representing phases 
passed through by the race, will, early in life, betray this. 
impulsiveness which the early race had., The saying that 
the- savage 'has the mind of a child with the passions of 
a man (or, rather, has adult passions which act in a childish 
manner) possesses a deeper meaning than appears. There if: 
a rela':ionship between the two. natu'res such that, allowing 
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for differences of kind' and degree, in .the emotions,' we Llay: 
regard the co-ordination of them iIi the child as analogous~; 
the co-ordination in the l>ritnitive man.' 

§ 34. The more special. emotional'tl'aits are-.in large, ,part.. 
dependent on, and further .. illustrative, of,:.this general' -trait. 
This relative impulsiveness; ,this smaller-departure from 
primitive reflex action, this Jack of the re-representative. 
emotions which, hold the simpler. ones in check, is. accom-, 
panied by improvidence. 

The Australians are "incapable of 'anything like perse-\. 
vering labonr, the reward 'of which is: in futurity ;~' the 
Hottentots are "the laziest"peciple under the sun;" and with.: 
the Bushmen it is " always' either'Ii feast-, or- ' a "famine.": 
Passing to the indigenes of India, we teadoi' the !rodas,that' 
they are "indolent and slothful;'" 'of the ,Bhils;that. they have: . 
.. a contempt and dislike to labour "-will half starve rather 
tllan work;, of the Santals, ,that they have' not "the 'uncon", , 
querable' laziness of the very old Hill-tribes.."·So, from; 
Northern Asia, the Kirghiz may' be' taken as:exemplifying \ 
idleness. In. America, we have the Jactthat (ntine "of the, 
aboriginal peoples, if uncoerced, show . ,capacity for industry : 
in the North, cut off .from,his,JlUnting;life, the'Indian,'1 
capable of no other, decays and disappears; and in the. 
South, the tribes diSciplined by. the J,esuits lapsed. in:to their 
original state,. or a worsa,j when ,j;he ,stimulLanlLrestraints; 
ceased. All which facts arein part ascribable to inll-dequate 
consciousness of the futUl:e. Where, as, in sundry Malayo
Polynesian soCieties, wefiIid considerable industry, it goes, 
along with a social state"implying ,clisciplinethroughout a, 
long past. It is true that perseverarl.ce with It" view to· 
temote benefit occurs among, ,savages. They bestow much, 
time and pains on their weapons, etc.: si" ,months .to make' 
as many arrows, a year in: hollowing'out'a bovyl,'andmany 
years in drilling a hole through a' steine. But in: these 
cases little muscular effon is required, and the· activity 'i~ , 
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thrown on perceptive faculties which are constitutionally 
active.-

A trait which naturally goes along with inability so to," 
conceive the future as to be influenced by the conception, '~ 
is a childish mirthfulness: Though 'sUndry races of the New 
World, along with their general impassiveness, are little 
inclined to gaiety; and though among the 1\1alay races and 
the Dyaks gravity is a characteristic, yet, generally, it is 
otherwise. Of the New Caledonians, Fijians, Tahitians, New 
Zealanders, we read that they are always laughing and 
joking. Throughout Africa the Negro has the same trait; 
and of other races, in other lands, the descriptions of various 
travellers are-" full of fun and merriment," " full of life and 
spirits," "merry and talkative," "sky-larking in all ways," 
"boi~terous gaiety," "laughing immoderately at trifles." 
Even the Esquimaux, notwithstanding all their privations, 
are described as "a happy people." We have but to re- 'I 

member how greatly anxiety about coming events moderates 
the spirits-we have but to contrast the lively but improvi
dent Irishman with the grave but provident Scot-to see 
that there is a relation between these traits in the uncivilized 
man. Thoughtless absorption in the present causes at the 
same time these excesses of gaiety and this inattention to 
threatened evils. 

Along with improvidence there goes, both as cause and 
consequence, an undeveloped proprietary sentiment. Under 
his conditions it is impossible' for the savage to have an 

• It should be rema.rked as a qualifying fact, which has its physiological, 
as well as its sociological, interest, that men alid women are in sundry cases 
described as unlike in powers of applictltion. Among the Bhils, while the' 
men hate labour, many of the women are said to be industrious. Among. 
the Kookies the women are .. quite as industrious and indefatigable as the . 
N aga women:" the men of both tribes being inclined to be lazy. Simila.rly 
in Afl·ica. In Loango, though the men are inert, t.he women .. give them- . 
selves up to" husbandry .. with indefatigable ardour ;n and our recent expe· ; 
riences on the Gold·Coast show that a like conb-ast holds there. The 
establishment of this difference seems to imply the limitntion of heredity 
by.ex. 
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extended consciousness of individual possassiqn. Estab
lished, as the sentiment can be, only by experiences of the 
gratifications which possession brings, continued th,rough 
successive generations, it cannot arise where the circum
stances do not permit many such· experiences. Beyond t4e. 
few rude appliances ministering to bodily wants and decora
tions, the primitive man has nothing to accumulate. Where 
he has grown into a pastoral life, there arises a possibility of 
benefits from increased possessions: he profits by multiplying 
his flocks. Still, while he remains nomadic, it is .difficult to 
supply his flocks with unfailing food when they are large, 
and he has increased losses from enemies and wild animals; 
so that the benefits of accumulation are kept within narrow 
limits. Only as the agricultural state is reached, and only as 
the tenure of land passes from the tribal form, through the 
falllili form, to the individual form, is there a widening 
of the sphere for the proprietary sentiment. 

Distinguished by improvidence, and by deficiency of that ' 
, desire to own whicn checks improvidence, tIle savage is thus 
debarred from experiences which develop this desire and 
diminish the improvidence. 

§ 35. Let us turn now to those emotional traits which 
directly aff~ct the formation of social groups. Varieties of 
mankind are social in different degrees; an!I. further, are 
here tolerant of restraint and there ~ntolerant of it. Clearly. 
the proportions between these two characteristics must 
greatly affect social unions. 

Describing the Mantras, indigenes of the Malay-peninsula. 
pere Bourien says-" liberty seems to be to them a necessity 
of their very existence;" "every individual lives as if there 
were no other perso~ ip the world but himself;" they 
separate if they dispute. So is it, with the wild men in the 
.interior of Borneo, "who do not associate with each other;" 
and whose children, when '~old enough to shift for them
selves, usually separate, neither one afterwards thinking of 
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the ·other." Ana-ture of this kind shows its e:lfects in the 
solitary families of the wood-Veddahs, or those of the Bush-

. men, whom· Arbousset describes as "independent and poor 
'beyond measure, as if they had sworn to remaiI!- always free 
and without possessions." ·Of sundry races that remain in a 
low state, this trait is remarked; as of Brazilian Indians, 
who, tractable when quite young, begin to display "im
patience of all restraint" at puberty; as of the Caribs, who 
are" impatient' under the least infringement" of their inde
pendence. Among Indian Hill-tribes the savage ,Bhils.have 
"a natural spirit of independence;'" the Bodo and Dhimal 
"resist injunctions injudiciously urged, with dogged ob
stinacy;" and the Lepchas "undergo great privations rather 
than submit to oppression." This trait we meet with again 
among some nomadic races. "A Bedouin," says Burckhardt, 
"will not submit to any command, but readily yields to 
persuasion;" and he is said by Palgrave to have "a high 
appreciation of national and personal liberty." That this 
moral trait is injurious during early stages of social progress, 
is in some cases observed by travellers, as by Earl, who says 
of the New Guinea people that their" impatience of control" 
precludes organization. Not, indeed, that absence 
of independence will of itself cause an opposite result. 
The Kamschadales exhibit ~'slavishness to people who use 
them hard," and "contempt of those who treat them with 
gentleness;" and while the Damaras' have "no indepen
dence," they "court slavery: admiration and fear" being 
their only strong sentiments. A certain ratio between the 
feelings prompting obedience and prompting resistance, 
seems required. The Malays, who have evolved into several 
semi-civilized societies, are said to be submissive to authority; 
and yet each is "sensitive to • • • any interference with 
the personal liberty of himself or -another." Clearly, how
ever, b\'l the cause of subordination what it may, a relatively
subordinate nature is everywhere shown by men composing . 
flocial aggregates of considerable sizes. Ins1.1ch semi-civilized 
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communities as tropical Africa contains, it'is 'conspicuous; 
and it characterized the peoples who formed the extinct 
oriental nations, as also those who formed the extinct nations 
of the New World. 

If, . as among the Mantras above named, intolerance of 
restraint is joined with want of sociality, there is a double 
obstacle to social union: a cause of dispersion is not checked 
by a cause of aggregation. If, as among the Todas, a man 
will sit inactive for hours, "seeking no companionship," he is 
under less temptation to tolerate restrictions than if solitude 
is unbearable. Clearly, the ferocious Fijian in whom, strange 
as it seems, "the sentiment of friendship is strongly de
veloped," is impelled by this sentiment, as well as by his 
extreme loyalty, to continue in.3 wciety in which despotism 
based on cannibalism is without check. 

Induction thus sufficiently verifies the deduction that 
primitive men, who, before any arts of life were developed, 
necessarily lived on wild food, implying wide dispersion of 
small numbers, were,on the one hand, not much habituated 
to associated life, and were, on the other hand, habituated 
to that uncontrolled following of immediate desires which 
goes along with separateness. So that while the attractive 
force was small the repulsive force was great. Only as they 
were led· into greater gregariousness by local conditions 
which furthered the maintenance of many persons on a small 
area, could there come that increase of sociality required 
to check unrestrained action. And here we see yet a further 
difficulty which stood in the way of social evolution at the 
outset. 

§ 36. Led as we thus are from emotions of an exclusively
egoistic leind to emotions which imply the presence of other 
individuals, let us take first the ego-altruistic. (P1·in. of Psy .• 
§§ 519-23.) Before .there exist in consideral)le degrees the 
sentiments which find satisfaction in the happiness of others, 
there exist in considerable degrees the sentiments which find 
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satisfaction in the admiration given by others. Even animals 
show themselves gratified by applause after achievement; 
and in men the gregarious life early opens and enlarges this 
source of pleasure. 

Great as is the 'Vanity of the civilized, it is exceeded by 
that of the uncivilized.. The red pigment and the sea-shells , 
pierced for suspension, found with other traces of men in the 
Dordogne caves, prove that in that remote past when the 
rein-deer and the mammoth inhabited southern France, men 
drew. to themselves admiring glances by colours and orna
ments. Self~decoration occupies the savage chief even more 
than it does the fashionable lady among ourselves. The 
painting of the skin, about which so much 'trouble is taken 
before clothes are used, shows this. It is shown again by 
submission to prolonged and repeated tortures while being 
tattooed; and by tolerance of those pains and inconveniences 
which accompany the distension of the under-lip by a block 
of wood, the weru:ing, of stones in holes made through the 
cheeks, or of quills through the nose. The strength of the 
desire to gain approbation is, in these cases, proved by the 
universality of the fashion in each tribe. When the age 
comes, there is no escape for the young savage from the 
ordained mutilation. Fear of the frowns and taunts of his 
fellows is so great that dissent is almost unknown. 

It is thus, too, with the regulation of conduct. The pre
cepts of the religion of enmity are, in early stages of social 
development, enforced mainly by the aid of this ego-altruistic 
sentiment. The duty of blood-revenge is made imperative 
by tribal opinion. Approval comes to the man 'who, having 
lost a relative, never ceases his pursuit of the supposed 
murderer; while scowls and gibes make intolerable the life 
o( one who fails. Similarly with the fulfilment of various 
usages that have become established. In some uncivilized 
societies it is not uncommon for a man to ruin himself by a 
funeral feast; and in some semi-civilized societies, one motive 
fOJ: killing a female infant is avoidance of the future cost of a 
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marriage festi val-a cost made great by the prevailing love 
of display. 

This ego-altruistic sentiment, increasing in strength as 
social aggregation advances, is, during early stages, an im
portant controlling agency; as, indeed, it continues still to 
be. Joined with sociality, it has ever been a power helping 
to bind together the units of each group, and tending to 
cultivate a conduct furthering the general welfare. Pro
bably a kind of subordination was produced by it before 
there was any political subordination; and in some cases 
it secures social order even now; Mr. Wallace says :-

"I have lived with communities of savages in South America and ill 
the East, who have n!llaws or law courts but the public opinion of the 
village freely expressed. Each m;m scrupulously respects the rights of , 
his fellow, and any infraction of those rights rarely or never takes place. 
In such a community all are nearly equaL" 

§ 37. Traits of the primitive nature due to presence or 
absence of the altruistic sentinients, remain to be glanced at. 
Having sympathy for their root, these must, on the hypothesis 
of evolution, develop in proportion as circumstances make 
sympathy active; that is-in proportion as they foster the' 
domestic relations, in proportion ~ they conduce to sociality. 
and in proportion as they do not cultivate aggressiveness. 

Evidence for and against this a prio'li inference is difficult 
to disentangle and to generalize. Many causes conspire to . 
mislead us. We assume that there will be tolerably uniform 
manifestations of character in each race; but we . are wrong. 
Both the individuals and the groups differ considerably; as 
in Australia,where one tribe "is decidedly quiet," and' 
another "decidedly disorderly." We assume that· the traits' 
shown will be similar on 'successive occasions, which they are 
not: the behaviour to' one traveller is unlike ths behaviour to 
another; probably because' their own behaviours are unlike. 
Commonly, too, the displays of character by an aboriginal 
race. revisited, depend on the treatment received from pre
vious visitol's: being cllanged from friendliness to enmity by 

Jj' 
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painful experiences. Thus, of Australian travellers, it is 
remarked that the earlier speak more favourably of the. 
natives than the later; and Earl says of the Java people, 
that those inhabiting parts little used by Europeans "are 
much superiur in point of morality to, the natives of the 
north coast," whose intercourse with. Europeans has been 
greater. When, led by his experiences.in the Pacmc. 
Erskine remarks, II nor is it at all beyond the range of pro
bability that habits of honesty and decorum may yet be 
forced upon the foreign trader by those whom he has hitherto 
been accustomed to consider as the treacherous and irre
claimable savages of the sandal-wood islands i" when we 
learn that in Vate, the native name for a white man is a 
It sailing profligate j" and when we remember that worse 
names are justified by recent doings in those regions i we 
shall understand how conflicting statements about native 
characters may result. 

Beyond the difficulty hence arising, is the difficulty arising 
from that primitive impulsiveness, which itself causes a 
variability perplexing to one who would form a conception 
of the average nature. As Livingstone says. of the Makololo 
_" It would not be difficult to make. these people, appear 
excessively good or uncommonly bad i" and the inconsistent 
traits above quoted from Captain Burton, imply a parallel . 
experience. Hence we have to strike an average among 
manifestations naturally chaotic, which are further distorted 
by the varying relations to those who witness them. 

'Ve may best guide ourselves by taking, first, not the 
altruistic sentiments, but the feeling which habitually co
operates with them-the p!l.rental instinct, the love .of the 
helpless. (Prin. of Psy., § 532.) Of necessity the lowest 
human races, in common with inferior animals, have large ~ 
endowments of this. Those only can survive in posterity in, 
whom the love of offspring pro~pts due care of oflspring i,and 
ItTIlong the savage, the self-sacrifice required is as great as· 
:unon~ the civilized. lIenee the fondness for children which 
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evcn the lowest of mankind display; though, with their habi~· 
tnal impulsiveness, they often join with it great cruelty. The. 
Fuegians, described as " very fond." of their children, never
theless sell them to the Patagoniaris for slaves. Great love 
of offspring is ascribed to the New Guinea people; and yet 
a man will "barter one or two" with a trader for something 
he wants. The Australians, credited by Eyre with strong 
parental affection, are said to desert sick children; and Angas 
asserts of them that on the Murray they sometimes kill a· 
boy to bait their hooks with his fat. Though among the 
Tasmanians the parental ,instinct is described as strong, yet. 
they practised infanticide; and' though, among the Bushmenr 

the rearing of offspring tinder great difficulties implies much 
devotion, yet Moffat says they" kill their children without 
remorse on, 'Various occasions." Omitting' further proofs of 
parental love' on' the one hand, qualified on the other by 
examples of· a violence which will slay a child for letting 
fall .something it was' carrying, we may, safely say of the 
primitive mail that his philoprogenitiveness is strong, but its 
action, like that of his emotions in general, irregular. _ 

Keeping' this in: mind, we shall be aided in reconciling the 
conflicting' accounts- of his -excessive egoism and his, fellow 
feeling-his cruelty and his kindness. The Fuegians are 
affectionate towards each other; and yet in· times of scarcity 
they kill the old women for food. ,Mouat, who describes ~he 
Andamanese as a merciless· race~ nevertheless .says that the 
one he took to Calcutta had a " very kind and amiable cha
racter." Many and extreme cruelties are proved against the 
Australians: Yet Eyre testifies to their .kindness, their. self
sacrifice, and even their chivalry. So, tOG, of the Bushmen. 
Lichtenstein thinks that :inno savage is there" so high a. 
degree of brutal ferocity;" but Moffat was !' deeply affected 
by the sympathy of these poor Bushmen," and Burchell says 
that they' show to . each other "hospitality and generosity 
often in an extraordinary degree." When we come to races 
higher in social state, the· testimonies to -good feeling are 

:F 2 
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abundant. The New Caledonians are said to be" of a mild. 
and good-natured temper;" the Tannese are "ready to do 
any' service that lies in their power;" the New Guinea 
people are" good-natured," "of a mild disposition." Passing 
from Negritos to. Malayo-Polynesians, we meet with like, 
characteristics.· The epithets applied to the, Sandwich 
Islanders are " mild, docile; " to the Tahitians, "cheerful and 
good-natured;" to the Dyaks, " genial;" to the Sea-Dyaks, 
"sociable and amiable;" to the Javans, "mild,"" cheerful 
and good-humoured;" to the Malays of Northern Celebes, 
"quiet and gentle." \Ve have, indeed, in other cases, quite 
opposite descriptions. In the native 'Brazilians, revenge is . 
said to be the predominant passion: a trapped animal they. 
kill with little wOlmds that it may" suffer as much as pos
sible." A leading· trait ascribed to the Fijians is "intense 
and vengeful malignity." Galton condemns the Damaras as 
"worthless, thieving, and murderous,'~ and Andersson as "un
mitigated scoundrels." In some cases adjacent tribes show 
us these opposite natures; as among the aborigines of India. 
While the Bhils are reputed to be cruel, revengeful, and ready. 
to play the assassin for,a trifling recompense, the. Nagas are 
described 'as "good·natured and honest;" the, Bodo and, 
Dhimal as" full of amiable qu.alities," "honest and truthful," 
" totally fi'ee from, arrogance, revenge, cruelty;" and of the. 
Lepcha, Dr. Hooker says his disposition is " amiable," 
"peaceful and no brawler:" thus" contrasting strongly with 
his neighbours to the east and west." 

Manifestly, then, uncivilized man, if he has but little active 
benevolence, is not" as often supposed, distinguished by 
active malevolence. Indeed, a glance over the facts tends I 

l'atherto show that while wanton cruelty is not common 
among the least civilized, it is common among the more' 
civilized. The sanguinary Fijians have reached a considerable 
social. development. Burton sa.ys, of the Fan that ,. cruelty 
seems ,to be with him a 'necessary of life;n and yet the Fans 
have advanced arts and appliances, and live in villages having. 
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some of them, four' thousand inl1abitants. . In Dahomey, 
where a large population considerably organized exists, the 
love for bloodshed leads: to frequent horrihle sacrifices; and 
the social system of the ancient Mexicans, rooted as it was 
ill cannibalism, and yet highly evolved in many ways, shows 

· us that it is not the lowest races which.are the most inhuman. 
Help in judging the moral nature of savages is furnished 

by the remark of Mr. Bates, that "the goodness of these 
· Indians, like that of most others amongst whom I lived, con
sisted perhaps more in the absence of active bad qualities, 
than in the possession. of good ones j in other words, it was 
negative rathcr.than positive. • • • The good-fellowship. 

· of our Cucamas seemed to arise, not from warm sympathy, 
but simply from the absence of eager selfishness in small . 
matters." And we shall derive further help in reconciling 
what seem contradictory traits, by observiI)g how the dog 
unites great affectionateness, sociality,and even sympathy, 
with habitual egoism. and bursts of ferocity-how he. passes 
readily from playful friendliness to fighting, and while at one 
time robbing a fellow dog of his food will at another succour 
him in distress. 

One kind. oi evidence, however, . there is which amid all 
. these conflicting testimonies, affords. tolerably-safe guidance. 

The habitual behaviour to women. among any people, indi
cates with approximate truth, the average power of the 
altruistic sentiments;· and the indication thus. yielded. tells 
against the character of the primitive man. The actions of 
the stronger sex to the weaker among the uncivilized are 
frequently brutal; and even at best the conduct is unsym
pathetic. That slavery of women, often joined with cruelty 
to them, should be normal among savages, accepted as. right 

· not by men only' but by women themselves, proves' that 
whate.ver occasional displays of altruism there may be; the 

· ordinary :flow of altruj,stic feeling is small. 

· . § 3S. A summary of these leading emotional traits must 
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be prefaced by one which affects all the others-the fixity.of 
habit: a trait connected with that of early arrival at matu-=
rity, added at the close of the last chapter. The primitive 
man is conservative in an extreme degree. Even on con-. 
trasting higher· races with one another, and even on con
trasting different clas~es in the same society, it is observable 
that the least developed are the' most averse to change., 
Among the common p'eople an improved method is difficult 
to introduce; and even a new kind of food is nsually disliked. 
The uncivilized man is thus characterized· in yet a greater 
degree. His simpler nervous system, sooner losing its plas
ticity, is still less able to take on a modified· mode of action. 
Hence both an unconscious adhesion, and an avowed adhesion, 
to that which is established. .. Because same ting do for my 
father, same ting do for me," say the Houssa negroes. The 
Creek Indians laughed at those· who suggested that they 
should" alter their long-established customs 'and habits of 
living." Of some Africans Livingstone says-" I often pre
sented my friends with iron spoons, and it was curious to 
observe how the habit of hand-eating prevailed, though they 
were delighted with the spoons. They lifted out a little 
[milk ] with the utensil, then put it on the left hand, and ate 
it out of that." How this tendency leads to unchangeable 
social usages, is well shown by the Dyaks; who, as Mr. Tylor 
says, "marked their disgust at the innovation by levying a 
fine on any of their own people who 'should: be caught 
chopping in the European fashion." 

Recapitulating the emotional traits, severally made more 
marked by this relative fixity of habit, we have first to note 
the imp~iveness which, pervading the conduct 'of primitive 
men, so greatly impedes co-operation. That" wavering and 
inconstant· disposition," which commonly makes it "impos
sible to put any dependence on their' promises," negatives 
that mutual trust required for social progress. Governed 
as he is by despotic emotions that successively depose 
one another, instead of by a council of the emotions shared 
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in by all, the primitive man has an explosive, chaotic, m
calculable behaviouf, which 'makes combined action very" 
difficult. One of the more special traits, partly re
sulting from this general trait, is his impr2Y!dence. Imme
diate desire, be it fOf personal gr!1tification or for the applause 
which generosity brings, excludes fear of future evils; while 
pains and pleasures to come, not being vividly conceived, 
give no adequate spur to exertion: leaving a light-healted, 
<careless absorption in the present. Sociality;strong 
in the civilized man, is less strong in the savage man. Among 
the lowest types the groups are small, and the bonds holding 
their units together are relatively feeble. Along with a ten
dency to disruption produced by the ill-controlled passions of 
the individuals, there goes comparatively little of the sen
timent causing cohesion. So that, among men carried from 
-one extreme to another by gusts of feeling-men often made 
very irritable by hunger, which, as Livingstone remarks, 
.. has a powerful effect on the temper" ....:....there exists at once 
a smaller tendency to cohere from mutual liking, and a 
greater tendency to resist' an authority otherwise causing 
cohesion. Though, before there is much sociality, 
there cannot be much love of approbation; yet, with a mode
rate progress in social grouping, there develops this simplest 
()f the higher sentiments. The great and immediate benefits 
brought by the approval' of fellow-savages, and the serions 
evils following their anger Of contempt, are experiences which -foster this e~ltt:..':listic !!elltiment into predominance. And 
by it some subordination to tribal opinion is secured; and some 
consequent regulation of conduct, even before there arises a 
rudiment of political control' 1n social groups 
(lnce permanently formed, the bond of union-here love of 
society, there obedience caused' by awe of power, elsewhere a 
dread of penalties, and in most places a combination of these 
-may go along with a very variable amoUnt of altruistic 
feeling.· Though sociality fosters sympathy, yet the daily 
doings of the primitive man repress sympathy. Active 
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fellow-feeling, ever awake an~ ever holding egoism in check. 
does ;not characterize him; as we see conclusively shown by 
the treatment of women." And that highest form of altruisti~ 
sentiment distinguished by us as a sense of justice, is very 
illtl~ __ ~~~~loped. - .---~-

These emotional traits harmonize with those which we: 
anticipated-a less extended and less varied correspondellce 
with the environment, Jess representativeness, less remote
ness from reflex action." The cardinal trait of impulsiveness 
implies the sudden, or approximately-reflex, passing of a. 
single passion into the conduct it prompts; implies, by the 
absence of opposing feelings, that the consciousness is formed" 
of fewer representations; and implies that the adjustment of 
internal actions to external actions does not take account of 
consequences so distant in space and time. So with the 
accompanying improvidence: desire" goes at once to gratifica
tion; there is feeble imagination of secondary results j remote 
needs are not met. The love of approbation which grows as 
gregariousness increases, involves increased representative
ness: instead of immediate results it contemplates results a. 
stage further off; instead of actions prompted by single 
desires, there come actions checked and modified by secondary 
desires. But though the emotional nature in which this ego
altruistic sentiment becomes dominant, is made by its pre
sence less reflex, more representative, and is adjusted to 
wider and more varied requirements, it is still, in these 
I'espects, below that" developed emotional nature of the 
civilized man, marked by activity of the altruistic sentiments. 
Lacking these, the primitive man lacks the benevolence 
which adjusts conduct for the benefit of others distant ill 
space and time, the equity which implies representation of 
highly complex and abstract relations among human actions. 
the sense of duty which curbs selfishness when there are: 

" none present to appllj-ud. 



CHAPTER VI.(. 

THE PRIMITIVE MAN-INTELLECTUAL. 

§ 39. THE three· measures of mental evolution which; in 
· the last chapter, helped us to delineate the emotional nature 
· of the primitive man, will, in this. chapter, help us to 
celincate his intellectual nature. And further to aid our
s::llves we must· recall, in connexion. with these measures, 
those traits of. thought which, in the P1-inciples of PsyclwloDY 

· (§§ 484-,.93), were shown to characterize a lower evolution as 
compared with a higher. 
,I Conceptions of geneTalfacts being derived from experiences 
of particular facts and coming later; are deficient in the pri
mitive man. Consciousness of a general truth implies more 

· heterogeneous correspondence than does consciousness of 
· any included particular truth; it. implies higl1er .representa
tiveness, since it colligates more numerous and varied ideas; 
and it is more remote from rcflex . action-will not,indeed, of 

· itself, excite action at all Having no records, man, 
· in his uncivilized state, cannot i recognize long sequences . 
. Hence prevision of distant results, such as ,is possible in a 
settled society having measures and. written language, is. im-

· possible to him: correspondence in time comes within nar
row limits. . The representations include ,few successions of' 
phenomena, and.these not comprehensive ones. And there is 
but a moderate departure from the reflex life in which stimulus 
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and act stand in immediate connexion. Ignorant 
of localities outside his own, the associations of ideas the 
primitive man forms are little liable to be changed. As 
experiences (multiplying in number, gathered from a wider 
area, and added to by those which other men record) become 
more heterogeneous, the narrow notions first framed are 
shaken and made more plastic-there comes greater modi
fiability of belief. In his relative rigidity of belief we see a 
smaller correspondencp. with an environment containing 
adverse facts; less of that representativeness which simul
taneously grasps and averages much evidence; and a smaller 
divergence from those lowest actions in which impressions 
cause, irresistibly, the appropriate motions. Con
ditioned as he is, the savage lacks abstract ideas. Drawn 
from many concrete ideas, an abstract idea becomes de
tachable from them only as fast as their variety leads 
to mutual cancellings of differences, and leaves outstand
ing that which they have in common. This implies 
growth of the correspondence in range and heterogeneity; 
wider representation of the concretes whence the idea is 
abstracted; and greater remoteness from reflex action. Such 
abstract ideas as those of propC1ty and cause, belong to a 
still higher stage. For only after many special properties 
and many special causes have been abstracted, can there 
arise the re-abstracted ideas of property in general and cause 
in general.' The conception of uniformity in the 
order of phenomena, develops simultaneously. Only along 
with the use of measures does there grow up the means of 
ascertaining uniformity; and only after a great accumula
tion of measured results does· the idea of law become 
possible: Here, again, the indices of mental evolution 
serve. The conception of natural . order presupposes an 
advanced correspondence; it involves re-representativeness 
in a high 'degree; ~and the implied divergence from reflex 
action.is extreme. Until the notion of uniformity has 
developed along with the use of. measures, thought cannot 
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have much definiteness. In primitive· life, there is little to 
yield the idea of agreement; and so long as there· are few 
experiences of exact equality between objects, or perfect con
formity between sta~ements and facts, or complete fulfilment 
of anticipations by results, the notion of truth cannot become 
dear. Once more our general tests answer. The concep
tion of truth, being the conception of correspondence between 
Thoughts and Things, implies advance of that correspond
ence; it involves representations which are higher, as being 
better adjusted to realities; and its growth causes a decrease 
()f the primitive credulity allied to reflex action-allied, 
since it shows us single suggestions producing sudden beliefs 
which forthwith issue in conduct. Add that only as this 
conception of truth advances, and therefore the correlative 
conception of untruth, can scepticism and C1'iticisn~ grow; 
common. Lastly, such imagination as the primitive 
Dlan has, small in ·range and heterogeneity, is reminiscent 
()nly, not constructive. An imagination which invents, shows 
extension of the correspondence from the region of the 
actual into that of the potential; implies a representativeness 
not limited to combinations which have been, or are, in the 
environment, but including non· existing combinations there
after made to exist; ·and exhibits the greatest remoteness 
from reflex action, since the stimulus issuing in movement is 
unlike any that ever before acted. 

And now, having enumerated these leading traits of in
tellectual evolution iIi its latter stages, as deduced from 
psychological principles, we. ar~ prepared. to observe. the 
significance of the facts as describ~d by travellers. 

\ 

§ 40. Testimonies to the acute senses and quick percep
tions of the uncivilized, are given by nearly everyone who 
describes them. 

Lichtenstein says the vision of the Bushman is telescopic; 
and Barrow speaks of his "keen eye always in motion." 
Of Asiatics Dlay be named the Karens, who sea as far with 
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,I naked eyes as we do with opera-glasses; and the inhabitants 
of the Siberian steppes are celebrated for their "distant and 

· perfect sight." Of the Brazilians, Herndon writes-" The I 
Indians have very keen senses, and see and hear things that 
are inaudible and invisible to.us;" and the like is remarked 

· of tbe Tupis. The Abipones, "like apes, are always ill 
motion;" and DobrizhofI'er asserts that they discern thing~ 
which escape" the most quick-sighted European." Respect
ing hearing, too, there is similar, if less abundant, evidence. 
All have read of the feats of North American Indians in 
detecting faint sounds; and the acute hearing of the 
Veddahs is shown by their habit of finding bees' nests by 
the hum. 

Still more abundant are the testimonies respecting theil' 
· active and minute observation. "Excellent supe~ficial ob
servers," is the characterization . Palgrave gives of the 
Bedouins. Burton refers to the "high organization of the 

· perceptive faculties" among them; and Petherick proved, by 
· a test, their marvellous powers of tracl~ing. In South Africa 
the Hottentots show astonisl1lng quickness "in everything 
relating to cattle;" and Galton says the Damaras "have a 
wonderful faculty of recollecting any ox that they have 
once seen." It is the same in America. . Burton, speaking 

, of the Prairie Indians," comments on the " development of 
the perceptions which is produced by the constant and 

· minute observations of a limited number of objects." 111-
· stances are given showing what exact topographers the 
,Chippewayans are; and the like is alleged of, the Dakotahs. 
Dates notices -the extraordinary "sense of locality" of the 
Brazilian Indians. Concerning the Arawaks, Hillhouse 

· says-" Where an European can discover no indication. 
· whatever, an Indian will point out the footsteps of any 
number of negroes, and will state 'the precise day' on 

· which they have passed; and if on. the same day he will 
state the hour." A member of a GuiaD!l. tribe" will tell 
how many men, women, and children have passed, where a 
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stranger could only see· faint and confused marks on the 
path." "Here passes 'one who does not belong to our 
village," said a native of Guiana searching for tracks; and 
Schomburgh adds that their power" borders on the magical." 

Along with this acuteness of· perception there naturally 
goes great skill in those actions depending on immediate 
guidance of perception. The Esquimaux show great 
dexterity in' all manual works. Kolben asserts that the 
Hottentots are very dexterous in the use of their weapons. 
Of the Fuegians it is said that "their dexterity with the 
sling is extraordinary." The skill of the Andamanese is 
shown in' tIleir unerring shots with arrows at forty or ) fifty 
yards. Tongans" are great adepts' in . managing their 
canoes." The accuracy with which an Australian' propel., a 
spear with his throwing-stick, is remarkable; whileaU'have 
heard of his feats with the boomerang. And from the Hill
tribes of India, the Santals may be singled out as so "very 
expert with tIle· bow and arrow" that they kill: birds on the 
wing, and knock over hares at full speed. 

Recognizing some exceptions to this expertness, as among 
the now-extinct .Tasmanians and the Veddahs of Ceylon; 
and observing that survival of the fittest must ever have . 
tended to establish these traits among men whose lives from 
hour to hour depended on' tbeir keen senses, qUIck observa
tions, and efficient uses of .their weapons; we have here to 
note this trait as significant in its implications. For in· 
virtue of a general antagonism between the activities of 
simple faculties and the activities of complex faculties, this 
dominance of the lower intellectual life hinders the higher • 
intellectual life. In proportion as the mental energies go . 
out in restless perception, tbey cannot go out in. deliberate 
thought. This truth we 'will contemplate from another point . 
of view. 

§ 41. Not having special senses by.which to discriminate, 
the worm swallows bodily _ the' mould containing veget81 
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matter partially decayed:. leaving .its alimentalY canal t() 
absorb what nutriment it can, and to eject, in; the shape of 
worm-cast, the 95 :per cent. or so that is innutdtive. Con
versely, the higher annulose creature, with special senses, as 
the bee, selects from plants concentrated, nutritive matters, 
wherewith to feed its larvm, or, as the spider, sucks the ready- \ 
prepared juices .from the flies it entraps. The progress from 
the less intelligent to the more intelligent. and the most intel
ligent among the Vertebrata, is similarly accompanied by 

lincreasing ability in the selection of food. By herbivorous 
mammals the comparatively innutritive parts of plants have 
to be devoured in great quantities, that the requisite amounts 
of nutriment may be obtained; while carnivorous animals. 
which are mostly more sagacious, live on concentrated foods 
of which small quantities suffice. Though the . monkey and 
the elephant are not carnivorous, yet both have powers which. 
certainly by the one and probably. by the other, are used in 
choosing the nutritive parts of plants when these are to be 
had. Coming to mankind, we observe that the diet is of the 
most concentrated kind obtainable; but that the uncivilized 
man is less choice in his diet than the civilized. And then 
among the highly civilized the most nutritive food is carefully 
separated from the rest: even to. the extent that at table 
fragments of' inferior quality are uneaten. 

My purpose in naming these seemingly-irrelevant contrasts. 
is to point out the analogy between progress in bodily nutri
tion and progress. in mental nutrition; The psychically. 
higher, like the physically higher, have greater powers of' 
selecting materials fit for assimilation .. Just as by appearance. 
texture, and odour, the superior animal is guided in choosing 
food, and swallows only things which. contain much organiz
able' matter; so the superior mind, aided by. what we may 
figuratively call intellectual scent, passes by multitudes of 
unorganizable facts, but quickly detects facts full of signifi
cnnce, and takes them in as materials out of which cardinal 
truths may be elaborated. The less-developed intelligences. 
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unable to decompose these more complex facts· and assimilate 
their components, and having therefore no appetites for them, 
devour with avidity facts which ·are mostly valueless; and 
out of the vast mass absorb, very little that helps to form 
general conceptions. Concentrated· diet .furnished by the 
experiments of the physicist, the investigations of the political 
economist, the analyses of the psychologist, is intolerahle to 
them, indigestible by them; but instead, they swallow with 
greediness the trivial details of table-talk, the personalities' 
of fashionable life, the garbage of the police and divorce 
courts; while their r~ading, in addition to trashy novels, 
includes memoirs of mediocrities, volumes of' gossiping cor
respondence, with an occasional history, from which they 
carry away a few facts about battles. and the doings of 
conspicuous men. By such· minds, this 'kind of intellectual . 
provender. is alone available; and to feed, them on a higher 
kind would be as impracticable as to feed a cow on nieat. 

Suppose this contrast exaggerated....-.guppose .the' descent 
from· the higher to the lower. intellects among ourselves,to 
be continued by a second descent:bf like 'kind, and we get 
to the intellect of the primitive man: ·A'stiU- greater atten
tion to meaningless details, and a still smaller ability to select 
facts from which conclusions may.be drawn,:characterize the 
savage. Multitudes of simple observations are incessantly 
made by him; but such few as have . significance, lost in the 
mass of insignificant ones, pass through his mind without 
leaving behind any data for thoughts~ worthy to be so called. 
Already in Po foregoing section, the 'extreme .perceptive 
activity of the lowest races' has been illustrated; and here 
may be added a' few illustrations ·showing the reflective 
inactivity going· along with it. Of the Brazilian Indian 
Mr. Bates remarks--," I believe he thinks of nothing except 
the matters. that immediately concern r his daily material 
wants." c. He ,observes well, but ~ he can . deduce nothing 
profitable from· his perceptions," says Burton, describing the 
East African; and he adds that the African~ mind" will not. 
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and apparently cannot, escape from the circle of sense, nor 
will it occupy itself with aught but the present." Still more 
definite testimony is there respecting the Damara, "who 
never generalizes." Mr. Galton states that one" who knew' 
the' road perfectly from A to Band· again from' B to C' 
would have no idea of a straight cut from A to C: he has 
no map of the country in his mind, but an infinity of local' 
details." Even the Bedouin, as lIr. Palgrave remarks, 
" judges of. things as he sees them present before him, not in 
their causes or. consequences." Some semi-civilized peoples,' 
as the Tahitians,· Sandwich-Islanders, Javans, Sumatrans, 
Malagasy, do, indeed, manifest" quickness of apprehension, 

penetration and sagacity." But it is in . respect 
of simple things that their powers are shown; as witness the' 
assertion of Mr. Ellis concerning the Malagasy, that" facts, 
anecdotes, occurrences, metaphors, or fables, relating to or 
derived from sensible and visible objects, appear to form the· 
basis of· most of their mental exercises." And how general 
is .' this. trait of· unreflectiveness . among . inferior. races, is· 
implied by Dr. Pickering'S statement that, in the course of 

~ much travel, the Fijians were the only savage people he had 
met with who 'could give reasons, and with whom it was· 
possible to hold a connected conversation. 

§ 42. "The eccentricity or genius" is a· current· phrase I 

implying the experience that men of original powers are 
prone to act in ways unlike ordinary ways.' To do what the 
world does, is to guide behaviour; by imitation. Deviating. 
from. ordinary usages is declining to: imitate. And the· 
noticeable fact is that a smaner tendency to imitate goes 
along with a greater tendency to evolve new ideas.'. Under 
its converse aspect we may trace this relationship back 
through early stages of civilization. There was but little 
originality in the middl~ ages; and there . was but little' 
tendency to deviate from t~e modes of living established for 
the various tanks. StilL ~ore . was ; it . so in· the extinct 
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societies of the East. Ideas were fixed; and prescription I 

was irresistible. 
Among the partially-civilized races, we find imitativeness 

a marked trait. Everyone has heard of the ways in which 
Negroes, when they have opportunities, dress and swagger in 
grotesque mimicry of the whites; A characteristic of the 
New Zealanders is an aptitude for imitation. The Dyaks, • 
too, show" love of imitation;" and of other Malayo-Poly
nesians the like is alleged. Mason says that .. while the 
Karens originate nothing they show as great a capability to 
imitate as the Chinese." We read that the Kamschadales 
have a "peculiar talent of mimicking men and animals;" 
that the N ootka-Sound people .. are very ingenious in 
imitating;" that the Mountain Snake Indians imitate animal 
sounds "to the utmost perfection." South America yields 
like evidence. Herndon was astonished at the mimetic 
powers of the Brazilian Indians. Wilkes speaks of the 
Patagonians as "p,dmirable mimics." And Dobrizhoffer joins 
with his remark that the Guaranis can imitate exactly, the 
further remark that they bungle stupidly if you leave any
thing to their intelligence. But it is among the lowest races 
that proneness to mimicry is most conspicuous. Several 
travellers have commented on the" extraordinary tendency 
to imitate" shown by the Fuegians. They will repeat with 
perfect· correctness each word in any sentence addressed to 
them-mimicking the manner and attitude of the speaker. 
So, too, according to Mouat, the Andamanese show high 
imitative powers; and, like the Fuegians, repeat a question • 
instead of answering it. Sturt gives a kindred account of 
the South Australians, who, he says, .. evinced a strange 
perversity" "in repeating words" which .. they knew were 
meant as questions." 

In this imitativeness, shown least by the highest members 
of civilized races and most by the lowest savages, we see 
again the antagonism between perceptive activity and reflec
tive activity. Among inferior gyegarious creatures, as rooks 
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that rise in a flock when one rises, or as sheep that follow a 
leader in leaping, we see an almost automatic repetition of 
actions witnessed in others; and this peculiarity, common to 
the lowest human types-this tendency to "~pe" others, as • 
we significantly call it-implies a smaller departure from the ' 
brute type of mind. It shows us a mental action which is,· 
from moment. to moment, chiefly determined by outer inci
dents; and is therefore but little determined by causes in
volving excursiveness of thought, imagination, and original' 
idea. 

§ 43. Our conception of the primitive man-intellectual, 
will grow clearer when, with the above inductions, we join 
illustrations of his fe!l~~.zrasp ()f thought. 

Common speech fails to distinguish 'between mental activi
ties of different grades. A boy is called clever who takes in 
simple ideas rapidly, though he may prove incapable of 
taking in complex ideas; and a boy is condemned as stupid 
because he is slow in rote-learning, though he may apprehend 
abstract truths more quickly than his teacher. Contrasts of 
this nature must be recognized, if we would interpret the 
conflicting' evidence respecting the capacities of the un
civilized .. Even of the Fuegians we read that they" are not 
usually deficient in intellect;" even the Andamanese are 
described as "excessively quick and cleyer;" and the Aus
tralians are said to be as intelligent as our own peasants. 
But the ability thus referred to as possessed by men of the 
lowest types, is one for which the simpler faculties suffice; 
and goes along with inability when any demand is made on 
the complex faculties. Apassage which Sir John Lubbock 
tluotes from Mr. Sproat's account of the Ahts may be taken 
as descriptive of the average state :-

"The native mind, to an educated man, seems generally to be 
asleep. •. • . On his attention being fully aroused, he often shows 
much quickness in reply and ingenuity in argument. But a short con
versation wearies him, particularly if questions are asked that require 
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efforts of thought or· memory on his part. The· mind of the savage 
then appears to rock to and fro out of mere weakness.." 

Spix and Martius tell us of the Brazilian Indian that, 
" scarcely has .one begun to question him about his language, 
when he grows impatient, compl!lins of headache, and shows 
that he is unable to bear the exertion;" and according to 
:Mr. Bates, "it is difficult to get at their notions on subjects 
that require a little abstract thought. N When the Abipones 
., are unable to comprehend anything at first sight, they soon 
grow weary of examining it, and cry-' What is it after all 1'" 
It is the same with Negroes. Burton says of the East 
Africans, "ten minutes sufficed to weary out the most intel
lectual" when questioned about their system of numbers. 
And even of so comparatively superior a race as the Malagasy, 
it is remarked that they "do not seem to possess the quali
ties of mind requisite for close and continued thought." 
. On observing that to frame the idea of a species, say trout. 

it is needful to think of the characters common to trout of 
different sizes, and tbat. to conceive of fish as a class, we must 
imagine various kinds of fish, and, see mentally the like
nesses which unite them notwithstanding their unlikenesses; 
we perceive that, rising from the consciousness of individual 
objects to the consciousness of species, and again to the con
sciousness of genera, and orders, and classes, each further 
step implies more power of mentally grouping numerous 
things with approximate simultaneity. And perceiving this. • 
we may understand why, lacking the needful representative
ness, the mind of the savage is soon exhausted with any 
thought above the simplest. Excluding those referring to • 
individual objects, our most familiar propositions, such even 
as "Plants are green," or "Animala grow," are propositions 
never definitely framed in his consciousness; because he has 
no idea of a plant or an animal, apart from kind. And of 
course until he has become familiar with general ideas and 
abstract ideas of the lowest grades, those a grade higher in 
generality and abstractness are inconceivable by him. This 

G2 
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will be elucidated by an illustration taken from lIr. Galton's 
account of the Damaras, showing how the concrete, made to 
Serve in place of the abstract as far as possible, soon fails, and 
leaves the mind incapable of higher thought:-

'.' They puzzle very much after five [in counting1 because no spare 
hand remains to grasp and secure the fingers that are required for units. 
Yet they seldom lose oxen; the way in which they discover the loss of 
one is not by the number of the herd being diminished, but by the 
absence of a face they know. When bartering is going on, each sheep 
must be paid for separately. Thus, suppose two sticks of tobacco to be 
the rate of exchange for one sheep, it would sorely puzzle 3. Damara to 
take two sheep and give him four sticks." 

This mental state is, in another direction, exemplified by 
the statement of Mr. Hodgson con,cerning the Hill-tribes of 
India. " Light," he says, .. is a high abstraction which none
of my informants can grasp, though they readily give equiva
lents for sunshine and candle or fire-flame." And Spix and 
Marlius further exemplify it when they say that it would be 
vain to seek in the language of the Brazilian Indians "words 
for the abstract ideas of plant, animal, and the still more 
abstract notions, colour, tone, sex, species, etc.; such a 
generalization of ideas is found among them only in the 
frequently used infinitive of the verbs to walk, to eat, to 
drink, to dance, to sing, to hear, etc." 

§ 44. Not until there is formed a general idea, by coli i
gating many special ideas which have a common trait amid 
their differences-not until there follows the possibility of 
connecting in thought this common trait with some other trait 
also possessed in common, can there arise the idea of a causal 
relation; and not until many different causal relations have 
been observed, can there result the conception of causal 
relation in the abstract. By the primitive man, therefore. 
such distinction as we make between natural and unnatural 
cannot be made\ Just as the child, ignorant of the course of 
things, gives credence to an impossible fiction as readily as 
to a familiar fac\; so the savage, similarly without classified 
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and systematized knowledge, feels no incongruity between 
any absurd falsehood propounded to him and some general 
truth which we class as established: there being, for him, no 
such established general truth. 

Hence his credulity. If the young Indian takes as his 
totem, .and thereafter regards as sacred, the first animal he 
dreams pbout during a fast-if the Negro, when bent on an 
important undertaking, chooses for a god to help him the first 
object he sees on going out, and sacrifices to it and prays to it 
-if the Veddah, failing in a shot with his arrow, ascribes the 
failure not to a bad aim but to insufficient propitiation of his 
deity; we must regard the implied convictions as normal' 
accompaniments of a mental state in which the organization 
of experiences has 110t gone far enough to evolve the idea of r 

natural causation. 

§ 45. Absence of the idea of natural causation, implies 
absence of rational surprise. V 

Until there has been reached the belief that certain con
nexions in things are constant, there can be no astonishment 
on meeting with cases seemingly at variance with this belief. 
The behaviour of the uncultivated among ourselves teaches 
us this. Show to a rustic a remarkable experiment, such as 
the rise of liquid in a capillary tube, or the spontaneous 
boiling of warm water in an exhausted receiver, and instead 
of the amazement you expected he shows a vacant indif
ference. That which struck you with wonder when first you· 
saw it, because apparently irreconcilable with your general 
ideas of physical processes, does not seem wonderful· to him, , 
because he is without those general ideas. And now if we 
suppose the rustic divested of what general ideas he has, and 
the causes of surprise thus made still fewer, we· get the 
mental state of the primitive man. 
. Of the lowe~t race:;, disregard· of novelties is almost' 

uniformly alleged. According to Cook, the }'uegians showed 
utter indifference in presence of things that were entirely new 
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to them. The same voyager observed in the Australians II 

like peculiarity; and Dampier says those he had on board 
" did not notice anything else in the ship" than what tbey 
had to eat. So, too, the Tasmanians were characterized by 
Cook's surgeon as exhibiting no surprise. Wallis asserts. of 
the Patagoni!l.ns, that they showed the most" unaccountable 
indifference" to everything around them on shipboard; even 
the looking-glass, though it afforded great diversion, excited 
no astonishment; and 'Wilkes describes like conduct.. I also 
:find it stated of the village Veddahs that two of them 
.. showed no surprise at a looking-glass." And of the 
Samoiedes we read that .. nothing but the looking-glasses 
caused any surprise in them for an instant; again a moment 
and this ceased to draw their attention." . 

§ 46. Along with absence of surprise there goes absence of 
curiosity; and where there is least faculty of thought, even 
astonishment may be excited without causing inquiry. 
Illustrating this trait in the Bushmen, Burchell says-" i 
showed therp. a looking-glass; at this they laughed, and 
stared with vacant surprise and wonder to see their own 
faces; but expressed not the least curiosity about it.... Where 
curiosity exists we find it among races of not so low a. 
grade. That of the New Caledonians was remarked by Cook j 
and that of the New Guinea people by Earl and by Jukes. 
Still more decided is an inquiring nature among the rela
tively-advanced Malayo-Polynesians. According to Boyle, 
the Dyaks have an insatiable curiosity.' The Samoans, too, 
"are usually very inquisitive; JJ and the Tahitians "are 
remarkably curious and inquisitive." 

Evidently this absence of desire for information about new' 
things, which characterizes the lowest mental state, prevents 
the growth of that generalized know ledge which makes rational 
surprise, and consequent rational inquisitiveness, possible. If 
his "want of curiosity is extreme," as Mr. Bates says of the 
Oucama Indian, the implication is that he" troubles himself 
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very little concerning the causes of the natural phenomena 
around him." Lacking ability to think, and the accom
panying desire to know, the savage is without tendency to 
speculate. Even when there is raised such· a question as. that 
often put by Park to the N egroes-" What became of the sun 
during the night, Rnd whether we should see the same sun, or 
a different one, in the morning," no reply is forthcoming. 
" I found that they considered the question as very childish: 
• • • they had never indulged a conjecture, nor formed any 
hypothesis, about the matter." 

The general fact thus exemplifiea is one quite at variance 
with current ideas respecting the thoughts of the primitive 
man. He is commonly pictured as theorizing about surJ 

rounding appearances; whereas, in fact, the need for explana- , 
tions of them does not occur to him. 

§ 47. One more general trait must be named-I mean the 
lack of constructive imagination. This lack naturally goes 
along with a life of simple perception, of imitativeness, of 
concrete ideas, and of incapacity for abstract ideas . 

. The collection of implements and weapons arranged by 
General Pitt-Rivers, to show their relationships to a common 
original, suggests that primitive men are not to be credited 
with such inventiveness as even their simple appliances seem 
to indicate. These have arisen by small modifications; and 
the natural selection of such modifications has led unobtru
sively to various kinds of appliances, without any distincti· 
devising of them. 

Evidence of another kind, but of like meaning, is furnished 
by Sir Samuel Eaker's paper on the" Races of the Nile 
13asin," in which he points out that the huts of the respective 
tribes are as constant in their types as are the nests of birds: 
each tribe of the one, like each species of the other, having a 
peculiarity. The like perma~ent differences he says hold 
among their head-dresses; and he further asserts of head~. 
dresses, as of huts, that they have diverged from one anothe1' 
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in p~oportion as the lan.,rruages have diverged. .All which. 
facts show us that in these races the thoughts, restrained 
within narrow established courses, have not the freedom 
required for entering into new combinations, and so initiating 
new modes of action and new forms of product. 

Where we find ingenuity ascribed, it is to races such as the 
Tahitians, Javans, etc., who have risen some stages in civili
zation, who have considerable stocks of abstract words and 
ideas, who show rational surprise and curiosity, and who thus 
evince higher intellectual developm~nt. . 

§ 48. Here we come to a gelleral truth allied to those with 
which, in the two foregoing.chapters, I have preluded the 

.summaries of results-the truth that the primitive intellect 
develops rapidly, and early reaches its limit. 

In the Principles oj Psychology, § 165, I have shown that 
the children of Australians, of Negroes in the United States, 
of Negroes on'the Nile, of .Andamanese, of New Zealanders, 
of Sandwich Islanders, are quicker than European children in ' 
acquiring simple ideas, but presently stop short from inability 
to grasp the complex ideas readily grasped by European \ 
children, when they arrive at them. To testimonies before 
quoted I may add the remark of Mr. neade, that in Equa
torial Africa the children are "absurdly precocious j" the 
statement of Captain Burton, that" the negro child, like the 
East Indian, is much' sharper' than the European • • • 
at the age of puberty this precocity • • • disappears j" and 
the description of the Aleuts of Alaska, who" up to a certain 
point are readily taught." This early cessation of develop
ment implies both low intellectual nature and a great 
impediment to intellectual advance; since it makes the 
larger part of life unmodifiable by further experiences. On 
reading of the 'East African, that he" unites the incapacity 
of infancy with the unplialJ.cy of age," and of the Australians 
that" after twenty their mental .vigour seems to decline, .anli .. 
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at the age of forty seems nearly extinct;" we cannot fail to 
see how greatly this arrest of mental evolution hinders 
improvement where improvement is most required. 

The intellectual traits of the unci,ilized, thus made 
specially difficult to change, may now be recapitulated while 
observing that they are traits recurring in the children 
of the civilized. 

Infancy shows us an absorption in sensations and percep. 
tions akin to that which characterizes the savage. In pulling 
to pieces its toys, in making mud-pies, in gazing at each new 
thing or person, the child exhibits great tendency to observe, 
with little tendency to reflect. There is, again, an 
ohvions parallelism in the mimetic propensity. Children are 
e\'er dramatizing the lives. of adults; and savages, along with 
their other mimicries, 'SilI)ilarly dramatize the actions of their 
civilizeJ visitors. Want of power to discriminate 
between useless and useful facts, characterizes the juvenile 
mind, as it does the mind of the primitive man. This 
inability to select nutritive facts necessarily accompanies 
low development; since, nntil generalization has made some 
progress, and the habit of generalizing has become established, 
there cannot be reached the conception that a fact has 
a remote value apart from any immediate value it may 
have. Again, we see in the young of our own race 
a similar inability to concentrate the attention on anything 
complex or abstract. The mind of the child, as well as that 
of the savage, soon wanders from sheer exhaustion when 
generalities and involved 'propositions have to be dealt 
with. From feebleness of the higher intellectual 
faculties comes, in both cases, an absence, or a paucity, 
of ideas grasped by those faculties. The child, like the 
ravage, has few words of even a low grade of !U>stractedness, \ 
and none of a lligher grade. For a long time it is familiar 
with cat, dog, horse, cow, but has no. conception of 
animal apart from . kind ; and years elapse .before words 

• 
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• ending in ion and ity occur in its vocabulary. Thus, b 
both cases, the very implements of developed thought are 
wanting. Unsupplied as its mind is with general 

\ trutlis, and with the conception of natural order, the civilized 
child when quite young, like the savage throughout life. 
shows but -little rational surprise -or rational curiosity. 
Something startling to the senses makes it stare vacantly, or 
perhaps cry ; but let it see a chemical experiment, or draw 
its attention to the behaviour of a gyroscope, and its interest 
is like that shown in a common-place new toy. After a time, 
indeed, when the higher intellectual powers it inherits are 
beginning to act, and when its stage of mental development 
represents that of such semi-civilized race!! as the Malayo
Polynesians, rational surprise and rational curiosity about 
causes, begin to show themselves. But even then its extreme 
credulity, like that of the savage, shows us the result of 
undeveloped ideas of causation and law. Any story. however 
monstrous, is believed; and any explanation, however absurd. 
is accepted • 

.And here. in final elucidation of these intellectual traits of 
the primitive man, let me point out that, like the emotional 
traits, they could not be other than they are in the absence 
of the conditions brought about by social evolution. In 
the Principles of PsycJwlo!Jy, §§ 484.-493, it was shown in 
yarious ways that only as societies grow, become organized. 
and gain stability, do there arise those experiences by assimi
lating which the powers of thought develop. It needs but 
to ask what would happen to ourselves were the whole mass 
of existing knowledge obliterated, and were children with 
nothing beyond their nursery-language left to grow up with
out guidance or instruction from adults, to perceive that even 
now the higher intellectual faculties would be almost inope
rative, from lack of the materials and aids accumulated by 
past civilization. And seeing this, we cannot fail to see that 
development of the higher intellectual faculties has gone on 

• 
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pari passu with social advance, alike as cause and conse
quence; that the primitive man could not evolve these 
higher intellectual faculties in the absence of a fit environ
ment; and that in this, as in other respects, his progress was 
retarded by the absence of capacities which only progress 
could bring. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

PRIMITIVE IDEAS. 

§ 49. 'YET a further preparation for interpreting social 
phenomena is needed. It is not enough tllat we should 
acquaint ourselves, first with the external factors, and then 
with those internal factors treated of in the foregoing three 
chapters. The behaviour of the social unit as exposed to 
environing conditions-inorganic, organic, and super-organic 
-depends in part on certain additional traits. Beyond 
those visible specialities of organization which the body 
displays, and beyond those hidden specialities of organiza
tion implied by the mental type, there are those specialities; 
still less trac~able, implied by the acquired beliefs. As 
accumulated ancestral experiences, moulding the nervous 
strnctures, produc~ the mental powers; so personal ex
periences, daily elabol'ated into thoughts, cause small modi
fications of these structures and powers. A complete account 
of the origmal social unit must include these modifications
or rather, must include the correlative ideas implying them. 
For, manifestly, the ideas he forms of himself of other 
beings and of the surrounding world, greatly affect his 
conduct. 

A description of these final modifications, or of the CQrre
sponding ideas, is difficult to give. Obstacles stand in the 
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way alike of inductive interpretation and deductive inter
pretation. We must first glance at these. 

§ 50. To determine what conceptions are truly primitive 
would be easy if we had accounts of truly primitive men. 
But there are reasons for suspecting that men of the lowest 
types now known, forming social groups of the simplest 
kinds, do not exemplify men as they originally were. Pro
bably most of them had ancestors in higher states; and 
among their beliefs remain some which were evolved during 
those higher states. While the current degradation theory. 
is untenable, the theory of progression, in its ordinary form, 
seems to me untenable also. If, on the one hand, the notion ' 
that savagery is caused by lapse from civilization, is irre
concilable with the evidence; there is, on the other hani\. 
inadequate warrant for the notion that the lowest savagelY 
has never been any higher than it is now. ~t is possible, . 
and, I believe, probable, that retrogression has been as 
frequent as progression. 

Evolution is commonly concdved to imply in everything \ 
an intrinsic tendency to. become something higher. This. 
is an erroneous ~onception of it. In all cases it is deter- . 
mined by the co-operation of inner and outer factors. This' 
co-operation works changes until there is reached an equi
librium between the environing actions and the actions 
which the aggregate opposes to them-a complete equi
librium if the aggregate is without life, and a moving 
equilibrium if the aggregate is living. Thereupon evolution, 
continuing to show itself only in the progressing integration 
that ends in rigidity, practically ceases. If, in the case of 
the living aggregates forming a species, the environing 
actions remain constant, the species remains constant. If 
the environing actions change, the species changes until it 
re-equilibriates itself with them. But it by no means follows 
that this change constitutes a step in evolution. .Usually 
neither advance nor recession . results j and often, certain 
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:pre~iously-acquired structures" being rendered superfluous, 
there results a simpler form. Only now and then ·does the 
environipg change initiate in the organism a new complica
tion, and so produce Ii somewhat higher structure. Hence 
the truth that while for immeasurable periods some types 
have not sensibly altered, and while in other types there has 
been further 'evolution, there are many types in which 
retrogression has happened. I do not refer merely to such' 
facts as that'the highest orders of reptiles, the Pterosau,.ia 
and J)inosauTia, which once had many genera superior in 
structure and gigantic in size, have become extinct, while 
lower orders of reptiles have survived; or to such facts, as 
that in many genera of mammals there once existed, species 
larger than any of .their allies existing now; but I refer 
more especially to the fact that of parasitic creatures in~ 
numerable kinds are degraded modifications of higher 
ereatures. Of all existing species of animals, if we include 
parasites, the greater number' have retrograded from struco:, 
tures to which their ancestors had once advanced. Indeed. 
progression in so~e types often involves retrogression ill 
others. . For the more evolved type, conquering by'the aid 
of its acquired superiority, habitually drives competing types 
into inferior habitats and less profitable modes' of life: 
usually implying disuse and decay of their higher powers. 

As with organic evolution, so with super-organic evolu
tion. Though, taking the entire assemblage of societies, 
evolution· may' be held inevitable as an ultimate.' effect of 
the co-operating factors; intrinsic and extrinsic, acting on 
them all through indefinite' periods; yet it cannot be l1eld 
Inevitablo in, each particular society, or even probable. A 
social organism, ,like an· individual; organism, undergoes 
modifications until it comes into equilibrium with environing 
conditions; and thereupon continues without further change 
of structure. When the conditions are changed meteorologi
cany, or geologically, or by alterations in the Flora and 
:Fauna, or by migl'ationconsequent on . pressure ()f popula-
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tion, or by flight before usurping races, some change 'Of 
social structure results. But this change does not neces~arily 
imply advance. Often i~ is towards neither a higher nor 
a lower' structure. WhE:re the habitat entails modes of. life 
that are inferior, 'degradation follows. Only occasionally 
does the new combination of factors produce a change 
constituting a step in social evolution,and initiating a social 
type which spreads and supplants inferior social types. And 
with these super-organic aggregates, s,s with the organic 
aggregates, progression in some causes retrogression in others. 
The more-evolv~d societies drive the less-evolved societies 
into unfavourable habitats; and so entail on them decrease 'II 
of size, or decay of structure, or both. 

Direct evidence forces this conclusion upon. us. Lapse 
from higher civilization to lower civilization, made familiar 
during school-days, is further exemplified as our knowledge 
widens. Egyptians, Babylonians, Assyrians, Phrenicians, 
Persians, Jews, Gre«;!ks, Romans-it needs but to name 
these to be reminded that many large and highly-evolved 
societies have either disappeared, or have dwilldled to 1) al'
barous hordes, or have been long passing through slow 
decay. Ruins show us that in Java there existed in the 
past a more-developed society than e~:ists now; and the like 
is shown by ruins in Cambodia. Peru and Mexico were 
once the seats of societies large and elaborately organIzed. 
which have been disorganized by conquest; and where the 
cities of Central America once contained great populations 
carrying on various industries and arts, there are now but 
scattered tribes of savages. Unquestionably, causes like 
those which produced these .retrogressions, have been at 
work during the whole period of human existence. Always ' 
there have been cosmical and terrestrial changes going 
on, which, bettering some' habitats; have made 'others worse; 
always there have been. over-populations, spreadings of 
tribes, conflicts with other tribes, and escape of the defeated 
into localities. up.fit for .sllch ad~anced social life as they· 
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liRd reached; alwaYR, where evolution has been uninterfered ' 
with externally, there have been those decays and dis
solutions which complete the cycles of social changes. 
And the implication is that remnants of inferior races, 
taking refuge in inclement, barren, or otherwise unfit regions, 
have retrograded. "-

Probably, then, most of the tribes known as lowest, exhibit 
some social phenomena which are due, not to causes now 
operating, but to causes that operated during past social 
states higher than the present. This a priori conclusion 
harmonizes with the facts; and, indeed, is suggested by facts 
otherwise inexplicable. Take, for example, some furnished 
by the Australians. Divided into tribes wandering over a. 
wide area, these savages have, notwithstanding their antago
nisms, a complex system of relationships, and consequent 
interdicts on marriage, which could not possibly have been 
framed by any agreement among them as they now exist; 
but which are comprehensible as having survived from a state 
in which there was closer union, and subordination to some 
common· rule. Such, also, is the implication of the circum
cision, and the knocking-out of teeth, which we find among 
them. For when we come hereafter to deal with bodily 
mutilations, we shall see that they all imply a subordination, 
political, or ecclesiastical, or both, such as these races do not; 
now exhibit. 

Hence, then, a difficulty in ascertaining inductively what 
are primitive ideas. Of the ideas current among men nmv 
forming the rudest societies, there are most likely some which 
have descended by tradition from higher states. These have 
to be discriminated from truly primitive ideas; so that simple 
induction does not suffice. 

§ 51. To the deductive method there are obstacles of 
another kind but equally great. Comprehension of the 
thoughts generated in the primitive man by converse with 
the surrounding world, can be had only by looking at the 
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surrounding world from his ,stand-point. The accumulated 
knowledge acquired during education, must be suppressed; 
and we must divest ourselves of conceptions which, partly by 
inheritance and partly by individual culture, have been firmly 
established. None can do this completely, and few can do it 
even partially. 

It needs but to observe what unfit methods are used by' 
teachers, to be convinced that even among the disciplined \ 
the power to frame thoughts which are widely unlike their' 
own, is very small. When we see the juvenile mind plied 
with generalities before it has any of the concrete facts to 
which they refer-when we see mathematics introduced 
undcr tbe purely rational form, instead of under that empiri
cal f')rm with which it should be commenced by the child; as 
it was commcnced by the race-when we see a subject so 
abstract as grammar put among the first instead of among 
tIle lust, and see it taught analytically'instead of syntheti
cally; we have ample evidence of the prevailing inability to 
conceive the ideas of undeveloped minds. And if, though. 
lately children themselves, men find it hard to i'e-think the 
thoughts of the child; still harder must they find it to' 
re-think the thoughts of the savage. To keep out auto
morphic interpretations is beyond our power. ,To look at
things with the eyes of absolute ignorance, and observe 
how their attributes and actions originally grouped them
selves in the mind, implies a. self-suppression that is im-
practicable. 

Nevertheless, we must here do our best to conceive the 
surrounding world as it appeared to the primitive man; that. 
'We may be able the better to interpret deductively the evi
dence available for induction. And though we are incapable, 
of reaching the conception by a direct process, we may 
approach to it by an indirect process. The doctrine of evolu-· 

. tion will help us to delineate primitive ideas in some of their
leading traits. Having inferred, a priori, the characters of 
those ideas, we shall be as far as possible prepared to realize 

H 
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them in imagination, and then to discern them as actu!1lly 
existing . 

. § 52. Our postulate must be that primitive ideas are' 
natural, and, under the conditions in which they occur, 
ratloiial. In early life we have been taught that human 
natUre is everywhere the same. Led thus to contemplate the 
beliefs of savages as beliefs entertained by minds like our 
own, we marvel at their strangeness, and ascribe perversity 
to those who hold them. This error we must replace by the 
truth that the laws of thought are everywhere the same; and 
that; given the data as known to him, the primitive man's 
inference is the reasonable inference . 

. ~\ From its lowest to its highest grades, intelligence proceeds 
by the classing of objects and the cl~singof relations; 
which are, in fact, different aspects of the same process. 
(binciplcs of Psychology, §§ 309-316, § 381.) On the one 
band, perception of an object implies that its attributes are 
severally classed with like before-known attributes, and the 
I'elations in which they stand to one another with like before
known relations; while the object itself, in being known, is 
dassed with its like as such or such. On the .other hand, 
~very step in reasoning implies that the object of which any
thing is predicated, is classed with objects previously known . 
<>f like kind; implies that the attribute, power, or act, predi
~ated, is classed as like other previously-known attributes, 
powers, or acts; and implies that the relation between the 
<>bject and this predicated attribute, power, or act, is classed 
with previously-known like relations. This assimilation of 
states of consciousness of all orders with their likes in past 
~xperience, which is the universal intellectual process, animal 
and human, leads to results· that are correct in proportion 
to the power of appreciating likenesses and unlikenesses. 
'Vhere simple terms stand in relations that are simple, direct, 
and close,· the classing can be rightly carried on by simple . 
Dlinds i but in proportion as the tel'ms are complex and the 
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felatiJns between them involved, indirect, remote, the classing 
can be rightly carried on only by minds develop'ed to a corre
sponding complexity. In the absence of this corresponding 
complexity, the terms of relations are grouped with those 
which they conspicuously resemble, and the relations them
selves are grouped in like manner. But this leads to error; 
'since the most obvious traits are not always those by which 
things are really allied to one another, and the most obvious 
characters of relations are not always their essential charac
ters. 

Let us observe a few of the common mistakes thus caused. 
In old works on natural history, whales are called fishes: 
living in the water, and fish-like in shape, what else should 
they be! Nine out of ten cabin-passengers, and ninety-nine 
out of a hundred of those in the steerage, would be amazeu 
wcre you to tell them that the porpoises playing about the 
steamer's bow, are nearer akin to dogs than to cod. Take, 
again, the name shell-fish, as popularly used. In the' first 
place, there is supposed to be some alliance between shell-fish 
and fish proper, because both are aquatic. In the second 
place, the fishmonger includes under shell-fish both oysters 
and crabs: these, though far more remote in type than an eel 
is from a man, having in common the character that their 
softer parts are inclosed in hard cases. After re
minding ourselves of these mistakes to which classing by 
cbvious characters leads our own people, we shall see how 
natural are the mistakes into which uncivilized men are 
similarly led. Hayes could not make the Esquimaux under
stand that woollen cloth was not a skin. .. Glass" they 
" took for ice, and biscuit for the dried flesh of the musk-ox." 
Having so small an acquaintance with things, these were the 
most rational groupings they could make-quite as rational 
as those above instanced. If his erroneous classing led the 
Esquimaux to the erroneous inference that glass would melt 
in his mouth, this was not more erroneous than that of the 
ship-p'lssenger who, instead of what he looked for, would find 

H2 
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in the porpoise hot blood, and lungs to breathe air with. So, 
too, remembering that they had no experiences of metals, we 
shall see nothing irrational in the question put to Jackson by 
the Fijians-" how we could get axes hard enough in a natural 
coun~1'Y, to cut down the trees which the barrels of muskets 
were.made of." For were not tubular canes the only objects 
to which, musket barrels .bore any resemblance r When, 
again, .certain Hill-people with whom Dr. Hooker came in 
contact, saw thrown on the ground a spring-box measuring
tape, that had just been extended for use, and when, seeing 
the coils of. tape disappearing into the box they ran away 
shrieking, it is manifest that the tape was considered in 
virtue of its spontaneous movement as something alive, and 
in virtue of its shape and behaviour as some kind of snake. 
Without knowledge of mechanical contrivances, and seeing 
nothing of the internal spring, this belief was perfectly natural 
-any other would have been irrational. Turn, now:, 
from the classing of objects to the classing of relations. 
'Ve may a.,oain.aid ourselves by analyzing some errors current 
in our own society. It is a common recommendation of some 
remedy for a burn, that it "draws the fire out: " the implica
tion being that between the thing applied and the heat sup
posed to be lodged in the tissues, there is a connection like 
that between some object and another which it pulls. Again, 
after a long frost, when air highly charged with water comes 
in contact with a cold smooth surface, such as that of a 
painted wall, the water condensed on it collects in drops and 
trickles down; whereupon may be heard the remark that 
"th~ wall sweats." Because the water, not visibly brought 
from elsewhere, makes its appearance on the wall as perspira
tion does on the skin, it is assumed to come out of the wall 
as perspiration does out, of the skin. Here; as before, we see 
a .relation classed with another which It superficially re
sembles, but from which it is entirely alien .. If, now, we 
consider what must happen where ignorance is still greater, 
we sllaIl no longer be ~tonished at primitiye interpretations. 
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The Orinoco Indians think that dew is "the spittle .of the 
stars." Observe the genesis of this' belief. Dew is a 'clear 
liquid to which saliva has some resemblance. It is a liquid 
which, lying .on leaves, etc.,' seems' 1.0 have descended from 
above, as saliva descends .from the mouth of one who spits. 
Having descended during a cloudless night, it must .have 
come from the .only things then visible above; namely, the 
stars. Thus the product itself, dew, and the relation between 
it and its supposed source, are respectively assimilated with 
those like them in .obvious characters; and we need but recall 
.our own common expression "it spit/l with· rain," to see how 
natural is the interpretation. 

Another trait of savage conceptions is explicable in a 
kindred way. Only as knowledge advances and observation 
becomes critical, does there. grow up the idea that the power 
.of any agent to produce its peculiar effect, may depend on 
some one property to the· exclusion of the rest, or .on some 
one part to the exclusion of. the rest, or not on: one .or more of 
the properties or parts but on the arrangement .of them. 
What character it is in a complex whole which determines 
its efficiency, can be known only after analysis has advanced 
somewha~; and until then, the efficiency it' necessarily con
ceived as belonging to the whole indiscriminately. Further, 
this unanalyzed whole.iS conceived as standing towards some 
unanalyzed effect, in some relation that is unanalyzed. This 
~rait of primitive thought is so pregnant of results, that we must 
consider it more closely. Let us'symbolize the several 
attributes of an object, say a sea-shell, by A, B,.C, D, E, and 
the relations among them by w, x, 'II, z. The . ability. of this 
object to concentrate sound on the' ear, is due in part to the 
smoothness of its internal' surface (which we will express 
by C), and in part to those relations among the portions of 
this surface constituting its shape (which we will symbolize 
by'll)' . Now, that the ability ofthe shell ~o produce a hissing 
murmur when held to the ear, may be understood as thus 
resulting, it is needful that C and.'/I should be separated 
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in thought from the rest. Until this can be done; the 
sound-multiplying power of the shell cannot be known nol 
to depend on its colour, or hardness, or roughness (supposin~ 
these to 'be separately thinkable as attributes). Evidently: 
before attributes are distinguished, this power of the shelJ 
can be thought of only as belonging to it generally-residing 
in it as a whole. But, as we have seen (§ 40), attributes or 
properties, as we understand them, are not recognizable by 
the savage-are abstractions which neither his faculties can 
grasp nor his language express. Thus, of necessity, he 
associates this strange murmuring with the shell bodily
regards it as related to the shell as weight is related to a 
stone. Hence certain beliefs, everywhere con
spicuous among the uncivilized. A special potency which 
some object or pn.rt of an object displays, belongs to it in 
such wise that it may be acquired by consuming or possessing 
this object or part. The powers of a conquered antagonist 
are supposed to be gained by devouring him. The Dakotah 
eats the heart of a slain foe to increase his own courage; 
the New Zealander swallows his dead enemy's eyes that 
he may see the further; the Abipone consumes tiger's flesh, 
thinking so to' gain the tiger's strength and ferocity: cases 
which recall the legend about Zeus devouring Metis that he 
might become possessed of her wisdom. The like trait is seen 
in such beliefs as that of the Guaranis, whose "pregnant 
women abstained from eating the flesh of the Anta, lest the 
child should have a large nose; and from small birds, lest it 
should prove diminutive;" or' again, in such beliefs as that 
which led the Caribs to sprinkle a male infant with his 
father's blood to give him his father's courage; or again, in 
such beliefs as that of the )3ulloms, who hold that possessing 
part of a successful person's body, gives them" a portion of 
llis good fortune." Clearly the implied mode of thought. 
shown even in the medical prescriptions of 11ast ages, and 
continuing down to recent days, in the notion that character 
is absorbed with' mother's milk, is a mode of thought 
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necessarily persisting until, analysis has disclosed the com,:" 
plexities of causal relations. 

While physical conceptions are few and vague, any ante
cedent serves to account for any consequent. Ask a quarry
man what he thinks of the fossils his pick-axe is exposing, 
and he will tell you they are "sports of nature:" the> 
tendency of his thought to pass from the existence of the 
fossils as an effect, to some agent as cause, is satisfied, amI 

'I 'his curiosity ceases. The plumber, cross-examined about the 
working of the pump he is repairing, says that the water 
rises in it by suction. Having classed the process with one 
which he can perform by the muscular actions of his mouth 
applied to a. tube, he thinks l1e lmderstands it--.:.never asks 
what force makes the water rise towards his mouth when he 
performs these muscular actions. Similarly ,vith an explana_ 
tion of some unfamiliar fact which you may often hear in 
cultivated society-"it is caused by electricity." The mental 
tension is sufficiently relieved when, to 'the observed result, 
there is joined in thought this something with a name; 
though there is no notion what the something really is, nor , 
the remotest idea how the result can be wrought by it. 
Having such illustrations furnish~d by those around us, we 
shall have no difficulty in see.ing how the savage, with fewer 
experiences more vaguely grouped, adopts, as quite adequate, 
the first explanation which familiar associations suggest. If 
Siberian tribes, finding' mammoths imbedded in ice and the 
bones of mammoths in ,the ground, ascribe earthquakes to the 
burrowing of these huge beasts; or if savages living near 
volcanoes, think of them as fiies lig\lted by some of their 
ancestors to cook by; ,they do but illustrate in a more marked. 
way, the common readiness to fill up the missing term of a 
causal relation by the first agency which occurs to the 
mind. Further, it is observable that proximate', 
interpretations suffice-there is no tendency to aak for any
thing beyond them. The Africans who denied the alleged 
obligations to God, by saying that" the earth, and not God l 
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gave them gold, wllich was dug out of its bowels; that the 
earth yielded them maize and rice;. . • that for fruits 
they were obliged to the Portuguese, who had planted the 
trees;" and so on;' show us that a relation between the last 
consequent and its immediate antecedent having been estab
lished, nothing further happens. There is not enough mental 
excursiveness to raise a question respecting any remoter 
antecedent. 

One other trait, consequent on the foregoing traits, should 
be added. There result conceptions that are inconsistent a~d 
confused. Certain fundamental ideas as fouiid among-the 
IroqtlOis, are described by Morgan as" vague and diversified ;" 
as found among the Creeks, are characterized by Schoolcraft 
as " confused and irregular;n as found among the Karens, are 
said by Mason to be " confused, indefinite, and contradictory." 
Everywhere occur gross inconsistencies which arise from 
leaving propositions uncompared; as when, in almost the 
same breath, a Malagasy" will express his belief that when 
he dies he ceases altogether to exist, • • . and yet confess 
the fact that he is in the habit of praying to his ancestors "-
a special inconsistency occurring among many peoples. How 
illogictl.lities so extreme are possible, we shall the more easily 
see on recalling certain of our own illogicalities. Instance 
the popular notion that killing. a mad dog preserves from ' 
harm a person just bitten by it; or instance that familial;-' 
absurdity fallen into by believers in ghosts, who, admitting! 
that ghosts are seen clothed, admit, by implication, that coats ,'. 
have ghosts-an implication they had not perceived. Among 
men of low type, then, far more ignorant and with less 
capacity for thought, we must expect to find a chaos of 
notions, and a ready acceptance of doctrines which are ludi
crously incongruous. 

And now we have prepared ourselves, so far as may be, for 
understandiug primitive ideas. 'We have seen that a true 
interpretation of these lUust be one which recognizes their 
naturalness under the conditions. The mind of the savage, 
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like the mind of the civilized, proceeds by classing objects { 
and relations with their likes in· past experience. In the 
absence of adequate mental power, there result simple and 
vague classings of objects by conspicuous likenesses, aud of 
actions by conspicuous likenesses; and hence come crude 
notions, too simple and too few in their kinds, to represent 
the facts. Further, these crude notions are iuevitably 
inconsistent to an extreme degree. Let us now glance at the 
sets of ideas thus formed and thus characterized. 

§ 53. In the sky, clear a few moments ago, the savage sees 
a fragment of cloud which grows while he gazes. At 

\ 'mother time, watching one of these moving masses,_ he 
observes shreds of it drift away and vanish; and presently 
the whole disappears. Wbat thought results in him? He 
knows nothing about precipitation ofvapour and dissolution of 
vapour; nor bas there been anyone to stop his inquiry by the 
reply-" It is only a cloud." Something he could not before 
see has become visible; and something just now visible has 
vanished. The whence, and the where, and the why, he 
cannot tell; but there is the fact. 

In this same space above him occur other changes. As 
day declines bright points here and there show themselves, 
becoming clearer and more numerous as darkness increases; 
and then at dawn they fade gradually, nntil not one is left. 
Differing from· clouds utterly in size, form, colour, etc.; 
differing also as continually re-appearing in something lilm 
the same places, in the same relative positions, and in moving 
but very slowly always in the same way; they are yet like 
them in becoming now visible and now invisible. That 
feeble lights may be -wholly obscured by a bright light, and 
that the stars are .shining during the day though he does not. 
see them, are facts beyond the imagination of the savage. 
The truth, as he perceives it, is that these existences now show 
themselves and now are hidden. 

Utterly unlike clouds and stars in their aspects as Sun 
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and Moon are, they show, in common with them, this same 
alternation of visibility with invisibility. The Sun rises on 
the other side of the mountains; from time to time covered 
by a· cloud presently comes out again; and at length hides 
below the level of the sea. The Moon, besides doing the like. 
first increases slowly night after night, and then wanes: by 

'and by re-appearing as a thin bright streak, with the rest of 
her disc so faintly perceptible as to seem only half existing. 
. Added to these commonest and most regular occultations 
and manifestations, are various others, even more striking
comets, meteors, and the aurora with its arch anu pulsating 
streams; flashes of lightning, rainbows, halos. Differing from 
the rest and from one another as these do, they similarly 
appear and disappear. So that by a being absolutely ignorant
but able to remember. and to group the things he remembers, 
the heavens must be regarded as a scene of arrivals and 
departures of many kinds of existences; some gradual, some 
sudden, but alike in this, that it is impossible to say whence, 
the existences come or whitller they go. 

Not the sky only, but also the Earth's surface, supplies 
various instances of these disappearances of things which 
have unaccountably appeared. Now the savage sees little 
pools of water formed by the rain drops coming from a source 
he cannot reach; and now, in a few hours, the gathered liquid 
has made itself invisible. Here, again, is a fog-perhaps lying 
isolated in a hollow, perhaps enwrapping eVflrything-which 
came a while since, and presently goes without leaving a trace 
of its whereabouts. Afar off is perceived water-obviously a 
great lake; but on approaching it the seeming lake recedes, 
and cannot be found. In the desert, what .,we know as sand
whirlwinds, and on the sea what 'We know as water-spouts, are 
to the 'primitive man moving things which come out of 
nothing and then vanish into nothing. Looking over the 
ocean he recognizes an island known to be a long way off, 
and' commonly invisible, but which has now risen from the 
water; and to-morrow, he observes, unsupported in space, an 
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inverted figure of a boat, perhaps by itself, or perhaps joined 
to an erect figure above. In one place he sometimes 
perceives land-objects on the surface of the sea, or in the air 
over it-a lata morgana; and in another, opposite to him on 
tho mist, there occasionally comes into view a gigantic 
duplicate of himself-" a Brocken spectre." These occur
rences, some familiar and some unfamiliar, repeat the same 
experience-show transitions between the visible and the 
invisible. 

Once more, let us ask what must be the original concep
tion of wind. Nothing in early experiences yields the idea 
of air, as we are now familiar with it; and, indeed, most can 
recall the difficulty they once had in thinking of the sur-. 
rounding ·medium as a material substance. The primitive 
man cannot regard it as a something which acts as do the 
things he sees and handles~ Into this seemingly-empty space 
on all sides, there from time to time comes an invisible agent 
which bends the trees, drives along the leaves, disturbs the 
water; and which he feels moving his hair, fanning his 
c11eek, and now and then pushing his body with a force he 
Ims some difficulty in ovel'coming. What may be the nature 
of this agent there is nothing to tell him; but one thing is 
irresistibly thrust on his consciousness-that sounds are 
made, things about him are moved, and he himself is buf
feted, by an existence he can neither grasp nor see. 

What primitive ideas arise out of these experiences de
rived from the inorganic world 1 In the absence of hypo
thesis (which is foreign to thought in its earliest stages), 
what mental aSsociation do these occurrences, some at long 
intervals, some daily, some hourly, some from minute to 
minute, tend to establish 1 They present, under.many forms, 
the relation between a perceptible and an imperceptible mode 
of existence. In what way does the savage think of this. 
relation 1 He cannot think of it in terms of dissipation into. 
vapour and condensation from it, nor in terms of. optical 
relations producing illusions, nor in any terms of physical 
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science. How, then, docs he formulate it 1 A clue to the 
answer will be furnished by recalling certain· remarks of 
young children. When 'an. image from the magic lantern 
thrown on a screen, suddenly disappears on withdrawal of the 
slide, or when the reflection from a looking-glass, cast for a 
child's amusement on the wall or ceiling, is made to vanish 
by changing the attitude of the glass, the child asks-" Where 
is it gone to ?.. The notion arising in its mind is, not that 
this something no longer seen has become non-existent, but 
that it has become non-apparent; and it is led to think this 
by daily obsel'ving persons disappear behind adjacent objects, 
by watching while things are put out of sight; and by now 
and again finding a toy that had been hidden or lost. Simi
larly, the primitive idea is, that these various entities now 
manifest themselves and now conceal themselves. As the' 
animal which he has wounded hides itself in the brushwood, 
and, if it cannot be found, is supposed by the savage to have 
escaped in some incomprehensible way, but to be still 
existing; so, in the II bsence of accumulated and organized 
knowledge, the implication of all these experiences is, that 
many of the things above and around pass often from 
visibility to invisibility, and conversely. Bearing in mind 
how the actions of wind prove that there is an invisible 
form of existence which possesses power, we shall see this 
belief to be plausible. 

It remains only to point out that along with this concep
tion of a visible condition and an invisible condition, which 
each of these many things has, there comes the conception of 
duality. Each of them is in a sense double; since it has 
these two complementary modes of being. 

§ 54. Significant facts of another order may next be noted
facts impressing the primitive man with the belief that things 
are transmutable from one kind of substance into another. . I 
refer to the facts forced on Ilis attention by imbedded remains 
of animals and plants. 
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While gathering food on the sea-shore, he find!;, protruding 
from a rock, a shell, which, if not of the same sbape as' the 
shells he picks up, is so similar that he naturally classes it 
with them. But instead of being loose, it is part of a solid 
block; and on breaking it off, he findl! its inside as hard as 
its matrix. Here, then, are two kindred forms, op.e of which 
consists of, shell and flesh, and the other of shell and stone. 
Near at h!1nd, in the mass of clay debris detached from an 
adjacent cliff, he picks upa fossil ammonite. Perhaps, "like 
the Gruphaa just examined, it has a shelly coating with a 
stony inside. Perhaps, as happens with some liassic ammo
nites of which the shell has been dissolved away, leaving the 
masses of indurated clay that filled, its chambers locked 
loosely together, it suggests a series of articulated vertebral 
coiled up; or, as with other liassic ammonites of which the 
shell has been replaced by iron pyrites, it has a glistening 
appearance like that of a snake's skin. As such fossils are 
sometimes called" snake-stones," and are,in Ireland, supposed 
to be the serpents St. Patrick banished, we cannot wonder if . 
the uncritical savage, classing this object with those it most 
resembles, thinks it a transmuted snake-once flesh and now 
stone. In another place, where a gully has been cut through 
sandstone by a stream, he observes on the surface of a slab 
the outline of a fish, and, looking closely, sees scales and the 
traces of fins; and elsewhere, similarly imbedded in rock; he 
finds bones not unlike those of the animals he kills for food: 
some of them,indeed, itot unlike those of men. 

Still more suggestive are the fossil plants occasionally dis
covered. I do not refer so much to the prints of leaves in 
shale, and the ·stony stems found'in strata accompanying 
coal I refer, more especially, to the silicified trees here and 
there met with. Retaining, not their general forms only but 
their minute structures, so that the 'annual growths are 
marked by rings of colour such as ~ark them in living stems, 
these yield the savage clear evidence of transmutation. With 
all our knowledge it remains difficult to understand how 
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silic.o. can so replace the components of the wood as to pre· 
serve the appearance thus perfectly; and for the primitive 
man, knowing nothing of molecular action and unable to 
conceive a process of substitution, there is no possible thought 
but that the wood is changed into stone.-

Thus, if we ignore those conceptions of physical causation 
'which have arisen only as experiences have been slowly 
organized during civilization, we shall see that in their 
absence there would be nothing to prevent us from putting 
on these facts the interpretations which the primitive man' 
puts on'them. Looking at the evidence through his eyes, we 
find his belief that things change from one kind of substance 
to another, to be the inevitable belief. 

And here let us not omit to note that along with the notion 
of transmutation is involved the notion of duality. These 
tliriigsnave obviously two states of exfSteiice~' 

§ 55. Did we not thoughtlessly assume that truths made 
obvious by culture are naturally obvious, we should see that 
an unlimited belief in change of shape, as well as in change 
of substance, is one which the savage cannot avoid. From 
early childhood we hear remarks implying that certain trans· 
formations which living things undergo are matters of course, 
while other transformations are impossible. This distinction 
we suppose to have been manifest at the outset. ' But at the 
outset, the observed metamorphoses suggest that any meta· 
morphosis may occur. ' 

Consider the immense contrast in form as in texture 

• Let me here give an instance of the way in which facts or this kind 
mny affect men's beliefs. In his Two Years in ,i Levalltil.e Family, Mr. St. 
John, commenting on tho extreme credulity of the Egyptians, names, in 
illustration, 0. report' which was spread and widely credited that certain 
villagel's had been turned into stonos. Belief of this report seems, to us, 
ast,onishing; but it seems less astonishing when all the circuUlstances are 
known. Not many miles from Cairo thero exists an extensive silicified 
forest-stumps and prone t,runks in great numbers. If trees can be turned 
into stones, why not men P To the unscientific, ono e'\'ent looks just as likely 
lIS tho oLher. 
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between the seed and the plant. Look at this nut with hard 
brown shell and white kernel, and ask what basis there is for 
the expectation that from it will presently come a soft shoot 
and green leaves. When young we are told that the one 
DrolVS into the other; and' the blank form of explanation 
being thus filled up, we cease to wonder and inquire. Yet it 
needs but to consider what thought would have arisen had 
there been no one to give this mere verbal 'solution, to see 
that the thought would have been-transform~tion. Apart 
from hypothesis, tIle bare fact is that a tIling having one size, 
shape, and colour, becomes a thing having an utterly different 
size, shape, and colour. 

Similarly with the eggs of birds. A . few days since this 
nest contained five rounded, smooth, speckled bodies; and now 
in place of them are as many chicks gaping for food. We are 
brought up to the idea that the eggs have been hatched; and 
with this semblance of interpretation we are content. 
Thi~ extreme change in visible and tangible characters being 
recognized 'as one constantly occurring in the order of nature, 
is therefore regarded as not remarkable. But to a mind 
occupied by no generalized experiences of its own or of 
others, there would seem nothing more strange in the pro
duction of chicks from nuts than in the production of chicks 
from eggs: a metamorphosis of the kind we think impossible, 
would stand on the same footing as one -r:hich familiarity has 
made us think natural Indeed, on remembering that there 
still survives, or till lately survived, the belief that ba~'nacle
gcese arise from barnacles-on learning that in the early 
Transactions of the Royal Society, there is'a paper describing 
a barnacle as SllOWing traces of the young bird it is a,bout to 
produce; it will be seen that only by advanced science has 
there been discriminated the natural organic transformations, 
from transformations which to ignorance seem just as likely. 

The insect-world yields instances of metamorphoses even 
more misleading. To a branch above his wigwam, the savage 
saw a few days ago, a caterpillar hanging with its head down-
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wards.' Now in the same place hangs a differently formed 
and coloured thing-a chrysalis. A fortnight after there 
comes out a butterfly: leaving a thin empty case. These 
insect-metamorphoses, as we call them, which we now' 
interpret as processes of evolution presenting certain defi
nitely-marked stages, are in the eyes of the primitive man, 
metamorphoses in the original sense. He accepts them as 
actual changes of one thing into another thing . utterly 
unlike it. 

How readily the savage confounds these metamorphoses . 
which really occur, with metamorphoses which seem to occur 
but are impossible, we shall perceive on noting a few cases of 
mimicry by insects, and the conclusions they lead to. Many 
caterpillars, beetles, moths, butterflies, simulate the objects by 
which they are commonly surrounded. The Onychocerus 
scorpio is so exactly like, "in colour and rugosity," to a piece 
of the bark of the particular tree it frequents, "that uutil it 
moves it is absolutely invisible:" thus raising the idea that 
a piece of the bark itself has become alive. Another beetle, 
Onthopltilus sulcatus, is "like the seed· of an umbelliferous 
plant;" another is "undistinguishable by the eye from the 
dung of caterpillars;" some of the Cassidre "resemble glitter
ing dew-drops upon the leaves;" and there is a weevil so 
coloured and formed that, on rolling itself up, it" becomes 
It mere oval brownish lump, which it is hopeless to look for 
among the similarly-coloured little stones and earth pellets 
among which it.lies motionless," and out of which it emerges 
after its fright, as though a pebble had become animated 
TO'these examples given by Mr. Wallace, may be added that 
of the" walking-stick insects," so called" from their singular 
resemblance to twigs and branches." 

" Some of these are a. foot long and as thick as one's finger, and their 
whole colouring, form, rugosity, and the arrangement of the head, legs, 
and alltennre, are such as to render them absolutely identical in appear
ance with dead sticks. They hang loosely about shrubs ill the forest, 
and have the extraordinary habit of stretching out their l~gs un
symllletriCJ.lly, s() as to render the deception more complete." 
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What wonderful resemblances exist, arid what illusions 
they may lead to, will be fully perceived by those who 
bave seen, in Mr. ·Wallace's collection,butterflies· of the 
Indian genus Kallima; placed amid the objects they sirilUlate. 
Settling on branches bearing dead leaves, and closing its 
wings, one of these then resembles a dead leaf, not only 
in general· shape, colour, markings, but in so seating . itself 
that the processes of the lower wings unite to form the 
representation of a foot-stalk. When it takes flight, the 
impression produced is that one of the leaves has changed 
into a butterfly. This impression is greatly strengthened· 
when the creature is caught. On the under-side of the 
closed wings, is clearly marked the mid rib, running right 
across them both from foot-stalk to apex; and here, too, 
are lateral veins. Nay, this is not all Mr. Wallace says-

.. We find representations of leaves in every stage of decay, variously 
blotched and mildewed. and pierced with holes, and in many cases 
irregularly covered with powdery black dots gathered into patches and 
spots, so closely resembling the various kinds of minute fungi tbat 
grow on dead leaves that it is impossible to avoid thinking at first 
Right that the butterflies themselves have been attacked by Teal 
'lngi." 

On recalling the fact that, a few generations ago, civilized 
people believed, as many civilized people believe still, ·that 
decaying meat is itself transformed into maggots-on being 
reminded that our peasantry at the present time, think the 
thread-like aquatic worm Gordius, is a horsehair· that has, 
fallen into the water and become' living; we· shall see that' 
these extreme resemblances inevitably raise a suspicion· of 
actual metamorphoses. That this suspicion,· so suggestect 
becomes a belief, is a proved fact. In· Java and neighbour
ing regions inhabited by it, that marvellous insect,·" the 
walkin] leaf," is positively asserted to be a leaf that has 
become animated.. What else ·should it be ? In the absence 
()f that explanation of mimicry so happily hit upon by 
Mr. Bates, no other origin for such wonderful likenesses 
between things wholly unallied can be imagined. 

I 
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Once· establislled, the belief in transformation easily 
.extends itself to other classes of things. Between an egg 
an!l R. young bird, there is a far greater contrast. in appear
ance and structure than between one mammal and another. 
The tadpole; with a tail and no limbs, differs from the 
young frog with four limbs and no tail, more than a man 
differs from ~ hyrena; for both of these have four limbs, and 
both laugh. Hence there seems ample justification for the . 
belief that any kind of creature may be transformed into any 

, other; and so there results the theory of metamorphosis 
in general, which rises into an explanation everywhere em .. 
ployed without check. 

Here, again, we have to note that while initiating and 
fostering the notion .that things of all kinds may suddenly 
change their forms, the experiences of transformations con

\ firm the notion of duality. Each object is not only what it 
seems, but .is potentially something else. 

§ 56. ·What are shadows? Familial' as has become the 
interpretation of them in terms of physical causation, we do 
not ask how they look to the absolutely ignorant. 

Those from whose minds the thoughts of childhood have 
not wholly vanished, will remember the interest they once 
felt in watching their shadows-moving letis and arms and 
fingers, and observing how corresponding parts of . the 
shadows moved. By a child a shadow is thought of as an 
entity. I do not assert this without evidence. A memo
randum made in 1858-9, in elucidation of the ideas de
scribed in the book of Williams ·on the Fijians, then recently 
puhlished, concerns a little gi1'l seven years old, who did not 
know what a shadow was, and to whom I could give no con
ception of its true nature. On ignoring acquired 
lmowle"dge, we shall see this difficulty to be quite. natural. 
A thing having outl.j.nes, and differing from surrounding 
things in colour, and espeeiaUy a thing which moves, is, in 
other cases, a reality. Why is not this a reality? . The 
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conception of it as merely a negation of light, cannot be 
framed until after the behaviour of light is in some degree 
understood. Doubtless the uncultured among ourselves, 
without formulating the truth that light, proceeding in 
straight lines, necessarily leaves unlighted spaces behind 
opaque objects, nevertheless· regard a shadow as naturally 
attending an object exposed to light, and as not being any
thing real. But this is one of the countless cases in which 
inquiry is set at rest by a yerbal explanation. "It's only a 
shadow," is the answer given in early days; and this 
answer, repeatedly given, deadens wonder and stops further 
thought. . 

Th~ primitive man, left to himself, necessarily concludes 
0. shadow to be an actual existence, which belongs to the 
person casting it. He simply accepts the facts. Whenever 
the sun or moon is visible, he sees this attendant thing which 
J'udely resembles him in shape, which moves when he moves. 
which now goes before him, now keeps by his side, nO'\v 
follows him, which lengthens and shortens as the ground in
clines this way or that, and which distorts itself in strange 
ways as he passes by irregular surfaces. True, he cannot see 
it in cloudy weather; but, in the absence of a physical 
interpretation, this simply proves that his attendant comes' 
out only on bright days and bright nights. It is true, also, 
that such resemblance as his shadow bears to him, and its 
approximate separateness from pim, are shown only whera 
he stands up: on lying down it seems to disappear and. 
partially merge into him. But this observation confirms 
his impression of its reality. The greater or less separateneES 
of his own shadow, reminds him of cases where a shadow is 
quite separate. When watching a fish in the water on a fine 
day, he sees a dark, fish-shaped patch on the bottom at a con
siderable distance from the fish, but nevertheless following if> 
hither and thither. Lifting up his eye3, he . observes dark 
tracts moving along the mountain sides-tracts which. 
whether traced or not to the clouds that cast them, are seen 

I 2, 
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to be widely disconnected from objects. Hence it is clear 
that shadows, . often so closely joined with their objects as to 
be hardly distinguishable from them, may become distinct 
and remote. 

Thus, by minds beginning to generalize, shadows must 
be conceived as existences appended to, but capable of, 
separation from, material things. And that they are so 
conceived is abundantly proved. The Benin-negroes regard 
men's shadows as their souls; and the 'Vanika are afraid of 
;heir own shadows: possibly thinking, as some other negroes 

, do, that their shadows watch all their actions, and bear 
witness against them. The Greenlanders say a man's 
shadow is one of his two souls-the one which goes away 
from his body at night. Among the Fijians, too, the shadow 
is called "the dark spirit," as distinguished from. another 
which each man possesses. And the community of meaning, 
hereafter to be noted more fully, which various unallied 
languages betray between shade and spirit, shows us the 
same thing. 

These illustrations suggest more than I here wish to show. 
The ideas of the uncivilized as we now find them, have 
developed from their' first vague forms into forms having 
more coherence and 'definiteness. We: must neglect the 
special characters of these ideas, and consider only that most 
general character with which they began. This proves to be 
the character inferred above. Shadows are realities which, 
always intangible and often invisible, nevertheless severally 
belong to their visible and tangible correlatives; and the 
facts they present, furnish further materials for developing 
both the notion of apparent and unapparent states of being, 
und the notion of a duality in things. 

§ 57. Other phenomena, in some respects allied, yield to 
these notions still more materials. I refer to reflections. 

If the rude' resemblance which a shadow bears· to the 
}lerson casting it, raises the idea of a second entity. much 
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more must the exact resemblance of a reflection do this. Re
peating all the details of form, of light and' shade, of, colour, 
and mimicking even the grimaces of the original, this image 
cannot at first be interpreted otherwise than as an ex
istence. Only by experiment is it ascertained that to the 
visual impressions there are not, in this case, those corre
sponding tactual impressions yielded by most other. thipgs. 
What results 1 Simply the notion of an existence which Ca1\ 
be seen but not felt. Optical interpretation is impossible. 
That the image is formed. by reflected rays, cannot be con
ceived while physical knowledge does not exist; and in the 
absence of authoritative statement that the reflection is a 
mere' appearance, it is: inevitably taken for a reality-a 
reality in some way belonging to the pe~son whose traits it 
simulates and whose actions it mocks. Moreover, these 
duplicates seen in the water, yield to the primitive man veri
fications of certain other beliefs. Deep down in the clear 
pool, are there not clouds like tholle he sees above 1 The 
clouds above appear and disappear. Has not the existence 
of these clouds below something to do with, it 1 At night, 
again, seeming as though far underneath' the surface of the 
water, are stars as bright as those overhead. Are there, then, 
two places for the stars? and did those which disappeared 
during' the day go below where the rest are 1 Once more, 
overhanging the pool is the dead tree from which he breaks 
off branches for firewood. Is there not an image of it too 1 
and the branch ,which he burns and which vanishes while 
burning-is there not some connexion' between its invisible 
state and that image of it in the water which he could not 
touch,' any more' than he can now- touch the consumed 
branch 1 

That reflections thus generate a belief that .each person. 
has a duplicate, usually unseen, but which may be seen on 
going to the water-side and looking in, is not an a priori in-. 
ference only: there are facts verifying it. Besides" the 
dark spirit," identified with the shadow, which the' :Fijians 
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say goes to Hades, they say each man has another-I( his 
likeness. reflected in water or a looking-glass," which "is 
supposed to stay near the 'place in which a man dies." ,This 
belief in two spirits, is, indeed, the most consistent one. For 
are not a man's shadow and his reflection separate? and are 
they not co-existent with one another and with himself? 
Can 'he not, standing at the water-side, observe that the 
teflection in the watt'r and the shadow on the, shore, simul
taneously move as he moves? Clearly, while both belong 
to him, the two are independent of him and one another; 
for both may be absent together, and either may be present 
in the absence of the other. 

Early theories about the nature of this duplicate are now 
beside the question. We are concerned only with _ the fact 
that it is thought of as real. Here is revealed another class of 
facts confirming the notion that existences have their visible 
and invisible states, and strengthening the implication of a 
duality in each existence. 

§ 58. Let anyone ask himself what would be his thought 
if, in a state of child-like ignorance, he were to hear repeated 
a. shout which he uttered. W mild he not inevitably-conclude 
that the answering shout came from another person? Suc- < 

ceeding shouts severally responded to in tones like his own. 
yet without visible source, would rouse the idea that this 
person was mocking him, and at the same time concealing. 
himself. A futile search in the wood or under the cliff, 
would end in the conviction that the hiding person was very 
cunning: especially when joined to the fact that here, in the 
spot whence the answer before came, no ,answer was now 
given-obviously because it would disclose the mocker's 
whereabouts. If at tpis same place on subsequent occasions. 
a responsive shout ah1ays came to any passer-by who called 
out, the resulting thought would be tJIat in this place there 
dwelt one of these invisible forms-a man who had passed into 
an invisible state. or who could become invisible when sought. 
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No physical explanation of an echo cim be framed by the 
uncivilized man.' What does he know about the -reflection of 
sound-waves ?-what, indeed, is known about the reflection of 
sound-waves by the mass of our own people? Were it not 
that the spread of knowledge has modified the mode of 
thought throughout all classes, 'producing everywhere a 
readiness to accept what we call natural interpretations, and 
to assume that there' are natural interpretations to occui
rences not comprehended ; there would even now be an 
explanation of echoes as caused by unseen beings. . 

That to the primitive mind they thus present themselves, 
is shown by facts. Or the Abipones, we read that" what 
became of the Lokal [spilit of the dead] they knew not, but 
they fear it, and believe that: the echo was its voiceY The' 
Indians of Oumana (Central America) "believed the soul to 
be immortal, that it did eat and drink in a plain where it 
resided, and that the 'echo was its answer to him that spoke 
or called." Narrating his voyage down the Niger,Lander 
says that from time to time, as they came to a turn in the 
creek, the r.aptam of the canoe haIloed "to the fetish, and 
where an echo was returned, half-a-glass of rum, and.a piece of 
yam and fish, were thrown into the water. • • ·on asking 
Boy the reason why he was throwing away the provisions 
thus, he asked: • Did you not hear the fetish? ' " 

Here, as before, I must ask the reader to ignore tIlese 
special interpretations, acceptance of which forestalls the 
argument. Attention is now drawn to this evidence simply 
as confirming the inference that, in the absence of· physical 
explanation, an echo is conceived as the voice of some one 
'who avoids being seen. So that once more we have duality 
implied-an invisible state as well as a visible state. 

§ 59. To a' mind unfurnished with any ideas save those of , 
its own gatheling, surrounding nature thus presents- multi- • 
·tudinous cases of seemingly-arbitrary change. In the sky and 
on the earth, things. make their appearance and disappear i 
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and th~re is nothing to show why they do so. Here on the 
su!face and. there imbedded in th~ground, are things, that 
have been transmuted, in substance-changed from flesh to 
ston~, from wood to flint. Living bodies on all sides exemplify 
metamorp!tosis, in ways marvellous enough to the instructed, 
and to the primitive man quite incomprehensible. Andthe 
conception' of two or more illter-changeable states of e~istence, 
imp~essed on him by suc~ phenomena, is again imp~essed c;m 
,him, by ,shadows, reflections, and echoes. 

Did we n?t thoughtlessly accept as self-evident 'the truths 
,elaborated d,uring civilization and acquired insensibly during 
.our early days, we should at once see that these ideas which 
,the primitive man forms, are inevitably formed. The laws of 
mental. association necessitate these primitive notions of 
transmu~ation,. of metamorphosis, of duality; and, until 
e,xperiences have been systematized, no restraints are put 
on them. With, the eyes of developed knowledge we look 
at snow, as a particular .form of crystallized water, and at hail 
~s drops of rain which congealed as they fell. When these 
become fluid we say they have thawed-thinking of the 
cpange as a physical effect of heat; and, similarly, when the 
hoar frost fringing ,the sprays turns into, hanging drops, or 
:when. the surface. of the pool solidifies and again liquefies. 
But looked at with the eyes of absolute ignorance, these 
changes are tr,ansmutations of substance-passings from one 
kind of existence into another kind of existence. And in like_ 
ways are conceived all the changes above enumerated .. 

Let us now ask what happens in the primitive mind when 
there has been accumulated this chaotic assemblage of crude 
ideas, having, amid their difference~, certain resemblances. 
In confo~mity with the law of, evolution, every aggregate 
tends to integrate, and to differentiate while it integrates. 
'The amiregate of primitive ideas must do this. , Aft~r what 
manner will it do it l These multitudinous vague ,notiors 
for~ ,a, loose m;lss without order. They slo:wly segregate, 
like cohering with like, and so forPling indefi~itelY-I?al'ked 
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,groups. '\Yhen these' groups begin to form, a. consolidated 
,whole, constituting a general conception·of the way in which 
things at large go on, they must do it in the same way: such 
:coherence of the gr~ups as arises, must be due to sOIDe likeness 
among tl;l.e ,members of. all the groups. We have seen that 
,there is such a likeness-this common ,trait of ,duality joined 
with this aptitude for passing from one mode of ~xis~ence to 
~nother. Inteiration must be set upby the recog
nition of Bome conspicuous typical case. When, into a heap 
of detached observations, is introduced an observation akin to 
them in which a causal relation is discernible, it forthwith com
mences assimilating to itself from this heap of observations, 
those which are congruous; and tends eyen to coerce into 
union those of which the congruity is not manifest. One- may,. 
say that as the protoplasm forming an unfertilized germ, 
remains inert until the matter of a sperm-cell is joined with 
it, but begins to organize when this addition is made; so a 
loose mass of observations continues unsystematized in the 

, absence of an hypothesis, but under the stimulus of an hypo
thesis undergoes changes bringing about a coherent systematic 
doctrine. What particular example, then, of this 
prevalent duality, plays the part of an organizing principle to 
the aggregate of primitive ideas? We must not look for an 
hypothesis properly so called: an hypothesis is an implement 
of inquiry not to be framed by the primitive mind. We must 
look for some experience in which this duality is forcibly 
thrust on the attention. As a consciously-held hypothesis is 
based on some obtrusive instance of, a relation, which other 
instances are suspected to be like; so the particular primitive 
notion which is to serve as an unconscious hypothesis, setti.ng 
up organization in this aggregate of primitiv~ notions, must 
be one conspicuously exemplifying their common trait. 

First identifying this typical notion, we must aft'erwards 
enter on a survey of the conceptions which result. It will be 

, needful to pursue various lines of inquiry and exposition not 
manifestly relevant to. our subject; and it will also be needful 
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to contemplate much evidence furnished by men who have 
advanced beyond' the savage state. But this discursive 
treatment is unavoidable. Until we can figure to ourselves 
with approximate truth the primitive system of thought, we 
cannot understand primitive conduct; and rightly to conceive 
the primitive system of thought, we must compare the 
systems found in many societies.: helping ourselves by 
observing . its developed forms, to verify our conclusions 
respecting its undeveloped form. * 

• The reader who is surprised to find .in the succeeding chapters so much 
space devoted to the genesis of those" superstitions," as we call them, which 
. constitute tho primitive man's Theory of Things, will get a clue on turning 
·to the first part of my Essay on "Manners and Fashion," originally pub
lished in 18540. (see Essays, &0., Vol. I). The conception, there briefly indi
cated, of the way in which social organization is affected by the way in 
'which his emotions are guided by his beliefs, I have been, since that date, 
slowly developing 1 and the following chapters present it in a complete form. 
Beyond publishing an article on "The Origin of Animal-Worship" in May, 
1870, I have, in the meantime, done nothing towards seLLing forth thcSQ 
developed views: other subjecta having had l>rior claims. 



CHAPTER IX. 

'fIlE IDEAS OF THE ANIMATE AND THE INANmATE. 

§ 60. AT first sight, the difference between an animal and 
a plant seems greater than the difference between, a plant 
and a lifeless object. Its frequent movements distinguish 
a quadruped or a bird from inert things; but a plant, inert in 
most respects, is not thus distinguished. Only to beings 
capable of making those comparisons between past and 
present by which growth is detected and the cycle of repro
ductive changes 'traced, can it become manifest that plants are 
allied with animals more than with other entities. The 
earliest classification, then, puts animals into one group and 
the rest of things into another. 

Hence, in considering how there arises in consciousness the 
distinction between the living and the not-living, we may, for 
a while, neglect the phenomena of plant-life and considel~ 
only those of animal-life. 

To understand the nature of the conceived distinction in 
the mind of the primitive man, we must observe the develop
ment of it through lower forms of consciousness. 

§ 61. It~ when wandering some sunny day on the sea-shore 
among masses of rock covered with" acorn-shells," one stops 
to examine something, a feeble hiss may be heard. On 
investigation, it will be found that this sound proceeds from 
the acorn-shells. During low tide they connnonly remain 
with their valves not quite shut; but those on which a 
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shadow is suddenly cast begin to close, and by simultaneous 
closure of the great numbers covered by the shadow, this 
"faint noise is produced. Here the fact to be observed is 
that these cirrhipeds, which are transformed crustaceans 
having aborted eyes imbedded in their bodies, and vision 
which suffices only to discriminate light from darkness, draw 
to the doors of their cells when the light is all at once inter
cepted. Ordinarily, something alive casts the shadow-there 
is an adjacent source of danger. But as the shadow may be 
cast by a sharp-edged cloud,· which obscures the sun with 
adequate suddenness, an adjacent living body is not always 
the cause: the test is an imperfect one. Still, we see that 
deep down among creatures thus unintelligent, there is a 
vague general response to an indication of adjacent life: the 
indication being a change that implies a moving body. 

Various inferior types whose lives are carried on mainly by 
reflex actions, display no very marked advance on this mode 
of discriminating the living from the not-living, as visually 
presented. Further along the shore, in the tide-pools, are 
shrimps, which dart in all directions when a large body comes 
ncar; and. when decaying sea-weed is disturbed, the sea
fleas jump at random, whatever may have caused the dis
turbance. So in the neighbouring fields, the insects, not 
distinguishing the shapes of moving objects or their kinds 
of motion, fly or leap when. sudden great changes of visual 
impression are made on them-each such change usually 
implying a living body near at hand. In these cases, as in 
the cases of caterpillars that roll themselves up when touched. 
the action is automatic. After the- vivid nervous stimulus 
comes a strong motor discharge, resulting in flight or in 
diffused contraction of the muscles. ' 

In such cases the motion which implies life is confounded 
with the motion which does not. The kind of mental act is 
like that occurring in ourselves when some large object, 
suddenly passes close in front. An involuntary startresults. 
before tIl ere is time to decide whether the object is alive or 
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dead-a source of danger or not. The primary suggestion witlf 
us, as with these lower creatures, is that motian implies life; , 
but whereas with us conscious observation instantly disproves 
or verifies this suggestion, with them it does not. 

§ 62. What is the first specialization of this original con
sciousness? How do superior creatures begin to qualify 
this association between motion and life, in such way as to 
exclude from the class of living things a number which move 
but are not living? Where intelligence rises beyond the 
merely automatic, the motion implying life begins to be' 
distinguished from other motion by its spontaneity. With.' 
out being struck or pushed by anything external, bodies 
which are alive suddenly change from rest to movement, or 
from movement to rest. Rooks show appreciation of this 
difference. 'Watching doubtfully as you pass in the distance, 
they rise into the air if you stop; or; not doing this, do it 
when you walk on. 

That the spontaneity of the motion -serves as a test, is 
clearly shown by the behaviour of animals in presence of a 
railway train, which shows no spontaneity. In the early days 
()f railways they displayed great alarm; but· after a time, 
familiarized with the roar and the swift motion of this some
thing which, appearing in the distance rushed by and disap
peared in. the distance, they became regardless of it.· The' 
cattle now continue to graze; and even the partridges on thli 
embankment-slopes scarcely raise their heads. 

Converse evidence is yielded by the behaviour of a dog 
mentioned by Mr. Darwin. Like others of his kind, and like 
superior animals generally, he was regardless of the swaying 
flowers and the leaves occasionally rustled by the summer 
breeze. But there happened to be on the lawn an opened 
parasol. From time to time the breeze stirred this; and when 
it did so, the dog growled fiercely !1nd barked. Conscious, as 
his experiences had made him, that the familiar agency which 
he felt raising his own hair, sufficed also to move the leaves 
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about, and that consequently their motion was not self
produced, he had not observed, so large a thing as a parasol 
thus moved. Hence arose the idea of some living power-an 
intruder. 

Again, appearances which at first vividly suggest life, 
presently cease to suggest it if spontaneity is absent. The 
behaviour of a dog before a looking-glass proves this. At 
first conceiving the reflected image to be another dog, he is 
excited; and if the back of the looking-glass is accessible, 
makes attempts to reach the supposed stranger. 'When, how
ever, the glass is so placed, say in a chiffonier; as to show him 
the image very frequently, he becomes indifferent to it. For 
what reason 1 The appearance does not spontaneously move. 
While he is still, it remains still; and any motion in it 
follows motion in himself. 

§ 63. Yet a furtl1er test uscd by intelligent animals to 
discriminate the living from the not-living, is the adaptation 
of motion to ends. Amusing herself with a mouse she has 
caught, the cat, if it remains long stationary, touches it with 
11er paw to make it run. Obviously the thought is that a 
living thing disturbed will try to escape, and so bring a 
renewal of the chase. Not only is it expected that there will 
be self-produced motion; but it is expected that this motion 
will be away from danger. Habitually it is observable of 
animals that when failing to decide by the odour whether 
something smelt at is a living creature, or not, there is an 
anticipation that disturbance will cause it to run away if it is 
alive. And even the behaviour of some gregarious birds when 
one of their number has been shot, shows that the absence of 
response to the cries and movements of the fiock, leads to the 
impression that their companion is no longer one of that class 
of objects known as animated. 

§ 64. Thus in the ascent from low to high types of crea
hues, the power of distinguishing the animate from the" 
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inanimate increases. First motion, then spontaneous Jllotion. 
then adapted spontaneous motion, are the successive tests 
nsed as intelligence progresses. 

Doubtless other traits aid. Sniffing the air, a deer per
ceives by something in it the proximity'of an enemy; and a 
carnivore often follows prey by the scent ,it has left. But 
certain odours, though concomitants of . life, are not used· as 
tests of life; for when found, the objects which exhale, the 
odours are not regarded as living if they exhibit none of the 
expected motions. Sounds, too, serve as indications; but 
these, when caused by animals, are the ,results of spontaneous 
motions, and are taken to imply life only because they 
accompany other spontaneous motions. 

It should be added that the ability thus to class apart tlle 
animate and the inanimate, is inevitably developed in the 
course of evolution. Under penalties of Jieath by starvation 
or destruction, there has been a constant cultivation of the 
power to discriminate the two, and a consequent increase of it. 

§ 65. Shall we say that the primitive man is less intelli. 
gent than the lower mammals, less intelligent than birds and 
reptiles, less intelligent even than insects 1 Unless, we say 
tllis, we must say that the primitive man· distinguishes the 
iiving from the not-living; and if we credit him with intel
ligence higher t~an that of brutes, we must infer that he 
distinguishes the living from the not-living better than brutes 
do. The tests which other creatures use, and which the 
superior among them rightly use in nearly all cases, he also 
must use: the only difference being that occasional errors of 
classing into which the most developed among other creatures 
fall, he avoids. 

It is true, that the uncivilized man as we now find him, 
commonly errs in his classification when shown certain pro
ducts of civilized art, having traits of structure or behaviour 
like those of living things. By the 'Esquimaux, Ross's 
vessels were thought alive-moving as they did without 
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oars; and Thomson says of the New Zealanders, that 
.. when Cook's ship hove in sight, the people took her for a 
whale with wings." Andersson tells us that by the Bush
men,a waggon was supposed to be animated, and to want 
grass: its complexity, its symmetry, and its moving wheels, 
being irreconcilable with their experiences' of inanimate 
things. "It is alive" said an Arawak to Brett, on seeing 
a pocket-compass. That· a watch is taken by· savages for 
a living creature, is a fact frequently noted. Andwe 
have, again, the story of the Esquimaux, who, ascribing life 
to a musical box and a barrel-organ, regarded the one as the 
child of the other. But automatic instruments 
emitting various sounds, are in that respect strikingly like 
many animated bodies. The motions of a watch seem 
spontaneous; and hence the ascription of life is quite naturaL 
'Ve must exclude mistakes made in classing those things 
which advanced arts have made to simulate living things; 
since such things mislead the primitive man in ways unlike 
those in which he can be misled by the natural objects around 
hini. Limiting ourselves to his conceptions of these natural 
object\ we cannot but conclude that his classification of .them 
into animate and inanimate, is substantially correct. 

Concluding this, we are obliged to diverge at the outset 
from certain interpretations currently given of his super
stitions. The belief, tacit or avowed, that the primitive man 
thinks there is life in things' which are not living, is clearly 
nn untenable belief. Consciousness of the difference be
tween the two, growing ever more definite as intelligence 
evolves, must be in him more definite than in· all lower 
creatures. To suppose that without cause he begins to con
found. them, is to suppose the process of evolution· is in
verted. 

§ 66. It is, indeed, urged that undeveloped human intel": 
ligence daily shows a tendency to confound them. Certain 
l~\ctsare named as implying that children fail in the dis-. 
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<!riruination. Were not this ",evidence vitiated by the sug· 
gcstions of adults, it would have weight. But on remember. 
ing that when trying to" pacify a" child that has hurt, itself 
against some inanimate object, a mother or, nurse will affect 
to take the child's part against this object,perhaps saying, 
II Naughty chair to hurt baby-beat it !" we shall suspect 
that the notion does not originate with the child Qut is given 
to it. The habitual behaviour of children to surrounding 
things implies nQ such confusion. Unless an inanimate 
object $0 far resembles an animate one as to suggest the idea 
that it may be a motionless living creature which will pre· 
Jlently move, "a child shows no fear of it. True, if an inani· 
mate thing moves without a perceived' external, for!le, alarm 
results. Unlike as a thing may be to living things, yet if it 
displays this spontaneity characteristic of living things, the 

" idea of life is aroused, and a scream may be caused. But 
.otherwise,' life is no more ascr~bed by a child than by a 
puppy or a kitten. - Should it be ,said that an 
.older child, endowing its playthings with personalities, 
.speaks of them and fondles them as though they Were 

• Not long after the above passage was published I met wit\a good 
illustration of the way in which such ideas are indirectly suggested to 
children by remarks mooe, and then ascribed to them as original; and, 
strange ,to say, this illustration was furnished by the mistaken interpretatio~ 
put by a distinguished psychologist, M. Taine, on his own child's question. 
In the RotJUe PMloaoplai'lll8 for January, 1876, p. 14, he wrote:- ' 

.. Un soir (trois ana) comme elle s'enquerait de In. lune, on lui dit qu'elle 
4!st a1Ue se coucher, et lA·dessus elle reprend: 'Oil. done est In. bonne de lito, 
lune P , Tout ceci ressemble fort am: emotions et aUl[ conjectures des 
peuples enfants, A leur admiration vive et profonde en fll.(".8 des grandes 
c.hoses naturelles, A In. puissance qu'eltercent sur eult l'analogie, Ie In.ngage et 
1& metaphore pour les,conduire am: mythes solaires, lunaires,ete. Admettez 
qu'un po.reii .itat o.'esprit soit universel k une, epoque; on devine tout de 
suite les' cultes et les legendes qui se formeraient. Ce sont celles des Vedas, 
de l'Edda,' et mAme d'Romere." 

]!I' ow, it needs but to observe that the child hoo been told that the moon 
was going to bed to see that, by implication, life had already been ascribed to 
the moon. The thought obviously was-If the moon goes to bed it must have 
a nurse. os [ have .. nurse when I go to bed, and the moon must be alive 
as J liD!. 

x 
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living; ,the reply is that this shows not ,belief but de· 
liberate fiction. Though pretending that the things are 
alive, the child does not really think them so. Were its 
doll ,to bite, it would be no less astounded than an adult 
would be. To secure that pleasurable action of unused 
faculties called play, many intelligent creatures thus 
dramatize:' lacking the living objects, they will accept as 
representing them, non-living objects-especially if these 
can be made to simulate life. But the dog pursuing a stick 
does not think it alive. If he gnaws it after catching it, he 
does but carry out his dramatized chase. Did he think the 
stick alive, he would bite it as eagerly before it was thrown 
as after. , It is further alleged that even the grown man 
sometimes betrays a lurking tendency to think of inanimate 
objects as animate. Made angry by resistance to his efforts, 
he may in a fit of rage swear at some senseless thing, or dash 
it on the ground, -or kick it. But the obvious interpretation 
is that' anger, like every strong emotion, tends to discharge 
itself in violent. muscular actions, which must take some 
direction or other; that when, as in many past cases, the 
cause of the anger has been a living object, the muscular 
actions have been directed towards the injury of such object; 
,and that the established association directs the muscular 
discharges in the same way when the object is not living, if 
there is nothing to determine them in any other way. But 
the man who thus vents his fury cannot be said to think the 
thing is alive, though this mode of showing his irritation 
makes him seem to think so .. 

None of these facts, then, imply any real confusion 
between the animate and the inanimate. The power to 
distinguish between the two, which is one of the first powers 
vaguely shown even by creatures devoid of special' senses, 
which goes on increasing as intelligence evolves, and which 
becomes complete in the civilized man, must be regarded as 
approaching completeness in the uncivilized man. It cannot 
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be admitted' that he confuses things which, through all 
lower forms of mind, have been growing clear. 

§ 67. "How, then, are we to explain his superstitions 1" 
it will be asked. "That these habitually imply the ascrip-
tion of life to things not alive, is undeniable. If the 
primitive man has no proclivity to this confusion, how is it. 
possible to explain the extreme prevalence, if not the uni
versality, of beliefs which give personalities, and tacitly 
ascribe animation, to multitudes of inanimate things 1 " 

The reply is, that these cannot be primary beliefs, but. 
must be secondary beliefs into which the primitive man is 
betrayed during his early attempts to understand the sur
rounding world. The incipiently-speculative stage must 
come after a stage in which there is no speculation-a 
stage in which' there yet exists no sufficient language 'fol" 
carrying on speculation. During this stage, the primitive 
man no more tends, to confound' animate with inanimate, 
than inferior creatures do. If, in his first efforts at inter
pretation, he forms conceptions inconsistent with this pre:" 
established distinction between animate and inailiIi:J.ate, it. 
must be that some striking experience misleads hhn....:.:.intro: 
duces a germ of error which develops into an erroneous set, 
of interpretations. 

What is the germinal error 1 We may fitly seek for it 
amid those experiences which mask the distinction between 
animate and inanimate. There are continually;.recurl'ing 
states in which living things simulate things not alive ; and 
in certain attendant phenomena we shall find 'the seed6f 
that system of superstitions which the primitive man forms. 

. Jt 2 



CHAPTER X. 

THE IDEAS OF SLEEP ANI? DREAMS.-

§ 68. A CONCEPTION which. is -made so familiar to us 
during education that we mistake it for an original and 
necessary one, is the conception of Mind, as an internal 
existence distinct from body. The hypothesis of a sentient, 
thinking entity, dwelling within .a corporeal framework, 
is now so deeply woven into our beliefs and into our 
language, that we can scarcely imagine it to be one which 
the primitive man did not entertain, and could not entertain. 

Yet if we ask what is given in experience to the untaught 
human being, we find that there is nothing to tell him of any 
such existence. From moment to .moment he sees things 
around, touches them, handles them, moves them hither and 
thither. - He knows nothing of sensations and ideas-has no 
words for them. Still less has he any such highly-abstract. 
word or. conception as consciousness. He thinks without 
observing that he thinks; and therefore never asks how he 
~hinks, and what it. is which thinks. His senses make him 
cOnversant only with objects externally existing, and with 
hi~wn body; and he transcends his senses only far enough 
to dr'!:w concrete inferences respecting the actions of these 
objectS, An invisible, intangible entity, such as Mind is 
supposed to be, is a high abstraction unthinkable by him, and 
inexpres~,ble by his vocabulary. 

This, w'Jfich is obvious a P1-i01-i, is verified a posleri01"i. 
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The savage cannot speak o£ internal intuition, except in, 
terms of external intuition. We ourselves, indeed, when, 
saying that we see something that has been dearly explained. 
or grasp an argument palpably true, still express mental acts 
by words originally used to express bodily acts. And, this 
use of words implying vision and touch, which with us is 

. metaphorical, is, with the savage, not distinguished from 
literal. He symbolizes his mind by his eye. (See Principles 
of Psychology, § 404.) 

But until' there is a conception of Mind as all internal 
principle of activity, there can be no such conception of 
dreams as we have. To interpret the sights and sayings and 
doings we are conscious of during sleep, ~ activities of the 
thinking entity which go on·while the seDlles are closed, 
is impossible until the thinking entity is postulated. Hence 
arises the inquiry-What explanation is given of dreams 
before the conception of Mind exists. 

§ 69. Hunger and repletion, both very common with the 
primitive man, excite dreams of great vividness. Now, after l 

a bootless chase and a long' fast, he lies exhausted i and, 
while slumbering, goes through a successful hun~lcills, 
skins, and cooks his prey, and suddenly wakes when about 
to taste the first morseL To suppose him saying to himself 
-" It was all a dreaIlJ,",is to suppose him already in posses-

. sion of that hypothesis which we see he cannot have. He 
takes the facts a., they occur. With perfect distinctness he 
recalls the things he saw and the actions he performed; and 
he accepts undoubtingly the testimony of memory. True, he 
all at once finds himself lying still. He does not under
stand how the. c11ange took place; but, as we have lately 
seen, the surrounding world familiarizes him with unaccount
able appearances and disappearances, and' why should not 

- this be one 1 If at another time, . lying gorged with food, 
the dist1,lrbance of his circulation causes nightmare~if, try.· 
ing to escape and being unable, he fancies himself in the, 
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-elutches of a bear, and wak~s with-a shriek; why should h. .. 
-conclude that the shriek was not due to an actual danger"{-
-Though his squaw is there to tell him that she saw no bear, 
yet she heard his shriek; and like mm has not the dimmest 
notion that a mere subjective state can produce such an 
effect-has, indeed, no terms in- which to frame such a 
notion. 

The belief that dreams are actual experiences is confirmed 
by narrations of them in imperfect language. We forget 
that discriminations easy to us, are impossible to those who 
have_but few words, all concrete in their meanings, and only 
rude propositional forms in which to combine these words. 
When we read that in the language 6f so advanced a people 
as the ancient Peruvians, the word huaca meant "idol, 
temple, sacred place, tomb, hilI, figures of men and animals," 
we may judge how indefinite must be the best statements 
which the vocabularies- of the rudest men enable them 
to make. When we read of an existing South American 
tribe, that the proposition-" I am an Abipone," is expres
sible only in the vague way-" I, Abipone ; "we cannot but 
infer t.hat by such undeveloped grammatical structures, only 
the simplest thoughts can be rightly conveyed. When, 
further, we learn that among the lowest men inadequate 
words indefinitely combined are also imperfectly pronounced, 
as, for instance, among the Akka, whose speech struck 
Schweinfurth by its inarticulateness, we recognize a third 
cause of confusion. And thus prepared, we need feel no 
surprise on being told that the Zuni Indians require" much 
facial contortion and bodily gesticulation to make their 
sentences perfectly intelligible;" that the language of the 
Bushmen needs so many signs to eke out its meaning, 
that "they are unintelligible in the dark;" and that tIle 
Arapahos "can hardly converse with one another in the 
dark." If, now, remembering ell this, we ask what 
must happen when a dream is narrated by a savage, we shall 
see that even supposing he suspects some distinction between-
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ide3.tactions and real actions, he Ca1'lll6t -express it. His; 
language does not enablehiin to say~"l dreamt that I saw," 
instead of-" I saw." Hence each -relates his dreams as 
though they. were realities; and thus strengthens' in _ every 1 

other, the belief that his own dreams are realities. 
What then is the resulting notion? -. The sleeper on

awaking recalls various occurrences, .and :repeats them to. 
others. He thinks he bas been elsewhere ; witnesses say he 
has not; and their testimony is verified· by finding himself 
where he was when he went to sleep. The simple course is 
to believe both that he has remained and that he has been: 
away..,..that he has two- individualities, one of, which leaves 
the other and presently comes back. He, too, -has a double 
existence, like many other things. 

§ 70. From all quarters come proofs that this is the 
conception actually formed of dreams by savages, and. which 
survives after considerable advances. in. civilization have 
been made. Here are a few of the testimonies. 

Schoolcraft tells us that the North :American· Indians in 
general, think "there are duplicate s~lUls; one of which_ 
remains with the body, while the other is. free· to depart on 
excursions during sleep;" and, -according to- Crantz, the 
Greenlanders hold" that the soul. can -forsake :tlie body 
during the- interval of sleep." The theory in ;New Zealand 
is fI that· during sleep the mind left· the body, and that 
dreams are the objects seen during its wanderings; " and in 
Fiji, fI it is believed that the spirit of a man who still lives 
will leave the body to trouble otllerpeople when asleep." 
Similarly in Borneo. It is the conviction of the Dyaks that 
the soul during sleep goes on expeditions, of _ its own, and, 
"sees, hears, and' talks." Among. Ifill-tribes. ,of. India, such 
as the Karens, the same docttine is held:, their statement 
being that "in sleep it [the La, spirit. or ghost] wanders 
away to the ends of the earth, and our dreams are what th~ 
La sees· and experiences in his pe.~bulatiQns." By tllE~ 
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ancient Peruvians, too, developed as was the social state they 
had reached, the same interpretation was put upon the facts. 
They held that" the soul leaves the body while it is sleeping .. 
They asserted that the soul could not sleep, and that the 
things we dream are what the soul sees in the world while. 
the body -sleeps." And we are told the like even of the 
Jews: "Sleep is 100ked upon as a kind of death, when 
the soul departs from the body, but is restored again in 
awaking." 

. Occurring rarely, it may be, somnambulism serves, when 
it does occur, to confirm this interpretation, For to the 
uncritical, a sleep-walker seems to be exemplifying that 
activity during sleep, which the primitive conception of 
dreams implies. Each phase of somnambulism furnishes 
its evidence. Frequently the sleeper gets up, 
performs various actions, and returns to rest without 
waking; and, recalling afterwards these actions, is told 
by witnesses that he actually did the things he thought 
he had been doing. What construction must be put on 
such an experience by primitive men 1 It proves to the 
somnambulist that he may lead an active life during his. 
sleep, and yet find himself afterwards in the place where he 
lay down. With equal conclusiveness it proves to those. 
who saw him, that men really go away during their sleep;. 
that they do the things they dream of doing; and may 
even sometimes be visible. True, a careful examination 
of the facts would show that in this case the man's. 
body was absent from its place of rest. But savages do
not carefully examine the facts. Again, in cases 
where the sleep-walker does not recollect the things he 
did, there is still the testimony of others to show him tllat. 
he was not quiescent; and occasionally there is more. 
When, as often happens, his night-ramble brings him 
against an obstacle and the collision wakes him, he has It 

clemonstration of the alleged fact that he goes hither and 
thither during sleep. On returning to his sleeping-place 
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he does not, indeed, find a second self there; -but this 
discovery, irreconcilable with the accepted notion, simply 
increases the confusion of his ideas about these matters, 
Unable to deny the evidence that. he wanders when asleep, 
he tal{es his strange experience ~ verification of the current 
belief, without dwelling on the inconsistency. 

When we consider what tradition, with its exaggerations, 
is likely to make of these abnoreJ..'1l phenomena, now and 
then occurring, we shaii see tnat tile primitive interpretation 
of dreams must receive from them strong suppo,rt. 

§ 71. Along with this belief there of course goes the 
belief that persons dreamt of were really met. If the 
dreamer thinks his own actions real, he ascribes reality to 
whatever he saw-place, thing, or . living being. Hence a 
group of facts similarly prevalent. 

Morgan states that the Iroquois think dreams real, and 
obey their fujunctions-do what they are told by those they 
see in dreams; and of the· Chippewas, Keating asserts that 
they fast for the purpose of "producing dreams, which 
they value above all things." The Malagasy "have a 
religious regard to dreams, and think that the good dremon 
• • • comes, and tells them in their dreams when they 
ought to do a thing, or to warn .them of some danger." The 
Sandwich Islanders say the departed member of a family 
"appears to the survivors sometimes in a dream, and watches 
over their destinies j" and the Tahitians have like beliefs. 
In Africa it is the same. The Congo people hold that what 
they see and hear in "dreams come to them from spirits j" 
and among East Africans, the . Wanika believe that the 
spirits of the dead appear to the living in 4reams. The 
Kaffirs, too, "seem .to ascribe dreams in general to the 
spirits." Abundant evidence is furnished by Bishop Callaway 
concerning the Zulus, whose ideas he has written down from 
their own mouths. Intelligent as these people are, some~ 
what advanced in social state, and having language enabling 
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them to distingiIishbetween dream-perceptions and ordinary 
perceptions, we nevertheless find among them (joined with all 
occasional scepticism) a prevalent belief that the persons who 
appear in dreams are real., ·Out·of ma1!lY illustrations, here 
is one flirnished by a man who complains that he is plagued 
by the spirit of his brother. He tells his neighbours :-

" I have seen my brother." They ask what he said. He says, "I 
dreamed that he was beating ·me, and saying, 'How is it that you do 
no longer know that I am l' I answered him, saying, 'When I do know 
you, what can I do that you may see I know you 1 I know that you 
are my brother.' He answered me as soon as I said this, and asked,' 
• When you sacrifice a bullock, why do you not call upon me l' I 
replied, 'I do call on you, and laud you by your laud-giving. names. 
Just tell me the bullock which I have killed, without calling on you. 
For I killed an ox, I called 'on you; I killed a barren cow, I called on 
you.' He answered, saying, 'I wish for meat.' I refused hini, saying, 
, No, my brotber. I have no bullock; do you see any in the cattle-pen l' 
He replied, , Though there be but one, I demand it.' When I awoke, I. 
had a pain in my side." 

Though this conception of a dead brother as a living being, 
Who demands meat, and inflicts pain for non-compliance, is. 
so remote from our own conceptions as to seem'.scarcely pos
sible j yet we shall see its possibility on -remembering how: 
little it differs from the conceptions of early civilized races. 
At the opening of the second book ,of the' Iliad, we fiI}.d the. 
dream sent by Zous to mislead the Greeks, described as a 
real person receiving from Zeus's directions what he is to say 
to the sleeping Agamemnon. In like manner, the soul of 
Patroclus appeared to Achilles when asleep "in all things 
like himself," saying "bury me soon that I may pass the 
gates of Hades," and, when grasped at;" like smoke vanished 
with a shriek:" the appearance being accepted by Achilles 
as a reality, and its injunction as imperative. Hebrew 
writings show us the like. . 'When we read that "God came 
to Abimelech in a dream by night," that" the Lord. came, 
and stood, and called as at other times, Samuel, Samuel j" we 
see an· equally unhesitating. belief· in: an equally objective 
i:eality. During civilization this ,faith has been but slowly 
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losmg ground, and even still survives; as is proved by the 
stories occasionally told of people who when just dead 
appeared to distant relations, and as is proved by the: super .. 
stitions of the "spiritualists." 

Indeed, after recalling these last, we have but to imagine 
ourselves de-civilized-we have but to suppose faculty de
creased, knowledge lost, language vague,' and scepticism 
absent, to understand how ine~tably the ,primitive man 
conceives as real, the dream-personages we know to be 
ideal. 

§ 72. A l'Cflex action on other beliefs is exercised by these 
beliefs concerning dreams. Besides fostering a system of 
erroneous ideas, this fundamental misconception discredits 
the true ideas which accumulated experiences of things are 
ever tending to establish: 

For while the events dreamed are accepted as events that 
have really occurred-while the order of phenomena they 
exhibit is supposed to' be an actual order; what must be 
tllought about the order of phenomena observed at other 
times 1 Such uniformities in it as daily repetition makes 
conspicuous, cannot produce that sense of certainty they 
might produce if taken by themselves; for ill dreams these 
uniformities are not maintained. Though trees and stones 
seen when awake, do not give place to other thing~ which 
panoramically change, yet, when the eyes are closed at night 
they do. While looking at him. in broad daylight" a man 
does not transform himself; but during slumber, something 
just now recognized as a companion, turns into' a furious 
beast, threatening destruction; or what was a moment since 
a pleasant lake, has become a swarm of crocodiles. Though 
when awake, the ability to leave the earth's surface is 
limited to a leap of a few feet; yet, when asleep, there some
times comes a consciousness' of flying with ease over vast 
regions. Thus; the experiences in dreams habitually 
c,ontradict the experiences received during the day; and tlmd 
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tocanceltheconclullions' drawn from day-experienc~s. . Or 
rather, • they tend to confirm' the erroneous conclusions 
suggested by day-experiences, instead of the correct conclu~ 
sions. For do not these sudden appearances and disappear
ances in dreams, prove, . like many facts observed when 
awake, that things can pass unaccountably from visible to 
invisible states, oElnd vice 'IIe1'sa? And do not these dream
transformations thoroughly accord with those other trans
formations, some real and some apparent, which make the 
primitive man believe in an unlimited possibility of meta
morphosis 1 When that which in his dream he picked up 
as It stone, becomes' alive, . does not the change narmoIiize 
with his discoveries of fossils having the hardness of stones 
and' the shapes of living things 1 And is not the sudden 
exchange .of a. tiger-shape for the shape of a mim, which 
his dream shows him, akin to the insect metamorphoses 
he . has noticed; and akin to' the seeming transformations of 
leaves into walking creatures 1 

Clearly, then, the acceptance of dream-activities as real 
activities, strengthens allied misconceptions otherwise gene
rated. It strengthens them both negatively and positively. 
It discredits those waking experiences from which right 
beliefs are to be drawn; and it yields support to those. 
waking experiences which suggest wrong beliefs. 

§ 73. That the primitive man's conception of dreaming is 
natural, will now be obvious. As said at the outset, his 
notions seem strange because, in thinking about them, we 
carry with us the theory of Mind which civilization has 
slowly established. Mind, however, as we conceive it, is 
unknown to the savage; being neither disclosed by the 
senses, nor directly revealed as an internal entity. The fact 
that even now some metaphysicians hold that nothing beyond 
impressions and ideas can be known to exist, while others 
hold that impressions and ideas imply a something of. which 
they are states, proyes that MinC', as conceived by. us, is no& 
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an intuition but an implication; and therefore cannot be 
conceived until rElasoning has ·made .some progress .. 

Like every child, the primitive maIl" passes; through a phase 
of intelligence during which· there has not, yet aril!eu the 
power of introspection implied by saying-" I think-"-I have 
ideas." The thoughts that accompany sensations and· the 
perceptions framed of them, are so unobtrusive, and pass so 
rapidly, that they are not noticed: to notice them implies II. 

self-criticism impossible at the outset. But these fain~ 

states of consciousness which, during the day, are obscured 
by the vivid states, become obtrusive at night, when the 
eyes are shut and the other senses dulled. Then the 
subjective activities clearly reveal themselves, as the stars 
reveal themselves when the sun is absent. That is io say, 
dream-experiences necessarily precede the conception of a 
mental self; and are the experiences out of which the con
ception of a mental self eventually fjrows. Mark the order 
of dependence :-The current interpretation of dreams 
implies the hypothesis of mind as a distinct entity; the 
hypothesis of mind as a distinct entity cannot exist before 
the experiences suggesting it; the experiences suggesting it 
are the dream-experiences, which seem to imply two entities; 
and originally· the supposition is that the second entity 
differs from the first simply in being absent and ac.tive at 
night while the other is at rest. Only as this assumed 
duplicate becomes gradually modified by the dropping of 
physical characters irreconcilable with the facts, does the
hypothesis of a mental self, as we wi.derstand it, become 
established. 

Here, then, is the germinal principle which sets up SUell 

.organization as the primitive man's random observations 
of things can assume. This belief in another self belonging 
to him, harmonizes with all those illustrations of duality 
furnished by things around; and equally harmonizes with 
those multitudinous cases in which things pass from visible 
to invisible states and back again. Nay more. Comparison 
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shows him a kinship between his own double and tho 
doubles of other objects. For have not these objects theit 
shadows? Has not he too his shadow? Does not his 
shadow become invisible at night? . Is it not obvious, theD~ 
that this shadow which in the day accompanies his body is 
that other self which at night wanders away and has adven
tures? Clearly, the Greenlanders who, as we haveseen~ 
believe this, have some justification for the belief. 



CH.APTEn XI. 

T:IE IDEAS OF SWOON, APOPI.EXY, CATALEPSY, ECSTASY, 

AND OTHER FORMS OF INSENSIBILITY. 

§ 74,. THE quiescence ot ordinary sleep is daily seen :by 
the savage to be quickly exchanged for activity when the 
slumberer is disturbed. Differences between the amounts of 
the required disturbances are, indeed, observable. Now the 
slightest sound suffices; and now it needs a shout, or rough 
handling, or pinching. Still, ,his experience shows that 
when a man's body lies motionless and insensible, a mere 
calling of the name usually causes re-animation. 

Occasionally, however, something different happens. Here 
is a companion exhibiting signs of· extreme pain; who, all at 
once, sinks down into an inert state; and at another time, a; 

feeble person greatly terrified Of even overjoyed, undergoes a 
like change. In those who behave thus, the ordinary sensi .. 
bility cannot be forthwith re-established. 'Though the Fijian, 
in such case, calls the patient by his name, and is led by the 
ultimate'revival to believe that his other self may be brought 
back by calling, yet there is forced on him the fact that this 
absence ·of the other self is unlike its usual absences. 
Evidently, the occurrence of this special insensibilityi 
commonly lasting for a minute or two but sometimes for 
hours;confirnis the belief in a duplicate that wanders away 
from the body and returns to it: the desertion of the· body; 
being now mOl'e determined than usual, and' being followed· 
by silenCe as to what has been done or seen in the interval. ; 
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Our familiar speech bears ,vitness to this primitive inter
pretation of syncope. We say of one who revives from a 
fainting fit, that she is " coming back to herself .. -" returning 
to herself." Though we no longer explain insensibility as 
due to an absence of the sentient entity from the body, yet 
our phrases bear witness to a time when insensibility was 
so explained. 

§ 75. Apoplexy" is liable to be confoJlD.ded with syncope or 
fainting, and with natural sleep." The instructed medical 
man thus describes it. Judge then how little it can be dis
criminated by savages. 

Suddenly falling, the apoplectic patient betrays a .. total 
loss of consciousness, of feeling, and of voluntary movement." 
The breathing is sometimes natural, as in quiet' sieep; and 
sometimes the patient lies "snoring loudly as in deep sleep." 
In either case, however, it presently turns out that the 
sleeper cannot be If brought back to himself" as usual: shouts 
and shakes have no effect. 

What must the savage think about a fellow-savage in this 
state; which continues perhaps for a few hours, but occa
sionally for several days? Clearly the belief in duality is 
strengthened. The second self has gone away for a time 
beyond recall; and when it eventually comes back, nothing 
can be learnt about its experiences while absent. 

If, as commonly ,happens, after months or years there 
comes a like fall, a like prolonged insensibility, and a like 
return, there is again a silence about what has been done. 
And then, on a third -occasion, the absence is longer than 
before-the relatives wait and wait; and there is no coming 
back: the coming :hack seems postponed indefinitely. 

§ 76. Similar in its sudden onset, but otherwise dissimilar, 
is the nervous seizure called catalepsy; which also lasts some
times several hours and sometimes several, days., Instan
taneous loss of consciousness is followed by a state in which 
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the patient .. presents the air of a statue rather than that of 
an animated being." The limbs placed in this ·or that position, 
remain fixed: the agent which controlled them seems absent; 
and the body is passive in'the hands of those around. 

Resumption of the ordinary state is as sudden as was' 
cessation of it. And, as before, "there is no recollection of 
anything. which occurred during the fit." That is to say, 
in primitive terms, the wandering other-self will give no 
account of its adventures. 

That this conception, carrying out their conception of 
dreams, is entertained by sa.vages we have diI:ect testimony. 
Concerning the journeyings of souls, the Chippewas say that' 
some "are the souls of persons in a lethargy or trance. 
Being refused a passage [to the otherworld], these souls 
return to their bodies and re-animate them." And that a 
kindred conception has been' general, is, inferable from the 
fact named by Mr. Fiske in his Myths and Myth-makers, that 
II in the Middle Ages the phenomena of trance and catalepsy 
were cited in proof of the theory that the soul can leave the 
body and afterwards return to it." 

, § 77. Anotber, but allied, form of insensibility yields evi
dence similarly interpretable. 'I refer to ecstasy. While, by 
making no responses to ordinary stimuli, the ecstatic subject, 
shows that he is "not himself," he seems to have vivid per
ceptions of things elsewhere. 

Sometimes .. induced by deep and long-sustained contem
plation," ecstasy is characterized by "a high degree of mental 
excitement, co-existing with a state of unconsciousness gf all 
surrounding things." While the..muscles are «rigid, the body 
erect and inflexible," there is II a total suspension of sensi
bility and voluntary motion." During this state, "visions of 
au extraordinary nature occasionally occur," and II can be 
minutely detailed afterwards." 

Witnessing such phenomena is evidently calculated to 
strengthen the primitive belief that each man is double. 'and 

L 
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Uiat 'OJie part can' leave the other; 'and that it does strengthen' 
them we have facts to show. Bp. Callaway, describing Zulu 
ideas, says a man in ecStasy is believed to see " things which 
he would not see if he were not in it state of" ecstasy:" a, 
statement which, joined with their interpretation of dreams, 
implies that the visions. of 'his ecstatic state were regarded. 
by the Zulus as experiences of his wandering 6ther-self~ 

§ 78. I need not detail the phases of coma, having the . 
common trait )of ' an unconsciousness more or less unlike 
that . of sleep, 'and all of them explicable in· the same', 
way., 'But there' is., one. other kind of insensibility,' highly. 
significant in its implications, which remains to be noticed- : 
the .insensibility which' direct injury produces. This has 
two v8l'ieties: the one following, loss of blood i the other 
following. concussion. ' 

When . treating of. the familiar' insensibility known as 
'Swoon, 'I. purposely refrained from including loss of blood 
among the causes named: this origin not being visibly 
allied to its other origins. Leading, as he does, a life of, 
violence, the primitive man often witnesses fainting from 
aIiremili. Not that he connects cause and effect'in this, <;lefi
nite way., What he sees is, that after' a serious wound comes' 
a sudden collapse, with closed eyes, immobility, speechless
ness., ,For a while there is no, response to 'R shake or ,R call. ' 
Presently his wounded fellow-w~Tior "returns to.himself" , 
-opens his eyes and speaks. ,Again the blood· gushes from 
his wound, and after a time, he is again. absent. ,Perhaps' 
there. is a revival and no subsequent unconsciousness; or, 
perhaps, there comes a third quietude-a quietude so pro
longc:d that hope of immediate return is given up. 

Sometimes the insensibility has a partially-different ante
cedent. . In: battle, a blow from a waddy lays low a com
panion, or a club brought down. with force on. the hElad of 
an. enemy reduces him to a motionless mass. The one 01' the 
other mal be only stunned i and presently there is a ., re-ani· 
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mation~" Or the: stroke' may ·have' been Violent' enbugli' to 
cause concussion of the brain, or fracture' of the skull and 
consequent pressure on the brain; whence may result pro .. 
longed insensibility, followed by incoherent speech and feeble 
motion; after which may coine a' second lapse'into uricon- . 
sciousness-perhaps endirig after another interval, or perhaps 
indefinitely continued. 

§ 79. Joined with the evidence which sleep and dreams 
furnish, these evidences yielded by abnormal states', of in
sensibility, . originate a further group of notions concerning 
temporary absences of the other-self. ... .. 

A swoon, explained as above, is not unfrequently pre
ceded by feelings of weakness, in the patient and signs of 
it to the spectators. These rouse in both a susp~ci9n that 
the other-self is about to desert ; and there comes· anxiety tQ 
prevent its desertion. ReVival of a fainting person has often 
taken place while he was.being called to. Hence the. question , 
~will not calling bring back the other,.self~hen it is' going' 
~way t' Some savages say yes. The Fijian may sometimes 
be heard to bawl out lustily: to his own soul to ~eturn~ohim. 
Among the Karens, a man is constantly in fear lest his other
self should leave him: sickness or languor being regarded as 
signs of its absence; and offerings and prayers being made to , 
bring it back. Especially odd. is the behaviour which this 
belief causes at a funeral. 

"On returning from the grave, each person provides hiJn!\el£ with 
thl'8e little hooks made of branches of trees, and calling his Spirit to 
follow him, at short intervals, as he returns, he makes a m()tion as if 
hooking it, and then thrusts the hook into the ground. This. is done 
to prevent the spirit of the living' from staying behind with .the spiJ;it 
of the dllad. JI 

, Similariy with the graver forms of insensibility. . Mostly 
occurriIig, as apoplexy, trance, 'and ; ecstasy ,do, to persons' 
otherwise unwell, these prolonged' absences 'of the other .. 
self become mentally associated with its impending absences 

r. 2 
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at other timeS; arid hence an interpretation of ill-health' or 
sickness. Among some Northern Asiatics disease is ascribed 
to the soul's departure. By the Algonquiris, a sick man is 
regarded as a man whose "shadow" is "unsettled, or de
tached from his body." And in some cases the Karens 
suppose one who is taken ill and dying to be one who has 
had his soul transfelTed to another by witchcraft. 

Various beliefs naturally arise respecting' the doings of 
the other-self during these long deseItions. Among the 
Dyaks, "elders and priestesse~ often assert that in their 
dreams they have visited the mansion of Tapa [the Supreme 
God], and seen the Creator dwelling in a house like that of 
a Malay, the interior of which was adorned with guns and 
gongs and jars innumerable, Himself heing clothed like a 
Dyak" And Hind speaks of a Cree Indian who asserted 
that he had once been dead and visited t.he spirit-world: his 
alleged visit being probably, like the alleged visits of the 
Dyaks, a vision during abnormal insensibility. For, habi
tually, a journey to the world of spirits is assigned as the 
cause for one of these long absences of the other-self. In
stances are given by Mr. Tylor of this explanation among 
the Australians, the Rhonds, the Greenlanders, the Tatars; 
and he names Scandinavian. and Greek legends implying the 
:Jame notion. 

I may add, as one o{ the strangest of these derivative 
beliefs, that of certain Greerilanders, who think that the 
soul cali. "go astray out of the body for a considerable time. 
Some even pretend, that when going on a long journey they 
can leave their souls at home, and yet remain sound and 
healthy." 

Thus what have become with us figurative expressions. 
remain with men in lower states literal descriptions. The 
term applied by Southern Australians to one who is uncon
scious, means" without soul;" and we say that such an one 
is" inanimate." Similarly, though our thoughts respecting a. 
debilitated· person are no longer like those of the savage. 
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yet the words we use to convey them have the same origin8.l 
implication: we speak of him as having "lost his spirit." 

§ 80. The beliefs just instanced, like those instanced 
in foregoing chapters, carry us somewhat beyond the 
mark. Evolution has given to the superstitions we now 
meet with, more specific characters than had the initial 
ideas out of which they grew. I must therefore, as before, 
ask the reader to ignore the specialities of these interpreta
tions, and to recognize only the trait common to them. 
The fact to be observed is that the abnormal insensibilities 
now and then witnessed, are inevitably interpreted in the 
same general way as the normal insensibility daily witnessed: 
the two interpretations supporting one another . 

..; The primitive man sees various durations of the insensible 
state and various degrees of the insensibility. There is the 
doze in which the dropping of the head on the breast is 
followed by instant waking; there is the ordinary sleep, 
ending in a few minutes or continuing many hours, and 
varying in profundity from a state broken by a slight sound 
to a state not broken without shouts· and shakes; there 
is lethargy in which slumber is still longer, and the waking 
short and imperfect; there is swoon, perhaps lasting a few 
1iIeconds or perhaps lasting hours, from which the patient 
now seems brought back to himself by repeated calls, and 
now obstinately stays away; and there are apoplexy, cata
lepsy, ecstasy, etc., similar in respect of the long persistence of 
insensibility, though dissim.ilar in respect of the acco~nts 
the patient gives on returning to himself. Further, these 
several comatose states differ as ending, sometimes in revival, 
and sometimes in a quiescence which becomes complete 
and indefinitely continued: the other-II elf remaining so long 
away that the body goes cold. , 

Most significant of all, however, .are the insensibilities 
which follow wounds and blows. Though for other losses of 
consciousness the savage saw no antecedents, yet for each 
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· of these the obvi~us: ~~~ede:n~,:w~ .the,~t~pf,an ~nemy. 
· 'Mdthis' act of an, enemypr9du~~<l xariap~~f rll~ults, . Now 

the injured man shortly ,i returned to himself," and did not 
· go. away again; filld now, retur,ning to chimsel1;·onlyafter a 
· long'absence, he presently .. deserted ~s body/for an indefinite 
· time, . Lastly, . instead. of ~h:ese tempor!1ryretlll11s followed 
'by final absence, there sometime~occurred cas!lS in which 
a vi~lent blow cau~ed cont.i?-uous .. absence frOIl}. :the ' first:: 
the. other-self never came back at all. 



CllAPTER XIL 

nIE IDEAS Olr DEATH AND RESURRECTION; 

§ 81. WE assume without hesitation that death is easily 
distinguished from life; and we assume without hesitation 
that the natural ending of life by deathJ m~st 'have been 
always known as it is now known. ,Each of the assumptions 
thus Undoubtinglymade, is erroneous. 

" Nothing is more certain, than death; nothing is at times more un
certain than its reality: and numerous instances are ',recorded 'of 
persons ,prematurely buried, ,or actually.,at the verge of· thegrll-ve, 
before it was discovered that life stilll'emained; and even of some who 
were resuscitated by the knife of the anatoDrist.. • 

This passage, which I extract from' Forbes and Tweedie's 
Cyclopredia of Practical Medicine,is followed by an exariii
nation of ,th~ tests commonly trusted:. showing' that they 
are all fal~cious. If, then, having the accumulate<texpe
riences bequeathed by civilization, joined to that. a!)quaint
anee with natural death gafued through direct observation 
in every family, we cap.not be sure whether revival will ,<ir 
will not take place; "what judgments are to be expected 
from the primitive man, who, lacking all this recorded 
knowledge, lacks also our many' opportunities' of seeing 
natural death 1 Until facts have proved it,he cannot ,know 
that this permanent quiesceJ?-ce ,is the micessary teoD~atiou 
to the state of activity; and his wandering" predatory life 
keeps out of 'yiew most of the ev~dence, whi~h·.establishes 

, this ,trut~ 
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So circuDlstanced, then, what ideas does the primitive man 
form of death? Let us observe the course of his thought, 
and the resulting conduct. . 

f 82. He witnesses insensibilities various in their lengths 
and various in their degrees. After the immense majority of 
them there come re-animations-daily after sleep, frequently 
after swoon, occasionally after coma, now and then after 
wounds or blows. What about this other form of insensibi
lity ?-will not re-animation follow this also ? 

The inference that it will, is strengthened by the occasional 
experience that revival occurs unexpectedly, One in course 
of being buried, or one about to be burned, suddenly comes 
back to himself. The savage does not take this for proof 
that the man supposed to be dead was not dead; but it helps 
to convince him that the insensibility of death is like all the 
other insensibilities-only temporary. Even were he critical, 
instead of being incapable of criticism, the facts would go far 
to justify his belief that in these cases re-animation has been 
only longer postponed. . 

That this confusion, naturally to be inferred, actually exists, 
we have proof. Arbousset and Daumas quote the proverb of 
the BuShmen-" Death is only a sleep." Concerning the 
Tasmanian., Bonwick writes :-" When one was asked the 
reason of the spear being stuck in the tomb,. he r~ied 
quietly, C To fight with when he sleep.''' Even so superIor a 
Tace as the Dyaks have great ditliculty in distinguishing 
sleep from death. When a Toda dies, the people " entertain 
a lingering hope that till putrefaction commences, reanimation 
may possibly take place." More clearly still is this notion of 
revival implied in the reasons given for their practices by two 
tribes-one in the Old World and one in the New-who 
both unite great brutality with great stupidity. The corpse 
of a Damara, having been sewn-up sitting" in an old ox-hide," 
is buried in a hole, and cc the spectators jump backwards and 
forwards over the grave to keep the deceased from rising out 
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of it." And among the Tupis, r< the corpse had all its limbs 
tied fast, that the dead man might not be able to get up, and 
infest his friends with his visits." 

Apart from avowed convictions and assigned reasons, 
abundant proofs are furnished by the behaviour; as in the 
instances last given. Let us observe the various acts pJ,"ompted 
by the belief that the dead return to life. 

§ 83. First come attempts to revive the corpse-to bring 
back the other-self. These are sometimes very strenuous, 
and very horrible. Alexander says of the Arawaks, that a. 
man who had lost two brothers If cut thorny twigs, and beat 
the bodies all over, uttering at the same time' Heia! Heia!' 
as if M felt the pain of the flagellation. • • • Seeing that 
it was impossible to reanimate the lifeless ,clay, he opened 
their eyes, and beat the thorns into the eyeballs, and all over 
the face." Similarly, the Hottentots reproach and ill-use the 
dying, and those just dead, for going away. 

This introduces us to the widely-prevalent practice of 
til~king to the corpse: primarily with the view of inducing 
the wandering duplicate to return, but otherwise for purposes 
()f propitiation. The :Fijian thinks that calling sometimes 
brings back the other-self at death; as does, too, the Banks' 
Islander, by whom "the name of the deceased is loudly 
called with the notion that the soul may hear and come 
back;" and we read that the Hos even call back 'the spirit of 
a corpse which has been burnt. The Fantees address the 
corpse If sometimes in- accents of reproach for leaving them; 
at others beseeching his spirit to watch over and protect 
them from evil" During th"ir lamentations, the Caribs 
asked "the deceased to declare the cause of his departure 
from the world." In Samoa "the friends of the deceased 
• • • went with a present to the priest, and begged him 
to get the'dead man to speak and confess the sins which 
caused his death; JJ in Loango, a dead man's relatives ques
tion him for two or three hours why he -died; and on the 
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Gold Coast," the dead person is himself interrogated" as to 
the ,cause of his death. Even by the Hebrews'" it was 
believed that a dead man could hear anything.'" So, too, 
when depositing food, etc. Among the Todas, the sacrificer 
addressed the deceased, and, naming the' cow killed, .f' said 
they had sent her to accompany him." Moffat tells us 
of the Bechuanas that, on briIiging things to the grave, an old 
woman speaks to the corpse the words-" There are all your 
articles." And the Innuits visit the graves, talk to the dead, 
leave food, furs, etc., saying-" Here, Nukertou, is something 
to eat, and something to keep you warm.". 

As implied by the . last . case, this behaviour, originally 
adopted towards those just dead, extends to those dead some 
time. After a. burial among the BStgos, " a dead man's relations 
come and talk to him under the idea that he hears what they 
say." After burning, also, the same thing sometimes happens: 
among the old Kookies the ashes are "addressed by the 
friends of the deceased, and his good qualities recited." - The 
Malagasy' not only" address themselves in an impassioned 
manner to the deceased," but, on entering the burial-place 
inform' the surrounding dead that a relative is come to join 
them, and bespeak a good' reception. Even by such compara

. tively-advanced peoples as those of ancient America, this 
practice was continued, and, indeed, highly developed. . Tho 
Mexicans, giving to the deceased certain papers, said :-" By 
means of this you will pass without danger between the two 
mountains which fight against each other. With the second, 
they said: By means of this you will walk without·obstruc
tion along the road which is defended by the great serpent . 

. With the third: By this you will go securely through the 
place where there is the crocodile Xochitonal." -So, too, 
among the Peruvians, the young knights on their initiation, 

. addressed' their· embalmed ancestors, beseeching "tlJ-eqt to 
'make their descendants as fortunate and brave as they had 
been themselves." 

After learning that death is at first regarded as one kind 
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of quiescent life, these, proceedings no, longer lippeat· :so 
absurd. Beginning wi~h the 'call, which wakes the sleep,er 
and sometimes seems· effectual in reviving one wh() has 
swooned, this speaking ro the dead· develops jn vario¥s 
directions; and continues ro be a custom even where imme
diate re"animation is not looked for. 

§ 84. The belief that death is iii long~suspended animation. 
has a further effect, aheady indicated in some of the. fore:" 

. . J 

going extracts: I refer ro the custom. of giving the corpse 
food: in some cases actually feeding it; and in most' casllS 
leaving eatables and drinkab~es for its use. 

Occasionally in a trance, the patient, swallows morseis put 
into his mouth. Whether or not such an experie~~e led to 
it, there exists a practice implying the belief tha~ death is an 
allied state. Kolff says of the .Anu Islanders, that after one 
has died, these Papuans try to make him eat; " and when 
they find that he does not partake of it, .the mouth is filled 
with eatables, siri, and arrack, until it lunS down, the body, 
and spreads over the floor." Among the Tahitians, "if the 
deceased was a' chief of rank or fame, a priest or other 
person was appo~te4 t<;> attend the corpse, and present food 
to its mouth at different periods during the day." So is it 
with the Malanaus of Borneo: when a chief dies, his slaves 
attend to his imagined wants with the fan, silh, and batel
nut. The Qurumbars, between, death and burning, frequently 
drop a little grain inro the mouth of the deceased. . 

Mostly, however, the aim is to give the deceased available 
supplies wheneve~ he may need them. In some cases he is 
thus provided' for while .awaiting burial; as !lmong' the 
Fantees, who place "viands and wine for the use of the 
departed spirit,'~ ~ear the sofa where the corpse' is laid; . and 
as among the Karens, by whom" meat is set before the body 
as food," bef9re' burial. Tahitians and. Sandwich lSlinders. 
roo, who expose their dead on stages, place fruits and water 
beside them; and the. New ~ealanders. who similarly 
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furnish provisions, "aver that at night the spirit comes and 
feeds from the sacred calabashes." Herrera tells us of 
certain Brazilians, that they put the dead .man in "the net 
or hammock he used to lie in, and during the first days they 
bring him meat, thinking he lies in his bed." And the belief 
that the unburied required refreshment, was otherwise shown 
by the Peruvians, who held a funeral feast, "expecting the 
soul of the deceased, which, they say, must come to eat and 
to drink." 

So general is the placing of provisions in or upon the 
grave, that an enumeration of the cases before me would be 
wearisome: a few must suffice. In Africa may be instanced 
the Sherbro people, who" are in the habit of carrying rice 
and other eatables to the graves of their departed friends;" 
the Loango people, who deposit provisions at the tomb; the 
Inland Negroes, who put food and wine on the graves; and 
thl;\ sanguinary Dahomans, who place on the grave an iron 
~'asen," on which" water or blood, as a drink for the deceased, 
is poured." Turning to Asia, we find the practice 
among the Hill-tribes of India. The Bhils cook rice and 
leave some where the body was burnt, and the rest at the 
., threshold of his late dwelling • • • as provision for 
the spirit;" and kindred customs are observed by Santals, 
Kookies, Karens. In America, of the uncivilized 
races, may be named the Caribs; who put the corpse "ina 
"Cavern or sepulchre" with water and eatables. But it was 
by the extinct civilized races that this practice was most 
elaborated. The Chibchas, shutting up the dead in artificial 
(:aves, wrapped them in fine mantles and placed round them 
many maize cakes and ?nucuras of chicha [a drink]; and of 
the Peruvians, Tschudi tells us that "in front of the bodiea 
they used to place two rows of pots filled with quiana, maize, 
potatoes, dried llama-flesh, etc." 

The like is done even along with cremation. Among the 
Rookies, the widow places "rice and vegetables on the ashes 
()f her husband." The ancicnt Central Americans had a 
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kindred habit. Oviedo gives thus the statement of . an 
Indian :-" When we are about to burn.' the body. we put 
beside it some boiled maize in a calabash, and attach it t() 
the body and burn it along with it." Though where. the 
corpse is destroyed by fire, the conception of re-animation in 
its original form must have died out, this continued practice 
of supplying food indicates a past time when re-animation. 
was conceived literally: an inference verified by the fact 
that the Kookies, some of whom bury their dead while others 
burn them, supply eatables in either case. 

§ 85. What is the limit to the time for the return of the 
other-self? Hours ,have elapsed and the insensible have 
revived; days have elapsed and the insensible have revived; 
will they revive after weeks or months, and then want food? 
The primitive man cannot say. The answer is at least doubt
ful, and he takes the safe course: he repeats the supplies of 
food. 

It is thus with the indigenes of India. Among the Bodo 
and DhimaIs, the food and drink laid on the grave are 
renewed after some days, and the dead is addressed j among 
the Kookies 'the corpse being "deposited upon a stage raiscd 
under a shed," food and drink are .. daily brought, and laid 
before it." By American races this custom is carried much 
further. Hall tells us of the Innuits that "whenever they 
return to the vicinity of the kindred's grave, a visit is made 
to it with the best of food" as a present; and Schoolcraft 
says most of the North American Indians" for one year visit 
the place of the dead, and carry food and make a feast for 
the dead, to feed the spirit of the departed." But in this, as 
in other ways, the extinct civilized races of America provided 
most carefully. In Mexico "after the burial, they returned 
to the tomb for twenty days, and put on it food. and, roses; 
80 they did after eighty days, and so on from. eighty to 
eighty." .' The aboriginal Peruvians used to open the tombs" 
and renew the clothes and food which were placed in them. 
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Still further were 'such 1?:racticescarried 'with the" einlialIDe<i" 
bodies of the Yricas.· At festIvals they brought provisioruito 
them,: saying-" When you were' alive you used to eat and' 
drink' of this; may your soul now receive it and feed on it, 
wheresoever you' may be." And Pedro Pizarro says they 
brought out the bodies every day and seated them in a row, 
according to their antiquity. While the' servants feasted. 
they put the food of the dead' on Ii fire, and their chic7~a 
vessels before them.' , 

Here the primitive practice of repeating the supplies of· 
foo~ for the corpse, in doubt, how long the revival may be 
delayed, has developed into a system of 'observances' con
siderably diver~ent from the original ones. ' 

, § 86~ Other sequences of the belief in re-animation. equally' 
'remarkable, may next be named. If the corpse Is still in ' 
sOrile way alive; like one in a: trance. must it not breathe. and 
does it not require warmth 1 These questions sundry races 
practically answer in the affirmative:' . - ." , ' . 

The Guaranls" believe' that the . soul eontillued with the' 
bodyiri the grave. for which reason they were careful to leave -
room for it". • • they would remove «part of the earth. 
lest it should lie heavy upon them'i. .' ; 'and sometinies 
" covered the face of. the corpse with a concave dish,' that' 
the soul might not be stifled." It is an: Esquimaux -belief 
"'that any weight pressing upon the corpse woUld give pain . 
to the deceased." And after the' conquest. the Peruvians used ' 
to disinter people buried in the churches. saying that' the ' 
bodies were very uneasy when pressed by the soil, and liked'
better to stay in the open air. 

'A fire serves both to give warmth and for cooking; and 
ox\.e or other of tliese conveniences is 'in some cases provided ' 
for the deceased. By the Iroquois "a fire was built upon the . 
grave at night to enable the spirit to prepare its food." . 
Among the Brazilians it, is the habit to "light fires by the 
side of newlY,-made graves ~ '. • •. for the personal comfort 
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of the defuDct." . Of the Sherbro people (Coast Negroes) 
Schon says that Ie frequently iR cold or wet nights t~ey will . 
light a fire" on the grave of a departed friend. By the 
Western Australians, too,fires are kept burning on the buiial . 
place for days; and should the deceased be a person of dis
tinction, such fires are lighted daily for three or four years. 

§ 87. Resuscitation as originally conceived, cannot· take 
place unless there remains a body to be resuscitated. Expec
tation of a revival is therefore often accompanied by recog
nition of the need for preserving the corpse from injury. 

Note, first, sundry signs of the conviction that if the 
body has been destroyed resurrection cannot take place. 
When Bruce tells us that among the Abyssinians, criminals 
me seldom buried; wlienwe learn that by the Chibcha:s the 
bodies of the greatest· criminals were left unburied' in the 
fields; we may suspect the presence of a belief that renewal' 
of life is prevented when the body is devoured. ThiSbelief 
we elsewhere find avowed. .. No more formidable punish-. 
ment to the Egyptian was possible than destroying his corpse, ' 
its preservation being the main condition of immortality." 
The New Zealanders held that a man who was eaten by' them, ' 
was destroyed wholly and for ever. The Damaras think that. 
dead men, if buried, "cannot rest in the grave. • 0' • Yott' 

must throw them away, and let the 'wolves eat them; then' 
they won't come and bother us." The Matiamba negresses 
believe that by throwing their husbands'corpses iIito the 
water, they drown the souls: these would otherwise trouble 
them. And possibly it may be under a similar 'belief that, 
the Kamschadales give corpses "for food to their' dogs." 
. Where, h9wever, th~ aim is not to insure amrlhilation of 
~he departed, but to further his well-being, a:maety is shown 
~hat the corpse shall be guarded against ill~treatment. This 
~nxiety prompts devices which vary according to the 'views, 
baken of the deceased's state of existellce. . 
~n some ca~es securi~y is sought in secrecy, or iIiaccessi·. 
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bility, or both. Over certain sepulchres the Chibchas 
planted trees to conceal them. After a time the remains 
of New Zealand chiefs were "secretly deposited by priests 
in sepulchres on bill-tops, in forests, or in caves." The 
Muruts of Borneo place the bones of their chiefs in boxes on 
the ,ridges of the highest hills ; and sometimes the, Tahitians, 
to prevent the bones from being stolen, deposited them 
on the tops of almost inaccessible mountains. Amoug the 
Kaffirs, while the bodies of common people are exposed'to be 
devoured by wolves, those of chiefs are buried in their cattle
pens. So, too, a Bechuana chief "is buried in his cattle
pen, and all the cattle are driven for an hour or two around 
and over the grave, so that it may be quite obliterated." Still 
stranger was the precaution taken on behalf of the ruler of 
Bogota. ," They divert," says Simon, II the course of' a river. 
and in its bed make the grave. , • • As soon as the 
cazique is buried, they let the stream return to its natural 
course." The, interment of Alaric was similarly conducted; 
and Cameron tells us that in the African state of U rua, the. 
like method of burying a king is still in use. 

While in these cases the desire to hide the corpse and its. ' 
belongings from enemies, brute and human, predominates; in 
other cases the desire to protect the corpse against imagined 
discomfort predominates. We have already noted the means 
sometimes m;;ed to insure its safety without stopping its 
breathing, supposed to be still going on; and probably a. 
kindred purpose originated the practice of raising the corpse 
to a height above the ground. Sundry of the Polynesians 
place dead bodies onscafi'olds. In Australia, too, and in the 
Andaman Islands, the corpse is occasionally thus disposed of. 
Among the Zulus, while some bury and some burn, others 
expose in trees; and Dyaks and Kyans have a similar custom. 
But it is in America, where the natives, as we see, betray in 
other ways the desire to shield the corpse from pressure, that 
exposure on raised stages is commonest. The Dakotahs adopt 
this method; at' one time it was the practice oBhe Iroquois ; 
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Catlin, describing the !fandans as having scaffolds on which 
•• their • dead live,' as they term it," remarks that they are 
thus kept out of the way of wolves and dogs; and School
craft says the same of the Chippewas. Among Southlo 
American tribes, a like combination. of ends was sought by 
using chasms and caverns as places of sepulture. The Caribs 
did this. The Guiana Indians bury their dead, only in the 
absence of cavities amid the rocks. The Chibchas interred in 
a kind of "bobedas" or caves, which had been made for the 
purpose. And the several modes of treating the dead adopteel 
by the ancient Peruvians, all of them attained, as far -as might 
be, both ends-protection, and absence of supposed incon
venience to the corpse. Where they had not natural clefts 
in the rocks, they made "great holes and excavations with 
closed doors before them;" or else they kept the embalmed 
bodies in temples. 

Leaving the New World, throughout which the primitive 
conception of death as a long-suspended animation seems to 
have been especially vivid, we find elsewhere less recognition 
of any sensitiveness in the dead to pressure or want of air: 
there is simpiy a recogriition of ·the need for preventing 
destruction by animals, or injury by men and demons. This 
is the obvious motive for covering over the corpse; and, 
occasionally, the assigned motive. Earth is sometimes not 
enough; and then additional protection is given. By the 
lfandingoes, "prickly bUshes are laid upon" the grave, "to 
mevent the wolves from digging up .the body;" and the 
J oloffs, a; tribe of Coast Negroes, use the same precaution. 
The Arabs keep out wild beasts by: heaping stones over the 
body;' and the Esquimaux 'do the like .. The Bodo and 
DhimaIs pile stones" upon the grave to prevent disturbance 
by jackals:' etc. In Damara-Iand, a chief's tomb "consists 
of a large beap of stones surrounded by an enclosure of 
thorn-brushes." And now observe. a -remarkable 
sequence. The kindred of the deceased, from real or pro
fessedaffection, and otherJ from deal' of --what he may do 

2.1 
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-when his double returns, join in augmenting the protective 
-mass. Among the Inland Negroes, large cairns are formed 
·over graves, by passing relatives who continually add stones 
-to the heap; and it was a custom with the aborigines of San 
Salvador "to throw it handful of earth, or a stone, upon the 
grave of the distinguished dead, as a tribute to their memory." 
Obviously, in proportion as' the deceased is loved, reverenced, 
or dreaded, this process is carried further. Hence an in
-creasing of the heap for protective purposes, brings about an 
increasing of it as a mark of honour or of power. Thus, the 
Guatemala Americans "raised mounds of earth corresponding 
in height with the importance of the deceased." Of the 
Chibchas, Cieza says-" they pile up such masses of earth in 
making their tombs, that 'they look like small hills;" and 
Acosta, describing certain other burial mounds in those parts 
as "heaped up during the mourning," adds-" as that extended 
-as long as drink was granted, the size of the tumulus shows 
the fortune of the deceased." Ulloa makes a kindred remark 
respecting the monuments of the Peruvians. 

So that, beginning with the small mound necessarily re· 
sulting from the displacement of earth by the buried body, 
we come at length to such structures as the Egyptian pyramids: 
t,be whole series originating in the wish to preserve the body 
from injuries hindering resuscitation. 

§ 88. Another group of eustoms having t11e same purpose, 
must be named. Along with the belief that re-animation will 
he prevented if the returning othel'-sel£ finds a mutilated
corpse, or none at all; there goes the belief that to insure 
re-animation, putrefaction must be stopped. That this idea 
leaves no traces among men in very low states, is probably 
due to the fact that no methods of arresting decomposition 
have been discovered by them. But among more advanced 
races, we find proofs that the idea arises and thnt it leads to 
action . 

. The prompting motive wns shown by certain of t.he ancient 
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Mexicans, who believed that "the dead were to rise again, 
and when their bones were dry, they laid them together in a 
basket, and hnng them up to a bough of a tree, that they 
might not have to look for them at the resurrection." 
Similarly, the Peruvians, explaining their observances to 
Garcilasso, said-"\Ve, therefore, in order that we may. not 
have to search for our hair and nails at a time when there 

. will be much hurry and confusion, place them in one place, 
that they may be brought together more conveniently, and, 
when eyer it is possible, we are also careful to spit in one 
place." 

With such' indications to guide us, we cannot doubt the 
meaning of the trouble taken to prevent decay. When we 
read that in Africa the Loango people smoke corpses, and 
that in Ameri~a some of the Chibchas "dried the bodies of 
their dead in barbacoas on a slow fire;" we must infer that 
the aim is, or was, to keep the flesh in a state of integt:ity 
against the time of resuscitation. And on finding that by 
these same Chibchaf!, as also by some of the Mexicans, and 
by the Peruvians, the bodies of kings andcaziques were em
balmed; we must conclude that embalming was adopted 
simply as a more effectual method of achieving the same end: 
especially after noting that the preservation was great; ill pro'" 
portion as the rank was high; as is shown by Acosta's :remark 
that "the body [of an Y nca] was so complete and well pre
serYed, by means of a sort of bitumen, that it appeared to be. 
alive." 

Proof that like ideas suggested the like practices qf the. 
cncient Egyptians, has already beeIi given.· 

§ 89. Some further funeral rites, indirectly imp~ying tile 
'belief in resurrection; ~ust be added; partly because they 
lead to certain customs hereafter to be explained. I refer t() 
the bodily mutilations which, in so many cases, are marks of 
mourning. 

We read in the Iliad that at the funeral of Patroelus, tho 
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Myrmidons "heaped all the corpse with their hair that tIlCY 
cut off and threw thereon;" further, that Achilles placed 
" a golden lock " in the hands of the corpse; and that this 
act went along with the dedication ()fhimself to avenging 
Patroclus, and with the promise to join him afterward. Hair 
is thus used as a gage: a portion of the body is given as 
symbolizing a gift of the whole. And this act of affection, 
or mode of propitiation, or both, prevails widely among un
civilized races. 

As further showing w llat the rite means, I may begin with 
Bonwick's statement that,by Tasmanian women, "the hair, 
cut off in grief, was thrown upon the mound;" and may add 
the testimony of Winterbottom respecting the Soosoos, that 
one grave was seen-that of a woman-with her eldest 
daughter'S hair placed upon it. Where we do not 
learn what becomes of the hair, we yet in numerous cases 
learn that it is cut off. Among the Coast Negroes a dead 
man's more immediate relations shave off all the hair; and 
some Damaras, on the death of a valued friend, do the like. 
Similarly with the Mpongwe, the Raffirs, and the Hottentots. 
In Hawaii and Samoa the hair is cut or torn; the Tongans 
shave the head; the New Zealanders, in some cases, clip half 
the· head-hair short; among the Tannese "cutting off the 
hair is. a sign of mourning;" and on the death of the late 
Queen of Madagascar, .. the entire country round Antana
narivo was clean clipped, except the Europeans and some 
score or so of privileged Malagasy." In .America it is the 
same. A Greenlander's widow sacrifices her tresses; the 
near relatives of a dead Chinook cut their hair off; and the 
Chippewayans, the Comanches, the Dakotahs, the Mandans, 
the Tupis, have the same custom. The significance 
of this rite as a sign of subordination, made to propitiate the 
presently-reviving dead, is shown by sundry facts. Among 
the Todas, there is a cutting off of the hail' at a dea.th, but 
only "by the younger members to denote their respect for 
their seniors;" and among the Arab~, "on the death of a 
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father, the children of both sexes cut off their kerouns or 
tresses of hair in testimony of grief." By South Americans, 
botn political and domestic loyalty are thus marked, We 
read that among the Abipones, "on the death of a cacique, 
all the men under his authority shave their long hair as 
a sign of grief." So was it with the Peruvians: the Indians 
of Llacta-cunya made "great lamentatipns over their dead. 
and the women who are not killed, with all the servants, are 
shorn of their hair." That is to say, those wives who did 
not give themselves wholly to go with the dead, gave their 
hair as a pledge. 

Like in their meanings are the' accompanying se1£
bleedings, gashinga, and amputations. At funerals, the 
Tasmanians "lacerated their bodies with sharp shells and 
stones."· The Australians, too, cut themselves; and so do, 
or did, the Tahitians, the Tongans, and the New ZealandeX::J. 
'We read that among the Greenlanders the men "some
times gash their bodies;" and that the Chinooks "dis
figure and lacerate their bodies." The widows of the 
Comanches "cut their arms, legs, and bodies in gashes, 
until they are exhausted by the loss of: blood, and 
frequently. commit suicide;" and the Dakotahs "not un
frequently gash themsehres and amputate one or more 
fingers." In this lust instance we are introduced 
to the fact that not blood only, but sO!p.etimes a portion 
of the body, is given, .where the expression of reverence or 
obedience is intended to be great. In Tonga, on the death 
of a high priest, the first "joint on the littie finger is ampu
tated; and when a king or chief" in the Sandwich Islands 
died, the mutilations undergone by his subjects were
tatooing a spot on the tongue, or cutting the ears, or knocking. 
out one of the front teeth. On remembering that 
blood, and portions. of the body, are offered in religious 
sacrifice-on reading that the Dahomans sprinkle human 
blood on the tombs of their old kings, to get the aid of their 
ghosts in war-on finding that the Mexicans gave their idols 
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their blood to drink, that some priests bled themselves daily, 
and that even male infants were bled-on being told that 
the like was" done in Yucatan, and Guatemala, and San 
Salvad,or, and that the coast-people of Peru offered blood 
alike to idols and on sepulchres; :we cannot doubt that 
propitiation of the dead man's double is the original purpose 
of these funeral rites. 

That such is the meaning is, indeed, in one case 
distinctly asserted. Turner tells us that a Samoan cere
mony on the occasion of a decease, was "heating the head 
with stones till the blood runs; and this they callcd 'an 
()fIering of blood' for the dead." 

§"90. All these various observances, then, imply the con
viction that death is a long-suspended animation. The 
endeavours to revive the corpse by ill-usage; the calling 
it by nanie, and addressing to it reproaches or inquiries; the 
endeavours to feed it, and the 'leaving with it food and 
drink; the measures taken to prevent its discomfort from 
pressure and impediments to breathing; th~ supplying of 
fire to cook by, or to keep off cold; the care' taken to 
prevent injury by wild beasts, and to an·est decay; and even 
these various self-injuries symbolizing subordination i-aU 
unite to show this belief. And this belief is avowed. 

Thus in Africa, the Ambamba people think that cc men 
and youths are thrown by the fetich priests into a torpid 
state lasting for three days, and sometimes buried in the . 
fetich-house for many years, but being subsequently restored 
to life." Referring to a man who had died a few days before 
among the Inland N.egroes, Lander says "there was a publie 
declaration that his tutelary god had resuscitated him." 
And Livingstone was thought by a Zambesi chief, to be an 
Italian, Siriatomba,"risen from the dead. Turning to ;Poly
nesia, we find, among the incongruous beliefs of the Fijians, 
one showing a transition between the priinitive idea of 1\' 

renewed ordinary life, and tho idea of another life elsewhere: 
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they: think that death became universal because .the childreu 
.f the first man' did not .dig him .up again, as one of the 
gods commanded. Had they done so, the god said all men 
would have lived again o.fter a few days' interment. And 
then, in Peru, where so much care was taken of the corpse, 
resuscitation was an article of faith. "The Yncas believed 
in a universal resurrection-not for glory or pUllishmentl 
but for a renewal of this temporal life." 

Just noting past signs of this belief among higher races-"; 
such as the fact that" in Moslem law, prophets, martyrs, and. 
saints are not supposed to be dead: their. property, there
fore, remains their own;" and, such as the .fact . that in. 
Christian Europe, distinguished. men, from Charlemagne 
down to the first Napoleon, have been expected to reappear; 
let us note the still existing form of this belief. It differs 
from the primitive form less than we suppose. I do .not 
mean merely· that in saying "by one man sin entered into 
the world, and death by sin," the civilized creed implies· that 
death is not a natural event; just as clearly as do the 
savage creeds, which ascribe deatp. to so~e difference of 
opinion among the gods, or disregard of their injunctions. 
Nor do I refer only to the further evidence that in our State 
Prayer-Book, bodily resurrection is unhesitatingly asserted; 
and that poems of more modern. date contain descriptions of 
the dead rising again. I have in view facts showing that, 
'even still, many avow this belief as clearly as it was lately 
avowed by a leading ecclesiastic. On July 5th, 1874, the 
Bishop of Lincoln preached against cremation, as tending to 
undermine men's faith in bodily resurrection. Not only, in 
common with the primitive man, does Dr. Wordsworth hold 
that the corpse of each buried person will be }'esuscitated; 
but he also holds, in common with tAe r>rimitive man, 
'that destruction of the corpse will prevent resuscitation. 
Had he been similarly placed, the bishop would doubtless 
have taken the same course as the Ynca Atahuallpa, who 
turned Christian in order to be hanged instead of burnt 
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because (he said to his wives and to the Indians) if his body 
was not burnt, his father, the Sun, would raise him again. 

And now observe, finally, the modification by which the 
civilized belief in resurrection' is made partially unlike the 
savage belief. There is no abandonment of it: the antici
pated event is simply postponed. Supernaturalism, gradually 
discredited by science, transfers its supernatural occurrences 
to remoter places in time or space. As believers in special 
creations suppose them to happen, not where we are,but in 
distant parts of the world; as miracles, admitted not to take 
place now, are said to have taken place during a past dispen
sation; so, re-animation of the body, no longer expected as 
immediate, is expected at an indefinitely far-off time. The 
idea of death differentiates slowly from the idea of temporary 
insensibility. At first revival is looked for in a few hours, or 
in a few days, or in a few years; and gradually, as death 
becomes more definitely conceived, revival is not looked fOl' 
till the call of ull things. 



CHAPTER XIII. 

TilE IDEAS. OF SOULS, GHOSTS, SPffiITS, DEMONS, ETC. 

§ 91. TilE traveller Mungo Park, after narrating a sudden 
rencontre with two negro. horsemen, who galloped off in 
terror, goes on to say:-" About a mile to the westward, they 
fell in with my attendants, to whom they related a frightful 
story: it seems their fears had dressed me in the flowing 
robes of a tremendous spirit; and one of them affirmed that 
when I made my appearance, a cold blast of wind came pour
ing down upon him from the sky, like so much cold water.;' 

I quote this passage to remind the reader how effectually 
fear, when joined with a pre-established belief,' produces 
illusions supporting that belief; and how readily, therefore, 
the primitive man finds proof that the dead reappear. 

Another preliminary:-A clergyman known to me, ac
cepting in full the doctrine of the natural evolution of 
species, nevertheless professes to accept literally the state
ment that "God formed man of the dust of the ground, 
and· breathed into his nostrils the breath of life:" an in
congruity of beliefs which may pair off with that of Roman 
Catholics who, seeing, touching, and tasting the unchanged 
wafer, yet hold it to be flesh. . 

These acceptances of irreconcilable conceptions, even by 
cultivated meml)ers of civilized communities, I instance as 
suggesting how readily primitive men, low in intelligence 
and without knowledge, may entertain conceptions which am 
mutually destructive. It is difficult to picture them as 
thinking that the dead, though buried, come back in tangible 
shapes. And where they assert that the duplicate goes away. 
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leaving the corpse behind, there seems no consistency in the 
accompanying supposition, that it needs the food and drink 
they provide, or wants clothing and fire. For if they conceive 
it as aeriform or ethereal, then how can they suppose it to 
consume solid foM, as in many cases they do; and if they 
regard it as substantial, then how do they conceive it to 
co-exist with the corpse, and to leave the grave without dis
turbing its covering? 
, But after reminding ourselves, as above, of the extrem,es 

of credulity and illogicality possible even in educated men 
of developed !'aces, we shall infer that the primitive man's 
ideas of the other-self, impossible' though they look to us, 
can nevertheless be entertained. 

§ 92. Typical as it is, I must set out with the often-cited 
notion of the Australians, so definitely expressed by the con
demned criminal who said that after his execution he should 
jump up a white-fellow and have plenty of sixpences. Many 
have heard of the case of Sir George Grey, who was recog
nized and caressed by an Australian woman as her deceased 
son come back; and equally illustrative is the case of' 
Mrs. Thomson, who, regarded as the returned other-self of a 
late member of the tribe, was sometimes ~poken of by the 
Australians she lived with as " Poor thing! she is nothing
only a ghost!" Again, a settler with a bent 'arm, being 
identified as a lately-deceased native who had a bent arm, ' 
was saluted with-" 0,' my Balludery, you jump up white 
fellow!" And, giving other instances, Bonwick quotes Davis's 
explanation of this Australian belief, as being that black men, 
when skinned before eating them, are seen to be white; and 
that therefore the whites. are taken for their ghosts. But a 
like belief is elsewhere entertained without this hypothesis. 
TheN ew Caledonians "think white lUen are the spirits of 
the dead, and bring sickness." " At ,Darnley Island. the 
Prince of 'Vales' Is}a~ds, and 'Cape Thrk, the word used to: 
signify a white man also means a -ghost."Krumen call' 
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Europeans "the ghost-tribe;" a people in Old Calabar call 
them" spirit-men;" and the Mpongwe of the G~boon call 
them" ghosts." 

The implication, put by these many cases beyond doubt, 
tllat the duplicate is at first conceived as no less material 
than its original,is shown with equal clearness in other 
ways among other peoples. Thus the Karens 'say" the La. 
[spirit] sometimes appears after death, and cannot then be 
distinguished from the person himself." The .Araucanians 
think "the soul, when separated from the body, exercises 
in another life the same functions it performed in this, with. 
110 other difference except that they are unaccompanied with 
fatigue or satiety:' The inhabitants of Qnimbaya" acknow
ledged that there was something immortal in man, but they 
diJ not distinguish the soul from the body." The distinct· 
statement of the ancient Peruvians was that" the souls must 
rise out of their tombs, with all that belonged to their bodies." 
Tlley joined with this the belief "that the souls of the 
dead wandered up and down and endure cold, thirst, hunger, 
and travell." And along with the practice of lighting' fires 
at chiefs' graves, there went, in Samoa, the belief that the 
spirits of the unburied dead wandered about crying "Oh, 
how cold! 011 1 how cold I" 

Besides being expressed, this belief is implied by acts. 
The practice of some Peruvians, who scattered "flour of 
maize, or qti.inua, about the dwelling, to see, as they say, by 
tIle footsteps whether the deceased has been moving about," 
is paralleled elsewhere: even among the Jews, sifted ashes 
"'ere used for tracing the footsteps ~f demons; and by some 
of them, demons were l'egarded as the spirits of the wicked. 
dead. A like idea must exist among those Negroes men
tioned by Bastian, who put thorns in the paths leading to 
their villages, to keep away demons, Elsewhere, the alleged ... 
demands for provisions by the dead have the same implica
tion. "Give us some food, that we may eat and set out," say .. 
wrtain Amazulu spirits, Who represent.themselvesas.going to_ 
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fight the spirits of another place. Among the North-Ameri
can Indians, the spirits are supposed to smoke; and ill Fiji. 
it is said that the gods "eat the souls of those who are 
destroyed by men "-first roasting them. It is also a Fijian 
belief that some" souls are killed by men :" that is, the second 
self may have to be fought in battle like the first. So, too, by 
the Amazulu, .. it is supposed that the Amatongo, or the dead. 
can die again. • • • We have allusions to their being killed 
in battle, and of their being carried away by the river." This 
belief in the substantiality of the double, was shared by the 
ancient Hindus, by the Tatars, and by early Europeans. 

§ 93. The transition from this original conception, to the 
less crude conceptions which come later, cannot be clearly 
traced; but there are signs of a progressive modification. 

While the Tahitians hold ~hat most spirits of the dead are 
"eaten by the gods," not at once, but by degrees (implying 
separability of the parts); they hold that others are not 
eaten, and sometimes appear to the survivors in dreams: this 
re-appearance being probably the ground for the inference 
that they are not eaten. Again. a substantiality that is 
partial if not complete. is implied by the ascription to ghosts 
of organs of sense. The Yakuts leave conspicuous marks to 
show the spirits where the Offerings are left; and the Indians 
of Yucatan think cc that the soul of the deceased returns to 
the world, and in order that on leaving the tomb· it may not 
lose the way to the domestic hearth, they mark the path from 
the hut to the tomb with chalk." The materiality implied 
by physical vision, is similarly ascribed by the Nicobar 
people, who think that the" malignant spirits [of the dead] 
are effectually prevented from taking their abode agaiJ;!. in 
the village, by a screen made of pieces of cloth. which keeps 
out of their baneful sight the place where the houses stand." 

The elaborated doctrine of the Egyptians regarded each 
person aa made up of several separate entities-soul, spirit, 
ghost, &c. The primary one was a partially-material dnpli-
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cate of the body. M. l\faspero writes :-" Le ka, qui j'appel
lerai Ie Double, etait comme un second exemplaire du corps 
en une matiere moins dense que la matiere corporelle, une 
projection color~e mais a~l"ienne de l'individu, Ie reproduisant 
trait pour trait, ••• Ie tombeau entier, s'appelait la mais07~ 
au Dou1Jle." 

The Greek conception of ghosts was of allied kind. .. It is 
only," says Thirlwall, "after their strength has bee~ repaired 
by the blood of a slaughtered victim, that they recover 
reason and memory for a time, can recognize their living 
friends, and feel anxiety for those they have left on earth." 
That these dwellers in Hades have some substantiality, is 
implied both by the fact that they come trooping to drink 
the sacrificial blood, and by the fact that Ulysses keeps them 
back with his. sword. Moreover, in this world of the dead 
he beholds Tityus having his liver torn by vultures; 
speaks of Agamemnon's soul as "shedding the warm tear;" 
and describes the ghost of Sisyphus as sweating from his 
efforts in thrusting up the still-gravitating stone. And here 
let me quote a passage from the Iliad, showing how the 
primitive notion becomes modified. On awaking after 
dreaming of, and vainly trying to embrace, Patroclus, 
Achilles says :-" Ay me, there remaineth then even in the 
house of Hades, a spirit and phantom of the dead, albeit ,the 
life be not anywise therein." Yet, beinK described as speaking 
and lamenting, the ghost of Patroclus is con~eived as having 
the materiality ilnplied by sUllh acts: Thus, in the mind of 
the Homeric age, the dream, while continuing to furnish 
proof of an aftIJr-existence, furriished experiences which, 
when reasoned npon, necessitated an alteration in the idea of 
the other-self: complete substantiality was negatived. 

Npr do the conceptions which prevailed among the 
Hebrews appear to have been different. We find ascribed, 
now substantiality, now insubstantiality, and now something 
between. the two. The resuscitated Christ was described as 
having wounds that admitted of tactual examination; and yet 
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'as passi~g ummpeaed through a closed aoor, or through walls. 
'And their ,super~atural beings generally, whether revived 
'dead or not, 'were similarly conceived. Here angels dining 
'with A.braham; or pulling Lot into the house, apparently 
possess :Complete corporeity; there both angels and demons 
are spoken of as swarming invisibly in the surrounding a~. 
thus being-incorporeal; while elsewhere they are said to have 
wings, implying locomotion by -mechanical action, and are 
TE'presented as rubbing against, and wearing out. the dresses 
of Rabbins in the synagogue. 

Manifestly the stories about ghosts universally accepted 
among ourselves in past times, involved the same thought. 
The ability to open doors, to clank chains and make other 
uoises, implies considerable coherence of the ghost's sub,. 
stance; and this coherence must have. been assumed, how:' 
ever little -the assumption was avowea. Moreover, the still 
extaut belief in the torture of souls by fire similarly pre .. 
supposes some kind of materiality; 

§ 94. A.s implied above, we find, mingled with these ideas 
of semi-substantial duplicates, and inconsistently held along 
with them, -the ideas of ailTiform and shadowy duplicates. 
The contrast between the dying man and the man just dead. 
has naturally led to a conception of the departed in terms of 
the difference: each marked difference generating a correla
tive conception. 

The heart ceases to beat. Is then the heart the other,. 
self which goes away 1 Some races "think it is. Bobadilla. 
Mked the Indians -of Nicaragua. - "Do those who go 
upwards, live there as they do here, with the same body and 
head and the rest 1" To which the reply was-" Only the 
heart goes -there." And -further inquiry brought out a. con" 
fused idea that there are two hearts, and that "that heart 
which goes is what makes them live." So, too, among .the 
Chancas of ancient Peru, Cieza says, soul" they called Sonccon., 
a word which also means henrt." - - More conspicu:, 
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ous as the cessation of breathing is than the cessation of~he 
heart's action, it leads to the more prevalent identification of 
the departed other-self with the departedbteatli. Among 
the Central Americans this identification co-existed with 
the last. To one of Bobadilla's questions an Indian replied 
-" When they are dying, someth~ng like a person called 
'!Julio, goes off their mouth, and goes there, where that man 
and woman stay, and there it stays like a person aI).d does 
not die, and the body remains here," .That the same belief 
has been generally held by' higher races is too well known 
to need proof. I will name only the graphic presentation 
of it in illustrated ecclesiastical works of past times; as in 
the Mortilogus, of the Prior Conrad Reitter, printed in 
1508, which contains woodcuts of dyil~g ~en out of" whose 
mouths smaller figures of themselves are escaping, and being 
received, in one case py an angel, and in another by a 
devil. Of direct identifications of the soul with the 
shadow, there are many examples; such as that of the 
Greenlanders, who" believe in two souls, namely, the shadow 
and the breath." It will suffice, in fu:-ther support of aneient 
examples, to cite the modern example of .the ~mazulu, as 
given by Bp. Callaway. Loolri.ng at the facts from tho 
missionary point of view, and thus inverting· the order of 
genesis, he says~" Scarcely anything can ~ore clearly prove 
the degradation which has fallen on the nativ.es than their not 
understanding that isitunzi meant the spirit, and not merely 
the shadow cast by the body; for there now exists among 
them the strange belief that the dead body casts no shadow." 

The conceptions of the other-self thus resulting, tendin~ 
to supplant the conceptions of it as quite substantial, or half 
substantial, because less conspicuously at variance with the 
evidence, lead to observances implying the belief that ghosts 
need spaces to pass through, though not large ones, The
Iroquois leave "a slight opening in the grave for it" [the 
soul] to· re-enter; "in Fraser Island (Great Sandy Island), 
Queensland • '.' they place, a sheet of bark oyer the corpse, 

# • 
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near the surface, to leave room, as they say, for the spirit or 
ghost to move about and come Up;" and in other cases, with 
the same motive, holes are bored in coffins. Of the Ansayrii, 
'Valpole says~" In rooms dedicated to hospitality, several 
square holes are left, so that each spirit may come or depart 
witho,ut meeting another." 

§ 95, Were there no direct evidence that conceptions of 
the other-self are thus derived, the indirect evidence fur
nished by langnage would' suffice. This comes to us from all 
parts of the world, from peoples in all stages. 

Describing the Tasmanians, Milligan says-" To these 
guardian spirit!'! they give the generic name C Warrawah,' an 
aboriginal term, • • • signifying shade, shadow, ghost, or 
apparition," In the Aztec language, checatl means both air, life, 
and soul. The New England tribes called the soul chemung, 
the shadow. In Quiche, natub, and in Esquimaux, tarnak, 
severally express both these ideas. And in the Mohawk, 
dialect, atou1-itz, the soul, is from atourion, to breathe, Like 
equivalences have been pointed out in the vocabularies of the 
Algonquins, the Araw§.ks, the Abipones, the Basutos. That 
the speech of tM civilized by certain of its words identifies 
soul with shade, and by others identifies soul with breath, 
is a familiar fact. I need not here repeat the evidence 
detailed by Mr. Tylor, proving that both the Semitic and 
the Aryan languages show the lik~ original conceptions. 

§ 96. And now we come to certain derivative conceptions 
of great significance. Let us take first, the most obvious. 

Quadrupeds and birds are observed to breathe, as men 
breathe. If, then, a mau's breath is that other-self which, 
goes away at death, the animal's breath, which also goes 
away at death, must be its other-self: the animal has a ghost. 
Even the primitive man, who reasons but a step beyond thl" 
facts directly thrust on his attention', cannot avoid drawing' 
this conclusion. And similarly where there -exists the belief 
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, that men's shadows are their souls, it is inferred the shadows 
I of animals, which follow them and mimic them in like ways, 
\ must be the souls of the animals. 

The savage in a low stage, stops here; but along with 
advance in reasoning power there is revealed a further impli
cation. Though unlike men and familiar animals in not 
having any perceptible breath (unless, indeed, perfume is re
garded as breath,) plants are like men and animals in so far 
that they grow and reproduce: they flourish, decay, and die, 
after leaving offspring. But plants cast shadows; and as I 
their branches sway in the gale, their shadows exhibit corre
sponding agitations. Hence, consistency demands an exten. 
sion of the belief in duality: plants, too, have souls. This 
inference, drawn by somewhat advanced races, as the Dyaks, 
the Karens, and some Polynesians, leads among them to pro
pitiate plant-spirits. And it persists in well-known forms 
through succeeding stages of social evolution. 

But this is not alL Having gone thus far, advancing 
intelligence has to go further. For shadows are possessed 
not by men, animals, and plants only: other things. have 
them. Hence, if shadows. are souls, these other things must 
have souls. And now mark that we do not read of this 
belief among the lowest races. It does not exist among 
the Fuegians, the Australians, the Tasmanians, the Anda
man ese, ,the Bushmen; or, if it does, it is not sufficiently 
pronounced to have drawn the attention of travellers. But it 
is' a belief that arises in the more intelligent races, and 
develops. The Karens think" every natural object has its' 
lord or god, in the signification of'its possessor or presiding 
spirit :" even inanimate things that, are useful, such as 
instruments, have each of them its La or spirit. The Chip
pewas "believe that animals have souls, and even that 
inorganic substances, such as kettles, etc., have in them a 
similar essence." By the Fijians who, as we have seen .. 
(§ 41), are among the most rational of barbarians, this doc- i 

trine is fully elaborated. They ascribe souls " not only to all 
N 
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mankind, but to animals, plants, and even houses, canoes. 
·and all mechanical contrivances;" and this ascription is con
sidered by T. Williams to have the origin here alleged. He 
says-" probably this doctrine of shadows has to do with the 
notion of inanimate objects havi:p.g spirits." Peoples in more 
advanced states .have drawn the same conclusion. The 
Mexicans" supposed that every object had a god;" and that 
its possession of a shadow was the basis for this supposition, 
we may reasonably conclude on observing the like belief 
avowedly thus explained by a people adjacent to the 
Chibchas. Piedrahita writes :-

The Lache8 "worshipped every stone as a god, as they said that they 
]lad all been men, and that all men were converted into stones after 
death, and that a day was coming when all stones would be raised as 
men. They also worshipped their own shadow, so that they always 
had their god with them~ and saw him when it was daylight. And 
though they knew that the shadow was produced by the light and an 
interposed object, they replied that it was done by the Sun to give them 
gods. • • • And when the shadows of trees and stones were pointed 
~ut to them, it had no effect, as they considered the shadows of the 
trees to be gods of the trees, and the shadows of the stones the gods of 
the stones, and therefore the gods of their gods." 

These facts, and especially the last, go far to show that the 
belief in object-souls, is a belief reached at a c~rtain stage of 
intellectual evolution as a corollary from a pre-established 
belief respecting the souls of men. Without waiting for the 
more special proofs to be hereafter given, the reader will 
see what was meant in § 65, by denying that the primitive 
man could have so retrograded to an intelligence below 
that of brutes, as originally to confuse the animate with the 
inanimate; and he will see some ground for the accompany:
ing assertion that such confusion of them as his developing 
conceptions show, he is betrayed into by inference from a 
natural but erroneous belief previously arrived at. 

§ 97. Returning from this parenthetical remark, it will be 
useful, before closing, to note the various classes of souls and 
spirits which this system of interpretation originates. 
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We have, first, the souls of deceased parents and relatives .• 
These, taking in the minds of survivors vivid !lhapes, are 
thus distinguished from the· souls of ancestors; which, ac
cording to their remoteness, pass into vagueness: so implying , 
ideas of souls" individualized in different degrees. . We I 
have, next, the wandering doubles of persons who are asleep, I 

or more· profoundly insensible. That these are recognized as 
a class, is shown by Schweinfurth's account of the Bongo; 
who think that old people" may apparently be lying calmly 
in their huts, whilst in reality they are taking counsel with 
the spirits of mischief" in the woods. Further, we 
have, in some cases, the souls of waking persons which have 
temporarily left them: instance the belief of the Karens, 
that" every human being has his guardian spirit walking by 
his side, or wandering away in search of dreamy adventures; 
and if too long absent, he must be called back with offer
ings." The recognition of such distinctions is clearly shown 
us by the Malagasy; who have different names for the ghost 
of a living person and the ghost of a dead person. 

Another classification of souls or spirits is to be noted. 
There are those of friends and those of enemies-tho.se belong
ing to members of the tribe, and those belonging to members 
of other tribes. These groups are not completely coinci
. dent; for there are the ghosts of bad men within the tribe, 
as well as the ghosts of Joes: outside of it; and there are in 
some cases the malignant spirits of those who have remained 
unburied. But, speaking generally. the good and the bad 
spirits have these origins; and the amity or the enmity 
ascribed to them after death, is" but a continuance of the 
amity or the eninity shown by them during life. . 

We must· add to these the souls of other things-beasts, 
plants, and inert objects. The Mexicans ascribed the" bless
ing of immortality to the souls of brutes;" and the l\falagasy 
think the ghosts "of both men and beasts reside in a great 
mountain in the south." But though animal-souls are not 
uncommonly recognized; and though Fijians and· others 

N 2 
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believe that the souls of destroyed utensils go to the othp.r 
wol'ld; yet souls of these classes are not commonly regarded 
as interfering in human affairs. 

§ 98. It remains only to note the progressive differentia
tion of the conceptions of body and soul, which the facts 
show us. As, in the last chapter, we saw that, along with the 
growth of intelligence, the idea of that permanent insensi
bility we call death is gradually differentiated from the ideas 
of those temporary insensibilities which simulate it, till at 
length it is marked off as radically unlike; so, here, we see 
that the ideas of a substantial self and an unsubstantial self, 
acquire their strong contrast by degrees; and that increasing 
knowledge, joined with a growing critical faculty, determine 
the change. 

Thus when the Basutos, conceiving the other-self as quite , 
substantial, think that if a man walks on the- river-bank, a 

-crocodile may seize his shadow in the water and draw him 
in; we may see that the irreconcilability of their ideas is so 
great, that_ advancing physical knowledge must modify them 
-must cause the other-self to be conceived as less sub
stantial. Or again, if, on the one hand, the Fijian ascribes to 
the soul such materiality that, during its journey after death, 
it is Iiable to be seized by one of the gods and killed by 
smashing against a stone j and if, on the other hand, he holds 
that each man has two souls, his shadow and his reflection; it 
is manifest that his beliefs are so incongruous that criticism 
must ultimately change them. Consciousness -of the incon
gruity, becoming clearer as thought becomes more deliberate, 
leads to successive compromises. The second self, originally 
~onceived as equally substantial with the first,-grows step by 
step less substantial: now it is semi-solid, now it is ai!riform, 
now it is ethereal. And this stage finally reached, is one in I 
which there cease to be ascribed any of the properties by 
which we know existence: -there remains only the assertion 
of an existence that is wholly undefined. -



CHAPTER XIV. 

TIlE IDEAS .011' ANOTHER UFE. 

§ 99. BELIElI' in re-animation implies belief in a subsequent 
life. The primitive man, incapable of deliberate thought, 
and without -language fit for deliberate thinking, ~as ~o. con
ceive this as best he may. Hence a chaos of ideas concern
ing the after-state of the dead. Among tribes who say tha.t 
death is annihilation, we yet commonly find such inconse
quent beliefs ,as those of some Africans visited by Schwein
furth, who shunned certain caves from dread of the evil 
spirits offngitives who had died in them. 

Incoherent as the notions of a future life are at first, we 
have to note their leading traits, and the stages of their 
development into greater coherence. The belief is originally 
qualified and partial. In the last chapter we saw that some 
think resuscitation depends on the treatment ,of the corpse
that destruction of it causes annihilation. Moreover, t~e 
second life may be brought to a violent end: the dead man's 
double may be killed afresh in battle j or may be destroyed 
on its way to the land of the dead jor may be .devoured ~y 
the gods. Further, there is in some cases a caste-limitation: 
in Tonga it is supposed that only the chiefs have souls. 
Elsewhere, resuscitation is said to depend on conduct and its 
incidental results. Some races think another life is .earned 
by bravery; as' do the Comanches, who. anticipate. it for 
good men-those who are daring in taking s?alps and steal-
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ing horses. Conversely," a mild and unwarlike tribe of 
Guatemala • • • were persuaded that to die by 8J;ly other 
than a natural death, was to forfeit all. hope of life hereafter, 
and therefore left the bodies of the slain to th~ beasts and 
vultures." Or, again, revival is contingent on the pleasure 
of the gods; as among the ancient Aryans, who prayed for 
another life and made sacrifices to obtain it. And there is 
in many cases a tacit supposition that the second life is 
ended by a second and final death. 

Before otherwise considering the primitive conception of 
a future life, we will glance at this last trait-its duration. 

§ 100. One of the experiences suggesting another life, 
is also one of the experiences suggesting a limit to it; 
namely, the appearance of the dead in dreams. Sir John 
Lubbock has been, I believe, the. first to point out this. 
lfanifestly the dead persons recognized in dreams, must be 
persons who were known to the dreamers; and consequently, 
the long dead, ceasing to be dreamt of, cease to be thought 
of as still existing. Savages who, like the Manganjas, 
.. expressly ground their belief in a future life on the fact 
that their friends visit them in tlleir sleep;" naturally draw 
the inference that when their friends cease to visit them in 
their sleep, they have ceased to be. Hence the contrast 
which Sir John Lubbock quotes from Du Cbaillu. Ask a 
negro" where is the spirit of his great-grandfather; he says 
he does not know; it is done. Ask him about the spirit of 
his father or brother who died yesterday, then he is full of 
fear and terror." An<;l as we shall hereafter see, when 
dealing with another question, the evidence furnished by 
dreams establishes in the minds of the Amazulu, a liko 
marked distinction between the souls of the lately dead 
and the souls of the long dead; which they think have died 
utterly. 

How the notion ·of a temporary after-life gl'OWS into the 
notion of an enduring after-life, we must leave unconsidered. 
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For present purposes it suffices to point out that the notion . 
of an enduring after-life is reached through stages. 

§ 101. What is the· character of this after-life: here 
believed in vaguely and in a variable way j here believed ,in 
as lasting for a time; here believed in as permanent 1 

Sundry of the funeral rites described in a foregoing 
chapter, imply that the life which goes on after death is 
supposed to differ in nothing from this life. The Chinooks 
assert that at night the· dead .. awake a.nd get up to search 
for food." No doubt it is with a like belief in the necessity 
for satisfying their material wants, that the Comanches 
think the dead .. are permitted to visit the earth at night, 
but must return at daylight"-a superstition reminding us 
of one still current in Europe. Among South American 
tribes, too, the secqnd life is conceived as an unvaried con
tinuation of the first: death being, as the Yucatan Indians 
say, "merely one of- the accidents of life." The Tupis 
buried· the dead body in the house "in a sittillg posture 
with food befpre it; for .there were some who believed that 
the spirit went to sport among the mounta,ins, and returned 
there to eat and to take rest." 

Where the future life is thought of as divided from the • 
. . present by a more decided break, we still find it otherwise 

contrasted in little or nothing. What is said of the Fijians 
may be said of others. After death they "plant, live in 
families, fight, and in short do much as people in . this 
world." Let us note the general agreement on this point. 

§ 102. The pro~sions they count' upon; differ from no 
provisions they have. been accustomed to, only in being 

. better and more abundant. The Innuits· expect to feast 011 

reindeer-!Jleat; after death the Creek goes where ," game is 
plenty and goods very che~p, where coril grows all the year 
round and the springs of. pure water are never dried up j" 
the Comanches look forward to hunting. buffaloes which are 
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. " abundant and fat; It while the Patagonians hope It to enjoy 
the happiness of being eternally drunk." The conception 
differs elsewhere only as the food, etc., differs. The people of 
the New Hebrides believe that in the next life" the cocoa
nuts and the bread-fruit are finer in quality, and so abundant 
in quantity as never to be exhausted." Arriaga says that the 
Peruvians" do not know, either in this life or in the other, 
any greater happiness than to have a good farm wherefrom 
to eat and to d~ink." And pastoral peoples show a kindred 
adjustment of belief: the Todas think that after death their 
buffaloes join them, to supply milk as before. 

With like food and drink there go like occupations. The 
Tasmanians expected It to pursue the chase with unwearied 
ardour and unfailing success." Besides killing unlimited 
game in their heaven, the Dakotahs look forward to "war with 
their former enemies." And, reminded as we thus are of the 
daily fighting and feasting anticipated by the Scandinavians, 
we are shown the prevalence of such ideas among peoples 
remote in habitat and race. To see, how vivid these ideas 
are, we must recall the observances they entail. 

§ 103. Books of travel have familiarized most readers with 
the custom of burying a dead man's movables with him. 
This custom elaborates as social development goes through 
its earlier stages. Here are a few illustrations, joined with 
the constructions we must put upon them. 

The dead savage, having to hunt and to fight, must be 
armed. Hence the deposit of weapons and implements with 
the corpse. The Tongous races have these, with other be
longings, "placed on their grave, to be ready for service the 
moment they awake from what they consider to be their 
temporary repose." And a like course is followed by the 
Kalmucks, the Esquimaux, the Iroquois, the Araucanians, 
the Inland Negroes, the Nagas, and by tribes, savage and 
semi-civilized, too numerous to mention: some of whom, 
too, recognizing the kindred needs of women and children, 
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bury with women their domestic appliances and with children 
their toys. . . 

The departed other-self will need clothes. Hence the 
Abipones "hang. a garment from a tree near. the place of 
interment, for him [the dead man] to put on if he chooses 
to come out of the grave;" and hence the Dahomans, along 
with other property, bury with the deceased" a piece of cloth 
as a change of raiment when arriving in dead-land." This 
providing of wearing apparel, (sometimes their" best ro'Qes" 
in which they are wrapped at burial, sometimes an annual 
supply of fresh clothes placed on their skeletons, as among 
the Patagonians) goes along with the depositing of jewels 
and other valued things. Often interment of the deceased's 
" goods" with him is specified generally; as in the case of 
the Samoyeds, the Westocn Australians, the Damaras, the 
Inland Negroes, the New Zealanders. With the dead l'ata
gonian were left whatever ",the deceased had while aUve;" 
with the Naga, "any article to which pe or she may have 
been particularly attached during life;" with, the Guial}a 
people, "the chief treaSures which they possessed in life;" 
with the Papuan of New Guinea,his "arms and ornaments;" 
with a Peruvian Y nc!!, "his plate and jewels;" with the 
Ancient Mexican, "his garments, precious stones," etc.; with 
the Chibcha, his gold, emeralds, and other treasures. With 
the body, of the late Queen of Madagascar were placed "an 
immense number of silk dresses, native silk cloths, ornaments, 
glasses, a table and chairs, a box containing 11,000 dollars 
•.• and many other things." By the Mishmis, all the 
things necessary for a person whilst living are placed in 
a house built over the grave. And in Old Calabar, a house 
is built on the beach to contain the deceased's possessions, 
"together with a bed, that the ghost may not sleep upon the 
illl')r." To such an extent is this provision for the future life 
nf the deceased carried, as, in, many cases, to entail great 

\evil on the survivQ1:S. Amon~ the Fantees "a funeral is 
~ually absolute ruin to a poor family." The Dyaks"besides 
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the deceased's property, bury with him sometimes large 
sums of money, and other valuables; so that "it frequently 
happens that a father unfortunate in his family, is by the 
death of his children reduced to poverty." And in some 
extinct societies of America,nothing but the deceased's land, 
which they were unable to put into his grave, remained for 
his widow and children. 
. Carrying out consistently this conception of the second 

life, uncivilized peoples infer that, not only his inanimate 
possessions, but also his animate possessions. will be needed 
by the deceased. Hence the slaughter of his live stock. 
With the Kirghiz chief are deposited "his favourite horses/' 
as also with the Yakut, the Comanche, the Patagonian; with 
the Borghoo, his horse and dog; with the Bedouin, his camel; 
with the Damara, his cattle; witlr the Toda, in former times, 
"his entire herd;" and the Vatean, when about to die, has 
his pigs first tied to his wrist by a cord and then killed. 
Where the life led, instead of having being 'predatory or 
pastoral, bas been agricultural, the same idea prompts a 
kindred practice. Among the Indians of Peru, writes 
Tschudi, "a small bag with cocoa, maize, quinua, etc., is laid 
beside the dead, that they might have wherewithal to sow 
tbe fields in the oth~r world." 

§ 104. Logically developed, the primitive belief implies 
something more-it implies that the deceased:will need not 
only his weapons and implements, his clothing, ornaments, 
and other movables, together with his domestic animals; but 
also that he will want human companionship and services. 
The attendance he had before death must be renewed after 
death. 

Hence the immolations which have prevailed. and still 
prevail. so widely. The custom of sacrificing wives, and 
slaves, and friends, develops as society advances through its 
earlier stages. and the theory of another life becomes more 
definite. Among the Fuegians. the' Andamanese. 
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tM Australians, the Tasmamans, with their rudimentary 
social organizations, wives are not killed to accompany dead 
husbands; or if they are, the practice is not general enough 
to be specified in the accounts given of them. But it is, 
8 practice shown us by more advanced peoples: in Polynesia, 
by the New Caledonians, by the Fijians, and occasionally by 
the less barbarous Tongans-in America, by 'the Chinooks, 
the Caribs, the Dakotahs-in Africa, by the Congo people, 
the Inland Negroes, the Coast Negroes, and most extensively 
by the Dahomans. To attend the dead in the other 
world, captives taken in war are sacrificed by the Caribs, the 
Dakotahs, the Chinooks i and without enumerating the savage 
and semi-savage peoples who do the like, I will only further 
instance the survival of the usage among the Homeric Greeks. 
when slaying (though with another assigned motive) twelve 
Trojans at the funeral pyre of Patroclus. Similarly with 
domestics: 8 dead man's slaves are slain by the Kyans and 
the Milanaus of Borneo; the Zulus kill a king's valets; the 
Inland Negroes kill his eunuchs to accompany his wives; 
the Coast Negroes poison or decapitate his confidential ser
vants. Further, there is in some cases an ilnmo
lation of friends. In Fiji, 8 leading man's chief friend is 
sacrificed to accompany him; and among the sanguinary 
peoples of tropical Africa, a like custom exists. . 

It was, however, in the considerably-advanced societies of 
ancient America that such arrangements for the future con
venience of the dead were carried out with the greatest care. 
In Mexico, every great man's chaplain was slain" that he 
might perform for him the religious ceremonies in the next 
life as in this. Among the Indians of Vera Paz, "when a 
lord was dying, they immediately killed as many slaves as he, 
had, that they might precede him, and prepare the house 
for their master." Besides other attendants, the Mexicans 
"sacrificed some of the irregularly-formed men, whom the 
king. had collected in his palaces for his entertainment, in 
order that they might give him' the same pleasure in' the 
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other world." . Of course, such elaborate precautions that the 
deceased should not lack hereafter any advantages he had 
enjoyed here, entailed enormous bloodshed. -By the Mexicans 
"the number of the victims was proportioned to the grandeur. 
of the funeral, and amounted sometimes, as several historians 
affirm, to 200." In Peru, when an Ynca died, "his attend
ants and favourite concubines, amounting sometimes,' it 
is said, to a thousand, were immolated on his tomb." And 
until the reign of Soui-Zin, when a Japanese emperor died 
II on enterrait avec lui tous ceuxqui, de son vivant, appro
chaient sa personne." 

The intensity of the faith prompting such customs, we 
shall the better conceive on -learning that the victims are 
often willing, and occasionally anxious, to die. Among the 
Guaranis in old times, some faithful followers "sacrificed 
themselves at the grave of a chief." A dead Ynca's wives 
"volunteered to be killed, and their number was often such 
that the officers were obliged to interfere, saying that enough 
had gone at present;" and" some of the women, in order 
that their faithful service might be held in more esteem, 
finding that there was delay in completing the tomb, would 
hang themselves up by their own hair, and so kill them
selves." Similarly of the Chibchas, Simon says that with 
a corpse "they interred the wives and slaves who most 
wished it." Of Tonquin in past times Tavernier wrote-
II Many Lords and Ladies of the Court will needs be' buried 
alive with him [the dead king] for to serve him in the places 
where he is to go." In Africa it is the same even now. 
Among the Yoruballs, at the funeral of a great man, " many 
of his friends swallow poison," and are entombed with. him. 
Formerly in Congo, II when the king was buried a dozen 
young maids leapt into the grave . • • and were buried 
alive to serve him in the other world. These maids were 
then so eager for this service to their deceased prince, that, 
in striving who should be first, they killed one another." 
And in Dahomey, immediately the king dies, his wives 
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begin to destroy all his furmture and things of value, as 
well as their own; and to murder one another. On one 
occasion 285 of the women were thus killed before the new 
king could stop it. • 

These immolations . sometimes follow the deaths of thA 
young. Kane says a Chinook chief wished to kill his wife, 
that she :might accompany his dead son to the' other world; 
and in Aneiteum, on the death of a' beloved child, the 
:mother, aunt, or grandmother, is strangled that she may 
accompany it to the world of spirits . 

.As further qualifying the interpretation to be put onr
sanguinary customs of this kind, we must bear in mind that 
not only are inferiors and dependents sacrificed at a funeral, 
with or without their assent, but that the superiors themselves ,. 
in some cases decide to die. Fiji is not the only place where 
people advancing in years are buried alive by their dutiful 

,children; The like practice holds in Vate, where an old chief 
requests his sonG to destroy him in this way. 

§ 105. Conceived as like the first in its needs and occupa
tions and pleasures, the second life is conceived as like the 

. first in its social arrangements. Subordination, both domestic 
and public, is expected to be the same hereafter as here. A 
few specific statements to this effect may be added to the 
foregoing implications. 

Cook states that. the Tahitians divided the departed iIi.to 
classes similar to those existing among themselves; or, as 
Ellis re-states it, .. those who were kings or .Areois· in this 
world were the same there for ever." The creed of the 
Tongans, too, represents deceased persons as organized after 
the system of ranks existing in Tonga. The like holds ill 
Fiji; where it '~is .most repugnant to the native mind" 

• We have here a clue to the anomalous fact that, in sundry ofthese 
African kingdoms, everything is given over to plunder and murder after a 
ling's death. The case of Ashantee, where the relatives of the king commit 
the destruction, shows U8 tllat it is ~ a sequence of the supposed duty to 
go and Berve the king in anothnr life. 
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that a chief should appear in the other. world unattended. 
The Chibchas thought that in the future life, they would 
.. be attended to by their servants, as in the present." So, tOQ, 
is it among the Hill-tribes of India: the heaven of the 
Karens "has its rulers and its subjects;" and in the Kookie 
heav'en, the ghost of every enemy a man has slain becomes 
his slave. With African races the like holds. According 
to the creed ot the Dahonians, classes· are the same in the 
second life as in the first. By 'Kaffirs the political and 
social relations after death are supposed to remain as befor~. 
And a kindred conception is implied among the Akkra 
Negroes, by their assertion that in ·the rainy season, their 
guardian gods go on a: visit to the supreme god. 

. That this analogy persists in the conceptions of higher 
races, scarcely needs saying. The legend of the descent of 
Ishtar, the Assyrian Venus, shows us that the residence 
of . the Assyrian dead had, like Assyria, its despotic ruler, 
with officers levying tribute. So, too, in the under
world of the Greeks. We have the ell-ead Aides, with his 
wife Persephone, as rulers; we have Minos" giving sentence 
from his throne to the dead, while they sat and stood around 
the prince, asking his dooms;" and Achilles, is thus addressed 
by Ulysses :-" For of old, in the days of'thy life, we Argives 
gave thee one honour with the gods, and now thou art a great 
prince here among the dead." And while departed men are 
thus under political and social relations like those of living 
men, so are the celestials.· Zeus stands to the rest;" exactly 
in the same relation that an absolute monarch does to the 
aristocracy of which he is the head." Nor did 
Hebrew ideas of another life, when they arose, fail to yield 
like analogies. Originally meaning simply the grave, or, in a. 
vague way, the place or state of the -dead, Sheol, when 
acquiring the more definite meaning of a miserable place for 
the dead, a Hebrew Hades, and afterwards developing into 
a place of torture, Gehenna, introduces us to -a form of 
diabolical government 'having gradations. And though, as 
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the conception of life in· the Hebrew heaven elaborated, 
the ascribed arrangements did not, like those of the Greeks, 
parallel terrestrial arrangements domestically, they did poli
tically. As some commentators express it, there is implied 
a "court" of celestial beings. Sometimes, as in the case 
of Ahab, God is represented as taking council with his 
attendants and accepting a suggestion. There is a heavenly 
army, spoken of as divided into legions. There are arch
angels set over different elements and over different peoples: 
these deputy-gods being, in so far, analogous to the minor 
gods of the Greek Pantheon. The chief difference is that 
their powers are more distinctly deputed, and their subordi
nation greater. Though here, too, the subordination is incom
plete: we read of wars in heaven, and of rebellious angels 
cast down to Tartarus. That this parallelism con
tinued down to late Christian times, is abundantly shown, 
In 1407, Petit, professor of theology in the University of 
Paris, represented God as a feudal sovereign, Heaven as a 
feudal kingdom, and Lucifer as a rebellious vassal. " HEI' 
deceived numbers of angels, and brought them over to his 
party, so that they were to do him homage and obedience, as 
to their sovereign lord, and be no way subject to God; 
and Lucifer was to hold his government in like manner to 
God, and fudependent of all subjection to him. • • • St. 
:Michael, on discovering his intentions, came to him, and 
said that he was acting very wrong." "A battle ensued 
between them, and many of the angels took part on either 
side, but the greater number w~re for St. Michael." That \ 
a kindred. view was held by our protestant Milton, is 
obvious. 

§ 106. Along with this parallelism between the social 
systems of the two lives, may fitly be named the closeness 
{If communion between them. The second life is originally 
allied to the first by frequency and directness of intercourse. 
In Dahomey, many immolations are due. to the· alleged 
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need for periodically supplying the departed monarch with 
fresh attendants in the shadowy world; and further," what
ever action, however trivial, is done by the King, .• • it must 
be dutifully reported by some male or female messenger to 
.the paternal ghost." Among the Kaffirs the system of appeal 
from subordinates to superiors, is extended so as to include 
those who have passed into the other-life: .. the departed 
spirit of a chief being sometimes invoked to compel a m.an's 
ancestors to bless him." And with this may be named a I 

still stranger instance-the extension of trading transactions 
from the one life into the other: money being borrowed " in 
this life, to be repaid with heavy interest in the next." , 

. In this respect, as in other respects, the conceptions of 
civilized races have but slowly diverged from those of savage 
races. On reading that when tribes of the Amazulu are 
hostile, the ancestral spirits of the one tribe go to fight those 
of the other, we are reminded of the supernatural beings 
who, siding some with Greeks and some with Trojans, joined 
in the combat; and we are also reminded that the Jews 
thought "the angels of the nations fought in heaven when 
their allotted peoples made war on earth." Further, we are 
reminded that the creed of Christendom, under its pre
dominant form, implies 8 considerable communion between 
those in the one life and those in the other. The living pray 
for the dead; and the canonized dead are asked to intercede 
on behalf of the living. 

§ 107. The second life, being originally conceived as re
peating the first in other respects, is originally ,conceived as 
repeating it in conduct, sentiments, and ethical code. 

According to the Thibetan cosmogony, the gods fought 
among themselves. The Fijian gods" are proud and revenge- , 
ful, and make war, and kill and eat each other, and are, in 
fact, savages like themselves," Their names of honour are 
"the adulterer," " the woman-stealer," "the brain-eater:~ "the 
murderer." And the ghost of a Fijian chief, on arriving in 
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tlle other world, recommends himself by the boast-" I have 
destroyed many towns, and slain many in war." This paral
lelism between the standards of conduct in the two lives, 
typical as it is of parallelisms everywhere repeated in lower 
stages of progress, reminds us of like parallelisms between ' 
the standards of those early peoples whose literatures have 
come down to us. 

Of the after-life of the departed Greeks, under its ethical 
aspect, the traits are but indistinct. Such as we may per
ceive, however, conform to those of Greek daily life. In 
Hades, Achilles thinks of vengeance, and rejoices in the 
account of his son's success in battle; Ajax is still angry 
because Ulysses defeated him; and the image of Hercules 
goes about threateningly, frightening the ghosts around 
llim. In the upper world it is the same: "the struggle 
on earth is only the, counterpart of the struggle in heaven." 
Mars is represented as honoured by the titles of "bane of 
mortals," and "blood-stainer." Jealousy and revenge arc 
ruling llJotives. Tricking each other, the immortals also 
delude men by false appearances-even combine, as Zeus and 
Athene did, to prompt the breaking of treaties solemnly 
sworn to. Easily offended and implacable, they are feared 
just as his demons are feared by ,the primitive man. And 
the one act sure to be resented, is disregard of observances 
which express subordination. As among the Amazulu at'the 
present time, the anger of ancestral spirits is to be dreaded 
only when they have not been duly lauded, or have been 
neglected when oxen were killed; as among the Tahitians 
"the only crimes that were visited by the displeasure of 
their deities were the neglect of some rite or ceremony, or 
the failing to furnish required 'offerings;" so the ascribed 
character of the Olympians is such that the one unforgive
aCe offence is neglect of propitiations. Nevertheless, we 
may note that the unredeemed brutality implied by the 
stories of the earlier gods, is, in the stories of the later, 
considerably mitigated j in correspondence with the miti"!' 

o 
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gation of barbarism attending the progress of Greek civili
zation. 

Nor in the ascribed moral standard 'of the Hebrew other
life, do we fail to see a kindred similarity, if a less complete 
one. Subordination is still the supreme virtue. If this is 
displayed, wrong acts are condoned, or are not supposed to be 
wrong. The obedient Abraham is applauded for his readi
ness to sacrifice Isaac: there is no sign of blame for so 
readily accepting the murderous suggestion of his dream as a 
dictate from heaven. The massacre of the Amalekites by 
divine command, is completed by the merciless Samuel with
out check; and there is tacit condemnation of the more merciful 
Saul. But though the God of the Hebrews is represented as 
hardening Pharaoh's heart, and as sending a lying spirit to, 
deceive Ahab through his prophets j it is to be noted that the 
e,thical codes of heaven and paradise, while reflecting the 
code of a people in some respects barbarous, reflect the code 
of a people in other respects morally superior. J ustipe and 
mercy enter into the moral standards of ,both lives (as ex~ 
pressed by the prophets, at least), in a degree not shown us. 
in the moral standards of lower men. 

§ 108 .. And here we are introduced to the fact remaining 
to be noted-the divergence of the civilized idea from the 
savage idea. Let us glance at the chief contrasts. ' 

The complete substantiality of the second life as originally 
conceived, following necessarily from the conception of the 
other-self as quite substantial, the foregoing evidence clearly 
shows us. Somehow keeping himself out of sight, the de
ceased eats, drinks, hunts, and fights as before. How material 
his life is supposed to be, we see in such facts as that, among 
the Kaffirs, a deceased's weapons are "broken or bent lest 
the ghost, during some midnight return to air, should do 
injury with them," and that. an Australian cuts off the right 
thumb of a slain enemy, that the ghost may be unable to 
throw 11 spear. E\jdently. destruction of the body by 
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burning or otherwise, tending to produce a qualified notion of, 
the revived other-self, tends to produce a qualified notion of 
the other-life, physically considered. The rise of this qualified 
notion we may see in the practice of burnfng or breaking or
cutting to pieces the things intended for the dead man's use. 
We have already noted cases (§ 84) in which food placed with 
the corpse is burnt along with it; and elsewhere, in pursuance 
of the same idea, the property is burnt. In Africa this is com
mon. Among the Koossas the widows of chiefs "burn all 
the household utensils;" the Bagos (Coast Negroes) do the 
like, and include all their stores of food: "even their rice is 
not saved from the flames." It is a custom of the Comanches 
to burn the deceased's weapons. Franklin says of the Chippe
wayans, "no article is spared by these unhappy men when a 
near relative dies; their clothes and tents are cut to piece~, 
their guns broken, and every other weapon rendered useless." 
Obviously the implication is that the ghosts of these posses- , 
sions go with the deceased; and the acc~mpanying belief 
that the second life is physically unlike the first, is in some 
cases expressed: it is said that the essences of the offerings 
made are consumed by departed souls and not the substances 
of them. More decided still seems 'to be the con
ceived contrast indicated by destroying models of the de-'
ceased's possessions. This practice, prevailing among the 
Chinese, was lately afresh witnessed by Mr. J. Thomson; 
who describes two lamenting widows of a dead mandarin 
whom he saw giving to the flames "huge paper-models- of 
houses and furniture, boats and.sedans,ladies-in-waiting and 
gentlemen-pages." Clearly, another life in which the burnt. 
semblances of things are useful, must be figured as of a very 
shadowy kind. 

The activities and gratifications of the second life, origi
nally conceived as identical with those of the first, come 
in course of time to be conceived as more or less unlike 
them. Besides seeing that at first the predatory races look 
forward to predatory occupations, and that races living by 

02 
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agriculture expect to plant and reap as before; we see that 
even where there is reached the advanced social state implied 
by the use of IJloney, the burial of money with the body 
shows the belief that there will be buying and selling in the 
second life; and where sham coins made of tinsel are burnt, 
there remains the same implication. But parallelism passes 
into divergence. Without trying to trace the changes, it will 
suffice if we turn to the current description of a hereafter, 
in which the daily occupations and amusements find no 
place, and in which there is neither marrying nor giving in 
marriage. Still, being conceived as a life in which all the 
days are Sundays, passed "where congregations ne'er break 
up," it is conceived as akin to a part of the present life, 
though not to the average of it. 

Again, the supposed form of social order becomes partially 
unlike the known form. Type of government, caste dis
tinctions, servile institutions, are originally transferred from 
the experiences here to the imaginations of the hereafter. 
But though in the conceptions entertained by the most 
civilized, the analogy between the social orders of the first 
and the second lives does not wholly disappear, the second 
deviates a good deal from the first. Though the gradations 
implied by a hierarchy of archangels, angels, etc., bear some 

. relation to the gradations seen around us; yet they are 
thought of as otherwise based: such inequalities as arc 
imagined have a different origin. 

Similarly respecting the ethical conceptions and the im
plied sentiments. Along with the emotional modifications 
that have taken place during civilization, there have gone 
modifications in the beliefs respecting the code of con
duct ann the measure of goodness in the life to come. The 
l'eligion of enmity,· which makes international revenge a duty 
and successful retaliation a glory, is to be wholly abandoned; 
and the religion of amity to be unqualified. Still, in certain 
l'espects the feelings and motives now dominant are to 
remain dominant. The desire for approbation, which is (\ 
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ruling passion here, is represented as being a ruling passion 
hereafter. The giving of praise and receiving of approval 
are figured as the chief sources of happiness. 

Lastly, we observe that the two lives become more widely. 
disconnected. At first perpetual intercourse between those 
in the one and those in the other, is believed to be going 
on. The savage daily propitiates the dead; and the dead 
are supposed daily to aid or hinder the acts of the living •. 
This close communion, persisting throughout the earlier' 
stages of civilization, gradually becomes less close. Though' 
by paying priests to say masses for departed souls, and' by 
invocations of saints for help, this exchange of services has 
been, and still continues to be, generally shown; yet the 
cessation of such practices among the most advanced, implies 
a complete sundering of the two lives in their thoughts. 
"Thus, then, as the idea of death gets gradually marked . 
off from the idea of suspended animation; and as the antici
pated resurrection comes to be thought of as more and more 
remote; so the distinction between the second life and the 
first life, grows, little by little, decided. The second life ' 
diverges by becoming less material; by becoming more 
unlike in its occupations; by having another kind of social 
order; by presenting gratifications more remote from those 
of the senses; and by the higher standard of conduct it 
assumes. And while thus differentiating in nature, the second 
life separates more widely from the first. Communion de
creases; and there is an increasing interval between the 
ending of the one and the begin;ning of the other. 



CHAPTER XV. 

THE IDEAS OF ANOTHER WORLD 

§ 109. WHILE describing in the last chapter, the ideas of 
another life, I have quoted passages which imply ideas of 
another world. The two sets of ideas are so closely con
nected, that the one cannot be treated without occasional 
reference to the other. I have, however, reserved the second 
for separate treatment; both because the question of the 
locality in which another life is' supposed to be passed, is 
a separate question, and because men's conceptions of that 
locality undergo modifications which it will be instructive to 
trace. 

We shall find· that by a process akin to the processes 
lately contemplated, the place of residence for the dead 
diverges slowly from the place of re~idence for the living. 

§ 110. Originally the two coincide: the savage imagines 
llis dead relatives are close at hand. If he renews the 
supplies of food at their graves, and otherwise propitiates 
them, the implication is that they are not far away, or that 
they will soon be back. This implication he accepts. 

The Sandwich Islanders think" the spirit of the departed 
hovers about the places of its former resort;" and in Mada
gascar, the ghosts of ancestors are said to frequent their 
tombs. The Guiana Indians believe" every place is haunted 
where any have llied." So, too, is it throughout Africa. 
On the Gold Coast, "the spirit is supposed to remain near 
the spot where the body has been buried;" and the East 
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Africans" appear to imagine the souls to be always near the 
places of sepulture." Nay, this aSsumed identity of habitat 
is, in some cases, even closer. In the country north of the 
Zambesi; II all believe that the souls of the departed still 
mingle among the living, and partake in some way of the 
food they consume." So, likewise, "on the Aleutian Islands 
the invisible souls or shades of the departed wander about 
among their children." 

Certain funeral customs lead to the belief in a special place 
of residence near at hand; namely, the deserted house or 
village in which the deceased lived. The Kamschadales 
.. freCJ.uently remove to some "other place when anyone has 
died in the hut, without dragging the corpse along with. 
them." Among the Lepchas, the house where there has been 
a. death "is almost always forsaken by the surviving inmates." 
The motive, sufficiently obvious, is in some cases assigned. 
If 0. deceased Creek Indian "has been a man of eminent 
character, the family immediately remove from the house in 
which he is buried, and erect a new one, With a belief that 
where the bones of their dead are deposited, the place is 
always attended by goblins." Various African peoples have 
the same practice. "Among the Balonda, a man abandons 
the hut where a favourite wife died; and if he revisits the 
place, "it is to pray to her or make an offering." In some 
cases a more extensive desertion takes place. The Hottentots 
remove their kraal .. when an inhabitant dies in it." After 
a. death the Boobies of Fernando Po forsake the village in 
which it OCCUlTed. And of the Bechuanas we read that "on 
the death of Mallahawan, ••• the town [Lattakoo] was re
moved, according to the custom of the country." 

In these cases the consistency is complete. From the\ 
other primitive ideas we have traced, arises this primitive 
idea that the second life is passed in the locality in which· 
the first life was passed. 

§ 111. Elsewhere we trace ~man modifications: the region 
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said to be haunted by the souls of the dead becomes wider. 
Though they revisit their old homes, yet commonly they keep 
at some distance. 

In: New Caledonia, "the spirits of the departed are sup
posed to go to the bush;" and in Eromanga "spirits are also 
thought to roam the bush." 'Ve find, with a difference, this 
belief among some Africans. The Coast Negroes think there 
are wild people in the bush who summon their souls to make 
slaves of them; and the notion of the Bulloms is that the 
inferior order of demons reside in the bush near the town, 
and the superior further off. 

In other cases funeral customs generate the idea that the 
world of the dead is an' adjacent mountain.. The Caribs 
buried their chiefs on hills; the Comanches on II the highest 
hill in the neighbourhood j" the Patagonians, too, interred on 
the summits of the highest hills; and in Western Arabia, the 
burial grounds "are generally on or near the summits of 
mountains." T~is practice and the accompanying belief, have 
sometimes an unmistakable connexion. 'Ve saw that in 
Borneo they deposit the bones of their dead on the least 
accessible peaks and ridges. Hen.ce the Hill-Dyaks' belief· 
given by Low, that the summits of the higher hills are 
peopled with spirits; or, as St. John says, "with regard to a' 
future state the (Land) Dyaks point to the highest mountain 
in sight as the abode of their departed friends." Many 
more peoples have mountain other-worlds. In Tahiti, "the 
heaven most familiar •.• was situated near .•. glorious 
Tamahani, the resort of departed spirits, a celebrated moun
tain on the north-west side of Raiatea." As we lately saw 

. (§ 97), a like belief prevails in Madagascar. And I may add 
the statement'quoted by Sir John Lubbock from Dubois, that 
the .. seats of happiness are represented by some Hindu 
writers to be vast mountains on the north of India." 

Where caves are used for interments, they become the sup
posed places of abode for the dead; and hence develops the 
notion of a subterranean o~her-world. Ordinary burial, joined 
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with the belief in a double who continually wanders and 
returns to the grave, may perhaps suggest an idea like that of 
the Khonds, whose" divinities [ancestral spirits] are all con
fined to the limits of the earth: within it they are believed 
to reside, emerging and retiring at will" But, obviously, 
cave-burial tends to give a more developed form to this con.,. 
ception. Professor Nilsson, after pointing out how the evi
dence yielded by remains in caves verifies the traditions and 
allusions current throughout Europe and Asia-after referring 
to the villages of artificial mountain-caves, which men made 
when they became too numerous for natural caves; and after 
reminding us that along with living in caves there went 
burial in caves; remarks that" this custom, like all religious 
customs, ••• survived long after people had commenced 
to inhabit proper houses." This connexion of practices is 
especially conspicuous in America, from Terra del :Fuego to 
l\fexico, as· indicated in § 87. And along with it we find the 
conception of an under-ground region to which the dead 
betake themselves; as, for instance, among the Patagonians ; 
who believe" that some of them after death are to return to 
those divine caverns" where they were created, and where 
their particular deities reside. 

§ 112.· To understand fully the genesis of this last belief, 
we must, however, join with it the genesis of the belief in 

. more distant localities inhabited by the departed. What 
changes the idea of another world close at hand, to the idea. 
of another world comparatively. remote? The answer is 
simple-migration. 

The dreams of those who have lately migrated, initiate 
beliefs in future abodes which the dead reach by long journeys. 
Having attachments to relatives left behind, and being subject 

~ to home-sickness (sometimes in extreme degrees, as shown 
by Livingstone's account of some negroes who died from it). 
uncivilized men, dliven by war 01' famine to other habitats. 
must often dream of the places and persons they have left. 
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Their dreams, narrated and accepted in the original way 'as 
actual experiences, make it appear that during sleep they have 
been to their old abodes. First one and then another dreams 
thus: r~ndering familiar the notion of visiting the father-land 
during sleep. What, naturally, happens at death; inter
-preted as it is by.the primitive man! The other-self is long 
absent-where has he gone? Obviously to the place which 
11e often went to, and from which at other times he returned. 
Now he has not returned. He longed to go back, and fre:" 
quently said he would go back. -Now he has done as he said 
he would. 

This interpretation we meet with everywhere: in some 
cases stated, and in others implied. Among the Peruvians, 
when an Ynca died, it was said that he "was called home to 
the mansions of his father the Sun." "When the Mandans 
die they expect to return to the original seats of their fore
fathers." In Mangaia cc when a man died, his spirit was sup
posed to return to Avaiki, i.e., the ancient home of their ances
tors in the region of sunset." " Think not," said aNew Zealand 
chief, .. that my origin is of the earth. I come, from the 
heavens; my ancestors are all there; they are gods, and I 
shall return to them." If the death of a Santal occurs at a 
distance from the river, "his nearest kinsman carries a little 
relic . • • and places it in the current, to be conveyed 
to the far off eastern-land from which his ancestors came:" 
an avowed purpose which, in adjacent regions, dictates the 
placing of the entire body in the stream. Similarly, "the 
Teutonic tribes so conceived the future as to reduce death 
to a • home-going '-a return to the Father." 1.et us 
observe how the implications of this belief con'espond with 
the facts. 

Migrations have been made in all directions; and hence, 
on tlus hypothesis, there must have arisen many different 
beliefs respecting the direction of the other world. -These 
we find. I do not mean only that the beliefs differ in 
widely-separated part~ of the world. They differ within 
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each considerable area; and often in such ways as might 
be expected from the probable routes through which th~ 
habitats were reached, and in such ways as to agree with 
traditions. Thus in South America the Chonos. 
" trace their descent from western nations across the oCean ; It 
and they anticipate going in that direction after death. The 
adjacent Araucanians believe that II after death they go 
towards the west beyond the sea.." Expecting to go to the east, 
'whence they came, Peruvians of the Ynca race turned the face 
of the corpse to the east ; but not so those of the aboriginal 
race living on the coast. The paradise of the Ottomacks of 
Guiana, is in the west; while that of the Central Americans 
was" where the sun l'ises." In North America the Chinooks. 
inhabiting high latitudes, have their heaven in the south, as 
also have the Chippewas; while the tribes inhabiting the 
more southerly parts of the continent, have their "happy 
hunting-grounds" in the west. Again, in Asia the paradise 
of the Kalmucks is in the west; that of the Kookies in 
the north; that of the Todas "where the sun goes down." 
And there are like differences among the beliefs of the 
Polynesian Islanders. In Eromanga .. the spirits of the 
dead are supposed to go eastward;" while in Lifu, "the 
spirit is supposed to go westward at death, to a place called 
Loeha.." As is shown by one of the above cases. 
the position of the corpse has reference, obviously implied 
and in some cases avowed. to the road which the deceased 
i'l expected to take. By the MapucMs the body is placed 
sitting .. with the face turned towards the west-the direc
tion of the spirit-land." The Damaras place the corpse 
with the face towards the north, "to remind them (the 
b ltives) whence they originally came;" and the corpses of 
the neighbouring Bechuanas are made to face to the sallle 
point of the compass. 

Along with these ·different conceptions there go different 
ideas of the journey to be taken after death; with corre
spondingly-different preparations for it. There is ip,e journey 
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to an under-world; the journey over land; the jou:rney down 
a river; and the journey across the sea. 

Descent from troglodytes, alike shown by remains and 
surviving in traditions, generates a group of beliefs respecting 
man's origin; and (when joined with this expectation d 
returning at death to the ancestral home) a further group of 
belief~ respecting the locality of the other world. "At least 
one-half of the tribes in America represent that man was 
first created under the ground, or in the rocky caverns of the 
mountains," says Catlin. This is a notion which could 
scarcely fail to arise among those whose forefathers dwelt in 
caves. Having no language capable of expressing the dif
ference between begetting and creating, their traditions 
inevitably represent them as having been made in caves, 
or, more vaguely, as having come out of the earth. Accord
ing as the legends remain special (which they are likely 
to do where the particular caves once inhabited are in the 
neighbourhood) or become general (which they are likely 
to do where the tribe migrates to other regions) the belief 
may assume the one or the other form. In the first· case, 
there will arise stories such as that current in the Basuto· 
country, where exists a cavern whence th&.-natives say they 
all proceeded; or such as that named by Livingstone con
cerning a cave near the village of Sechele, which is said 
to be "the habitation of the Deity." In the second case, 
there will arise such ideas as those still existing among the 
Todas,who think of their ancestors as having risen from the 
ground; and such ideas as those of the ancient historic races, 
who regarded "mother Earth" as the source of all beings. 
Be this as it may, however, we do act1:1ally find along with 
the belief in a subterranean origin. the belief in a subter
ranean world, where the departed rejoin their ancestors. 
Without dwelling on the effects produced in primitive minds. 
by such vast branching caverns as the Mammoth-cave of 
Kentucky, or the cave of Bellamar in Florida, it suffices 
to remember that in 1.imestone-formations allover the globe. 
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'Water has formed long ramifying passages (in this direction 
bringing· the explorer to an impassable chasm,' in that to 
an under-ground river) to sec that the belief in an inde
finitely-extended under-world is almost certain to arise. On 
recalling the credulity shown by our own rustics in every 
locality where some neighbouring deep pool or tarn is 
pointed out as bottomless, it will be manifest that caves of 
no great extent, remaining unexplored to their terminations, 
readily come to be regarded as endless-as leading by 
murky ways to gloomy infernal regions. And where any 
such cave, originally inhabited, was' then or afterwards used 
for purposes of sepulture, 'and was consequently considered 
as peopled by the souls of ancestors, there would result the 
belief that the journey after death to the ancestral home, 
ended in a descent to Hades. * 

Where the journey thus ending, or otherwise ending, is a. 
long one, preparations have to be roade. Hence the club 
put into the hand of the dead Fijian to be ready for self
defence; hence the spear-thrower fastened to the finger of a 
New Caledonian's corpse; hence the" hell-shoon II provided 
by the Scandinavians; hence the sacrificed horse or camel 
on which to pursue the weary way; hence the passports by 
which the Mexicans warded off some of the dangers; ·hence 
the dog's bead laid by the Esquimauxon the grave of a 
child to serve as a guide to the land of souls; hence the 
ferry-rooney, and the presents for appeasing the demons 
met. 

Of course, a certain family-likeness among alleged diffi
culties of this return-journey after death, is to be expected 
where the. migrations have had similar difficulties. The 
heaven of the Gold Coast Negroes, is an "inland country 
called Bosmanque: II a riverhaviug to be crossed on the 

• A con6rmation has been pointed out to me since the aboTe passage was 
Pllt in type. If with the primitive Hebrew practioe of cave-burial (shown 
by Abraham's purchase) we join the fact that SAeollitel'ally means" cave j" 
we may infer tbat along with development of the ghost into. a permanently. 
existing soul, there went denlopment of the cave into an ·under-world. 
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way. . This is naturally a leading event in the description 
of the journey, among inhabitants of continents. An over
land migration can rarely have occurred without some large 
river being met with. The passing of such a river will, in 
the surviving tradition, figure as a chief obstacle overcome j 
and the re-passing it will be considered a chief obstacle on 
the journey back, made by the dead. Sometimes inability 
to pass the river is the assigned reason for a supposed return 
of the soul. By a North American tribe, the revival from 
trance is thus explained: the other-self, failing to get across, 
came back. It is not impossible that the conceived danger 
of this river-crossing-a danger so great that, having once 
escaped, the deceased will not encounter it again-leads to 
the idea that spirits cannot pass over running streams. 

Where a migrating tribe, instead of reaching the new 
habitat by an overland route, has reached it by ascending 
a river, the tradition, and the consequent notion of the 
journey back to the ancestral home, take other shapes and 
entail other preparations. Humboldt tells us that in South 
America, tribes spread along the rivers and their branches: 
the intervening forests being impenetrable. In Borneo, too, 
where the invading races are located about the shores and 
rivers, the rivers have clearly been the channels up which 
the interior had been reached. Hence certain funeral rites 
which occur in Borneo. The Kanowits send much of a 
deceased chief's goods adrift in a frail canoe on the river. 
The Malanaus used "to drift the deceased's sword, eatables, 
cloths, jars-and often in former days a slave woman accom
panied these articles, chained to the boat-out to sea, with a 
strong ebb tide running." Describing this. as a custom of 
the past, Brooke says that at present "these crafts are 
placed near their graves:" an example of the way in which 
observances become modified and their meanings obscured. 
A kindred example is furnished by the Chinooks. who, 
putting the body in a canoe near the river-side, place the 
canoe with its head pointing down the stream. 
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The journey to the other-world down a river, brings us 
with scarcely a break to the remai;ning kind of. journey
that over the sea. We habitually find it where there has 
been an over-sea migration. The heaven of the Tongans is 
a distant island. Though it is not clear where Bulu, the 
Fijian abode of bliss, is situated, yet " the fact that it cannot 
be reached except in a canoe,shows that it is separated from 
this world by water." The entrance to the. Samoan Hades 
is .. at the' west-end of· Savaii," and to rea{lh this entrance 
the spirit (if belonging to a person living on another 
island) journeyed partly by land and partly swimming the 
intermediate sea or seas. Moreover the Samoans " say of a. 
chief who has died, 'he has sailed:" Along.with, or instead 
of, these distinct statements, we have, in other cases, 
practices sufficiently significant. Sometimes a part of a. 
canoe is found near a grave in the Sandwich Islands. In 
New Zealand, undoubtedly peopled by immigrant Poly
nesians, Angas says a canoe, sometimes with sails and 
paddles, or part of a canoe, is placed beside or in. their 
graves; while the statement of Thompson that the bodies of 
New Zealand chiefs were put into canoe-shaped boxes, shows 
us a modification which explains other such modifications, 
Already we have seen that the Chonos, of western Pata
gonia, who trace their descent from western people across 
the ocean, expect to go back to them after death; and here 
it is to be added that "they bUJ:Y their dead in canoes, neat 
the sea." Of the Araucanians, too, with like traditions imd 
like expectations, we read that a cl)ief is sometimes buried in 
a boat. Bonwick alleges of the Australians that formerly in 
Port Jackson, the body was put adrift in a bark canoe; and 
Angas, again showing us how an observance having at first 
an unmistakable meaning passes into a form of which the . 
meaning is less. distinct, says the New South Wales people 
sometimes bury the dead in a bark canoe. . 

Like evidence is found in the northern hemisphere. 
AmoD~ the qhinooks "all excepting slaves,. are laid in 
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canoes or wooden sepulchres;" the Ostyaks "bury iIi 
boats;" and there were kindred usages among the ancient 
Scandinavians. 

§ 113. Yet a further explauation is thus afforded. We 
see how, in the same society, there arise beliefs in two or 
more other-worlds. When with migration there is joined 
conquest, invaders and invaded will naturally have different 
ancestral homes to which· their respective dead depart. 
Habitually, where physical and mental unlikenesses indicate 
unlike origins of the governing classes and the governed 
classes, there is a belief in unlike other-worlds for them. 
The Samoan chi.efs "were supposed to have a separate 
place allotted to them, called Pulotu," We have seen 
that in Peru, the Yncarace and the aborigines went 
after death to different regions. In the opinion of some 
Tongans, only the chiefs have souls, and go to Bolotoo, their 
heaven: the probability being that the traditions of the 
more recent conquering immigrants, and the belief in their 
l'eturn journey after death, are relatively distinct and 
dominant. Using the clue thus furnished, we may see how 
the different other-worlds for different ranks in the same 
society, become other worlds for good and bad respectively. 
On remembering that our word villain, now so expressive of 
detestable character, once Ip.erely meant a serf, while noble 
was at first indicative onl1 of high social position; 'we 
cannot question the tendency of early opinion to identify 
SUbjection with badness and supremacy with goodness. On 
also remembering that victors become the military class, 
while vanquished become slaves who do not fight, and that 
in societies so constituted worth is measured by bravery, 
we perceive a further reason why the other-worlds of 
upper and lower classes, though originally their respective 
ancestral homes, come to be regarded as places for worthy 
and unworthy. Naturally, therefore, where indigenous 

'descendants from' cave-dwellers have been subjugated by 
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an invading race, it will happen that the respective places 
to which the two expect to return, will differentiate into 
places for bad and good. There will arise such a belief 
as that of the Nicaragua-people, who held that the bad 
(those who died W. their houses) went under the earth to 
Miqtanteot, while the good (who died in battle) went to 
serve the gods where the sun rises, in the country whence the 
maize came. . As the Patagonians show ·us, the un:;;ubjugated 
descendants of cave-dwellers do not regard the under-world 
as a place of misery. Contrariwise, their return after death 
to the "divine caverns," is to bring a pleasurable life with 
the god who presides in the land of strong drink. But 
where, as in Mexico, there have been conquests, the under
wor1d is considered, if not as a place of punishment, still as a 
relatively-uncomfortable place. 

Thus then, the noteworthy fact is that a supposed infernal 
abode like the Greek Hades, not undesirable as conceived 
by proximate descendants of troglodytes, may differentiate 
into a dreary place, and at length into a place. of punish
ment, mainly because of the contrast with the better places 
to which the other souls go-Isles of the West for the 
specially brave, or the celestial abode for favourites of the 
gods. And the further note~orthy fact is, that the most 
inhospitable regions into which rebels are expelled, yield 
a kindred origin for a Tartarus or a Gehenna.· 

§ 114. Interpretable after the same general manner, is 
the remaining conception of anot4er world, above or outside 
of this world. The transition from a mountain abode to,. 

• While this is in the press, I find in the oldest of all known legends, the 
Babylonian account of the flood, evidence that heaven, as then conceived. 
was the territory whence the conquermg race came. l.'he reside';ce of the 
gods, to which Xisithrus is translated for his piety, is "on the Persian Gulf, 
nea!' the mouth olthe Euphrates i" and Mr. G. Smith points out that this 
was the sacred region whence came the beings who taught the Babylonians 
the arts, and were worshipped by them. [The expression .. while this is in 
the press," does not refer to this edition. This note was added in the first; 
edition.) 

p 
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an abode in the sky, conceived as the sky is by primitive 
men, presents no difficulties. 

Burial on hills is practised by many peoples; and we have 
already seen that there are places, as Borneo, where, along 
with the custom of depositing a chiefs reljains on some peak 
difficult of access, there goes the belief that the spirits of the 
departed inhabit the mountain-tops. That the custom causes 
the belief, is in this case probable; though, as we shall 
presently see, an apparently-similar belief arises otherwise. 
Here, however, it concerns us only to observe that "the 
highest mountain in sight" is regarded as a world peopled 
by the departed; and that in the undeveloped speech of 
savages, living on a peak up in the heavens is readily con
founded with living in the heavens, Remembering that, 
originally, the firmament is considered as a dome supported 
by these loftiest peaks, the conclusion that those who live on 
them have access to it, is a conclusion certain to be drawn. 

But, as already hinted, besides the above origin, carrying 
'with it the belief that departed souls of men live on the 
mountain-tops, or in the heavens, th(lre is another possible, 
and indeed probable, origin, not carrying such a conclusion; 
but, contrariwise, restricting this heavenly abode to a dif
ferent race of beings. Observe how this other belief is 
suggested. The choice of high places for purposes 
of defence, we may trace back through civilized times into 
barbarous times. What many of our own castles show us
what we are shown by mouern and ancient fortresses on the 
Rhine-what we are shown by medireval towns and villages 
capping the hills in Italy, and by scattered fastnesses 
perched on scarcely accessible peaks throughout the East; we 
are shown wherever primitive savagery has been outgrown 
in regions affording fit sites. A fortress on an elevation in 
ancient Mexico, is described by Godoi; the Panches made 
entrenchments on high spots; and the Peruvians fortified the 
tops of mountains by ranges of walled moats. Both invaded 
and invaders have thus utilized commanding eminences. 
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The remains of Roman e~campments on our own hills, 
remind us of this last use. Clearly then, during the con
flicts and subjugations which have been ever going on, the 
seizing of an elevated stronghold by a conquering race, has 
been a not infre!Jlent occurrence; and the dominance or 
this race has often gone along with the continued habitation 
of this stronghold. An account given by Brooko 
of his long contest with a mountain-chief in Borneo, shows 
what would be likely to happen when the stronghold was in 
the possession of the snperior race. ~is antagonist had 
fortified an almost inaccessible crag on the top of Sadok
a mountain about 5,000 feet high, surrounded by lower 
mountains. Described by· Brooke as· "grim and grand," 
it figures in Dyak legends and songs as "the Grand Mount, 
towards which no enemy dare venture." The first attempt to 
take this fastness failed utterly; the second, in which a 
small mortar was used, also failed; and only by the help 
of a howitzer, dragged up by the joint strength of hundreds 
of yelling Dyaks, did the third attempt succeed. . This chief
tain, who had many followers and was aided by subordinate 
chiefs, Layang, N anang, and Loyioh, holding secondary forts 
serving as outposts, was unconquerable by the surrounding 
tribes, and was naturally held in dread by them. "Grand
father Rentap," as he was commonly called, was dangerously 
violent; occasionally killed his own men; was regardless 
of established oustoms; and, among other feats, took a second 
wife from a people averse to the match, carried her oft' to his 
eyrie, and, discarding the old one, made the young one Ranee 
of Sadok. Already there were superstitions about him. 
".Snakes were supposed to possess some mysterious con
nection with Rentap's forefathers, or the souls of the latter 
resided in these loathsome creatures." Now if, 
instead of a native ruler thus living up in the clouds (which 
hindered the last attack), keeping the country around in fear, 
occasionally coming down to fulfil a threat of vengeance, 
and giving origin to stories already growing into supersti-

p 2 
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tiOIis, we suppose a ruler belonging to an invading race, 
which, bringing knowledge, skill, arts and implements, 
'unknown to the natives, were regarded as beings of superior 
kind, j~lst as civilized men now are by savages j. we shall see 
that there would inevitably arise legeJ¥ls concerning this 
superior 'race seated in the sky. Considering that among 
these very Dyaks, divine beings are conceived as differing 
so little from men, that the supreme god and creator, Tapa, 
is supposed to dwell" in a house like that of a Malay, ..• 
himself being clothed like a Dyak j" we shill see· that 
the ascription of a divine character to a conqueror thus 
placed,' would be certain. And if the country· was one in 
which droughts had fostered the faith in rain-makers and 
" heaven-herds "-if, as among the Zulus, there was a belief 
in weather-doctors able to ." contend with the lightning 
and hail," and to "send the lightning to another doctor to 
try him j" this' ruler, living. on a peak round which the 
clouds formed and whence the storms came~ would, witho1,1t 
hesitation; be regarded as the· causer of these changes-as a 
thlmderer holding the lightnings in his hand.- Joined with 
which· ascribed powers, there would'nevertheless be stories of 
Ilia descents from this place up in the heaveris, 'appearances 
among men, and amours with their daughters. . Grant a little 
time for such legends to be exaggerated: and idealized
let the facts be· magnified as was the feat of Samson with 
the ass's jawbone,· or the prowess of Achilles making "the 
earth· flow with blood," or the achievement of Ramses II 
in slaying 100,000 foes single-handed j and there woUld be 
reached the idea that heaven was the abode of superhuman 

• A belief of the ancient Mexicans illustrates this notion thut beinl:s 
li~ing where the clouds gather, are the causers of them., "Tlaloc, otherwise 
Tlalocateuc.tli (~aster of Parudise) was the god of water. They called him 
fertilizer of the ellrth; ~ • • he resided upon the highest mountains, where 
the clouds are gonerally for'lled. • • • -The ancients also belie~ed that in 
all the high mountniu8 thero resided other gods, subaltern to Tlaloc. They 
•. • • were revered not· only as gods of wuler, but also us the gods of mour.
tains."-Clavigero, I. 2Sf-2. 
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\K.ings commanding the powers of nature and punishing 
men.-

I ~m aware that this interpretation will be called Euheme.., 
l'istic; and that having so called it,'the mythologists whose 
views are now in f9.shion will consider it disposed of.. Only 
incidentally implied as this view here is, I must leave it for 
the present unsupported. By-and-by, after showing that 
it is congruous with all the direct evidence we have respect
ing primitive modes of thought, I hope further to show that. 
the multitudinous facts which existing uncivilized and,semi
civilized races furnish, yield ,no support to the current 
theories of mythologists, and that these theories are equally 
at variance with the laws of mental evolution. 

§ 115. The general conclusion to which we are Jed is 
tlmt the ideas of another world pass through. stages of 
development. The habitat of the dead, originally conceived 
as coinciding with that of the living,' gradually diverges
here to the adjacent forest, there to the remoter forest, and 
elsewhere to distant hills and mountains. The belief that 
the dead rejoin their ancestors, leads to further divergences, 
which vary according to the traditions. Stationary de
scendants of troglodytes think they return to a subterranean 
other-world, whence they emerged; while immigrant races 
have for their other-worlds the abodes of their fathers, to 
which they journey after death: over land, down a river, 
or across the sea, as the case may be. Societies consisting 
of conquerors and conquered, having separate traditions of 
origin, have separate other-worlds; which differentiate into 
superior and inferior places, in correspondence with the 
respective positions of the two races. Conquests of these 

• Such a concept.ion, once evolved, need not be re3tricted to the original 
locality, Storms bursting in the sky far from this mountam stronghold, 
would be taken as evidence that the thunderer had access to other parts of 
the heavens; and hence when the race migrated, this heaven.god, pl'oved by 
the occurrence of slorms to have accompanied them, would be eventually 
localizcd 011 other mountains whence the storm commonly came. 
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mixed peoples by more powerful immigrants, bring flU'ther 
complications-additional other-worlds, more or less unlike 
in theIr characters. Finally, where the places for the de
parted, or for superior classes of beings, are mountain-tops, 
there is a transition to an abode in the heavens; which, at 
first near and definite, passes into the remote and indefinite. 
So that the supposed residence for the dead, originally coin
ciding with the residence of the living, is little by little re
moved in thought: distance and direction grow increasingly 
vague, and finally the localization disappears in space. 

All these conceptions, then, which have their root in tho 
primitive idea of death, simultaneously undergo like pro
gressive modifications. Resurrection, once looked for as 
immediate, is postponed indefinitely; the ghost, originally 
conceived as quite substantial, fades into ethereality; the 
other-life, which at first repeated this exactly, becomes more 
and more unlike it; and its place, from a completely-known 
adjacent spot, passes to a somewhere unknown and un
imagined. 



CHAPTER XVL 

THE IDEAS OF SUPERNATURAL AGENTS. 

§ 116. SPECIAUZED as they are in correspondence with our 
thoughts, our words do not represent truly the thoughts of 
the savage; and often entirely misrepresent them. lhe 
supernatural pre-supposes the natural; and until' there has 
been·reached that idea of orderly causation which we call 
natural, there can exist no such idea as we imply by super
natural I am obliged to use the word, however, in default 
of a better; but the reader must be cautioned against ascrib
ing to the primitive man a conception like that which the 
word gives to us. 

This premised, let us, so far as we can, picture. the imaginary 
environment the primitive man makes for himSelf, by the 
interpretations described in the last four chapters. Incon
sistent in detail as' are the, notions he forms concerning 
surrounding actions, they' are, in. their ensemble, consistent 
with the notions that have been set forth as necessarily 
generated in him. 

§ 117. In every tribe, a death from time to time adds 
another ghost to the many ghosts of those who died before. 
We have seen that, originally, these ghosts are thought of as 
close at hand-haunting. the old home, lingering near the 
place of burial, wandering about in the adjacent· bush. 
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Continually accumulating, they form a surrounding popula
tion; usually invisible, but some of them occasionally seen. 

. Here are a few illustrations. 
By Australians the supernatural beings thus derived· are 

supposed to be everywhere: the face of the country swarms 
with them-thickets, watering-places, rocks. The Veddahs, 
who trust in "the shades of their ancestors and their 
children," "believe that the air is peopled with spirits, 
that every rock and every tree, every forest and every hill, 
in short, every feature of nature, has its genius loci." The 
Tasmanians imagine" a host of malevolent spirits and mis
chievous goblins" in caverns, forests, clefts, mountain-t<>ps. 
Where burial within the .house prevails, the ghosts of the 
dead are conceived to be at the elbows of the living; and 
where, as among the aborigines of the Amazons, "some of the 
large houses have more than a hundred graves in them," 
they must be thought of as ever jostling their descendants . 
.. To a Karen, the world is more thickly peopled with spirits 
than it is with men. • . • The spirits of the departed 
dead crowd around him." Similarly the Tahitians "imagined 
they lived in a world of spirits, which surrounded them 
night and day, watching every action.'" 'Here regarded as 
friendly, and here as workers of mischief, the ancestral spirits 
are, in some cases, driven away, as by the Nicobar people-

" Once in the year, and sometimes when great sickness prevails, they 
the Nicobarians] build a large canoe, and the Minloven, or priest, has 
the boat carried close to eacb house, and then, by his noise, he compels 
aU the bad spirits to leave the dwelling, and to get into the canoe; 
men, women, and children assist him in his conjuration. The doors of 
the house are shut; the ladder is taken out [the hOllses are built on 
posts 8 or 9 feet high]; the boat is then dragged along to the seashore, 
where it is soon carried oft' by the waves, with a full cargo of devils." 

There is a like custom in the Maldive islands; and some 
of the Indians of California annually expel the ghosts which 
have accumulated during the year. . 

These multitudinous disembodied spirits are agents ever 
available, as conceived antecedents to all occurrences needing 
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explanation. It is not requisite that th¢ir identification as 
ghosts should continue in. a 'distinct form: many of them 
are sure to lose this character. The swarms of demons by 
whom the Jews thought themselves enVironed, while re
garded by some as the. spirits of thEi wicked dead, readily 
came to be regarded by others as the offspring of the fallen 
angels and the daughters, of men. When the genealogies 
of an accumulating host ,have been lost, there remains 
nothing to resist any' suggested theory respecting thtlir 
origin. But though the .Arab, who thinks the desert :is' so 
thickly peopled with spirits that on throwing anything away 
he asks the forgiveness of those which may be struck, prob
ably does not now regard them as' the wandering doubles 
of the dead i it is clear that, given the wandering doubles 
of the dead, supposed by the primitive man to be everywhere 
around, and we have the potentiality of countless super
natural agencies capable of indefinite variation. 

§ 118. Hence the naturalness, and, indeed, the inevit
ableness, of those interpretations which the savage gives 
of surrounding phenomena. With the development of the 
ghost-theory, there arises an easy way of accounting for all 
those changes which the heavens and, earth hourly exhibit. 
Clouds that gather and presently vanish, shooting stars that 
appear and' disappear, sudden darkenings of the water's 
surface by a breeze, animal-metamorphoses, transmutations 
of substance,storms, earthqua~es, eruptions-all of them 
are now understood. 'Thesebe~ngs to whom is ascribed the 
power of making themselves visible and invisible at will, 
and to who,se other powers no limits are krlown, are omni
present. 'Explaining, as their agency seems to do, all unex~ 
pected change!!!, their own existence becomes, further verified. 
No other causes for such changes are, known, or can be con
ceived; therefore these souls of the 'dead must be the causes; 
therefore the survival of souls is manifest: a circular reaSOll
ing which suffices many besides savages. 
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The interpretations of nature which precede scientific in· 
terpl'etations, are thus the best that can then be framed. If 
by the Karens "unaccountable sounds and sights in the 
jungles" are, as Mason says, ascribed to the ghosts of the 
wicked, the Katens do bu~ assume an orig'.n which, in the 
absence of generalized 'knowledge, is the only imaginable 
origin. If, according to Bastian, the Nicobar people attri
bute to evil spirits the unlucky events they cannot explain 
by ordinary causes, they are· simply falling back on such 
remaining causes as they can conceive. Livingstone names 
certain rocks which, having been intensely heated by the SUD, 

and then suddenly cooled externally in the evening, break 
with loud reports; and theo;e reports the natives set down 
to evil spirits. To what else should they set them down? 
Uncivilized men are far removed from the conception that 
a stone may break from unequal contraction; and in the 
absence-of this conception, what assignable cause olbreaking 
is there, but one of these mischievous demons everywhere at 
hand 1 In his account of the DamUci.l, Harris tells us that 
"no whirlwind ever sweeps across the path without being 
pursued by a dozen savages with drawn creeses, who stab 
into the centre of the dusty column in order to drive away 
the evil spirit that is believed to be riding on the blast." 
Ludicrous as this notion appears, we have but to remember, 
that the physical interpretation of a sand-whirlwind cannot 
be framed by the savage, to see that the only conceivable 
interpretation is that which he gives. Occasionally, too, his 
experiences suggest that such agencies are multitudinous, 
and everywhere present. Describing a tropical scene, 
Humboldt says-" the surface of these sands, heated by 
the rays of the sun, seems to be undulating, like the surface 
of a liquid • . • the sun animates the landscape, and gives 
mobility to the sandy plain, to the trunks of trees, and 
to the rocks that project into the sea like promontories." 
What shakes the tree-trunks and makes the rocks oscillate? 
There is no alternative but to assume invisible beings 
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scattered about everywhere. By savages these appearances 
eannot be understood as illusions caused by refraction. 

As one of the above examples shows, the ghosts of the 
dead are in comparatively early stages the assigned agents 
for unusual phenomena; and there are other such examples. 
Thomson says the Araucanians think tempests are caused by 
the fights which the spirits of their countrymen have with 
their enemies. Such interpretations differ from the inter
pretations of more advanced races, only by presenting the 
individualities of dead friends and foes in their original 
forms: the eventual fading of these individualities leaves 
notions of personal agencies less definite in kind. An 
eddy in the river, where floating sticks are whirled round 
and engulfed, is not far from the place where one of the 
tribe was drowned and never seen again. What morc 
manifest, then, than that the double of this drowned man, 
malicious as the unburied ever are, dwells thereabouts, and 
pulls these things under the surface-nay, in revenge, seizes 
nnd drags down persons who venture near? When those 
who knew the drowned man are all dead-when, after 
generations, the details of the story, thrust aside by morc 
recent stories, have been lost-and especially when there 
comes some conquering tribe, in whose past history the local 
stories have no roots; there survives only thEi belief il;l. a 
water-demon haunting the place.* And so throughout. 
There is nothing to maintain in tradition the likenesses 
between the ghosts and the individuals they were deri vell 
from; and along with innumerable divergences, there cODles 

• At the timo this was written, I had met with no fact supporting this 
inferenoe; but the work of Mr. Bancroft on TAe Native Racea of tAe Pat.ijic 
State" has since furnished me with one :-

.. Leaving this locality and subject, I may remark that the natives have 
named the P6hono Fall, in the same vallcy, a.fter an evilspil'it; many p~l'. 
80nl having been swept over and dashed to pieces there. No native of the 
vicinity will so ll1uch as point at this fall when going through the valley, 
nor could anything tempt one of them to sleep near it l for the ghosts of the 
drowned are tossing in its spray, and I'heir wail is heard fOl'ever above the 
hiss of its rushing waters."-See vol. iii, p. l2C. 
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not only a fading of individual traits, but also at length 
a fading of human traits. Varieties pass into species, and 
genera, and orders, of supernatural beings. 

§ 119. Of course, if the ghosts of the dead, passing 
gradually into less distinct but still personal forms, are thus 
the agents supposed to' work all the notable effects in the 
surrounding world; they a,re also the agents supposed to 
work notable effects in the affairs of men .. Ever at hand 
and moved by' amity or enmity, it is incredible that they 
should not interfere with human actions. The soul of a dead 
foe is on the' watch to cause an accident; the soul of a late 
relative is ready to help and to guard if in good humour, or, 
if offended, to make something go wrong. 

Hence explanations, universally applicable, of successes and 
failures. Among all peoples such explanations have prevailed: 
differing only in the extent to which the aiding or hindering 

. spirits have lost the human character. Low down we have 
the Veddah, who looks to the shade of his dead parent or child 
to give him success in the chase, and ascribes a bad shot to 
the lack of an invocation; we llave the Australian who, "if 
a man tumbles ou.t of a tree and breaks his neck," thinks 
that" his life has been charmed away by the Boyala-men of 
another tribe;" we have the Ashantees, who fC believe that 
the spirits of their departed relatives exercise a guardian 
care over them," and that fC the ghosts of departed enemies 
are .•• bad spirits," who work mischief. Higher up we 
have, among the Homeric heroes, feat.~ of arms. set down 
to the assistance of the supernatural beings who join in. the 
battle. . With Hector "one at least of the gods is ever. 
present, who wards oft' death;" and fC Menelaus conquered 
by Minerva's aid." Diomed is unscathed because an im
mortal "has turned into another course the swift shaft just 
about to hit him;" Paris, dragged by the helmet,would 
have been lost had not Venus, "who quickly perceived 
it, broke for him the thong j" and IdalUs escaped only 
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because II Vulcan snatched him away!~ Be ~it the Arau
canian who ascribes success to the aid of his particular 
fairy; be it the African chief Livingstone names, who 
thought he~had ensured the death of an elephant they were 
attacking by emptying his snuff-box as an offering to the 
13al'imo; be it the Greek whose spear is well fixed in a 
Trojan's side by the guiding hand· of his favouring deity; 
be it the Jew's ministering angel or the .Catholic's patron 
saint; there is identity in· essentials. and only more or less 
of difference in form. The question is solely how far this 
evolution of the ghosts of the dead into supernatural agents 
has gont'. 

§ 120. Lastly, and chiefly, we have to note the fact that 
this machinery of causation which the primitive man is 
inevitably led to frame for himself, fills his mind to the 
exclusion of any other machinery. This hypothesis of ghost
agency gains a settled occupation of the field, long before 
there is either the power or the opportunity of gathering 
together and organizing the experiences which yield the 
hypothesis of physical-force-agency. Even among ourselves, 
with our vast accumulation of definite knowledge, and our 
facilities for diffusing it, the displacement of an old doctrine 
by a new one is difficult. Judge then its difficulty where 
the few facts known remain ungeneralized, unclassified, un
measured; where the very notions of order~ cause, law, are 
absent; where criticism and scepticism are but incipient; 
and where there is not even the ,curiosity needful to prompt 
inquiry. If, parodying a common adage, we may fitly say that 
prepossession is nine points of belief-if this is so even in 
the relatively-plastic minds of the civilized; how many 
points of belief must it be in the relatively-rigid minds of 
the uncivilized 1 

Hence the surprise commonly expressed at these primitive 
interpretations is an unwarranted surprise. If, as Mr. St. 
John tells us, the Dyaks never take the natural explana-
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tion of any phenomena, such as an accident, but o.lways 
"fiy to their superstitions jn they fiy to the only kind of 
explanation which yet exists for them. The absurdity is 
in supposing that the uncivilized man possesses at the outset 
the idea of "natural explanation." Only as societies grow, 
arts multiply, experiences accumulate, and constant relations 
of phenomena become recoguized, registered, and familiar, 
does the notion of natural explanation become possible. 

And now, having seen how the primitive man is led to 
think of the activities in his environment as controlled by . 
the spirits of the dead, and by spirits more or less differen. 
tiated from· them, let us observe how he is similarly led to 
think of such spirits as controlling the activities within his 
body and within the bodies of other men. 



CHAPTER XVII. 

SUPERNATURAL AGENTS AS CAUSING EPILEPSY AND CONVUJ.

SIVE ACTIONS, DELIRIUM AND INSANITY, DISEASE .AND 

DEATH. 

§ 121. THE phenomena exhibited during evolution cannot 
be placed in serial order. Always there go on divergences 
and re~divergences. Setting out with the primitive ideas of 
insensibility, of death, and of the ghost, we have traced along 
certain lines the developing ideas of another life and another 
world; and along other lines we have traced the developing 
ideas of supernatural agents as existing on all sides. Setting 
out afresh from the insensible body as the starting point, we 
have now to observe how a further class of ideas has been 
simultaneously developing by the aid of those we have 
considered. 

In sleep, in swoon, in trance, in apoplexy, there is almost 
complete quiescence; and at death the quiescence becomes 
absolu:e. Usually, then, during the supposed absence of 
the other-self, the body does nothing. But sometimes the 
body,. lying on the ground with eyes closed, struggles 
violently; and, after the' ordinary state is resumed, the in
dividual denies having struggled-says that he knows 
nothing about those actions of his body which the spectators 
saw. Obviously his other-self has been away_ But how 
came his body to behave so strangely during the interval 1 
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The answer given to this question is the. most rational 
which the primitive man can give. 

§ 122. If, during insensibilities of all idnds, the soul 
wanders, and, on returning, causes the body to resume its 
activity-if the soul can thus not only go out of the body 
but can go into it again; then may not the body be entered 
by some other soul? The savage thinks it may. 

Hence the interpretation of epilepsy. The Congo people 
~scribe epilepsy to demoniac possession. Among. the East 
Africans, .. falling sickness" is peculiarly common; and 
Burton thinks it has given rise to the prevalent notion of 
possession. Of Asiatic races may be instanced the Kalmucks: 

r by these nomads epileptics are regarded as persons into 
whom bad spirits have entered. That the Jews similarly 
explained the facts is clear; and the Arabic language has 
the same word for epilepsy and possession by devils. . It is 
needless to show that this explanation persisted among the 
civilized up to comparatively-recent times. 

The original inference is, then, that while the patient's 
other-self has gone away, some disembodied spirit, usurping 
its place, uses his body in this violent way. Where we have 
a specific account of the conception in its earliest stage, we 
learn that the assumed supernatural agent is a ghost. From 
the Amazulu cross-examined by Bishop Callaway, there is 
brought out the statement that when a diviner is becoming 
possessed by the !tongo (ancestral spirits), "he has slight 
convulsions." Moreover, a witness who "went to a person 
with a familiar spirit to inquire respecting a boy ..• who 
had convulsions:' got the answer-" he is affected by the 
ancestral spirits." 

§ 123. A further question comes before the primitive 
mind, and a further rational, corollary is drawn, which de
velops into a series of curious .but consistent ideas. 

Occasionally a person,while still conscious, cannot control 
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the actions of his body. He "finds himself doing something 
without willing it, or even in spite of his will Is it, then, 
that another soul has entered him; even though his oWn 
soul has not wandered away 1 An affirmative answer is 
inevitable. 

Hence the explanation -of hysteria, with its uncontrollable 
and meaningless laughs, sobs, and cries. Among the Ama
zulu, hystel'ical symptoms are counted as traits of one who 
is becoming an Inyanga, or diviner-one who is becoming 
possessed; The remark made by Parkyns respecting the 
.A byssinians, that "the greater part of the 'possessed' are 
women," indicates a kindred interpretation: women being so 
much more liable to hysteria than men. And when we read in 
Mariner, that among the Tongans inspiration is not confined 
to the priests, but is sometimes experienced by others, 
especially females, we may reasonably conclude that fits of 
hysterics are the signs of inspiration referred to. Indeed, is 
not one of the symptoms of the disorder conclusive proof? 
What can be said of the globus h'!JsterirYus-a ball that is 
suddenly felt within the body-unless it is this alleged 
possessing spirit? 

Carried thus far, the explanation has to be carried further. 
If these more violent actions of the body, performed in 
defiance of the will, are ascribable to a usurping demon, so, 
too, must be the less violent actions of this kind. Hence 
the primitive theory of sneezing and yawning. The Amazulll 
l'egard these involuntary actions as marks of possession. 
When a man is beco~g an Inyanga, 

"his head begins to give signs of what is about to happen. He 
shows that he is about to be a diviner by yawning again and again, 
and by sneezing again and again. And men say, 'No! Truly it 
~eems as though this man was about to be possessed by a spirit.' n 

In other cases we have proof, not of permanent possession; 
but of temporary possession, being inferred from the sneeze; 
The Khonds dash water on the priest when they wish to 
consult him. He sneezes, and becomes inspired. Of course, 

Q 
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there is nothing to determine whether this possession is by 
a . friendly or by an unfriendly spirit: it may be, as among 
the Zulus, an ancestral ghost, or, as among other peoples, it 
may be a malicious demon. But be the sneeze, as with the 
Moslem, a reason for asking Allah to protect him against 
Satan as the presumed cause; or be it, as with the Christian, 
the occasion of a now-unmeaning "God bless you" from 
bystanders; or be it the ground for putting faith in an utter
ance as inspired; the root idea is the same: some intruding 
spirit has made the body do what its owner did not intend. 

Two kindred interpretations may be added. Among the 
Yakuts there is a disorder accompanied by a violent hiccough, 
and" they persist in believing that a devil is in the body of 
the person afflicted." .A. neighbouring people, the Kirghiz, 
furnish a still stranger instance. Mrs. Atkinson says that a 
woman in child-bed is supposed to be possessed by a devil; 
and it is even the custom to beat her for the purpose of 
dl'iving him away. 

In this last case, as in all the others, there are involuntary 
muscular·cQntractions. These may reasonably be ascribed to 
possession, if those of epilepsy are so; and we see that the 
ascription of epilepsy to possession is an implication of the 
original ghost-theory. 

§ 124. 'Certain allied phenomena, explicable inlike manner 
and otherwise inexplicable, further confirm the doctrine of 
possession. I refer to the phenomena of delirium and 
madness .. 

What is come to this man who, lying prostrate, and 
refusing to eat, does not know those around; now mutters 
incoherently or talks nonsense; now speaks to some one 
the bystanders cannot see; now shrinks in terror from an 
invisible fue; now laughs without a cause? And how does 
it happen that when: he has become calm he either knows 
nothing about these strange doings of his, or narrates things 
which no one witnessed 1 Manifestly one of these spirits or 
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ghosts, swarming around, had entered his body at night while 
he was away, and had thns abused it. That savages do thus 
interpret the facts we have not much evidence: probably 
because travellers rarely witness among them this kind of 
mental disturbance. Still, Petherick says the Arabs suppose 
that .. in high fever, when a person is delirious, he is 
possessed by the devil." . 

But when from temporary insanity we pass to permanent 
insanity, we everywhere find proof that this is the inter
pretation given. The Samoans attribute madness to the 
prp-sence of an evil spirit; as also do the Tongans. The 
Sumatrans, too, consider that lunatics are possessed. Among 
more advanced races the interpretation has been, and still 
remains, the same. When the writer of Rambles in Syria 
tells us that, •• in the East, madness is tantamount to in
spiration," we are reminded that if there is any difference 
between this conception and the conceptions recorded of 
old, it concerns only the nature of the possessing spirit. 
These earlier records, too, yield evidence that the original 
form of the belief was the form above inferred. :" According 
to J osellhus, demons are the spirits of the wicked dead: they 
enter into the bodies of the living." As the·possessed were 
said to frequent burial-places, and as demons were supposed 
to make tombs their favourite haunts, we may conclude that 
by Jews in general the possessing spirit was at first conceived 
as a ghost. . 

The continuance of this view of insanity through mediawal 
days, down to the ~ays when the 72nd canon of our Church 
tacitly embodied it by forbidding the casting out of devils 
without a special licence, is easy to understand. Only after 
science had made familiar the idea that mental states result 
from nervous actions, which can be disordered by physical 
caUSf',s, did it become possible to conceive the madman's 
amazing ideas and passions in any other way than as tllQ 

expressions of some nature unlike his own. 
We must not overlook & vel'ification which the behaviol1% 

Q 2 
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of the insane yields to the belief in surrounding ghosts or 
spirits. The uncivilized or semi-civilized man knows nothing 
about subjective illusions. What then must he think when 
he hears a maniac talking furiously to an invisible person, 
or throwing a missile at some being, unseen by others, whom 
he wants to drive away 1 His frail-tic gestures, his glaring 
eyes, his shrieking voice, make it impossible to doubt the 
strength of his belief. Obviously, then, there are mischievous 
demons around: manifest to him, but not to bystanders. 
Any who doubted the existence of supernatural agents can 
no longer doubt. . 

One further noteworthy idea is thus yielded. In his 
paroxysms, an insane person is extremely strong-strong 
enough to cope single-handed with several men. What is 
the inference? The possessing demon has superhuman 
energy. The belief thu.'i suggested has developments here
after to be observed. 

§ 125. Once established, this mode of explaining unusual 
actions, mental and bodily, extends itself. Insensibly it 
spreads from abnormalities of the kinds above instanced. 
to those of other kinds. Diseases are soon included under 
the theory, As in fever bodily derangement co-exists with 
mental derangement, the inference is that the same agent 
causes both. And if some unhealthy states are produced by 
indwelling demons, then others are thus produced. A 
malicious spirit is either in the body, or is hovering around, 
inflicting evil on it. 

The primitive form of this interpretation is shown us by 
the Amazulu. Even aetitch in the. side they thus explain: 
"if the disease lasts a long time," they say, "he is affected 
by the !tongo. He is affected by his people who are dead." 
The Samoans supposed that the spirits of the dead .. had 
power. to return,· and cause disease and death in oth'C!r 
members of the family." As we saw in §92. the New 
Caledonians" think white men are the spirits of the dead, 
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and bring sickness.'· The Dyaks who,like thE! Australians,. 
attribute every disea.'3e to spirits, like them, too, personify' 
diseases. They will not call the small-pox by its name; butt; 
ask-" Has he yet left you 1" Sometimes they 'call it "the' 
chief." In these cases ghosts are the assumed agents ;_.and 
in some of them, occupation of the sufferer's body is alleged 

. or implied. In other cases, the 'supernatural agent', not 
specified in its origin, appears to be regarded as externall 
By the Arawaks, pain is called .. the evil spirit's arrow;" 
and the Land-Dyaks believe that sickness is occasionally 
Ie caused by spirits inflicting on people invisible wounds witli. 
invisible spears." But' everywhere the supposed cause is 
personal.' In Asia, the Karens .. attribute diseases to' the 
influence of unseen spirits." By the Lepchas, all ailments 
" are deemed the operations of devils;" as also by the Bodo 
and DhiImHs. In Africa, the Coast Negroes ascribe illness 
to witchcraft or the operations of the' gods; the- Koossas 
consider it caused by enemies and evil spirits.; and the 
offended ancestor of a Zulu is represented as saying-" I 
will reveal myself by disease." In America, the Comanches 
think a malady is due to the" blasting breath" of Ii. foe j: and 
the MundrucUs regard it as the spell of an unknown enemy; 

If instead of "ghost" we read" supernatural agent," the 
savage theory becomes the semi-civilized theory. The earliest 
recorded hero of the Babylonians, Izdubar, is smitten with a 
grievous malady by the offended goddess Ishtar. In the 
first book of the Iliad, the Greeks who die of pestilence are . 
represented as hit by Apollo's arrows-aJ;l idea- parallel to 
one of the savage ideas above named. It was believed by 
the Jews that dumbnes~ and blindness ceased when the 
devils causing them were ejected. And iii' after-times, the 
Fathers held that demons inflicted diseases. How 
persistent this kind of interpretation has been, we are shown 
by the fact that the production of illness by witches, who 
instigate devils, is even how alleged among the uncultured; 
and by the fact that some of the cultured .still counte.iJa.D1le 
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tIle belief that illness is diabolically caused. A State
authorized expression of this theory of disease is often' 
re~eated by priests. In the order for the visitation of the 
sick, one of ,the prayers is, "renew in him" "whatsoever has 
been decayed by the fraud and malice of the devil" 

§ 126~ After contemplating the genesis of the foregoing 
beliefs, the accompanying belief that death is due to super
natural agency will no longer surprise us. 

In pne form or other this belief occurs everywhere. The 
U aupe Indians. Wallace tells us, "scarcely seem to think 
that death can occur naturally;" and Hearne says the 
Chippewayans ascribe the deaths of their. chiefs to witch. 
craf~ommonly by the Esquimaux. The Kalmucks believe 
that "death is caused by some spirit at the command of the 
deity;" the Kookies attribute death, as well as aU earthly 
evils, to supernatural causes; and the Khonds hold "that 
death is not the necessary and appointed lot of man, but that 
it is incurred only as a special penalty for offences against 
the gods." The Bushmen think death is chiefly due to 
witchcraft; and by the Bechuanas, death, even in old age, is 
ascribed to sorcery. The Coast Negroes think" no death is 
natural or accidental;" Burton says that "in Africa, as in 
Australia, no man, however old, dies a natural death;" and 
the Loango people do not believe in natural death, even from 
drowning or other accident. The Tahitians regarded the 
effects of poisons as "more the effects of the god's dis"" 
pleasure, ••• than the effects of the poisons themselves. 
. •• Those who were killed in battle were also supposed 
to die from the influence of the gods." And kindred ideas 
are current among the Sandwich Islanders. the Tannese, and. 
various other peoples. 

A sequence must be named. Eventually the individu
alities of the particular demons supposed to have caused 
death, merge in a general individuality-a personalized 
Death: the personalization probably beginning, everywhere. 
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in the tradition of some ferocious foe whose directly-seen 
acts of vengeance were multitudinous, and to whom. after
wards. unseen acts' of vengeance were more and more 
ascribed. Be this as it may. however. we may trace the 
evolution of these primitive notions into those which existed 
in classic times and medireval times. Ata Naga's burial~ 
his friends arm themselves, and challenge the spirit who 
caused his death. Of the Tasmanians. Mr. Davis relates 
that, "during the whole of the first night after the death of 
one of their tribe, they will sit round the body. using rapidly 
a low, continuous recitative. to prevent. the evil spirit from 
taking it away. Such evil spirit being the ghost of an 
enemy." On the other hand. among the Kora-Hottentots 
the conception has become partially generalized: they per
sonalize death--say " Death sees thee." Which several facts 
show us the root of the belief implied by the story of Alcestis, 
who is rescued from the grasp of the strong Death by the still 
stronger Hercules j and also the root of the belief implied by 
the old representations of Death as a. skeleton. holding a 
dart or other weapon. 

In the minds of many, the primitive notion still lingers. 
When reading with astonishment that savages, not recognizing 
natural death. ascribe all death to supernatural agency. we 
forget that. even now supernatural agency is assigned in 
cases where the cause of death is not obvious--nay, in some 
cases where.it is obvious. We still occasionally read the 
coroner's verdict--" Died by the visitation of God;" and we 
still meet people who think certain deaths (say the drown· 
ings of those who go boating on Sundays) directly result 
from divine vengeance: a. belief differing from these savage 
beliefs only in a modified conception of the supernatural 
agent. 

§ 127. Considered thus as following from the primitive 
interpretation of dreams, and consequent theory of ghosts, 
souls. or spirits, these conclusions are quite consistent. 
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If souls can leave bodies and re-enter them, why should 
not bodies be entered, by strange souls, while their own 
souls are absent 1 If, as in epilepsy, the body performs acts 
which the owner denies having performed, there is no choice 
but to assume such an agency. And if certain uncon
trollable movements, as those of hysteria, as well as the 
familiar ones of sneezing, yawning, and hiGcough, take place 
involuntarily, the conclusion must be that some usurping 
spirit directs the actions of the subject's body in spite of him. 

This hypothesis explains, too, the strange behaviour of 
the delirious and the insane. That a maniac's body has 
been taken possession of by an enemy, is proved by the fact 
that it is impelled to self-injury. Its right owner would not 
make the body bite and tear itself. Further, the possessing 
demon is heard to hold converse with other demons, which 
he sees but which bystanders do not see. 

And if these remarkable 'derangements of body and mind 
are thus effected, the manifest inference is that diseases and 
disorders of less remarkable kinds are efiected in the same 
way. Should there not be a demon within the body, there 
must be, at any rate, some invisible enemy at hand, who is 
working these strange perturbations in it. 

Often occurring after long-continued disease, death must 
be caused by that which caused the disease. Whenever the 
death has no visible antecedent. this is the only possible 
supposition; and 'even when there is a visible antecedent, it 
is still probable that there was some demoniacal interference. 
The giving way of his foothold and consequent fatal fall of a 
companion down a precipice, or the particular motion which 
carried a spear into his heart, was very likely determined by 
the malicious spirit of a foe. 



CHAPTER XVIIL 

INSPIRATION, DIVINATION, EXORCISM, AND SORCERY. 

§ 128. I!r a man's body may be entered by a "wicked 
soul of the dead" enemy, may it not Le entered, by a friendly 
Boul? If the struggles of the epileptic, the ravings of the 
delirious, the self-injuries of the insane, are caused ,by an 
indwelling demon; then must not the transcendent power or 
marvellous skill occasionally displayed, be caused by an 
ind welling beneficent spirit? If, even while a man is con
scious, the ghost of a foe may become joint occupant of his 
body and 'control its actions in spite of him, so producing 
hiccough, and sneezing, and yawning; may not joint occu
pancy be assumed by an ancestral ghost, which co-operates 
with him instead of opposing him: so giving extra strength, 
or knowledge, or cunning 1 

These questions the savage consistently answers in the 
affirmative. There result the ideas to be here glanced at. 

§ 129. The fact that maniacs, during their paroxysms, are 
far stronger than men in their normal states, raises, as we 
before saw, the belief that these supernatural agents have 
superhuman energies. 

That manifestations of unusual will and strength are thus 
accounted for, we find proofs among early traditions. En

--cQuraging Diomede, Minerva says-" In thy breast have I 
set thy father's courage undaunted, even as it was in knightly 
Tydeus:" words implying some kind oLinspiraLion-some 
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breathing-in of a soul that had been breathed-out of a father . 
. More distinctly is this implied by certain legendary histories 

of the Egyptians. In the third Sallier papyrus, narrating a 
conquest, Ramses II invokes his "father Ammon," and has 
the reply-" Ramses Miamon, I am with thee, I thy father" 
r..a. • •. I am worth to thee 100,000 joined in one." And 
when Ramses, deserted by his own army, proceeds single
handed to slay the army or his foes, they are represented as 
saying-" No mortal born is he whoso is among us." 

Here several points of significance are observable. The 
ancestral ghost was the possessing spirit, giving superhuman 
strength. Along with development of this ancestral ghost 
into a great divinity had gone increase of this strength from 
something a little above the human to something immeasur
ably above the human. The conception, common to all these 
ancient races-Egyptians, Babylonians, Assyrians, Greeks~ 
was that gods, otherwise much like men, were distinguished 
by power transcending that of men; and this conception. 
su bject to no restraint, readily expanded into the conception 
of omnipotence. A concomitant result was that any display 
of bodily energy exceeding that which was ordinary, raised in 
observers the' suspicion, either that there was possession by a 
supernatural being, or. that a supernatural being in disguise 
was before them. 

§ 130. Similarly with extraordinary mental power. If an 
incarnate spirit, having either the primitive character of an 
ancestral ghost or some modified and developed character, 
can give superhuman strength of body. then it can give, too, 
superhuman intelligence and superhuman passion. 

'Ve are now so remote from this doctrine of inspiration, as 
to have difficulty in thinking of it as once accepted literally. 
Some existing races, as the Tahitians, do indeed show us, in 
its original form, the belief that the priest when inspired 
.. ceased to act or speak as a voluntary agent, but moved and 
spoke 'as entirely under supernatural inH.uence;" and so they 
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make real to us the ancient belief that prophets were chan
nels for divine utterances. But we less clearly recognize the 
truth that the inspiration of the poet was at -first conceived 
in the same way. II Sing, 0 goddess, the destructive wrath of 
Achilles," was not, like the invocations of the Muses in later 
times, a rhetorical form; but was an actual prayer for posses
sion. The Homeric belief was, that "all great and glorious 
thoughts • • • come from a god." Of course, this mode of 
interpreting ideas and feelings admits of unlimited extension; 
Rnd hence the assumption of a supernatural cause, made on 
the smallest suggestion, becomes habitual In the Iliad, 
Helen is represented as having an ordinary emotion excited 
in her by Iris; who "put into her heart, sweet longing for 
her former husband, and her city, ,and parents." Nor does 
the interpretation extend itself only to exaltations, emotional 
or intellectual. In the Homeric view, "not the doers of an 
evil deed, but the gods who inspire the purpose of doing it, 
are the real criminals;" and even a common error of judg
ment the early Greek exp~ains by saying-" a god deceived 
me that I did this thing." 

How this theory, beginning with that form still shown us 
by such savages as the Congoese, who ascribe the contortions 
of the priest to the inspiration of the fetish, and differen
tiating into inspirations of the divine and the diabolical 
kinds, has persisted and developed, it is needless to show in 
detail It still lives in both sacred and secular thought; and 
between the earliest and latest views the unlikeness is far less 
than, we suppose. When we read in Brinton that" among 
the Tahkalis the priest is accus.tomed to lay his hand on the 
head of the nearest relative of the deceased, and to blow into 
him tl}.e soul of the departed, which is supposed to come to 
life in his next child;" we are reminded that in the service 
for ordaining priests there are the words-" Receive the lIoly 
Ghost for the office and work of a priest in the Church of 
God, now committed unto thee by the imposition of our 
hands."-Not only in the theory of Apostolic Succession do 
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we see this modified form of the savage belief in inspiration, 
but we see it, with a difference, in the ideas of the most 
unsacerdotal of our sects, the Quakers. Being moved by 
the spirit, as they understand it, is being .temporarily pos
sessed or inspired. And then, in its secular application, the 
primitive notion has left a trace in the qualitative distinc
tion, still asserted by some,. between genius and talent .. 

§ 131. There is but a nominal difference between the facts 
just grouped under the head of inspiration, and the facts to 
be grouped under the head of divination. The diviner is 
simply the inspired man. using his supernatural power for 
particular ends. 

The ideas of the Amazulu, which have been so. carefully 
ascertained, we may again take as typical Mark, first, that 
bodily derangement, leading to mental perturbation, is the 
usual preliminary. Fasting is requisite. They say "the con
tinually-stuffed body cannot see secret things." Moreover, 
cr a man who is about to be an inyanga ••• does not' 
sleep, • • • his sleep is merely by snatches," "he becomes 
a house' of dreams." Mark, next, that mental perturbation, 
rising to a certain point, is taken as proof of inspiration, 
Where the evidence is not strong, " some dispute and say 
• No. The fellow is merely mad. There is no Itongo [ances
tral ghost] in him.' Others say, ~O, there is an Itongo in 
him j he is already an inyanga.'" And then mark, further, 
that the alleged possession is proved by his. success: doubters 
say-'~ We might allow that he is an inyanga if you had con
cealed things for him to find, and he had discovered what you 
had concealed." 

The conception here so clearly implied is traceable in all 
cases: the chief difference being in the supposed nature of 
the indw'elling supernatural agent. Such mode of living as 
produces abnormal excitement, is everywhere a preparation 
for the diviner's office.· Everywhere, too, this excitement is 
ascribed to the possessing ghost, demon, or divinity; and the 
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words uttered are his. Of the inspired Fijian priest, Wil
liams says :-

.. All his words and actions are considered as no longer bis own, but 
those of the deity who has, entered into him .•.• While giving the 
answer, the priest's eyes stand out and roll as in a frenzy; his voice is 
unnaturlil, his face pale, his lips livid, his breathing depressed, and his 
entire appearance like that of & furious ma~man." 

And just the same constituents of the belief are shown by 
the Santals. Starving many days, the Santa! priest brings 
on a state of half wildness. He then answers questions 
through the power of the possessing god. And in the case 
named by Sherwill, this god was "formerly a chief amongst 
them." 

The views of the semi-civilized and civilized need mention 
only to show their kinship. As represented by Ho,mer, " the 
gods maintain an intercourse with men as part of the ordi
nary course of their providence, and this intercourse consists 
principally in revelations of the divine will, and specially of 
future events, made 10, men by oracular voices," etc. Here 
we are shown likeness in nature, though some unlikeness in 
form, between the utterances of the Greek oracle and those of 
the Zulu Inyanga, to whom the ancestral ghost says-"You 
will not speak with the people; they will be told by us every
thing they come to enquire about." Greater deviation in 
non-essentials has left unchanged the same essentials in the 
notions current throughout Christendo,m; beginning with the 
"inspired writers," whose words were supposed to be those 
of an indwelling holy spirit, and ending with the Pope, who 
says his infallible judgments ha~e a like origin. 

§ 132. Inevitably there comes a further development of 
these ideas. When the ghost of an enemy has entered a 
man's body, can it not be driven out 1 And if this cannot 
otherwise be done, can it not be done by supernatural aid? 
If some men are possessed to tbeir hurt by spirits of evil, 
while others are possessed to their benefit by friendly spilits, 
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as powerful or more powerful, is it not possible by the help 
of the good spirits to undo the mischief done by the bad 
ones-perhaps to conquer and expel them 1 This possi
bility is reasonably to be inferred. Hence _~xorcism. 
T~~a~primarily an exOrast: -W IlatRowlatt 

tells us of the Mishmis, that, in illness, a priest is sent for to 
drive away the evil spirit, is told us directly or by impli
cation in hosts of instances. The original method is that of 
making the patient's body so disa"CIl'ceable a residence that the 
demon will not remain in it. In some cases very heroic 
modes of doing this are adopted; as by the Sumatrans, who, 
in insanity, try to expel the spirit by putting the insane 
person into a hut, which they set fire to, leaving him to 
escape as he best can. Probably various other extreme 
measures .. described, including the swallowing of hon-ible 
things, and the making intolerable smells, have the pur
pose of disgusting the intruder. Generally, also, the exorcist 
tries to alarm the mischievous tenant by shouts, and gesticu
lations, and fearful faces. Among the Californian tribes, the 
doctor" squats down opposite the patient and barks at him 
after the manner of an enraged cur, for hours together;" and 
a Koniaga-doctor has a female assistant who does the groan
ing and growling. Sometimes with other means is joined 
physical force. Among the 'Columbian Indians, the medicine
man .. proceeds to force the evil spirit from the sick man by 
pressing both clenched fists with all his might in the pit of 
his stomach." As a type ()f such processes may be taken 
that ascribed by Herrera to the Indians of Cumana:-

.. If the disease increased, they said the patient was possessed with 
ilpirits, stroked all the body over, used words of enchantment, licked 
iIOme joints, and sucked, saying they drew out spirits; took a twig of a 
certain tree, the virtue whereof none but the physician knew, tickled . 
their own throats with it, till they vomited and bled, sighed, roared, 
quaked, stamped, made a thousand faces, sweated for two hours, and at 
last brought up a sort of thick phlegm, with a little, hard, black ball in 
the middle of it, which those that belonged to the sick persQ11 carried. 
into the field, BlLying-' Go thy way, Devil' II 
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But in what we may consider the more-developed form of 
exorcism, one demon is employed to drive out another. The 
medicine-man or priest conquers the demon in the patient by 
the help of a demon with which he is himself possessed; or 
else he summons a friendly supernatural power to his aid. 

Everyone knows that, in this last form, exorcism con
tinues during civilization. . In their earlier days the Hebrews 
employed some physical process, akin to the processes we find 
among savages; such as making a dreadful stench by burn
ing the heart and liver, of a fish. Through such exorcism, 
taught by the angel Raphael, the demon Asmodeus was 
driven out-fled to Egypt when he "had: smelled" the 
smoke. But later, as in the exorcisms of Christ, the physical 
process was replaced by the compulsion of superior super
natural agency. In this form exorcism still exists in the 
noman Catholic Church, which has specially-ordained 
exorcists; and it was daily practised in the Church of 
England in the time of Edward VI, when infants were 
exorcized before baptism, in the words-" I command thE'e, 
unclean spirit, in the name of the Father, of the Son, and of 
the Holy Ghost, that thou come out, and depart from these 
infants." Occasional exorcism continued till 1665, if not 
later: a clergymal1 named Ruddle, licensed to exorcize by 
the Bishop of Exeter, having then, according to his OlVa 
account, succeeded in laying the ghost of a woman, by 
using the means appointed for dealing with demons-magiQ 
circle, .. pentacle," etc. Nor is this all. It has been an 
ecclesi8.btical usage, lasting down to Protestant times, W 
exorcize th~ water used in divine service: a practice implying 
the primitive notion that invisible demons swarm .evel),
where around. 

In this, as in other cases, we may still trace the original 
nature of the supernatural agent. Malicious ghosts which. . 
annoy the living because their bodies have been ill-treate~ 
differ but little from evil spirits which vex the living by 
possessing them. The instance given above, clearly implies' 
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that the laying of ghosts and the exorcism of demons, are 
but modifications of. the. same thing. The Amazulu show 
the two in undistinguishable forms. Concerning a woman. 
persecuted by the ghost of her dead husband, we read :-

" If it trouble her when she has gone to another man without being 
lIS yet married; if she has left her husband's children behind, the dead 
husband follows her and asks, 'With whom have you left my children 1 
What are you going to do here 7 Go back to my children. If you do 
not assent I will kill you.' The spirit is at once luid in that village 
because it haraFaes the woman." 

Of course, as .civilization advances, the processes differ
entiate; so that while evil spirits are commanded or con.,. 
jured, ghosts are pacified by fulfilling. their requests. But 
since the meanings ()f ghost, spirit, demon, devil, angel, were 
at first the same, we may infer that what eventually became 
the casting out of a devil, was originally an expulsion of the 
malicious double 'ofa dead man. 

§ 133. A medicine-man who, helped by friendly ghosts, 
expels malicious ghosts, naturally asks himself whether he 
may not get ghostly aid for other purposes. Can he not by 
such aid revenge himself on enemies, or achieve ends not else 
possible 1 The belief that he can initia~L~ . 

.A primitive form of this belief is Showp. us by the Kaffirs, 
who think dead bodies are restored to life by bad persons, 
and made hobgoblins to aid them in mischief. Here we 
have direct identification of the familiar demon with the 
deceased man. When we read that the Tahitians think 
sickness and death are produced by the incantations of 
priests, who indlice the evil spirits to enter the sick; or 
when we read that most misfortunes are attributed by the 
f\ustralians "to the power which hostile tribes possess over 
the spirits and demons which infest every corner of the 
land;" we recognize the same notion less specifically stated. 
In the fact that by Jewish writers" a necromancer is defined 
as one who fasts and lodges at night amongst tombs, in order 
that the evil spirit may come upon him;" we have a hint of 
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a kindred belief in an .early historic race. And we see the 
connexion between these original forms of the conception 
and those derived forms of .it which have sllfvived among 
the more civilized. 

The operations of the -sorcerer, having for their priniary 
end the gaining of power over a living person, and having 
for their secondary end (which eventually becomes pre
dominant) the gaining -of power over the souls of dead 
persons, or supernatural agents otherwise conceived, are 
guided by a notion which it will be instructive to consider. 

In § 52 it was shown why, originally, the special power or 
property of an object is supposed to be present in all its 
parts. This mode of t~inking, we saw, prompted certain 
actions. Others such may here be instanced. The belief 
that the qualities of any individual are appropriated by 
eating him, is illustrated by the statement of Stanbridge, 
that when the Australians kill an infant, they feed a 
previously-born child with- it; believing ,i that by its 
eating as much as possible of the roasted infant, it will 
possess the strength of both." Elsewhere, dead relatives are 
consumed in . Pl?suance of an allied belief. We read of the 
Cucamas that "as soon - as a relation died, these people 
assembled and ate him roasted or boiled, according as he 
was thin or fat." The Tarianas and Tucanos, who drink the 
ashes of their relatives, "believe that thus the virtues of the 
deceased will be transmitted to the drinkers; " and an allied 
people, the Arawaks, think it "the highest mark of honour 
they could pay to the dead, to drink their powdered bones 
mixed in water." Scarcely less signifiCant is a custom of the 
whale-fishing Koniagas. "When a whaler dies, the body is 
cut into small pieces and distributed among his fellow
craftsmen, each of whom, after rubbing the point of his lance 
upon it, dries and preserves his piece as a sort of talisman; 
Or the body is placed in a distant cave, where, before setting 
out upon a chase,. the whalers all congregate, take it out, 
carry it to a stream, immerse it, and then drink of the 

R 
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water." The particular virtue possessed by an 
aggregate is supposed not only to inhere in all parts of it, 
but to extend to whatever is associated with it. Even .its 
appearance iF! regarded as a property which cannot exist 
apart from its other properties. Hence the dislike often 
shown by savages to having their portraits taken. .Along 
with this lively representation they think there must go 
some part of the life. A belief like that of the Chinooks 
who, if photographed, .. fancied that their spirit thus passed 
into the keeping of others, who could torment it at pleasure," 
or that of the MapucMs, who hold that to have a man's like
ness is to have a fatal power over him, will be fullyex
emplified hereafter under another head. For the present, it 
must suffice to name this belief, as further showing the 
ways in which unanalytical conceptions of things work 
out. One more way must be added. Even with 
the name, there is this association. The idea betrayed by. 
our own uncultured that some intrinsic connexion exists 
between word and thing (an idea which even the cultured 
among the Greeks did not get rid of) is betrayed still more 
distinctly by savages. From all parts of the world come 

. illustrations of the desire to keep a name secret. Burton 
. remarks it of North Americans, and Smith of some South 

Americans. The motive for this secrecy was clearly expressed 
by the Chinook who thought Kane's desire to know his name 
proceeded from a wish to steal it. Indeed, as Bancroft puts 
it, "with them the name assumes a personality; it is the 
shadow or spirit, or other-self, of the flesh and blood person." 
An allied interpretation is shown among the Land-Dyaks, 
who often change the names of their children, especially if 
they are sickly : «there being an idea that they will deceive 
the inimical spirits by following this practice." ..And in 
another direction this belief works out in the widely-preva
lent repugnance to naming the dead. That which Dove tells 
us of the Tasmanians, that they fear" pronouncing the name 
by which a deceased friend was known, as if his shade might 
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thus be offended," is told us, with or without the assigned 
motive, by travellers from many regions. 

The facts thus grouped make sufficiently clear the genesis 
of the sorcerer's beliefs and practices. Everywhere he begins 
by obtaining a part of his victim's body, or something closely 
associated with his body, or else by making a representation 
of h~m; and then he does to this part, or this representation, 
something which he thinks is thereby done to his victim. 
The Patagonians hold that possession of a man's hair or 
nails enables the magician to work evil on him; and this is 
the general conception. New Zealanders "all dread cutting 
their nails" for this reason. By the Amazulu, .. sorcerers are 
supposed to destroy their victims by taking some portion of 
their bodies, as hair or nails; or something that has been 
worn next their person, as a piece of old garment. and adding 
to it certain medicines, which is then buried in some secret 
place." Ancient Peruvian magicians did the like by acting 
on blood taken from theID. Among the Tannese this fatal 
power OV& anyone is exercised by operating on the remnant6 
of his meals. Probably the idea. is that these remnants 
continue to be connected with the portions he has eaten, 
and that have become part of biID. They believe that-

.. men can create disease and death by burning what is called nahak. 
Nahak means rubbish, but principally refuse of food. Everything of 
the kind they bury or throw into the sea., lest the disease-makers Should. 
get hold of it. • • • H a disease-maker was ill himself, he felt sure that 
some one must be burning his nahak." 

Spells which originate in the belief that a representation-cis 
physically connected with th~ thing represented, might be 
exemplified from societies in all stages. Keating tells us of 
the Chippewas, that a sorcerer transfers a disease by making 
a .. wooden image of his patient's enemy," piercing it to the 
heart, and introducing powders: a method identical witjJ. 
methods indicated in tales of European witchcraft. 

Turning from this simpler form of magic to the form 
in which sUllernatural. agents are employed, there .comes the 

£2 
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question-Does not the second grow out of the first? Reasons 
exist for thinking that it does. On remembering how small 
a difference the primitive man recognizes between the living 
and the dead, we may suspect that he thinks the, two can be 
similarly acted upon. If possessing a portion of a living 
man gives power over him, will not possessing a portion 
of a. dead man give power over him too? That by some 
peoples the deceased is supposed to have need of all his 
parts, has already been shown. We saw, in § 88, that the 
Mexicans put his bones where he could easily find them at 
the resurrection; and that a dead Peruvian's hair and nails 
were preserved for him in one place. A like custom has a 
like assigned reason among the Inland Negroes in Ardrah. 
Is there not, then, the implication that one who obtains such 
relics thereby obtains a means of hurting, and therefore of 
coercing, the dead owner? Accept this implication, and the 
meaning of enchantments becomes clear. Habitually there 
is destructive usage; and habitually the things bruised, or 
burned, or boiled, are fragments of dead things, brute or 
human, but especially human. Speaking of the Ancient 
Peruvians, Arriaga says that by "a certain powder ground 
from the bones of the dead," a sorcerer" stupifies all in the 
house." During early times in Europe, it was thought 
dangerous" to leave corpses unguarded, lest they should be. 
mangled by the witches, who took from them the most 
choice ingredients composing their charms." Our own Parlia
ment, so late even as 1604, enacted a death-penalty on any 
one who exhumed a corpse, or any part of it, to be used in 
"witchcrafte, sorcerie, charme, or inchantment." Portions of 
the dead man having been the elements originally used, and 
such portions having repulsiveness as their nlOst conspicuous 
trait, repulsive things in general naturally suggested them
selves as things likely to strengthen the" hell-broth." Espe
cially if animal-souls, or the souls of metamorphosed human 
beings, were to be coerced, there might be looked for those 
strange mixtures of "eye of newt, and toe of frog," etc., which 
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the witch-cauldron contains.* That some such 
relationship exists between the arts of the necf9mancer and 
these ideas of the savage, we find further reason to suspect 
in the supposed potency of names. The primitive notion 
that a man's name forms a part of him, and the derivative 
Dotion that calling the dead by their names affects them and 
may offend them, originate the necromancer's notion of invo-

• Just after this was written, there came te me a striking verification of 
the inferenoe d ... wn in it. In a letter of thanks te Mr. Bancroft, for the 
first volume of his Native llacss 'If tM Pacific States, having implied that I 
greatly valued, for my own purposes, his laborious compilation, Mr. Bancroft 
was 80 obliging as te selld me forthwith the proofs of large parts of the 
remaining volumes. In those of Vol. III, a,paragraph.on p. 147 describes 
t he initiation of a shaman among the ThlinkeetB. Going to the woode, and. 
feeding for some weeks" only on the roots of the panaa:.horrillMm," he waits,. 
till .. the chier of the spirits" [who is an ancestral shaman lsends him "a. 
r:Ter·otter, in the tongue of which animal is supposed to. be hid the whole 
power and secret of shamanism .•.•• If,. however, the spirits will not. 
visit the would-be shaman, nor give him any oPp'ortunity to get the otter
tongue as described above, the neophyte visits the tomb of. a dead. shaman 
and keeps an awful vigil over night, holding in his living mouth a finger of 
the dead man or one of his teeth.; this constrains the spirits very powerfully 
w send the necessary otter." 

Here, more fitly tl,an elsewhere, I may point out that we thus get an 
explanation of amulets. Portions of dead men and dead animals, though not 
exclusively the things used f9r them, are the ordinary things. That which 
tho .oreerer employs as an. inst,rument of coercion, is, when a Wisman, held 
as securing the good offices of the ghost, or as a protection against it. The 
custom, common among Mvages, of wearing about them bones of dead rela
tives, has probably this-meaning;; which, ns we saw, was the avowed meaning 
of the Koniaga-whalers in keeping as charms bits of the flesh of a dead com,' 
panion. This notion ie implied in the fact that" an Ashantee 80vereigu carried 
the head or his predecessor with him to battle as a charm." Haces who are 
in danger from ferocious. animals, often use as amulets the preservable parta 
of such animals_ Of the Damaras, Andersson says that their amulets are 
generally the teeth of lions and hYIlln8s, entrails of animals, etc.; and that 
the Namaqua-amulets consist .. as usual of the teeth and claws of lions, 
hYlllnas, and other wild beasts; pieces of wood, bone, dried flesh and fat, 
roots of plants, etc." Among the charms belonging toa DyRk medicine-man 
were~ome tseth or alligators and honey bears, several boar's tusks, chips of 
deer horn, tangles of coloured thread, claws of some animals, and odds and 
ende of European articles. Elsewhere the motive ie specified. Enumerating 
the amulets of the Brazilian Indian, Spix and Martius name the "eye-teeth 
of ounces and monkeys;" and they say the Indian thinks his amulets, among 
other benefits, .. will protect him against the atLacks of wild b&lSts." 
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cation. Everywhere, be it in the Hebrew legend of Samuel, 
whose ghost asks why he has been dis<luieted, or in an 
Icelandic saga, which describes ghosts severally summoned 
by name as answering to the summons, we get evidence that 
possession of the name is supposed to give over the dead an 
influence like that which it is supposed to give over the 
living. The power aC<luired by knowledge of the name is 
again implied by such stories as the" open Sesame" of the 
Arabian Nights; and the alleged effect of calling the name 
we see in the still-extant, though now jocose, saying-" Talk 
of the devil and he is sure to appear." 

Special interpretations aside, however, the general inter
pretation is sufficiently manifest. The primitive ghost
theory, implying but little difference between dead and 
living, fosters the notion that the dead can be acted on 
by arts like those which act on the living; and hence results 
that species of magic which, in its earlier form, is a sum
moning of the dead to get from them information, as the 
witch of Endor summons the spirit of Samuel, and in its 
later form is a raising of demons to help in mischief. 

§ 134. Exorcism and sorcery pass insensibly into miracle. 
What difference exists refers !Eiss to the natures of the 
effects worked than to the characters of the agents working 
them. If the marvellous results are ascribed to a super
natural being at enmity with the observers, the art is 
sorcery; but if ascribed to a friendly supernatural being, 
the marvellous results are classed as miracles. . 

This is well shown in the contest between the Hebrew 
priests and the magic~ans of Egypt. From Pharaoh's point 
of view, Aaron was an enchanter working by the help of a 
sphit antagonistic to himself j while his own priests worked 
by the help of his favouring gods. Contrariwise, from the 
point of view of the Israelites. the achievements of their 
own leaders were divine, and those of their antagonists 
diabolical But both believed that supematural agency was 
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employed, and that the more powerful supernatural agent 
had to be yielded to . 

.Alleged ancient miracles of another order are'paralleled in. 
their meanings by alleged miracles now wrought every day 
in South Africa. By the Bechuanas, missionaries are taken 
for another sort of rain-makers; and among the Yorubas, 
.. an old farmer, seeing a cloud, will say to a missionary~ 
• please let it rain for us:" Rain being thus, in these arid, 
regions, as in the East, synonymous with blessing, we find, 
contests between rain-doctors, or .. heaven-herds," like that 
between Elijah and the priests of Baal. There are similar 
trials of strength, and kindred penalties for failure. In. 
Zululand, at a time when "the heaven was hot and dry," 
a rain-doctor, "Umkqaekana, says-'let the people look at 
the heaven at such a time; it will rain.' . .. And when it. 
rained, the people said-'truly, he is a doctor.' • •. After 
that year the heaven was hard, and it did not rain. The 
people persecuted him exceedingly. • " It is said they 
poisoned bim." Habitually we find this same conception 
of the weather-doctor, as, in the words of Bishop Callaway, 
.. a priest to whom is entrusted the power of prevailing 
mediation;" and habitually we find both his mediatory 
power and the power of the supernatural agent with whom 
he has influence, tested by the result. Thus, in the account 
of his captivity in Brazil, the old voyager, Hans Stade, 
saying, "God did a wonder through me," narrates how, at 
the request of two savages; he stopped by prayer a coming 
storm, which threatened to hinder their fishing; and that 
"the savage, Parwaa, said-' ;Now I see that thou hast 
spoken with thy God:'" heathen and Christian being thus 
perfectly at o~e in their interpretation. 

The only difference of moment is the extent to which the 
supernatural agent who produces the miraculous effect at 
the instigation of the medicine-man, rain-maker, prophet, or 
priest, has diverged in ascribed nature from the primitive 
ancestral ghost. 
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§ 135. And now we-approach another order of phenomena 
which has been evolving simultaneously with the orders 
aescribed in this chapter and the one preceding it. 

The primitive, belief is that the ghosts of the dead, enter
ing the bodies of the living, produce convulsive actions, 
insanity,_ disease, and death; and as this belief develops, 
these original supernatural agents conceived as causing such 
evils, differentiate into· supernatural agents of various kinds 
and powers. Above, we have contemplated certain sequences 
of this-theory of possession. Along with a belief in malefi
cent possession there goes a belief in beneficent possession; 
which is prayed for under the forms of supernatural strength, 
inspiration,orknowledge. Further, from the notion that if 
maleficent demons can enter they can be driven out, there 
results exorcism. . And tlien there comes the idea that they 
may be otherwise controlled-may be called to aid: whence 
enchantments and miracles . 
. But if ghosts of the dead, or derived supernatural agents 

otherwise classed, can thus inflict evils on men when at 
enmity with them, or, when amicable, can give them help 
and protection, will it not be wise so to behave as to gain 
their good-will? This is evidently one of several policies 
that may be adopted. Supposed as these souls or spirits 
originally are, to be like living men in their perceptions and 
intelligence, they may be evaded and deceived. Or, as in the 
procedures above described, they may be driven away and 
defied. Or, contrariwise, there may be pursued the course of 
pacifying them if angry, and pleasing them if friendly. 

This last course, which originates religious observances in 
general, we have now to consider. We shall find that the 
group of ideas and practices constituting a. cult, has the same 
root with the groups of ideas and practices already described, 
and gradually diverges from them. 



CHAPTER XIX.. 

SACRED PLACES, TEMPLES, ll.TJ> ALTARS·; SACRIFICE, FASTIKG, 

AND PROPITIATION; PRAISE, PRAYER, ETC. 

§ 136. THE inscriptions on grave-.stones commonly begin 
with the words-" Sacred to the memory of." The sacred
ness thus ascribed to the tomb, extelids to whatever is, or has 
been, closely associated with the dead. The bedroom con
taining the corpse is . entered with noiseless steps; words are 
uttered in low tones; and. by the subdued manner is shown a 
feeling which, however variable in other elements, always in
cludes the element of awe .. 

This sentiment excited in us by the dead, by the place of 
the dead, and by the immediate belongings of the dead 
while doubtless partly unlike that of the primitive man, is ir 
essence like it. When we. read of savages in general, as of the 
Dakotahs, that II they stand in great awe of the spirits of the 
dead," and that many tribes, like the Hottentots," leave the 
huts they died in standing," with their contents untouched; 
we are shown that fear is a chiet" component of the sentiment. 
ShriIiking from the chamber of. death, often shown among 
ourselves, like aversion to going through a churchyard at 
night, arises partly from a vague dread. Common to un
civilized and civilized, this feeling colours all the ideas which 
the dead arouse. 

Parallelisms apart, we have abundant proof that the place 
where the dead are, awakens in savages an emotion of fear; 
is approached with hesitating steps; and acquires the charac-. 
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ter of sanctity. In the Tonga Islands, the cemeteries con. 
taining the greatest chiefs are considered sacred. When· a 
New Zealand chief is buried in a village, the whole village 
becomes tapu: no one, on pain of death, being permitted to 
go near it. The Tahitians never repair or live in the house of 
one who has died: that, and everything belonging to him, is 
tabooed. Food for the departed is left by New Zealanders in 
" sacred calabashes j" in Aneiteum, the groves in which they 
leave offerings of food for their dead ancestors, are " sacred 
groves j" and by Ashantis, the town of Bantama "is regarded 
as sacred because it contains the fetish-house. which is the 
mausoleum of the kings of Ashanti" 

The fact which here concerns us is, that this awe excited 
by the dead grows into a sentiment like that excited by the 
places and things used for religious purposes. The kinship 
is forced on our attention when Cook tells us of the Sand
v.ich Islanders, that the morai seems to be their pantheon as 
well as their burial-place; and that the marais or burying
grounds of the Tahitians are also places of worship. But we 
shall see this relationship most clearly on tracing the genesis 
of temples and altars. 

§ 137. By the cave-inhabiting Veddahs, until recently, tbe 
clead man was left where he died: the survivors sought 
some other cave, leaving that in which the death occurred to 
the spirit of the deceased. As already sbow'n in connexion 
with another belief, t.he Bongo people could not be got to 
enter a certain cave which they said was haunted by the 
spirits of fugitives who had died in it. Further south" no 
one dared to enter the Lohaheng, or cave, for it was the 
common belief that it was the habitation of the Deity." And 
in the Izdubar legends, Heabani, represented as living in a 
cave, is said. at death, to be taken by his "mother earth," 
and his ghost is raised out of the earth. On being thus 
reminded that primitive men lived in caves and interred their 
dead in them j on adding that when they ceased to use caves 
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as dwellings,they continued to use them as cemeteries; and 
on remembering, further, the general custom of carrying 
offerings to the places where the departed lie; we see how
there arises' the sacred cave or cave-temple., That 
the cave-temples of Egypt thus originated is tolerably clear. 
In various parts of the world natural caverns are found with 
rude frescoes daubed on their sides; and these artificial 
caverns in which some Egyptian kings were b~ried, had their 
long passages and sepulchral chambers covered with paint
ings. If we assume that to the preserved bodies of theso 
kings, as to those of Egyptians generally, offerings were 
made j we must infer that the sacred burial-cave had become 
a cave-temple. And on learning that elsewhere in Egypt 
there are cave-temples of a more developed kind that were 
not sepulchraf, we may properly regard these as derivative; 
for it is not to be supposed that men begun cutting their 
places of worship out of the solid rock, without having a. 
preceding habit to prompt them. 

For another class of temples we have another origin caused 
by another mode of burial. The Araw~ks place the corpse in 
a "small corial (boat) and bury it in the hut." By the 
Guiana tribes, "a hole is dug in the hut and there the body 
is laid." Among the Creeks, the habitation of the dead 
becomes his place of interment. Similarly in Africa. By 
the Fantees " the dead person is buried in his own house j" 
the Dahomans bury in the deceased's" own house or in the 
abode of certain ancestors;" and there is house-burial among 
the Fulahs, the Bagos, and the Gold Coast people. Whether 
the house thus used tends to become a temple, depends on 
",hether it is, or is not, abandoned. In cases like those 
cited in § 117. where the survivors continue to inhabit it 
after one or more interments, the acquirement of the saCI'ed 
character is prevented. When Landa tells us of the Yuca
tanese. that, "as a rule, they abandoned the house and left it 
uninhabited after the burial, unless there wers many people 
living in it who overcame the ,fear of death by company j" ws 
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are shown the rise of the sentiment and what results froni it 
if not checked. Hence, when told of the Caribs that, "bury
ing the corpse in the centre of his own dwelling" [if the 
master of the house] the relations " quitted the house alto
gether, and erected another in a distant situation;" and when 
told of the Brazilian Indians that a dead man "is buried in 
the hut which, if he was an adult, is abandoned, and another 
built in its stead j" and when told that" the ancient Peru
vians frequently buried their dead in their dwellings and 
then removed;" we cannot but see that the abandoned house, 
thus left to the ghost of. the deceased, becomes a place 
regarded with awe. Moreover, as repeated supplies of food 
are taken to it j and as along with making offerings there go 
other propitiatory acts j the deserted dwelling-house, turned 
into a mortuary-house, acquires the attributes of a temple. 

Where house-burial is not practised, the. sheltering struc
ture raised above the grave, or above the stage bearing the 
corpse, becomes the germ of the sacred building. By some 
of the New Guinea people there is a "roof of atap erected 
over" the burial-place. In Cook's time, the Tahitians placed 
the body of a dead person upon a kind of bier supported 
by sticks and under a roof. So, too, in Sumatra, where "a 
shed is built oyer" the grave;: and so, too, in Tonga. Of 
course this shed admits of enlargement and finish. The 
Dyaks in some places build mausoleums like houses, 18 ft. 
high, ornamentally carved, containing the goods of the de
parted-sword, shield, paddle, etc. When we read that the 
Fijians deposit the bodies of their Cfhiefs in small mbures or 
temples, we may fairly conclude that these so-called temples 
are simply more-developed sheltering structures. Describing 
the funeral rites of a Tahitian chief, placed under a pro
tective shed, Ellis says the corpse was clothed" and placed 
in a sitting posture; a small altar was erected before it, 
and offerings of fruit, food, and flowers, daily presented by 
the relatives, or the priest appointed to attend the body." 
Here the shed has become a plac~ of worship. Still IDore 
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clearly did the customs of the Peruvians show that the 
structure erected over the dead body develops into a 
temple. Acosta. tells us that "everyone of these kings 
Yncas left all his treasure and revenues to entertaine the 
place of worshippe where his body was layed, and there 
were many ministers with all his famil,ie dedicated to his 
service." 

Nor is it among inferior races alone that we trace this 
genesis of the temple out of the specially-provided house 
for the dead. That which early Spanish travellers tell us 
about the Peruvians, ancient Greek travellers tell us about 
the Egyptians. Just as Cieza remarks "how little [the 
Collas] cared for having large and handsome houses for the 
living, while they bestowed so much care on the tombs 
where the dead were interred;" so Diodorus, giving a reason 
for the meanness of the Egyptians' dwellings as contrasted 
with the splendour of their tombs,says-" they termed the 
houses of the living inns, because they' stay in them but a 
little while, but the. sepulchres of the dead they call ever
lasting habitations." .As these Egyptian tombs, . like their 
houses in type though so superior in quality, were places in. 
whiCh offerings to the dead were made, they were essentially 
temples. Indeed, as it is doubtful whether that most ancient 
underground structure close to the great ppamid, is a tomb 
or a temple-as the Serapeum (also underground) where the 
god Osiris-Apis was buried afte); each incarnlttiqn, "re
sembled in appearance the other .Egyptian temples, even 
those which were not of a funereal character;" we have 
reason for thinking that in earlier ~gyptian timl)s .the temple, 
as distinguished from the tomb, did not exist. Not un
frequently in the East, these mortuary structures united the 
characters of the cave-temple and the dwelling-house temple. 
As at Petra, as at Cyrene, soi~ Etruria, the tombs were 
uranged along a cliff "like ho:uses in a street," and "were 
!everally an imitation of a dwelling-chamber:" to which add 
chat the Etruscans had also underground temples like under-
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ground burial places, which were like primitive ~ndergroUIid 
houses. A temple at Mahavellipore in Dravidian style, 
suggests that in India the rock-temple was originally a 
tomb: there is a reclining (1 dead) figure being worshipped. 
The tomb of Darius, too, cut in the rock, " is an exact repro
duction" of his palace on the same scale. I may end with 
the remark of Mr. Fergusson, who, writing of the Chaldean 
temples, and indicating the likeness of the tomb Qf Cyrus to 
a temple, says" the most celebrated example of this form is 
as often c.alled [by ancient writers] the tomb as the temple of 
Belus, and among a Turanian people the tomb and the temple 
may be considered as one and the same thing." 

Later times have seen manifest tendencies to such a 
genesis of the temple, de novo. In the oases' of the Sahara, 
are chapels built over the remains of marabouts, or Maho
metan saints; and to these chapels the pious make pilgrim
ages and take Qfferings. Obviously, too, a chapel covering 
the tomb of a saint within a Roman Catholic cathedral, is 
a small temple within a large one. And every detached 
mausoleum containing the bones of a distinguished man, is 
visited with feelings akin to the religious, and is an incipient 
place of worship. 

§ 138. When, from tracing the ongm of the sacred 
chamber, be it cave, or deserted house, or special mortuary
house, 'Or temple, we proceed to trace the ~rigin of the 
sacred structure within it-the altar-we come first to 
something intermediate. In India there are highly-developed 
sacred structures uniting the attributes of the two. 

The grave-heap growing into the tumulus, which in
creases in size with the dignity of the deceased, sometimes 
develops from a mound <>f earth into a mound partly of 
stones and partly <>f earth, or otherwise wholly of stones, and 
finally into a stone structure, still solid like a ~ound, and 
still somewhat mound-shaped, but highly elaborated archi
tecturally. Instead 'of a sacred edifice ~volved from the 
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B!!pulchral chamber, we have, in the Indian Tope, a sacred 
edifice evolved from the grave-heap· itself. "The Tope is 
the lineal and direct descendant of the funereal tumulus," 
says Mr. Fergusson; or, as defined by Gen. Cunningham in 
his elaborate work, it is "a regularlg-built cairn," as its 
name implies. Of these Indian Topes, some con~in relics 
of Sa'kya-muni; and others contain relics of his principal 
disciples, priests, and saints: relics only, oecause in the case 
of Sakyli-muni, parts of his remains were carried to different 
places, and because, in the other cases, burning of the dead 
having been adopted by the Indian Buddhists, the tomb 
became not the receptacle of a body but of a remnant. As 
nearly as this change of practice permits, therefore, the Tope is 
a tomb; and the prayers offered at Topes, the processions made 
round them, and the adorations paid to them (as shown ill 
the sculptures on their own surfaces), prove .that they are 
simply solid temples instead of hollow temples. Further 
evidence of this remains: the name given to certain of them, 
Chaitya, means, in Sanskrit," an altar, a temple, as well as 
any monument raised on the site of a funeral pile." 

Returning to the grave-heap in its original form, we have 
first to recall the fact (§ 85) that among savages who bury, 

. and who take supplies of food to the dead, the grave-heap is 
thereby made a heap on which offerings are placed. Here of 
earth or turf, there partly of stones,elsewhere of stones 
entirely, it has the same relation to offerings for the. dead 
that an altar has to offerings for a deity. 

Where ·corpses are supported on platforms, which -also 
bear the refreshments provide4, these platforms become 
practically altars; and we have evidence that in some cases 
the altars used in the worship of deities are derived from 
them. In Tahiti, when Cook was there, the altars on which 
the natives placed their offerings to the gods were similar to 
the biers on which they placed their dead: both were small 
stages, raised on wooden pillars, from five to seven feet high. 
A like structure was used in the Sandwich Islands to sup-
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port the 'provisions taken to the grave', of one of Cook's 
...sailors. ElsewheJ:e, neither the grave-heap simply nor the 
raised stage, plays the part of a stand for offerings. Ximenez 
tells us of the Central Americans that "if, after the slaves 
had been laid in the sepulchre beside their master, any space 
was left, they filled it up with earth, and levelled it. They 
afterwards erected an altar upon the grave; a cubit liigh, of 
lime and rock, ',9n which generally much incense was burnt, 
and sacrifices. offered." And then, among peoples who en
large the grave-heap, this . structure carrying food and drink 
is placed close to it jas even now before the vast tumulus of 
a Chinese Emperor. 

Among ancient orientals the altar had a like origin. A 
ceremony at one of the Egyptian festivals was crowning the 
tomb of Osiris with ·flowers j :and in like manner they placed 
garlands on the sarcophagi of d~ad persons. On altars "out
side the doors of the catacombs at Thebes" "are carved in 
bas-relief the various offerings they bore, which are the same 
as those represented in the paintings of tombs:" an illustra
tion showing us that where it became. a support for offerings 
placed in front of the dead, the altar still bore traces of 
having originally been the receptacle for the dead. One 
more case. Though, along with their advance from the earliest 
pastoral state, . the Hebrews probably diverged somewhat 
from their:original observances of burial and sacrifice, their 
primitive altars as described, suggest the origin here alleged. 
They were either of turf, and in so far . like a grave-hear, 
or they were of undressed stones, and in so far also like a 
grave-heap. Bearing in mind that, as illustrated· in the use 
of the flint-knife for circumcision, religious usages are those 
which remain .longest unchanged, we may suspeqt the cause 
of the .restriction to. undressed stones for building an altar, 
was that the use of them had persisted· from the time 
when they.formed the primitive cairn. It is true that the 
earliest Hebrew legends imply cave-burials, and that later 

.. burials were in artificial caves or sepulchres; but paStoral 
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tribes, wandering over wide plains, could not constantly have 
buried thus. The common mode was probably that still 
practised by such wild Semites as the Bedouins, whose dead 
have" stones piled over the grave," il.nd who je make sacrificea 
in which sheep or camels are devoutlY' slaughtered at. tM 
tombs of their dead kinsmen:" the piled stones being thliS 
clearly made into an altar. 

The usages of European races ruso yield .evidence of thia 
derivation. Here, partly from Blunt's JJictionary of Theology, 
and partly from other sources, are some of the proofs. The 
most ancient altar known is "a hollow chest, on the lid or 
mensa of which the Eucharist was celebrated." This form. 
was associated with "the early Christian custom of placing 
the relics of martyred saints" under altars j and it is still a 
standing rule in the Catholic Church to enclose the relics of 
a saint in an altar. " Stone was ordered by councils of the 
fourth century, from an association of the altar With the 

. sepulchre of Christ." Moreover," the primitive Christians 
chiefly held their meetings at the tombs of the martyrs, 
and celebrated the mysteries of religion upon them." And 
to Mr. Fergusson's statement, that in the middle ages te the 
stone coffin became· an altar," may be joined the fact (hat 
our churches still contain "altar-tombs.'" 

Thus what we are clearly snown by the practices of the 
'Uncivilized, is indicated also by the practices of the civilized. 
The original altar is th~t which supportS offeringS to the 
dead; and hence its various forms-a heap of turf, iI. pile 
of stones, a raised stage, a stone coffin. 

§ 139. Altars imply sacrifices;' and we pass naturally from· 
the genesis of the one to the genesis of the other. 

Already in § 84 I have exemplified at length. the custom 
of providing the deceased with food j and I might, space 
permitting, double the number of examples. I might, too, 
dwell on the various motives avowed by various peoples
by the. Lower Californians, among whom "the priest demands ~ 

S 
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provisions for the spirit's journey.;" by the Coras of ;Mexico. 
who, after a man's death, "placed some meat upon .·sticks 
about the fields, for fear he might, come .for the cattle he 
formerly owned;" by .the Damaras, who, bringing. food 
to the grave of a relation, request "him to eat. and make 
merry," and in return "invoke his blessing" an.d aid. A 
truth also before illustrated (§ 85), but which, as. bearing 
directly on the argument, it will be well to re-illustrate 
here, is that these offerings are. repeated at . intervals: in 
some places for a short time; in other places for a longtime. 
Of the Vancouver-Island people we are told that'''forsome 
days after the death relatives burn salmon or venison 
before the tomb;" and among the Mosquito Indians," the 
widow was bound to supply the grave of her husband 

. with provisions for a year." When, with practices of this 
kind, we join such practices as those qf the Karen, who 
thinks himself surrounde~ by the. spirits of the departed 
dead, "whom he has to appease by varied and unceasing 
offerings;" we cannot fail. to :recognize the transition from 
funeral gifts to religious sacrifices. . 

The kinship becomes further manifest on observing that 
in both cases there are, besides offerings of the ordinary 
kind, festival offerings. ,'the Karens just named as habitually 
making oblations, have also annual feasts for the dead, at 
which they ask the spirits to eat and drink. Of the Bodo 
and DhimaIs Hodgson tells us that "at harvest home, they 
offer fruits. and a fowl to deceased parents." Such yearlY' 
sacrifices, occurring in November among the natives of the 
Mexican Valley, who then lay live animals, edibles, and 
flowers on the graves of tJ:teir dead relatives and friends, 
and occurring in August among the Pueblos, whQ then place 
corn, bread, meat, etc., in the ".haunts frequented by the 
dead," have prevailed widely: the mo!1ern' Chinese still 
exemplifying them, as they were exemplified by the ancient 
Peruvians and Aztecs. 

Moreover there are offer~ngs on occasion!! specially sug. 
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gesting them. " When passing a burial-ground they [the Sea 
Dyake] throw on it something they consider acceptable to. 
the departed;" and a Hottentot makes a gift {)n passing a 
burial-place, and asks for ghostly guardianship. In Samoa, 
where the spirits of the dead are supposed to roam the bush, 
If people in going far inland to work, would scattilr food here 
and there as a peace-offering to them, and utter a word or 
two of prayer for protection." Development of. funeral 
offerings into habitual sacrifices is carried a stage further in 
the practice of reserving for the dead a part of each meal. 
In Fiji "often when the natives eat or drink anything, they 
throw portions of it away, statjng them to be for their 
departed ancestors." Always when liquor is given the Bhils, 
they pour a libation on the ground before drinking any; and 
as their forefathers ar~ their gods, the meaning of this 
practice. is unmistakable. So, too, the Araucanians spill a 
little of their drink, and scatter a little of their food, before 
eating and drinking; and the Virzimbers of Madagascar. 
when they sit down to meals, .. take a bit of meat and tlu;ow 
it over their heads, saying-' There's a. bit for the spirit.'" 
Ancient historic races had like ways. . 

The motives for these offerings are often avowed. We read 
in Livingstone that a Berotse having a. headache said-It' My 
father is scolding me because I do not give him any: of the 
food I eat.' I asked him where his father was. 'Among 
the Barimo,' [gods] was the reply." The Kaffirs are de~ 
scribed as attributing every tmtoward event to the spirit of a 
deceased person, and as II slaughtering a .beast to propitiate 
its favour." The Amazulu show.us the same thing. '! There, 
then, is your food," they say: II all- ye spirits of :our tribe, 
summon one another. . I am not going to say, 'So-and-sO, 
there is your food,' for you are jealous. But thou, So~and
so, who art making this man ill, call all the spirits; C01;l1e all 
of you to eat this food." 

So that alike in motive and in method, this_ offering of 
food and .drink to the dead man parallels the afi'ering of 

s 2 
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food and drink to a deity, Observe the points of com
munity. The giving of portions of meals is com
mon to the two. In the Sandwich Islands, before the priests 
begin a meal, sayS Cook, they utter a sort of prayer, and then 
offer some of the provisions to the deity. As with these 
Polynesians, so with the Homeric Greeks: " the share which 
is given to the gods of the wine that flows, and the flesh that 
smokes on the festal board," corresponds with the share cast 
aside by various peoples for the ancestral spirits. The 
like is true of the larger oblations on special occasionS. 
When told that a Kamr chief kills a bullock, that he may 
thereby get help in war from a dead ancestor, we are reminded 
that "Agamemnon, king of men, slew a fat bull of five years 
to most mighty Kronion." When among the Amazulu, after 
"an abundant harvest sometimes the head of the village 
dreams that it is said to him-' How is it, when you have 
been given so much food, that you do not give thanks 1'" and 
'When he thereupon makes a feast to the Amatongo (ghosts of 
the dead), his act differs in no way from that of presenting 
first-fruits to deities. And when at another time" he tells 
his dream, and says-' Let a sin-offering be sacrificed, lest 
the Itorigo be angry. and kill us j'" we are reminded of sin
offerings made among various peoples to avert divine ven:" 
geance. There is a no less complete correspond
ence between the sacrifices made at fixed periods. As above 
shown, we find in addition to other feasts to the dead, annual 
feasts j and these answer to the annual festivals in honour 
of deities. I Moreover, the times are alike fixed by astrono
mical events. The parallel holds also in respect of 
the things offered. In both cases we have oxen, goats, etc. ; 
in both caSes bread and cakes occur j in both cases the local 
drink is given-wine where it. exists, chicha by American 
races, beer by various tribes in Africa j in both cases, too. 
we find incense used j in both cases .flowers; and, in short, 
'Whatever consumable commodities are most valued, down 
even to tobacco. As we saw above,. an _African chief ex-
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pected to get aid by emptying his snuff-box to the gods; and 
among the Kaffirs,.when the spirits" are invited to eat, beer 
and snuff are usually added." Nor is there any difference 
in the mode of preparation. Both to spirits and to deities we 
find uncooked offerings and also bl,ll'nt offerings. Yet 
another likeness must be named. Gods are supposed to profit 
by the sacrifices as ghosts do, and to be similarly pleased. 
As given in the fliad, Zeus' reason for. favouring Troy is that 
there .. never did mine altar lack the seemly feast, even 
drink-offering and burnt-offering, the worship that is our 
due." In the Odyssey, Athene is described as coming in 
person to receive the roasted heifer presented to her, and as 
rewarding the giver. Lastly, we. have the fact 
that in sundry cases the sacrifices to ghosts and gods coexist 
in undistinguishable- forms. By the Sand wicb Islanders 
provisions are placed before the dead and before images of 
the deities. Among the Egyptians "the offerings made to 
the dead were similar to the ordinary oblations i:q. honour of 
the gods." The mummies were kept in closets, <, out of 
which they were taken . • • to a &mall altar, before which 
the priest officiated;" and on this altar were made .. offerings 
of incense and libations, with cakes, flowers, and fruits." 

§ 140. Little as we should look for such an origin, we 
meet with evidence that fasting, as a religious rite, is a 
sequence of funeral rites. Probably the practice arises in 
more ways than one. Involuntary as abstinence from food 
often is with the primitive man, and causing as it then does 
vivid dreams, it becomes a deliberately-adopted method of , 
obtaining interviews with the spirits. Among numerous 
savage races fasting has now, as it had among the Jews. of 
Talmudic times, this as one of its motives. In other cases it 
has the allied motive of bringing on that preternatural ex
citement regarded as inspiration. But besides fastings thus' 
originating, there is. the fasting which results from making 
excessive provision for the dllad. By implicatioll this grows 
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into ~n accepted mark of reverence; and finally becomes 
a religious act. . . 

In § 103, it was shown how extensive is in many cases the, 
destruction of property, of cattle, of food, at the tomb. I: 
have quoted the statements that, as a consequence, among 
the Dyaks burial-rites frequently reduce survivors to poverty; 
and that, on the Gold Coast, "a funeral is usually absolute 
ruin to !l poor family." If, as in some extinct American 
societies, everything a man had except his land went into 
the grave with him-if on the death of a Toda" his entire. 
herd" of oxen was sacrificed; the· implication is that his 
widow and children had to suffer great want. Such want is, 
indeed, alleged. We read that" the Indians of the Rocky 
Mountains burn with the deceased all his effects, and cven 
those of his nearest relatives, so that it not unfrequently' 
happens that a family is reduced to absolute starvation;" 
and. that in Africa, among the Bagos, "the fampy of the 
deceased, who are ruined by this act of superstition [burning 
his property, including stores of food], are supported through 
the next harvest by the .inhabi~a!lts of the village." Now 
when along with these facts, Qbviously related as cause and. 
consequence, we join th~ fact that .the Gold Coast people~ to; 
their other mourning observances, add fasting; as well as the 
fact ~hat among the Dahomans "the weeping relatives must 
fast;" we can scarcely avoid the conclusion that what is at}irst 
a. natural result of great sacrifice t~ the dead, becomes even
tually a. usage signifying such sacrifice; and continues as a 
usage when no longer made needful by impoverishment. 
We shall see the more reason for concluding this on finding 
that fasting was a. funeral rite among sundry extinct peoples 
whose attentions to the dead were elaborate. The Yuca
tanese "fasted for .the sake of the dead." The like was a 
usage with the Egyptians: during the mourning for· a. king 
" a solemn fast was establish~d." Even by the Hebrews fast-. 
ing was associated with mourning dresses; and after the burial 
of Saul the people of Jabesh-Gilead fasted for seven days. 
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~ connexion of practices and ideas is strengthened by 
a kindred connexion, arising from daily offerings to the 
dead. Throwing aside a part of his meal to the ancestral 
ghosts, by diminishing the little which the improvident· 
savage has, often entails hunger; and voluntarily-borne 
hunger thus becomes an expression of duty to the dead. 
How it passes into an expression of duty to the gods, is well 
shown by the Polynesian legend concerning Maui and his 
brothers. Having had a great success in fishing, Maui says. 
to them-" After I am gone, be courageous and patient; do 
not eat food until I ~turn, and do not let our fish be cut up, 
but rather leave it until I have carried an offering to the 
gods for this great haul of fish. • • • I will then return, and 
we can cut up this fish in safety." ,,Apd the story goes on, 
to describe the catastrophe resulting, from the anger of the 
gods, because the brothers proceeded to eat before the offering 
had been made. 

Of course the fasting thus entailed, giving o<{casions for 
self-discipline, comes to be used for self-discipline after the 
original purpose is forgotton. There still clings to, it, how~ 
ever, the notion that approval of a supernatural being is 
gained; and the clinging of this notion supports the inference 
drawn.' ' -

§ 141. 'From this incidental result, introduced parentheti .. 
cally, let us return to our study of the way 'in which, the 
()fferings at burials develop into religious offerings. 

We have seen that for the immolation ,of human victims 
at funerals, there are two moti.ves: one of them being the 
supply of food for the dead; and the other being the supply 
()f attendants for service in the future life. We will glance 
at the two in this order. Remembering that a 
man's ghost. is supposed to retain the likings of the living 
man, we shall see that among cannib31s ,the offering of' 
human flesh to the dead is inevitable. The growth of the 
usage. is well shown by a pass/l.ge in Turner's s,am:oa. 'H~ 
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says that Sama was "the name· of the caunibal god' of a. 
village in Savaii.He was incarnate as a man, who had 
human flesh laid before him when he chose to call for it. 
This man's power extended to several villages, and his 
descendants are traced to this day." Again, those ferocious 
anthropophagi the Fijians, who have victims buried with 
them, and whose apotheosized chiefs join other gods to whom 
c. human flesh is still the most valued offering j" show us 
the entire series of sequences-cannibalism during life, can
nibal ghosts, cannibal deities, and human sacrifices made as 
religious rites. So, too, was it with the ancient Mexicans. 
The man-eating habits of their ruling race were accom
panied by slayings of slaves,. etc., at burials, as well as by 
slayings of prisoners before their gods j and though the 
immolations at graves were not, during their later times. 
avowedly food-offerings, yet we may suspe~t that they were 
so in earlier times, on seeing how literally a victim im. 
Inolated to the' god was made a food-offering-the heart 
being torn out, put into the mouth of the idol, and its lips 
il.n~inted with the blood. When, too, we read that the 
Chibchas offered men to the Spaniards as food; and when 
Acosta, remarking that the Chibchas were not cannibals. 
asks" can they have believed that the'Spaniards, as SODS of 
the SUD (as they were styled by them), must take delight in 
the bar1>arous holocausts they offered to that star 1" .we may 
~uspect that their immolations at funerals, like their immola. 
tions ~o the Sun, were the remains of an extinct cannibalism. 
Raving before us such facts as that some Khonds believe 
the god eats the person killed for him; that the Tahitians. 
thinking their gods fed on the spirits of the dead, provided 
them with such spirits by frequent slaughtel'ings; and that 
the Tongans made offerings of children to their gods, wh() 
were deified chiefs; we cannot doubt that human sacrifices 
at graves had originally the purpose of supplying human 
flesh; along with other food, for the soul of the deceased; 
and that the slaughter of. victims as a. religious. rite wa~ 
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a sequence. The like holds of slaying men aq 
attendants. We have seen (§ 104) how common, in un
civilized and semi-civilized societies, is the killing of pri~ 
soners, slaves, wives, friends, to follow the departed; and 
in some cases there is a repetition of the observance. By 
the Mexicans additional slaves were slain on the fifth day . 
after the burial, on the twentieth, on the fortieth, on tho 
sixtieth, and on the eightieth days. In Dahomey there are 
frequent beheadings that the victims, going to the other 
world to serve the dead king, may carry messages from his 
living descendant. Human sacrifices thus repeated to pr~ 
pitiate the ghosts of the dead, evidently pass without break 
into the periodic human sacrifices which have commonly been 
elements in primitive religions. 

In § 89 were brought together, from peoples in all parts 
of the world, examples of blood -offerings . to the dead. 
Meaningless as such offerings otherwise are, they bavo 
meanings when made by primitive cannibals. That any men, 
in common with most ferocious brutes, should delight in 
drinking blood-especially the 'blood of their own species
is almost incredible to us. Dut on reading that in Australia. 
human flesh "is eaten raw" by "the blood-revengers;" 
that the Fijian chief TQ.noa, cut off a cousin's arm, drank 
the blood, cooked the arm, and ate it in presence of the 
owner; and that the cannibal Vateans will exhume, cook, and 
eat, bOdies thnt have been buried even more than three days; 
that among the Haidahs of the PaCitin States, the taamish, 
ilr inspired medicine-man, "springs on the first person he 
meets, bites out and swallows .one or more mouthfuls of the 
man's living flesh wherever he can fix his teeth, then rushes 
to another and another ;" and that among the neighbouring 
N ootkas the medicine-man, instead of doing this, "is satisfied 
with what his teeth can tear from the corpses in the burial
places;" we see that horrors beyond our imaginations of 
possibility are committed by primitive men, and, among 
them, the drinking of warm human blood. We may infer, 
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indeed, that the vampire-legends 'of European folk-lore. 
grew: out of such facts concerning primitive cannibals: 
the original vampire. being the supposed other-self of a 
ferocious savage, still seeking to satisfy his blood-sucking 
propensities. And we shall not doubt that those blood
offerings to the dead described in § 89, were originally, as 
they are now in Dahomey, " drink for the deceased." Indeed, 
as there is no greater difference between drinking animal 
blood and drinking human' blood, than there is between eating 
animal flesh and eating human flesh, hesitation disappears 
on reading that even now, the Samoiedes delight in the, 
warm blood of animals, and on remembering that Ulysses 
describes the ghosts in the Greek Hades as flocking to' 

, drink the sacrificial blood he provides for them, and as being 
mfl'eshed by it. If, then, blood shed at a funeral 
was at first meant for the refreshment of the ghost-if 
when shed on subsequent occasions, as by the sanguinary' 
. Dahomans to get the aid of a dead king's ghost in war; 
it became a blood-offering to a supernatural being for special 
propitiation; we can scarcely doubt that the offering of 
human blood to a deity with a like motive, is but a further 
development of the practice. The case of ,the Mexicans 
is typical. Their ruling races descended from conquering 
cannibals; they had cannibal-gods, whose idols were fed' 
with human hearts; the priests, when there had not been 
recent sacrifices, reminded the kings that the idols .r were 
starving with hunger;" war was made, to take prisoners, 
Cr because their gods demanded something to eat; " and 
thousands were for this reason sacrificed annually. When 
we add the facts that the blood of victims was separately 
offered; that "the Indians gave the idols, to drink, their 
own blood, drawn from their ears;" "that the priests and 
dignified persons also drew blood from their legs, and daubed 
their temples;" and that "thl'!' effus,ion of blood was frequent 
and daily with some of the priests j" we shall see an obvious 
tlliation. Even the records of ancient Eastern 
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nations describe blood-offerings as parts of the two sets 
of rites. That self-bleeding at funerals occurred among the 
Hebrews, is implied by the passage in· Deuteronomy which 
forbids them to cut themselves for the dead. And that 
self-bleeding. was a religious ceremony among their neigh
bours, there is direct proof. In propitiation of their god the 
prophets of Baal cut themselves" till the blood gushed out 
upon them." 

The only question is how far this kind of offering has 
passed into the kind we have now to glance at-the sacri
ficing a part of the body as a mark of subordination. In § 89 
were given many cases of mutilation as a funeral rite, and 
many more might be added. Among the N ateotetaiIis of 
North America, a woman" cuts off one joint of a finger upon 
the death of a near relative. In consequence of this practice, 
some old women ?lay be seen with two joints off every finger 
on both hands." On the death.. of a Salish chief, it is the 
custom for the bravest woman and the man who is to be the 
succeeding chief, to cut· off portions of one another's flesh, 
and throw them into the fire along with meat and a root. 
Paralleling these funeral mutilations, we elsewhere in 
America find mutilations as religious observances. Some. 
:Mexicans practised circumcision (or something like it), and 
self-injuries much more serious than circumcision, in pro-. 
pitiation of their deities. The Guancavilcas. a Peruvian 
people, pulled out three teeth from each jaw of their young 
children, which they thought" very acceptable to their gods ;" 
while, as we before saw, knocking out one of the front teeth, 
is a rite at the funeral of a chief in ,the Sandwich Isiands. 
. Proofs that at funerals the cutting-off of hair is usual 

among savages have been given in abundance; and it occurs 
also as a religious sacrifice. In the Sandwich Islands, on the 
occasion of the volcanic eruption of 1803, when, to appease' 
the gods, many offerings were made in vain, we are told that 
at length the king Tamehameha cut off part of his own hair, 
which was considered· sacred, and threw it into the torrent, 
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as the most valuable offering. . By the Peruvians, too, hair 
was given as an act of worship. "In making an offering 
they pulled a hair out of their eyebrows," says Garcilasso; 
and Arriaga and J os. de Acosta similarly describe the pre
sentation of eyelashes or eyebrows to the deities. In ancient 
Central America part of the marriage ceremony was a sacri
fice of hair. Even among the Greeks there was a kindred 
observance; on a marriage the bride sacrificed a lock of her 
hair to Aphrodite. . 

Alike, then, iIi the immolation of human victims, in the 
offering of blood that flows from the living as well as the 
dying, in the offering of portions of the body, and even in 
the offering of hair, we see that funeral rites are paralleled 
by religious rites. 

§ 142. Is there no further way in which the goodwill of 
these invisible beings may be secured 1 If savages in general 
think, as the Aleutian Islanders do, that the shades of the 
departed must be propitiated "as· being able to give good 
and evil," will they not ask this question and find an affirma
tive answer 1 'When alive their relatives were pleased by 
applause j and now that, though invisible, they are often 
within hearing, praise will still be pleasing to them. Hence 
another group of observances. 

Bancroft quotes from an eye-witness the account of a. 
funeral in which an American Indian, carrying on his back 
the corpse of his wife to the burial cave, expresses his sense 
of loss by chanting her various virtues, and is followed by 
others of the tribe repeating his uttemnces. This practice~ 
which is in large measure the natural expression of bereave
ment, is a prevalent practice into which there enters also the 
idea of propitiation. By the Tupis, at a funeral feast, 
.. songs were sung in praise of the dead." Among the Lower 
Californians, one of the honours paid to the departed is that 
.. a quama, or priest, sings his praises j" and the Chippewas 
make praises permanent by placing at a man's grave. a post· 
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bearing" devices denoting the number of times he has bee,n 
in battle, and the number of scalps he has taken." By par
tially-civilized American peoples, funeral laudations were 
much more elaborated. In San Salvador" they chanted the 
lineage and deeds of the dead" for four days and nights; the 
Chibchas "sang dirges and the great achievements of the 
deceased j" and during ancient Perm.ian obsequies, they 
traversed the village, "declaring in their songs the deeds of 
the dead chief." Like observances occur in Polynesia. On 
the occasion of a death in Tahiti, there are "elegiac ballads, 
prepared by the bards, and recited for the consolation of the 
family." We trace the same practice in Africa. The Man
dingoes, at a burial, deliver a eulogium on the departed; and 
by the ancient Egyptians, the like usage was developed in a. 
degree proportionate to the elaboration of their social life. 
Not only did they sing commemorative hymns when a king 
died, but kindred praises. were general at deaths. There were 
hired. mourners to enumerate the deceased's virtues; and 
when a man of rank was deposited in his tomb,' the priest 
,read from 0. papyrus an . account of his good deeds, and 
the multitude joined in praising him-uttered something 
like responses. ' 

Frequently eulogies do not end with the funeral. The 
.Brazilian Indians, ",sing in honour of their dead as. often ii.s 
they pass near their gra ves." We read iIi: Bancroft that" for 
a long time after a death, relatives repair daily'at sunrise and. 
sunset to the vicinity of the grave to sing songs of· mourning 
,and praise." In Peru, for'!,- month after death, "they loudly 
shouted out the deeds of the l!lte Ynca in war, and the good 
he had done to the provinces. • • • After th,e first month they 
did the same every fortnight, at each phase of the moon, and 
this went on the whole year.~' Moreover, "bards and min- , , 
strels were appointed to chronicle his achievements, and their 
songs continued to be rehearsed at high festivals." 

The motive parallels the religious motive .. By the Amazulu 
these praises of the dead are repeated for the avowed purpose 
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. of gainirig favours or escaping punishments. Answering the 
reproaches of his brother's angry ghost, a Zulu says-" I do 
call on you, and. laud you by your laud-giving names." Again, 
"if there is illness in the village, the eldest son lauds him 
[the father] with the laud-giving names which he gained 
when .fighting with the enemy, and at the same time lauds 
all" the otp.er -Amatongo" [ancestrai ghosts]. Further, we 
have proof .. that in. their desire for praise, these ancestral 
ghosts are jealous ghosts. When by a diviner, it has been 
determined which ancestral ghost has inflicted disease, this 
ghost is singled out for eulogy. Here is the statement of a 
Zulli named. UinpenguIa Mbanda :-

"Therefore he is called upon first, and it is said, 'So-alid-so, son of 
So-and-so;' he being lauded by his laud-giving names; then they pro
ceed to' his father, and he too is mentioned in connexion with the 
disease; and so in time they come to the last; and so there is an end, 
when it is said, 'Y e people of Gwala, who did so-and-so,' (his great 
deeds being mentioned), 'come alt of you.' ~ 

So' that, beginning with eulogy of the dead as a funeral 
rite, paSsing toprai~es repeated for a time, then to praises 
both occaSional 'and 'periodic that are established, we rise to 
the char~cteristics of religious praises. Moreover, the two 
are, allke in. the. ascribed demand for them by supernatural 
'beings; in the nature of them as n~ating great deeds j and 
in ~he lnotive for th!l~ as a means of obtaining benefits or 
avoiding evils. 

§ 143. Yet another parallelism. Along with praises of the 
dead there go prayers to them. The Bambiri "pray to 
departed chiefs and relatives;" and. in Equatorial Africa, in 
times of dis.tress the people go to the forest and cry to the 
spirits of those who have passed away. The Amazulu join 
.praYers with their sacrifices. One of Callaway'S informants 
says:-

_ " The .own,er of the bullock having prayed to the .Amatongo, saying 
'There is your bullock, ye spirits of our people;' and as he prays 
naming .. grandfathers and grandmothers who art) dead, saying, 'There 
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fa your food; I pray for a healthybody,'that I may live comfortably,; 
and thou, So-and-so, treat me with Iner~; and· thou, So-and-so', 
mentioning by name all of their family whQ are dead." , 

The Veddahs, again, think. themsiMes guarded by the spirits 
of II their ancestors and thei!- children; ,j and "in every 
calamity, in every want, they call on. them for ald." 'They 
" call on their deceased ancestors 'by naine. . • Come, and par
take ofthis! Give us maintenance; as you did when living !' ;, 
A Dakotah, when going hunting, utters the prayer-i'Spirits 
or ghosts, have piercy on me, andsliow me where'! canfj.nd 
a deer." By the Banks' Islande~,~' prayers, as a rUle, are 
made to dead men and not to spmts." ' Turner, descnbIng the 
Vateans, who II worship the spirits of 'their ancestors,;' says 
II they pray to tl1em over the kava:~bowl; for health and 'pros~ 
perity j" and, describing the adjacent Tannese, he says that, 
sacrificing first-fruits to their deadancl'delfied. ehlefs, 'th~ 
living chief prays aloud thus-I< Compass(onate father, here is 
some· food for you j eat it j be kiIi.d' to llS on acco~nt of, it." 

Only in the supposed origin or nature of the super;. 
natural being prayed to, do prayers like these, differ, from 
the prayers of more civilized ,races to their' diviiUties. . In 
the Iliad, Chryses, Apollo's pnest,'iS represented)!.s saJing"'7 
"0 Smintheus! if ever I built a, temple graCious intrune 
eyes, or if ever I burnt to thee fat :O.~sh of thighs of bi.ills or 
goats, fulfil now this my desire-j let the ,DanaUns payhy 
their arrows for my tears." 'So, too, naiiiese,s,ciillil:ig' on 
Ammon for aid in battle, reminds~iin of ,the30,OdOoiiUs he 
has sacrificed to him. * Between ih~ TiojaD; 0'£ Egypti~, and 

• Why such vast numbers of anim~l& were slaughtered, is 8 ~uestioiito 
which no answer seems fort)lcoming. : Since the ,first edition of, this :work, 
however, I have come upon a clue. In. the Rig Ved ... , there is .. passage in 
which Vishnu is described as carrying- away the broth -made of 8 hUndred 
buffaloes and .. hog. Elsewhere it is said (vi, 11, ll) , For thee, IncIrll, whom 
all the M8l'1lts in concert magui1ied.l'ushal,l and Vishnu cooked .8 hundred 
buffaloes.' " Now observe the meaning of this. The Mahabb&nta .. de. 
scribes a king named .Rantideva, who UJied to· slaughter daily two thoUsand 
head of cattle besides as many other-animals, for use· in his kitchen:" to 
.upport his retinue and depen4ants..-' .:., _ • • • • ~ 
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the Zulu or New Caledonian, there is no difference in feeling 
or idea. 

Of course, along with mental evolution, there go modifica
:tionS'in the prayers, as in the conceptions associated with 
them. The Hebrew prophets, who in later times represent 
the Hebrew God as not delighting in the odour of offerings, 
'have evidently advanced far enough to abandon that gross 
kind of religious bribery which asks material benefits pro
portionate to material sacrifices; though it is manifest from 
the denunciations these prophets uttered, that the Hebrew 
t>eople at large had not dropped the primitive beliefs and 
practices. But while the notion of the partially civilized is 
'not the same- ip form as the notion of the, uncivilized, it is 
'the same in essence. The medireval knight who, praying 
'for aid.4;o the Virgin or to a saint, promises a chapel if he is 
delivered, adoptl!l the same policy as does the savage who 
bargains with the ancestral ghost to exchange protection for 

, provision. 

§ 144. ~ere are sundry other parallelisms which I can
'not spare space to exhibit in full. A paragraph only can be 
devoted to each. 

The East Africans believe "the sf>irits of the departed 
'know what those they have left behind them are doing, and 
are pleased or not, accordllig as their deeds are good or evil i" 
and during a death-lament the North American Indians ad
dress the spirit of the departed, promising to behave well. 
Here reprobation of the ancestral ghost is feared, just as 
among. civilized races, divine reprobation is feared; and ap-
proval is sought with kindred motives. . 

There is evidence, too, of repentance caused by supposed 
ghostly reprobation. Of the Turkomans, Vambery tells us 
that" no greater punishment can befall a living man, than to 
be accused before the shade of his departed father or an
cestor. This is "done by planting a lance upon the top of 
the grave •••• No sooner did Oraz perceive the lance fixed 
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upon the high Yoska of his grandfather, when in the silence 
of the following night he led the horse back to the tent of 
the Mollah and tied it to its former place. This act of re.~ti
tution, as he himself told me, will pain him for a long time 
to come. But it is better to lie in the black earth than to 
have disturbed the repose of one's ancestors." 

Among the Iroquois "a prominent part of the ceremonial 
[mourning for Sachems] consisted in the repetition of their 
ancient laws." , In this we trace an analogy to the repetition 
of divine injunctions as a religious observance. 

Lighting a fire at the grave for the benefit of the deceased, • 
we found to be a not infrequent funeral rite; a.nd in some 
cases the fire was kept alight, or re-lighted, forea long period. 
On adding the facts that lamps were kept burning in Egyp
tian tombs, as also in the sepulchres of the Romans, \VC see 
that maintenance of ·a sacred fire in a temple again exempli
fies the development of funeral rites into religious rites. 

Expressions of grief naturally characterize funerals, and 
grow into funeral rites: sometimes, in advanced societies, 
being swollen by the cries of hired mourners. It was thus 
with the ancient Egyptians; and with the ancient Egyptians 
wailing was also a reli$ious rite. Once a year, they offered· 
first-fruits on the altar of. Isis with "doleful. lamentations." 
During an annual festival at Busiris, which was the alleged 
burial-place of Osiris, the votaries having fasted and put on 
mourning dresses, uttered a lament round a burnt-offering: 
the death of Osiris being the subject of the lament. .A.d-
4erents to the theory of nature~myths of course find a 
symbolic meaning for this observance; but to others it will 
appear significant that this further likeness between fimeral 
rites and religious rites, occurred among people who sacrificed 
so elaborately to their ordinary dead, and who were charac
terized by the unparalleled persistence of their customs. 

Along with dislike to tell his name, which the savage 
. thinks will put him in the power of one who"Iearns it, there 

goes dislike to name the dead: the exercise of the implied 
~ 
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power over them; being supposed to' excite their anger. So: 
strong is this feeling among the Malagasy, that" they account. 
it a crime to mention them [the dead] by the names they 
had when living." Similarly, ·among some peoples, the calling 
of d,eities by their true names has been interdicted or con
sidered improper. The Chinese say "it is not lawful to use 
his [the supreme ruler's] name lightly, we name him by his 
residence, which is in Tien" [heaven]. Again, Exod. III, 
13-15, proves that the Hebrew God was not to be referred to 
by name. And Herodotus carefully avoids naming Osiris.-

In Kaffir-Iand the grave of a chief is an asylum; and in 
the Tonga Islands the cemeteries where the great chiefs are 
buried, have such sacredness that enemies meeting there 
must regard each other as friends. Beecham says that on 
the Gold Coast the fetich-house forms a sort of sanctuary to 
run-away slaves. Here we see arising the right of sanctuary, 
attaching to the temples of deities among higher peoples. 

Speaking of oaths among the N asamonians, Herodotus says 
" the man, as he swears, lays his hand upon the tomb of some 
one considered to have been pre-eminently just and good, 
and so doing swears by his name." In Sumatra, "the place. 
of greatest solemnity for administering an oath, is the • • • 
burying-ground of their ancestors." In medireval Europe 
"oaths over the tombs and relics of saints were of frequent 
occurrence;" and a capitulary required them .. to be admin. 

• Prof. Max Miiller thinks (Hibbert Lecturea, p. 85) that this statement 
will .. sUrprise" those who remember that HerodQtus says the Egyptians 
identified Osiris with Dionysus. Now considering that in Bk. II, Ch.3, 
Herodotus premises that certain things .. concerning their religion, II he will 
repeat .. only when compelled to do so;n and considering that in identifying 
Osiris with Dionysus he was .. compelled II to name both; this exception 
does not, I think, go for much. When I add that in 'Bk. II, Ch. 61, Hero
dotus describes the ceremonies at B usiris as being .. in honoUl' of a god, 
whose name a religious scruple forbids me to mention," and that in Chs. 86, 
132, 170,171, Osiris is in like ways referred to as one not to be named; I 
think readers will be .. sUl'prised" that Prof. Max Miiller should either 
have been unaware of these facts, or, being aware of them, should have re
ferred to my statement as though it, were basele~~. 
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istered ina church and over relics. invoking the name of God. 
and those saints whose remains were below." The transition 
from the original to the developed form is clear. 

Visiting the grave to take food. to repeat praises. to ask 
aid. implies a journey; and this journey. short if the grave is 
near, becomes. if the grave is far oll: a pil.:,arima"ae. That this 
is its origin, proof is given by VamMry in describing certain 
predatory tribes of Tnrkomans, who. regarding as a martyr 
one of their number who is killed, adorn his grave and 
.. make pilgrimages to the holy place. where they implore 
with tears of contrition the intercession of the canonized 
robber." Filial piety. taking a more expanded form as the 
ancestral ghost comes to be dominated by the ghost of the 
distinguished man. the pil.:,crrimage to a relation's burial-place 
passes· into the religions pilgrima"ae. Habitually a grave is 
the terminns:· the city where Mahomet was buried as well 
ns that in which he was born ; the tomb of Baha-ed-din. 
regarded as a second Mahomet; the tope containing relics of 
Buddha; the sepnlchre of Clirist. Moreover, Chaucer's 
poem reminds us that the tombs of saints have been. and 
still continue to be on the Continent, the goals of pil.,crrimages 
among Christians. 

Yet one more analogy. In some cases parts of the dead 
are swallowed by the living, who seek thns to inspire them
selves with the good qualities of the dead; and we saw 
(§ 133) that the dead are supposed to be thereby honoured. 
The. implied notion Was shown to be associated with the 
notion that the nature of another being, inhering in all 
fragments of his body, inheres. too, in the unconsumed part 
of anything incorporated with his body; and with the further 
notion that between those who swallow different parts of the 
same food som~ community of nature is establjshed. Hence 
such. beliefs as that ascribed by Bastian to certain negroes .. 
who think that on eating and drinking consecrated food 
they eat and drink the god himself-such god being an 
ancestor. who has taken his share. Various ceremonies which 

r2 
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savages adopt are pro!llpted by this conception; as, for 
instance, the chdosing a totem. Among the Mosquito In
dians, "the manner of obtaining this guardian was t() 
proceed to some secluded spot and offer up a saclifice: with 
he beast or bird which thereupon appeared, in dream or in. 
reality, a compact for life was made, by drawing bloou.. 
from various parts of the body." This blood, supposed t() 
be taken by the chosen animal, connected the two; and the 
animal's" life became so bound up with their own that the 
death of one involved that of the other."· And now mark 
that in these same regions this idea originated a religious 
observance. Mendieta, describing a ceremony used by the 
Aztecs, says-" they had also a sort of communion .••• They 
made a -sort of small .idols of seeds ••. and ate them as 
the body or memory of their gods." As the seeds, were 
cemented partly by the blood of sacrificed boys; as their 
gods were cannibal gods; as Huitzilopochtli, whose worship 
included this rite, was the god to whom human sacrifices 
were most extensive; it is clear that the aim was to establish 
community with him by taking blood in common. So that 
what, among certain of these allied American races, was a. 
funeral rite, by which survivors sought to illspire themselves 
with the virtues of the dead, and to bind themselves to the 
ghost, became, among the IDore ,civilized, modified into an 
observance implying inspiration by, and fealty to, one of 
their deities. 

§ 145. Thus, evidence abundant in amount and varied in 
kind, justifies the statement made at the close of the last 

• We here get a clue to the origin of various strange ceremonies by whicll 
men bind themselves to one another. Michelet, in his Originea du Droit 
Francais (II, 35), writes-I< Boire Ie sang l'un de l'autrc,.c'6tait pour ainai 
dire se f&ire m&me chair. Ce symbole si expressif se trouve' chez un grand 
nombra de peuples;" and he gives instances from various ancient races. 
But, as :we here see, tbis practice is not originally adopted liS a symbol (no 
practices 6egin as.symbols), but is prompted by the belief that a community 
of nature is thus estDblished, and a commlmity of power over one another. 
Obviously the exchllnge of nllmes between savages results from an allied belief. 
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(:hapter. It was pointed out that the souls of the dead, con;. 
eeived by savages sometimes as beneficent agents, but chiefly
as the causers of evils, might be variously dealt with-might 
be deceived, resisted, expelled, or might be treated in ways 
likely to secure goodwill and mitigate anger. It was 
tlSserted that from this last policy all religious observances 
take their rise. We have seen how they do so. 

The original sacred place is the place where the dead 
are, and which their ghosts are supposed to frequent; the 
sheltering cave, or bouse, or other chamber for the dead, 
becomes the sacred chamber or temple; and that on which 
()fferings for the dead are put becomes the sacred support 
for offerings-the altar. Food and drink and other things
laid for the dead, grow into sacrifices and libations to the 
gods; while immolations of victims, blood-offerings, mutila:.. 
tions, cuttings-off of hair, originally occurring at the grave, 
occur afterwards before idols, and as marks of fealty to a 
deity. Fasting as a funeral rite, passes into fasting as a 
religious rite; and lamentations, too, occur under both forms; 
Praises of the dead, chanted at the burial and afterwards, 
-tlnd recUlTing at festivals, pass into praises forming parts 
of religious worship; and prayers made to the dead for aid, 
for blessing, for protection, become prayers made to divinities 
for like advantages. Ancestral ghosts supposed to cause 
diseases, . as gods send pestilences, are similarly propitiated 
by special sacrifices: the ascribed motives of ghosts and gods 
Leing the same in kind, and the modes of appealing to ,those 
motives the same. The parallelism runs out into; various 
details. There is oversight of conduct by ghosts as there is 
by deities; there are promises of good behaviour to both; 
there is penitence before the one as before the other. There 
is repetition of injunctions given by the dead, ,as there is 
repetition of divine injunctions. There is a maintenance of 
fires at graves and in sepulchral chambers, as there- is in 
temples. Burial-places are sometimes, like temples, used as 
!llaees of refuge. A distinguished deadman is invoked to 
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-witness an oath, as God is invoked: . Secrecy is maintained 
respecting the name of the dead; as in some cases respecting 
. the name of a god. There are pilgrimages to the graves of 
relatives and martyrs, as well as pilgrimages to the graves of 
supposed divine persons; And in America, certain. less
civilized races adopted a method of· binding the living with 
the dead by seeking to participate in the qualities of the 
ghost, which a more civili,zed American race paralleled by a 
method of binding to a deity through a kindred ceremony for 
establishing communion. 

Can. so many and such varied similarities have arisen in 
the absence· of genetic relationship? Suppose the two sets 
of phenomena. unconnected....;.suppose ·primitivemen had; as 
some think, the consciolisness of a Universal Power whence 
they and all other things proceeded. What probability would 
.there be that to such a Power they would perform an act like 
that performed to the dead body of a fellow savage? .And if 
one such community would not be probable, what. would be 
the probability of two such communities? What the pro
,bability of four? What the probability of the score above 
specified 1 In the absence of causal relation the chances 
against such a correspondence would be almost infinity to one. 

Again, if the two sets of rites have a comUl,on root, we 
may see how they come to coexist under forms differing only 
in their degrees of elaboration. But otherwise, how does 
it happen that in sundry societies the two sets of rites have 
.been, or are, simultaneo-qsly .observed in like ways? In 
Egypt at funerals, and afterwards in tombs, the dead were 
lauded. and sacrificed to as their deities were lauded and 
sacrificed to. Every day in Mexico there were burial
oblations of food' and drink, slayings of servants, offerings 
of flowers, just as there were daily ceremonies of .like· kinds 
before their gods j and images of the deacl were preserved 
and worshipped as were images of; the. gods.. Peruvians 
poured out human blood on sepulchres,and gave. it to idols; 
l:iacl'ificed. victims to the .deceased chlebmdvictims to the 
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deity; cut off their hair for the dead and presented their 
hair to the Sun; praised and prayed to embalmed bodies, as 
they praised and prayed to divinities; and made obeisances 
to the one as to the other. If between the father regarded 
as ancestor and the father regarded as divinity there is no 
connexion, the likenesses between these coexisting obser
vances are inexplicable. 

Nor is this all. Were there no such origination of re
ligious rites out of funeral rites, it would be impossible to 
understand the genesis of ceremonies apparently so absurd. 
How could men possibly have come to think, as did the 
Mexicans, that a stone-bowl full of human blood would 
please the SuD. ? or that the Sun would be· pleased by burn
ing incense,.as the Egyptians thought? In what imaginable 
way were the PeruviaJ?s led to believe that the Sun was pro
pitiated by blowing towards it hairs from their eye-brows; or 
why did they suppose that by doing the like towards the sea 
they would mitigate its violence? From what antecedent did 
there result such strange ideas as those of the Santals, who, 
worshipping" the Great Mountain," sacrifice to it beasts, 
flowers, and fruit? Or why should the Hebrews· think to 
please J ahveh by placing on an altar flesh, bread, wine, and 
incense; which were the things placed by the Egyptiaris an 
altars before their mummies? The assumption that· men 
gratuitously act in irrational ways is inadmissible. :But if 
thes~ propitiations. of deities were developed·· from pcopiti':' 
ations of the dead, their seeming irrationality is accounted for. 

We have, then, numerous lin~s of evidence which, con
verging to a focus, are by themselves enough to dissipate 
any doubt respecting this natural genesis of religious ob
servances. Traceable as it is in so many ways, the develop
ment of funeral rites into worship of the dead, and eventually 
into worship of deities, becomes clear. We shall find that it 
becomes clearer still on contemplating other facts under other 
aspec~ •. 



CHAPTER Xx. 

ANCESTOR-WORSHIP IN GENERAL. 

. § 146. Fnoll various parts of the world, witnesses of 
different natiol1s and divergent beliefs bring evidence that 
there exist men who are either wholly without ideas of 
supernatural beings, or whose ideas of them are extremely 
vague. .. When Father J unIpero Serra established the Mission 
of. Dolores in 1776, the shores of San :Francisco Eay were 
thiclcly populated by the Ahwashtees, Ohlones, Altahmos, 
Romanons, Tuolomos, and other tribes. The good Father 
found the field unoccupied, for, in the vocabulary of these 
people, there is found no word for god, angel, or devil j they 
held no theory of oligin or destiny." This testimony, which 
Bancroft cites respecting the Indians of Califorrua, corre
sponds with the testimonies of old Spanish writers respecting 
some South American p'eoples. Garcilasso says that .. the 
Chirihuanas and the natives of the Cape de Pasau . . . had 
no inclination to worship anything high or low, neither from 
interested motives nor from fear j" Balboa mentions tribes 
without any religion as having been met wi~h by Ynca 
Yupangui; and Avendano asserts that in his time the Antis 
had no worship whatever. Many kindred instances are given 
by Sir John Lubbock, and further ones will be found in 
Mr. Tylor's Primitive Culture. But! agree with Mr. Tylor 
that the evidence habitually implies some notion, however 
wavering and inconsistent •. of a ~eyiving other-self. Where 
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this has not become a definite belief, the substance of a 
belief is shown by the funeral rites and by the fear of the 
dead. 

Leaving unsettled the question whether there are men in 
whom dreams have not generated the notion of a double, and 
the sequent notion that at death the double has gone away, 
we may hold it as settled that the first traceable conception 
of a supernatural being is the conception of a ghestJ: This 
exists where no other. idea of the same order exists; and 
this exists where multitudinous other ideas of the same order 
exist. 

That belief in a surviving duplicate is produced among the 
savage, and is perpetually reproduced among the civilized, is 
a fact of great significance. Whatever is common to men's 
minds in all stages, must be deeper down in thought than 
whatever is peculiar to men's minds in higher stages; and 
if the later product admits of being reached by modification 
and expansion of the earlier product, the implication is that 
it has been so reached. Recognizing this implication, we 
shall see how fully the facts now to lJe contemplated justify 
acceptance of it. 

§ 147. As the notion of a ghost grows from that first 
Yagueness and w .. l'iableness indicated above, into a definite 
and avowed idea, there naturally arise the desire and the 
endeavour to propitiate the ghost. Hence, almost as widely 
spread as the belief in ghosts, may be looked for'a more or 
less developed a~ip. This we find. To the in
direct evidence already given I ,must now add, in brief fOlm, 
the direct evidence. 

Where the levels of mental nature and social progress are 
lowest, we usually find, along with an absence of re~gious 
ideas generally, an absence of, or very slight development 
of, ancestor-worship. A typical case is that of the Jlllings, 
.a Wild tribe of Bengal, who, described as having no word for 
.god, no idea pf a future state, no religious ceremonies, are 
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also said to "have no notion of the worship of 'ancestors." 
Cook, telling us what the Fuegians were before contact with 
Europeans had introduced foreign ideas, said there were no 
appearances of religion among them; and we are not told by 
him or others that they were ancestor-worshippers. So fal' 
as the scanty evidence may be trusted, the like seems to' be 
the case with the Andamanese. And though believing in 
. ghosts, the Australians and Tasmanians show us but little 
persistence in ghost-propitiation. Among the Veddahs, in
d~ed, though extremely low, an active if simple ancestor
worship prevails; but here, contact with the more advanced 
Cingalese has probably been a factor. 

When, however, instead of wandering groups who con
,tinually leave far behind the places where their members lie 
buried, we come to settled groups whose burial-places are in 
their midst, and among whom development of funeral rites is 
thus made possible, we find that continued propitiation of dead 
relatives becomes an established practice., .All varieties of 
men show us this. Taking first the N egrito races. 
we read that" with the Fijians, as soon as beloved parents 
expire, they take their place amongst the family gods. 
Bures, or temples, are erected to their memory." Of the 
Tannese, we learn that "their general name for gods seems to 
be aremlLa; that means a dead man." And the like is told 
us of other New Caledonian peoples. With the 
Malayo-Polynesians it is the same ; save that with simple 
ancestor-worship there usually coexists a more developed 
worship of ,remoter ancestors; who have become deities., 
Sacrificing to their gods, the Tahitians also sacrifice to the 
spirits of departed chiefs and kindred. ,Similar statements 
are made respecting the Sandwich Islanders, the Samoans, 
the Malagasy, and the Sumatrans; of which last, people 
Marsden says, that though "they neither, worship god, 
devil, nor idol," yet they \' venerate, almost to the point of 
worshipping, the tombs and manes of their deceased ances
tors." The like holds in Africa. The people of 
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Angola "are' constantly deprecating the wrath' of departed 
. SOUIB;" and the Bambiri "pray to departed chiefs and rela
tives." So by the Kaffirs the spirits of the dead" are elevated 
in fact to the rank of deities." And parallel accounts are given 
of the Balonda, the W anika, the Congoese. Quite 
different though they are in type, the lower .Asiatic races 
yield us allied illustrations. Of the Bhlls, of the'Bghais, of 
the Karens, of the Khonds, we find ancestor-worship alleged. 
The Santals' religion "is based upon the family," and "in 
addition to the family-god, each household worships. the 
ghosts of its all;cestors.'' And were there any doubt about the 
origin of the family-god, it would be removed by Mac
pherson's statement respecting . the Khonds-" The more 
distinguished fathers of the tribe, of its branches, or of its 
sub-divisions, are all remembered by the priests, their 
sanctity growing with the remoteness. of' the period' of 
their deaths.'" Of Northern Asiatics, the Kirghiz and the 
Ostyaks yield further examples; and the Turkomans were 
lately instanced as showing how this worship of the dead 
survives along with a nominal monotheism. Then, 
crossing over into America, the like phenomena are founa 
from the extreme North. to the uttermost South-from the 
Esquimaux'to tho Patagonians: reaching, as we have seen, 
very elaborate .developments among the ancient civilized 
races. 

How ancestor-worship prevailed, and was greatly elabo
rated, among the people who, in the Nile valley, first carried 
civilization to a high stage, has been already shown. How in 
the far East, another vast society which had reached con
siderable heights of culture while Europe was covered by 
barbarians, has practised, and still practises, ancestor-wor
ship, scarcely needs saying. And that. it has. all along 
characterized the Hindu civilization is .also.a fact, though a 
fact 'less familiar., With the highly-developed. religious 
systems of India, there coexists 'a daily re-genesis' of. deities 
from dead men. Sir A, C. Lyall says :-
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" So far as I have been able to trace back the origin of the best
known minor provincial deities, they are usually men of past genera
tions who have earned. special promotion and brevet rank among 
disembodied ghosts by Bome peculiar acts or accidents of their lives 
or deaths. • • • The Bunjllras, a tribe much addicted to highway 
robbery, worship a famous bandit .••• M. Raymond, the French 
commander, who died at Hyderabad, has been there canonized after a. 
fashion •••• Of the numerous local gods known to have been living 
men, by far the greater proportion derive from the ordinary canoniza
tion of holy personages .••• The number of ·shrlnes thus raised in' 
. Berar alone to these anchorites and persons deceased in the odour of 
'sanctity is large, and it is constantly increasing. Some of them have 
already attained the rank of temples." 

.And now having observed the natural genesis o~ ancestor
worship, its wide diffusion over the world, and its persistence 
among advanced races side by side with more developed. 
forms of worship, let us turn from its external aspect to its 
illternal . aspect. Let us, so .far as we can, contemplate it 
from the stand-point of those who practise it. Fortunately, 
two examples, one of its less-developed form and one of its 
more-developed form, are exhibited to us in the words of 
ancestor-worshippers themselves. 

§ 148. Our old acquaintances the Amazulu, who,se ideas 
have been taken down from their own lips, supply the first. 
Here are the slightly-varying, but similar, statements of 
different witnesses :....:... . 

"The ancients said that it was Unkulunkulu who gave origin to 
men, and everything besides, both cattle and wild animals." 

"The sun and moon we referred to Unkulunkulu, together with 
the things of this world; and yonder heaven we referred to Unku· 
lunkulu." 

"When black men say Unkulunkulu, or Uthlanga,* or the Creator, 
they mean one and the same thing." 

"It is said, Unkulunkuhi came into being, and begat men; he gave 
them being; he begat them." 

• IIp. Collaway tells us ·that " Utltlanga is a reed, strictly speaking, one 
which is capable of • stooling,' throwing out offsets i" and he thinks that it 
comes by Tirtue of this metaphor •• to mean .a source of being." We shall 
hereafter find reason for thinking that the tradition originates in no sl\ch 
far-fetched metaphor; but in a much simpler way. 
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• He begat the ancients of. long ago; they died and left their 
children; they begat othem, their sons, they died; they begat others;' 
thus we at length have heard about Unkulunkulu." 

"Unkulunkulu is no longer known.. It is he who waS the first maD_ 
he broke off in the beginning." 

"Unkulunkulu told men_ying, 'I, too, sprang from a bed of 
reeds.' " 

"Unkulunkulu was a black man, for we see that all the people from 
'WhORl we sprang are black, and their hair is black." 

After noting that here, and in other passages not quoted. 
there are inconsistencies (as that sometimes a reed and some
times a bed of reeds is said to be the origin of Unkulunkulu); 
and after noting that variations of this primitive creed have 
arisen since European immigration, as is shown by one of the 
statements that" there were at· first two women in a bed of 
reeds; one gave birth to a white man, and one to a. black 
man;" let us go on to note the meaning of Unkulunkulu. 
This, Bp. Callaway tells us," expresses antiquity, age, literally 
the old-old one, as we use great, in great-great-grandfather." 
So that, briefly stated, the belief is that from a reed or bed of 
reeds, came the remotest ancestor, who originated all other 
things. By the Amazulu, however, this remotest ancestor is 
but nominally recognized. Propitiation is limited to their 
nearer ancestors who' are secondary Unkulub.kulus, called, 
in some cases, Onkulunkulus. The ideas concerning, and 
the behaviour towards, the remoter and nearer ancestors, 
may be gathered from the following extracts :-

"They say that Unkulunkulu, who sprang from the bed of reeds, is 
dead." . 

. "By that' it began to be evident that U nkulunkulu had no longer 
a son who could worship him; ••• the praise-giving names of Unku-
lunkulu are lost." . 

".All nations. [i.e., tribes] have their own Unkulunkulu. Each has 
its own." 

"Utshange is the praise-giving name of our house; he was the first. 
man of our family,-our Unkulunkulu, who founded our house." 

.. We worshipped those whom we had seen with our eyes, their death 
and their life amongst us." 

"All we know is this, the young arid the old die, and the shade 
departS;. ·The·Unkulunkulu of us black m.lD is that one to: whom 
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we pray for our cattle, and worship,~ saying, 'Father I' We say, 
'Udhlamini! Uhhadebe! Umutimkulu! Uthlomo! Let me obtain 
what I wish, Lord! Let me not die, but live, and walk long on the 
earth.' Old people see him at night in their dreams." 

Here, then, we see ancestor-worship in but a slightly
developed form-an unhistoric ancestor-worship. There have 
arisen no personages dominant enough to retain their distinct 
individualities through many generations, and to subordinate 
the minor traditional individualities. 

§ 149. Peoples who are more settled and further advanced 
show us a progress. Along with worship of recent and local 
. ancestors, there goes worship of ancestors who died at earlier 
dates, and who, remembered by their power, have acquired in 
the general mind a supremacy. This truth ought to need but 
little illustration, for the habits of ancient races make it 
familiar. As Mr. Grote says-

"In the retrospective faith of a Greek, the ideas of worship and 
ancestry coalesced: every association of men, large or small, in whom 
there existed a feeling of present union, traced back that union to'some 
common initial progenitor, and that progellitor, a"aain, was either the 
common god whom they worshipped, or some semi-divine being closely 
allied to him." 

This stage of development in which, along with worship 
of ancestry traced back a certain number of generations, 
there went a more widely-diffused worship of some to whom 
the relationships were lost in the far past, we find paralleled 
in other places; as, for example, in Peru. Sun-worship and 
Ynca-worship were there associated with an active worship of 
forefathers. Avendano, repeating the affirmative answers to. 
his questions, says :- .. 

"Each of your ancestors • • • worshipped the marcayocc, who 
is the founder or senior of the village, from whom you are sprung. 
He was not worshipped by the Indians of any other village, for they 
had another marcayocc." 

Chiefly, however, let us remark that these settled races .of 
America exhibited in their professed creeds the transforma
tion of their remotest progenitors into deities. By the 
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Amazulu, the traditionai old-old-one, though regarded as 
having given origin to them and all other things, is "not 
worshipped: he is finally. dead, and his sons, who once 
worshipped him, are finally dead; .and the worship is mOll()
polizcd by those later descendants who are remembered as 
founders of tribes. But among these more advanced peoples 
of America, the most ancient men, considered as still living 
elsewhere, had a worship which subordinated the worship of 
immediate ancestors. This is well brought out by Friar 
Bobadilla~s cross-examination of some Nicaraguans. Here 
are a few of the questions and answers :-

"Friar. Do you know who made a heaven and earth' 
"Indian. My parents told me when I was a child. that it was 

Tamagostat and Qipattonal. • • • 
"Fr. Where are they 1 
"Ind. I do not know; but they are our great gods whom we call 

teoteB • ••• 
"Fr. By whom are the teotllB served 7 
"Ind. I have heard old men SJ.y that there are people who serve 

them, and that the Indians who die in their houses go under the earth, 
and that those who die in battles go to serve the teotes. 
- "Fr. Which is better-to go under the earth or to serve the teotes 1 

"Ind. It is better to go to serve the teotllB, for they go there to their 
fathers. 

"Fr. But if their fathel'l! have died in bed, how can they see them 
there 1 

"Ind. 0111" fathers al"6 these teota." 

Here are passages from the examination of another witness 
-the cazique Avagoaltegoan:-

"Fr. Who created heaven and earth, and the stars, and the moon, 
:md man, and all the rest 1 

"Ind. Tamagostat and <;ipattonal: the former is a man, and the 
latter a woman. ' 

"Fr. Who created that man and that woman! 
"Ind. No one; on the contrary, all men and women descend from 

them. ••• 
"Fr. Are those gods whom you name made of flesh or wood, or of 

what other material! 
"Ind. They are of flesh, and are man a.nd woman, and youths, and 

are always the same j and they are of brownish colour, like us Indians; 
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and they w~lked over the earth dressed, and ate what tho Indians 
ate .••• 

"Fr. What do they live on now 7 
"Ind. They eat what the Indians eat i for the plant (maize 1) and all 

other eatables came from where the teate. dwell." 
Another witness, Tayoteyda, a priest, apparently sixty years 
of age, who declined to become a Christian, gave a like 
account of these ancestor-gods, answering questions thus :-

"Fr. Are they men 7 
"Inil. They are men. 
"Fr. How do you know J 
"Ind. My ancestors told me. 
"Fr. Where are those gods of yours a 
"Ind. My ancestors told me that they are where the sun rises. ••• 
"Fr. Did they come to ••• your shrines to speak to you 1 
"Ind. Our ancestors said that long ago they used to come and speak 

with them, but now they come no ipore. . 
"Fr. Do those teateB eat 7 
"Inil. I have heard my ancestors say that they eat the blood and 

hearts of men, and some birds i and we give them candlewood, incense 
and resin i that is what they eat." 
From other like testimonies given by the thirteen caziques. 
and chiefs, and priests, I will add only the following;c-

"Fr. Who sends you rain and all things Y 
. '.'Ind. The water is sent us .by Quiateot, who is a man, and has 

father and mother, and the father is called Omeyateite, and the 
mother, Omeyate~igoati and those dwell ••• where the sun rises 
in heaven," 

Pages might be filled by evidence of like meaning. What 
has been given shows, like the rest, that the remotest 
remembered ancestors have become divinities, remaining 
human in physical and mental attributes, and differing 
only in power j that being recognized in tradition as the 
begetters, or ca.users, of existing men, they, as the only 
known causers of anything, come to be tacitly regarded as 
the causers of other things;* and that they reside in the 

• While correcting this chapter, I have met with proof that the inade
quately·differentiated ideas and words of primitive peoples, lead to confusions 
of this kind. In his Sa1l8krit Texts, Dr. Muir, showing the conceptions 
which the ancient Rishis had of the Vedio hymns as composed by thelll
Belves, group. together the various cases in which a word implying this com-
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region whence the· r8l.!e came, which is the other world tra
velled to by the dead. The statements of these peoples 
directly imply that transformation of ancestors· into deities, 
which we saw .was indirectly implied by the growth of 
funeral rites into worship of the dead, and eventually,into 
religious worship. 

§ 150. It is said, however, that ancestor-worship is 
peculiar to the inferior races. I have seen implied, I have 
heard in conversation, and I have now before me in print,. 
the statement that "no Indo-European or Semitic nation, 
so far as we know, seems to have made. a religion of wor
ship of the dead." And the suggested conclusion is that these 
superior races, who in their earliest recorded times had 
higher forms of worship, were not even in their still earlier 
times, ancestor-worshippers. 

That those who have another theory to uphold should 
tJ1U8 interpret the evidence, is not unnatural. Every hypo
thesis tends to assimilatt' facts yielding it support and to 
reject adverse facts. But that adherents of the Evolution
doctrine should admit a distinction so profound betweElll 
the minds of different human races, is surprising. Those 
who believe in creat,ion by manufacture, may' consistently 
hold that Aryans and Semites were supernaturally endowed 
with higher conceptions than Turanians. If species of animals, 
were separately made with fundamental differences, varieties 
of men may have been so too. But to assert that the human 
type has been evolved from lower types, and then to deny 
that the superior human races have been evolved, mentally 
as well as physically, from the inferior, and must once have 
had those g~neral conceptions which 'the inferior still have, 
is a marvellous inconsistency. Even in the absence of 
position is used. The several words thus used are "making," "fabricating," 
.. begetting, or generating." Now if in such a language as SaDscrit, these 
words are so imperfectly specialized as to be indiscriminately applied to, tile 
8ame act, we may well understand how incapable ruder languages must be of 
expressing a distinction between begetting, making, and creating. 

ti 
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evidence it would . be startling; and in : the presence of; 
contrary evidence it is .extremely startling., 

If in their more advanced stages the. leading divisions of; 
the Aryans habitually;w hile worshipping . their. . greater' 
deities, also worshipped. ancestors; whcr; according to their" 
remoteness, were regarded as divine, semi-div.ine, and human;' 
must we really infer that in the course of their progress they 
adopted this ancestor-worship . from illferior·· races? On 
finding that by the Greeks, neroes from whom the- people of
each locality traced their descent, were made objects . of 
religious rites, just as by aboriginal Peruvians and others; 
shall we say that while becoming civilized they grafted on.; 
their higher creed this lower creed 1 When we recall the. 
facts that besides· sacrificing' to. the. ghosts' of their;recent~ 
dead, the' Romans sacrificed to the. ghosts of their ancient 
dead, who were the founders of .their families, just as the: 
Amazulu do at the present time; are we to infer that while 
Asiatic nomads· they had no such worship, but· that, then; 
worshipping only· certain'personalized powers ,of Nature, 
they adopted the religion· of ,less cultured peoples as they: 
themselves became more·cultured~ .Such assumption&would 
be inadmissible, even· had we'no indications of :the original' 
Aryan beliefs; and are ·still. more • inadmissible nnw. that·. we . 
know what the original Aryanibeliefs wer61 rAs expressed int 
t11eir sacred writings, they were,essentially thesa,rD.e as.those' 
of existing barbarians. ,,·"The·· ·:heroiC! Inma,' who. delightSr 
in praise," and to whom tile hymn' is ." chaunted.' at: the') 
sacrifice," hoping to .impel cc the well-accoutred, the· loud
thundering, to succour us/~ is· but the ancestor. considerably 
expanded; and from the mouth of. the. Zulu .chief~about. to. 
sacrifice, would equally· well· come·.tha,wards of the. Aryan. 
risI1i-" friends drive·hither ;-the ·milch. [Cow 'with, a new: 
hymn." If the human. ,derivation -of: -lndra.:need& ,fu.rther, 
. evidence, we have it in the statement ooncerning -fLU -intox~' 
el.Lting beverage made from· the Baei'ed plan~" the., 'soma' 
exhilarates not· bdra unless it· be 'poured ; out; '\ .;wllich.is 
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eX.lctIy the belief of an African respecting the ·libation of 
beer for an ancestral ghost. From the Rig-Veda we learn 
that men who by their virtues gained admission to heaven. 
attained an existence like that of deities; and these" ancient 
pious sages," who "shared in the enjoyments of the gods:' 
were implored to be "propitious" and to protect. Still more 
specific are passages from the laws of Menu. We have'the 
statement that the manes eat of the funeral meal; we have 
the direction to the head of the family to make a daily 
offering to get the good will of the manes, and also a; 

monthly offering. And the ideas of savages, whose superior 
gods are the more powerful ghosts, are undeniably paralleled 
in a further injunction. That an oblation to the manes may be 
obtained by them, the master of the house must commence 
with an oblation to the gods, so that the gods may not appro
priate what is intended for the manes ! 

Do, then, the Semitic races furnish a solitary exception? 
Strong evidence must be assigned before it can be admitted 
that they .do; and no such strong evidence is ·forthcoming. 
Contrariwise. what positive facts we gather have opposite 
implications. . P..emembering that. nomadic habits are un
favourable to evolution of the ghost-theory, it is manifest 
that if the ancient Hebrews, like s~meexisting peoples, had 
Rot reached the conception of a permanently_existing ghost7 

they would, of course, have no· established ancestor-worship: 
not because it was beneath them,. but because the conditions 
for display of it were not fulfilled. Further, we must note 
that the silence of their legends is but a negative fact, which 
may be as misleading as negative facts_often are; and beyond, 
the general reason we have special reasons for suspecting this. 
illusiveness. For among. other peoplea we find traditions 
that give no accounts of practices which not only existed but. 
were dominant: the cause being that.:extraordinaryoccur.,. 
rences only are . narrated. and not· ordinary occurrences.; 
Interesting personal adventures. form. their subjec~matter 
and not social habits. which are; at,hest traceable byimplica. •. 

u2 
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tion, and in a condensed narrative may leave no traces at all. 
Thus, to take a case, the legends of the Polynesians say 
scarcely more than the Bible does about the worship of 
ancestors; and yet ancestor-worship was in full activity 
among them. Again, it should be remembered that 
the sacred bpoks of a religion nominally professed, may give 
very untrue ideas concerning the actual beliefs of its pro
fes'sors. Two facts already named incidentally show this. 
The Turkomans are rigid Mahometans; and yet, making 
pilgrimages to the tombs of canonized robbers, they pray to 
their ghosts. Similarly, the acceptance of. Mahometanism 
docs not prevent the Bedouins from sacrificing at the graves 
of their forefathers. In both cases there is habitually done 
that which we should infer could not be done, if we drew 
our inferences from the Koran. W'hen, thus warned, we turn 
to the denunciations of the Hebrew prophets, directed against 
forniS of worship which the Hebrews had in common with 
other races, we are reminded that the religion embodied in 
the Bible differed greatly from the popular religion. . Besides 
the idolatry persisted in notwithstanding reprobation, there 
was tree-worship; and the ceremonials, equally low with those 
Qf semi-civilized peoples in general, included prostitution in' 
temples. Moreover, the association of mourning dresses with 
fasting, cs well as the law against self-bleeding and cutting
off the hair for the dead, imply primitive funeral rites like' 
those of ancestor:worshippers in general. Nor is this all .. 
On making an offering of first-fruit3 to Jahveh, the sacrificer 
is required to say that he has not" given ought thereof for the 
dead." Hence, the conclusion must be that ancestor-worship 
had developed as far as nomadic habits allowed, before it 
was repressed by a higher worship. But be there 
or be there not adequate reason for ascribing a partially
developed ancestor-worship to the Hebrews, there is evidence 
that it has existed, and continues to exist, among other Semitic 
peoples. In a paper ent.itled "Le culte des ancetres divinis€s 
dans l'Yemen," contained in the Comptes rendus of' the }'rerich 
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Academy, Y. Lenormant,after commenting on some insc:rip
lions, says :-

" Here, then, we have twice repeated a whole 8t'ries of human persons, 
decidedly deceased ancestors or relations of the author of the dedication. 
Their names are accompanied with the titles they bore during lifetime. 
They are invoked by their descendants at the same time, in the same 
degree (rank), with the same intention, as the gods [mentioned in the 
same formula]; being, in short, completely placed on Ii par with the 
inhabitants of heaven. • • • They incontestably are deified persons, 
objects of a family worship, and gods or genii in the belief of the 
people of their race.» . 

Kindred evidence is furnished by the following passage from 
the Essai sur fhistoir6 des .Arabes of Y. Caussin de Perceval. 
Speaking of the time of Mahomet, he says the greatest part 
of the nation [i.e., all who were not either Jews or Christians] 
were pagans. 

" They had a great number of deities; each tribe and nearly each 
family had one which they held in special honour. They admitted, 
however, the existence of a Supreme God (Allah), with whom the 
other dpities were powerful intercessors. . • • Some believed that at 
death all was at an end; others believed in a resurrection and auother 
life." 

Several significant implications occur here. The fact last 
named reminds us of the ancient Hebrew belief, or no-belief. 
Further, this difference of opinion among Arabs, some of 
whom are stationary and some wandering, harmonize!! with 
the suggestion above made, that nomadic habits are les~ 

favourable than the habits of settled life to a persisten~ 

ghost-propitiation with all its sequence.<;. f.espectingthe 
idea of a supreme deity, accompanying ancestor-worship 
among them, it is manifest th(l.t wandering hordes, coming 
in frequent contact with relatively-civilized peoples, would 
inevitably acquire it from. them; as, from their European 
visitors, it is now acquired by savages. But that the belief so 
a:!qllired is vague and superficial, is shown us by the existing 
Bedouins; whose Mahometanism, according to Mr. Palgrave, 
is of the most shadowy kind, while the reality of their ances
tor-worship is proved by the sacrifices they." devoutly" make 
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at tombs. No more, then, of Semites than of Aryans can 
ancestor-worship be denied. 

, : 
§ 151~ Mythologists, however, say that these observances 

have a moral rather than a religious character. Let us 
contemplate this proposed distinction under its concrete 
aspects. 

When Nicaraguans are described as having adored the 
teotes, said by them to be the ancient men from whom they 
descended, we may accept the fact as it stands, for these 
people were of inferior race; but when, in the Institutes oj 
JJfenu, we read that· t< the sons of Marfchi and of all the 
other P.,ishis [ancient sages], who were the offspring of 
Menu, son of Brahma, are called the companies of Pitris, 
or forefathers," we must understand the fatherhood not 
literally but metaphorically: these people were Aryans. If 
one.of the Amazulu, sacrificing a bullock, begins by inviting 
C( the first Itongo whQ is known" (oldest ancestral ghost), or 
in other cases is careful to name first a ghost who is supposed 
to be angry because he has not been propitiated, the fact 
exhibits the crude ideas of a race incapable of high civiliza~ -
tio~ If, however, the Institutes oj JJfenu say-" Lilt an offer
ing to the gods be made at. the beginning and end of the 
srriddka: it must not begin and end with an offering to 
ancestors; for he who begins and ends it with an oblation to 
the Pitris, quick~y perishes with his progeny;" we must, 
seeing the proved capacities of the Aryan mind, distinguish 
between the l'eligious sentiment prompting one part of the 
sacrifice; and the moral sentiment prompting the other. 
Negroes who, when suffering, go to the woods and cry for help 
to' the' spirits of dead relatives, show by these acts the gro
velling nature of their mce; and we must not confuund with 
their low conceptions those high conceptions of the Iranians 
implied in the 'lOwrda Avesta, where the souls of forefathers 
are called upon in prayers: these express filial feeliug only. 
Obviously, tho frequent sacrifices by \\hich the ancient 
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Egyptians honoured their dead, namely, thre~ "festivals of the 
seasons," twelve" festivals of the month," and twelve" festivals 
of the half-month," formed part of their religion; for were they 
not Turanians andancestor-worsbippers ?Quite otherwise, 
however, must we interpret the offerings made by the Romans 
to their Lares, on the calends, nones, and ides of every month; 
for these were merely marks of proper respect to forefathers. 
The act of a savage who at each meal throws aside some 
food and drink for the spirits of the dead, shows a, wish to 
propitiate which was not felt by the Roman who offered a 
portion of each meal to his Lares. And if, on going abroad, 
the Roman prayed to his Lares for a happy return, he did not 
ascribe to them a power such as is ascribe.d to ghosts of- rela~ 

th'es by the Indian or Veddah who asks their aid w ben· he 
goes hunting. Still less must we suppose any similarity 
between the ideas of tbe sanguinary Mexicans, Peruvians, 
Chibchas, Dahomans, Ashantis, ·and others who immolate 
victims at funerals, and the ideas of those early Romans who 

. offered up human sacrifices at tombs. Considering that the 
Romans belonged to one of the noble types of man, we must 
conclude that they adopted this habit from ba~er types around 
them. 

What shall we say of such modes of interpretation Y We 
may say at least this, that were he allowed equal licence in 
dealing with facts, the feeblest dialectician might safely under
take to establish any proposition that could be named. 

§ 152. How unwarranted is the assertion that the superior 
Taces have not passed througq .this lower cult, will be again 
seen on remembering that down to the present time, ancestor
worship lingers among the' most civilized of them. Through
out Europe it Ettill shows itself, here feebly and there with 

·some vigour, notwithstanding the . repressive ·influence of 
Christianity. 

Even Protestants yield undeniable traces of the aboriginal 
ideas and sentiments and acts. I do not refer merely to 
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the decoration of graves with flowers, reminding us of the 
placings of flowers on graves by ancestor-worshipping peoples,. 
who also offered flowers to their deities; for this practice; 
spreading with the ritualistic reaction, may be .considered a~ 
part of a revived Catholicism. I refer rather to certain less 
obtrusive facts .. Dead parents are often thought of among u~ 
as approving or disapproving. They are figured in the mind~ 
of relatives as though they knew what was being done, and 
as likely to be hurt by disregard of their injunctions. Occa
sionally a portrait is imagined to look reproachfully on Ii 
descendant who is transgressing; and the anxiety not to dis
obey a dying ~ish certainly acts as a deterrent. So that, 
indefinite though th~ir forms have become, the aboriginal 
notions of subordination and propitiation have not wholly 
disappeared. 

It is, however, among Catbolic peoples that this primitive 
religion most distinctly shows itself. The mortuary chapels 
in cemeteries on the Continent, are manifestly homologous 
with the elaborate tombs of the ancients.. If erecting a 
chapel to the Virgin is an act of worship, then the sentiment 
of worship .cannot be wholly absent if the erected chapel is 
over a dead parent. And though mostly the prayers in such 
chapels, or at graves, are only jor the dead, I am told by two 
French Catholics tbat exceptionally, when. a pious parent is 
supposed to be not in purgatory but in heaven, there are 
prayers to the dead for intercession. A French correspondent 
questions this; but he admits that men and women who 
have died in the odour of sanctity, are canonized by popular 
opinion and adored. "Ainsi, j'ai vu, en Bretagne, Ie tombeau . 
d'un pr~tre tres pieux et tres charitable: il etait couvert de 
eouronnes; on s'y rendait en foule Ie prier de procurer des 
guerisons, de veiller sur les enfants," etc. Accepting only 
this last statement as trustwortl1Y, it proves that the primi
tive religion lingers yet. 

EYen clearer proof that it lingers is yielded by the still
extant customs of feeding the spirits, both annually and at 
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other times. If we read of periodic feasts for the dead 
among extinct nations, or now among the existing Chinese, 
and regard such observances as parts· of their ancestor-:
worship; and if we learn that the feast of .All Souls and 
sundry kindred observances are continued yet in various 
parts of Europe, both by Teutons and Celts; can we deny 
that an original ancestor-worship is implied by them 1* 

§ 153. See, then, how fully induction justifies deduction'; 
nnd verifIes the inference suggested in the last chapter. 

Taking the aggregate of human peoples-tribes, societies, 
nations-we find that nearly all of them, if not literally all, 
have a belief, vague or distinct, in a reviving other-self of the 
dead man. Within this class of peoples we find a class not 
quite so large, by the members of which the other-self of the 
dead man is supposed to exist for a time, or always, after 
death. Nearly as numerous is the class of peoples included 
in this, who show us ghost-propitiation at the funeral, and 
for a subsequent interval. Then comes the narrower class 
contained in the last-those more advanced peoples who, along 
with the belief in a ghost which permanently exists, show us 
a persistent ancestor-worship. Again, somewhat further re-

• The following illustrative passage has been translated for me:-URoman 
Catholic peasants do not forget all the year round to care for the welfare of 
the souls of their dead. The crusts of the table are collected throughout th~ 
week, and on Saturday night are thrown into the hearth·fire; that they may 
serve 118 food for the souls during the following holy day. Any soup which 
drops on the table ••• is left to the poor souls. When 110 woman prepares 
the dough, she casts hehind her 110 handful of Hour, IIond throws 110 piece of 
dough into the furnace; when she bakes litUe cakes, she puts some fat into 
the pan and the first cake into the fire: Wood-cutters put litUe pieces of 
bread which ha'\"e become too dry, upon the tree trunks: all for the pOOl' 
10uls. • •• When the time of All Souls is approaching, the same care for the 
deceBSed is shown more vividly_ In every house 110 light is kept burning all 
night; the lamp is no longer filled with oil but with fat; 110 door, or at least 
110 window, remains open," and the supper is left on the table, even with some 
additions; U people go to Jled earlier,-all to Jet the dear little angels enter 
without being disturbed. • • • Such is the custom of the peasants of the 
Tyrol, Old :Bavaria, Upper Palatinate, and German :Bohemia."-RockAol:, 
Deut.cher Glaube IIna Bra"ch, J, pp. 3!!3-4. 
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strictcd, though by no means small, we have a class of peoples 
whose worship of distinguished ancestors partially subordi,.. 
nates that of, the undistinguished. And eventually, the 
subordination growing more decided, becomes marked where 
these distinguished ancestors were leaders of conquering 
races. 

Even the words applied in more advanced societies to 
different orders of supernatural beings, indicate by their 
original community of meaning, that this has been the 
course of genesis. The fact cited above" that among the 
Tannese the wordior a god means literally a dead man, is 
typical of facts everywhere found. Ghost, spirit, demon
names at first applied to the other-self without distinctions 
of character-come to be differently applied as ascribed dif
ferences of character arise: the shade of an enemy becomes a 
devil, and a friendly shade becomes a divinity. Where the 
coaceptions have not developed far, there are no differentiated 
titles, and the distinctions made by us cannot be expressed. 
The early Spanish missionaries in America were inconve
nienced by finding that the only native word they could use 
for God also meant devil. In Greek, tJalf£CIlIl and 8ear; are 
interchangeable. By /Eschylus, Agamemnon's children are 
represented as appealing to their father's ghost as to a god. 
So, too, with the Romans. Besides the unspecialized use of 
{leemon, which means an angel or genius, good or bad, we find 
,the unspecialized use of deus for god and ghost. On tombs 
the 'manes were called gods; and a law directs that "the 
rights of the manes-gods are to be kept sacred." Siruilarly 
with the Hebrews. Isaiah, representing himself as com
manded to reject it, quotes a current belief implying such 
identification :_CC And when they say unto you, , Consult the 
ghost-seers Rnd the wizards, that chirp and that mutter! 
Should not people consult their gods, even the dead on behalf 
()f the living 1'" When Saul goes to question the ghost of 
Samuel, th~ expression of the enchantress is~" I saw gods 
[elohim] ascending out of the earth:" god and ghost being 
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thus used as equivalents.· Even in our own day the kinship 
is traceable. The statement that God is a spirit, shows the 
application of a term which, otherwise applied, signifies a 
human soul. Only by its qualifying epithet is the meauing 
of Holy Ghost distinguished from the meaning of ghost in 
general. A divine being is still denoted by words that 
originally meant the breath which, deserting a man's body 
at death, was supposed to constitute the surviving part. 

Do not these various evidences warrant the suspicion that 
from the ghost, once uniformly conceived, have arisen the 
variously-conceived supernatural beings 1 We may infer, 
a priori, that in conformity with the law of Evolution, there 
will develop many unlike conceptions put of conceptions 
()l'iginally alike. The spirits of the dead, forming,' in a prllni
tive tribe, an ideal group the members of which are but 
little distinguished from one another, will grow'more and more 
distinguished. As societies advance, and as traditions, local 
and general, accumulate and complicate, these once-similar 
human souls, acquhing in the popillar mind differences of 
character and importance, will diverge; until their original 
community of nature becomes scarcely recognizable. 

Expecting, then, heterogeneous modifications of them, 
multiplying in thought as populations increase, ever spread
ing into more varied habitats, and tending contill,ually to fill 
every place in Nature that can be occupied, let us now con~ 
template some of their most conspicuous types. 

• Concerning the Brst of these passages, which is given as rendered in Tae 
:Boo,", of Isaia" (1870). Cheyne (p. 33) explains that goda are spirits of 
departed national heroes. [In TIle Prop~eciea of Iaaia" (1882) he varies the 
translation; especially by changing god. into god-a. rendAring of elohim, 
which agrees with accepted ideas much better than it agrees with the con· 
text.] Concerning the second' passage the Speaker's Oommentary says
I< It is possible that eloMm is here used in a general sense of a 8upernaturaJ 
appearance, either angel- or spirit." And Kuenen remarks (I, p. 224) 
.. There is no doubt that originally the higher beings,the objects of inan's 
fear (olOa"), were indicated by it [the name eloMm ],-so that this name tOo' 
avails 8S an argument in favour of a former plurality of gods." 



CHAPTER XXI. 

IDOL-WORSlIIP AND FETICH-WORSHIP. 

§ 154. FACTS already named show how sacrifices to the 

man recently dead, pass into sacrifices to his preserved 
body. In § J37 we saw that to the corpse of a Tahitian 
chief, daily offerings were made on an altar by a priest; 
and the ancient Central Americans performed kindred rites 
before bodies dried by artificial heat. That, as embalming 
developed, this grew into mummy-worship, Peruvians and 
Egyptians have furnished proof. Here the thing to be ob
served is that, while believing the ghost of the dead man to 
have gone away, these peoples had confused notions, either 
that it came back into the mummy, or that the mummy was 
itself conscious. Among the Egyptians, this was implied by the 
practice of sometimes placing their embalmed dead at table. 
The Peruvians, who by a parallel custom betrayed a like 
belief, betrayed it in other ways also. By some of them the 
dried corpse of a parent was carried round the fields that he 
might see the state of the crops. How the ancestor, thUG 

recognized as present, ,was also recognized as exercising 
authority, we see in a story nauated by Santa Cruz. When 
his second sister refused to marry him, Huayna Ccapac 
II went with presents and offerings to the body of his father. 
praying him to give her for his wife, but the dead body gave. 
no answer, while fearful signs appeared in the heavens." 
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The primitive notion that any property characterizing an 
aggregate inheres in all parts of it, implies a corollary from 
this belief. The soul, present in the body of the dead man 
l)reserved entire, is also present in preserved parts of his 
body. Hence the faith'in relics. In the Sandwich Islands, 
bones of kings and principal chiefs were carried about by 
their descendants, under the belief that the spirits exercised 
guardianship over them. The Crees carry bones and hair of 
deceased relatives about for three years. The Caribs, and 
several Guiana tribes, have their cleaned bones "distributed 
among the relatives after death." The Tasmanians show 
.. anxiety to possess themselves of a bone from the skull or the 
rums of their deceased relatives." The Andamanese " widows 
may be seen with the skulls of their deceased partners sus
pended from their necks." 

This 1,>elief in the power of relics leads in some cases to 
direct worship of them. The natives of Lifu, Loyalty 
Islands, who "invoke the spirits of their departed chiefs," 
also "preserve relics of their dead, such as a finger-nail, 
a tooth, a tuft of li8ir, ••. and pay divine homage to it." 
.. In cases of sickness, and other calamities," New Caledonians 
.. present offerings of food to the skulls of the departed." 
Moreover, we have the evidence furnished by conversation' 
with a relic. "In the private fetish-hut 6f the King Ad6lee, 
at Badagryj the s1..-ulJ. of that monarch's father is preserved, 
in a clay vessel placed in the earth." He" gently rebukes it 
if his success does not happen to answer his expectations." 
Similarly among the Mandans, who place the skulls of their 
dead in a circle, each wife kno:ws the' skull of her former 
husband or child, 
.. and there seldom passes a day that she does not visit it, with a dish 
of the best cooked food. • • • There is scarcely an hour in a pleasant 
day, but more or less of these women may be seen sitting or lying by 
the skull of their child or husband-talking to it in the most pleasant 

. and endearing language that they can US3 (as they were wont to do in 
former days), and seemingly getting an answer back." 

Thus propitiatiou of the man just dead leads to propitiation J 
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of ,his preserved body, or a preserved part of it; and the 
ghost is supposed to be present in each; 

§ 155. Anyone asked to imagine a transition from-w~r
sh~the preserved.--bedy, or a preserved part of it, to 
idol-worship, would probably fail; but transitions occur. 

The object worshipped is sometimes. a figure of the de
ceased, made partly of his remains and partly of other sub
stances. Landa says the. Yucatan ese-
"cut off the heads of the ancient lords of Cocom when they died, and 
cleared them from flesh by cooking them; they then sawed off half of 
the top of the head, leaving the anterior part with the jaw-bones and 
teeth, and to these half-skulls they joined what they wanted in flesh 
with a certain cement, and made them as like as possible to those to 
whom they belonged j and they kept them along with the statues and 
the ashes. All were kept in the oratories of their houses beside their 
idols, and were greatly reverenced Rnd assiduously cared for. On all 
their festivals they offered them food." ••. In other cases they" made 
for their fathers wooden statues," left "the occiput hollow," put in 
ashes of the burnt body, and attached" the skin of the occiput taken 
off the corpse." , 

The Mexicans had a different method of joining some of the 
deceased's substance with an effigy of him. When a dead 
lord had been burned, "they carefully collected the ashes. 
and after having kneaded them with, human blood, they made 
of them an image of the deceased, which was kept in memory 
of him." And from Camargo_ we also learn that images of: 
the dead were worshipped. 

,A transitional combination partially' unlike in kind is 
found: sometimes the ashes are contained in a man-shaped 
receptacle of clay. .Among the Yucatanese-:-

"The bodies of lords and people of high position were biIrnt. The' 
ashes were put in large urns and temples erected over them. • •• In 
the case of great lords the ashes were placed in hollow clay statues.", 

And in yet other cases there is worship of the relics, joined 
with the representative figu1'3, not by inclusion but only by 
proximity. Speaking of" the Mexicans, Gomara says that 
having burnt the body of .their deceased· king, they gatheJ;ed 
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up the ashes, bones, jewels, and gold, in cloths, and made· a 
figure dressed as a man, before which, as well as. before the 
relics, offerings were placed. 

Lastly may be named the practice of the Egyptians; who 
as tlleir frescoes show, often worshipped the ml~mmy not 
as exposed to view, but as inclosed in a case shaped and 
painted to represent the dead man. 

§ 156. From these examples of transition we: may turn 
to those in which funeral propitiations are madet() a sUQ
stituted inlage. 

The Mexicans practised cremation; and when men ldlled 
in battle were missing, they made figures of them, and after 
honouring these burnt them. Again, 

"When any of the merchants died on their journey, • • • his rela
tions ••• formed an imperfect statue of wood to represent the deceased, 
to which they paid all the funeral honours which they would have 
done to the real dead body." 

"When some one died drowned or in any other way which excluded 
concremation and required burial, they made a' likeness of 'him and 
put it on the altar of idols, together with a large offering of wine and 
bread." ' 
In Africa kindred observances occur. While a deceased 
king of Congo .is being. embalmed; a figure iaset· up ,in the 
palace to represent him, and is daily.furnished with food and 
drink. Among the Abyssinians mourning. takes. place on: the, 
third day; and the deceased having been. buried 'on the day, 
of his death, a representation of the corpse does. duty instead.! 
Some Papuan Islanders, .. after·o., grave if!. filled -up, ,collect 
round an idol and offer provisions to it. Concerning certain' 
Javans, Raffies says that after,.a death a feast is held, in 
which a man-shaped figure, "supported round, the body by. 
the clothes of the deceased," plays an inlportant part.· . 

These practices look 'Strange to ns;. but. a stranger~thing' 
is thaL we :have. so: soon ,forgotten the like ' practioes of. 
civilized nations. When Charles. VI of France was buried, 

" Over the coffin was an image of the late king, bearing a rich crown 
of gold and diamonds and holding two. shields,. one of ,gold) the-other of 
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silver; the hands had white gloves on, and the fingers were adol'lled 
with very precious rings. This image was dressed with eloth of gold," 
••• "In this state was he solemnly carried to the church of Notre 
Dame." 
Speaking of the father of the great Conde, Mme. de Motte
ville says-" The effigy of this prince was waited upon (scn-it) 
for three days, as was customary:" forty days having been 
the original time during which food was supplied to such 
an effigy at the usual hours. Monstrelet describes a like 
figure used at the burial of Henry V .of England; and 
figures of many English monarchs, thus honoured at· their 
funerals, are still preserved in Westminster Abbey: the 
older having decayed into fragments. 

With these reminders before us, we can have little diffi
culty in understanding the primitive ideas respecting such 
representations. When we read that the Coast Negroes in 
some districts" place several earthen images on the graves;" 
that the Araueanians fixed over a tomb an upright log. 
"rudely carved to represent the human frame;" that after 
the deaths of New Zealand chiefs, wooden images, 20 to 
40 ft. high, were erected as monuments; we cannot shut our 
eyes to the fact that the figure of the dead man is an incipient 
idol. Could we doubt, our doubting would end on finding 
the figure persistently worshipped. . J os. de Acosta says of 
the Peruvians that-
"every king in his lifetime caused a figure to be made wherein he was 
l'epresented, which they called Huanque, which signifieth brother, for 
that they should doe to this image, during his life and death, as mucll 
honour and reverence as to himself." 
So, toq, according to Andagoya, 

"When a chief died, his house and wives and servants remaiJ,J.cd as 
iIi his lifetime, and a statue of gold was made in the likeness of the 
chief, which was served as if it had been alive, and certain villages 
were set apart to provide it with clothing, and all other necessaries." 
And the Yucatanese."worshipped the idol of one who is said 
to have been one of their great captains." 

, § 157. That we may 'understand better the feelings with 
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wIrlch a savage looks at a representative figure,:Iet us recall, 
the feelings produced by representations among ourselves. 

When a lover kisses the miniature of his mistress, he is' 
obviously influenced by an association between the appear-t 
ance and the r~lity. Even more strongly do such associa
tions sometimes act. A young lady known to me confesses 
that she cannot bear to sleep in a room having portraits ~n' 
the walls; and this repugnance is not uncommon. In such 
cases the knowledge that portraits consist of paint and canvas, 
only, fails to expel the sllggestion of something more, The 
vivid representation so stl'ongly arouses the thought. of a 
living person, that this cannot be kept out of consciousness. : 

Now suppose culture absent.-suppose there exist no ideas' 
of attribute, law, cause-no distinctions between natural and 
unnatural, possible and impossible.Thi3 associated-con
sciousne~.a.li ving presence will· then persist. No conflict 
with e,stablished knowledge arising, the unresisted suggestion; 
will become a belief. 

In § 133, beliefs thus produced in savages were ·inci
dentally referred to. Here are some further examples of 
them. The North American Indians think portraits super
natural, and look at them with the same ceremony as at a. 
dead person. The Okanagans " have the same aversion that. 
has been noted on the coast" to having their portraits taken. 
The Mandans thought the life put into a picture was so much 
life taken from the original. Catlin says-

" They pronounced me the greatest medicine 1nan in the worId; for' 
they said I had made living being8,-they said they could see their chief" .. 
alive, in two places-those that I ~ made were a. little alive-they 
could see their eyes move." 

Nor do niore advanced races fail to supply kindred factf'. 
In Madagascar, friends of a prince, on seeing a photograph of 
him, took off their hats to it and verbally saluted it. 

That which holds of a picture holds of an image-holds 
even more naturally; since the carved representation being 
solid, approaches closer to the reality. Where the image is, 

x 
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painted and has eyes inserted, this notion of participation in 
the vitality of .the person imitated becomes, in the nncritical 
mind of the savage, very strong.. Any olle who remembers 
the horror a child shows on seeing an adult put on an ugly 
mask, even when the mask has been previously shown to it, 
may conceive the ·awe which a rude effigy excites in the 
primitive mind. The sculptured figure of the dead man 
arouses the thought of the actual dead man, which passes into 
at. conviction that he is present. 

§ 158. And why should it not 1 If the other-self can leavc 
the living body and re-enter it-if the ghost can come hack 
and animate afresh the dead body-if the embalmed Peruvian, 
presently to be revived by his returned double, was then to 
need his carefully-preserved hair and nails-if the soul of 
the Egyptian, after its transmigrations occupying some thou
sands of years, was expected to infuse itself once mor~ into 
his mummy; why should not a spirit go into an image? A 
living body differs more from a mummy in texture, than a 
mummy does from wood. Obviously this was the reasoning 
()f the Egyptians who provided for the ka, or double, of a dead 
man, a statue or statues entombed with his dried body, as sub
.stitutes for it should it be destroyed. M. Maspero writes:-

"Le corps qui, pendant Ia duree de l'existence terrestre, avait servi 
de support a\1 Double, momifili maintenant et defigure, quelque soin 
qu'on edt mis a. l'embaumer, ne rappelait plus que de loin Ia forme dll 
vivant. II Hait, d'ailleurs, unique et facile A· dGtruire: 011 pouvait Ie 
brftler, Ie demembrer, en disperser Ies morceaux. I.:Ii disparu, que 
serait devenu Ie Double! II s'appuyait sur les statues. Les statues 
~taient plus solides et rien n'empechait de les fabriquer en 1& quantiM 
qu'on voulait. Un seul corps litait une sellle .chance de durtle pour Ie 
Double; vingt statues representaient vingt-cinq cbances. De la, ce 
Jlombre vraiment litonnant de statues qu'on rencontre quelquefois dans 
lIne seule tombe." 

Whence it is inferable that the Egyptians regarded the statues. 
()f gods and kings as occasional habitations for their ghosts. 

That a savage thinks an effigy is inhabited we have abun~ 
<1(1.11t rroors. Among the Yorubans, a mother carries for some 
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time a wooden figure of her lost child, and when she eats, puts 
part of her food to its lips. The Samoiedes "feed t1).8 wooden 
images of the dead." The relatives of an Ostyak~ 
.. make & rude' wooden image representing, and m honour of~ the 
deceaaed, which is set up in the yurt and receives divine honours for a 
greater or less time as the priest directs. • •.• At every ~eal they set 
au offering of food before the image; and should· this represent .& 

deceased husband, the widow embraces it from time to time. • • • nis 
kind of worship of the dead lasts about three years, at the end of which 
time the image is buried." . 

Erman, who states this, adds the significant fact that the 
descendants of. deceased priests preserve the images of their 
ancestors from generation to generation; 
" and by well-contrived oracles and other arts, they manage to procure 
offerings for these their family penates, as abundant as those laid on 
the altars of the universally-acknowledged gods. But that these latter 
also have an historical origin, that they were originally monuments 
of distinguished men, to which prescription and the interest of the 
Shamans gave by degrees an arbitrary meaning and importance, seems . 
to me not liable to doubt." 

These Ostyaks, indeed, show us unmistakably how the dead 
man's effigy passes into the divine idol; for the worships of 
the two are identicaL At each meal, placing the dishes before 
the household god, they wait (i.e., last) till "the idol, who 
eats invisibly, has had enough." Moreover, when a Samoiede 
goes on a journey, "his relatives direct the idol towards the 
place to which he is gone, in order that it may look after 
him." How, among more advanced peoples in these regions. 
there persists the idea that the idol of the god, developed as 
we have seen from the effigy of the dead man, is the residence 
of a conscious beu;.g, is implied by the following statement of 
Erman respecting the Russians of Irkutsk:-

"Whatever familiarities may be permitted betweea the sexes, the 
only scruple by which the young women are infallibly controlled, is a 
Buperstitious dread of being alone with their lovers in the presence of 
the holy images. Conscientious difficulties of this kind,· however, are 
frequently obviated by putting these witnesses behind a curtain." 

Like beliefs are displayed by other races wholly unallied. 
After a death in a Sandwich-Island family, the survivors 

X 2 
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'worship II an image with which they imagine the spirit h in 
:some _ way connected;" and "Oro. the great national idol, 
was generally supposed to give the responses to the priests/' 
'Of the Yucatanese we read that" when the Itzaex performed 
any feat of valour, their idols, whom they consulted, were 
wont to make reply to them;" and VillagutieITe- describes 
the beating of an idol said to have predicted the arrival of 
,the Spaniards, but who _had deceived them respecting the 
result. Even more strikingly shown is this implication in the 
'Quiche legend. Here is an extract:-

" And they worshipped the gods that had become stone, TohiI, A vilix. 
and Hacavitz; and they offered them the blood of beasts, -and of birds. 

-and pierced their own ears and shoulders in honour of these gods, and 
collected the blood with a sponge, and pressed it out into a cup before 

-them .• _. , And these three gods, petrified, as we have told, could 
.nevertheless resume a moveable shape when they pleased; which, 
.indeed, they often did." 

Nor is it among inferior: races o.nly that conceptions of 
.this kind are found. Dozy, describing the ideas and practices 
of idolatrous Arabians, quotes this story:-

" When Amrolcais set out to revenge the death of his father on the 
'Beni-Asad, he stopped at the temple of the idol Dhou-'l-Kholosa to 
·consult fate by means of the three arrows called command, prohibition, 
~xpectation. Having drawn prohibition, he recommenced drawing. 
_But three times he drew prohibition. Thereupon he broke the arrows 
and throwing them at .the idol's head, he shouted-'Wretch, if the 
-killed man had been thy father, ·thol1 wouldst not have forbidden 
,revenging him.'" -

Of kindred beliefs in classic times, an instance is furnished 
by the statements respecting the so-called vocal Memnon. 
Among the inscriptions made by visitors on its pedestal, here 
is one signed Gemellus :_CC Once the son of Saturn, great 
Jove, had made thee monarch of the ~ast; now thou art
but a stone; and it is from a stone that thy voice proceeds." 
Similarly with the beliefs of e31.'ly Christians, implied by the 
miracles narrated in the Apocryphal Gospels. " Coming into 
India, the Apostle Bartholomew entered a temple, in which 
was the idol AsLtaroth," ••• At the wish of the king, he 
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agrees to expel the demon, andnen day engages in a dialogue 
with him. •• _ "Then the apostle commands him-' If thou 
dost Dot wish to be hurled into the abyss, come forth from 
the image and break it, and go forth into the desert.' " 

The proofs, then, are many and conclusive. The savage; 
thinking the effigy of the dead man is inhabited by his ghost, 
propitiates it accordingly j and as the effigy of the dead man 
develops into the idol of the god, the sacrifices to it are made 
under a kindred belief in a spiritual resident. 

§ 159. What degree of likeness to a human being suffices 
to suggest the presence of a human soul? These images the 
savage makes. are very rude. The carved post he ~t~c~ on a 
grave, or the little stone figure he hangs round his neck 
instead of an actual relic of a relative, resembles but remotely 
a human being, and not at all the individual commemorated; 
Still it suffices. And considering how easily the primitive 
mind, unchecked by sceptici&m, accepts the slightest sugges
tion, we may expect that even smaller likenesses will suffice 
A dead tree outstretching its remaining arms in a strange 
way, or a rock of which the profile seen against the sky recalls 
a face, will arouse the idea of a human inhabitant. Merely 
DOting, however, that such accidental similarities aid in ex
tending to various objects the notion of resident ghosts, let 
us observe the more potent causes of fetichistic beliefs. 

In § 54 we saw how the discovery of plants and animals 
imbedded in rock, prepares the mind to suspect. animation. 
in certain inanimate things. Here is a fossil shell j there 
are the remains of a fish changed into stone. If wood, retain
ing all its fibrous appearance, may become flint, may not a 
man also turn into· this dense substance 1 And if the dry, 
hard body of a mummy may be entered by its soul-if a 
wooden image may be. so too j may not souls be present in 
petrified masses that look like parts of men? See these bones 
which have been dug up-heavy, stony, but in shape suffi
ciently like human bones to deceive the savage j as. in fact. 
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such bones have, in. past times,. habitually deceived the 
civiliZed, leading to stories . of giant races. What is to be 
thought of them? Are they not, like other human remains, 
frequented by the doubles to which they once belonged! 
Will they notsome dayba re-animated? 

Be this or be it not the origin of reverence for stones. 
this reverence is certainly in- some cases accompanied by the 
belief that they were once men, and that they will eventually 
revive as men. Already I have named the fact that the 
Laches" worshipped every stone as a god, as they sai<i that 
they had all been men." Arriaga says the Peruvians 
"worship certain heights and mountains, and very large 
stones '.' • saying that they were once men." A vendaiio 
argued With them thus :-

"Your wise men say that of old in Purmupacha there were men, and 
now we see with our own eyes that they are stones, or hills, or rocks, or 
islands of the sea. • • • If these huacas originally were men, !!lid had a 
father and mother, like ourselves, and then Contiviracocha has turned 
~em into stones, they are worthless." 
Such stones stand in the same relation to the inhabiting 
ghosts that mummies do: witness Arriaga's statement that 
the Marcayoc who is worshipped as the patTon of the village. 
"is sometimes a stone and sometimes a mummy." They 
also stand in the same relation to ghosts that idols do: 
witness the statement of Montesinos, that the Ynca Rocca 
"caused to be thrown from the mountain [a certain idol]. 
• • • They say that a parrot flew out of it and entered 
another stone, which i!'l still shown in· the valley. The 
Indians have greatly honoured it since that time, and still 
worship it." And this belief was definitely expressed when 
in 1560, the native priests, describing the ancestral ghosts or 
huacas as enraged with those who had become Christians, 
said "the tim.es of the Yncas would be restored, and the 
huacas wQuld not ent~r into· stones or fountains to speak, 
but would be incorporated in men whom they will cause 
to speak." The Coast Negroes betray kindred ideas. In 
some towns, when a person dies, a stone is taken to a certain 
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house provided j and among the Bulloms, certain women 
.. mnke occasional sacrifices and offerings of rice to the stones 
which are preserved in memory of the dead. They prostrate 
t.hemsel ves before these." 

This last instance introduces us to another mode in which 
fetichistic conceptions arise. Already the practices of sor
cerers have familiarized· us with the primitive belief that 
each person's nature inheres not only in all parts of his body. 
but in his dress and the things he has used. Probably the 
interpretation of odour has led to this belief. If the breath 
is the spirit or other-self, is not this invisible emanation 
which permeates a man's clothing, and by which he may be 
traced, also a part of his other-self? Various derivations 
show us this connexion of ideas. Perfume and fume coming 
from a word applied to smoke or vapour, are thus brought 
into relation with the visible vapour of breath. ]f;xhalati07/, 

is that.which breathes out of. In Latin, nidor was applicable 
alike to a steam and a smell; and the German dult, used for 
a delicate odour, originally meant vapour. Just as we now 
speak of the" breath of flowers" as equivalent to their fra
grance; so, in early speech, did men associate smell with 
cxpired air, which was identified with soul. Have we not, in
deed, ourselves come to use the word spirit, similarly having 
reference to breath, for the odorous steam which distils from 
a thing; and may not the savage therefore naturally regard 
the spirit as having entered that to which the odour clings? 
However this may be, we find proof that not dress only, put 
even stones, are supposed to become permeated by this in
visible emanation, existing either as breath or as odour. 
Wnen a noble died in Vera Paz, .. the first thing they did 
after his death was to put a precious stone in his mouth. 
Others say that they did this, not after his death, but in his 
last moments. The object of it was that the stone received 
his soul" A kindred notion is implied by a practice of the 
l\Iexicans, who, along with a man's remains, .. put a. gem of 
more or less value, which they said would serve him in place 
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; of a heart in the other world:" heart and' soul being, with 
I sundry American peoples, convertible terms. Under another 
! form the idea. meets us among the New Zealanders. 
Mr. White, who in Te Rou embodies many New Zealand 

,superstitions, narrates a' discussion concerning the ghosts of 
. the dead, in which an old man. says-

" Are not all things the offspring of the gods 1 Is not the knmara 
the god that .hid himself from fear 1 Do you not eat the kumara 1 

. Are not fish another god who went into the water 1 Do you eat fish 1 
Are'not the birds also gods 1 Were not the gods spirits [i.e., ghosts of 
men] t Then why are you not afraid of the things that you eat 1 Any
thing cooked sends the spirit into the stones on which they are cooked. 
Then, why do old people eat out of a hangi, and off the stones which 
hold the spirit of the food cooked on them!" 

Thus the. original belief is that as' a dead body, or a 
mummy, or an effigy, may be entered by a spirit; so, too, 
maya shapeless stone. Adoration of inanimate objects thus 
possessed by ghosts, is really adoration of the indwelling 
ghosts; and the powers ascribed to such objects ard the 
powers ascribed to such ghosts. 

§ 160. This notion, once established, develops in all direc~ 
tions. A ready explanation of everything remarkable is fur
.nished. When ghosts, accumulating and losing their once
remembered individualities, are thought of as a multitude of 
invisible beings-when they are here conceived as elbowing 
the inhabitants of the house, there as swarming in the nooks 
of the forests, elsewhere as so numerous that a thing cannot 
be thrown aside without danger of hitting one; it happens. 
inevitably, that being always at h~nd they become the assigned 
causes of unfamiliar occurrences. Instances are furnished by 
every race. 

In Africa the Bulloms regard with awe, as implying spirit
agency, "whatever appears to them strange OJ: uncommon." 
By the Congo people, certain shells are called "God's 
children;" and the Negroes of Little Addoh (on the Niger), 
~~nished at. the size of a European vessel, worshipped it. 
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The like holds in Polynesia. A sledge left by Cook 'or his 
companions was worshipped ,by the natives. A cocoa-nut 
tree in Fiji, which divided into two branches, K was conse
quently regarded with great veneration." Similarly' in 
America. Supernaturalness is alleged of "anything which a 
Dakotah cannot compre-hend;" and by the Mandans all 
_unusual things are deemed supernatural If the Chippewas 
" do not understand anything, they immediately say, it is a 
spirit; ," and the same notion was dominant among the ancient 
Peruvians, who "did worship all things in nature which 
seemed to them remarkable and different from the rest, as 
acknowledging some particular deitie." 

Thus the' unusualness which makes an object a fetich, is 
supposed to imply an indwelling ghost-an agent without 
wllich devi::tion from the ordinary would be inexplicable. 
There is no tendency gratuitously to - ascribe duality of 
nature; but only when there is an unfamiliar appearance, or 
motion, or souml, or change, in a thing, does there arise this 
idea of a possessing spirit. The ChibcIlas worshipped "at 
lakes, rivulets, rocks, hills, and other places of striking or 
unusual -aspect:" saying that by certain occurrences "the 
demon had given a sign that they should worship him at 
such places." The implication here so manifest, that one of 
the h:mnting invisible beings is the object of adoration, is 
again E'hown us by the Hindus. Sir A. C. Lyall, though he 
thinks that their fetichism has become a kind of Pantheism, 
so states the results of his Indian experiences that they per
fectly harmonize with the interpretation here given. He says-

" It is not difficult to perceive how this original downright adora.tion 
of queer-looking objects is modified by passing into the higher order of 
ima.ginative superstition. First, the stone is the abode of some spil'it ; 
its curious shape or situation betraying possession. Next, this strange 
form or aspect argues some design, or handiwork, of supernatural 
beings," etc. 

So that indirect evidences from all sides, converge to the 
conclusion that the feticli-worship is the worship of a special 
soul supposed to have taken up its abode in the fetich; which 
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soul, in common with supernatural agents at Inrge, is origin. 
ally the double of a dead man. 

§ 161. But we need not rest with indirect evidence of tllio. 
Direct evidence is abundant. 

Many pages back, facts were given showing that origin
ally the fetich is nothing but the ghost. While, in § 58, we 
saw that the Abipones, fearing the ghost, thought" the echo 
was its voice;" we saw that the African, when asked why he 
made an offering to the echo, answered-" Did you not hear 
the fetish ?" In East Africa the fetich-huts have food and 
beer placed in them "to propitiate the. ghosts." The Coast 
Negroes who, .worshipping the dead, perform" pilgrimages to 
their graves to make oblations and sacrifices "-who mould 
clay figures of their departed chiefs-who sometimes have 
tubes leading down to the buried corpses, through which they 
daily pour libations; show us by various associated obser
vances, that the fetich is the residence of the ghost. The 
natives round SielTa Leone" seldom or never drink spirits, 
wine, etc., without spilling a little of it upon the ground, and 
wetting the greegt'ee or fetish ;" Cruikshank mentions certain 
foods abstained from according to the direction of the fetich; 
Bastian names a fetich-man who used ventriloquism in an
nouncing the oracles ;-facts all implying notions like those 
which elsewhere go along with ghost-worship. Speaking of 
a village on the Niger where the fetich was a carved image, 
Lander says-" ltV e were desired to roast our bullock under 
him, that he might enjoy the savoury smell." And in 
Dahomey "the l'oads, villages, and houses are filled with 
fetich-images and sacrifices. to the fetich." Whether the 
fetich is a bundle of things belonging to a relative who has 
died, or an effigy of this deceased person, or an idol that has 
lost historic individuality, or some other object, the resident 
spirit is nothing but a modification of an ancestral ghoRt, 
deviating more or less according to circumstances. The 
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certainty of this conclusion is best shown by the summarized 
statement Beecham makes. 

"The fetiches are believed to be spiritual, intelligent beings, who 
make the rema.rkable objects of nature their residence, or enter occa
sionally into the images and other artificial representations, which have 
been duly consecrated by certain ceremonies. It is the belief of the 
people that the fetiches not unfrequently render themselves visible to 
mortals. • • • They believe that these fetiches are of both sexes, and 
that they require food." 

And if this occasional visibility, this need for food, and this 
difference of sex, are not enough to show the original human 
nature of the fetich, it is conclusively shown by the following 
statement of Bastian about the Congo people. 

"The natives say that the great fetich of Bamba lives in the interior 
of the bush, where no man sees him, or can see him. When he dies, the 
fetich-priests carefully collect his bones, in order to revive them, and 
nourish them till they a"oain acquire flesh and blood." 

So that the fetich, besides otherwise corresponding to the 
ghost, corresponds as being expected to resume, in like 
manner, the original bodily form. 

§ 162_ We will now draw a corollary from this interpre
tation of fetichism, and observe how completely it harmonizes 
with the facts. 

Evidence has been given that sundry low types of men 
have either no ideas of revival after death, or vague and 
wavering ideas: the conception of a ghost is undeveloped. 
If, as contended above, the worship of the fetich is the 
worship of an indwelling ghost, or a supernatural being 
derived from the ghost; it follows that the· fetich-theory, 
being dependent on the ghost-theory, must succeed it in 
order of time. Absent where there is no ghost-theory, 
fetichism will arise after the ghost-theory has arisen. That 
it .Des this, proofs are abundant. 

Of the Indian Hill-tribes may be named, as about the 
owest known, the J uangs, who, with no word for a super

natural being, with no idea (.1 another life, with no ances-
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tor-woFship, have also no fetichism: an accompanying 
absence of witchcraft being also noteworthy. The Anda
nian, Islanders, classed with the most degraded of mankind, 
who are without a "notion of their own origin," and without 
a notion" of a future existence," are also without fetichism: 
such, at least, is the conclusion we may draw from the silence 
of those who describe them. or the Fuegians, too, among 
whom no appearances of religion were found by Cook, no 
fetichism is alleged. Nor have those very inferior savages 
the Australians, though they believe in ghosts; reached the 
stage at which the ghost-theory originates this derivative 
theory: they do not propitiate inanimate objects. Their now
extinct neighbours, too, the Tasmanians, like them in grade, 
were like them in this. And even the Veddahs, who, think
ing the souls of their relatives are everywhere around, have 
a dominant ancestor-worship, but whose intelligence and 
social state are extremely low, do not show us this exten
sion of the ghost-theory. 

The implications of a doctrine do not occur to the utterly 
stupid; but they become obvious to those who begin to think. 
lIence, in proportion as the reasoning faculty is good, will 
be the number of erroneous conclusions drawn from erro
neous premises. As was pointed out in §§~ 57 and 96, it 
is not savages devoid of intelligence, but highly intelli
gent savages, such as the Fijians, who believe that a man 
has two souls, his shadow and his reflection; and who 
accept the inference that, as objects have shadows, they too 
must have souls. The various African oples 
even taken by themselves, suffice to show that fetichism, 
arises only when a certain stage of mental and social evolu
tion has been reached. No fetichism is alleged of the 
Bushmen; and of the African races whose state is known to 
us, the Bushmen are the lowest. The Damaras, among 
whom, according to Andersson, intelligence is "an unusual 
phenomenon," and. whose stupidity Galton. exemplifies so 
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vividly,· have not drawn from their ·feebly-marked .ghost
beliefs the inferences whence fetichism arises: GaltOn says 
-" of the fetish superstition there is no .trace." But 
fetichism meets us among the more advanced African races 
-the Congo people, the Inland Negroes, the Coast N e
groes, the Dahomans, the Ashantees. We find it rampant 
where there are fortified towns, well-organized governments, 
large standing armies, prisons, police, and sumptuary laws, 
considerable division of labour, periodical markets,regular 
shops, and all the· appliances showing some progress in 
civilization. Still more conspicuously is. this rela
tion exhibited in America. We do not read of fetichism 
among the rude Chirihulmas of anCient Peru; but among 
the civilized Peruvians it was immensely elaborated. Both 
before and aft!:!r the Ym:a conquest, "they worshipped 
herbs, plants, flowers, all kinds of trees, high hills, great 
rocks, and the chinks in them, hollow caves, pebbles, and 
small stones ·of different colours." And then, if 
we ask where fetichism has culminated, we are referred to 
a people whose . civilization, older in date than our own, has 
created vast cities, elaborate industries, a highly-structured 
language, great poems, subtle philosophies. In India, 

" A woman adores the basket which serves to bring or to bold her 
necessaries, and offers sacrifices to it; as well as to the rice-mill, and 
other implements that assist her in her household labours. A carpenter 
does the like homage to his hatchet, his adze, and other tools; and like
wise offers sacrifices to them. A Brahman does so to the style with 
which he is going to write; a soldier to the arms he. is to use in the 
field; a mason to his trowel." 

And this statement of Dubois, quoted by Sir John Lubboek, 
coincides with that of Sir A. C. Lyall, who says--.:.·{' Not only 
does the husbandman pray to his plough, the fisher to his 
net, the weaver to his loom; but the scribe adores his pen, 
and the banker his account-books." 

How untenable is the idea that fetichism comes first among 
superstitions, will now be manifest.. Suppose the .facts re-
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versed. . Suppose that byJ·mings, Andamanese, Fuegians. 
Australians, Tasmanians, and Bushmen, the worship of inani
mate objects was carried to the greatest extent; that among 
tribes a little advanced in intelligence and social state, it was 
somewhat restricted; that it went on decreasing as know~ 
ledge and civilization increased; and that in highly-developed 
societies, such as those of ancient Peru and modern India, it 
became inconspicuous. Should we not say that the state
ment was conclusively proved? Clearly, then, as the facts 
happen to be exactly the opposite, the statement is conclu
sively disproved. 

§ 163. Induction having shown the untruth of this current 
dogma, we are now prepared for seeing how. entirely de
duction discredits it. 

Made on the strength of evidence given by early trav:ellers, 
whose contact was chiefly with races partially advanced and 
even semi-civilized, the assertion that fetichism is primordial 
gained possession of men's minds; and prepossession being 
nine points of belief, it has held its ground with scarcely a. 
question. I had myself accepted it; though, as I remember 
with some vague dissatisfaction, probably arising from in~ 
ability to see how so strange an interpretation arose. This 
vague dissatisfaction passed into scepticism on becoming 
better acquainted with the ideas of savages. Tabulated facts 
presented by the lowest races, changed scepticism into dis
belief; and thought has made it manifest that the statement, 
disproved a posterif)1'i, is contrary to a priori probability. 

In the chapter on "The Ideas of the Animate and 
Inanimate," it was shown that progressing intelligence 
gives increasing power to discriminate. the living from the 
not-living; that the higher animals rarely confound the 'one 
with the other; and that to suppose the animal which i~ 
far above the rest in sagacity, gratuitously confuses the two, 
is unwarrantable. Were the fetichistic conception primordial, 
it would be possible to sho\\ how the evolution of thought 
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necessitated its antecedence; whereas this, so far as I see, is 
impossible. Consider the mind of the savage as 'delineated 
in foregoing chapters-unspeculative, uncritical, incapable 
of generalizing, and with scarcely any notions save those 
yielded by the perceptions. Ask what could lead him to 
think of an inanimate object as having in it some existence 
besides that which his senses acquaint him with 1 He has 
no words for separate properties, much less a word for pro
perty in general; and if he cannot even conceive a property 
apart from an aggregate displaying it, how can he imagine a' 
second invisible entity as causing the actions of the visible 
entity! He has neither that tendency to think which must 
precede such a conception, nor has he the mental power 
required to grasp such a conception. Only as the ghost
theory evolves, does there arise, when circumstances suggest 
it, this idea of an animate agent in an inanimate object. I 
say advisedly-when circumstances suggest it; for at first he 
does not gratuitously assume spiritual possession. Some
thing anomalous is requisite to suggest the presence of a 
spirit. And if afterwards, in higher stages of progress, he 
extends such interpretations, and thinks of multitudinous 
things as possessed, the antecedent is an accumulation of 
ghosts and derived spirits swarming everywhere. 

That fetichism is a sequence of the ghost-theory might, 
indeed, be suspected from the evidence which our own 
people have furnished, and still furnish. I do not specially 
refer to the still extant doctrine of the real presence; nor· 
to the belief implied by the obsolete practice of exorcising 
the water used in baptism; nor to the conceptions of those 
who in past times thought objects which behaved strangely 
were "possessed," though they did not aSSUlDe possession to 
account for the ordinary powers of objects. I refer chiefly to 
the evidence which modern spiritualists yield us. If tables 
turn and chairs move about without visible agency, spirits' 
are the assumed agents. . In presence of some action not 
understood,there is a revival of the fetichistic intel'preta-
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tion: the cause is a supernatural being, and this supernatur:l.l. 
being is a ghost. 

§ 164. Propitiation of the dead, which, originating funeral 
rites, develops into the observances constituting worship in 
general, has thus, among its other divergent results, idol-' 
worship and fetich-worship. All stages in the genesis of 
these are traceable. 

There are sacrifices to the recently-dead body, to the dried 
body or mummy, to the relics; there are sacrifices to a 
figure made partly of the relics and partly of other sub
stances; there are sacrifices to a figure placed on a box 
containing the relics; there are sacrifices to a figure placed 
on the grave containing the remains. And as thus com
bined, the remains and the representative figure have been 
in kindred ways worshipped by civilized races-:-Egyptians, 
Etruscans,Romans, down to medireval Christians; for does 
not the adored figure of a' saint above his tomb, undeniably, 
correspond to the carved effigy which the savage places on a. 
grave and propitiates? That this representative 
image of the dead man grows into the idol of the deity, we 
have good evidence. Persistent for various periods, the wor
ship becomes in some cases permanent; and then constitutes 
the idolatry of the savage, whi.::h evolves into elaborate 
religious ceremonies performed before awe-inspiring statues 
in magnificent temples. Further, from the primi
tive notion that along with likeness in aspect there goes 
likeness in nature, comes' a belief that the effigy is inllabited 
by the ghost; and from this there descends the notion that 
deities enter idols and occasionally speak from them. 

Between idol-worship and fetich-worship there is no 
break. In Africa the visible fetich is often a man-shaped 
figure, sometimes a figure less like a man, resembling 
.. nothing so much as one of our scare-crows j" and some
times a thing human only in its connexions, having the 
character of an amulet: the faith in which, as we saw 
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(§ 133), grows from a faith in relics, and therefore arises 
from the ghost-theory. . That the worship of things 
which are strange in size, shape, aspect, or behaviour, is 
derivative, and goes along with belief in the presence of a 
spirit originally human, facts make clear. This extension 
!lccompanies growth and elaboration of the ghost-theory
occurs where ghosts are supposed to be ever-present causes 
of diseases, cures, accidents, benefits, etc.; and exhibits the 
unchecked application of an hypothesis which seems to 
explain everything. Beliefs thus originating are 
aided by the idea that shadows are souls. As we before 
saw (§ 96), this idea into which primitive men are naturally 
betrayed, they extend to other shadows than those cast by 
their own bodies. Gradually reason forces this implication 
on them; and acceptance of it strengthens those concep
tions of object-souls otherwise reached. Proof 
that the tIring worshipped in the remarkable object is a 
ghos4 is in some cases joined with proof that it is an 
ancestral ghost. The huacas of the Peruvians were their 
furefathers. Garcilasso says «an Indian is not looked upon 
as honourable unless he is descended from a fountain, river, 
or lake (or even the sea); or from a wild animal, such as a 
bear, lion, tiger, eagle, or the bird they call cuntur [condor], 
or some other bird of prey; or from a mountain, cave, or 
forest;" and these huacas whence they descended, they 
worshipped. 

That idolatry and fetichism are aberrant developments ot 
ancestor-worship, thus made· sufficiently clear, will become 
clearer still on passing to the kiI;ulred groups of facts which 
now fullow. 



CHAPTER XXIL 

ANIMAL-WORSHIP. 

§ 165. IN tlie chapter on cc Primitive Ideas,' it was 
pointed out that in the animal kingdom the metamorphoses 
which actually occur, are, at first sight, more marvellous 
than many which are wrongly supposed to occur-that the 
contrasts between a maggot and a fly, an egg and a bird, 
are greater than the contrasts between a child and a dog, a 
man and a bull 

Encouraged, then, by the changes he daily sees, and not 
deterred by such cognitions as long-accumulating experiences 
establish, the savage yields to any suggestion, however 
caused, that a creature has assumed a different shape. In 
some cases the supposed change is from one of the lower 
animals into another; as in Brazil, where, Burton says, cc the 
people universally believe that the humming-bird is trans
mutable into the humming-bird hawk-moth." But mostly, 
the transformations are of men into animals, or of animals 
into men. . 

All races furnish evidence. We will first take a number of 
examples, and then consider the interpretations . 

. § 166. The belief that human beings disguise themselves 
as brutes, is in some cases specified generally; as concern

, ing the Thlinkeets, who" will kill a bear only in case of great 
necessity] for the bear is supposed to be a man that has taken 
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the shape of an animal" And the converse idea in it.~ general 
form occurs among the Karena,. who think "the waters are 
inhabited by beings whose proper form is that· of dragona 
[i crocodiles], but that occasionally appear as men, and who 
~ke wives of the children of men." Usually, however, only 
persons, distinguished by power of some kind, or -believed to 
be so, have this ability ascribed to them. 

Regarding all special skill as supernatural, sundry African 
peoples think the blacksmith (who ranks next to the medi
cine-man) works by spirit-agency; and in Abyssinia, " black
cmiths are supposed able to turn themselves into hyrenas arid 
other animals." So strong is this belief that it'infects even 
European residents: 'Wilkinson instances a traveller who 
asserted that he had seen the metamorphosis. More 
commonly it is the sorcerers exclusively of whom this power 
is alleged. The Khonds believe "witches have the faculty 
of transforming themselves into tigers." In case of "an alli
gator seizing upon a child whilst bathing in the river, or a 
hopard carrying oft' a goat," the Bulloms "are of opinion 
that it is not a real leopard or alligator which has committed 
the depredation, but a witch nnder one of these assumed 
forms." Among the Mexicans "there were sorcerers and 
witches who were thought to transform themselves into 
animals." In Honduras they "punished sorcerers that did 
mischief; and some of them are said to have ranged on t.he 
mountains like tigers or lions, killing men, till they were 
taken and hanged." AmI the Chibchas "pretended to have 
great sorcerers who might be transformed into lions, bears, 
and tigers, and devour men like th,ese animals." . To 
chiefs, as well as to sorcerers, this faculty is in some places 
ascribed. The Cacique Thomagata, one of the Chibcha rulers, 
was believed "to have had a long tail, after the manner of a 
lion or a tiger, which he dragged on the BOil." Africa,. too, . 
yields evidence. . 

"There are also a great many lions a.nd hyrenas, and there is no, 
check npon the increase of the former, for the people, believing that the 
souls of their chiefs ellter into them, ne ver attempt to kill them; they 

y~ 
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even believe' that a. chief may metamorphose himself into a liOli, kill 
anyone he chooses, a.nd then return to the human form; therefore, 
when they see one they commence clapping their hands, which is the 
usual mode of salutation." 

In some cases this supposed power is shared by the chiefs 
relatives. Schweinfurth, when at Gallabat, having shot a 
hyrena, was reproached by the sheikh because his, the sheikh's, 
mother, was a "hyrena-woman." 

Instead of change of form there is, in other cases, posses
sion. vVe saw how the primitive dream-theory, with its 
wandering double which deserts the body and re-enters it, 
brings, among many sequences, the belief that wandering 
doubles can enter other bodies than their own; and the last 
chapter exhibited some wide extensions of this doctrine: repre
sentative figures, and even inanimate objects not having 
human shapes, being supposed permeable by human ghosts, 
Naturally, then, animals are included among the things men's 
souls go into. .At Tete, in .Africa, the people believe "that 
while persons are still living they may enter into lions and 
alligators, and then return again to their own bodies j" and 
the Guiana tribes think some jaguars "are possessed by the 
spirits of men." 

Of course, along with beliefs in possession by the doubJes 
of living persons, there go beliefs in possession by the 
doubles of dead persons. The Sumatrans imagine that-
" tigers in general are actuated with the spirits of departed men, and no 
consideration will prevail on a ('.ountryman to catch or to wound one, 
but in self-defence, or immediateLy after the act of destroying a friend." 

.Among existing .American races, the .Apaches "hold that 
every rattlesnake contains the soul of a bad man or is an 
emissary of the Evil Spirit;" and "the Californians round 
San Diego will not eat the flesh of large game, believing such 
nnimals are inhabited by the souls 'of generations of people 
that have died ages ago:" eater of venison!' is a term of 
reproach among them." With the ancient .American races it 
was the same. Here is one out of many instances. 

"The people of '.!-'Lascala believed that the souLs of persons of rank 
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went, after their death, to inhabit the bodies of beautiful· and sweet 
singing birds, and those of the nobler qUlldrupeds; while the souls of 
inferior persona were supposed to pass into weazles, beetles," etc. 

There are like beliefs among Africans. When Hutchinson 
doubted the assertion that men's souls pass into monkeys 

. and crocQdiles, he was answered-" It be Kalabar ' £ash,' and 
white man no saby any ting about it." 

Passing over various developments of this general notion 
which early civilizations show us, such as the Scripture 
story of the expelled devils who entered into swine, and the 
were-wolf legends of the middle ages; let us turn to the 
interpretations. We have seen that his experiences prepare 
the savage for supposing metamorphoses, if circumstances 
suggest them; but we must not assume him .to suppose 
them without suggestive circumstances. What, then, are 
these ? We shall find three kinds; leading to tlll'ee groups 
of allied, but partially-different, beliefs. 

§ 167. "There are Amatongo who are snakes," say the 
Zulus; and, as we have repeatedly seen, Amatongo is their 
name for ancestral ghosts. But why do these people think 
that snakes are transformed ancestors 1 Some extracts from 
Bp. Callaway's cross-examination, I place in an order which 
will prepare the reader for the answer. 

"The snakes into which men turn are not many; they..are distinct 
and well known. They are the black Imamba, and the green Imamba, 
which is calle", Inyandezulu. Chiefs turn into these. Common people 
turn into the UmthlwazL" 

"These snakes are known to be human beings when they enter a 
but; they do not usually enter by the doorway. Perhaps they enter 
when no one is there, and go to the upper part of the hut, and sta) 
there coiled up." 

"If the snake has a scar on the side, some one who knew a certain 
dead man of that place who also had such a scar, comes forward and 
says, 'It is So-and -so. Do you not see -the scar on. his side 7 ' It is left 
alone, and they go to sleep." 

" Those which are men are known by their frequenting huts, and by 
their not eating mice, and by their not being frightened at the noise of 
men." 
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Now join with these statements the facts set forth in 
§§ 110, 107, and the genesis of this belief becomes manifest. 
All over the world there prevails the idea that the ghost of 
the dead man haunts the old home. What, then, is meant 
by the coming of these snakes into the huts 1 A.re they not 
returned relations 1 Do not the individual markS they some
times bear yield proof 1 Just as -an A.ustralian settler who 
had a bent arm, was concluded to be the other-self of a dead 
native who had a bent arm (§ 92); so here, the scar common 
to the man and the snake proves identity. When, therefore, 
the Zulus say-" Neither does a snake that is an Itongo 
excite fear in men. • •• When men see it, it is as though it 
said as they look at it, 'Be not afraid. It is I';" we are 
shown that l·ecognition of the snake as a humflll being, come -
back in another shape, is suggested by several circumstances: 
frequentation of the house being the chief. This 
recognition is utilized and confirmed by the diviners. Some 
persons who, through them, sought supernatural aid, remarked 
-" We wondered that we should continually hear the spirits, 
which we could not see, speaking in the wattles, and telling 
us many things without our seeing thelli." Elsewhere 
a man says-" The voice was like that of a very little 
child; it cannot speak aloud, for it speaks above, among the 
wattles of the hut." The trick is obvious. Practising ven
triloquism, the diviner makes the replies -of the ancestral 
ghost seem to come from places in which these house-haunting 
snakes conceal themselves. 

Though most men are supposed to turn into tIle harmless 
snakes which frequent huts, some turn into the "imamba 
which frequents open places." "The imamba is said especially 
to be chiefs;" it is "a poisonous snake," and has "the stare 
of an enemy, which makes one afraid." -Whence it appears 
that as special bodily marks suggest identity with persons 
who bore kindred marks, so traits of character in snakes of a 
certain species. lead to identification with a class of persons. 
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This conclusion we shall presently find verified by facts 
coming from another place in Africa. 

Among the Amazulu, belief in the return 'of ancestors 
disguised as serpents, has not led to worship of serpents as 
such: propi.tiation of them is mingled with propitiation of 
ancestral ghosts in an indefinite way. Other peoples, too, 
present us with kindred ideas, probably generated in like 
manner, which have not assumed distinctly religious forms; 
as witness the fact that .. in the province of Culiacan tamed 
serpents were found in the dwellings of the natives, which 
they feared and venerated." But, carrying with us the clue 
thus given, we find that along with a developed cult and 
advanced arts; a definite serpent-worship results. Ophiolatry 
prevails especially in hot countries; and in hot countries 
certain kinds of ophidia secrete themselves in dark corners of 
rooms, and even in beds. India supplies us with a clear case. 
Serpent-gods al·e there common; and the serpent habi~ually 
sculptured as a god, is the cobra. Either in its natural form 
or united to a human body, the cobra with expanded hood in 
attitude to strike, is adored in numerous temples. And then, 
on inquiry, we learn that the cobra is one of the commonest 
intruders in houses. Yet another instance is furnished by 
the Egyptian asp, a species of cqbra. Figuring everywhere 
as this does in their sacred paintings and sculptures, we find 
that, greatly reverenced throughout Egypt, it waS a fre
quenter of gardens and houses, and was so far domesticated 
that it came at a signal to be fed from the table. * 

• Since writing the above I have re-read Mr. M'Lennan's essay on Animal
worship, and in it find a fact which con~ms my view. I have italicized the 
significant words :-" To support the supers~ition there are two articles in tho 
treaty made and sanctioned by Her Britannic Majesty's Consul for the Bight 
of Biafra and the Island of Fernando Po, on November 17, 1856, one of 
which runs thus :-' Article 12. That long detention having heretofore 
occurred in trade, and much angry feeliug having been excited in tbe nativea 
from the destruction by white men, in their ignorance, of a certain species vi 
'boa-constrictor tkat visits tke kOlls68, and whioh is ju-ju, or sacred, to the 
Brassmen, it is hereby forbidden to all British subjects to harm or destroy 
any such snake.''' . 
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The like happens with other house-haunting creatures. In 
many countries lizards are often found indoors; and among 
the Amazulu, the" Isalukazana, a kind of lizard," is the form 
supposed to be taken by old women. The New Zealanders 
believe that the spirits of their ancestors re-v~sit them as 
lizards; and I learn from a colonist that these are lizards 
which enter houses. Certain Russian foresters, again, . 
"cherish, as 0. kind of household gods, a species of reptile, 
which has four short feet -like a lizard, with a black flat 
body .•.•• These animals are called' givoites,' and on certain 
days are allowed to crawl about the house in search of the 
food which is placed for them. They are looked upon with 
great superstition." Then, too, we have the wasp, 
which is one of the animaI-shapes supposed to be assumed 
by the dead among the Amazulu; and the wasp is an insect 
which often joins the domestic circle to share the food on the 
table. Alongside this belief I may place a curious passage 
from the flood-legend of the Babylonians. Hasisadra, descrit,:. 
ing his sacrifice after tIle deluge. says-" The gods collected 
at its burning, the gods . collec,:ted at its good burning; the 
gods, like flies, over the sacrifice gathered:' Once 
more, of house-haunting creatures similarly regarded, we have 
the dove. Describing animal-worship among the ancients, 
Mr. ,M'Lennan remarks that ·«·the dove, in fact ••• was 
almost as great a god as the serpent." The still-extant 
symbolism of Christianity shows us the surviving effect of 
this belief in the ghostly character of the dove. 

§ 168. By most peoples the ghost is believed now to re-visit 
the old home, and now to be where the body lies. If, then, 
creatures which frequent houses are supposed to be metamor
phosed ancestors, will not creatures habitually found with 
corpses be also considered as animal-forms assumed by the 
dead t That they Will, we may conclude; and that they are. 
we have proofs. 

The prevalence of cave-burial among early peoples every· 
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where, has been shown. What animals commonly occur in 
caves? Above all others, those which shun the light----batli 
and owls. 'Vhere there are no hollow trees, -crevices and 
caverns are the most available places for these night-fiying 
creatures; and often in such places they are numerous. .A n 
explorer of the Egyptian cave known from -its embalmed 
contents as "Crocodilopolis," tells me that he was nearly 
suffocated wit.h the dust raised by bats, the swarms of which 
nearly put out the torches. Now join with these statements 
the following passage from the !zdubar legend translated by 
Mr. Smith:-

.. Return me from Hades, the land of my knowledge; from the house 
of the departed, the seat of the god IrkaIla;; from the house within 
which is no exit; from the road the course of which never returns; 
from the place within which they long for light-the place where dust 
is their nourishment and their ,food mud. Its chiefs also, like birds, 
are clothed with wings." 
In Mr. Talbot's rendering of the legend of the descent of 
Ishtar, Hades, described as .. a cavern of great rocks," is 
again said to be "the abode of darkness and famine, where 
earth is their food: their nourishment clay: light is not seen: 
in darkness they dwell: ghosts, like birds, flutter their wings." 
Amid minor differences, the agreement respecting the cayern
ous nature of the 1lace, its gloom, its lack of food, its dust, 
and the winged structure of its inhabitants, clearly points 
to the development of the burial-cave with its tenanting 
creatures, into Hades with its inhabiting spirits. In. the 
same way that, as we before saw, Sheol, primarily a cave, 
expanded into an, under-world; so here we see that the 
winged creatures habitually found along with the corpses in 
the cave, and supposed to be the transformed dead, originated 
the winged ghosts who inhabit the under-world. Verification 
is yielded by an already-quoted passage from the Bible, in 
which sorcerers are said to chirp like bats when consulting 
the dead: t1;1e explanation being that their arts, akin to those 
of the Zulu diviners lately named, had alike aim. The vell
triloquists, says Delitzsch, "imitated the chirping of bats, 
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which was supposed to proceed from the shades of Hades." 
Further verification comes to us from the legends of the 
Greeks. The spirits of the dead are said in the Odyssey to 
twitter like bats and clamour "as it were fowls flying every 
way in fear." The far East yields confirmatory evidence. In 
past times the Philippine Islanders had the ideas and customs 
of ancestor-worship highly developed; and they buried in 
caves, which were held sacred. Mr. Jagor narrates his visit 
to a cavern "tenanted by multitudes of bats." The few 
natives who dared enter, "were in a state of great agitation, 
and were careful first to enjoin upon each other the respect 
to be observed by them towards Calapnitan"-literally "lord 
of the bats." 

The experie)lce that bats are commonly fou~d in caves, 
while owls more generally frequent the dark corners of 
deserted houses, may have tended to differentiate the asso
ciated conceptions. " Mother of ruins" is an Arabian namc 
for the owl. Mr. Talbot, in translations embodying the reli
gious beliefs of the Assyrians, has the following prayer uttered 
on a man's death :-" Like a bird may it [the soul] fly to a 
lofty place! " With this we may join the fact that, in com
mon with modern Arabs, their ancient kindred preferred to 
bury in high places. We may also join with it the following 
passage from M. Caussin de Perceval:-

"In their opinion the soul, when leaving the body, fled away in the 
form of a bird which they called Hilma or fJada (a sort of owl), and 
did not cease flying round the tomb and crying pitifully." 

The Egyptians also, along with familiar knowledge of 
these cave-hiding ~d ruin-haunting creatures; had a belief 
in winged souls. One of their wall-paintings given by 
Wilkinson, represents, over the face of a corpse, a human
headed bird about to flyaway, carrying with it the sign of 
life and the symbol of transmigration. Moreover, on theil 
mummy cases they figured either a bird with out-stretched 
wings, or such a bird with a human head, or a winged 
symbol Thus it seems likely that by them, too, the crea-
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tures often found in the places of the dead were supposed to 
be forms assumed by the dead. 

Possibly these ancient peoples had not enough knowledge' 
of insect metamorphoses to be struck by the illusive analogy 
on which modern theologians dwell; but, if they observed 
them, one kind must have seemed to furnish a complete 
parallel. I refer to that of various moths: the larva buries 
itself in the earth, and after a time there is found near the 
chrysalis-case a winged creature. Why, then, should not the 
winged creature found along with the human body which has 
been buried in a cave, be concluded to have come out of it 1* 

§ 169. Before dealing with supposed transformations of a 
tllird kind, like the above' as identifying animals with de
ceased men, but unlike them as being otherwise suggested, 
two explanatory descriptions are needed: one of prilnitive 
language and the other of primitive naming. 

The savage has a small vocabulary. Corisequently of, the 
things and acts around, either but few can have signs, or 
those signs must be indiscriminately applicable to different 
things and acts: whence inevitable misunderstandings. If, 
as Burton says of the Dacotahs, "colours are expressed by a 
comparison with some object in sight," an intended assertion. 
about a colour must often be taken for an assertion about 
the illustrative object. If, as Schweinfurth tells us of the 
nongo dialect, one word means either" shadow" or " cloud," 
another" rain" or "the sky," another "night" or "to-day;" 
the interpretations of statements. must be in part guessed at, 
and the guesses must often be wrong. Indefinite
ness, implied by this paucity of words, is further implied by 

'. As, originally, ghosts wer~ indiscriminately spoken of as gods, demons, 
angels; and as the differentiation which eventually arose was naturally 
atcompanied by specialized beliefs respecting these flying forms. assumed 
by them; it seems not improbable that while from the owl with its fe"thered 
wings, living in the upper air, came the conception of the good spirit or .. ngel, 
there came from the bo,t with its membranous wings, inhabiting under· 
ground places, the conception of the bud spu'it or devil. 
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the want of terms expressing degree. A Damara cannot 
understand the question whether of two stages the next is 

. longer than the last. The question must be-" The last 
stage is little; the next, is it great 1" and the only reply is
"It is so," or "It is not so." In some cases, as among the 
Abipones, superlatives are expressed by raising the voice. 
And then the uncertainties of meaning which such indefinite
nesses cause, are made greater by the rapid changes in prinli
tive dialects. Superstitions lead to frequent substitutions of 
new words for those previously in use; and hence statements 
current in one generation, otherwise expressed in the next, 
are misconstrued. Incoherence adds to the con
fusion. In the aboriginal languages of South Brazil, "there 
are no such things as declensions and conjugations, and still 
less a regular construction of the sentences. They always 
speak in the infinitive, with, or mostly without, pronouns or 
substantives. The accent, which is chiefly on the second 
syllable, the slowness or quickness of pronunciation, certain 
signs with the hand, the mouth, or other gestures, are neces
sary to complete the sense of the sentence. If the Indian, 
for instance, means to say, , I will go into the wood,' he says 
• Wood-go:' pushing out his mouth to indicate the quarter 
which he intends to visit." Clearly, no propositions that 
involve even moderate degrees of discrimination, can be com
municated by such people. The relative homo
geneity of early speech, thus implied by the absence of 
modifying terminations to wOl'ds or the auxiliaries serving 
in place of them, is further implied by the absence of 
general and abstract words. Even the first grades of 
generality and abstractness are inexpressible. Both the 
Abipones and the Guaranis "want the verb substantive to 
be. They want the verb to have. They have no words 
whereby to express man, body, God, place, time, never, ever, 
everywhere." Similarly, the Koossa language has" no proper 
article. no auxiliary verbs, no inflections, either of their verbs 
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or substantives. ••• The simple abstract proposition, I a"1i~, 
cannot be expressed in their language." 

Having these a posteriori verifications of the a p-iori 
inference, that early speech is meagre, incoherent, indefi
nite, we may anticipate countless erroneous beliefs caused 
by misapprehensions. Dobrizhoff~r says that among the 
Guaranis, «Aba ehe has three meanings-I am a Guarani, 
I am a man, or I am a hl~band; which of these is meant 
must be gathered from the tenor of the conversation." On 
asking ourselves what will happen with traditions narrated 
in such speech, we must answer that the distortions will be 
extreme aud multitudinous. 

§ 170. Proper names were not always possessed by men: 
they are growths. It neyer occurred to the uninventive 
savage to distinguish this person from that by vocal marks. 
An individual was at first signified by something connected 
with him, which, when mentioned, called him to mind-an 
incident, a juxta-position, a personal trait. 

A descriptive namc is commonly assumed to be the earliest. 
We suppose that just as objects and places in our own 
island acquired their names by the establishment of what was 
originally an impromptu d~scription; so, names of savages, 
such as« Broad face," .. Head without hair," "Curly head," 
co Horse-tail," are the significant sobriquets with which naming 
begins. But it is not so. Under pressure of the need for 
indicating a child while yet it has no peculiarities, it is re
ferred to in connexion with some circumstance attending its 
Lirth. The Lower :Murray Australians derive their names 
either from some trivial occurrence, from the spot where they 
were born, or from a natural object seeu by the mother soon 
dter the birth of the child. This is typical. Damar<.L 
.. children are named after great public incidents." " Mo,;t 
nodo and Dhimals bear meaningless designations, or any 
IlRssing event of the moment may suggest a significanL term." 
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The name given to a Kaffir child soon after birth, "usually 
l'efers to some. circumstance connected with tliat event, or 
happening about the same time." Among the Comanches, 
"the children are named from some circumstance in tender 
years;" and the names of the Chippewayan boys are" gene
rally derived from some place, season, or animal" Even with 
. so superior a type as the Bedouins, the like happens: "a 
name is given to thE\ infant immediately on his birth. The 
name is derived from some trifling accident, or from some 
object which has struck the fancy of the mother or any of 
the women present at the child's birth. Thus, if the dog 
happened to be near on this occasion, the infant is probably 
named Kelab (from Kelb, a dog)." 

This vague mode of identification, which arises first in the 
history of the race, and long survives as a birth-naming, is 
by-and-by habitually followed by a re-naming of a more 
specific kind: a personal trait that becomes decided in the 
course of growth, a strange accident, or a remarkable achieve
ment, furnishing the second name. Among the peoples 
above mentioned, the Comanches, the Damaras, the Kaffirs 
illustrate this. Speaking of the Kaffirs, Mann says-" Thus 
• U mgodi ' is simply' the bQY who was born in a hole.' That 
is a birth name. 'Umginqisago' is 'the hunter who made 
the game roll over.' That is a name of renown." Omitting 
multitudinous illustrations, let us note some which imme
diately concern us. Of the additional names 
gained by the Tupis after successes in battle, we read
"They selected their appellations from visible objects, pride 
or ferocity influencing their choice:" whence obviously 
results naming after savage animals. Among animal-names 
used by the Karens ar~-' Tiger,' • Yellow-Tiger,' 'Fierce
Tiger,' 'Gaur,' , Goat-antelope,' • Horn-bill,' 'Heron,' • Prince
Lird,' and • MangO-fish:' the preference for the formiuaL1ol 
beast being obvious. In New Zealand a native swift of foot 
is called.' Kawaw,' a bird or fowl; and the Dacotah women 
have such names us the 'White Martin,' the 'Young Mink,' 
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the'Musk-rat's Paw.' All over the world this nicknaming 
after animals is habitual. Lander speaks of it among the Yoru
bans; Thunberg, among the Hottentots; and that it prevails 
throughout North America every one knows. As 
implied in cases above given, self-exaltation is sometimes the 
cause, and sometimes exaltation by others. When a Makololo 
chief arrives at a village, the people salute him with the 
title, ' Great Lion.' King Koffi's attendants exclaim-It Look 
before thee,O Lion." In the Harris papyrus, King Men
cheper-ra (Tothmes III) is called 'the Furious Lion;' and 
the name of one of the kings of the second Egyptian 
dynasty, Kakau, means" the bull of bulls." In early Assyrian 
inscriptions we read-" Like a bull thou shalt rule over the 
chiefs:" a simile which, as is shown in another case, readily 
passes into metaphor. Thus in the third Sallier papyrus it is 
said of Hameses-" As a bull, terrible with pointed horns he 
rose;" and then in a subsequent passage the defeated 
address him-" Horus, conquering bull." 

Remembering that this habit survives among ourselves, 
so that the cunning person is called a fox, the rude a bear, 
the hypocritical a crocodile, the dirty a pig, the keen a 
llawk, and so on--observing that in those ancient races who 
had proper names ofa developed kind, animal-nicknaming 
still prevailed; let us ask what resulted from it in the 
earliest stages. 

§ 171. Verbal signs being at first so inadequate that gesture
signs are needful to eke them out, the distinction between 
metaphor and fact cannot be expressed, much less preserved 
in tradition. If, as shown by instances Mr. Tylor gives, even 
the higher races confound the metaphorical with the literal 
-if the statement in the Koran that God opened and cleansed 
.l\iahomet's heart, originates a belief that his heart was 
Itctually taken out, washed, and replaced-if from accounts of 
tribes without governors, described as without heads, there 
has alisen among civilized people· the belief that thcre are 
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races of headless men; we cannot wonder if the savage, 
lacking know ledge and speaking a rude language, gets the 
idea that an anceBtor named" the Tiger" was an actual tiger. 
F,om childhood upwards he hears his father's father spoken of 
by this name. Noone suspects he will misinterpret it: error 
being, indeed, a general notion the savage has scarcely reached. 
And there are no words serving to convey a COlTection, even 
if the need is perceived. Inevitably, then, he grows up, 
believing that his father descended from a tiger-thinking of 
himself as one of the tiger stock. Everywhere the results of 
such mistakes meet us. 

C< A characteristic feature in Central Asiatic traditions," 
say the Michells," is the derivation of their origin from some 
animal" According to Brooke, the Sea - Dyaks shrink 
superstitiously from eating certain animals; because "they 
suppose these animals bear a proximity to some of their 
forefathers, who were begotten by them or begot them." 
Among the Bechuana tribes "the term Bakatla means, • they 
of the monkey; J Bakuena, 'they of the alligator;' Batlapi, 
• they of the fish:' each tribe having a superstitious dread of 
the animal after which. it is called." The Patagonians possess 
" a multiplicity of these deities; each of whom they believe 
to preside over one particular caste or family of Indians, of 
which he is supposed to have been the creator. Some make 
themselves of the caste of the tiger, some of the lion, some of 
the guanaco, and others of the ostrich," Leaving 
the many illustrations supplied by other regions, we will look 
more nearly at those coming from North America. The
tribes north of the Columbia" pretend to be derived from thll 
musk-rat." "All the aboriginal inhabitants of California, 
without exception, believe that their first ancestors were 
created directly from the earth of their respective present 
d welling-places, and, in very many cases, that these ancestors 
were coyotes" [prairie-wolves]. Of the Zapotecs we read 
that" some, to boast of their valour, made themselves out the 
sons of lions and divers wild beasts." By the Haidahs. 
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"descent from the crows is quite gravely affirmed and stead
fastly maintained." " Among the Ahts of Vancouver Island, 
perhaps the commonest notion of origin is that men at first 
existed as birds, animals, and . fishes." The Chippewayans 
" derive their origin from a dog. At one time they were so 
strongly imbued with respect for their canine ancestry, that 
they entirely ceased to employ dogs in drawing their 
sledges." The Koniagas "have their legendary Bird and 
lJog,-the latter taking the place occupied in the mythology 
of many other tribes by the wolf or coyote." 

In some cases, accounts are given of the transmutations. 
Californian Indians descending from the prairie-wolf, explain 
the loss of their tails: they say, "an acquired habit of sitting 
upright, has utterly erased and destroyed that beautiful 
member." Those Northern Californians who ascribe their 
origin ill part to grizzly bears, assert that in old times these 
walked "on their hind legs like men, and talked, and carried 
clubs, using the fore-limbs as men use their arms." Even 
more strangely are these ideas of relationship shown by 
Franklin's account of the Dog-rib Indians:-

.. These people take their names, in the first instance, from their dogs .. 
A young man is the father of a certain dog, but when he is married and 
has a son, he styles himself the father of the boy. The women have a 
habit of reproving the dogs very tenderly when they observe them 
fighting. 'Are you not ashamed,' say they, 'to.quarrel with your little 
brotherl'" 

§ 172. This last illustration introduces us to various se
quences from the conception of animal-ancestry, thus arisin~ 
by misinterpretation .of nicknames. 

Animals must think and understand as men do; for are 
they not derived from the same progenitors 1 ;Hence the 
belief of the Papagos, that in primeval days" men and beasts 
talked together: a common language made all brethren." 
Hence the practice of the Kamschadales, who, when fishing • 
.. entreat the whales or sea-horses not to overthrow their 
boats j and in hunting, beseech the bears and wolves not to 

Z 
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. hurt them,"Hence the habit of the Dacotahs, who ask 
snakes to be friendly; and of whom Schoolcraft says-:-" I 
have heard Indians talk and reason with a. horse, the same 
as with a person." Hence the notion betrayed by the negro 
attendants of Livingstone, who tells us-" I asked my men 
what the hyrenas were laughing at; as they usually give ani
mals credit for a share of intelligence. They said they were 
laughing because we could not take the whole [of the ele
.phant], and that they would have plenty to eat as well as we." 

A second sequence is that animals, thus conceived as akin 
to men, are often treated with consideration. The Chippe
was, thinking they will have to encounter in the other world 
the spirits of slain animals, apologized to a bear for killing 
him, asked forgiveness, and pretended that an American was 
to blame; and, similarly, the Ostyaks, after destroying a bear, 
cut oft' his head, and paying it "the profoundest respect," 
tell the bear that the Russians were his murderers. Among 
the Kookies, "the capture of an elephant, tiger, bear, wild 
hog, or any savage wild beast, is followed by a. feast in pro
pitiation of its manes." Kindred ceremonies are performed 
by the Stiens of Cambodia, the Sumatrans, the Dyaks, the 
Kaffirs, the Siamese, and even the Arabs. 

Naturally, as a. further sequence, there comes a. special 
regard for the animal which gives the tribal name, and is con
sidered a. relative. As the ancestor conceived under the human 
form is thought able to work good or ill to his descendants, so, 
too, is the ancestor conceived under the brute-form. Hence. 
" no Indian tracing his descent from the spirit mother and the 
grizzly . • . will kill a grizzly bear." The Osages will not 
destroy the beaver: believing themselves derived from it. 
"A tribe never eats of the animal which is its namesake," 
among the Bechuanas. Like ideas and practices occur in 
Australia in a less settled form. " A member of the family 
will never kill an animal of the species to which his kobong 
[animal-namesake] belongs, should he find it asleep; indeed, 
he always kills it reluctantly, and never without affording it. 
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a chance of escape." Joined with this regard for the animal
namesake considered as a relative, there goes belief in its 
guardianship; and hence arises the faith in omens derived 
from birds and quadrupeds. The ancestor nnder the brute 
form, is supposed to be solicitous for the welfare of his 
kindred; and tells them by signs or sonnds of their danger. 

§ 173. Do we not in these observances see the beginnings 
of a worship 1 If the East Africans think the souls of de
parted chiefs enter into lions and render them sacred; we 
10ay conclude that sacredness will equally attach to the 
animals whose human souls were ancestral. If the Congo 
people, holding this belief about lions, think "the lion spares 
those whom he meets, when he is courteously saluted; " the 
implication is that there will arise propitiations of the beast
chief who was the progenitor of the tribe. Prayers and 
offerings may be expected to develop into a cult, and the 
animal-namesake into a deity. 

When, therefore, among American Indians, whose habit of 
naming after animals still continues, and whose legends of 
animal-progenitors are so specific, we find animals taking 
rank as creators and divinities-when we read that" 'raven' 
and ' wolf' are the names of the two gods of the Thlinkeets; 
who are supposed to be the fonnders of the Indian race;" 
we have just the result to be anticipated. And when of 
this tribe we further read that" the Raven trunk is again 
divided into sub-clans, called the Frog, the ,Goose, the Sea
Lion, the Owl, and the Salmon," while" the Wolf family 
comprises the Bear, Eagle, DolpJrin, Shark, and .AICI!. j" we 
see that apotheosis under the animal form, follows the same 
course as apotheosis under the human form. In either case; 
more recent progenitors of sub-tribes are subordinate to 
the ancient progenitors of the entire tribe. 

Guided by these various clues we may, I think, infel" 
that·much of the developed animal-worship of the ancient 
historic races, grew out of this· mismterpretation of nick

z 2 
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names. Even now,_ among partially-civilized _ peoples, the: 
re-genesis of such worship is shown us. In Ashantee certain 
of the king's attendants, whose duty it is to praise him, 
or "give him names," cry out among other titles-" Bore," 
(the name of a venomous serpent) "you are most beautiful, 
but your bite is deadly." As these African kings ordinarily 
undergo apotheosis-as this laudatory title "Bore," may be 
expected to survive ill tradition aiong with other titles, and 
to be used in propitiations-as the Zulus, who, led by another 
suggestion, think dead men become snakes, distinguish 
certain venomous snakes as chiefs ; we must admit that 
from this complimentary nickname of a king who became 
a god, may naturally grow up the worship of a serpent: 
a serpent who, nevertheless, had a human history. Simi
larly when we ask what is likely to happen from the 
animal-name by which the king is honoured in Madagascar. 
"God is gone to the west-Radama is a mighty bull," were 
expressions used by the Malagasy women in their songs in 
praise of their king, who was absent on a warlike expedition. 
Here we have the three titles simultaneously applied-the 
god, the king, the bull. If, then, the like occurred in ancient 
Egypt-if the same papyrus which shows us Rameses II 
invoking his divine ancestor, also contains the title "con
quering bull," given to Rameses by the subjugated-if we 
find another Egyptian. king called "a resolute Bull, he went 
forward, being a Bull king, a god manifest the day of com
bats;" can we doubt that from like occurrences in earlier 
times arose the worship of Apis 1 Can we doubt that Osiris
Apis was an ancient hero-king, who became a god, when, 
according to Brugsch, the Step-pyramid, built during the first 
dynasty, "concealed the bleached bones of bulls and the in
scriptions chiselled in the stone relating to the royal names of 
the Apis," and, as he infers, "was a common sepulchre of 
the holy bulls:" re-incarnations of this apotheosized hero
king? • Can we doubt that the bovine deities. of the Hindus 
and Assyrians similarly originated l -
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So that misinterpretations of metaphorical titles, which 
inevitably occur in early speech, being given, the rise of 
animal-worship is a natural sequence. Mammals, birds, 
reptiles, fishes, all yield nicknames; are all in one place or 
other regarded as progenitors; all acquire, among this or 
that people, a sacredness rising in many cases to adoration. 
Even where the nickname is one of reproach-even where 
the creature is of a kind to inspire contempt rather than 
respect, we see that identification with the ancestor explains 
worship of it. The Veddahs, who are predominantly an
cestor-worshippers, also worship a tortoise. Though among 
them the reason is not traceable, we find an indication of it 
elsewhere. Mr. Bates, during his Amazon explorations, had 
two attendants surnamed Tortoise; and their surname had 
descended to them from a father whose slowness had sug
gested this nickname. Here we see' the first step towards 
the formation of a tortoise tribe; having the tortoise .for 
ancestor, totem, deity. 

§ 174. Some strange facts, completely explicable on the 
hypothesis above set forth, may be added. I refer to the 
worship of beings represented as half man half brute. 

If, in the genealogy of future Ashantee kings, tradition 
preserves the statement that their ancestor was the veno:" 
mous serpent" Bore "-if there goes down to posterity 'the 
fact that "Bore" was a ruler, a law-ma~er,an articulate 
speaking person-if legend says both that he was a snake 
and that he was a man; what is likely to happen? Im
plicitly believing his seniors, t,he savage will accept both 
these assertions. In some cases he will sit down contentedly 
under the contradiction; in others he will attempt a com
promise. Especially if he makes a graphic or sculptured 
effigy, will he be led to unite the incongruous characters as 
best he can-will produce a figure partly human, partly 
reptilian. It may be reasonably anticipated that if Malagasy 

. stories and songs tell of the conquering Radama as "a 
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mighty bull," as a king, as a god, development of the result. 
ing cult, joined with development of the plastic arts, will end 
in a representation of the god Ra.dama either as a man, or as 
a bull, or as a bull-headed man, or as a creature having a 
bovine body with a human head. 

In another manner does misinterpretation of metaphors 
suggest this type of deity. Ancestors who survive in legends 
under their animal-names, and of whom the legends also 
eay that they took to wife certain ancestors bearing either 
different animal-names or human names, will be supposed to 
have had offspring combining the attributes of both parents. 
A passage from Bancroft's account of the Aleutians shows us 
the initial stage of such a belief. 

"Some say that in the beginning a Bitch inhabited Unalaska, and 
that a great Dog swam across to her from Kadiak; from which pair the 
human race have sprung. Others, naming the bitch-mother of their 
race Mahakh, describe a certain Old Man,· called lraghdadakh, who 
came from the north to visit this Mahakh. The result of this visit was 
the birth of two creatures, male and female, with such an extraordinary 
mixing up of the elements of nature in them that they were each half 
man half fox." 

Now such a legend, or such a one as that of the Quiches con
cerning the descent of mankind from a cave-dwelling woman 
and a dog who could transform himself into a handsome 
youth, or lIuch a one as that of the Dikokamenni Kirghiz, 
who say they are descended .. from a red greyhound and a 
certain queen with her forty handmaidens," can hardly fail , 
to initiate ideas of compound gods. Peoples who advance far 

. enough to develop their rude effigies of ancestors placed on 
graves, into idols inclosed in temples. will, if they have 
traditions of this kind, be likely to represent the creators of 
their tribes as dog-headed men or human-faced dogs. 

In these two allied ways, then, the hybrid deities of semi
civilized peoples are explicable. The Chaldeans and Babylo
nians had in common their god N ergal, the winged man-lion, 
and also Nin, the fish-god-a fish out of which grew near it!'! 
head a human head, and near its tail human feet. The 
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adjacent Philistines, too; had their kindred 'god Dagoll, shown 
with the face and hands of a man and the tail of a fish. 
Then in Assyria there was the winged man-bull; representa
tive of Nin; and in Phcenicia there was Astarte, sometimes 
represented as partially human and partially bovine. Egypt 
had a great variety of these compound supernatural beings~ 
In addition to the god Ammon, figured as a man with a rain's 
head, Horus, with the head of a hawk, the goddesses Muth and 
Hathor with that of a lion and that of a cow, Thoth with that 
of an ibis, Typhon with that of an ass, and brute-headed 
demons too numerous to mention; we have the various 
sphinxes, which to a lion's body unite the heads of men, 
of rams, of hawks, of snakes, etc. We have also more 
involved compounds; as winged mammals with hawks' heads, 
and winged crocodiles with hawks' heads. Nay, there was 
one named Sak, which, says' Wilkinson"tc united a bird, a 
quadruped, and a vegetable production in its own person." 
The explanation is evident. . We have seen that to the late 
king of Ashantee both , .. Lion" and .. Snake" were given 
as names of honour; and the multiplication of names of 
honour was carried to a great extent by the Egyptians. 

§ 175. To ~bridge what remains' of this exposition, I will 
merely indicate the additional groups of supporting facts. 

The Egyptians, whose customs were so persistent and 
whose ancestor-worship was so elaborate, show us, just where 
we might expect them, all the results of this misinterpre
tation. They had clans whose sacred animals differed, and 
who regarded each other's sacred animals with abhorrence: 
a fact pointing to an early stage when these animals gave the 
names to chiefs of antagonistic tribes. Animal-naming con
tinued down to late periods in their history: after their kings 
had human proper names,.they still had animal-names joined 
with these. The names of some of their sacred animals were 
identical with those given in honour. They embalmed 
animals as they embalmed men. They had animal-gods; 
they had many kinds of hybrid gods. 
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Where we find most dominant the practice of naming 
after animals, and where there result these legends of 
descent from animals and regard for them as divinities, we 
also find developed to the greatest extent, the legends about 
animal-agency in human affairs. .As Bancroft says concern
ing the Indians of the Pacific States-" Beasts and birds and 
fishes fetch and carry, talk and. act, in a way that leaves even 
lEsop's heroes in the shade." Numerous such facts answer 
to the hypothesis. 

The hypothesis explains, also, the cases in which the order 
·of genesis is inverted. "The Salish, the Nisquallies, and the 
Yakimas ••• all hold that beasts, fishes, and even edible 
~oots are descended from human originals." Clearly this is a 
.conception whlch the misinterpretation of nicknames may 
originate. If" the Bear" was the founder of a tribe 
whose deeds were preserved in tradition, the alternative in
terpretations might be that he was the bear from whom 
men .descended, or that he was the man from whom bears 
descended. Many of the metamorphoses of classic mythology 
probably thus originated, when the human antecedents, 
either of parentage or adventures, were so distinct as to nega
tive the opposite view. 

Of course the doctrine of metempsychosis becomes com
prehensible; and its developments no longer look so gro
tesque. Where a man who had several animal-names was 
spoken of in this legend as the eagle and in that as the wolf, 
there would result the idea that he was now one and now 
the other; and from this suggestion, unchecked credulity 
might not unnaturally elaborate the belief in successive 
transformations. 

Stories of women who have borne animals, similarly fall 
into their places. The Land-Dyaks of Lundu consider it 
wrong to kill the cobra, because" one of their female an
cestors was pregnant for seven years, and ultimately brought 
forth twins--one a human being, the other a cobra." The 
Batavians "believe that women, when they are delivered 
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of a c4ild, are frequently at the same time delivered of a 
young crocodile as a twin." May we not conclude that 
twins of whom one gained the nickname of the crocodile., 
gave rise to a legend which originated this monstrous belief'? 

If the use of animal-names preceded the use of human 
proper names-if, when there arose such proper names, these 
did not at first 'displace the animal-names but were joined 
with them-if, at a still later stage, animal-names fell into 
disuse and the conventional surnames became predominant j 
then it seems inferable that the brri.te~god arises first, that 
the god half-brute and half-human belongs to a later stage, 
and that the anthropomorphic god comes latest. Amid the 
entanglements due to the mixtures of mythologies, it is 
difficult to show this j' but there seems reas0!l for suspecting 
that it has been so among peoples who originally practised 
animal-naming extensively. 

§ 176. We conclude, then; that in three ways is the primi
tive man led to identify the animal with the ancestor. 

The· other-self of the dead relative is supposed to come 
back occasionllay to his old abode: how else is it possible 
for the survivors, sleeping there, to see him in their dreams? 
Here are craatures which commonly, unlike wild creatures in 
general, come into houses-come in, too, secretly in the 
night. The implication is clear. That snakes, which espe
cially do this, are the returned dead, is inferred by peoples in 
Africa, Asia, and America: the' haunting of houses being 
the common trait of the kinds of snakes reverenced or 
worshipped j and also the trait of certain lizards, insects, and 
birds similarly regarded. ' 

The ghost, sometimes re-visiting the house, is thought also 
to linger in the neighbourhood of the corpse. Creatures' 
found in caves used for burials, hence come to be taken 
for the new shapes assumed by departed souls. Bats and 
owls are conceived to be winged spirits; and from them 
arise the ideas of devils and angels. 
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Lastly, and chiefly, comes that identification of the animal 
with the ancestor, which is caused by interpreting meta
phorical naID,es literally. PriID,itive speech is unable to 
transmit to posterity the dilltinction between an animal and a 
person named after that animal. Hence the confusion of the 
two; hence the regard for the animal as progenitor; hence 
the growth of a worship. Besides explaining animal-gods, 
this hypothesis accounts for sundry anomalous beliefs-the 
divinities half-brute, half-human; the animals that talk, and 
play active parts in human affairs; the doctrine of metem
psychosis, etc. 

By modification upon modification, leading to complica
tions and divergences without limit, evolution brings into 
being products extremely unlike their germs; and we here 
have an instance in this derivation of animal-worship from 
the propitiation of ghosts. 

NOTll.-Some have concluded that animal-worship originates from 
totem ism : a totem being an animal, plant, or inorganio object, chosen Be a 
distinctive symbol by a tribe or by a mlJ:D. Among some peoples, .individuals, 
led by signs, fix on particular animals Be guardians; and thereafter treat them 
as sacred. It is assumed that tribal totems have originated in similar acts of 
deliberate choice; and that in each case the beli.f in descent from the 
animal, plant, or other object chosen, originates subsequently. 

This hypothesis inverts the facts: belief in descent is primary and totemism 
is secondary. Doubtless there are cases, in which individual sa ... ages fix on 
special objects as their totems l but this no more proves that totemism thus 
arose, than does the fixing on a coat of arms by a wealthy trader prove that 
heraldic distinctions were at the outset established by deliberate selections. 

The totem-theory incidentally propounds a problem more difficult than that 
which it professes to solve. It rais.s the question-Why did there occur so 
purely gratuitous an act as that of firing on a symbol for the trihe? That 
by one tribe out of multitudes so strange a whim might be displayed, is 
credible. :But that by trib,-s unallied in type and scattered tbroughout the 
world, there should have been .independently adopted so odd a practice is 
incredible. 

Not only is the hypothesis untenable as implying a re!lult without a 
comprehensible cause,. but it is untenable as being at variance with the 
nature of the primitive mind. The savage invents nothing, initiates nothing. 
He simply does and believes whatever hili seniora taught him; and he 
deviates into anything new unintentionally. An hypothesis which assumes 
the contrary is out of court. 



CHAPTER XXIII. 

PLANT-WORSHIP. 

§ 177. WHETHER produced by fasting, fever, hysteria, or 
insanity, any extreme excitement is, by savage and aemi
civilized "peoples, ascribed to a possessing spirit: this we saw 
in §§ 123-31. Similar is the interpretation of an unusual 
mental state caused by a nervous stimulant. It is thought 
that a supernatural being, contained in the solid or liquid 
swallowed, produces it. 

Speaking of opium-eaters, VamMry says-I< What sur
prised me most was that these wretched people were regarded 
as eminently religious, of whom it was thought that from 
their love to God and the Prophet they had become mad, 
and stupefied themselves in order that in their excited state 
they might be nearer the 13eings they loved so well" Bo. 
too, the Mandingoes intoxicate themselves to enter into 
relation with the godhead: the accompanying belief being 
that the exaltation experienced is a divine inspiration. This 
was the view definitely expressed by the Arafura (Papuan 
Islander) who, when told about the ChIistian God, said

... Then this God is certainly in your arrack, for I never feel 
happier than when I have drunk plenty of it.". 

May we not hence expect certain derivative beliefs respect
ing plants which yield intoxicating liquors? Obviously; 
and our search for them will not be fruitless. 

§ 178. As a typical case may be taken the worship of 
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the Soma. This plant, represented as growing in certain 
mountains, as gathered by moonlight, and as drawn with 
ceremonies to the place of sacrifice, was crushed between 
stones, and its juice expressed and filtered. When fermented, 
the juice (in some places described as sweet) produced an 
intoxicating liquor which was drunk by the devotees, who, 
judging from th~ words, "a rishi, a drinker of the Soma," 
were of the priestly class. The exhilarating effects of the 
beverage were attributed' to inspiration by a supernatural 
being, who was therefore lauded and adored. In his essay 
on the subject, partly translated by Dr. Muir, Windisch
mann describes, the Soma as "the holiest offering of the 
ancient Indian worship" (ii, 471); or, as Muir says, "the 
rishis had. come to regard Soma as It god, and apparently to 
be passionately devoted to his worship." Here, from the 
Sanscrit Tea:ts of the latter writer, are passages showing the 
genesis of the belief. First may be placed some implying 
the exaltation caused by the fermented Soma-juice. 

Rig Veda vi, 47, 3. " This [soma] when drwlk, stimulates my speech 
[ or hymn]; this ca.lled forth the ardent thought" (iii, 264). 

R. V. ix, 25, 5. "The ruddy Soma, generating hymns, with the 
powers of a poet" (iii, 265). 

R. V. viii, 48, 3. "We have drunk the soma., we have become im
mortal, we have entered into light, we have known the gods I> (iii, 265). 

Not only the rishis are inspired by Soma, but also their 
deities. cc The gods drink the offered beverage," and are 
.. thrown into a joyous intoxication." Indra" performs his 
great deeds under its influence." It is said-" We summon 
his soul [that of Varuna] with Soma." Elsewhere the con
tained supernatural being is addressed personally. 

R. V. ix, 110, 7. "The former [priests] having strewed the sacred 
grass, offered up a hymn to thee, 0 Soma, for great strength and food I> 

(iii, 223). 
R. V. ix, 96, 11. cc For through thee, 0 pure Soma., our wise fore-

fathers of old performed their sacred rites II (iii, 222). , 
R. V. ix, 96, 18~ "Soma., rishi-minded, rishi-maker, bestower of 

good, master of a. thousand songs, the leader of sages" (iii, 251)' 
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How literal was the belief that by a draught of soma the. 
drinker became possessed, is proved by the prayer-" Soma 
• • . do thou enter into us, full of kindness." And then, 
showing how the resulting mental power was regarded as a 
divine afflatus, we have the passage in R V. ix, 97, 'l
ee Uttering, like Usanas, the wisdom of a sage, the god (Soma) 
declares the births of the gods." Other passages, along with 
this deification of the Soma, join the belief that he is 
present in the beverage partaken of alike by the other gods 
and by men. Instance, in R V. ix,42, 2, the words-" This 
god, poured forth to the gods, with an ancient hymn, purifies 
with his stream." Further, there are implied identifications 
of this supel'llatural being with a once-living person. One 
of the less specific in R V. ix, 107, 7, runs-" A rishi, a sage, 
intelligent, thou (Soma) wast a poet, most agreeable to the 
gods." In other places his identity is more specifically 
stated. Thus, in the Taittirlya Brahmana, ii, 3, 10, I, it is 
said-" Prajapati created king Soma. After him the three 
Vedas were created." And still more specific are the 
legends which describe king Soma as having wives, and 
narrate his disagreements with some of them. Much more 
exalted, however, is the character elsewhere given to him. 
" He is immortal, and confers immortality on gods and men;" 
.. the creator and father of the gods;" "king of gods and 
men." Yet along with this ascription of supreme divinity 
goes the belief that he is present in the Soma-juice. Here 
is a passage combining all the attributes :-

R. V. ix, 96, 5 and 6. "Soma is purified; he who is the generator of i 
hymns, of Dyaus, of PrithivI, of Agni, of Sary&, of Indra, and of Vishnu. 
Soma, who is a. brllhmlbl-priest among the gods (or priests), a. leader 
among the poets, a. rishi among sages, a buffalo among wild beasts, a 
falcon among vultures, an axe amid the forests, advances to the filter 
with a sound" (iii, 266). 

The origin of these conceptions dates back to a time when 
the Aryan races had not widely diverged; for like concep
tions occur in the Zend-Avesta. Though instead of Soma, the 
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name there used is Haoma, there is so general an agreement 
as to show identity of the plant and of the worship. Win
dischmann says the Haoma is "not a plant only, but also a 
powerful deity;" and also that" in both works (Zend-Avesta 
and Rig Veda) the conceptions of the god and the sacred 
juice blend wonderfully with each other." 

That certain plants yielding intoxicating agents are there
fore supposed to contain supernatural beings, is a conclusion 
supported by other instances-that of the vine being one. 
Speaking of Soma as "the Indian Dionysus," Dr. Muir 
quotes from the Baccltre of EUJipides certain passages show
ing analogous conceptions. Of Dionysus it is said:-

" He discovered and introduced among men the liquid draught of the 
grape, which puts an end to the sorrows of wretched mortals" (v, 260). 

" He, born & god, is poured out in libations to gods" (v, 260). 
" And this deity is a prophet. For Bacchic excitement and raving 

have in them much prophetic power. For when this god enters in 
force into the body, he causes those who rave to foretell the future" 
(iii,265). 

That the facts are to be thus interpreted is shown by cer
tain allied but less developed beliefs found elsewhere. In 
Peru, tobacco" has been called the sacred herb"-a nervous 
stimulant was regarded with reverence. Similarly with 
another plant which has an invigorating effect, coca. " The 
I'eruvians still look upon it [coca] with feelings of superst~
tious veneration. In the time of the Incas it was sacrificed 
to the Sun, the Huillac Umu, or high priest, chewing the 
leaf during the cere~ony." .Among the Chibchas, too, llayo 
(coca) was used as an inspiring agent by the priests; and 
certain people chewed and smoked tobacco to proluce the 
power of divination. In North Mexico, a kindred notion is 
implied by the fact that some of the natives" have a great 
veneration for the hidden virtues of poisonous plants, and 
believe that if, they' crush or destroy one, some harm will 
happen to them." And at the present time in the Philippine 
Islands, the Ignatius bean, which contains strychnia and is 
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nsed as a medicine, is worn as an amulet and held capable of 
miracles.-

§ 179. The attribution to a plant of a human personality, 
and the consequent tendency towards worship of the plant, 
has other origins. Here is one of them. 

In § 148, after giving some extracts from the cosmo
gony of the Amazulu, including the statement that Unku
lunkulu, their creator, descended from a reed, or a bed of 
reeds, I cited the interpretation of Bp. Callaway: re
marking that we should hereafter find a more natural one. 
This more natural one is not derivable from traditions fur
nished by the Amazulu alone; but comparison of their 
traditions with those of neighbouring races discloses it. 

Already it has been shown that in South Africa, as in 

• As a corollary from this group of beliefs, let me here add a possible 
explanation. Causing mental exaltation, Soma is described in the Ved:c 
hymn. as giving knowledge. We have the expressions-" Soma of incom. 
parable wisdom;" "the ruddy Soma" has" the understanding or a sage; " 
"we have drunk the Soma, ••• we have entered into light." :By im· 
plication, then, the Soma is called, if not a "tree of knowledge," still, .. 
plant of knowledge. Further, the Soma is said to have given life to the gods ; 
and the rejoicing statement of the rishis is-"We have drunk the Soma, we 
have become immortoil." As the source of an enlivening beverage the Soma is 
thwo a "tree of life;" and how naturally such a notion results from the effect 
of a nervous stimulant, is shown to us by the calling alcohol ea .. de me. Now 
with these facts join the fact, that where the supply of a valued commodity is 
small, a superior person naturally forbids consumption of it by inferiors-the 
conquered, slave., subjects. Thus in Peru, the nervous stimulant coea,ol'. 
cuea, was limited to the royal class: "only the Y nca and his relations, and 
80me Curacas, to whom the Ynca extended this favour, were allowed to eat 
the herb called cuea." We here discern a probable motive for interdicting 
the use of a plant from the fruit or juice of which a stimulant producing 
mental exaltation is obtained-a motive much more comprehensible than is 
the desire that 8ubject beings should continue to confound good and evil •. A 
certain ancient legend is thus rendered comprehensible. (Since. this was 
written I find that the sacred tree of the Assyrians, figured in their sculp. 
tures, is considered by archEologists-having no hypothesis to justify-to 
repreSent the palm·tree; and with tiW identification we may join the fact 
that. even still, in 80me regions, an intoxicating drink is made by fermenting 
palm-juice.) . . 
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other parts of the world, stories obviously descending from 
ancestral troglodytes, refer to caves as places of creation. 
Instances before given may be supported by others. Re
specting the Bechuanas, Moffat says-

"Morimo [the native name for a god] as well as man, with all the 
different species of animals, came out of a hole or cave in the Bakone 
country, to the north, where, say they, their footmarks are still to be 
seen in the indurated rock, which was at that time sand." 

Again, the beliefs of the Basutos are thus given by Casalis :-
" A legend says that both men and animals came out of the bowels 

,)f the earth by an immense hole, the opening of which was in a cavern, 
and that the animals appeared first. Another tradition, more"generally 
received among the Basutos, is, that man sprang up in a marshy place, 
where reeds were growing." 

And now observe the unexpected way in which these two 
traditions of the Basutos are reconciled with one another, as 
well as with the traditions of the Bechuanas and the Ama
,l;ulu. Here is a passage from Arbousset and Daumas :-

" This spot is very celebrated amongst the Basutos and the Lighoyas, 
'lot only because the litakus of the tribes are there, but because of a 
certain mythos, in which they are told that their ancestors came ori,.gin
ally from that place. There is there a cavern surrounded with marsh 
reeds and mud, whence they believe that they have all proceeded." , 

So that these several statements refer to tihe same place
the place where Unkulunkulu "broke off in the beginning" 
-where he "broke off the nations from Uthlanga" [a. reed] 
-where the tribes separated (the word used means literally 
to separate). And while in some traditions the cave became 
dominant, in others the surrounding bed of reeds was alone 
recollected. Men came out of the reeds-men descended 
from reeds-men descended from a reed; became one form 
of the legend. 

Among the Amazulu there seems no resulting worship of 
the reed; and as, worshipping their near ancestors, they do 
not worship their remotest ancestor Unkulunkulu, it is con
sistent that they should not worship the plal,lt whence he is 
said to have proceeded. Another South African race, how
ever, worship ·a plant similarly regarded as an original 
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ancestor. Of the Damaras, Galton tells us c. a tree is sup. 
posed to be the universal progenitor, two of which divide 
the honour" (Andersson says there are several). Elsewhere 
he adds-"We passed a. magnificent tree. It was the parent 
of all the Damaras .••• The savages danced round and I 

round it in great delight." In another place he thus gives 
the Damara creed :-" In the beginning of things there was 
a tree, • • . and out of this tree came pamaras, Bushmen, 
oxen, and zebras .••• The tree gave birth to everything else 
that lives." Unconnected with anything further, this ap
pears to be an unaccountable belief. But a clue to the 
origin of it is yielded by the following note in Andersso~'s 
Noami. "In my journey to the Lake Ngami, ••• lob
served whole forests of a species of tree called Omumbo
rombonga, the supposed progenitor of the Damaras." If, 
now, we make the reasonable supposition that these tribes 
descended from a people who lived in forests of such trees 
(and low types, as Veddahs,Juangs, and wild tribes in the 
interior of Borneo; are forest-dwellers), we may infer that a 
confusion like that between a reed and· a bed of reeds, 
originated this notion of descent from a tree. 

The inference· drawn froD). these two allied cases might 
be questionable were it unsupported j but it is supported 
by the inference from a much :stronger case. Bastian tells 
us that the Congoese proper, according to their traditions, 
have sprung from trees j and we are also told that "the 
forest from which the reigning family of Congo originated, 
was afterwards an. object of veneration· to the natives." 
Here, then, emergence from a fo~est is obviously confounded 
with descent from trees jand there is a consequent quasi-wor
ship both of the forest and of its component tree: individual 
trees of the species being planted in their. market-places. 

On recalling the before-named fact, that even Sanscrit 
indiscriminately applies to the same process the words 
making and begetting j we shall not doubt that an inferior 
lnngUage will fail to maintain in tradition the distinction. 

2 A. 
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between emerging from. a. forest of trees of' a. certain' kine}; 
and emergillg from a. certain kind of tree. Doubt, if any 
reinains, will· disappear when we come to sundry analogous 
cases of confusion between a locality:whence the. race came,. 
and a conspicuous .object in .that locality, which so becomes, 
the supposed parent of the race. 

§ 180. Before passing to the third origin of p1'mt-worship. 
which, like the third origin of animal-worship, is linguistic, 
I must remind the reader of the defects of language con
ducing to it, and exemplify some others.; 

According to Palgrave, "the colours green, black, and, 
brown ·ara habitually confounded in common Arabic par
lance." Hunter says "Santali, being barren of abstract 
terms, has no word for 'time.'" The Kamschadales have 
" but one term for the sun and the moon," and have" scarcely 
any names for fish or birds, which are merely distinguished 
by the moon in which they are the most plentiful." Such 
instance; strengthen the conclusion that undeveloped speech 
cannot express the distinction between an object and a 
person named after it. 

'But here let us observe that this inference need not be 
left in the form of an :implication: it may be directly drawn. 
In early stages of linguistic progress there can exist no such 
word as name; still less a word for the act of naming. Even 
the ancient Egyptian language had not risen to the power of 
expressing any difference between ":My name" and" I name 
or call." Understood in the abstract, the word name is a 
symbol of symbols. Before a word can be conceived as a 
name, it must be thought of not simply as a sound associated 
with a certain object, bllt it must be thought of as having 
the ability to remind other persons of that object; and 
then this general property of names must be abstracted 
in thought from many examples, before the conceptiOli 
of a name can arise. If now we remember that in the 
languages of .. inferior races the advances in generaliza~ion 
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ond' al)straction ate so slight -that,while there arewor:dll 
for particular kinds of trees, there is no word for tree,a~<;1 

that, as among the Damaras, while each reach of a river has 
its special title, there is none for the. river as a whole, mup}} 
less a word for river; or if,still better, we consider the ,fact 
that the Cherokees have thirteen verbs to expresswal'lhipg, 
different parts of the body and different things, but no ·wor~l 
for washing, dissociated from the part or thing washed; we 
shall see that social life must have passed through sundry 
stages, with their accompanying steps in linguistic progJ;ess, 
before the conception of a name became possible. 

Inductive justification is not wanting.· Unfortunately, in 
most vocabularies of the uncivilized, travellers hav!! given 
us only such equivalents for our words as they conta~.: 
taking no note of the words we possess for which they have 
no equivalents. There is not this defect, however, in th~ 
vocabularies compiled by Mr. F. A. de Roepstorff. Fron~ 

tllese it appears that the tribes in Great Nicobar, in Little 
Nicobar, in Teressa, and in the Andaman Islands, havel;l~ 
words corresponding to our word name. 

The inference, then, is inevitable. If there is no word for 
name, it is impossible for the narrators of legends to express 
the distinction between a person and the object he was 
named after. The results of the confusion we have now t(,) 
observe in its relations to plant-worship. 

§ 181. By the Tasmanians, fI the names of men and WOIl].en 
were taken from natural objects and occurrences around, as. 
for instance, a kangaroo, a gum-tree, snow, hail, thunder, the 
wind." Among the Hill-tribes of India the like occurs: 
" Cotton" and" White Cotton" are names of persons among 
the Karens. Similarly in North America. Among Catlin's 
portraits occur those of fI Th,e Hard Hickory" a Seneca. 
warrior, Psban-shaw (" the Sweet-scented grass ") a Riccarree 
girl, Shee-de-a (" Wild Sage") a Pawneepi6t girl, Mong
sMng-shaw (n the Bending WjIlow') a Pimcah womall. 

2 A 2 
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And in South America it is the same. The Arawaks have 
individuals known as- " Tobacco," "Tobacco-leaf," " Tobacco
flower;" and by the ancient Peruvians one of the Yncas was 
called "Sayri," a. tobacco-plant. 

On joining with these facts the fact that by the Pueblos, 
One ·of the several tribes into which they are divided is called 
the" Tobacco-plant race," we cannot fail to recognize an 
effect of this naming after plants. Associated· as tIris clan of 
Pueblos is with other clans named after the bear, the prairie. 
·wolf, the rattle-snake, the hare, which have severally 
descended from men called after, and eventually identified 
with, these animals, the" Tobacco-plant race" has doubtless 
descended from one who was called after, and eventually 
identified with, the tobacco-plant. In like manner the 
"Reed-grass race," of these same people, may be concluded 
to have had a kindred derivation; as also, among the tribes 
of the river Isanna, the" Mandiocca " race. 

Now if an animal regarded as original progenitor, is there
fore reverentially treated; so, too, may we expect a plant
ancestor will be: not, perhaps, so conspicuously, since the 
:powers of plants to affect the fates of human beings are less 
conspicuous. But the idea of the sacredness of· certain 
plants is likely thus to originate, and to generate qltasi
religious observances. 

A converse misinterpretation must here be noted. Already 
we have seen (§ 175) that by the Salish, the Nisquallies, the 
Yakimas, not only birds and beasts,but also edible roots are 
supposed to have had human ancestors; and the way in 
which misconstruction of names might lead to this suppo~ 
sition was indicated. But there exists a habit more specially 
conducing to beliefs of this class. ·With various peoples it is 
customary for the parent to take a name from the child, and 
to be known after its birth as father or mother of So-and-so: 
an instance was given in § 171, and the Malays and Dyaks 
furnish others. Now if the child has either an animal-name 
01' il. rl:mt-name. the literal rendering in tradition of the 
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statement that a cel,"to.in man was "the ;father of the turtle:' 
or a certain woman " the mother of maize," would lead to the 
belief that this animul or thi& plant had a human. prog~nitor. 
In some cases a figurative use of these names of parenth,Ood, 
leads in a still stranger way to the same error, and to many 
kindred errors. An individual is regarded as the producer, 
or generator, of some attribute by which he or she is dis
tinguished; and is hence called the parent of th!1t attribute. 
For example, Mason tells us of tp.e Karens- . 

"When the child grows up, and develops any particular' trait of 
character, the friends give it another name, with' father' or 'mother 
attached to it. Thus, a boy is very quick to work, and he is named 
, Father of swiftness.' If he is a good shot with a bow and arrowt he is 
called' Father of shooting.' When a. girl is cleveI' to contrive, she is 
named 'Mother of contrivance.' If she be ready to talk, she becomes. 
• Mother of talk.' Sometimes the name is given from the persoI)al 
appearanCe. Thus a very white girl is called' Mother of white cotton ;' 
and another of an elegant form is na.med • Mother of the pheasant.' D 

The Arabs have a like hapit, Here then w~ have kinds 
of names which, misunderstood in after times, may initiate 
beliefs in the human ancestry not only of plants and animals, 
but of other things. . 

§ 182. An indirect proof that the attribution of spirits to 
plants, and the resulting plant-worship, have arisen in Qne or. 
other of the ways shown, must be added. • 

Did plant-worship arise from an alleged primeval fetich
ism-were it one of the animis.tic interpreta~ions said ~o result 
from the tendency of undeveloped minds to ascribe duality to 
all objects; there would be no explanation of the conceived' 
shape of 'the plant-spirit, The s~vage thinks of the other-self 
of a man, woman, 01' child, as like the man, woman, or child. 
in figure. If, then, the conception of plant-spirits were, as 
alleged, sequent upon an original animism, preceding and not 
succeeding the ghost-theory, plant~spirjts ouglJ-t to be con
,ceived as plant-shaped; and they ought to be conceived as 
having other attributes like those of plants. Nothing of th~ 
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]~ind is fouud. They are not supposed to have any plaht'
<iha~acters; and t~ey are supposed to have many characters 
uillik& those of plants. Observe the facts . 
. 'in the East there are stories of speaking trees: to the 

indwelling doubles iq attributed a faculty which the trees 
thefuselves 'have not. The Congo-people place calabashes 
of palm-wine ~t the feet of their sacred trees, lest they 
shoUld be &hirsty ~ they ascribe to them a liking not shown 
by trees, but treat them M they do their dead. In like 
inariner the statement quoted by Sir J. Lubbock from Old
field, wlio, at Addacoodah, saw fowls and many other things 
suspended as offerings to a gigantic tree; the statement of 
Mil. Tylor, who, to an ancient cypress in Mexico, found 
attached by the Indians, teeth and locks of hair in great 
numbers; the statement of Hunter that once a year, at, 
Beerbhoom, the Santals "make simple offerings to a ghost 
who dwells in a Bela-tree;" unite to show that not thE> 
tree, but the resident being; is propitiated; and that this 
lIas char~cters utterly unlike those of a tree, and completely 
like those of a human being. Further, in some Egyptian 
wall-paintings, female forms are represented as emerging 
from trees and dispensing blessings. 

Still more conclusive is the direct evidence. 'The Sarawak 
people believe men are sometimes metamorphosed into trees; 
and I,ow furtp.er .says that the Land-Dyaks venerate certain 
plants, building small bamboo altars near them, to which is 
placed a ladder to facilitate the ascent of the spirits to the 
offerings, consisting, of food, water, etc., placed on the altar 
on fes~ive occasions. Equally specific is the conception of 
ihe Iroquois. By them the spirit of corn, the spirit of beans, 
the spirit of squashes, "are supposed to have the forms of 
~eautiful females:" recalling the dryads of classic mythology; 
who; similarly conceived as human-shaped female spirits, 
were sacrificed to in the same ways that human spirits in 
seneral were sacrificed to. And then, lastly, we have the 
fact that by the Santals' these spirits or ghosts are individu-
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alized. At their festivals the separate families" dance around 
the particular trees which they fancy their domestic lares 
chiefly haunt." 

Harmonizing with the foregoing interpretations, these facts 
are incongruous with the animistic interpretation. 

§ 183. Plant-worship. then, like the worship of idols and 
animals, is an aberrant species of ancestor-worshi~-a species 
somewhat more disguised externally, but llaving the same 
intel'llal nature. Though it develops in three different 
directions, there is but one origin. 

The ~~ci.tem.ents produced by certain plants, or by 
extracts from them, or by their fermented juices, are classed 
with . other excitements, as caused by spirits or 'deinons. 
Where the stimulation is agreeable, the possessing spirit, 
taken in witli the drug, is regarded as a beneficent being-a 
being sometimes identified with a human original and gradu
ally exalted into a divinity who is lauded and prayed to. 

Tribes that' have come out of places characterized by 
particular trees or plants, unawares change the legend of 
emergence from them into the legend of descent from them: 
words fitted to convey the distinction not being contained in 
their vocabularies. Hence the belief that such trees. are their 
ancestors; and hence the regard for them as sacred. 

Further, the naming of individuals after plants becomes a 
cause of confusion. Identification of the two in tradition 
can be prevented only by the use of verbal q~alifications that 
are impossible in rude languages; and from the lillchecked 
identification there arise idea~ arid sentiments respecting 
the plant-ancestor, allied to those excited by the animal
ancestor or the ancestor figured as human. 

Thus the ghost-theory, supplying us :with a key to other 
groups of superstitions, supplies us with a key to the super
stitions constituting this group-superstitions otherwise im
plying gratuitous absurdities which we may not legitimately 
ascribe even to primitive men. 



CHAPTER XXIV. 

NATURE-WORSDIP. 

§ 18·1. UNDER this title which, literally interpreted, covers 
,the subject-matters of the last two chapters, but which, as 
,conventionally used, has a narrower meaning, it remains to 
deal with superstitious beliefs concerning the more con
spicuous inorganic objects and powers. 

If not prepossessed by other theories, the reader will anti
cipate parallelism between the genesis of these beliefs and the 
genesis of those already dealt with. That their derivation is 
wholly unlike all derivations thus far traced, will seem im
probable. He will, indeed, see that some of the reasons for 
identifyi'ng the adored object with a departed human being, 
no longer apply. Sun and :Moon do not come into the old 
home or haunt the burial-cave, as certain animals do ; and 
therefore cannot for this reason be regarded as spirits of the 
dead. Seas a~d mountains have not, in common with 
certain plants, the trait that parts of them when swallowed 
produce nervous exaltation; and ascription of divine natures 
to them cannot thus be accounted for. But there remain, 
as' common catises, the misinterpretation of traditions and 
the misinterpretation of names. Before dealing with these 
linguistic sources of N ature-wol'ship, let me point out a 
further imperfection in undeveloped speech which co
operates with the other imperfections. 
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In the PerS01ial Recollections oj Mrs. SO'flu1"'Cille, she says 
that her little brother, on seeing the great meteor of 1783, 
exclaimed, "0, Mamma, there's the moon. rinnin' awa." 
This description of an inorganic motion by a word rightly 
applied only to an organic motion, illustrates a peculiarity of 
the speech used by children and savages. A child's vocabu
lary consists mainly of words referring to those living beings 
which chiefly affe.ct it; and its statements respecting non
living things and motions, show a lack of words free from 
implications of vitality. The statements of uncivilized men 
are similarly characterized. The inland negroes who accom
panied Livingstone to the west coast, and on their return 
narrated their adventures, described their arrival at the sea. 
by the words-" The world said to us ' I am finished; there 
is no more of me.''' Like in form and like in implication 
were the answers given to a correspondent who was in 
Ashantee during the late war. 

"I exclaimed, ' We ought to be at Beulah by now, surely. But what's 
that 1 ' The answer came from our guide. 'That, sar, plenty of water 
live, bimeby we walkee cross him.' 'Where~s Beulah, then l' 'Oh, 
Beulah live other side him big hill.'" 

So, too, is it with the remark which a Bechuana chief made to 
Casalis-" One event is always the son of another, .•• and 
we must never forget the genealogy." The general tUlth 
that the poorer a language the more metaphorical it is, and 
the derivative truth that being first developed to express 
human affairs, it carries with it certain human implications 
when extended to the world around, is well shown by the 
fact that even still our word ., .to be" is .traced back to a 
word meaning" to breathe." Manifestly this defect 
in early speech' conspil'es with the defects we have already 
observed, in favouring personalization. If anything raises 
the . suspicion that an· inorganic mass was once a human 
being, or is inhabited by the .ghost of one, the necessity 
of using words implying life, fosters the suspicion. Taken 
alone, this defect has prob.1bly little' influence. Though a 
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fetichistic system logically elaborated, may lead to the con- I 
clusion that boiling water is alive; yet I see no evidence 
that the child who remarks of the boiling water that" it 
says bubble, bubble," is led by the use of the word "says" 
to believe the water a living being; nor is there any indica
tion that the negro who represented the Earth as saying 
~'I am finished," therefore conceived the Earth as a speaking 
creature. All we can safely say is that, given personali
zations otherwise caused, and the use of these life-implying 
words will confirm them. In the case of Nature':'worship, 
as in the cases of Animal-worship and Plant-worship, the 
misleading beliefs due to L-tnguage, take their rise from 
positive statements accepted on authority, and unavoidably 
misinterpreted. 

Yet another cause of misinterpretation is the extremely 
variable use of words in undeveloped speech, and consequent 
wide differences of interpretation given to them. Here is 
a passage from Krapf which well exemplifies this:-

"To the question, what precise meaning the Wanika attach to the 
word Mulungu 7 one said that Mulungu was thunder; some thought 
it meant. heaven, the visible sky'; some, again, were of opinion that 
Mulungu wall the being who caused diseases; whilst others, however, 
still held fast to a feeble notion of a Supreme Being as expressel! by 
that word. Some, too, believe that every man becomes a Mulungu 
after death." . 

Now when we are also told that l1ulungu is the name 
applied by the East Africans to their king-when we find 
that the same word is employed to mean thunder, the sky; 
the chief man, an ordinary ghost, it becomes manifest that 
personalization of the great-natu.ra1objects and.llowers, is 
nOtonly easy but almost inevitable. . 

In thus foreshadowing the conclusion that the worship of 
conspicuous objec'ts and powers around, conceived as persons, 
res!lltsil:Q]il,linguistic errors, I appear to be'indicating agree
ment with the mythologists. But though misconstruction 
of words is on both hypotheses the alleged cause, the mis-
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construction is different in kind arid the erroneous (!ourse 
of thought opposite in direction. The mythologists hold 
that the powers of nature, at first conceived and worshipped 
as . impersonal, come to: be personalized because of certain 
characters in the w(ll'ds applied to them; and that the 
legends concerning the persons identified with these natural 
powers .arise afterwards. Contrariwise, the view here held is 
that the hum~~ is the primary element; that the 
iLlentification of tlris with some natural power or object js 
due to identity of name; and that the worship of this natural 
power thus arises secondarily. 

That the contrast between these two modes of interpreta
tion may be clearly understood, let us take an illustration. 

§ 185 . .All winter the beautiful Sunshine, pursued by the 
dark Storm, was ever hiding herself-now behind the clouds, 
now below the mountains. She could not steal forth from 
hcr concealment for more than a short time without being 
again chased with swift footsteps and loud thundering noise; 
and had quickly to retreat. ·After JJl.any moons, however. 
the Storm, chasing less furiously and seeing her more clearly • 

. became gentler; and Sunshine, gaining courage, from time to 
time remained longer visible. . Storm failing to capture by 
pursuit, and softened by her charms, made milder advances~ 
Finally came their union. Then the Earth rejoiced in the 
moist warmth; and from them were born plants which 
covered its surface and made it gay with flowers. But every 
autumn Storm begins to frown and growl; Sunshine flies 
from him; and the pursuit begina again. 

Supposing the Tasmanians: had been found by us in a. 
semi-civilized state with a mythology containing some. such. 
legend as this, the unhesitating interpretation put upon it, 
after. the method now accept~d, would be that the c;>bserved 

. effects of mingled sunshine and .storm were thus figuratively 
expressed; and that the ultimate repre~entation of . Sunshine, 
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and Storm a!l persons who once lived on the Earth, was due 
to the natural m.1th~reic ten_d~~, which took its direction 
fnLnLthe g~nd~rs_Qfthe words. 

Contrariwise, how would such a. supposed Tasmanian 
legend be explained in pursuance of the hypotbesis here 
set forth 1 As already shown, birth-names among uncivilized 

(
races, taken from the incidents or the moment, often refer to 
the time of day and the weather. Catlin gives us portraits 
of Ojibbeway Indians named "The Driving Cloud," "The 
Moonlight Night," " The Hail Storm." Among names which 
Mason enumerates as given by the Karens, are" Evening," 
.. Moon-rising," etc. Hence there is nothing anomalous in 
the . fact that" Ploo-ra-na-Ioo-na," meaning SIlnshine, is the 
name of a Tasmanian woman; nor is there anything anoma
lous in tlle fact that among the Tasmanians." Hail," 
" Thunder," and" Wind" occur as names, as they do among 
the American Indians as shown. by Catlin's portraits of 
"The Hoaring Thunder," "The Red Thunder," "The Strong 
Wind," "The 'Valking Rain.'" The inference here drawn. 
therefore, harmonizing with all preceding inferences, is that 
the initial step in the genesis of such a myth, would be the 
naming of human beings Storm and Sunshine; that from the 

i confusion inevitably arising in tradition between them and 
I the natural agents having the same names, would result this 
\ personalizing of these natural agents, and the ascription to 
them of human origins and human adventures: the legend, 
once having thus germinated, being, in successive generations, 
elaborated and moulded into fitness with the phenomena. 

Let us now consider more closely which of these two 
hypotheses is most congruous with the lawfl of mind, and 
with the facts as various races present them. 

§ 186. Human intelligence, civilized and savage, in 
common with intelligence at large, proceeds by the classing 
of objects, attributes, acts, each with its kind. The very 
nature of intelligence, then, forbids the assumption that 
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primitive men will gratuitously class unlike things as akin 
to one another. In proportion as the unlikeness is great 
must there be great resistance to putting them in the'same 
group. And if things wholly unallied are bracketed as of the 
same nature, some strong mental bias must furnish the 
needful coercive force. 

What likeness can we find between a man and II. mountain ? 
Save that they both consist of matter, scarcely any. The 
one is vast, the other relatively minute; the one is of no 
definite shape, the other symmetrical; the one is fixed, the 
other locomotive; the one is cold, the other warm; the one 
is of dense substance, the, other quite soft; the one ,has 
little internal- structure and that irregular, the other is 
elaborately structured internally in a definite way. Hence 
the classing of them in thought as akin, is repugnant to the 
laws of thought; and nothing but unlimited faith can cause 
a belief in their alleged relationship as progenitor and 
progeny. There are, however,' misinterpreted statements 
which lead to this -belief. 

TIead first the following passages from Bancroft:-
" IkAnam, the creator of the universe, is a powerful deity among the 

Chinooks, who have a mountain named after him from a belief that he 
there turned himself into stone." 

" The Californian tribes believe ••• the Navajos came tO'light from 
the bowels of a great mountain near the river San Juan." 

"The citizens of Mexico and those of Tlatelolco were wont to visit a 
hill called Cacatepec, for they said it was their mother." 

Of the Mexicans Presco'tt writes :-" A puerile superstition 
of the Indians regarded these celebrated mountains as gods, 
and Iztaccihuatl as the wife of. her more formidable neigh
,bour," PopocatepetL Of the Peruvians, who worshipped the 
snow-mountains, we read that at Potosi" there is, a smaller 
]lill; very similar to the former one, and the In:dians say 
that it is its son, and call it ••• the younger Potosi" Now 
observe the clue to these beliefs furnished by Molina. He 
says the principal huaca of the Yncas was that of the hill, 
lluanacauri, whence their ancestors were said to have com-
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'mcnccd their journey. It is described as .. a great figure of 
.iI. ·roan." "This huaca was of Ayar-cachi, one of the four 
brothers who were said to have come out of the cave at 
Tampu." And a prayer addressed to it was :-" 0 Huana
cauri! our father, roay ••• thy son, the Ynca, ·always 
retain his youth, and grant that he may prosper in all he 
undertakes. And to us, thy SOilS," etc. 

One. way in which a mountain comes to be worshipped as 
ancestor, is here made manifest. It is the place whence the 
race came, the source of the race, the parent of the race: the 
distinctions implied by the different words here used being. _ 
in rude languages, inexpressible. Either the early progeni
tors of a tribe were dwellers in caves on the mountain; 01 

the mountain, marking conspicuously the elevated region they 
migrated from, is identified as the objeCt whence they sprang. 
We find this connexion of ideas elsewhere. Various peoples 
of India who have spread from the Himalayas to the lower 
lands, point to the snowy peaks as the other world to which 
their dead return. Among some, the traditional migration 
has become a genesis, and has originated a worship. Thus 
the Santals regard the eastern Himalayas as their natal 
region; and Hunter tells us that "the national god of the 
Santals is Marang B~ru, the great mOlmtain,"-who is "the 
divinity who watched over theu- birth," and who" is invoked 
with bloody offerings." 

When we remember that even now among ourselves, a 
Scotch laird, called by the name of his place, is verbally 
'identified with it, and might in times when langUage wail 
vague have readily become confounded in legend with the 
high stronghold in which he lived; when we remember, too, 
that even now, in our developed language, the word .. de
scend" means either coming down from a higher level or 
coming down from an ancestor,· and depends for its interpre;. 
tation on the context; we cannot, in presence of the above 
facts, doubt that mountain-worship in some cases arises from 
mistaking the traditional source of· the. race for the tradi, 
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tional parentage of the race. This interpretation strengthenl\l, 
and is strengthened by, a kindred interpretation of trec
worship given in the last chapter. 

There is another possible linguistic cause for conceptions of 
this kind. .. Mountain" and "Great Mountain" are llsedby 
primitive men as names of honour: the king of Pango-Pango 
(Samoa) is thus addressed. Elsewhere I have suggested 
that a personal name arising in this way, may have initiated 
the belief of the New Zealand chief, who claimed the neigh
bouring. volcano, Tongariro, as his ancestor: such· ancestor 
possibly having acquired this metaphorical name as expres
sive of his fiery nature. One further fact may be added in 
support of the belief that in SODle cases Dlountain-worship 
thus arises as an aberrant form of ancestor-worship. Writing 
of the Araucanians, and stating that "there is scarcely a 
material object which does not furnish them with a discrimi
native name" of a family, Thompson specifies" Mountains ,. 
as among their family names. 

§ 187. Save in respect of its motion, which, however, is of 
utterly different character, the Sea has even less in common 
with a man than a mountain has: in form, in liquidity, in 
structurelessness, it is still more unlike a person.· Yet the 
Sea has . been personalized and worshipped, alike in the 
ancient East and in the West. Arriaga says of the Peru:
vians that "all who descend from the Sierra to the plains 
worship the sea when they approach it, ILnd pullout the hair 
of their eyebrows, and offer it up, and pray not to get sick." 
Whence this superstition? . 

We have inferred that confusing the derivation frQID a 
pl~'!ith....th&-derivatian.... of parent~90d, has led to the 
worshill both of mouil@ll_s_ awLof...tha trees composing a. 
forest once dwelt in. Ocean-worship seems to have had, in 
some cases, a parallel genesis. Though when we call sailors 
.. sea-men," our organized knowledge and developed lan
guage save us from the error which literal interpret.ation 
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might cause; yct a primitive ·people on whose shores there 
arrived unknown men from an unknown source, and who 
spoke of them as "men of the sea," would be very apt thus 
to originate a tradition describing them as coming out of the 
sea or being produced by it. The change from "men of 
the sea" to "children of the sea" is an easy one--{)ne 
paralleled by figures of speech among ourselves; and from 
the name "children of the sea" legend would naturally 
tvolve a conception of the sea as generator or parent. Trust
worthy evidence in support of this conclusion, I cannot 
furnish. Though concerning Peruvians, the Italian Benzoni 
says-" They think that we are a congelation of the sea, 
and have been nourished by the fl'otP.;" yet this statement, 
reminding us of the Greek myth of Aphrodite, is attributed 
to a verbal misconstruction of his. Still it may be held that 

. by a savage or semi-civilized people, who are without even 
the idea of lands beyond the ocean-horizon, there can hardly 
be formed any other conception of marine invaders, who 
have no apparent origin but the ocean itself. 

That belief in descent from the Sea as a progenitor some'" 
times arises through misinterpretation of individual names, 
is likely, Indirect evidence is yielded by the fact that a 
native religious reformer who appeared among the Iroquois 
about 1800 was called "Handsome Lake;" and if .r lake .. 
may become a proper name, it seems not improbable that 
(C ocean" may do so. There is direct evidence too; namely 
the statement of Garcilasso, already quoted in another con
nexion (§ 164), that the Sea was claimed by some clans of 
Peruvians as their ancestor. 

§ 188. If asked to instance a familiar appearance still less 
human in its attributes than a mountain or the sea, we 
migllt, after reflection, hit on the one to be next dealt with, 
the Dawn, as perhaps the most remote imaginable: having 
.not e\'en tangibility, nor definite shape, nor duration. Was 
the primitive man, then, led by linguistic needs to personalize 
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the Dawn 1 And, having personalized it, did he invent a 
bio~,'raphy for it? Affirmative answers are cUlTently given; 
but with very little warrant. 

Treating of the dawn-myth, Prof. Max Miiller, in his 
Lectures on the Science oj Language, takes first Sarama as one 
embodiment of the dawn. He quotes with qualified assen't 
Prof. Kuhn's "conclusion that Sarama meant storm," He 
does not doubt that " the root of Sarama is sal', to go." He 
says :-" Admitting that Sarama meant originally the runner; 
110W does it follow that· the runnel' was meant for storm?" 
Recognizing the fact that an allied word meant wind and 

. cloud, he alleges that this is habitually masculine in San-
scrit; but admits that if the Veda gave Sarama the" qualities 
of the wind" this incongruity" would be no insurmountable 
objection." He then gives Sarama's adventures in search of the 
cows; and says it yields no evidence that Sarama is "repre
sentative of the storm." After saying that in a fuller version 
of the story, Sarama is described as "the dog of the gods,j sent 
by Indra .. to look for the cows" -after giving from another 
source the statements that Sarama, refusing to share the cows 
with them, asks the robbers for a drink of milk, returns and 
tells a lie to Indra, is kicked by him, and vomits the milk, 
Prof. Max Miiller gives his own iD.terpretation. He says :-

"This being nearly the whole evidence on .which we must form our 
opinion of the original conception of Saramd, there can be little doubt 
that she was meant for the early dawn, and not for the storm." 

Here, then, we have a sample of myth-rendering. It is 
agreed that the root is sar, to go j from which one distin
guished philologist infers that Sarama meant the runner anel 
therefore the storm (allied. words meaning wind and cloud); 
while another distinguished philologist thinks this inference 
erroneous. . Sarania in the legend is a woman; and in some 
versions a dog. It is, however, concluded that she' is . the· 
dawn, because. an' epithet applied to ]1er means quick; and 
because another epithet means fortunate; and because sho 
appears before Indra;· and because of sundry metaphors 

2 !J 
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!which, if cows stand for clouds, may be applied figuratively 
: to mean the dawn. On the strength of these vague agree
ments Prof. Max Miiller thinks7"" 

"Theinyth of which we have collected the fragments is clear enough. 
It is a reproduction of the old story of the break of day. ' The bright 
cows, the rays of the Bun or the rain-clouds--for both go by the same 
llam~have been stolen by the powers 'of darkness, by the Night and 
her ~anifold progeny," etc., etc. 

Thus, notwithstanding all the discrepancies and contradic
· tigns, and though the root of the name gives no colour to th(. 
,interpretation, yet because of certain metaphors (which in 
,primitive speech are so loosely used as to mean almost any
"thing) we are asked to believe that men personalized a trans
· itory appearance as unlike humanity as can be conceived. 

. Whatever difficulties stand in the way of the alternative 
interpretation, it has facts instead of hypotheses to start 

, from. It may be that sometimes Dawn is a complimentary 
, metaphorical name given to a rosy girl; though I can give 
',no evidence of this. But that Dawn is a birth-name, we 
> llave clear proof. Naming the newly-born from concurrent 
~ events, we have aeen to be a pl:imitive practice. Of Dames 
so originating among the Karens, Mason instances" Harvest," 
«February," "Father-returned."As we saw (§ 185), he 
shows ' that times of the day are similarly utilized; and 

· among the names hence derived, he gives "Sunrise." South 
America supplies an instance. Hans Stade was present at 
the naming of a child among the Tupis, who was called 
Koem..,-the morning (one of its forefathers having also been 

I similarly named); and Captain Burton, the editor, adds in a 
note that Coema piranga means literally the morning-red or 

. Aurora. Another case occurs in New Zealand. Rangihaeata, 
, ,,3 Maori chiefs name, is interpreted .. heavenly dawn;" 
, (" lightning of heaven" being another chief's name). If, then, 
; Dawn is an actual name for a person-if it has probably 
,often been given to those born early in the morning; the 
~ tl:ad;itions concerning one of such w~o became noted, would, 
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1:1 the mind of the uncritical sava~e, lead to identification 
with the Dawn ; and the adventures would be interpreted in 
such manner as the phenomena of the Dawn made most 
feasible. Further, in regions where this name had.been 
borne either by members Qf adjacent tribes, or by members 
of the same tribe living at different times, incongruous gene
alogies and conflicting adventures of the Dawn would result. 

§ 18:). Is there a kindred origin for the worship of Stars? 
Can these also become identified with ancestors? .This 
seems difficult to conceive; and yet there are facts justifying 
the suspicion that it has been so. 

The Jews regarded stars. as living beings who in some 
cases transgressed and were puni')hed; and kindred notions 
of their animation existed among the Greeks. If we ask 
for the earlier forms of such beliefs, which now appear so 
strange, savages supply them. The Patagonians say "that 
the stars are old Indians." " In Fiji large' shooting stars' 
are said to be gods; smaller ones, the departing souls of 
men." The Hervey Islanders think that the ghosts of 
w;trriors killed in battle,go to the top of a mountain and 
"leap into the azure expanse, where they float as specks. 
Hence this elysium of the brave is often called speckland" 
[i.e., star-land: they become stars]. The South Australians 
think "the constellations are groups of children." " Three 
stars in one of the constellations are said to have been 
formerly on the Earth: one is the man, another his wife, and 
the smaller one their dog; and their employment is that of 
hunting opossums through the .. sky." The implication that 
lllllnan beings get into the heavens, l'ecurs in the Tasma
nian tradition that fire was brought by two black fellows, 
who threw the fire among the Tasmanian:!, and after staying 
awhile ill the land, became the two stars, Castor and l>ollux. 
l'ossibly the genesis of this story was that the coupled lights 
of these .stars were fancied to be the distant firos lighted by 

, these lUen after they went away. Such a conception occurs 
~ D :! 
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among the North A.mericans, who say that the Milky Way is 
"the' Path of Spirits: 'the Road of Souls,' where they travel 
to the land beyond the grave, and where their camp-jires may 
be seen blazing as brighter stars." It harmonizes, too, with 
the still more concrete belief of some North A.merican..'1, that 
their 'mediciite-men have gone up through holes in the sky, 
have found the Sun and Moon walking about there like 
human creatures, have walked about with them, and looked 
down through their peepholes upon the Earth below. 

Definite explanl!otion of such ideas is difficult so long as 
we frame hypotheses only; but it becomes less difficult when 
we turn to the facts. These same peoples have a legeJ?d 
yielding us 'a feasible solution. First noting that Robinson 
describes certain other Californians as worshipping for their 
chief god something in the form of a stuffed coyote, read this 
legend of the Coyote, current among one of the Californian 
,tribes-the CahroCs. The Coyote was-

"so proud that he determined to have a dance through heaven itself, 
having chosen as his partner a certain star that used to pass quite close 
by a mountain where he spent a good deal of his time. So he called out 
to the star to take him by the paw and they would go round the world 
together for a night; but the star only laughed, and winked in nn 
excessively provoking way from time t~ time. The Coyote persisted 
angrily in his demand, and barked and barked at the star all round 
heaven, till the twinkling thing grew tired of his noise and told him to 
be quiet and he should be taken next night. Next night the star came 
quite up close to the cliff where the Coyote stood, who leaping was able 
to catch on; Away they danced together through the blue heavens. 
Fine sport it was for a while; but oh, it grew bitter cold up there for a 
Coyote of the earth, and it was an awful sight to look down to where the 
broad Klamath lay like a slack bow-stl'ing and the Cahroc villages like 
arrow-p.eads. Woe for the Coyote! his numb paws have slipped their 
llOld on his bright companion; dark is the partner that leads the dance 
now, and the name of him is Death. Ten long snows the Coyote is in 
falling, and when he strikes the earth he is' smashed as fiat as a willow
mat.'-Coyotes must not dance with stars." 

'Vheu we remember that this conception of the heavens a.~ 
h~sting on, or adjacent to, the mountaiu' tops, is general 
among the uncivilized and semi-civilized; and that access to 
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the heavens after some such method as the one described, 
presents no difficulty to the uncritical mind of the primitive 
man j the identification of stars with persons will seem less 
incomprehensible. Though the ancestral coyote meets with 
.1 catastrophe, like catastrophes are not necessarily alleged 
of other ancestral animals who thus get into the heavens. 
Special hills, and special groups of stars seen to rise from 
L:!hind them, being identified as those referred to in the 
legends, the animal-ancestors said to have ascended may 
Lccome known as constellations. Here, at least, seems a 
feasible explanation of the strange fact, that the names of 
animals and men were, in early times, given to clusters of 
stars which in no way suggestthem by their appearances. 

That misinterpretation of proper names and metaphorical 
titles has played a part in this case, as in other cases, is 
possible. One of the Amazon tribes is called "Stars." The 
llalle of a Dyak chief is rendered-" the bear of Heaven." 
And in Assyrian inscriptions, Tiglath-pileser is termed" the 
bright constellation," " the ruling constellation." J...iteral 
acceptance of legends containing such names has, in the 
earliest stages, probably lead to identification. 

If ancestors, animal or human, supposed to have migrated 
to the heavens,' become identified with certain stars, there 
result the fancies of astrology. A tribal progenitor so trans
lated, will be conceived as still caring for his descendants j 
while the progenitors of other tribes (when' conquest has 
united many) will be conceived as unfriendly. Hence may 
result the alleged good or ill fortune of being looked down 
upon at birth by this or that star: 

. § 190. Supposed accessibility of the heavens makes simi
larly easy the identification' of the Moon with a man or 
with a woman. 

·Sometimes the traditional person is believed to reside 
in' the Moon j as by the Loucheux branch of the Tinneh; 
who, while supplicating him for success in· hunting, say that 
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he "once lived· among them as a poor ragged boy," . 1.fof(l 
frequently, however, there is an alleged metamorphosis, 
The Esquimaux think Sun, Moon, and Stars "are spirits of 
departed Esquimaux,or of some of the lower animals;" and 
the South Australians believe that the Sun, Moon,etc" are 
living beings who once inhabited the earth. Clearly, then, 
certain low races, who do not worship the heavenly bodies, 
have nevertheless personalized these by vaguely identifying 
them with ancestors -in general. Biographies of the Moon 
([0 not here occur; but we . find biographies among races 
which are advanced ,enough .to keep up traditions. The 
Chibchas say that when on Earth, Chia taught evil, and that 
B<?chica, their deified instructor, "translated her to heaven, 
to become the wife of the Slill and to illuminate the nights 
without appearing at daytime [on account of the bad things 
she had taught], and that since then there has been a ]\foon," 
The Mexican story was that, "together with the man who 
threw himself into the fire and came out the Sun, another 
wen,t in a cave and came out the :)'Iioon." 

Has identification of the Moon with persons who once 
lived, been caused by misinterpretation of names 1 Indirect 
evidence would justify us in suspecting this, even were there 
no direct evidence. In savage and semi-civilized mythologies, 
the Moon is more commohly represented as female than as 
male; and it needs no quotations to remind the reader how 
often, in poetry, a beautiful woman is either compared to the 
Moon or metaphorically called the Moon. And if, in 
primitive times, Moon was used as a complimentary name 
for a woman, erroneous identification of persoll and object, 
naturally originated a lunar myth wherever the woman so 
named survived in tradition. 

To this, which is a hypothetical argument, is to be added 
an argument based on fact. Whether it supplies compIi
mentary names or not, the Moon certainly supplies birth
names. Among those wllich Mason enumerates . as .given 
~y the Karens, is "Full Moon.~' Obviously, peoples w,ho 
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distinguish children by the incidents of their birth, using,. 
as in Africa, days of the week, and as we have seen in other 
cases, times of the day, will also use phases of the Moon. 
And since many peoples have this custom, birth~names derived 
from phases of the Moon have probably been common, and 
subsequent identifications with the Moon not rare. 

And here a significant. correspondence may be noted. 
Birth-names. derived from the Moon will habitually refer to 
it either as rising or setting, or else as in one of its phases 
-waxing, full, waning: a state of the Moon, rather thall, the 
lIoon itself, will be indicated. Now the Egyptian goddess 
Bubastis, appears to have been the new Mooll (some evidence 
implies tho full)-at any rate a' phase. The symbolization 
of Artemis expresses a like limitation; as dol'S also that of . 
Selene. And in his Jfytkolo[JY of the Aryan Nations, Sir 
G. W. Cox tells us that I8 is "pre-eminently the horned" 
or young Moon; while Pandia is the full Moon. How do 
these facts harmonize with the current interpretation? Is 
the tyranny of metaphor so great that, of itself, it compels 
this change of personality? 

§ 191. Naturally, we may expect to find that, in common 
with the Stars and the Moon, the Sun has boon persGllaHged ./ 
by identification with ~ traditional human being. 

Already implied by some of the above-quoted statements. 
respecting the Moon, this is implied more distinctly by 
statements now to be quoted. Tle original parent of the 
Comanches, like themselves but of gigantic stature, ·livell' 
they say, in the Sun. So, too, "the Chechemecas called the , 
Sun their father." Of the Olchones, Bancroft says"':""" The 
sun here begins to be connected, or identified by name, with 
that great spirit, or rather, that Big Man, who made the earth 
and who rules in the sky;" and he also says of the Tinneh 
that " some of them believe in a good spirit called Tihugun, 
• myoId friend,' supposed to reside in the sun and in the '. 
moon;'" By t.he Salive, one of the Orinoco tribes, the Sun is ' . 
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named "the man of the Earth above." Among the less 
civilized American peoples, tIl en, the implication of original' 
existence on Earth and subsequent migration to the sky, is 
general only. Their conception is on a level with that of the 
African (a Barotse), who, when asked whether a halo round 
the Sun portended rain, replied-" 0 -no, it is the Barimo 
(gods or departed spirits) who have called a picho; don't you 
see they have the Lord (sun) in the centre?": the belief 
doubtless being that as the rest of the celestial assemblage 
had once been on Eartb, so, too, had their chief. But among 
more advanced American peoples, the terrestrial personality 
of the Sun is definitely stated:-

"According to the Indians [of Tlascala] the Sun was a god so 
leprous and sick that he could nqt move. The other gods pitied him, 
lind constructed a very large oven and lighted an enormous tire in. it, to 
put him out of pain by killing him, or to purify him." 

The Quiche tradition is that after" there had been no sun in 
existence for many years," 
"the god3 being assembled in a place called Teotihuacan, six leagues 
from Mexico, and gathered at the time round a great fire, told their 
devotees that he of them who should first cast himself into that fire, 
should have the honour of being transformed into a sun." 

There is a legend concerning the ancestor of the cazique of 
M:izteca, who, 
"shot there against the great light even till the going down of the 
E;ame; then he took possession of all that land, seeing he had grievously 
wounded the sun, and forced him to hide behind the mountains." 

More specific still is a kindred story of the Mexicans, form
ing the sequel to one above cited. When the god who 
became the Sun by throwing himself into tlle fire, first rose, 
he stood still; and when the other gods sent a messenger 
ordering him to go on, 
" the Sun replied that it would not go on ulltil it had destroyed them. 
Both afraid and angry at this answer, one of them, called Citli, took a. 
bow and three arrows,and shot at its fiery head; but the Sun stooped, 
an!i thus avoided being hit. The second time he wounded its body, and 
also the third time. In rage, the Sun took Olle of the arrows and shot at 
CiOi, piercing his forehead, and thus killing him on the spot." 
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110r does this exhaust the cases which Mexican traditions 
fnrnish. After expounding the Sun-myths in which he 
figurp.s, Waitz concludes that I' Quetzalcoatl was originally a 
mall, a priest in Tula, who rose as a religious reformer among 
the Toltecs, but was expelled by the adherents of Tezcatlipoca." 

By the mythologists these stories, in common with kindred 
stories of the Aryans, are said to result from personalizations 
figuratively expressing the Sun's doings; and they find no 
difficulty in believing that men not only gratuitously ascribed 
human nature to the Sun, but gratuitously identified: him 
with a known man. Doubtless the Mexican tradition "that 
r.t one time there were five suns; and the fruits of the earth 
did not grow well, and the men died," will in some way be 
explained as harmonizing with ·their hypothesis. Here, how
ever, the interpretation adopted, like preceding interpreta
tions, does not imply that these legends grew out of pure 
fictions; but that, however much transformed, they grew 
out of facts. Even were there no direct evidence that 
so~ have arisen from misapprehensions of narratives \ 
respecting actual persons, or actual events in human. history, .: 
the evidence furnished. by analogy would warrant the belief. 
But the direct evidence is abundant. In some cases we are 
left in doubt how the supposed connexion with. the Sun 
originated, as in the case of the Damaras, who have "five or 
six different f eandas' or descents "-some ,. who come from 
the sun," and some" who come from the rain;" but in other 
cases there is an obvious clue to the connexion • 

. One source of these solar myths, is the. literal acceptance 
of figurative statements concE);rning the quarter. whence the 
I'ace· came. Already we have concluded that emergence 
of a people from a forest, confounded· in tradition with 
~mergence from the trees forming it, has led to the worshin
of trees as ancestors; and that the story of migration from 
a distant mountain has become. through; defect of language, 
changed into the story of descent from the mountain as a 
progenitor. The like has happened with peoples who have 

...... 
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migrated from a locality marked, by the Sun. On referring, 
to §112,.'where are given the ideas of various peoples 
respecting that other world whence their forefathers came" 
and to which they expect to return after death, it will be 
seen that its supposed direction is usually either East or 

/ 'West: the obvious cause being that the places of sun
rise and sunset, ranging through considerable angles of the 
horizon on either, &ide, serve as, general positions to which 
more northerly and southerly ones are readily approximated, 
by the inaccurate savage, in the absence of definite, marks. 
" "'here the Sun rises in heaven," is said, by the Central 
American, to be the dwelling-place of his gods, who were'his 
ancestors (§ 149),; and the like holds in many cases. Of the 
Dinneh (or Tinneh), Franklin says each tribe, or horde, adds 
some distinctive epithet taken from the name of the river, or 
lake, on which they hunt, or the district from which they 
last migrated. Those who come to, :Fort Chipewyan term 
themselves "Saw-eesaw-dinneh-Indians from the rising 
Sun." N pw may we not suspect that such a name as 
".Indians from the rising Sun," will, in the legends of people 
having an undeveloped speech, generate a belief in descent 
from the Sun 1 We ourselves use the expression" children 
of light;" we have the descriptive name "children of the 
mist'; for a clan living in a foggy locality; nay, we apply the, 
phrase "children of the Sun" to races living in the tropics. ' 
Much. more, then, will .the primitive man in his poverty- . 
stricken language, speak ,of, those coming from the place" 
where the SuD. rises as " children of the Sun.," That peoples 
even so advanced as the Peruvians did so, we have proof. 

,C< The universal tradition pointed to a place called Paccari-tampu, as ' 
the cradle or point of origin of the,Yncas. It,was from Cuzco, the. 
nearest point to the Bun-rising; and as the sun was chosen as the 
pacarisca [origin] of the Y ncas, the place of their origin was at first ' 
assigned to Paccari·tampu. But when their conquests were extended ' 
to the Collao, they could approach nearer to the sun, until they beheld : 
it rising out of lake Titicaca; and hence theJnland sc:!. beclme ~ second' • 
t~ditional place of royal ol'iqin." 
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When with this we join the facts that the Yncas, who othcr
wise carried, ancestor-worship to so, great an extellt, were 
predominantly worshippers of the Sun as ,ancestor; and ~hat 
wJlen the Y nca died he was "called ba,ck to the mal\~ions of 
Ilis father, the Sun j" we have warrant for concludjng :that 
this' belief in descent from the Sun resulted from misappre
hension of the historical fact that ,the Ynca-race emerged: 
from the bnd where the Sun rises. Kindred evidence cOIl}-es 
from ccrtain names given to the Spaniards. The MexicanG 
"called Cortes the offspring of the Sun j "andas the 
Spaniards came from the region of the rising Sun, we have a 
like cause preceding a like effect. Though apparently not 
for the same reason, the Panches, too, made solar heroes of 
the Spaniards. "When the Spaniards first entered ,this 
ldngdolll, the natives were in a great cOIlsternation, lookipg 
upon them as the children of the Sun and Moon" says Herrera: 
a statement made in other words of the Chibchas, by 
Simon, and by, Lugo, who tells us' that in their language. 
"sua means the Sun, and Sui the Spaniarci. The. reason 
why tl1is word sue. is derived frOlll 81tO, is that th,e ancient 
Indians, when they saw the first Spaniards,said that. they 
were children of the Sun." 

In this case, too, as in preceding cases, misinterpretation 
of individual names is' a factor. In the essay which con
tained 8i rude outline of the argument elaborated in the 
foregoing chapters, I contended that by. the savage and 

. semi-civilized, "Sun" was likely to. be given as a title of 
honour to a distinguished man. I referred to the fact that 
such complimentary metaphors. are used by poets: instancing 
from Henry VIII the expression-" Those suns of glory:. 
those two lights of men;" to which I might have added the 
lines from Julius Ccesm·-

" 0 setting sun, 
As in thy red rays thou dost sink to-night, 
So in his red blood Cassius' day is set; 
The sun of Rome is set ! ,~ 

And I argued that·among primitive peoples speaking mor~ 
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figuratively than we do, and greatly given to flattery, «the 
Sun" would probably be a frequent name of laudation. 
:Facts justifying this inference were not then at hand; but I 
can now give severaL Egyptian records furnish some of 
them; as instance the address to the Egyptian king by 
flU envoy from the Bakhten-" Glory to thee, Sun of the 
Nine bow barbarians, Let us live before thee;" and then the 
gods Amen, Horus and Tum, are all identified with the Sun. 
Here, again, is a sentence from Prescott's },fexica. 

"The frank and joyous manners [of Alvarado] made him a. great 
favourite with the Tlasca1ans ; and his bright, open countenance, fair 
complexion, and golden locks gave him the name of Tonatiuli, the Sun." 

The Peruvians gave a modification of the name to those 
who were mentally superior; as is shown by the statement 
that they" were so simple, that anyone who invented a new 
thing was readily recognized by them as a child of the Sun." 
And then we have evidence that in these regions the title, 
sometimes given in compliment, was sometimes arrogantly 
assumed. In the historic legend of the Central Americans, 
the Papal V~th, is described the pride of Vukub-Cakix,who 
boasted that he was Sun and Moon. 

Once more we have, as a root for a Sun-myth, the birth
name. Among the Karens occurs the name " Yellow Rising 
Slin ;" and though Mason speaks of "a handsome young 
person" as thus called, so implying that it is a compli
mentary name, yet considering that these people use "Even
ing," ,. Moon-rise," "Sun-rise," "Fulll\foon," as birth-names, 
it seem probable that" Rising Sun" is a birth-name. Catlin's 

. portraits of North Americans yield some good evidence. There 
is among them an Esquimaux man named "the Rising Sun," 
which, as the Esquimaux have no chiefs or warriors, is not 
likely to have been a. complimentary name; and there is a 
Minatarree girl called c'The Mid-day Sun," which is not 
likely to have been a title of honour for a girl. :Manifestly 
it would be anomalous were celestiiil incidents thus used, 
with the exception of the most striking one. 
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And now mark a significant congruity and a. sigumcant 
incongruity, parallel to those we marked in the case of the 
Moon's phases. Birth-names taken from ,the Sun must 
refer to the Sun at some part of his course-the rising SU,n, 
the soaring Sun, the setting Sun, according to the hour of 
the bilth; and complimentary names taken from the Sun, may 
express various of his attributes, as "the glory of the Sun," 
.. the Sun's brightness," etc. That names _ of this class have 
been used is, indeed, a known fact. Among complimentary 
titles of Egyptian kings in the Select Papyri, we find-" the 
Sun of creation," .. the Sun becoming victorious," "the Suu 
orderer of creation." Hence no difficulty is presented by 
the fact that "the Egyptians made of the Sun several 
distinct deities; as the intellectual Sun, the. physical orb, the 
cause of heat, the author of light, the power of the Sun, the 
vivifying cause, the Sun in the firmament, and the Sun in his 
resting-place." On the other hand, how do the mythologists 

. reconcile such facts with their hypothesis 1 Was the linguis

. tic necessity for personalizing so great that eight distinct 
persons were required to embody the Sun's several attributes 
and states 1 Must we conclude that the Aryans, too, were led 
solely by the hypostasis of descriptions to suppose Hyperion, 
" the high-soaring Sun;' to be one individual, and Endymion, 
"the Sun setting," to be another individual: both being inde
pendent of " the separate divinity of Phoibos Apollon" 1 Did 
the mere need for concreting abstracts, force the Greeks to 
think that when the Sun was thirty degrees above the horizon 
he was one person who had such -and such adven:tures, and 
that by the time he had got within ten degrees of the horizon 
he had changed into a person having a different biography 1 
That the mythologists cannot think this I will not say; for 
their stores of faith are large. But the faith of others will, I 
imagine, fall short here, if it has not !lone so before. 

§ 192. When the genesis of solar myths after the manner 
I have described, was briefly indicated as a part of the 
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general doctrine set forth in the essay above referred to, 
sundry resulting correspondences with the traits of such 
myths were pointed out. The fact that conspicuous celestial 
objects, in common with the powers of nature at large, werc 
conceived as male and femalc, was shown to be a sequencc. 
The fact that in mythologies the Sun has such alternath"c 
names as "the Swift One," "the Lion," "the Wolf," which 
are not suggested by the Sun's sensible attribute!'!, was 
shown to be explicable on the hypo~hesis that these were 
additional complimentary names given to the same individual 
Further, the strange jumbling of celestial phenomena with 
the adventures of earth-born persons, was accounted for as 
a result of endeavours to reconcile the statements of tradi
tion with the evidence of the senses. And once more it 
was suggested that by aggregation _ of local legends con-
corning persc1ns thus named, into a mythology co-extensi\"c 
with many tribes who were united into a nation, would 
necessitate conflicting genealogies and biographies of the per
sonalized Sun. While able then to illustrate but briefly 
these positions; I alluded to evidence which was forthcoming. 
Of such evidence I have now given an amount which 
fulfils the tacit promise made; and goes far to justify tIle 
inference drawn. I did not then, however, hope to do morc 
than make the inference highly probable. But while col
lecting materials for the foregoing chapters, I have comc 
upon a passage in the records of the ancient Egyptians which, 
I think, gives conclusiveness to the argument. It is in tho 
third Sallier Papyrus. This document, recording the tri
umphs of Ramsos II, has already yielded us illustrations of 
the ancient belief in the supornatural strength given by an 
ancestral ghost who has become a god; and more recently I 
have quoted from it a phrase exemplifying the complimentary 
application of an animal-name to a conquering monarch. 
Here, from an address of the subjugated people, praying for, 
mercy, I 'quote in full the significant sentence :-

"IIorus, conquering bull, dear to Ma, Prince guarding thv army, 
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valiant with the sword, bulwark of his troops in day of battle, king 
· mighty of strength, great Sovran, Sun powerful in truth, approved of 
• Ba, mighty in victories, Ra.mses Miamon. " 

The whole process desclibed .above as likely to occur, is 
shown in' this record as actually occurring. Observe all the 
correspondences; The deity to whom, :lS we saw, P..amses 

· says he has sacrificed 30,000 bulls, and to whom he prays 
for supernatural aid, is regarded as his ancestor. "I call on 
thee my father Ammon," he says; and the defeated say to 

, him-CO truly thou art born of Ammon, issue of his body." 
}'urther, Ramses, described as performing the feats of a god, 
is spoken of as though a god: the defeated call him " giver 
of life for ever like his father P..a." Thus regarded as divine, 
he receives, as we find warriors among the semi-civilized and 
savage still doing, many complimentary titles and meta
l,horical names j which, being joined to the same individual, 
IJecome joined to one another: P..amses is at once the King, 
the Bull, the Sun. And while this record gives the human 
:;enealogy of P..amses and his achievements on Earth, its 
expressions point to his subsequent apotheosis; and imply 

'that his deeds will be narrated as the deeds of the "con
. quering bull" and of "the Sun." P..em(;mbering that at the 
'deaths even of ordinary EgyptianS, there were ceremonial 
eulogies by priests and others, who afterwards, at fixed in-

, tervals, repeated their praises; we cannot doubt that in lau
dations of a king who became a god after death, carried on 
in still more exaggerated language than during his life, 
there persisted these metaphorical titles: resulting in such 
hymns as that addressed to .A,~en-" The Sun the true king 
of gods, the Strong Bull, the mighty lover (of power)." 

To me it seems obvious that in this legend of the victo
rious Ramses, king, conqueror, bull, sun, and eventu,ally god, 
we have the elements which, in an early stage of civilization, 
generate a solar myth like that of Indra; who similarly 
united the characters of the conqueringnero, the bull, the 
sun. To say that when orally transmitted for genel'utiollS 
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among a less-advanced people, a story such as this wouU nof; 
result in a human biography of the Sun, is 'to deny a process 
congruous with the processes, we find going on; and is to 
assume an historical accuracy that was impossible with & 

language which, like that of the Egyptians even in historic 
times, could not distinguish between a name and the act of 
naming. While to allege, instead, that the Sun may not only 
be affiliated on human parents, but may be credited with 
feats of arms as a. king, while he is also a brute, and this 
solely because of certain linguistic suggestions, is to allege 
that men· disregard the evidence of their senses at the 
prompting of reasons relatively trivial 

§ 193. Little, then, as first appearances suggest it, tlle 
conclusion warranted by the facts, is that ~ture-wo!:§hip, 

\ like each of the worships previously analyzed, is a form of 
ancestor~worship; but one which has lost, in a still greatCl' 
degree, the external characters of its original 

Partly by confounding the parentage of the race with a. 
conspicuous object marking the natal region of the race, 
partly by literal interpretation of birth-names, and partly by 
literal interpretation of names given in eulogy, there have 
been produced beliefs in descent from Mountains, from the 
Sea, from the Dawn, from animals which have become con~ 
stellations, and from persons once on Earth who now appear 
as Moon and Sun, Implicitly believing the statements of 
forefathers, the savage and serni-civilized have been com~ 
pelled grotesquely to combine natural powers with human 
attributes and histories; and have been thus led into the 
strange customs of propitiating these great terrestrial and 
celestial objects by such offerings of food and blood as they 
habitually made to other ancestors. 



CHAPTER XXV. 

DEITIES. 

§ 194. IN the foregoing five chapters the genesis of deities, 
has been so fully set forth by implication, that there seems 
no need for a chapter dealing directly with the subject. But 
though we have dealt with those classes of deities in which 
human personalities are greatly disguised, there remains to 
be dealt with the class of those deities which have arisen by 
simple idealization and expansion of human personalities. For 
while some men 'have, by misinterpretation of traditions, had 
their individualities merged in those of natural objects;. the 
individualities of other men have survived with man-like 
attributes. 

This last class, always co-existing with ·the other classesj 

eventually becomes predominant: probably, as before hinted, 
through the agency of proper names that are iess and less 
connotative and more and more denotative. So long a~ 

men were named after objects around, they failed to survive 
in tradition under their human forms; and the worship of 
them as ancestors became the .worship of the things they 
weri nominally identified with. But when there arose such 
proper names as were not also borne by objects, men began 
to be preserved in story as men. It became possible for . 
ghosts to retain their anthropomorphic individualities long 
after the deaths of contemporaries; and so an anthropo
morphic pantheon resulted. 

. Already, in the chapter on .. Ancestor-worship in General,~ 
Joe 
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the initiation of this class of deities has been indicated; and 
now, having traced the evolution of the other classes, we 
must trace the evolution of this most important class. 

§ 195. Like an animai, a savage fears whatever is strange 
in appearance or behaviour. Along with the unparalleled 
quality he sees, there is no knowing what other unparalleled 
qualities may go. He feels endangered by these capacities 
which transcend those he is familiar with; and behaves to the 
possessor of them in a way betraying his consciousness of 
danger. As we saw, he regards as supernatural whatever he 
cannot comprehend. His mental attitude is well illustrated 
by the two Bechuanas, who, when taken over a ship, said iii 
" was for certain an uncreated thing-a thing come of itself, 
and never made by human hands." This supposed super
naturalnf'ss of the unaccountable, holds alike of a remarkable 
object and of a remarkable man. If the North American 
Indians "do not 1l.nderstand anything, they immediately say 
it is a spirit; .. and a man of special talent .. is said to be 0-

spirit." 
In various cases we find the native equiyalent for god is. 

thus indiscriminately applied to an incomprehensi~le object 
and to a persoriwhose powers are incomprehensible. The 
Fijian name for a divine being~ kalou, means also "anything 
great or marvellous." And while, in pursuance of this con
ception, the Fijians declared a printing-press to be a god, 
they also applied the word to their European visitors: "You 
are a kalou," "Your countrymen are gods." So, too, it is 
with the Malagasy, who speak of their king as a god, and by 
whom whatever is new or useful or extraordinary is called a 
god. Silk," rice, money, thunder and lightning, and earth~ 
quakes, are all called gods. Their ancestors and a dcceased 
sovereign they designate in the same manner." A book, too, 
is a. god; and" velvet is called by the singular epithet-Sono~ 
God." It is the same with the man-worshipping Todas. 
l~especting . the meanings .ot: lJe"?', $wd-,",,-i. (gqds, 10rdsJ as - .' ~ 

:'.1 .: 
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used by them, Marshall says "there is a tendency for e'lery
thing mysterious or unseen to ripen into IJl}'; cattle, relics, 
priests, are • • • confused in the same category, until it 
would seem that IJeT, like Swami, is trUly an adjective~noun 
of eminence." 

And now we shall no longer find it difficult to understand 
]lOW the title god, is, in early stages of progress, given to 
men in ways which seem so monstrous. Not meaning by 
the title anything like what we menn, savages naturally use 
it for powerful persons, living and dead, of various kinds. 
Let us glance at the several classes of them. 

§ 196. We may fitly begin with individuals whose supe
riorities are the least definite-individuals who aT ~ regarded 
by others, or by theniselves, as better than the res ... 

A typical case is furnished by the Todas above named. 
CoL Marshall, describing the pam, a holy milkman or priest 
amoDg them, thus gives part of a conversation with one :-

" • Is it true that Todas salute the sun 7' I asked. ' TscMkh I' he -
replied,' those poor fellows d6 so; but me,' tapping his chest, II, a. 
god! why should I salute the Sun 7' At the time, I thought this a 
mere ebullition of vanity and pride, but I have since had opportunity 
of testing the truth of his speech. The plUlU for the time being is not· 
merely the casket containing divine attributes, but is hi1lUelf a God." 

And "the paIal, being himself a God,· may with propriety 
JIlention the names of his fellow-Gods, a licence which is pei
~itted to no ODe else to do." This elevation to godhood of a 
living member of the tribe, who has some undefined superi
ority, is again exemplified in Central America. Montgomery 
describes the Indians of Taltique as adoring such a god. 

,"This,was no other than an old Indian, whom they had dressed up 
in a peculiar way, and installed in a hut, where they went to worship 
him, offering him the fruits of their industry as a tribute, and perform" 
ing in his presence certain religious rites, according to their ancient 
practice.· 

Clearly people who are so awe-struck by one of thei~ 
pUJl!b!!l" as to propitia~ him iI,I. this way, probably undeI; th9 

202 
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belief that he 'can bring good or evil on them, may thus 
originate a deity. For if the ghost in general is feared, still 
more feared will be the ghost of a man distinguished during 
life. Probably there is no ancestor-worship but what shows 
this tendency to the evolution of a predominant ghost from 
a predomlnant human being. W ~ have seen how, by the 
Amazulu, the remembel'ed founder of the family is the one 
chiefly propitiated; and the implication is that this founder 
was in some way superior. We have seen, too, how among 
the Central Americans, Tamagastad and Cipattonal were tIle 
remotest ancestors known; and their doings were probably 
unusual enough to cause recollection of them. Here I may 
add, as obviously of kindred origin, the god of the Kamscha
dales. They" say that Kut, whom they sometimes call god 
and sometimes their first father, lived two years upon each 
river, and left the children that river on which they were 
born, for their proper inheritance." 

Such facts show us in the most general way, how the 
conception of a, deity begins to diverge from the con
ception of a remarkable person; feared during his life and 
still more feared after his death. We will now pass to the 
special ways in which genesis of this conception is shown. 

§ 197. If, at first, the superior and the divine are equi
valent ideas, the chief or ruler will tend to become a deity 
during his life and a greater deity after his death. This 
inference is justified by facts. 

Already I have referred (§ 112) to the Maori chief who 
scornfully repudiated an earthly origin, and looked forward 
to re-joining his ancestors, the gods. It is thus elsewhere 
in Polynesia.. "I am a god," said Tuikilakila, the chief of 
Somosomo. And of these Fijians, Williams says :-

" Indeed, there is very little difference between a chief of high rank 
and one of the second order of deities. The' former regards himself 
very much lIS a god, and is often spoke of as such by his people, and, 
on some occasions, claims for himself publicly the right of divinity." 
So, too, the Tahitians give indh'ect praises, to the king quite 
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as exalted as any used in worship of deities. Theking's
"houeea were called the aomi, the clouds of heaven; anuanua, the 
rainbow, was the name of the canoe in which he voyaged; his voice was 
called thunder; the glare of the torches in his dwelling was denominated 
lightning; and when the people saw them in the evening, as they 
passed near his abode, instead of saying the torches were burning in 
the palace, they would observe that the lightning was 1I.a.shing in the 
clouds of heaven. "* 
The like holds in Africa. In Benin the king is not only the 
representative of god upon earth, but god himself; and is 
worshipped by his subjects in both natures. II The king of 
Loango is lespected like a deity, being called Samba and. 
Pon;;o, that is, God." The people of Msambara say-" We 
are all slaves of the Zumbe [king] who is our Mulungu 
[god]." So was it with the ancient American races. In Peru 
Huayna Ccapac "was so feared and obeyed, that they almost 
looked upon him as their god, and his image was set up in 
many towns:" be " was worshipped of his subjects for a god, 
being yet alive." And the statement of Garcilasso that out 
of various chiefs and petty kings, the good were worshipped, 
is confirmed by Balboa. Nor do only races of inferiol" types 
deify living men. Palgrave exemplifies deification of them 
among the Semites as follows:-

". Who is your God l' said an Arab traveller of my acquaintance to 
a Mesaleekh nomade, not far from Basra. • It was Fadee,' answered 
the man, naming a powerful provincial governor of those lands, lately 
deceased; • but since his death I reaIly do not know who is God at the 
present moment."· 

That Aryans have had like conceptions, we are reminded by 
such facts as that Greek kings of the East, besides altars 

• This p88sage from Ellis's Pol!lnuiafJ Researches, voL iii, pp. 113, 1141-
(new edition), I commend to the attention of the mythologists. We are 
shown by it another way in which nature-worship may readily arise from 
aneestor-worship. As eulogies of a man after his death are apt to war 
rather tban wane, it is clear that this indirect glorification of a Tahitian 
king, surviving in legend, will yield evidence of his celestial nature; and 
.. beo a king 80 lauded already baa a complimentary name d ... rived from any
tiling in the heavens. these descriptions of his surroundings will join it in 
producing a nature-Il.yth. 
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erected to them, had Beo<; stamped on their coins, and that 
Roman emperors were worshipped when alive. Nay, cases 
occur even now. When the Prince of Wales was in India, 
Hindu poet.~ "were apostrophizing him as an Avatar, or 
Incarnation of the Deity." 

Of course, as above said, identification of the superior 
with the divine, which leads to propitiation of living chiefs 
and kings as gods, leads to more marked propitiation of 
them after death. In Peru a dead king was immediately 
regarded as a god, and had his sacrifices, statues, etc. Of 
the Yucatanese, Cogolludo, saying that Ytzamat was a great 
king, adds :-" This king died, and they raised altars to him, 
and it was an oracle which gave them answers." In :Mexico 
the people of Cholula considered Quetzalcoatl [feathered 
serpent] "to be the principal god," and they" said that Quet
zalcoatl, though he was a native of Tula, came from that 
phce to people the provinces of Tlaxcala, lluexotzingo 
and Chol111a." Again," Huitzilopochtli, [' humming - bird, 
left 'J afterwards a supreme deity of the Aztecs •• " .• 
was originally a man, whose apotheosis may be clearly 
traced." Polynesia supplies kindred illustrations. 
The Sandwich Islanders regarded the spirit of one of their 
ancient kings as a tutelar deity. In Tonga they hold" that 
there are other Hotooas, or gods, viz., the souls of all deceased 
nobles and matabooles, who have a like power of dispensing 
good and evil,· but in an inferior degree." And" the New 
Zealanders believed that several high chiefs after death 
became deified, and that from them all punishments in this 
world' for evil doings were sent." In Africa it is 
the same. We have Geen that among the Coast Negroes, 
king Ad6lee looks for aid to the ghost of his father, and 
that in Dahomey the living king sacrifices victims that they 
may canoy to the late Icing in the other world, reports of what 
has been done. That is, these dead kings have become gods. 
In like manner the king of Shoa prays at his father's shrine; 
and" in Yoruba, Shango, the god of thunder, is regarded as a 
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cruel and 'm{ghty king who was' raised to heaven.'· Asia, 
too, furnishes examples. Drew names a temple erected to 
Golab Singh the conqueror. 

Evidently, then, the apotheosis of deceased rulers' among 
ancient historic races, was but the continuation of a primitive 
practice. 'When we learn that" RamsesHek An (a name of 
Raruses III) means ',engendered by Ra [Sun], prince of An 
(Heliopolis),'" and when, in the Harris papyrus, we find this 
Ramses III saying of his father, .. the gods appointed their 
son arising from their limbs to (be) prince of the whole land 
ill. their seat; II we cannot but recognize a more developed 
form of those conceptions which savage and semi-civilized 
exhibit all O'ver'the world. When in the Babylonian legend 
of ,the flood, we, on the {lne hand, meet with the statements 
-" the gods feared' the tempest and sought refuge," "the 

,gods like dogs fixed in droves prostrate" (implying that the 
gods differed little from men in their powers and. feelings) ; 
and when, on the other hand, we find that, the conquering 
Izdubar, the hero of the legend, afterwards becomes a god, 
and that Bel, who made the deluge, was" the warrior Bel;" 
we cannot doubt that the early Babylonians, too, worshipped 
chiefs who, gods while alive, became greater gods after 
death.· , 

§ 198. Power dispJayed 1:;y the political head of a tribe, 
and in higher stages of progress by a king, is not the only 
kind of power. Hence, if. at first the divine means simply 
the snperior, men otherwise distinguished than by chieftain
ship, will be regarded as gods .. Evidence justifies this con
clusion. S~, and also persons who show unparalleled 
skill,;Us deified. 

• The later Bahylonian beliefs of this cla9s are implied. by the following 
passage from Manant's translation of the great inscription of N abllcllad
nezz .. r :-" Je su;' Nabu-kudur-usur ••• Ie fils aine de N .. bu-pal-usur roi 
de Bab-TIu, Moi!" "Le dieu Bel, Iui-m~me, m'a cree, Ie dieu Marduk qui 
m'a engendr';, a depose Iui-m~me 1" germe de IDa vie dans Ie sein de rna 
mere." 
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That medicine-men, whose predominance has no other 
origin than their craft, are treated as gods during their liv~, 
we have but little direct evidence. Sometimes, where the 
medicine-Dian is also political head, he appears to be pro
pitiated in both capacities; as in Loango, where the king 
is god, and where "they believe he can give rain when he 
has a mind. In December the people gather to beg it of 
him, every one bringing his present." . But we have proof 
that the medicine-man becomes a deity after death. Indeed, 
some facts raise the suspicion that his ghost is the one which 
first grows into predominance as a being to be feared. The 
Fuegians, to whom otherwise no definite religious ideas are 
ascribed, believe in "a great black man . . . wandering 
about the woods and mountains, . . • who influences the 
weather according to men's conduct:" evidently a deCl~ased 
weather-doctor. So, too, by the. neighbouring Patagonians, 
wandering demons are believed to be "the souls of their 
wizards." A god of the Chippewas, Manabosho, is repre. 
sen ted as sounding his magic drum and rattles "to raise up 
supernatural powerS to help him:" he uses in the other 
,,"orld those appliances which, as a sorcerer, he used in this. 
Again, the Cahroc~ have "some conception of a great deity 
called. Chareya, the Old Man Above: . • . he is described 
as wearing a close tunic, with a medicine-bag." In Africa 
the Damaras furnish a definite' instance. Galton says
" We passed the grave of the god Omakuru; the Damaras 
all threw stones on the cairn, . • . singing out, 'Father 
Omakuru.' " " He gives and withholds rain." The apotheosis 
01 the medicine-man in Polynesia, is shown by the Sand
wich Islanders,' who have a tradition that a certain man. 
whom they deified after his death. obtained all their medi
cinal hocbs from the gods. To this man the doctors address 
their prayers. So of the ancient Mexicans Mendieta writes
"Others said that only such· men had been taken for gods 
who transformed themselves or .•. appeltred in some other 
shape, and in it spoke or did something beyond human 
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power." And similarly in China, Taouism "deifies hermits 
and physicians. magicians. and seekers after the philosopher's 
stone."· etc. But the best examples are furnished by our own 
Scandinavian kinsmen. As described in the Heimskringla,* 
Odin was manifestly a medicine-man. We· read that "when 
Odin of Asaland came to the north. and the gods with him," 
he "Was the 'cleverest of all, and from him all the others 
learned their magic arts." We read' further that when the 
Vanaland people beheaded Memir. a man of great under
standing. " Odin took the head, smeared it with herbs so that 
it IIhould not rot, and sang incantations over it. Thereby 
11e gave it the power that it spoke to him, and discovered to 
him many secrets." 

"Odin died in his bed in Sweden; and when he was near his death 
he made himself be marked with the point of a spear. and said he was 
going to Godheim. and would give a welcome there to all his friends. 
and all brave warriors sbould be dedicated to him, and the Swedes 
believed that he was gone to the ancient .Asgaard, and would live there 
eternally. Then began the belief in Odin and the calling upon 
him • • • Odin was burnt, and at his pile there was great splendour." 

Niord of Noatun is also described as continuing the sacrifices 
after Odin j and the Swedes believed he "ruled ov~r the 
growth of seasons." 

• Dr. Tylor on two occasions (Mind. April, 1877. and Acad"';,fI. Jan. 27, 
1883) has blamed me for quoting from the He"iTll8lt:ringla: giving the reMon· 
t.hat it is a work of the 13th century. Sir G. Dasent who, among English. 
men. is, I believe. second to none in knowledge of Norse literature, tells me 
that the Heim8lt:ringla is a good authtlrity, and allows me to repeat his 
opinion. If folklore is to be disregarded because it is not quite '100 years 
since it was written down, and if versions of pagan legends narrated by 

. Christians are not to be tru.ted as evidence (see Academy. as ahove), it 
Btrikes me that an antagonist might mate light of a large proportion of 
Dr. Tylor's own conclusions. I may add that the inference drawn above is not 
unsupported by other evidence. In the Volsung Tole, as given in the intro' 
duction to Sir G. Dasent's Popular Tales from tks :KorSB, Odin makes his 
appearance as an ill·clad wanderer, and performs feats of ma~ic. Dr. Tylor 
apparently sees no meaning in correspondences which could not have heen 
foreseen. Snorro Sturlaston knew nothing about the deification of medicine· 
men and rulers in America and in Africa. Yet the traditions he records are 
paralleled in various respects by facts now found in these remote regions. 
:r. this mere accidentP 
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.. In his time an the diars or gods died, and blood-sacrifices wer" 
made for them. Niord died on the bed of sickness, and before he died 
made himself be marked for Odin with the spear-point. 

" Freyr took the kingdom after Niord; • • • there were good seasons 
in all the land, which the Swedes ascribed to Freyr, so that he was 
inuch more worshipped than the other gods. ••• Now when Freyr 
died they bore him secretly into the mound, but told the Swedes he was 
alive; and they kept watch over him for three years. They brought all 
the taxes into the mound. • • • Peace and good seasons continued." 

" In these extracts there are various instructive implica
tions. The dominant race, coming from the East, returned 
there at death. While living .they were worshipped; as 
we see superior mim are, and have been, elsewhere. Such 
among them as were accounted powerful magicians, were 
more especially worshipped. After death these gained the 
character of great gods in virtue of their repute as great 
medicine-men; and were propitiated for a continuance of 
their snpernatural aid. Of course; with the mythologists 
~hese stories of the lives, deaths, and funeral rites, of reputed 
magicians, go for nothing. They think them products of the 
mythopreic tendency; and are Jlot astonished at the cor
respondence between alleged fictions and the facts which 
existing savages show us. I suppose they are prepared simi
larly to dispose of the case of &culapius, which shows us so 
clearly an apotheosis of this kind. Referred to by Homer 
as a doctor (in early stages synonymous with medicine-man) 
and known at a later time as locally propitiated by a tribe 
the members of which counted their links of descent from 
him, he presently" came to have songs and temples in his 
honour, and eventually developed into a great god worshipped 
throughout a wide region. 

.. As we advance into the Hellenistic and Roman periods, it is easy 
to perceive that a vast change has come over the spirit of his divinity. 
Everywhere in Asia his effigy begins to appear upon the currency, and 
men have begun to invoke him, not only as a healer of bodily disease 
and pain, but as a present help in every trouble, a rescner from every 
kind of ill The slave is emancipated in his temples; the sailor in 
peril implores his aid, and to him the soldier ransomed from the foe 
dedicates a thank-offering; men hail him SI\,"iour and King; and At 
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last the de'l"dee, exalting him high above an god.'I, exclaims, • Asklepios, 
thou my master; whom I so often have invoked in prayer by night and 
day,' • great is thy power and manifold, for thou art He' who dost guide 
and govern the Universe, Preserver of the world and Bulwark of the 
immortal Gods ! JJ 

In presence of such evidence of the development of a 
doctor into a deity, harmonizing with that which existing 
savage races furnish of the deriva~on of deities from medicine
men, we may reasonably conclude that the stories concerning 
the early doings of the Scandinavian gods originated in 
distorted accounts of actual events-are not fictions due to 
the need for personalizing the powers of nature. 

Between the medicine-man and the teacher of new arts, 
there is but a nominal distinction; for, as we have seen, the 
primitive man thinks that anJ.-ahility beyond the ordinary 

\ is supernatural: even the blacksmith is a kind of magician 
to the African. Hence we may expect to find deifications of 
those whose superiority was shown by their greater know
ledge or skill; and we find them in many places. The 
Brazilians II ascribe the origin of agriculture to their teacher 
Tupan, who seems to be identical with the founder ••• of 
the race, and with the Supreme Being, so far as they have 
any idea of such." A Chinook tradition is that "a kind and 
powerful spirit called Ikanam, • . • taught them how to make 
canoes as well as all other implements and utensils;· and he 
threw great rocks into the rivers and made falls, to obstruct 
the salmon in their ascent, so that they might be easily 
caught." The Mexican god Quetzalcoatl was .. a divinity 
who, during his residence on earth, instructed the natives in 
the use of metals, in agriculture; and in the arts of govern
ment." Further, the Mexicans apotheosized Chicomecoatl as 
the first woman who made bread; Tzaputlatena as the invent
ress of the v~:itl-resin; Opuchtli as the inventor ,of some 
fishing implements; Yiacatecutli as the originator of trade; 
and Napatecutli as the inventor of rush mats. The Central 
Americans, too, had their gods and goddesses Chac, Ixazal
voh, Itzammi., Ixchebelyax, who were the inventors of agri-
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cultlire, of cotton-weeaving, of letters, of painting. In the 
earliest records of historic peoples we meet with like facts. 
The Egyptian gods, Osiris, Ombte, Neph, and Thoth are said 
to have taught arts. The Babylonian god Oannes is simi
larly represented as having been an instructor. And it is 
neeilless to enumerate the Greek and Roman deities described 
as teachers of one or other new process, or inventors of this 
or that new appliance. 

Still, then, we have the same truth under another aspect. 
Power exceeding previously-known powers, excites awe; anli 
thep"ossessor of it, feared during his life, is still more feared 
after his death. 

§ 199. In treating of those who, within the tribe, as 
medicine-meu, or men of unusual ability, have acquired 
repute leading to deification, I have unawares entered on the 
next class of facts-facts showing us that the immigrant 
member of a superior race becomes a god among an inferior 
race. 

At the present time it occasionally happens that Euro..; 
peans, such as shipwrecked sailors or escaped convicts, 
thrown among savage peoples, gain ascendency over them by 
the knowledge and skill they display; and when we remem
ber that after the deaths of such men, their powers, exalted 
in legend, are sure to make their ghosts feared more than 
ordinary ghosts, we shall recognize another source hom 
which deities arise. That men of low type even now class 
strangers of high type as gods, we have abundant proofs. 
It is said by the Bushmen-u Those white men are children 
of God; they know everything." The East Africans exclaim 
to Europeans-" Truly ye are gods j" and Europeans are thus 
spoken of in Congo. A chief on the Niger, seeing whites for 
the first time. thought them II children of heaven." When 
Thompson and Moffat wished to see a religious ceremony 
peculiar to the Bechuana women, the women said-" These 
are gods, let them walk in." Even among so superior an. 
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African race as the Fulahs, some villagers, says Barth, «went 
80 far as to dome the honour • • • of identifying me with 
their god • Fete,' who, they thought, might have come to 
spend a day with them" (staying to dinner, like Zeus with 
the Ethiopians). . Other races fUrnish kindred instances. 
Some Khond women said of Campbell's tent-" It is the 
house of a god." The" Nicobarians have such a high idea of 
the· power of Europeans, that to them they attribute the 
creation of their islands, and they think it depends on them 
to give fine weather."· Remarking of the Fijians that" there 
appears to be no certain line of demarcation between gods 
and living men," Erskine tells us that one of the chiefs 'said 
to Mr. Hunt-" If you die first, I shall make you my god." 
Mr. Alfred Wallace, who has had extensive opportunities of 
studying primitive men, says of the Arru Islanders-

"I have no doubt that to the next generation, or even before, I 
myself shaJI be transformed into a magician or a demi-god, a worker of 
miracles, and a being of supernatural knowledge. They already believe 
that all the animals I preserve will come to life again j and to their 
children it will be related that they actually did so. An unusual spell 
of fine weather Betting ill just at my arrival, has made them believe I 
can control the BeaBOns." 

And then,lastly, we have the fact that an apotheosis .like that 
which Mr. Wallace anticipates, has already occurred in a 
neighbouring island. The Dyaks attribute supernatural power 
to Rajah Brooke: he is invoked along with the other gods. 

With such abundant proofs that the genesis of gods out of 
superior strangers is now going on, we cannot, without per~ 
versity, regard as fictions those stories found in many 
countries, which represent certain gods as having brought 
knowledge and arts from elsewhere. The Mexican god, 
QuetzalcoatI, who came from the west, was "a tall white 
man, with broad forehead, large eyes,. long black hair, ane;! 
great round beard," who, having iDlItmcted them and re. 

• I have had brought to me from the locality, °a photograph of Nicobar
idols, among which Wen are grotesque, and ,et chal"l&Ct~riatic, ligures of 
Englishwen. 
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formed their manners, departed by the way he came. . So, 
too, the great god of the Chibchas, Bochica, was a white man 
with a beard, who gave them laws and institutions, and who 
disappeared after having long lived at Sogamoso. In South 

, America it is the same. Humboldt tells us that" Amalivaca, 
the father of the Tamanacs, that is, the creator of the human 
race (for every nation regards itself as the root of all other 
nations) arrived in a bark." He afterwards re-embarked. 

l
In some cases the remarkable strangers who thus become a 

people's gods, are regarded as the retlgned ghosts of their own 
remarkable men. Ghosts and gods being originally undiffe
rentiated in thought; and neither of them being always dis-
tinguishable from living persons; it happens, as was shown 
in § 92, that the whites are, by Australians, PQlynesians, and 
Africans, held to be the doubles of their own dead. 'When we 
read that among the Wanikas, "Mulungu," the word ap
plied like the Kaffir "Uhlunga" to the Supreme God, also 
denotes any good or evil revenant; we see how it happens 
that Europeans are called indiscriminately ghosts and gods. 
Hence the naturalness of the fact that in the Sandwich 
Islands, when" Captain Cook arrived, it was supposed, and 
reported, that the good Rono was returned, hence the people 
prostrated themselves before him." Hence, too, the idea. 
implied by Camargo's account of the Mexicans, that, "as 
soon as the Spaniards had disembarked, news came to the 
very smallest villages that the gods had arrived:" the belief 
being " that their god Quetzalcoatl had come" back with his 
companions. And hence, again, the reason that the Chibchas 
at Turmeque "showed to the Spaniards the veneration and 
worship they showed to the gods, making incense to them." 

Thus we find re-illustrated under other conditions, the 
same general tr~th .f,ltat the primitive god is the superior 

\ 

man, either indigenous,: Or foreign; . propitiated dll1'ing his life 
\ and still ,more after his death,., . 

§ 200.' Fro'm this deification of si"ngle men of hlgher races, 
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there is a natural transition to the deification of conquering 
races, not individually but' bodily. The eXFression "gods 
and men," occurring in the traditions of vaJ,i.ous peoples, is 
roade readily interpretable. 

We assume that, as a matter of c{)urse, every tribe of 
savages has a wor.{ meaning a human being, applicable 
equally to members of their own tribe and to members of 
other tribes; but, as usual, we are misled by assimilating 
their thoughts and language to ours. Often their name for 
men is their tribal name. Alr.eady we have seen that in 
South America, among the' Guaranis, the same word means 
man and Guarani The North American people who call 
themselves Thlinkeets, have no word but this to signify 
human beings; and an adjacent people, the Tinneh, furnish ~ 
parallel case. 'Pim and Seemann tell us that-

II The distinctive appellation of the Mosquitoes amongst themselves 
is • Waikna' • man,' and all the other tribes imitate them in this 
conceit; indeed, it is a common practice amongst the Indians of the 
American continent, from the dwellers fJIrlhest north, Esquimaux, who 
call themselves 'Innuit' 'men,' par excellence, as far south as the 
Araucanians, the Patagonians, and even the wretched natives of Tierr4 
del Fuego." . 

Similarly in Africa, the native name for the Kaffir tribes il'l 
.Abantu, Bantu (plural of ntu, a·man); and for the Hottentot 
tribes the designation is Koi-koin (i.e., II men of men," froID, 
koi, a man). In Asia it is thus with the Karens; I' a few of 
the tribes only have distinctive names for themselves, anq 
all, when speaking of each other, use, the word for man to 
designate themselves." ~he Kamschadales, again, .. have' no 
designation either, for themselv.es ,or their country. They 
called themselves simply men, as ,considering themselves 
either the only inhabitants of the earth, or so far surpassing 
all others as to be alone worthy of this title." Indeed, 
Nilsson, generalizing such facts, says that "all rude nations 
apply the designation' men' to themselves only, all other~ 
being differently designated,'" 
'~~WJlat willr-happen_ when..Baya~eS ,\VhQC;~g .th~II).s~lve~ 
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c. men" are conquered by savages otherwise called, but 
proved by the 't:onquest to have that superiority which in the 
primitive mind is equivalent to divinity 1 Clearly, the 
names of conquering and conquered will become equivalent 
in their meanings to .. gods and mim." In some cases, indeed, 
the name by which the conquerors call themselves wiil 
necessitate tliis. We read of the Tupis that .. Tupa is their 
word for futher, for the Supreme Being, and for thunder; it 
passed by an easy process from the first of these meanings to 
the last, and the barbarous vanity of some tribes compounded 
from it a name for themselves." So that if these children 
of Tupa. which means" children of God," subjugate a people 
whose name is equivalent to .. men," the distinction of the 
two as .. gods and men" becomes inevitable. 

'Vith such evidence before us, what shall we think about 
the .. gods and men" who figure in the legends of higher 
races 1 On learning from Nilsson that in Scandinavia there 
are distinct traces of the antagonism of aboriginal races to 
. colonists, as early as the stone and bronze periods; and 
on then I'eading in Scandinavian' traditions about Odin. 
Freyr. Niord, and the rest, coming from Godheim (god's-home 
or land) to Menheim (men's-home or land); ruling there 
and being worshipped; dying there believing that they were 
going back to Godheim, just as barbarous peoples everywhere 
believe that they return after death to fatherland; we shall 
conclude that these" gods and men" were simply conquering 
and conquered races: all mythological interpretations not· 
withstanding. When we find that, as given by Pausanias, a 
popular legend am0I/-g the Greeks was that tbe ancient 
Arcadians .. were guests and table-companions of the gods." 
we shall not set this down as a fiction devised after the gods 
had been created by personalizing the powers of nature; but 
shall infer that the tradition had its root in those conquests 
of earlier races by later implied in Hesiod-"conquests such 
as must certainly have been going on, and must certainly 
have left exaggerated nal'l'atives.. So, too,when." the so~s of 
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god saw the Odaughters of men" in Hebrew story. If we 
recall the reprobation which has everywhere been visited 
on the intermarriage of a conquering caste and a subject caste 
-if we remember that in Greek belief it was a transgres
sion for the race of gods to fall in love with the race of men 
-if we Add the fact that in our own feudal times union of 
nobles with serfs was a crime; we shall haVA little difficulty 
in seeing how there originated the story of the fall of the 
angels. 

Anyone who, after considering this evidence, remembers 
that from the names and natures ascribed by existing savage 
peoples to Europeans, legends of "gods and men" are even 
now arising, will, I think, scarcely hesitate. Remaining 
doubt will disappear on ·reading the legend of the Quiches, 
which gives, with sufficient clearness, the story of invaders 
who, seizing an elevated. region; and· holding in terror the 
natives of the lower lands, became the deities ofthe surround
ing country, and their mountain Icaidence the local Olympus. 
(See Appendix A.) 

§ 201. This brings us once more to the Aryan gods, as 
seen from another point of view. That we may judge which 
hypothesis best fits the facts, let us observe how the early 
Greeks actually conceived their gods: ignoring the question 
how they got their conceptions. And let us compare their 
pantheon with the pantheon of another race-say that of the 
Fijians. Anyone who objects to the comparison as insulting, 
needs only to be reminded that cannibalism was ascribed to 
some of their deities by the Greeks; and that human sacrifices 
to Zeus were continued down to late times. 

The Greek god is everywhere presented to us under the 
guise of a powerful man; as is the Fijian. Among the 
:Fijians, "gods sometimes assume the human form, and are 
thus seen by men;" and how common was a like theophany 
among the Greeks, the Iliad shows us page after page. So 
like a man was the Greek god, that special insight, super-

2 D 
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naturally given, was required to distinguish him; and, as we 
have seen, it is difficult to find what is the difference between 
a god and a chief among the Fijians. In the Fijian pantheon 
there are grades and divided functions-a chief god, media
ting gods, gods over different things and places: thus paral
leling the Greek pantheon, which was a hierarchy with a 
distribution of ranks and duties. Fijian deities may be 
classed into gods proper and deified mortals-some whose 
apotheosis has dropped out of memory and some whose 
apotheosis is remembered; and there were apotheosized 
mortals, too, among the Greek deities. A descriptive title 
of one of the Fijian gods is "the Adulterer "-a title applic
able to sundry Greek gods: Another name is "the W oman
stealer"-a name not undeserved by Zeus. Yet a further 
sobriquet borne by a Fijian god is "Fresh-from-the-slaughter;" 
which would answer for Ares, who is called "the Blood
stainer." The Fijian gods love and hate, are proud and 
revengeful, and make war, and kill and eat one another; and 
if we include the earlier generations of Greek gods, kindred 
atrocities are told of them. Though fighting does not remain 
conspicuous, still there is the conspiracy from which Zeus 
was saved by Thetis j and there is perpetual squabbling and 
vituperation: even Zeus being vilified by his daughter 
Athene, as well as by the divine shrew Here. The Fijian 
gods play one another tricks, as did also the gods of the 
Greeks. Sometimes the Fijians" get angry with their deities 
and abuse and even challenge them to fight j" and among the 
Greeks; too, there was abuse of the gods even to their faces, 
as of Aphrodite by Helen, and if there was not challenging 
to fight, still there was fighting with, and even victory over, 
gods, as of Diomede over Ares, and there was threatening 
of gods, as when Laomedon refusing to pay Poseidon his 
wages, said he would cut off his ears. The Fijians have a 
story of a god who tumbled out of a canoe, and, being picked 
up by a woman, was taken to a chief's house to dry himself 
-a story against which we may set that of Dionysus. who, 
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frightened by the Thracian Lycurgus, took refuge in the sea, 
!lnd who when seized by pirates was carriea bound on board 
their vessel Though Dionysus unbound himself, we are 
reminded that in other cases gods remained subject to men; 
as was Proteus, and as was even Ares, when Otus and 
Ephialtes kept him in prison thirteen months, and as was 
Apollo when a slave to Laomedon. Thus, however material 
and human are the Fijian gods, living, eating, acting as men 
do ; the gods of the Greeks are represented as no less material 
and human. They talk, and banquet, and drink, and amuse 
themselves during the day, and go to bed at sunset: "the 
Olympian thunderer, Zeus, went to, his. couch" and slept. 
They are pierced by men's weapons. Ares' wound is healed 
by a "pain.assuaging plaster ;"and Aphrodite, .. after some 
loss of blood md being distracted with pain, borrows her 
brother's chariot and drives oft' to Olympus to. be similarly 
doctored. All their attributes and acts are in keeping with 
this conception. In battle Here simulates Stentor in appear
ance and voice; Apollo shouts from Pergamus to exhort the 
Trojans: Iris comes "running down from Olympus;" and 
the celestial chariotS, made in earthly fashion of earthly 
materials, are drawn by steeds that are lashed and goaded, 
through the gates of Heaven which creak. The single fact 
that Zeus is on visiting terms with "the milk-fed men of 
Thrace," suffices of itself to show how little the divine was 
distinguished from the human, and how essentially parallel 
were the Greek conceptions to the conceptions which the 
Fijians now show us. 

Here, then, is the question. Similar as these conceptions 
are, were they similarly generated? Beyond all doubt the 
Fijian pantheon has arisen by that apotheosis of men which 
was still going on when travellers went among them; and if 
'we say that by the Greeks, who also apotheosized men, a 
pantheon was generated in like manner, the interpretation is 
consistent. We are forbidden to suppose this, however. 
These Greek gods, with their human structures, dispositions, 

2 D 2 
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acts, histOries, resulted from the personalization of natural 
ebjects and powers. So that, marvellous to relate, identical 
conceptions have been produced by diametrically opposite 
processes! Here we see an ascending growth of men into 
gods; there we see a descending condensation of natural 
powers into gods; and the two sets of gods, created by these 
two contrary methods, are substantially the same! 

Even in the absence of all the foregoing chapters, those 
who are not wedded to an hypothesis will, I think, say that 
evidence widely different in amount and quality from that 
which the mythologists offer, is required to demonstrate so 
astonishing a coincidence. 

§ 202. Must we recognize a single exception to the general 
truth thus far verified everywhere 1 While among all races 
in all regions the conceptions of deities have been naturally 
evolved in the way shown; must we conclude that a small 
clan of the Semitic race had given to it supernaturally, a 
conception which, though superficially like the rest, was in 
substance absolutely unlike them 1 

Education, the social sanction, and an authority possessed 
of imposing credentials, lead nearly all to assume that the 
genesis of their own idea of deity differs fundamentally from 
the genesis of every other idea. So unhesitatingly, indeed, 
do they assume this, that they think it impious to ask 
whether any parallelism exists. In the case of another 
creed they can see the mischief which arises from refusal to 
examine. The saying of Euripides tha.t .. in things which 
touch the gods it is not good to suffer captious reason to 
intrude," will readily draw from them the remark that a 
faith profound enough to negative criticism, fosters super
stition. Still more on finding that the cannibal Fijians, 
accepting humbly the established dogmas respecting their 
blood-thirsty deities, assert that" punishment is sure to over
take the sceptic;" they can see clearly enough how vile may 
be the belief which defends itself by interdicting inquiry, 
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but, looking at the outsides of other creeds, antagonistically. 
and at their own creed from within, sympathetically, they 
cannot think it possible that in their case a kindred mischief 
may result from a kindred cause. On reading that when the 
Spaniards arrived in Mexico; the natives, thinking them 
gods, offered up human beings to them, it is allowable to ask 
whether the ideas and motives of these people were analogous 
to those of the Scandinavian king On, when he immolated 
his son to Odin; but it is not allowable to ask whether like 
ideas and motives prompted Abraham's intention to sacrifice 
Isaac. The above-cited fact that Barth was taken by the
Fulahs for their god, Fete, may properly raise the question 
whether, if there had arisen a quarrel between his party and 
the Fulahs in which he was worsted by one of their chiefs" 
there might not have grown up a legend akin to that which 
tells bow the god Ares was worsted by Diomede; but it is 
highly improper to raise the question whether the story of 
Jacob's struggle with the Lord had an origin of allied kind. 
Here, however, pursuing the methods of science, and dis
regarding foregone conclusions, we must deal with the 
Hebrew conception in the same manner as with all others; 
and must ask whether it had not a kindred genesis. 

What the primitive Semitic notion of a deity was, we may 
prepare ourselves tci see by contemplating the notion of a 
deity which is entertained by wandering Semites at the 
present time. Already I have quoted from Mr .. Palgrave one 
illustration of it, and here is another . 

.. • What will you do on coming into God's presence for judgment 
after so graceless a life l' said lone day .to a spirited young Sherarat. 
• • • • What will we do l' was his unhesitating answer, • why, we will 
go up to God and salute him, and if he proves hospitable (gives us meat 
and tobacco), we will stay with him; if otherwise, we will mount our 
horses and ride off.' •. • • Were I not afraid of an indictment for pro
faneness, I might relate fifty similar anecdotes at least." 

Clearly, then, the existing Semitie idea of deity, is no higher 
than that which other races have shown us; and the question 
is, whether the ancient Semites had an idea not onl, abso-
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lutely unlike that' of all other races but absolutely unlike 
that of their modem kindred. 

To find a clear answer in traditions recorded by different 
writers at different dates-traditions with which are incor
porated stories and conceptions derived from adjacent more 
civilized peoples; is of course difficult. The difficulty is 
increased by the established habit of carrying back developed 
ideas to the interpretation of early statements; as by com
mentators who explain away certain highly concrete descrip- . 
tions of· divine actions as "anthropomorphic language suited 
to the 'teaching 'of 'man in a state of simple and partial civil
ization." ,If, however, we reject non-natural interpretations, 
and infer, as analogy warrants, that the most crudely anthro
pomorphic descriptions are the original ones, we shall find 
the difficulty less. 

Abraham is described as doing that which primitive men, 
and especially nomads, are often compelled to do by increase 
of numbers-leaving his kindred and migrating to a new 
dwelling-place: separating, as he afterwards separated from 
Lot, to get pasturage. That he.thinks himself supernaturally 
prompted, apparently by a 'vision, recalls the ideas of kindred 
Semites now existing, of whom Baker tells us that" if in a 
dream a particular course of action is suggested, the Arab 
believes that God has spoken and directed him." The new 
territory he migrates to, the story represents as made over to 
him; and the question is-Was Abraham dealing with a 
terrestrial potentate, or with the Power by which planets 
gravitate and stars shine 1 

The words applied to this giver of the territory are 
expressive simply of superiority. Elohim, in some cases 
translated gods, is applied also to kings, judges, powerful 
persons, and to other things great or high. So, too, Adonai 
is indiscriminately used (as" Lord" is among ourselves), to 
a being regarded as supernatural and to a living man. 
Kuenen says the meaning.of Shaddai is '''the mighty one,' 
or perhaps still more ,exactly. • the violent one:'" a title 
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harmonizing with the titles of Assyrian kings, who delight in 
comparing themselves to whirlwinds and floods. Even the 
more exalted names find their parallels in those of neigh
bouring rulers. When, in the cuneiform inscriptions, we 
find Tiglath-pileser called" king of kings, lord of lords," we 
see that there is nothing exceptionBl in the title "god of 
gods, and lord of lords, a great god, a mighty and terrible:" a 
description implying that the Hebrew god is one of many, 
distinguished by his supremacy. 

By this being who bears titles such as are borne by ter
restrial potentates, Abraham is promised .certain benefits to 
be given in return for homage. When he complains that 
the promise has not been fulfilled, he is pacified by renewed 
promises. Finally, ·a covenant is made-Abraham is to have 
II all the land of Canaan," while the giver is "to be a god 
unto" him. The supposition that such an agreement was 
entered into between the First Cause of things and a shepherd 
chief, would be an astounding one were it admissible; but 
it is excluded by the words used. The expression "a god" 
negatives the conception on either side of a supreme universal 
power. If, however, instead of supposing that "a .god" is 
here used to mean a supernatural being, we suppose that it is 
used, as by the existing Arab, to mean .a llowerful ruler, .the 
statement becomes consistent. 

Still more clearly have we the same implications in the 
ceremony by which the covenant is establishe~ Abraham, 
and each of his male descendants, and each of his male 
slaves. is circumcised. The mark of the covenant, observe, 
is to be borne not only by Abraham and those of .his blood, 
but also by those of other blood whom he has bought. The 
mark is a strange one, and the extension of it is a strange 
one, if we assume it to be imposed by the Creator of the 
Universe, on a favoured man and his descendants; and on 
this assumption it is no less strange .that .the one trans
gressiou for which every "soul shall be cut o~" is not any 
crime, but is the neglect of this rite. Such a ceremony~ 
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however, insisted on by a living potentate under penalty of 
death, is not strange·; for, as we shall hereafter see, circum
cision is one of various. mutilations imposed as marks' on 
subje~t persons by. terrestrial superiors. 

And now, passing from collateral to direct evidence, ob
serve the idea: which Abraham is. himself represented as 
forming of this being with whom he· has covenanted. While 
he sat at his tent door, "three men stood by him." Nothing 
implies that they were unlike· other men or much unlike one 
another. H&" bowed himself toward the ground," and 
addressed one of them" my lord." Asking them to-rest and 
to wash their feet, he said he would "fetch a morsel of bread, 
and comfort ye your hearts." So that, regarding them as 
tired, travel-stained,. and hungry travellers, Abraham treats 
these "three men" according to those rites of hospitality 
still observed by the Arabs. There is no indication that 
Abraham suspects supernaturalness in any of the three; nor, 
when Sarah laughs at the promise· that she shall have a son, 
does it seem that she, either, imagines sbe is in the presence 
of anything more than a human. being. It is true that 
Abraham, addressing this visit~r with the title given to 
superior persons, believes him able to. do things we class 
as supernatural-ascribes to. him the· character common to 
primitive potentates, who are frequently magicians as well 
as rulers, like Solomon-ascribes. to, him powers such as 
sav!l,ges now think are possessed by Europeans. But though, 
while showing him the road to Sodom" Abral).am talks in a 
way implying this belief, he implies no. more. The question, 
mark, is not that which theologians: raise-Who actually 
were these" three men 1" was the chief of them Jehovah? 
or his angel? or the Son? The question is what Abraham 
thought; or is described as thinking by those who preserved 
the tradition. Either alternative has the same ultimate im
plication. If this per~on to whom Abraham salaams as his 
lord, with whom he has made the covenant, is a terrestrial 
ruler, as implied by the indirect evidence, the conclusion is 
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reached that the ancient Semitic idea of a deity was like 
the modem Semitic idea cited above. And if, otherwise, 
Abraham conceives this person not as a local ruler but as the 
Maker of All Things, then he believes the Earth and the 
Heavens are produced by one who eats and drinks and feels 
weary after walking: his conception of a deity still remains 
identical with that of his modern representative, and with 
that of the uncivilized in general. 

§ 203. And so the universality of anthropomorphism has 
the sufficient cause that the divine man as conceived, had 
everywhere for antecedent a powerful man as perceived. 
The abundant evidence above given that the primitive mind 
frames the notion in this way, may be enforced by facts 
showing that it fails to frame any other notion. 

'When Burton, encamped among the Eesa, heard an old 
woman with the toothache exclaiming," 0 Allah, may thy 
teeth ache like mine "-when he tells us that the wilder 
Bedouins ask where Allah is to be found that they may 
spear him, .. because he lays waste their homes and kills t1;leir 
cattle "-when, according to Moffat, the Hottentots, notwith
standing missionary instruction, regard the Christian god as 
"a notable warrior of great physical strength "-when, as 
Hunter nan'&tes, a Santal, responding to a missionary's 
account of God's omnipotence, said, "and what if that Strong 
One should eat me j" we are not only taught that the unde
,'eloped mind conceives God as a powerful man, but that it 
is incapable of any higher conception. Even a people so 
cultured as the ancient Egyptians failed to conceive of gods 
as differing fundamentally from men. Says Renouf-" All 
the gods are liable to be forced to grant the prayers of men, 
through fear of threats which it is inconceivable to us that 
any intelligence but that of idiots should have believed." 

A like implication everywhere meets us in the aboriginal 
belief that gods are mortal. In a Quiche legend, given by 
Bancroft, we read-" so they died like gods i and each left 
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to the sad and wondering men who were his servants, his 
garments for a memorial'! The writers of the Vedic hymns, 
says Muir, "looked upon the gods" as "confessedly mere 
created beings;" and they, like men, were made immortal by 
drinking soma. In the legend of Buddha it is stated that 
the prince, inquiring about a corpse, was told by his guide
"This is the final destiny of all flesh: gods and men, rich 
and poor, alike must die." We saw that the Scandinavian 
gods died and were burnt-returning thereafter to Asgard. 
So, too, the Egyptian gods lived and died: there are frescoes 
at Philru and at Abyaos showing the burial of Osiris. And 
though in the Greek pantheon, the death of gods is exempli
fied only in the case of Pan, yet their original mortality is 
implied by the legends; for how could Apollo have been a 
slave to Laomedon, if he then had that power of assuming 
and throwing-off the material form at will, which is possessed 
in common by the Greek god and the primitive ghost? 

How deeply rooted are these ideas of deities, is further 
shown by the slowness with which ·culture changes them. 
Down to civilized times the Greeks thought of their gods as 
material persons. About 550 B.C. they believed in a living 
woman palmed upon them as Athene; and in 490 B.C., to 
Phidippides on his way from Athens to Sparta, Pan, meeting 
him, complains of neglect. Mahomet had to forbid the 
Rdoration which certain of his followers offered him; and 
about A.D. 1000 the Caliph Hakem was worshipped while 
living, and is still worshipped by the Druses. Paul and 
Barnabas were treated as gods by the priest and people of 
Lystra. And the sculpture, painting, and literature of medi
roval Europe, show how grossly anthropomorphic was the 
conception of deity which prevailed down to recent centuries. 
Only alluding to the familiar evidence furnished by the 
mystery-plays, it will suffice if I instance the Old-French 
verses which describe God's illness as cured by laughter 
at a dancing rhymer (see Appendix A). Nor among some 
Catholic peoples are things much better now. Just as the 
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existing savage beats his idol if his hopes are not fulfilled
just as the ancient Arcadian was apt" to scourge and prick 
Pan if he came back empty-handed from the chase;" so, an 
Italian peasant or artizan will occasionally vent his anger by 
thrashing a statue of the Madonna: as in Milan in Sept., 
1873, and as at Rome not long before. Instead of its being 
true that ideas of deity such as are entertained by cultivated 
people, are innate; it is, contrariwise, true that they arise 
only at a comparatively advanced stage, as results of ac
cumulated knowledge, greater intellectual grasp, and higher 
sentiment. ' 

§ 204. Behind the supernatmal-heing-Ot-this-order, as 
behind supernatural beings of all other orders, we thus find 
that tlle~Easm,Jl~!'.Lc~~b_eena human personality. 

Anything which transcends the ordinary, a savage thinks 
of as supernatural or divine: the remarkable man among the 
rest. This remarkable man maybe simply the remotest 
ancestor remembered as the founder of the tribe; he may be 
a chief famed for strength and bravery ; he may be a medi
cine-man of great repute; he may be an inventor of some
thing new. And then, instead of, being a member of the tribe, 
he may be a superior stranger bringing arts and knowledge; 
or he may be one of a superior race predominating by con
quest. Being at first one or other of these, regarded with 
awe during his 1ife, he is regarded with increased awe after 
his death; and the propitiation of his ghost, becoming greater 
than the propitiation of ghosts which are less feared, develops 
into an established worship. 

There is no exception then. Using the phrase, ancestor
worship in its broadest sense as comprehending all worship 
of the dead, be they of. the same blood or not, we conclude 
that 8tl.g;,stor-worshipjs the ro~~_of. e_~e~L~eligio~.· 

• Important additionol facts and arguments, bearing directly and indio 
rectly on this conclusion, will be found 1D the Appendices. Appendix A 
gives many further illustrations; Appendix B contains a criticism on the 
theory of the mythologists; and Appendix C a criticism on their metbod. 



CHAPTER XXVL 

THE PRIMITIVE THEORY OF THINGS. 

§ 205. THAT seeming chaos of puerile assumptions and 
monstrous inferences, making up the vast mass of super
stitious beliefs everywhere existing, thus falls into order 
when, instead of looking back upon it from our advanced 
stand-point, we look forward upon it from the stand-point of 
the primitive man. 

Interpretera of early conceptions err in ways like those 
in which teachers of the young err. Never having studied 
Psychology, the pedagogue has but the dimmest notion of 
his pupil's mind; and, thinking of the undeveloped intellect 
as though it had ideas which only the developed intellect can 
have, he presents it with utterly incomprehensible facts
generalizations before there exist in it the things to be gene
ralized, and abstractions while there are none of the concrete 
experiences from which such abstractions are derived: so 
causing bewilderment and an appearance of stupidity. Simi-

. larly, narrators of primitive legends and speculators about 
the superstitions of savages, carry with them the general 
notions civilization has developed, and, crediting the savage 
with these, either express an unreasoning wonder that he 
should think as he does, or else, seeking to explain his 
thoughts, give explanations which. ascribe to him ideas he 
cannot have. 

When, however, we cease to figure his mental processes 
in terms of our own," the confusion disappears. When, 
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verifying a priori inference by a posteri01oi proof, we recog
nize the fact that the primitive man does not distinguish 
natural from unnatural, possible from impossible; knows 
nothing of physical law, order, cause, etc.; and that· while 
he shows neither rational surprise nor the curiosity which 
prompts examination, he lacks fit words for carrying on 
inquiry, as well as the requisite power of continued thinking; 
we see that instead of being a speculator and maker of expla
nations, he is at first an almost passive recipient of con-. 
clusions forced on him. Fllrther, we find that he is inevitably 
betrayed into an initial error; and that this originates an 
erroneous system of thought which elaborates as he adv:ances. 

How natural is the evolution of this system of thought, 
we shall perceive on now recapitulating, in the briefest way, 
the results reached in the foregoing eighteen chapters. 

§ 206. Changes in the sky and on the earth, occurring 
hourly, dally,and at shorter or longer intervals, go on in ways 
about which the savage knows nothing--unexpected appear
ances and disappearances, transmlltations, metamorphoses. 
While seeming to show that arbitrariness characterizes all 
actions, these foster the notion of a duality 'in the things which 
become visible and vanish, or which transform themselves; 
and this notion is confirmed by experiences of shadows, 
reflections, and echoes. 

The impressions thus produced by converse with external 
nature, favour a belief set up by a more definite experience
the experience of dreams. Having no conception of mind, 
the primitive man regards a dream as a series of actual 
occurrences: he did the things, went to the places, saw the 
persons, dreamt of. Untroubled by incongruities, he accept3 
the facts as they stand; and, in proportion as he thinks 
about them, is led to conceive a double which goes, away 
during sleep and comes back. This conception of his own 

,duality seems confirmed by the somnambulism occasionally 
witnessed. 
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More decisively does it seem confirmed by other abnormal 
insensibilities. In swoon, apoplexy, catalepsy, and the un
consciousness following violence, it appears that the other-

• self, instead of returning at call, will not return for periods 
varying from some minutes to some days. Occasionally after 
one of these states, the other-self tells what has happened in 
the .interval; occasionally no account of its adventures can 
be got; and occasionally prolonged absence raises the doubt 
whether it has not gone away for an indefinite period. 

The distinction between these conditions of temporary 
insensibility and the condition of permanent insensibility, 
is one which, sometimes imperceptible to instructed persons, 
cannot be perceived by the savage. The normal uncon
sciousness of sleep from which a man's double is readily 
brought back, is linked by these abnormal kinds of uncon
sciousness from which the double is brought ba,ck with diffi
culty, to that lasting kind of unconsciousness from which 
the double cannot be brought back at all Still, analogy 
leads the savage to infer that it will eventually come back. 
And here, recalling the remark often made among ourselves 
after a death, that it is difficult to believe the deceased, lying 
not more quietly than he has often done, "will never move 
again, let me point out how powerful over the primitive mind 
must be the association between this sleep-like quiescence 
and the waking that habitually follows - an .association 
which, even alone, must go far tOlNards suggesting resur
rection. Such resurrection, shown by the universal fear Qf 
the dead to be vaguely imagined even by the lowest races, 
becomes clearly imagined in proportion as the idea of a wan
dering duplicate is made definite by the dream-theory. 

The .,sec.and-self ascribed to each man, at first differs in 
. nothing from its original. It is figured as equally visible, 
equally material; and no less suffers hunger, thirst, fatigue, 
pain. Indistinguishable from the person himself, capable of 
being slain, drowned, or otherwise destroyed a second time, 
&he origin.u ghost, soul, or spirit, differentiates slowly in 
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supposed nature. Having at the outset buts temporary 
second life, it gradually acquires a permanent one; while it 
deviates more and more in substance from body: becoming at 
length etherealized. 

This double of the dead man, originally conceived as like 
.him in all other respects, is conceived as having like 
occupations. If of predatory race, it fights and hunts as 
before; if of pastoral, it continues to tend cattle, and drink 
milk; if of agricultural, it resumes the business of sowing, 
reaping, etc. And from this belief in a second life thus 
like the first, and also like in the social arrangements it is 
subject to, there result the practices of leaving 'with the 
corpse food, drink, clothes, weapons, and of sacrificing at 
the grave domestic animals, wives, slaves. 

The place in which this life after death is believed' to be 
passed, varies with the antecedents of the race. Ofte~ts 
are thought of as mingling with their descendants, and por
tions of meals are daily set aside for them; sometimes the 
adjacent forests are their imagined haunts, and they are 
supposed to consume the offerings of food left there; while 
in other cases the idea is that they have gone back to the 
region whence the race came. This other-world is reached 
by a journey over land, or down a river, or across the sea, 
towards this or that point of the compass, according as the 
traditions determine. Hence at the grave are left fit appli
ances for the journey-.canoes for the voyage, or horses ·to 
ride, dogs to guide, weapons for defence, money and pass
ports for security. And where burial on a mountain range 
entails belief in this as a residence of ancestral ghosts, or. 
where such range has been held by a conquering race, the 
heavens, supposed to be accessible from the mountain.tops, 
come to be regarded as the other-world, or rather as one of. 
the other-worlds. 

The doubles of dead men, at first assumed to have but 
temporary second lives, do not, in that case, tend to form in 
popular belief an accumulating host j but they necessarill 
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tend to form such a host when permanent second lives are 
ascribed to them. Swarming everywhere, capable of appear
ing and disappearing at will, and working in ways that 
cannot be foreseen, they are thought of as the causes of all 
things which are strange, unexpected, inexplicable. Every 
deviation. from the ordinary is attributed to their agency; 
and their agency is alleged even where what we call natural 
causation seems obvious. 

Regarded as workers of remarkable occurrences in the 
surrounding world, they are regarded as workers also of 
unusual actions in living persons. The body, deserted by 
its other-self during insensibility. normal or abnormal, can 
then be entered by the other-self of someone else, living 
or dead; and hence to the malicious doubles of dead men are 
ascribed. epilepsy and convulsions, delirium and insanity. 
Moreover, this 'theory of possession, accounting for all those 
bodily actions which the individual does not will, makes 
comprehensible such acts 'lI.S sneezing, yawning, etc .. and is 
extended to diseases at large and to death.; which is habi-
tually ascribed to an invisible enemy. ' 

While the entrance of friendly spirits into men, giving 
supernatural strength or knowledge, is desired and prayed 
for, this entranoe of spirits which inflict evils, physical and 
mental, is of course dreaded; and when it is believed to have 
occurred, ,expulsion is the only remedy. The_eAOrcist, by 
loud noises, frightful grimaces, ab.minable stenches, etc., 
professes to drive out the malicious intruder. And this 
simple form of exorcism is followed by the developed form 
in which a more powerful spirit is called in to help. Whence, 
also, there eventually grow up the practices of the ~re: ; 
who, using means to coerce the souls of the dead, com
missions them to work his evil ends. 

But while primitive men, regarding themselves as at the 
mercy of surrounding ghosts, try to defend themselves by the 
aid of the eX,orcis~n~~h~OIC!l!'~r, who deal with ghosts 
antagonistically;, there is simultaneously adopted a contrary 
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behaviour towards ghosts-a ru:g'p!~ia~l?.!L of" them. Two 
opposite ways of treating the corpse show us the· divergence 
of these two opposite policies. In some cases the avowed 
aim is to prevent revival of the deceased, so that he may not . 
trouble the living: a kind of motive which, where he is slip- r' 
posed to have revived, prompts antagonistic dealings. But 
in most cases the avowed aim is to secure the welfare of the 
deceased on resuscitation: a kind of motive which prompts 
propitiatory observances. 

Out of this motive a'nd these observances come all forms 
or worship. Awe of the .ghost makes sacred the sheltering 
structure for the tomb, and this grows into th~mple; while' 
the tomb itself becomes the altar. From provisions placed 
for the dead, now habitually and now at fixed intervals, arise 
religious oblations, ordinary and extraordinary-daily and at 
festivals. Immolations and. mutilations at the grave, pass 
into sacrifices and offerings of blood at the altar of, a deity. 
Abstinence from food for the benefit of the ghost, develops 
into fasting as a pious practice; and journeys to the grave 
with gifts, become' pilgrimages to the shrine. Praises of the 
dead and prayers to them, grow into religious praises and 
prayers. And so every holy rite is derived from a funeral 
rite. 

After finding that the earliest conception of a supernatural 
being, and the one w~ch remains common to all races, is 
that of a ghost; and l!i'ter finding that the ways of propi
tiating a ghost were in every case the originals of the ways 
of propitiating deities; the question was raised whether the 

J?host ~ not the type of· supernatural being out of which all ' 
other types are evolved. The facts named in justification of 
an affirmative answer were of several classes. From the lips 
of primitive peoples themselves, were quoted proofs that out 
of ghost-worship in general, there grew up the worship of 
remote ancestral ghosts, regarded as creators or deities. 
Worship of deities so evolved, we found characterized ancient 
societies in both hemispheres: co-existing in them with 

2 E 
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elaborate' worship of the· recent dead. Evidence was given 
that by the highest races as by the lowest, ancestor-worship, 
similarly practised, similarly originated "deities ; and we saw 
that it even now survives among the highest races, though 
overshadowed by a. more developed worship. Concluding, 
then, that from wQrship 'of the dead every <>ther kind of 
worship has arisen, we proc~eded to examine those worships 
which do not externally resemble it, to see whether they 
have traceable kinships. 

From the corpse receiving offerings before burial, to the 
embalmed body similarly cared for, and thence to figures 
formed partly of the dead man's remains and partly of other 
things, we passed to figures wholly artificial: so finding that 
the effigy of a dead man supplied with food, etc., is then pro
pitiated in plaoe of him. Proof was found that this effigy of . 
the dead man occasionally becomes the idol of a god; while 
this continued ·propitiation becomes an established worship 
of it. And sinoe the doubles of the dead, believed to be pre
sent in these images of them, are the real objects to which 
offerings are made; it follows that all id9latry, hence 
arising, is a divergent development of ancestor-worship. This 
belief extends. Objects rudely resembling human beings, 
imd supposed parts of human beings, as well as those which 
by contact 'with human bodies have absorbed their odour or· 
spirit, come to be included; and so it results that resident 
ghosts are assumed in many things besides idols: especially 
those having extraordinary appearances, properties, actions. 
That the propitiation of the 'inhabiting ghosts, constituting 
fetichism, is thus a collateral result of the ghost-:-theory, is 
shown by various facts; but especially by the fact that 
fetichism is absent where the ghost-theory is absent or but 
little developed, and extends in proportion as the ghost
theory evolves . 

. It was demonstrated that aJlimal-worsllip is another de
rivative form of ancestor-worship: Actual and apparent 
metamorphoses occurring in the e~-periences of the savage, 
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enconrage belief in met!.morphosis when· anything suggests 
it: all races showing Us that the transformation of men into 
animals and of animals into men, is a familiar thought. 
Hence house-haunting creatures are supposed to. be the dead 
returned in new shapes; and creatures which frequent the 
burial-place are taken for disguised souls. Further, the 
widely-prevalent habit of naming men ·after animals, leads, 
Iiy the inevitable misinterpretation of traditions, to beliefs in 
descent from animals. And thus the sacred animal, now 
treated with exceptional respect, now propitiated, now 
worshipped, acquires its divine character by identification 
with an ancestor, near or remote . 
. Similarly, plant-wor~hip is the worship of a spirit originally 

human, supp~ be contained- in the plant-supposed· 
either because of the exciting effects of its products; or 
because misapprehended tradition raises the belief that the 
race descended from it; or because a misinterpreted -name 
identifies it with an ancestor. Everywhere the plant-spirit 
is shown by its conceived human form, and ascribed hnman 
desires, to have originated from a human personality. 

Even deifi~a.Iii!w' __ of the greater objects and powers in 
Nature has the same root. When it marks the place whence 
the race came, a mountain is described in tradition as the 
source or parent of the race, as is probably the sea in some 
case~; and both also give family names: worship of them as 
ancestors thus arising in two ways. Facts imply that the 
conception of the da'ml: as a person, results from the giving 
of Dawn as a birth-name. The personalization of stars and 
of constellations, we found associated among inferior races 
with the belief that they are beings who once lived on the 
Earth. So, too, is it with the Moon. Traditions of people in 
low stages tell of the Moon as having been originally a man 
or woman; and the Moon is still a source of birth-names 
among the uncivilized: the implication being that reverence 
for it is reverence for a departed person. Lastly, worship of 
the Sun is derived in three ways froro ancestor-worship. 

2 E 2 
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Here conquerors coming from the region of sunrise, and 
therefore called II children of the Sun," come to regard the 

..s1!ILas ancestor; and there Sun is either a birth-name or a 
metaphorical name given because of personal appearance, or 
because of achievements, or because of· exalted position: 
whence identification with the Sun in tradition, and con-· 
sequent Sun-worship. 

Besides these aberrant developments of ancestor-worship 
which result from· identification of ancestors with idols, 
animals, plants, and natural powers, there are direct deve
lopments of it. Out of th~ ~lagac:.oL ghosts, some 
evolve into deities who retain their anthropomorphic charac
ters. . As the divine and the superior are, in the primitive 
mind, equivalent ideas-as the living man and re-appearing 
ghost are at first confounded in early beliefs-as ghost and 
god are originally convertible terms; we may understand how 
a deity develops out of a powerful man, and out of the ghost 
of a powerful man, by small steps. Within the tribe the 
chief, the magician, or some one otherwise skilled, held in 
awe during his life as showing powers of unknown origin and 
e,xtent, is feared in a higher degree when, after death, he 
gains the further powers possessed by all ghosts; and still· 
more the stranger bringing new arts,as well as the conqueror 
of superior race, is treated as a superhuman. being during 
life and afterwards worshipped as a pt greater superhuman 
being. Remembering that the most marvellous version of 
any story commonly obtains the greatest currency, and that 
so, from generation to generation, the deeds of such traditional 
persons grow by unchecked exaggerations eagerly listened 
to ; . we may see that in time any amount of expansion and 
idealization can be reached. 

, Thus, setting out with the wandering double which the 
; dream suggests; passing to the double that goes away at 
'. death; advancing from this ghost, at first supposed to have 
but a transitory second life, to ghosts which exist perma
nentlyand therefore accumulate; the primitive man is led 
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gradually to people surrounding space ·with· supernatural. 
beingsJmall and. great, which become. in his mind· causal 
agents for everything unfamiliar. And ill carrying out the 
mode of interpretation initiated in this way, he is committed 
to the ever-multiplying superstitions we have traced out. 

§ 207. How orderly is the genesis of ,these beliefs, will be 
seen on no~ observing that the Law of Evolution is as clearly 
exemplified by it as by every other natural process. I do not 
mean merely that a system of superstitions arises by con
tinuous growth, each stage of which leads to the next; but I 
mean that the general formula of Evolution is conformed to 
by the changes gone through. 

Integration is, in the first place, shown us by simple increase 
of mass. In extremely low tribes which have but faint and 
wavering beliefs in the doubles of the dead, . ther~ are no 
established groups of supposed supernatural beings. Among 
the more advanced, who hold that dead members of the tribe 
have temporary second lives, ghosts form an imagined assem
blage which, though continually augmented, is continually 
dissolving away-a cluster which does not increase because 
the subtractions equal the additions. But when, later, there 
arises the belief that ghosts exist permanently, this cluster 
necessarily grows; and its growth becomes great in proportion 
both as the society enlarges and as traditions are longer pre
served. Hence such a multiplication of supernatural beings 
that even the superior among them are scarcely num~rable. 
Gomara tells us that "the gods of Mexico are said to num
ber 2,000;" and with these. must be joined the far more 
numerous demons, and spirits of undistinguished persons, 

. recognized in every locality. A like immense growth 
was exhibited in ancient mythologies;. and is now exhi
bited by the mythology of India, as well as by .that of 
Japan. Along with this increase of mass, goes 
increase of coherence. The superstitions of the primitive 
man are loose and inconsistent: different members of.a tribe 
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make different statements; and the· same individual. vari~s 
his -interpretations as occasion suggests. But in course ,of 
time the beliefs are elaborated into a well-knit system. 
Further, the hypothesis to wbich the ghost-theory leads. 
initiated by anomalous occurrences, extends itself to all 
phenomena; so that the properties and actions of surrounding 
things, as weUas the thoughts and feelings of men, are 
ascribed to unseen beings, who thus constitute a combined 
mechanism of causation. 

While increasing in mass and in coherence, the super
natural aggregate increases in heterogeneity. Alike as ghosts 
are at first conceived to be, they become unlike as fast as the 
tribe grows, cOI1J.plicates, and begins to have a history: the 
ghost-fauna, almost homogeneous at the outset, differentiates. 
Originally, the only distinctions of good or bad among the 
doubles of the dead, are such as were shown by the living 
men; as are also the only unlikenesses of power. But there 
soon arise conceived contrasts in goodness between the ghosts 
of relatives and the ghosts of other persons; as well as 
stronger contrasts between friendly ghosts belonging to the 
tribe and malicious ghosts· belonging to other tribes. When 
social ranks are established, there follow contrasts of rank 
and accompanying potency among supernatural beings; 
which, as legends expand, grow more and more marked. 
Eventually there is formed in this way a hierarchy of par
tially-deified ancestors, demigods, great gods, and among the 
great gods one who is supreme; while there is simul. 
taneously formed a hierarchy of diabolical powers. Then 
come those further differentiations which· specialize the 
functions and habitats of these supernatural beings; until 
each mythology has its major and minor presiding agents, 
from Apollo down to a dryad, from Thor down to a water
sprite; from a Saint· down to a fairy. So that out of the 
originally small and almost uniform aggregate of supernatural 
beings, there gradually comes an aggregate as multiform as 
it is,vast. 
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Change from the indefinite to the definite is no less 
clearly displayed. That early stage in which men show fear 
of the dead and yet do not- themselves expect any future 
existence, shows us an extreme indefiniteness of the ghost
theory. Even after the ghost-theory is established the 
beliefs in the resulting supernatural beings, though strong, 
are indistinct. At the same time that Livingstone describes 
the people of Angola as "constantly deprecating the wrath 
of departed souls,'~ he says that they "ha~e half-developed 
ideas and traditions of something or other, they know not 
what." And kindred accounts of uncivilized races else
where, are given by various travellers. But with progress 
conceptions become clearer. The different kinds of super
natural beings grow more defined in their forms, dispositions, 
powers, habits; until, in developed mythologies, they are 
specifically, and even individually, distinguished by attributes 
precisely stated. 

Undeniably, then, a system of superstitions evolves after 
the same manner as' all other things. By continuous inte
gration and differentiation, it is formed into an aggregate 
which, while increasing. passes from an indefinite incoherent 
homogeneity to a definite coherent heterogeneity. This 
correspondence is, indeed, inevitable. The law which is 
conformed to by the evolving human being, and which is 
consequently conformed to by the evolving human intel
ligence, is of necessity conformed to by all products of that 
intelligence. Showirig itself in structures, and by implication 
in the functions of those structures, this law cannot but 
show itself in the concrete manifestations of those functions. 
Just as language, considered as an objective product, bears 
the impress of this subjective process; so, too, does that 
system of ideas concerning the nature of things, which' the 

. mind gradually elaborates. 
So that in fact the hypothesis of Evolution absorbs the 

antagonist hypotheses preceding it, and strengthens itself by 
. assimilating their components. 



CHAPTER XXVIL 

THE SCOPE OF SOCIOLOGY. 

§ 208. THROUGH'the minds of some who are critical re
specting logical order, there has doubtless passed the thought 
that, along with the Data of Sociology, the foregoing chapters 
have included much which forms a part of Sociology itself. 
A.dmitting an apparent justification for this objection, the 
reply is that in no case can the data of a. science be stated 
before some knowledge of the science has been reached; and 
that· the analysis which discloses the data cannot be made 
without reference to the aggregate of phenomena analyzed. 
For example, in Biology the explanation of functions implies 
knowledge of the various physical and chemical actions going 

. on throughout the organism. Yet these actions become com
prehensible only as fast as the relations of structures and 
reciprocities of functions become known; nay, they cannot 
even be described without reference to the vital actions 
interpreted by them. Similarly in Sociology, it .is impossible 
to explain the origin and development of those ideas and 
sentiments which are leading agents in social evolution, 
without referring directly or by implication to the phases of 
that evolution. 

The need for this preliminary statement of data, and the 
especial need for the latter part of it, will be seen when the 

. results are gathered up, generalized, and formulated. 

§ 209. After recognizing the truth that the phenomena of 
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lIoci8I evolution are determined partly by the external actions 
to which the social aggregate is expose~ and partly by the 
natures of its. units; and after observing that these two sets 
of factors are themselves progressively changed as the society 
evolves; we glanced at these two sets of. factors in their 
original forms. 

A sketch was given of the conditions, inorganic and 
organic, on various parts of the earth's surface; showing 
the effects of cold and heat, of humidity and dryness, of 
surface, contour, soil, minerals, of floras and faunas. After 
seeing how social evolution in its earlier stages depends. 
wholly on a favourable combination of circumstances; and 
after seeing that though, along with advancing development, 
there goes increasing independence of circumstances, these 
ever remain important factors; it was pointed out that while 
dealing with principles of evolution which are common to all 
societies, we might neglect those special external factors 
which determine some of their special characters. 

Our attention was then directed to the internal factors as 
rude· societies display them. An account was given of 
"The Primitive Man-Physical:" showing that by stature, 
structure, strength, as well as by callousness and lack of 
energy, he was ill fitted for overcoming the difficulties in 
the way of advance. Examination of "The Primitive Man 
-Emotional," led us to see that his improvidence and his 
explosiveness, restrained but little by sociality and by the 
altruistic sentiments, rendered him unfit for co-operation. 
And then, in the chapter on "The Primitive Man~Intel
lectual," we saw that while adapted by its active and acute 
perceptions to the needs of a wild life, his type of min:d is 
deficient in the faculties required for progress in knowledge . 

. After recognizing these as general traits of the original 
social unit, we found that there remained to be noted certain 
more special traits, implied by his ideas and their accom
panying sentiments. This led us· to trace the genesis of 
those beliefs concerning his own nature and the nature of 
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- surrounding things, which were summed up in the .last 
chapter. And now observe. the general conclusion reache~ 
It is that while the conduct of the primitive man is i?J- p~ 
<letermined by the feelings with which he regards m~n 
around him; it is in palt determined by the feelings with 
which he regards men who have passed away. From these 
two sets of feelings, result two all-important sets of social 
factors. While the fear of the living becomes the root of the 
political control, the fear of the dead becomes the root of the 
religious control Oli remembering -how large a share the 
resulting ancestor-worship had in regulating life among the 
people who, in the Nile-valley,,Sst reached a high civiliza
tion-oIl remembering that the ancient Peruvians were sub
ject to a l'igid social system rooted in an ancestor-worship so 
elaborate that the living might truly be called slaves of the 
dead-on remembering that in the lives of Greeks and 
Homans propitiation of the family and tribal manes was 
habitual-on remembering that in China, too, there has been, 
and still continues, a kindred worship generating kindred 
restraints; we shall recognize, in the fear of the dead, a social 
factor which is, at first, not less important, if indeed it is not 
more important, than the fear of the living. 

And thus is made manifest the need for the foregoing 
account of the origin and development of this trait in- the 
social units, by which co-ordination of their actions is ren
dered possible. 

§ 210. Setting out with social units as tllUs conditioned, 
as thus constituted physically, emotionally, and intellectually, 

. and as thus possessed of eertain early-acquired notoions and 
correlative feelings, the Science of Sociology has to give an 
account of all the phenomena that result from their com-
9ined actions. 

The simplest of such combined actions are those by which 
the successive generations of units are produced, reared, and 
titted for co-operation. The development of the family thus - . 
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stands first in order. The ways.in which the fostering of 
()ffspring is influenced by pro?1iscuity, by polyaIJdry, py 
rolygyny, and by monogamy, have to be tracedjas have also 
the results of exogamous marriage and endogamous.marriage. 
These, considered first as affecting the maintenance of the 
race in number and quality, have also to be co~idered as 
affecting the condition of adults. Moreover, beyond ob
serving how the several forms of the sexual relations modify 
family-life, they have to be treated in connexion with public 
life; on which they act and which reacts on them. And 
then, after the sexual relations, there have to be similarly 
dealt with the parental and filial relations. 

Sociology has next to describe and explain the rise and 
development of that political organization which in several 
ways regulates affairs-which combines the actions of in
dividuals for purposes of tribal or national offence and 
defence; and which restrains them in certain of their dealings 
with one another, as also in certain of their dealings with 
themselves. It has to trace the relations of. this co-ordi
IIating and controlling apparatus, to the area occupied, to the 
amount and distribution of population, to the means of COI)1-

munication. It has to show the differences of form which 
this agency presents in the different social types, nomadic 
and settled, militant and industrial. It has to describe the 
changing relations between this regulative structure which is 
unproductive, and those structures which carry on produc
tion. It has also to set forth the connexions. between, and 
reciprocal influences of, the institutions carrying on civil 
government, and the other governmental institutions simul
taneously developing-the ecclesiastical and the ceremonial •. 
And then it has to take account of those modifications which 
persistent political restraints are ever working in the charac
ters of the social units, as well as the modifications worked 
by the reactions of these changed characters on the political 
()rganization. 

There has to be similarly descrilJed the evolution oithe 
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ecclesiastical structures and functions. CommenCing with 
these as scarcely distinguished from the political structures 
and functions l their divergent developments must be traced· 
How the share of ecclesiastical agencies in political actions 
becomes gradually less; how, reciprocally, political agencies 
play a decreasing part· in ecclesiastical actions; are phe
nomena to be set forth. How the internal organization of 
the priesthood, differentiating and integrating as the society 
grows, stands related in type to the co.existing organizations, 
political and other; and how changes of structure. in it are 
connected with changes of structure in them; are also sub
jects to be dealt with. Further, there has to be shown the 
progressive divergence between the set of rules framed into 
civil law, and the set of rules which the ecclesiastical organi
zation enforces; and in this second set of rules there has to 
be traced the divergence between those which become a code 
of religious ceremonial and those which become a code of 
ethical precepts. Once more, the science has to note how the 
ecclesiastical agency in its structure, functions, laws, and 
creed, stands related to the character of the people; and how 
the actions and reactions of the two mutually modify them. 

The system of restraints whereby the minor actions of 
citizens are regulated, has also to be dealt with. Earlier 
than the political and· ecclesiastical controls is the control 
embodied in ceremonial observances; which, beginning with 
propitiations that initiate acts of class-subordination, grow 
into rules of intercourse between man and man. The mutila
tions which mark conquest and become badges of servitude; 
the obeisances which are originally signs of submission made 
by the conquered; the titles which are words directly or 
metaphorically attributing mastery over those who utter 
them ;, the salutations which are' also the flattering profes
sions of SUbjection and implied inferiority-these, and some 
others, have to be traced' in their genesis an~ development. 
The growth of the stl'ueture which maintains. observances; 
the accumulation, complication, and increasing definition of 
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observances; and the resulting code of bye-laws of conduct,· 
have to be severally delineated. These regulative arrange
ments, too, must be considered in their relations to', co
existing regulative arrangements; with which they all along 
maintain a congruity in respect of coerciveness. And the 
reciprocal influences exercised by them on men's natures, and 
by men's natures on them, need setting forth. 

Co-ordinating structures and functions having been treated, 
there have to be treated the structures and functions co
ordinated. The regulative and the operative are. the two 
most generally contrasted divisions of every society; and the ~ 
inquiries of highest importance concern the relations between 
them. The stages through which the industrial part passes, 
from its original union with tJ!,e. governmental part to its 
ultimate separateness, have to be studied. An allied subject 
of study is the growth of those regulative structures which 
the industrial part develops within itself. The producing 
activities of its. nnits have to be directed; and the various 
forms of the directive apparatus have to be dealt with-the 
kinds of government nnder which separate groups of workers 
act; the kinds of government under which workers in the 
same business and' of the same class are combined (eventu
ally differentiating into guilds and into uniOIis); and the 
kind of government which keeps in balance the activities of 
the various industrial structures. The relations between 
the types of these industrial governments and the types 
of the co-existing political and ecclesiastical governments, 
have to be considered at each successive stage; as have 
also the relations between each. type and the natures of 
the citizens: there being here, too, a reciprocity of influ
ences. After the regulative part of the industrial 
organization comes the operative part; also presenting its 
successive stages of evolution. The separation of the dis
tributive system from the productive system having been 
first traced, there has to be traced the growing division of 
labour within each-the rise of grades and kinds of distribu-
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tors lIS well as grades and kinds of producers. A.nd tl1en 
there have to be added the effects which the developing 
and differentiating industries produce on one another-the 
advances of the industrial arts themselves, caused by mutual 
help. 

These developments of the structures and functions which 
make up the organization and 'life of each society, having 
been followed out, we have then to follow out certain asso
ciated . developments which aid, and are aided by, social 
evolution~the 'developments of language, knowledge, morals, 
resthetics. Linguistic progress has to be considered 
~st as displayed in language itself, while passing from a 
relatively incoherent, indefinite, homogeneQus state, to states 
that' are successively more collerent, definite, and hetero
geneous. 'Ve have to note how increasing social complexity 
conduces to increasing complexity of language; and how, 
as a society becomes settled, its language acquires perma
nence. The connexion between the developments of words 
and sentences and the correlative developments of thought 
which they aid, and which are aided by them, has to be 
observed: the reciprocity being traced in the increasing 
multiplicity, variety, exactness, which each helps the other 
to gain. Progress in intelligence, thus associated 
with progress in language, has also to be treated as accom
panying social progress; which, while furthering it, is furthered 
by it. From experiences which accumulate, come coru
parisons leading to generalizations of simple kinds. Gradually 
the ideas of uniformity, order, and cause, becoming nascent, gain 
clearness with each fresh truth established. And while them 
has to be noted the connexion between each phase of science 
and the concomitant phase of social life, there have also t() 
be noted the stages through which, within the body of science 
itself, there is an advance fl·om a few, simple, incoherent 
truths, to a number of specialized sciences forming an aggre
gate of .truths that are multitudinous, varied, exact, cohe
rent. ~ he emotional modifications which accompany-
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social modifications, both as causes and as consequences, also 
demand separate attention. Besides observing the inter. 
actions of the social state and the moral state, we have to 
observe the associated modifications of those moral codes in 
which moral feelings get their intellectual expression. The 
kind of behaviour which each kind of regim6 necessitates, 
finds for itself a justification which acquires an ethical cha
ra.cter; and hence systems of ethics must be dealt with in 
their social dependences. Then come the groups of 
phenomena we call resthetic; which, as exhibited in art
products and in the correlative sentiments, have to be studied 
in their respective evolutions internally considered, and in 
the relations of those evolutions to accompanying social 
phenomena. Diverging as t]ley do from a common root 
arehitectq,re, sculpture, painting, together with dancing, 
music, and poetry, have to be severally treated as connected 
with the political and ecclesiastical stages, with the co
existing phases of moral sentiment, and with the degrees of 
intellectual advance. 

Finally we have to consider the inter-dependence of struc
tures, and functions, and products, taken in their totality. 
Among these many groups of phenomena there is a con
census; and the highest achievement in Sociology is so to 
grasp the vast heterogeneous aggregate, as to see how the 
character of each group at each stage is determined partly 
by its own antecedents and partly by the past and present 
actions of the rest upon it. 

§ 211. But now before trying to explain these most in
volved phenomena, we must learn by inspection the relations 
of co-existence and sequence in which they stand to one 
another. By comparing societies of different kinds, and 
societies in different stages, we must ascertain what traits of 
size, structure, function, etc., are associated. In other words, 
before deductive interpretation of the general truths, there 
must come inductive establishment of them. 
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Here, then, ending preliminaries, let us examine the facts 
of Sociology, for the purpose of seeing into what empirical 
generalizations they may be arranged. 



PART It 

TilE IN Due T ION S 0 F SOC I 0 LOG Y. 



CHAPTER L 

WHAT IS A SOCmTY! 

§ 212. Tms question has to be asked and answered at the 
out..qet. Until we have decided whether or not to regard a 
society as an entity; and until we have decided whether, if 
regarded as an entity, a society is to be classed as abso
lutely unlike all other entities or as like some others; our 
conception of the subject-matter before us remains vague. 

It may be said that a society is but a collective name for 
a number of individuals. Carrying the controversy between 
nominalism and realism into another. sphere, a nominalist· 
might affinn that just as there exist only the members of a 
species, while the species considered apart from them has 
110 existence; so the units of a society alone exist, while the 
existence of the society is but verbal. Instancing a lec
turer's ,audience as an aggregate which by disappearing at 
the close of the lecture, proves itself to be not a thing but 
only a certain arrangement of persons, he might argue that 
the like holds of the citizens forming a nation. 

But without disputing the other steps of his argument, 
the last step may be denied. The arrangement, temporary 
in the one case, is permanent in the other; and it is the per
manence of the relations among component parts which 
constitutes the individuality of a whole as distinguished from 
the individualities of its parts. A mass broken into frag
ments ceases to be a thing; while, conversely, the stones, 

2 F 2 
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bricks, and wood, previously separate, become the thing 
called a house if connected in fixed ways. 

Thus we consistently regard a society as an entity, because, 
though formed of discrete units, a certain concreteness in 
the aggregate of them is implied by the general persistence 
of the arrangements among them throughout the area occu
pied. And it is this trait which yields our idea of a society. 
For, withholding the name from an ever-changing _cluster 
such as primitive men form, we apply it only where some 
constancy in the distribution of parts has resulted from 
settled life. 

§ 213. But now, regarding a society as a thing, what kind 
of thing must we call it? It seems totally unlike every object 
with which our senses acquaint us. A.ny likeness it may 
possibly have to other objects, cannot be manifest to percep
tion, but can' be discerned only by reason. If the constant 
I'elations. among its parts make it an entity j the question 
arises whether these constant relations among its parts are 
akin to the constant relations among the parts of other 
entities. Between a society and anything else, the only 
conceivable resemblance must be one due to parallelism oj 
principle -in the arrangement of components. 

There are two great, classes of aggregates with which the 
social aggregate may be compared-the inorganic and the 
organic. Are the attributes of a society in any way like 
those of a -not-living body? or are they in any way like those 
of a living bqdy? or are they entirely unlike those of both? 

The first of these questions needs only to be asked to be 
answered in the negative. A. whole of which the parts 
are alive, cannot, in its general characters, be like lifeless 
wholes. The second question, not to be thus promptly 
answered, is to be answered in the atfirmative. The rea
sons for asserting that the permanent relations among, the 
parts of a society, are analogous to the permanent relations 
among the parts of a living body, we have rlow to consider. 



CHAPTER IL 

A SOCIETY IS AN ORGANISM. 

§ 214. WHEN we say that growth is common to social 
aggregates and organic aggregates, we do not thus entirely 
exclude community with inorganic aggregates. Some of 
these, as crystals, grow in a visible manner; and allof them, 
. on the hypothesis of evolution, have arisen by integration at 
some time or other. Nevertheless, compared with things we 
call inanimate, living bodies and societies so conspicuously 
exhibit augmentation of mass, that we may fairly regard this as 
characterizing them both. Many organisms grow throiIghout 
their lives; and the rest grow throughout considerable parts 
cf their lives. Social growth usually continues either up to 
times when the societies divide, or up to times when they are 
()verwhelmed. 

Here, then, is the first trait by which societies ally them
selves with the organic world and substantially distinguish 
htemselves from the inorganic world. 

§ 215. It is also a character of social bodies, as of livin(. 
bodies, that while they increase in size they increase· in 
structure. Like a low animal, the embryo of a high one has 
few distinguishable parts; but while it is acquiring greater 
mass, its parts multiply and differentiate. It is thus with a 
SOciety. At first the unlikenesses among .its groups of units 
are inconspicuous in number and degree; but as population 
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augments, divisions and sub-divisions become more numerous 
and more decided. Further, in the social organism as in the 
individual organism, differentiations cease only with that 
completion of the type which marks maturity and precedes 
decay. 

Though in inorganic aggregates also, as in the entire 
Solar System and in each of its members, structural differen
tiations accompany the integrations; yet these are so 
relatively slow, and so relatively simple, that they may be 
disregarded. The multiplication of contrasted parts in 
bodies politic and in living bodies, is so great that it sub
stantia:ijy constitutes another common character which marks 
them off from inorganic bodies. 

§ 216. This COm.n1unity will be more fully appreciated on 
observing that progressive differentiation of structures is 
accompanied by pl'ogressive differentiation of functions. 

The divisions, primary, secondary, and tertiary, which 
arise in a developing animal, do not assume their major and 
minor unlikenesses to no purpose. Along with diversities 
in their shapes and compositions go diversities in the actions 
they perform: they grow into unlike organs having unlike 
duties. Assuming the entire function of absorbing nutri
ment at the same time that it takes on its structural char
acters, the alimentary system becomes gradually marked off 
into contrasted portions; each of which has a special func
tion forming part of the general function. A limb, instru
mental to locomotion or prehension, acquires divisions aud 
sub-divisions which perform their leading and their subsidiary 
shares in this office. So is it with the parts into 
which a society divides. A dominant class arising does not 
simply become unlike the rest, but assumes control over the 
rest; and when this class separates iuto the more and the less 
dominant, these, again, begin to discharge distinct parts of the 
entire control With the classes whose actions are controlled 
it is the same. The various groups into which they fall have 
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various occupations : each of such groups also, within itself. 
acquiring- minor·· contrasts of parts along with minor con
trasts of duties. 

And here we see more clearly how the two classes of· 
things we are comparing, distinguish. themselves from things . 
of other classes; for such differences of structure as .slowly 
arise in inorganic aggregates, are not accompanied· by what· 
we can fairly call diflerences of function. 

. § 217. Why in a body politic and in a living body, these· 
unlike actions of unlike parts are properly regarded by us 
as functions, while we cannot so regard the unlike actions 
of unlike parts in an inorganic body, we shall perceive on 
turning to the next and most distinctive common trait. 

Evolution establishes in them both, not differences simply, 
but definitely~connected differences-differences such that 
each makes the others possible .. The parts of an inorganic 
aggregate are so related that one may change greatly without 
appreciably affecting the rest. It is otherwise with the parts 
of an organic aggregate or of a social aggregate. In either of 
these, the changes in the parts are mutually determined, and 
the changed actions of the parts are mutually dependent. 
In both, too, this mutuality increases as the evolution 
advances. The lowest type of animal is all stomach, all 
respiratory surface, all limb. Development of a type having 
appendages by which to move about or l~y hold of food, can 
take place only if these appendages, losing power to absorb 
nutriment directly from surrounding bodies, are supplied. 
with .nutriment by parts which retain the power of ,absorp
tion. A respiratory surface to which. the. circulating lluids 
are brought to be aerated, can be formed only on condition 
that the concomitant loss of ability to . supply itself wit4-
materials for repair and growth, is made good by the develop
ment ofa structure bringing these materials. Simi
larly in a· society. What we call with perfect propriety. 
its organization, necessarily implies traits of the same kind. 
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-While rudimentary,' a society is all warrior, all hunter, all 
'hut-builder, all tool-maker: every part fulfils for itself all 
-needs. Progress to a stage characterized by _a permanent 
;,army, can-go on only as there arise arrangements for supply
'ing that' army with food, clothes, and munitionS of war by 
the rest. If here the population occupies itself solely with 
:~griculture and there with, mining-if these manufacture 
,.goods while those distribute them, it must be on condition 
that in exchange for a special kind of service, rendered by 
-each part to other parts, these other parts severally give due 
proportions of their services. 

This division of labour, first dwelt on by political econo
'mists as a, social phenomenon, and thereupon recognized by 
Diologist,s as a phenomenon of living bodies, which they 
-called the "physiological division of labour," is that which 
in the 'society, as in the aninial, makes it' a living whole ... 
Scarcely can I emphasize enough the truth that in respect 
of this fundamental trait, a social organism and an indivi
dual organism are entirely alike. When we see that in 
a mammal, arresting the lungs quickly brings the heart 
to a stand; that if the stomach fails absolutely in its office 
all other parts by-and-by cease to act; that paralysis of its 
limbs entails on the body at large death from want of food, 
or inability to escape; that loss of even such small organs as 
the eyes, deprives the rest of a service essential to their 
preservation; we' cannot but admit that mutual dependence 
of parts is an essential characteristic. And when, in a society, 
we see that' the workers in iron stop if the miners do not 
supply materials; that makers of clothes cannot carryon 
their business in the absence of those who spin and weave 
textile fabrics; that the manufacturing community will cease 
to act unless the food-producing and food-distributing agen
cies are acting; that the controlling powers, governments, 
bureaux, judicial officers, police, must fail to keep order 
when the necessaries of ,life are not supplied to them by 
the parts kept in order; weare obliged to say that this 
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mutual dependence of parts is similarly rigorous. Unlike 
as the two kinds: of aggregates otherwise are, they are alike 
in respect of this fundamental character, and the characters 
implied by it. 

§ 218. How the combined actions of mutually-dependent 
parts constitute life of the whole, and how there hence 
results a paralIelism between social life and' animal life" 
we see still more clearly on learning that the life of every 
visible organism is constituted by the lives of units too 
minute to be seen by the unaided eye . 

.An undeniable illustration is furnished by. the strange. 
()rder Myxomycetes. The spores or germs produced by one • 
of these forms, become ciliated monads, which, after a time of 
active locomotion, change into shapes like those of amrelire. 
move about, bike in nutriment, grow, multiply by fission. 
Then these amreba-form individuals swarm together, begin 
to coalesce into groups, and these groups to coalesce with 
one another: making a mass sometimes barely visible, some
times as big as the hand. This plasmodiU1n, irregular, mostly 
reticulated, and in substance gelatinous, itself exhibits 
movements of its parts like those of a gigantic rhizopod' 
ereeping slowly over surfa.ces of decaying matters, and even 
up the stems of plants. Here, then, union of many minute 
living individuals to form a relatively vast aggregate in 
which their. individualities are apparently'lost, but the life 
of which results from combination of their lives, is demon
tltrable. 

In other cases, instead of units which, originalIydiscrete, 
lose their individualities by aggregation, we have units 
which, arising by multiplication from the same germ, do 
not part company, but nevertheless display their .separate 
lives very clearly. A growing sponge has its horny fibres 
clothed with a gelatinous substance; .. and the. microscope 
shows this to consist of moving monads. We cannot· deny 
life to the sponge as a whole,"for it shows us some corporate 
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actions. The outer amceba-form units partially lose· their,. 
individualities by fusion into· a protective byer or skin; 
the supporting framework of . fibres is produced by the joint· 
agency of the monads; and from their joint agency also 
result those currents of water which are drawn in through 
the smaller orifices and expelled through the larger. But 
while there is thus shown a feeble aggregate life, the lives. 
of the myriads of component units are very little sub
ordinated: these units form,· as it were, a nation having 
scarcely any sub-division of functions. Or, in the words (If 
Professor Huxley, "the sponge represents a kind of sul?
aqueous city, where the people are arranged about the 

. streets and roads, in sucha. manner, that each can easily 
appropriate his food from the water as it passes along." 
Again, in the hydroid polype Myriothela, "pseudopodial pro-. 
cesses are being constantly projected from the walls of the 
alimentary canal into its cavity i" and these Dr. Allman 
regards as processes from the cells forming the walls, which 
lay hold of alimentary matter just as those of an amreba do. 
The like may be seen in certain planarian worms. 

Even in the highest animals there remains traceable this 
'relation between the aggregate life and the lives of com
ponents. Blood is a liquid in which, along with nutritive 
matters, circulate innumerable living units-the blood cor
puscles. These have severally their life-histories. During 
its first' stage each of them, then known as a white cor-. 
puscle, makes independent movements like those of an 
amreba; it "may be fed with coloured food, which will 
then be seen to have accumulated in the interior;" "and in 
some cases the colourless blood-corpuscles have actually 
been seen to devour their more diminutive comp.anions, the 
red ones." Nor is this individual life of the units prov
able only where flotation in a liquid allows its signs to be 
readily seen. Sundry· mucous surfaces, as those of the air, 
passages, are covered with what is caUed ciliated. epithelium 
-a. layer of minute elongated cells packed side by side, and 
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each bearing on its exposed end several cilia. continually in 
motion .. The wavings of these cilia are essentially like 
those of the monads which live in the passages· running 
through a . sponge; and just as -the joint action of these 
ciliated sponge-monads propels the current of water, so does 
the joint action of the ciliated epithelium-cells move forward 
the mucous secretion covering them. If there needs further 
proof that these epithelium-cells have independent lives, we 
have it in the fact that when detached and placed in a fit 
menstruum, they "move about with considerable rapidity 
for some time, by the continued vibrations of the cilia with 
which they are furnished." 

On thus seeing that an ordinary living organism may be 
regarded as a nation of units which live individually, and 
have lllany of them considerable degrees of independence, 
we shall have the less difficulty in regarding a nation of 
human beings as an organism. 

§ 219. The relation between the lives of the units and the 
life of the aggregate, has a further character common to 
the two cases. By a catastrophe the life of the aggregate 
may be destroyed without immediately destroying the lives 
of all its units; while, on the other hand, if no catastrophe 
abridges it, the life of the aggregate is far longer than the 
lives of its units. 

In a cold-blooded animal, ciliated cells perform their 
motions with perfect regularity long after the creature they 
are part of has become motionless. Muscular fibres retain 
their power of contracting under stimulation. The cells of 
secreting organs go on pouring out their product if blood 
is artificially supplied to them. And the components of an 
entire organ, as the heart, continue their co-operation for 
many hours after its detachment. Similarly, arrest 
of those commercial actiVities, governmental co-ordinations, 
etc., which constitute the corporate life of.3 nation, may be 
caused, say by an inroad of barbarians, without immediately 
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stopping the actions of all the units. Certain classes of· 
these, especially the widely-diffused ones engaged in. food-. 
production, may long survive and carry on their .individual 
occupations. 

On the other hand, the minute living elements composing 
a developed animal, severally evolve, play their parts, 
decay, and are replaced, while the animal as a whole con
tinues. In the deep layer of the skin, cells are formed 
by fission which, as they enlarge, are thrust outwards, 
and, becoming flattened to form the epidermis, eventually 
exfoliate, while .the younger ones beneath take their places. 
Liver-cells, growing by imbibition of matters from which 
they separate the bile, presently die, and their vacant seats 
are occupied by another generation. Even bone, though so 
dense and seemingly inert, is permeated by blood-vessels 
carrying materials to replace old components by new ones . 
.And the replacement, rapid in some tissues and in others 
slow, goes on at such rate that during the continued exist
ence of the entire body, each portion of it has been many 
times over produced and destroyed. Thus it is . 
also with a society and its units. Integrity of the whole 
as of each large division is perennially maintained, not
withstanding the deaths of component citizens. The fabric 
of living persons which, in a manufacturing town, produces. 
some commodity for national use, remains after a century . 
as large a fabric, though all the masters and workers who 
a century ago composed it have long since disappeared. 
Even with minor 'parts of this industrial structure the like 
holds. A . firm that dates from past generations, still carrying 
on business in the name of its founder, has had all its mem
bers and employes changed one by one, perhaps several times 
over; while the firm has continued to occupy the same 
place and to maintain like relations with buyers Il.Ild sellers. 
Throughout we find this. Governing bodies, general and 
local, ecclesiastical corporations, armies, institutions of all 
orders down to guilds, clubs, philanthropic associations, etc.,. 
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. IIhow. us. a continuity of life exceeding that of the persons 
constituting them. . Nay,more. As part of the same law, we 
see that the existence of the society at large exceeds in 
duration that of some. of these compound parts. Private 
unions, local public bodies, secondary national institutions, 
towns carrying on special industries, may decay, ~hile the 
nation, maintaining its integrity, evolves in mass and structure. 

In both cases, too, the mutually~dependent functions of 
the various divisions, being severa:lly made up of the actions 
of many units, it results that these units dying one by 
one, are replaced without the function in which they share 
being sensibly affected. In a muscle, each. sarcous element 
wearing out in its turn, is removed and a substitution made 
while the rest. carryon their combined contractions as 
usual; !ind the retirement of a public official or death of a 
shopman, perturbs inappreciably the business of the depart
ment, or activity of the industry, in which he had a.share. 

Hence arises in the social· organism, as in the individual 
organism, a life of the whole quite unlike the lives of the 
units; though it is a life produced by them. 

§ 220. From these likenesses between the social organism 
and the individual organism, we must now turn to an ex
treme unlikeness. The parts of an animal form a concrete 
whole; but the parts of a society form a whole which is dis
crete. While the living units. composing the one are bound 
together in close contact, the living units composing the 
other are free, are not in contact, and are more or less widely 
dispersed. How, then, can there be any parallelism? 

Though this difference is fundamental and apparently 
. puts comparison out of the question, yet exalllination proves 
it to be less than it seems. Presently I shall have to point 
out that complete admission of it consists with maintenance 
of the alleged an:llogy; but we will first observe how one who 
thought it needful, might argue that even in this respect 

. there is a smaller contrast than a cursory glance sho!s. 
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He might urge that the physically-coherent body of an 
animal is not comp'osed all through of living units; .but that 
it consists in large measure of differentiated parts which the 
vitally active parts have formed, and which thereafter 
become semi~vital and in some cases un-vital. Taking as an 
example the protoplasmic layer underlying the skfu, he 
might say that while this consists of truly living units, 
the cells produced in it, changing into epithelium scales, 
become inert protective structures; and pointing to the in
sensitive nails, hair, horns, etc., arising from this layer, 
he might show that such parts; though components of the 
organism, are hardly living components. Carrying out the 
argument, he would contend that elsewhere in the body there 
exist such protoplasmic layers, from which grow the tissues 
composing the various organs-layers which alone remain 
fully alive, while the structures evolved from them lose 
their vitality in proportion as they are specialized: . in
stancing cartilage, tendon, and connective tissue, as showing 
this in conspicuous ways. From all which he would draw the 
inference that though the body forms a coherent whole, its 
essential units, taken by themselves, form a whole which is 
coherent only throughout the protoplasmic layers. 
, . And then would follow the facts showing that the social 
organism, rightly conceived, is much less discontinuous than 
it seems. He would contend that as, in the individual 
organism, we include with the fully living parts, the less 
living and not living parts which co-operate in the total 
activities; so, in the social organism,we must include not 
only those most highly vitalized units, the human beings, 
who chiefly determine its phenomena, but also the various 
kinds of domestic animals, lower in the scale of life, which, 
under the control of man, co-operate with him, and even 
those far inferior' structures, the plants, which, propa
gated by human agency, supply materials for animal and 
human activities. In defence of this view he would point 
out how largely these lower classes of organisms, co-existing 
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with men in societies, affect the structures and activities 'of 
the societies-bow the traits of the pastoral type' depend on 
the natures of the creatures reared; and how in, settled 

'societies the plants producing food, materials for te:nUe 
,fabrics, etc., determine certain kinds of social arrangements 
and actions. After which he might insist that since, the 
physical characters, mental' natures, and daily, doings, of 
the human units, are, in part, moulded by relations to these 
animals and vegetals, which, living by their aid and aiding 
them to live, enter so much into social life as even to be 
cared for by legislation, these lower forms cannot rightly be 
excluded from the conception of the social organism. Hence 
would come his conclusion that when, with human beings, 
are !ncorporated the less vitalized beings, animal and vegetal, 
covering the surface occupied by the society, there results an 
aggregate baving a continuity of parts more nearly, ap
proaching to that of an individual organism; and which 
is also like it in being composed of local aggregations of 
11ighly vitalized units, imbedded in a vast aggregation of 
units of various lQwer degrees of vitality, which are, in a 
sense, produced by, modified by, and arranged by, the higher 
units. 

'But without accepting this view, and admitting that the 
discreteness of the social organism stands in, marked con
trast with the concreteness of the individual organism, the 

, objection may still be adequately met. 

§ 221. Though coherence among its parts is a pre
requisite to that co-operation by which the life of an indi

'vidual organism is carried on; and though the members of 
. a social organism, not forming a concrete whole, cannot main
tain co-operation by means of physical influences directly 
propagated from part to part; yet they can and do main
tain co-operation by another agency. Not in contact, they 
nevertheless affect one another through intervening spaces, 
both by emotional 1anguage and by the language, oral 
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and written, of the intellect. For carrying on .mutually. 
dependent actions, it is requisite that impulses, adjusted in 
their kiilds, amounts, and· times, shall be conveyed from 
part to part. This requisite is fulfilled in living bodies by 
molecular waves, that are indefinitely diffus~d in low types .. 
and in high types are carried along definite channels (the 
function of which has been significantly called inter
'II/uncial). It is fulfilled in societies by the signs of feelings. 
and thoughts, conveyed from person to person; at first. in 
vague ways and only through short distances, but. afterwards 
more de.finitely and through greater distances. That is to say. 
the inter-nuncial function, not achievable by stimuli physi
cally transferred, is nevertheless achieved by language
emotional and intellectual. 

That mutual dependence of paJ:ts which constitutes organ
ization is thus effectually established. Though discrete 
instead of concrete, the social aggregate is rendered a. living 
whole. 

§ 222. But now, on pursuing the course of thought 
opened by this objection and the answer to it, we arrive 
at an implied contrast of great significance-a contrast 
fundamentally affecting our idea of the ends to be achieved 
by social life. 

Though the discreteness of a social organism does not 
prevent sub-division of functions and mutual dependence of 
parts, yet it does prevent that differentiation by which one 
part becomes an organ of feeling and thought, while other 
parts become insensitive. High animals of whatever class 
are distinguished from low ones by complex and well-inte
grated nervous systems. While in inferior types the minute 
scattered ganglia may be said to exist for the benefit of other 
structures, the concentrated ganglia in superior types are 
the structures for the benefit of which the rest may be said to 
exist: Though a developed nervous system so directs the 
actions of the whole body as to preserve its integrity; yet 
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the welfare of the nervous system is the ultimate object of 
all these actions: damage to any other organ being serious in 
proportion as it immediately or remotely entails that pain or 
loss .of pleasure which the nervous system suffers. But 
the discreteness of a society negatives differentiations car
ried to this extreme. In an individual organism the minute 
living units, most of them permanently localized, growing 
up, working, reproducing, and dying away in their re
spective places, are in successive generations moulded to 
their respective functions j so that some become specially 

. sentient and others entirely insentient. But it is otherwise 
in a social organism. The units of this, out of contact 
and much less rigidly held in their relative positions, can
not be so much differentiated as to become feelingless units 
and units which monopolize feeling. There are, 
indeed, traces of such a differentiation. Human beings are 
unlike in the amounts of aensation and emotion producible 
in them by like causes: here callousness, here susceptibility, 
is a characteristic. The mechanically-working and hard
living units are less sensitive than the mentally-working 
and more protected units. But while the regulative struc
tures of the social organism tend, like those of the individual 
organism, to become specialized as seats of feeling, the 
tendency is checked by wa,nt of that physical cohesion which 
brings fixity of function; and it is also checked by the 
continued need for feeling in the mechanically-working units 
for the due discharge of their functions. 

Hence, then, a cardinal difference in the two kinds of 
organisms. In the one, consciousness is concentrated in a 
small part of the aggregate. In the other, it is diffused 
throughout the ag.,crregate: all the units possess the capaci
ties for happiness and misery, if not in equal degrees, still 
in degrees that approximate. As, then, there is no social 
sensorium, the welfare of. the aggregate, considered apart. 
from that of the units, is not an end to be sought. The 
society exists for the benefit of its members; not its mem-

2 G 
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'bers for the benefit of the' society. . It . has ever to be 
remembered that great as may be the .efforts made for the 
prosperity of the body politic, yet the claims of the body 
'politic. are nothing in themselves, and become something 
only in so far as they embody the claims of its component 
individuals. 

§223. From this last consideration, which is a digression 
rather than a part of the argument, let us now return imd 
sum. up the reasons for regarding a society as an organism. 

It undergoes continuous growth. .As it grows, its parts 
become unlike: it exhibits increase of structure. The unlike 
parts simultaneously assume activities of unlike kinds. 
These activities are not simply different, but their differ
ences are so related as to make one another possible. The 
reciprocal aid thus given causes mutual dependence of the 
parts. .And the mutually-dependent parts, living by and for 
one another, form an aggregate constituted on the same 
general principle as' is an individual organism. The analogy 
of a society to an organism becomes still clearer on learning 
that every organism of appreciable size is a society; and on 
further learning that in both, the lives of the units continue 
for some time if the life of the aggregate is suddenly arrested, 
while if the aggregate is not destroyed by violence, its life 
greatly exceeds in duration the lives of its units. Though 
the two are contrasted as respectively discrete and concrete, 
and though there results a difference in the ends subserved 
by the organization, there does not result a difference in the 
laws of the organization: the required mutual influences of 
the parts, not transmissible in a direct way, being, in a 
society, transmitted in an indirect way. 

Having thus considered in their most general forms the 
reasons for regarding a society as an, organism, we are 
prepared for following out the comparison in detail. 



CIIAP.TER III. 

SOCIAL GROWTH. 

§ 224. SocmTms, like living bodies, begin as germs· . ..;.. 
originate from masses which are extremely minute in com":. 
parison .with the ~asses some of .them eventually reach. 
That out of small wandering hordes 1).ave arisen the largest 
societies" is a conclusion not to be conteste~ The inl.ple~ 
ments ,{)f pre-historic peoples, ruder even than existing 
savages u~e, imply absence of those arts by which. alone 
great aggregations of. men are made possible. Religious 
ceremonies that. survived among ancient historic races, 
pointed, back to a time when the progenitors of those races 
had Hint 'knives, and got fire by rubbing together pieces of 
wood; and must have lived, in such small clusters. as are 
alone possible before the rise of agriculture. 

The implication is that by integrations, direct and indirect, 
there have in course of time been produced social aggregateS 
0. million times in size the aggregates which alone existed in 
the remote past. Here, then, is a growth reminding us, 
by its degree, of growth in living bodies. 

§ 225. Between this trait of organic evolution and th~ 
; answering trait of super-organic evolution, there is a further 
: parallelism: the growths in aggregates of different classes are 
I extremely various in their amounts. 

2G2 
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Glancing over the entire assemblage of animal types, we 
see that the members of one large class, the Protozoa, rarely 
increase beyond that microscopic size with which every 
higher animal begins. Among the multitudinous kinds of 
Calenterata, the masses range from that of the small Hydra. 
to that of the large Medusa. The annulose and molluscous 
types, respectively show us immense contrasts between their 
superior and inferior members. And the vertebrate animals. 
much larger on the average than the rest, display among 
themselves enormous differences. 

,Kindred unlikenesses of size strike us when we contem
plate the entire assemblage of human'societies. Scattered 
over many regions there are minute hordes-still extant. 
samples of the primordial type of society. We have W ood-
Veddahs living sometimes in pairs, and only now and 
then assembling j we have Bushmen -wandering about in 
families, and forming larger groups but occasionally; we 
have Fuegians clustered by the dozen or the score. . Tribes 
of Australians, of Tasmanians, of Andamanese, arevaiiable 
within the limits of perhaps twenty to fifty. And similarly, 
if the region is inhospitable, as with the Esquimaux, or if 
the arts of life are undeveloped, as with the Digger-Indians, 
or if adjacent higher races are obstacles to growth, as with 
Indian Hill-tribes like the Juangs, this limitation to primi
tive size continues. Where a fruitful soil affords much 
food, and where a more settled life, leading to agric.ulture, 
again increases the supply of food, we meet with larger 
social aggregates: instance those in the Polynesian Islands 
and in many parts of Africa. Here a hundred or two, here 
several thousands, here many thousands, are held together 
more or less completely as one mass. And then in the 
highest societies, instead of partially-aggregated thousands, 
we have completely-aggregated millions. 

§ 226. The growths of individual and social organisms 
are allied in ,another respect. In each case size augments by 
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two processes, which go on sometimes separat«~ly, sometimes 
together. There is increase by simple multiplication of 
units, causing enlargement of the group; there is increase 
by union of groups, and again by union of groups of groups. 
The first parallelism is too simple to need illustration; but 
the faCts which show us the second must be set forth. 

Organic integration, treated of at length in the P1-inciples 
c/ Biology, §§ 180-211, must be· here summarized to make 
the comparison intelligible. The compounding and re-com
pounding, as shown us throughout the vegetal kingdom, may 
be taken first, as most easily followed. Plants. of 
the . lowest orders are minute cells, some kinds of, which in 
their myriads colour stagnant waters,and others compose the 
green films on damp surfaces. By clusterings of such cells are 
formed small threads, discs, globes, etc.; as well as amor
phous masses and laminated. masses. One of these last 
(called a thallus when scarcely at all differentiated, as in a 
sea-weed, and called a frond in cryptogams that have some 
structure), is an exteusive but simple group of the protophytes 
first named. Temporarily united in certain low cryptogams, 
fronds become permanently· united in higher cryptogams: 
then forming a series of foliar surfaces joined by a creeping 
stem. Out of this comes the phrenogamic axis-a shoot 
with its foliar organs or leaves. That is to say, there is now 
a permanent cluster of clusters. And then, as these ax~s 
develop lateral axes, and as these again branch, the com
pounding advances to higher stages.· In the anilnal
kingdom the like happens; though in a less regular and more 
disguised manner. The smallest animal, like the smallest 
plant, is essentially a minute group of living molecules. 
There are many forms and stages showing us the cluster
ing of such smallest animals. Sometimes, as in the com
pound Vorticellm and in the Sponges, their individualities 
are scarcely at all masked; but as evolution of the compo
site ag.,rrregate advances, the individualities of the component 
aggregates become less distinct. In some Ca,lenterata, though 
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they· retain· considerable independence, which they show by 
moving about like AmaWaJ when separated, they have their 
individualities mainly merged in that of the aggregate 
formed of them: instance the common Hydra. Tertiary 
aggregates similarly result from the massing of secondary 
ones. Sundry modes and· phases of the process are observ
able among crelenterate types. There is the branched 
hydroid, in which the individual polypes preserve their 
identities, and the polypidom,merely holds them together; 
and there are forms, such as Velella, in which the polypes 
have been so modified and fused, that their individualities 
were long unrecognized •. Again, among the Molluscoida we 
have feebly-united tertiary aggregates in the SalpidO! i while 
we have, in the BotryllidaJ, masses in which the. tertiary 
aggregate, greatly consolidated, obscures the individualities 
of the secondary aggregates. So, too, is it with certain 
annuloid types; and, as I have sought to show, with the 
Annulosa generally. (bin. of Biol., § 205.) 

Social growth proceeds by an analogous compounding and 
re-compounding. The primitive social group, like the primi
tive group of living molecules with which organic evolution 
begins, never attains any considerable size by simple increase. 
Where, as among Fuegians, the supplies of wild food yielded 
by an inclement habitat will not enable more than a score or 
so to live in the same place-where, as among Andamanese. 
limited to a strip of shore backed by impenetrable bush. 
forty is about the number of individuals who can find prey 
without going too far from their temporary abode-where. 
as among Bushmen, wandering over barren tracts, small 
hordes are alone possible, and even families "are sometimes 
Obliged to separate, since the same spot will not afford 
sufficient sustenance for all;" we have extreme instances 
of the limitation of simple groups, and the formation of 
migrating groups when the limit is passed. Even in toler
ably productive habitats, fission of the groups is eventually 
necessitated in a kindred manner. Spreading as its number: 
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increases, a primitive tribe presently reaches a diffusion at 
which its parts become incoherent j and it then gradually 
separates into tribes' that become distinct as fast as their 
continually-diverging dialects pass into different languages. 
Often nothing further happens than repetition of this. 'Con .. 
llicts of tribes, dwindlings or extinctions of some, growths 
and spontaneous divisions of others, continue. The 
formation of a larger society results only by the joining of 
such smaller societies j'Which occnrs without obliterating the 
divisions previously caused by separations. This process may 
be seen now going on among uncivilized races, as it once 
went on among the ancestors of the civilized races. Instead 
of absolute independence of small hordes, such as the lowest 
savages show us, more advanced savages show us slight 
cohesions among larger J;tordes. In North America each of 
the three great tribes of Comanch~ consists of various 
bands, having such feeble combination only, as results from 
the personal character of the great chief. So of the Dakotahs 
there are, according to Burton, seven' principal bands, each 
including minor bands, numbering altogether, according to 
Catlin, forty-two. And in like manner the five Iroquois 
nations had severally eight tribes. Closer unions of these 
slightly-coherent original groups arise under' favourable con
ditions j but they only now and then become permanent. A 
common form of the process is that described by Mason as 
occnrring among the Karens.. .. Each village, with. its scant 
domain, is an independent state, and every chief a prince; 
but now and then a little Napoleon arises, who subdues a 
kingdom to himself, and builds np an empire. The dynas
ties, however, last only' with the controlling mind." The 
like happens in Africa. Livingstone says-" Formerly all 
the Maganja were united under the government . of their 
great Chief, Undi;" , , but after .undi's death it fell to 
pieces., • • • This has been the inevitable fate of everY 
African Empire from time immemorial" Only occasionally 
does there result a compound social aggregate that endures. 
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for. a considerable period, as Dahomey or as. Ashantee. 
which is .. an assemblage of states owing a kind of feudal 
obedience to the sovereign." The histories of Madagascar 
and of sundry Polynesian. islands also display these transi
tory compound groups. out of which at length come in some 
cases permanent ones. During the earliest times· of the 
extinct civilized races, like stages were passed through. In 
the words of Maspero; Egypt was "divided at first into 
a great number of tribes, which at several points simul
taneously began to establish small. independent states, every 
one of .which had its laws and its worllhip." The compound 
groups of .Greeks first formed, were those minor ones result
ing from the subjugation of weaker towns by stronger neigh
bouring towns. And in Northern Europe during pagan days, 
the numerous German tribes, each with its cantonal divisions. 
illustrated this second stage of aggregation. After 
such compound societies are consolidated, repetition of the 
process on a larger scale produces doubly-compoimd societies j 
which, usually cohering but feebly, become in some cases 
quite- coherent. Maspero infers that the Egyptian nomes 
described above as resulting from integrations of tribes, 
coalesced into the two great principalities, Upper Egypt and 
Lower Egypt, which were eventually united: the small 
states becoming provinces. The boasting records of, Meso
potamian kings similarly show us this union of unions 
going on. So, too, in Greece the integration at first 
occurring locally, began afterwards to combine the minor 
societies into two confederacies. During Roman days there 
arose for defensive purposes federations of tribes, which 
eventually consolidated j and subsequently these were com
pounded into still larger aggregates. Before and after the 
Christian era, the like happened throughout Northern 
Europe. . Then after a period of vague and varying combina
tions, there came, in later times, as is well . illustrated by 
French history, a massing of small feudal territories into 
p~ovinces, and a subsequent massing of these into kingdoms. 
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So that in both organic and super-organic growths, we see 
a process of compounding and re-compounding carried to 
various stages. In both cases, after· some consolidation of 
the smallest aggregates there comes the processor forming 
larger aggregates by union of them; and in both cases re
petition of this process makes secondary aggregates into 
tertiary ones. 

§ 22'7. Organic growth and super-organic growth have 
yet another analogy. As above said, increase by multipli
cation of individuals in a group, and increase by union of 
groups, may go on simultaneously; and it does this in both 
cases. 

The original clusters, animal and social, are not only 
small, but they lack density. Creatures of low types occupy 
la~e spaces considering the small quantities of ,animal sub

, stance they contain; and low-type societies spread over areas 
that are wide relatively to the numbers of their component 
individuals. But as integration in animals is shown by ,con
centration as well as by increa3e of bulk ; so that social 
integration which results from the clustering of clusters, is 
joined with augmentation of the number contained by each 
cluster. If we contrast the sprinklings in regions inhabited 
by wild tribes with the crowds filling equal regions in 
Europe; or if we contrast the density of population in 
England under the Heptarchy with its present density; we 
see that besides the growth produced by union of groups 
there has' gone on interstitial growth. Just as the higher 
animal has become not only larger than the lower but nore 
solid; so, too, has the higher society. 

Social growth, then, equally with the growth of a living 
body, shows us the fundamental trait of evolution under a 
twofold aspect. Integration is displayed both in the forma
tion of a larger mass, and in the progress of such mass 
towards that coherence due to closeness of parts. 

It is proper to add, however, that there is a mode of social 
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growth to which organic growth affords no parallel-that 
caused by the migration of . units from one society to an
other. Among many primitive groups and a few developed 
ones, this is a considerable factor; but, generally, its effect 
bears so small a ratio to the effects of growth by increase of 
population and coalescence of groups, that it does not much 
qualify the analogy. 



CHAPTER IV. 

SOCIAL STRUCTURES. 

§ 228. IN societies, as in living bodies, increase of mass 
is habitually accompanied by increase of structure. Along 
with that integration which is the primary trait of evolu
tion, both exhibit in high degrees the secondary trait, 
differentiation. 

The association of these two characters in animals was 
described in the PrinlYiples of Biology, § 44. Excluding 
certain low kinds of them whose activities are little above 
those of plants, we recognized the general law that large 
aggregates have high organizations. . The qualifications 
of this law which go along with differences of me
dium, of habitat, of type, are numerous ; but when 
made they leave intact the truth that for carrying on the 
combined life of an extensive mass, involved arrangements 
are required. So, too, is it with societies. .As we 
progress from small groups to larger; from simple groups to 
compound groups; from compound groups to doubly com
pound ones; the unlikenesses of parts increase. The social 
aggregate, homogeneous when minute, habitually gains in 
heterogeneity along with each increment of growth; and to 
reach great size must acquire great complexity. Let us 
glance at the leading stages. 

Naturally in a state like that of the Cayaguas or Wood
Indians of South America, so little social that "one family 
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lives at a distance 'from another," social organization is 
impossible; and even where there is some slight associa
tion of families, organization does not arise while they 
are few and wandering. Groups of Esquimaux, of Aus
tralians, of Bushmen, of Fuegians, are without even that 
primary contrast of parts implied by settled chieftainship. 
Their members are subject to no control but such as is 
temporarily acquired by the stronger, or more cunning, or 
more experienced: not even a ,permanent nucleus is present. 
Habitually where larger simple groups exist, we find some 
kind of head. Though not a uniform rule (for, as we shall 
hereafter see, the genesis of a controlling ,agency depends on 
the nature of the social activities), this is a gene~al rule. 
The headless clusters, wholly ungoverned, are incoherent, and 
separate before they acquire considerable sizes; but along 
with maintenance of an aggregate approaching to, or exceed
ing, a hundred, we ordinarily find a simple, or compound 
ruling agency-one or more men claiming and exercising 
authority that'is natural, or supernatural, or both. This is 
the first social differentiation. Soon after it there . 
frequently comes another, tending to form a division be-' 
tween regulative and' operative parts. In the lowest tribes 
this is rudely represented only by the contrast in status 
between the sexes: the men, having unchecked control, 
carry on such external activities Il.S the tribe shows us, 
chiefly in war; whil~ the women are made drudges who 
perform the less skilled parts of the process of sustentation. 
But that tribal growth, and establishment of chieftainship, 
which gives military superiority, presently causes enlarge
ment of the operative part by adding captives to it. This 
begins unobtrusively, While in battle the men are killed, 
and often afterwards eaten, the non-combatants are enslaved. 
Patagonians, for example, make slaves of women and children 
taken in war. Later, and especially when cannibalism 
ceases, comes the enslavement of male captives; whence 
results, in some cases, an operative part clearly marked off 
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from the regulative part. Among the Chinooks, II slaves dQ 
all the laborious work." We read that the Beluchi, avoiding 
the hard labour of cultivation, impose it on the Jutts, the 
ancient inhabitants whom they have subjugated. Beecham 
says it is usual on the Gold Coast to make the slaves clear 
the ground for cultivation. And among the Felatahs" slaves 
are numerous: the males are employed in :weaving, collecting 
wood or grass, or on any other kind of work; some of the 
women are engaged in spinning • . • in preparing the yarn 
for the loom, others in pounding and grinding corn, etc." 

A!ongwith that increase of mass caused by union of 
primary social aggregates into a secondary one, a further 
unlikeness of parts arises. The holding together of the com
pound cluster implies a head of the whole as well as heads of 
the parts; and a differentiation analogous to that which 
originally produced a chief, now produces a chief of chiefs. 
Sometimes the combination is made for defence against a 
common foe, and sometinies it results. from conquest by one 
tribe of the rest. In this last case the predominant tribe, in . 
maintaining its supremacy, develops more highly its mili
tary character: thus becoming unlike, the others. 

After such clusters of clusters have been so consolidated 
that their united powers can be 'Yielded by one governing 
agency, there come alliances with, or subjugations of, other 
clusters of clusters, ending from time to time in coalescence. 
When this happens there results still greater comple~ty in 
the governing agency, with its king, local rulers, and petty 
chiefs; and at the same time, there arise more marked 
divisions of classes--military, priesUy, slave, etc. Clearly, 
then, complication of structure accompanies increase of mass. 

, § 229. This increase of heterogeneity, which in both 
classes of aggregates goes along with growth, presents 
another trait in common. Beyond unlikenesses' of . parts 
due' to development of the co-ordinating agencies, there 
presenUy' follow unlikenesses' among the agencies co-
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ordinated~the organs of alimentation, etc." in the one case, 
and the industrial structures in the other. 

When' animal-aggregates' of the lowest Ql'der unite to 
form one of a higher order, and when, again, these secondary 
aggregates are compounded into tertmy aggregates, each 
component is at first similar to the other components; but 
in the course of evolution dissimilarities arise and become 
Inore and more decided. Among the Owlenterata the stages 
are clearly indicated. From the sides of a common hydra. 
bud out: young ones which, when fully developed, separate 
nom their parent. In the compound hydroids the young 
polypes produced in like manner, remain permanently 
attached, and, themselves repeating the process, presently 
form a branched aggregate. When the members of the 
compound group lead similar and almost independent lives, 

_ as in various rooted genera, they remain similar: save those 
of them which become reproductive organs. But in the 
Hoating and swimming clusters, formed by a kindred process, 
the differently-conditioned members become different, while 
assuming different fUllctions. It is thus with the 
minor social groups combined into a major social group. 
Each tribe originally had within itself such feebly-marked 
industrial divisions as sufficed for its low kind of life; and 
these were like those of each other tribe. But union facili
tates exchange of commodities; and if, as mostly .happens, 
the component tribes severally occupy localities 'favour
able to unlike kinds of 'production, unlike occupations are 
initiated, and there result milikenesses of industrial struc
tures. Even between tribes not united, as those of Australia, 
barter of products furnished by their respective habitats 
goes on so long as war does not hinder. And evidently 
when there is reached such a stage of integration as' in 
Madagascar, or as in the chief Negro states of Africa, the 
internal peace that follows, ubordination to one government 
makes commercial intercolL 'se easy. The like parts being 
-permanently held together, mutual dependence .. becomes 
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possible; and along with growing mutual dependence the 
parts grow unlike. 

§ 230. The advance of organization which thus follows 
the advance of aggregation, alike in individual organisms 
and in social organisms, conforms in both cases to the same 
general law : differentiations proceed from the more general 
to the more speciaL First broad and simple contrasts of 
parts j then within each of the parts primarily contrasted, 
changes which make Unlike divisions of them j then within 
each of these unlike divisions, minor unlikenesses j and so on 
continually. 

The successive stages in the development of a vertebrate 
column, illustrate this law in animals. At the outset an 
elongated depression of the blastoderm, called the "primitive 
·groove," reprerents the entire· cerebro-spinal axis: as yet 
there are no marks of vertebrre, nor even a. contrast between 
the part which is to become head and the part which is 
to become back-bone. Presently the ridges bounding this 
groove, growing up and folding over more rapidly .at the 
anterior end, which at the same time widens, begin to make 
the skull distinguishable from the spine; and the commence
ment of segmentation in .the spinal part, while the cephalic 
part remains unsegmented, strengthens the contrast. Within 
each of these main divisions minor divisions soon arise. 
The rudimentary cranium, bending forward, simultaneeusly 
acquires· three dilatations indicating the contained nervous 
centres j while the segmentation of the' spinal column,. 
spreading to its ends, produces an almost-uniform series of 
cc proto-vertebrre." At first these proto-vertebrre not only 
differ very little from one another, but each is relatively 
simple-a quadrate mass. Gradually this almost-uniform 
series falls into unlike divisions-the cervical group, the 
dorsal group, the lumbar group; and while the series of 
vertebrre is thus becoming specialized in its different regions, 
each vertebra is changing from that general form which it at 
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first had in common with the rest, to the more special form 
eventually distinguishing it from the rest. Throughout the 
embryo there are, at the same time, going on kindred pro
cesses ; which, first making each large part unlike all other 
large parts, then make the parts of that part unlike one 
another. During social evolution analogous meta
morphoses may everywhere be traced. The rise of the struc
ture exercising religious control will serve as an example. 
In simple tribes, and in clusters of tribes during their early 
stages of aggregation, we find men who are at once sor
cerers,priests, diviners, exorcists, doctors,-men who deal 
with supposed supernatural beings in all the various possible 
ways: propitiating them, seeking knowledge and aid from 
them, commanding them, subduing them. Along with 
advance in social integration, there come both differences 
of function and differences of rank. In Tanna "there 
are rain-makers ••• and a host of other • sacred .men;'" 
in Fiji there are not only priests, but seers; among the 
Sandwich Islanders there are diviners as well as priests; 
among the New Zealanders, Thomson distinguishes between 
priests and sorcerers; and among the Kaffirs, besides diVIDers 
and rain-makers, there are two classes of doctors who respec
tively rely on supernatural and on natural agents in curing 
their patients. More advanced societies,as those of an
cient America, show us still greater multiformity of this 
once-uniform group. In Mexico, for example, the medical 
class, descending from a class of sorcerers who dealt an
tagonistically with the supernatural a",crentS supposed to 
cause disease, were distinct from the priests, whose dealings 
with supernatural agents were propitiatory. Further. the 
sacerdotal class included several kinds, dividing the 
religious offices among them-sacrificers, diviners, singers, 
composers of hymns, instructors of youth; and then there 
were also gradations of rank in each. This progress from 
general to . special in priesthoods, has, in the higher nations, 
led :to such marked distinctions that the original kinships are 
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forgotten. The priest-astrologers of anCient races were ini
tiators of the scientific class, now variously specialized; 
from the priest-doctors of old have come the medical class 
with its chief division and minor divisions; while within the 
clerical class proper, haye arisen not only various ranks 
f!'om Pope· down to acolyte, but various kinds of fune
tionaries-dean, priest, deacon, chorister, as well as others 
classed as curates and chaplains. Similarly if we trace the 
genesis of any industrial structure; as that which from 
primitive blacksmiths who smelt their own iron as well as 
make implements from it, brings us to our n'on-manu
facturing districts, where preparation of· the metal is 
separated into smelting, refining, puddling,. rolling, and 
where turning this metal into implements is divided into 
various businesses. 

The transformation here illustrated, is, indeed, an aspect 
of that transformation of the homogeneous into the hetero
geneous which everywhere characterizes evolution; but the 
truth to be noted is that it characterizes the evolution of 
individual organisms and of social organisms in especially 
high degrees. 

§ 231. Closer .study of the facts shows us another striking 
parallelism. Organs in animals and organs.in societies have 
internal arrangements framed on the same principle. 

Differing from one another as the viscera of a living 
creature do in many respects, they have several traits in 
com.mon. Each viscus contains appliances for conveying 
nutriment _to its parts, for bringing it materials on which 
to operate, for carrying away the product, for draining off 
waste ;matters; as also for regulating its activity. Though 
liver. and kidneys are unlike in their general appearances 
and minute structures, as well as in the offices they fulfil, 
the one as much as the other has a system of arteries, p. 

system of veins, a system of lymphatics-has branched 
channels through which its excretions escape, and nerves 

2H 
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-lor exciting and checking,it. In large measure the lik~ 

:is true of those higher organs which, instead of elaborating 
and purifying and distributing the blood, aid the general 
life by carrying Qn external actions-the nervous and mus
cula:r organs. These, too, have their ducts for bringing 
:prepared materials,ducts for drafting off vitiated materials,. 
ducts for carrying away effete matters; as' also their con
trolling nerve-cells and fibres. So that, along with the many 
marked differences of structure, there are these marked 
'communities of structure. 
" It is. the same in a society. The clustered citizens form
ing an organ which produces some commodity for national 
.use, or which otherwise satisfies. national wants, has within 
it subservient structures substantially like those of each 
other organ carrying on each other function. Be it a cotton
.weaving district or a district where cutlery is made, it has a 
set of agencies which bring the raw material, and a set of 
agencies which collect and send away the manufactured" 
articles; it has an apparatus of major and minor channels 
tp.roug4 which the necessaries of life are drafted out of 
the general stocks circulating through the kingdom, and 
brought home to the local workers and those who direct. 
them; it has appliances, postal and other, for bringing those 
impUlses by which the industry of the place is excited or 
checked; it has local controlling powers, political and eccle
siastical, by which order is maintained and healthful action 
furthered. So, too, when, from a district which secretes 
certain goods, we turn toa sea-port which absorbs and 
sends out goods, we find the distributing and restraining 
agencies are mostly the same~ Even where tlle social organ, 
instead of carrying on a. material activity, has, like auni
versity, the office of preparing certain classes of units for· 
social functions of particular kinds, this general type of· 
structure is repeated: the appliances for local sustentation 
Qnd regJllation, differing in some respects, are similar in 
essentials-ther~ are like classes of distributors, like classes' 
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for civil control, .and ~ specially-developed class for eccle
siastical control. 

On observing th~t this community of structure among' 
social organs, like the'.corp.m~ty of structure among organs 
in a living body, necessarily accoqipanies mutual dependence,. 
we shall see even more clearly than hith,erto, how great 
is the likeness of nature between individual organization 
llnd social organization. 

§ 232. One more st~c~uraI analogy must be named.. 
The forma~ion of organ,s in. ~ living bqdy proceeds in ways 
which we may distingu,ish as primary, secondary, and ter-· 
tiary; and, 'parallel.ing phe.II1". t:\lel,'e are prim.ary, secondary,. 
and tel'tiary ways in which social organs are formed. We 
will look at each of the three parallelisms by itself. 

In animals of low types, hile is secreted, not by a liver, 
but by separate cells imbe.dded in the wall of the intestine 
at Olle part. These cells ~dividually p~rform their function 
of separating certain mat~e~ ,from the plood, and indivi
dually pour out what they,s~parate. No Organ, strictly 
so-called, exists; but only a J;lumber of llnits not yet aggre
gated into an organ. :Tl)is is analogous to the 
incipient' form of an industr~al. structure ~n a society. At 
first each worker calTies on his occupation alone, alld him
self disposes of the product t~' co~sumers. The' alTangement 
"till extant in our villages, whpie. th~ cobbler at his Qwn 
fireside makes and sells boots, and where . the blacksmith 
single-handed does what iron-':V0!k is n\ledecl by his neigh
bours, exemplifies the primitive type o.f every producing 
structure. Among savages slight, di,fferentiations aljse from 
individual aptitu~es. Even of t\1e. degraded Fuegilms, Fitz
roy tells us that "one becomes an,. !Wept with the spear; 
another with the sling; another wi~h,a bow, and alTows." 
As like differences of skill among' ~embeAs o( primitive 
tribes, cause some to become makers -of: special .things, it 
results that necessari!y the industrial organbeginaJa~. a 
. . 2u2 
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-social mut. Where, as among the Shasta Indians of Cali
fornia, "arrow-making is a distinct profession," it is clear 
that manipulative' superiority being the cause of the differen
tiation, the worker is at first single. And during subseque-iIt 
periods of growth, even in small settled communities, this 
type continues. The statement that among the Coast 
Negroes, "the most ingenious man in the village is usually 
the blacksmith, joiner, architect, and weaver," while it shows 
us urtizan-functions in an undifferentiated stage, also shows 
llS how completely"individual is the' artizan~strilcture: the 
implication being that as the society grows, it is by th~ 
addition of more such individuals, severally carrying on 
their occupations independently, that the additional demand 
is met. 

By two simultaneous changes, an incipient secreting organ 
fu anarumal reaches that higher structure with which our 
next comparison may be made. The cells pass from a 
scattered cluster into a compact cluster; and they severally 
beconiecompound. ' In place of a single cell elaborating and 
emitting its special product, we now have a small elongated 
sac containing a family of cells; and this, through an 
opening at one end, gives exit to their products. At the 
same time there is formed an integrated group of such 
follicles, each containing secreting units and having its 
separate orifice of discharge. To this type of in
dividual organ, we find, in semi-civilized societies, a type 
of social organ closely corresponding. In one of these settled 
and growing communities, the demands upon individual 
workers, now more specialized in their occupations, have 
become unceasing; and 'each. worker, occasionally pressed 
by wor~, makes helpe~s of his children. This practice, 
beginning incidentally, establishes itself; and eventually it 
grows into an 'imperative custom that each man shall bring 
up' his boys to his own: trade. 'Illustrations of this stage are 
numerouli. 1 Skilled occupations, "like every other calling 
and :offic'e' iii. Peru; always descended from father to son. 
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The division of castes, in this particular, was as precise 
as that which existed in Egypt or Hindostan." In Mexico, 
~o, II the sons in general learned the trades of their fathers, 
and embraCed their professions." The like was true- of the 
industriBl . structures of European nations in early times. 
By the Theodosian code, a Roman youth II was compelled 
to follow the employment of his father • . . and the suitor 
who sought the hand of the daughter could only obtain his 
bride by becoming wedded to the calling of her family." 
In medireval France handicl'afts were inherited; and the 
old English periods were characterized by a like usage. 
Branching of the family through generations into.a number 
of kindred families carrying on the same occupation, pro
duced the germ of the guild; and the related families whQ 
monopolized each industry formed a cluster habitually 
occupying the same quarter. Hence the still extant names 
of many streets in Englishtowns-" FelImonger, Horse
monger, and Fleshmonger, Shoewright andShieldwrightj 
Turner and Salter Streets:" a segregation like that which 
still persists in Oriental bazaars. .And now, on observing 
how one of these industrial quarters was composed of many 
allied families, each containing sons working under directio~ 
of a father, who while sharing in the work sold the produce, 
and who, if the family and business were large, became 
mainly a channel taking in raw material and giving out the 
manufactured article, we see that there existed an analogy 
to the kind of glandular organ described above, which con-' 
sists of a number of .adjacent cell-containing follicles having 
separate mouths. 

A third stage of the analogy may be traced. Along with ' 
that increase of a glandular organ necessitated by the more 
active functions of a more developed aninlal, there goes a 
change of structure consequent on augmentation of bulk. 
If the follicles multiply while their ducts have all to be 
brought to one spot, it results that their orifices, increas_ 
ingly numerous, occupy a larger area of the wall of the, 
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cavity which receives the discharge; and if lateral extension 
of ~his area is negatived by the functional requirements, it 
results that the needful area is gained by formation of a 
crecum. Further need of the same kind leads to secondary 
creca diverging from this main Clecum; which hence becomes. 
in part, a duct., Thus is at length evolved a large viscus. 
such as a liver. having a single main duct with ramifying 
branches running throughout its mass. Now we 
rise from the' above-described kind of industrial organ by 
patallel stages to a higher kind. There is no sudden leap 
from the household-type to the factory-type, but a gradual 

. transition. The first step is shown us in those rules of trade
guilds ,under which, to the members of the family. might be 
added an apprentice (possibly at first a relation), who, as 
Brentano says, "became a member of the family of his 
master, who instructed him in his trade, and who, like a 
father, had to watch over his morals, as well as his work:" 
practically, an adopted son. This modification having been 
established, there followed the employing of apprentices who 
had changed into journeymen. With development of this 
modified household-group, the master grew into a seller of 
goods made, not by his own family only. but by others; 
and, as his business enlarged, necessarily ceased to be a 
worker, and became wholly a distributor-a channel through 
which went out the products, not of a few sons, but of many 
unrelated artizans. This led the way to establishments in 
which the employed far outnumbered the members of the 
family; until at length, with the use of .mechanical power, 
came the factory: a series of rooms, each containing. a. 
crowd of producing units, and sending its tributary stream 
of product to. join other streams before reaching the single 
place of exit. Finally, in greatly-developed industrial organs, 
we see many factories clustered in the same town, and .others 
in adjacent towns; to. and from which, .along branching 
roads, come the' raw: materials and go the bales of cloth" 
calico, etc. 

There are instances in which a new industry passes through 
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these stages in the course of a few generations; as happenecl 
with the stocking~manufacture. In the Midland . counties, 
fifty years ago, the rattle and burr of a solitary stocking
frame came from a road-side cottage every here and th!lre: 
the single worker made and sold his product. Presently 
arose work-shops in which several such looms might b.e 
heard going: there was. the father and his sons, with perhapl'l 
a journeyman. At length grew up the large building col!.
Wning many looms driven by a steam-engine; and finally 
many such large buildings in the same town. 

§ 233. These structural analogies reach a final phase that 
'is still more striking. In both cases there is a contrast 
. between the original mode of development and a substituted 
later mode. 

In the general course of organic evolution from low type,g 
to high, there have been passed through by insensible modi
fications all the stages above described; but now, in the 
individual evolution of an organism' of high type, these 
stages are greatly abridged, and an organ is produced 11y a 
comparatively direct process. Thus the liver' of a. mamm~ 
!ian embryo i~ formed by .the accumulation of numerous 
cells, which presently grow into a mass projecting from. the 
wall of the intestine; while simultaneously there dips 
down into it a crecum from the. intestine. l'ransforma
tion of this crecum into the hepatic duct takes place at 
the same time that within the mass of cells there anse 
minor ducts, connected with . this. main duct; and there 
meanwhile go on other changes .which, during evolution 
()f the organ through successively higher types, came one 
after another. In the' formation of industrial 
()rgans the like happens. Now that the factory system is 
well-established-now that it has' become ingrained in the 
.social constitution, we 'See direct assumptions of it in all 
industries for which its fitness has ,been shown. If at,one 
''Place the discovery of ore prompts the: setting up of iron
,Yorks, or at another a special. kind of. water facilitate$ 
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brewing, there is no passing through the . early stages or 
,single worker, family, clustered families, and so on; but. 
·there is a sudden dr3.fting of materials and men to the spot .. 
, followed by formation of a producing structure on the 
advanced type. Nay, not one large establishment only is 
thus evolved after the direct manner, but a cluster of large 
establishments. At Barr~w-in-Furness we see a town with 
its iron-works, its importing and exporting. businesses, its 
extensive docks and means of communication, all in the 
space of II. few· years fiamed after· that type which it has 
taken centuries to develop through successive modificatiQns. 

'An allied but even more ma~ked change in the evolu
,tionary process, is also common to both cases.J ust as ill 
·the embryo of II. high animal, various organs have their im
portant parts laid down out of their original order, in 
'anticipation, as it were; so, with the body at large, it. 
happens that entire organs which, during the serial genesis. 
of the type, came comparatively late, come in the evolving 
individual comparatively soon. This, which Prof. Haeckel 
has called heterochrony, is shown us in the early marking 
out of the brain in II. mammalian embryo, though in the 
lowest vertebrate animal, no brain ever exists; or, again,. 
in the segmentation of the spinal column before any alimen
tary system is formed, though, in a proto-vertebrate, even 
when its alimentary system is completed, there are bu~ 
feeble signs of segmentation. The analogous change 
of order in social evolution, is shown us by new societies 
'which inherit the confirmed habits of old ones. Instance the 
United States, where a town in the far west, laid down iIII 
its streets and plots, has its hotel, church, post-office, built. 
while there are but few houses; and where a railway is 
run through the wilderness in anticipation of settlements. 
Or instance Australia, where II. few years after the huts 
of gold-diggers begin to cluster round new mines, there 
is established 11.', printing-office and journal; though, in 
the mother-country,' centuries passed before II. town of like 
size developed II. like agency. 



CHAPTER V. 

SOCIAL FUNCTIqNS. 

§ 234. CIJANGES of structures caunot; occur without 
chnnges of functions. l\fuch that was said in the last 
chapter might, therefore, be said here with substituted 
terms. Indeed, as in societies many changes of structure 
are more indicated by ch,anges of function than directly 
seen, it may be said that these last have been already de-
scribed by implication. . 

There are, however, certain functional traits not mani
. festIy implied by traits of structure. To these a few pages 
must be devoted. 

§ 235. If organization consists in su~h a construction of 
the whole that its parts can carry on mutually-dependent 
actions, then in proportion as organization is high there 
must go a dependence of each part upon the rest so great 
that separation is fatal; and conversely. This truth is 
equally well shown in the individual organism and in the 
social organism. 

The l<?west animal-aggregates are so constituted that each 
portion, similar to every other in appearance, carries on 
similar actions; and here spontaneous or artificial separation 
interferes scarcely at all with the life of either separated 
portion. When the faintly-differentiated speck of protoplasm 
i'orming a ~~izopo~ isacciden~ally divided, each division 
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goes on as before. So, too, is it with those aggregates of the 
second order in which the components remaiD. substantially 
alike. The ciliated monads clothing the horny fibres of a. 
living sponge, need one another's aid so little that, when the 
sponge is cut in two, each half carries on its processes with· 
()ut interruption. Even where some unlikenes.s has arisen 
.among the units, as in the familiar polype, the perturbation 
caused by division is but temporary: the two or more por
tions resulting, need only a little time for the units to re
arrange themselves into fit forms before resuming their 
ordinary simple actions. The like happens {or the 
like reason with the lowest social aggregates. A headless 
wandering group of primitive men divides without any 
inconvenience. . Each man, at once warrior, hunter, and 
maker of his own weapons, hut, etc., with a squaw who has 
in every case the like drudgeries to carry on, needs con
cert with his fellows only in war and to some extent in 
the chase; and, except for fighting, concert with half the 
tribe is as good as concert with the whole. Even where the 
slight differentiation implied by chieftainship exists, little 
inconvenience results from voluntary or enforced separation. 
Either before or after a part of the tribe migrates, some 
man becomes head, and such low social life as is possible 
recommences. 

With highly-organized aggregates of either kind it is 
very different. We cannot cut a manimal in two without 
causing immediate death. Twisting off the head of a fowl 
is fatal. Not even a reptile, though it may survive the loss 
of its tail, can live when its body is divided. And among 
annulose creatures it similarly happens that though in some 
inferior genera, bisection does not kill either half. it kills 
both in an insect, an arachnid, or a crustacean. If 
in high societies the effect of mutilation is less than in high 
animals, still it is great.· Middlesex separated from its 
surroundings would in a few days have all its social processes 
stopped by lack of supplies. Cut off the cotton~district from 
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Liverpool and other ports, and there would come arrest 
of its industry followed by mortality of its people. Let a 
division be made between the coal-mining populations and 
adjacent populations which smelt metals or make broadcloth 
by machinery, and both, forthwith dying socially by arrest 
of their actions, would begin to die individually. Though 
when a civilized society is so divided that part of it is left. 
without a central controlling agency, it may presently evol~e 
:me; yet there is meanwhile much risk of dissolution, and 
before re-organization is efficient, a long period of disorder 
and weakness must be passed through. 

So that the consensus of functions becomes closer as evolu
tion advances. In low aggregates, both individual and 
social, the actions of the parts are but little dependent on one 
another; whereas in developed aggregates of both kinds, that 
combination of actions which constitutes the life of the whole, 
makes possible the component actions which constitute the· 
lives of the parts. 

§ 236. Another corollary, manifest a, priori and proved 
a posteriori, must be DaII).ed. Where parts are little differ
entiated, they can readily perform one another's functions; 
but where much diflerentiated they can perform one another's 
functions very imperfectly, or Dot at all.· 

Again the common polype furnishes a clear illustration. 
One of these sack-shaped creatures admits of being turned 
inside out, so that the skin becomes stomach and the 
stomach becomes skin: each thereupon beginning to do the 
work of the other. . The higher we rise in the scale of 
organization the less practicable do we fiud such exchanges. 
Still, to some extent, substitutions of functions. remain pos
sible in highly developed creatures. Even inman the skin: 
shows a trace of its original absorptive power, DOW mono~ 
polized by the alimentary canal: it takes into the system 
certain sIilall amounts of matter rubbed on to it. Sach 
vicarious actions are, however, most manifest between parts 
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having functions tIlat are still allied. If, for instance, the 
bile-excreting functio~ of the liver is impeded, other ~xcre
tory organs, the kidneys and the skin, become, channels 
through which bile is got rid of. If a cancer in the <ESO
phagus prevents swallowing, the arrested food, dilating the 
<Esophagus, forms a pouch in which imperfect digestion is 
set up. But these small abilities of the differentiated parts 
to discharge one another's duties, are not displayed where 
they have diverged more widely. Though mucous mem
brane, continuous' with skin at various orifices, ,vill, if 
everted, assume to a c,onsiderable extent the characters and 
powers of . skin, yet serous membrane will not j nor can bone 
or muscle undertake, for any of the viscera, portions of their 
functions if they fail. . 

In social organisms, low and higll, we find these relatively 
great and relatively small powers of substitution. Of course,. 
where each member of the tribe'repeats every other in his 
mode of life, there are no unlike functions !'<> be exchanged; 
and where there has arisen only that small differentiation 
implied by the barter of weapons for other articles, between 
one member of the tribe skilled in weapon-making and 
others less skilled, the destruction of this specially-skilled 
Dlember entails no great evil j since the rest can severally 
do for themselves that which he did for them, though not 
quite so well Even in settled societies of considerable sizes, 
we find the like holds to a great degree. Of the ancient 
:M:exicans, Zurita says-" Every Indian knows all handicrarts 
which do not require gJ'eat skill or delicate instruments j'. 
and in Peru each man" was expected to be acquainted with 
the various handicrafts essential to domestic comfort:" the 
parts of the societies were so slightly differentiated in their 
occupations, that assumption of one another's occupations 
remained practicable. But in societies like our own, spe
cialized industrially and otherwise in high degrees, tIle 
actions of one part which fails in its function cannot be 
assumed by other parts. Even the relatively-unskilled farm 
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labourers, were tl1ey to strike, would have their duties very 
inadequately performed by the urban population; and our 
iron manufactures would be stopped if their trained artizans, 
refusing to work, had to be. replaced by peas!lnts or hands 
from cotton-factories.. Still less could the higher functions, 
legislative, judicial, etc., be effectually performed by coal
miners and navvies. 

Evidently the same reason for this contrast holds in the 
,;wo cases. In proportion as the units forming any part or 
nn individual organism are limited to one kind of action, as 
that of absol'bing, or secreting, or contracting, or conveying 
an impulse, and become adapted to that action, they lose 
adaptation to other actions; and in the social organism the 
discipline required for effectually discharging a special duty, 
causes unfitness for discharging special duties widely un
like it. 

§ 231. Beyond these two chief functional analogies be
tween individual organisms and social organisms, that when 
they are little evolved, division or mutilation causes small 
inconvenience, but when they are much evoh-ed it causes 
great perturbation or death, and that in low types of either 
kind the parts can assuille one another's functions, but can
not in high types; sundry consequent functional analogies 
might be enlarged on did space permit .. 

There is the truth that in both kinds of organisms the 
vitality increases as fast as the functions become specialized. 
In either case, before there exist structures severally adapted 
for the unlike actions, these are ill-performed; and in the 
absence of developed appliances for furthering it, the utiliza
tion .of one another's services is but slight. But along with 
advance of organization, every part, more limited in its office, 
performs its office better; the means of exchanging benefits 
become greater; each aids all, and all aid each with increas
ing efficiency; and the totai activity we call life, individual 
01' national, aupments. 

i 
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Much, too, remains to be said about the parallelism be-' 
tween the changes by which the functions become specialized; 
but this, along with other parallelisms, will best be seen on 
following out, as we will now do, the evolution of the 'several 
great systems of organs, individual and social: considering 
their respective structural and functional traits together. 



CHAPTER VI. 

SYSTEMS OF ORGANS. 

§ 237a. THE hypothesis of evolution implies a truth which 
'\Vas established independently of it~the truth that all 
animals, however unlike they finally become. begin their 
developments in like ways. The ,first structural changes, 
once passed through in common by divergent types, are 
repeated in the early changes .undergone by every new 
individual of each type. Admitting. some exceptIons, chiefly 
among parasites, this is recognized as a general law. 

This common method ,of development among individual 
organisms; we may expect to find paralleled by some com
mon method among social organisms; and our expectation 
will be verified. . 

§ 238. In First Principles (§§ 149-152) and in the Prin .. 
Ciples oj BiolofI!J (§§ 287-9) were described the primary 
organic differentiations which arise in correspondence with 
the primary: contrasts of conditions among· the parts, as outer 
and inner. Neglecting earlier stages, let us pass to those 

'which show us the resulting systems of organs in their' 
simple forms. 

The aggregated units composing the lowest crelenterate 
animal, have become so arranged that there is an outer layer 
of them directly exposed to, the surrounding medium with 
ita inhabitants, and an inner layer lining the digestive cavity 
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directly exposed only to the food. From units of the outer 
layer are formed those tentacles by which small creatures 
are caught, and those thread-cells, as they are called, whence 
are ejected minute weapons against invading larger creatures; 
while by units of the inner layer is poured out the solvent 
which prepares the food for that absorption afterwards 
effected by them, both for their own sustentation and fqr 
the sustentation of the rest. Here we have in its first stage 
the fundamental distinction which pervades the animal king
dom, between the external parts which deal with environ
ing existences-earth, air, prey, enemies,-and the internal 
parts which utilize for the benefit of the entire body the 
nutritious substances which the external parts have ,se
cured. Among the higher COJlcnterata a complica
tion occurs. In place of each single layer of units there 
is a double layer, and between the two double layers a 
space. This space, partially separate from the stomach in 
creatures of this type, becomes completely shut off in types 
above it. In these last the outer double layer forms the 
wall of the body; the inner double layer bounds the ali
mentary cavity; and the space between them, containing 
absorbed nutriment, is the so-called peri-visceral sac. Though 
the . above~described two simple layers with their inter
vening protoplasm, are but analog()U8 to the out~r and 
inner systems of higher animals, these two double layers, 
with the intervening cavity, are homologous with the outer 
and inner systems of higher animals. For in the course of 
evolution the outer double layer gives rise to the skeleton. 
the nervo-musculat system, the organs of sense, the protect
ing structures, etc.; while the inner double layer becomes 
the alimentary canal, with its numerous appended organs 
which almost monopolize the cavity of the body. 

Early stages which are in principle analogous, occur in 
the evolution of social organisms. When from low tribes en-. 
tirely undifferentiated, we pass to tribes next above them, we , 
find classes of masiiers and slaves-masters who, as warriors '. 
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carty on the offensive and defensive activities and thus 
especially. stand in relations to environing agencies; and 
slaves who carry on inner activities for the general sus
tentation, primarily of their masters and secondarily of 
themselves. Of course this· contrast is at first vague. 
Where the tribe subsists mainly on wild animals, its domi
nant men, being hunters as well as warriors, take a large 
share in procuring food; and such few captives as are made 
by war, become men who discharge the less skilled and 
more laborious parts of the process of sustentation. But 
along . with establishment of the agricultural state, the 
differentiation grows more appreciable. Though members of 
the dominant class, superintending the labour of their slaves 
in the fields, sometimes join in it; yet the subject-class is 
habitually the one immediately in contact with the food
supply, and the dominant class, more remote from the food
supply, is becoming directive only, with respect to fnternal 
actions, while it is both executive and directive with respect 
to external action!!, offensive and defensive. A 
society thus composed of two strata in contact, compli
cates by the rise of grades within each stratum. For small 
tribes the structure just described suffices; but where there 
are formed aggregates of tribes, necessarily having more
developed governmental and militant. agencies, with ac
companying more-developed industrial agencies supporting 
them, the higher and lower strata severally begin to dif
ferentiate internally. The superior class, besides minor 
distinctions which arise locally, originates everywhere a sup
plementary class of personal adherents who are mostly also 
warriors; while the inferior class begins to separate into 
bond and free. Various of the Malayo-PolYnesian societies 
show us this stage. Among the. East Africans, the Congo 
people, the Coast Negroes, the Inland Negroes, we find the 
same general sub-division-the king with his relatives, the 
class of chiefs, the common people, the slaves; of which the 
first two with their immediate dependents carryon the cor-

2 I 
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porate actions of the society, and the second two those 
actions of a relatively-separate order which yield it all the 

. necessaries of life. 

§ 239. In both individual and social organisms, after the 
outer and inner systems have been marked off froin one 
another, there begins to arise a third system, lying between 
the two and facilitating their ·co-operation. Mutual depend
ence of the primarily-contrasted parts, implies intermedia
tion; and in proportion as they develop, the apparatus for 
exchanging products and influences must develop too. This 
we, find it does. 

In the low crelenterate animal first described, consisting 
)f inner and outer layers with intervening protoplasm, the 
nutritive matter which members of the inner layer have 
absorbed from prey caught by members of the outer layer, 
is transmitted almost directly to these members of the outer 
layer. Not so, however, in the superior type. Between the 
double-layered body-wall and the double-layered alimentary 
·cavity,. there is now a partially-separate peri-visceral sac; 
and this serves as a reservoir for .the digested matters from 
which the surrounding tissues take up their shares of pre
pared food. Here we have the rudiment of a distributing 
system. Higher in the animal series, as in J.l[ozz.usca, this 
peri-visceral sac, quite shut off, has ramifications running 
throughout the body, carrying nutriment to its chief organs j 
'and in the central part of the sac is a contractile tube 
which, by its occasional pulses, causes irregular movements 
in the nutritive fluid. Further advances are shown by the 
:lengthening and branching of this tube, until, dividing and 
sub-dividing, it becomes a set of blood-vessels, while its cen
tral part becomes a heart. As this change progresses, the 
nutriment taken up by the alimentary structures, is better 
distributed by these vascular structures to the outer and 
inner organs in proportion to their needs. Evidently this 
di$tributing system must arise between the two pl'C-existing 
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sy8tems; and it necessarily ramifies in proportion as the 
parts to which it carries materials become more remote, more 
numerous, and severally more complex. 

The like happens in societies. The lowest types have no 
distributing systems-no roads or traders exis~ The two 
original classes are in contact. Any slaves possessed by a 
member of the dominant class, stand in such direct relation 
to him that the transfer of products takes place without inter
vening persons; and each family being self-sufficing, there 
need no agents through whom to effect exchanges of products 
between families. Even after these two primary divisions 
1lecome partially subdivided, we find that so long as the social 
aggregate is a congeries of tribes severally carrying ·on 
within themselves the needful productive activities, a dis
tributing system is scarcely traceable: occasional assemblings 
for barter alone occur. But as f~t as consolidation of 
such tribes makes possible the localization of industries, 
there begins to show itself an appliance for transferring 
commodities; consisting now of single hawkers, now of 
travelling companies of traders, and growing with the 
formation of roads into an organized system of· wholesale 
and retail distribution which spreads everywhere. 

§ 240. There are, then, parallelisms between these three 
great systems in the two kinds o( organisms. Moreover, 
they arise ill the social organism in the same order as in the 
individual organism; and for the same reasons. 

A society lives by appropriating matters from the earth
the mineral matters used for buildings, fuel, etc., the vegetal 

. matters raised on its surface fOl' food and clothing, the 
animal matters elaborated from these with or without human 
regulation; and the lowest social stratum is the one through 
which such matters are taken up and delivered to agents 
who pass them into the general current of commodities: the 
higher part of this lowest stratum being that which, ill work
shops and factories, elaborates some of these materials 

. 2 I 2 
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before they go to consumers. Clearly, then, the classes 
engaged in manual occupations play the same part in the 
function of social sustentation, as. is played by.the com
ponents of the alimentary organs in the sustentation of a 
living body. No less certain is it that the entire 
class of men engaged in buying and selling commodities 
of all kinds, on large and small scales, and in sending them 
along' gradually-formed channels to all districts, towns, 
and individuals, so enabling them to make good the waste 
caused by· action, is, along with those channels, fulfilling 
an office essentially like that fulfilled in a living body 
by the vascular system; which, to every structure and every 
unit of it, brings a current of nutritive matters pro
portionate to its activity. . And it is equally mani
fest that while in the living body, the brain, the orgalls of 
sense, and the limbs guided by them, distant in position 
from the alimentary surfaces, are fed through the tortuol1s 
channels of the vascular system; so the controlling parts 
of a society, most remote from the operative parts, have 
brought to them through courses of distribution often 
extremely indirect, the needful supplies of consumable 
articles. 

That the order of evolution is necessarily the same in the 
two cases, is just as clear. In a creature which is both very 
small and very inactive, like a hydra, direct passage of nutri
ment from the inner layer to the outer layer by absorption 
suffices. But in proportion as the outer structures, becoming 
more active, expend more, simple absorption from adjacent 
tissues no longer meets the resulting waste; and in pro
portion as the mass becomes larger, and the parts which 
prepare nutriment consequently more remote from the parts 
which consume ~t, there arises the need for a means of 
transfer. Until the two original systems have been marked 
off from one another, this tertiary system has no func
tion; and when the two original systems arise, they can
not. develop far without corresponding development of this 
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tertiary system. In the evolution of tIle social 
organism we see the like. Where there exist only a class of 
masters and a class of slaves, in direct contact, an appliance 
for transferring products has no place; but a larger society 
having classes exercising various regulative functions, and 
localities devoted to different industries, not only affords 
a place for a transferring system, but can grow and compli
cate only on condition that this transferring system makes 
proportionate advances. 

And now, having observed the relations among these 
three great systems, we may trace out the evolution. of each 
by itself. 



CHAPTER VIL 

THE SUSTAINING SYSTEM. 

§ 241. THE parts carrying on alimentation in a living 
body and the parts carrying on productive industries in the 
body politic, constitute, in either case, a sustaining system: 
sustentation is the office they have in common. These parts 
are differentiated in conformity with certain laws which are 
common to individual organisms and social organisms; and 
of these laws the most general is that which concerns 
localization of their divisions • 

.As a typical example of this localization in vegetal organ
isms, may be named the ordinary contrast between the under
ground parts and the above-ground parts-the first absorb
ing water and mineral constituents, and the last, by the aid 
of light, depriving the atmospheric carbonic acid of its car
bon. That this distinction of functions is originally caused 
by the relations of the two parts to environing agents, 
is proved by the facts that if not covered with an opaque 
bark, the root-part, when above the surface, becomes green 
and decompqses carbonic acid, while, conversely, branches 
bent down and imbedded in the ground develop rootlets. 
That is to say, unlikeness of their conditions determines 
this difference between the nutritive actions which these 
two great divisions of the plant carryon for the good of 
the whole. AUlOng animals (with the exception 
of certain entozoa which, being immersed ~ nutritive ruat-
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ters, feed themselves through their outer surfaces) the outer 
surfaces take no. share in alimentation. As already 
shown, the primary differentiation, establishing in the 
external layers a monopoly of those activities which their 
position makes possible, establishes in the internal layers 
a monopoly of those activities. by which the swallowed 
prey is utilized. Here we have to note how thegen
eral process of utilization is divided among the parts of 
the alimentary canaL in conformity with their respective 
relations to nutritive matters. The course of evolution 
will be roughly conceived on recalling the antithesis be
tween the uniform digestive tube with undivided function 
which an inferior creature possesses, and the multiform 
digestive apparatus, with great and small divisions of func
tion, which a bird or mammal possesses. Secured in a solid 
form, the food has first to be triturated; and hence tritu
rating appliances when formed, come at, or near, the begin
ning of the series of structures--teeth where they exist, or 
a gizzard where they do not. Crushed to, pieces, the 
ingested substances must be further reduced before absorp
tion can begin; and their presence in ail incompletely 
broken down state, therefore throws on a succeeding por
tion of the alimentary canal the duty of completing the dis-. 
integration in a contractile sac, furnished with glands secret

'ing solvent liquids. The pulp produced in this sac entails 
on the next part of the canal a different office. There can no 
longer be trituration, or dissolution qf large fragments into 
minute shreds; and any further preparation must consist 
in the addition of secretions which fit the matterll for absorp
tion. Preparation being now completed, there remains 
nothing ~ do but take up what is prepared-the arrival at 
a certain part of the alimentary canal in an absorbahle 
state, determines in that part the absorbing function. .And 
similarly, though indirectly, with the localization of the 
great appended glands (bin. of Biol., § 298-9). 

In the social organism localization of th~ various indus-
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tries which jointly sustain the whole; is determined in an 
analogous manner. Primarily, the relations to different par~s 
of the organic and inorganic environments, usually not 
alike over the whole area the society covers, initiate differ
ences in the occupations carried on. And, secondarily, the 
nearness to districts which· have had their industries thus· 
fixed, fixes the positions of other industries which espe
cially require their products. The first of these 
localizations is traceable even among the' semi-civilized. 
Jackson describes some of the Fiji Islands as famous for 
wooden implements,' others for mats and baskets, others for 
pots and pigments-unlikenesses' between the natural pro
ducts of the islands being the causes; as also in Samoa, where 
Turner says net-making is .. confined principally to the 
inland villages," anu ascribes this to " proximity to the raw 
material." The 'slightly-advanced' societies of Africa show 
us kindred differentiations,. having kindred origins. In 
Loango, "the sea-coasts are frequented. by regular professed 
fishermen," and there are also men who live near the sea 
and make salt by .. evaporating sea-water over. a fire." 
Here local facilities . manif!lstly fix these occupations; 
as they doubtless do in that Ashantee town which is' 
devoted to pottery. The' extinct societies of America had 
more numerous such instances. Lorenzana says-" An exten
sive commerce ·is carried on in this salt. [saltpetre] by the 
Mexicans of Yxtapaluca and Yxtapalapa, which mean the 
places where salt, or' Ya:tatl, is gathered;" and when we read 
in Clavigero· of the potters of Cholula, the stone-cutters of 
Tenajocan, the fishers of· Cuitlahuac, and the florists of 
Xochimilco, we cannot doubt that these several businesses 
grew up in places which respectively furnished nll:tural ad
vantages for carrying' them on. . So of the· Ancient 
Peruvians we are told that "the shoes' were made in the 
provinces" where aloes were most abundant, for they were 
made of the leaves of a tree called maguey. The arms also 
\vere ·supplied by' the: provinces where the materials for 
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making them· were most abundant." By' showing us the 
generality of the law, these instances give ,point to the 
evidence around ·us. Familiarity must not make us over
look the meaning of the facts that the population fringing 
our shores is, by virtue of its position, led into occupations 
directly' or indirectly 'maritime-fishing, sailing, ship
building-while certain coast-towns are, by physical circum
stances,' differentiated' into places of import and export; 
and that the inland population,' mostly raising this. or that 
kind of food as' soil and climate determine,· bas its 
f'nergies otherwise turned by proximity to the raw material, 
here' to quarrying. stone or slate,· here to· brick-making, 
and . in other places. to raising minerals. Then, 
as above implied, there resUlt the secondary localizations 
favoured by these. Where not drawn by natural advantages 
in the way of water-power, manufactures in general cluster in 
or around regions where abundance of coal makes steam- . 
power cheap.· And if two materials are needed, the localiza
tion is determined by thelJl jointly; as with the nail-making 
industry at Stourbridge, where both iron and coal are close 
at hand; as in Birmingham, with its multifarious hardwares, 
which is similarly adjacent to the sources of these two chief 
raw materials; as in Manchester, which lies' near. the chief 
cotton port and on a coal region.; as in Sheffield, which. 
besides the five streams yielding its water-power, and its 
adjacency to supplies of iron, coal, and charcoal, has at hand 
.. the best grit in the world for grindstones." 

§ 242. This localization of organs devoted to the. prepa
ration of ·those matters which the organism, individual or 
social, needs for sustentation, exhibits a further common 
trait. -'Alimentary structures differentiate and develop in a 
manner quite unlike that followed.by regulating structures. 

The common trait referred, to is . most visible ·where the 
two kinds of aggregates· respectively consisted, !it first· of 
similar segments, ; which. gradually became C9Il.solidated. 
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Among animals the annulose type best shows us this trans~ 
formation with all its concomitants. The segments, or 
somites, as they are called, forming a low type of aquatic 
worm, such as a Syllis, repeat one another's structures. 
Each has its enlargement of the alimentary canal; each its, 
contractile dilatation of the great blood-vessel;, each its, 
portion of the double nervous cord,'with ganglia when these 
exist; each its branches from the nervous and vascular 
trunks answering to those of its neighbours; each its 
similarly answering set of muscles; each its pair of open
ings through the body-wall; and so on throughout, even to 
the organs of reproduction. Externally, too, they have like 
locomotive appendages, like branchire, and sometimes even 
like pairs of eyes (Prin. of Biol., § 205). But when we come 
to the higher Annulosa, such as Crustaceans and Insects, 
the somites of which, much more integrated, are some of 
them so completely fused that their divisions are no longer 
traceable, we find that the alimentary organs have entirely 
lost their original relations to the. somites. In a moth or a 
cocln-oach, the abdomen of which is still externally seg
mented, ·these internal parts which carryon sustentation do 
not, as in the annelid, repeat one another· in each segment; 
but the crop, stomach, glands, intestines, severally extend 
themselves through two, three, four, or more segments. 
Meanwhile it is .observable that the nervous centres carrying 
on co-ordination, though now partially unlike in the succes~ 
sive segments, have not lost their original relations to the 
segments. Though in & moth the anterior ganglia; con
trolling the external activities, have become .& good deal 
displaced and integrated; yet the ganglia of the abdominal 
segments, now relatively small, remain in their localities. 

With the industrial structures which arise ina large 
society formed by permanent consolidation of small societies, 
the like happens: they extend themsEllves without reference 
to political divisions, great or little., We have around us a 
sufficiency of illustratiolls. Just noting the partial differen-. 
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tiations of the agricultural system, here characterized by pre~ 
dominance of cereal produce, here by the raising of cattle, and 
in mountainous parts by sheep-farming-differences which 
have no reference to county-boundaries-we may note more 
especially how the areas devoted to this Or that manu
facture, are wholly unrelated to the original limits of political 
groups, and to whatever limits were politically established 
afterwards. We have an iron-secreting district occupying 
part of W orcestershire, part of Staffordshire, part of W ar~ 
wickshire. The cotton manufacture is. not restricted to 
Lancashire, but takes in a northern district of Derbyshire. 
And in the coal and iron region round Newcastle. and 
Durham it is the same. So, too, of the smaller political 
divisions and the smaller parts of our industrial structures, 
A manufacturing town grows without regard to parish~ 

boundaries j which are, indeed, often traversed by the pre~ 
mises of single establishments. On a larger scale the like is 
shown us by our great city. London overruns many parishes j 
and its increase is not .checked by the division between 
Middlesex and Surrey. Occasionally it is observable that 
even national boundaries fail to prevent this consequence 
of industrial localization: instance the fact named by 
Hallam, that "the woollen manufacture spread from Flanders 
along the banks of the Rhine, and into the northern pro~ 
"inces of France." Meanwhile the controlling structures, 
however much they change their proportions, do. not thus 
lose their relations to the original segments. The regulating 
agencies of our counties continue to represent what were 
once independent governments. In t1.e old English period 
the county was an area ruled by a comes or earl According 
to Bp. Stubbs, "the constitutional machinery of the shire thus 
represents either the national organization of the several divi~ 
sions created by West Saxon conquest j or that of the early 
settlements which united in the Mercian kingdom as it 
advanced westwards j or the re-arrangement by the West 
Saxon dynasty of the whole of England on the principles 
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already at work in its own. shires." Similarly respecting-the 
eighty small Gaulish states which originally occupied the area 
of France, M. Fustel de Coulanges says-" Ni les Romains ni 
les Germains, ni la feodalite ni la monarchie n'ont detruit 
ces unites vivaces;" which up to the time of the Revolution 
remained substantially, as "promnr.-es" and" pays," the minor 
local governments. 

§ 243. This community of traits between the developmentc; 
of sustaining structw:es in an individual organism and in a 
social organism, requires to be expressed apart from detail 
before its full meaning can be seen. 

What is the course of evolution in the digestive system of 
an animal as most generally stated? That the entire ali
mentary canal becomes adapted in structure and function to 
the matters, animal or. vegetal, brought in contact with itS 
interior; and, further, that its several parts acquire fitnesses 
for dealing with these matters at successi~e stages of their 
preparation. That is, the foreign substances serving for 
sustentation, on which its interior operates,· determine the 
general and special characters of that interior. And what, 
stated in terms similarly general; is the course of evolution 
in the industrial system of a society? That as a whole it 
takes on activities and correlative structures, determined by 

- the minerals, animals, llnd vegetals, with which its workers 
are in contact; and that industrial specializations in parts 
of its population, are determined by differences, organic or 
inorganic, in the local products those parts have ,to deal with. 

The truth that while, the ,material environment, yielding 
in various degrees and with various advantages consumable 
things, thus determines the industrial differentiations, I have, 
in passing, joined with a brief indication . of the truth that 
differentiations of the regulative or governmental structures 
are not thus determined. ThesignificaD.ce of this antithesis 
remains to, be pointed out when the evolution of these 
governmental'structures is traced. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

THE DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM. 

§ 244. IN the last chapter but one, where the relations 
between the three great systems of organs were described, 
it was pointed out that neither in an animal nor in a society 
can development of the sustaining system or of the regulat~ 
ing system go on without concomitant development of the 
distributing system. Transition from a partially-coherent 
group of tribes which are severally self-sufficin"g, to a com
pletely-coherent group in which industrial differences have 
arisen, cannot take place without the rise of an agency for 
transferring commodities; any more thana cluster of similar 
polypites can be changed into such a combination as we see 
in JJiphyes, without some modification facilitating conveyance 
of nutriment from its feeding members to its swimming 
members. A medireval society formed of slightly-subor
dinated feudal states, each having besides its local lord its 
several kinds of workers and traders within itself, just as 
an annelid is formed of segments, each having besides its 
ganglia its own appendages, branchire, and simple alimentary 
tract; can no more pass into an integrated society having 
localized" industries, without the development of roads and 
commercial classes, than the annelid can evolve into a 
crustacean or insect, characterized by many unlikenesses of 
llarts and actions, without the growth of a vascular system. 

Here, then, we have to observe" the implied parallelisms 
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between the distributing systems, individual and social, in 
their successive stages. 

§ 245. Protozoa of the rhizopod type are without channels 
of communication from part to part. The close proximity of 
the parts, the likeness of function among the parts, and their 
great variability of relative position, make a distributing 
system alike useless· and impracticable. Even such animal 
aggregates as Myxomycetes, which are of considerable extent 
but are homogeneous, have no permeable lines for the dis
tribution of nutriment.. So is it: with low societies. 
Tribes that are small, migratory, and without division of 
labour, by each of these characters negative the formation of 
channels for intercourse. A group of a dozen or two, have 
among themselves such small and indefinite communications 
as scarcely to make tracks between huts; when migratory, 
as they mostly are, the beaten paths they begin forming at 
each temporary abode are soon overgrown; and even where 
they are settled, if they are scattered and have no unlike
nesses of occupations, the movements of individuals from 
place to place are so trifling as to leave but faint traces. 

Animal aggregates of which the parts, differently related 
to conditions, assume different functions, must have channels 
for transfer which develop as the aggregates grow. Through 
the mere double-walled sac constituting a hydra, nutritive 
matter absorbed by the inner layer, may reach the outer 
layer without visible openings: passing, as we may assume, 
along lines of least resistance which, once opened, are 
continually followed and made more permeable. With 
advance to larger aggregates having parts further from 
the stomach, there comes first a branching stomach-a 
gastric cavity that sends ramifications throughout the body. 
Distribution of crude nutritive matters through such gastric 
sinuses occurs in the MedUSUJ and again in the Planam. 
But in those higher types characterized by a peri-visceral 
sac containing the filtered. nutriment, this. which is the 
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rudiment of a vascular system, becomes the cavity out 
of which there diverge channels ramifying through the 
tissues-lacunlB probably formed by the draughts of liquid 
caused by local demands, and established by the repetitions 
of such draughts. . With societies, as with living 
bodies, channels of communication are "produced by the 
movements which they afterwards facilitate: each transit 
making subsequent transits easier. Sometimes lines opened" 
by animals are followed; as by the N agas, who use the 
tracks made through the jungle by wild beasts. Similarly 
caused, the early paths of men are scarcely better than 
these. The l'Oads of the Bechuanas are" with difficulty to 
be distinguished from those made by the quaghas and 
antelopes." Throughout Eastern Africa" the most frequented 
routes are foot-tracks like goat-walks." .And in Abyssinia, 
a high road" is only a track worn by use, and a little larger 
than the sheep-paths, from the fact of more feet passing over 
it." Even with such social growth as produces towns carrying 
on much intercourse, there is at first nothing more than an 
undesigned production of a less resistant channel by force of 
much passing. Describing the road between the old and new 
capitals of the Bechuanas, Burchell says-" This consists of a 
number of footpaths wide enough only for a single person, 
and running either parallel to each other, or crossing very 
obliquely. I counted from twelve to about eighteen or 
twenty of these paths, within the breadtli of a few yards." 

In animal organisms, ascending from the stage in which 
there is a mere oozing of nutritive liquids through the most 
permeable places in the tissues, to the stage in which occa
sional currents move feebly through indefinite sinuses, we 
come at length to the stage in which there are regular 
motions "of blood along vessels having definite walls. As 
before pointed out, the formation of a true vascular system 
begins in the central regions and spreads to the periphery . 
.At first there arises in the peri-visceral sac a short open
mouthed tube, by the rhythmical contractions of ~hich 
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agitation is kept up in the sUlTounding liquid, now entering 
one end of this pulsating tube and now the other; and 
gradually' this primitive heart, elongating and giving oB 
smaller contractile vessels which. ramify into the lOA-'Unre, 
originates a vascular system. The like happens 
with channels of communication through the social organism: 
indefinite lacunre, as we see that they are all at the outset, 
first acquire definite bouridaries in the parts where there is 
most traffic. Of East African roads, which are commonly 
like goat-walks, Burton says that" where fields and villages 
abound they are closed with rough hedges, horizontal tree
trunks, and even rude stockades, to prevent trespassing and 
pilferage." So, too, in Dahomey, though the roads are 
mostly footpaths, yet "the roads to the coast, except in a 
few places,' are good enough for wheeled vehicles," while 
"the road, six or seven miles long,' separating the two 
capitals, may compare with the broadest in England." And 
from the capital of Ashantee, described as having broad, 
clean . streets, there radiate towards distant parts of the 
telTitory eight pathways, cut by successive kings through 
the forest-doubtless replacing the primitive paths made 
by traffic. Ignoring Roman roads,· which were not produced 
by local evolution, we may trace in our own history this 
centrifugal development of channels of communication. The 
l1aving of the central parts of London did not begin till 
after the eleventh century; and, having got as far outwards 
as Holborn' at the beginning of the fifteenth century, it 
spread into some of the suburbs during the sixteenth cen
tury. In Henry VI lIth's reign a way, when too deep and 
miry to be traversed, was "merely abandoned and a new 
track selected." Up to about 1750 the great north road from 
London was a turnpike for the first 100 miles, and "north of 
that point there was only a narrow causeway fit for pack
horses, flanked with clay sloughs on either' side.'" At the 
same time, in North-England and Mid-England, the roads 
were' "still for the most part· entirely unenclosed." Then 
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macadamization, an improvement belonging to our own cen
tury, beginning with main lines of communication, gradually 
extended itself first to all turnpike roads, then 'to parish 
roads, and finally to private roads. 

Further analogies may be indicated. With increased 
pressure of traffic has come, in addition to the road, the' 
railway; which, in place of a single channel for movement 
in both directions, habitually has a double channel-up-line 
and down-line-analogous to the double set of tubes 
through which, in a superior animal, blood proceeds' from 
the centre and towards the centre. As in the finished 
vascular system the great blood-vessels are the- most direct, 
the divergent selJondary ones less direct, the branches 
from these more crooked still, and the capillaries the 
most tortuous of all; so we see that these chief lines 
of transit through a society are the straightest; high roads 
less straight, parish roads more devious, and so on down to 
cart-tracks through fields. One more strange 
parallel exists. In considerably-developed animals, as many 
Mollusca, though the vascular system is so far complete in its 
central parts that the arteries have muscular coats, and are 
lined with" pavement epithelium," it remains incomplete 
at its peripheral parts: the small blood-vessels terminate 
in lacun.(JJ of the primitive kind. Similarly in the developed 
distributing system of a society, while the main channels 
are definitely bounded and have surfaces fitted for bearing 
the wear and tear of great traffic, the divergent channels 
carrying less traffic are less highly structured; and the' 
re-divergent ones, becoming less finished as they ramify, 
everyw here end in lacunar-unfenced, unmetalled tracks 
for cart, horse, or pedestrian, through field or wood~ over 
moor and mountain. 

Notice must also be taken of the significant fact that 
in proportion as organisms, individual and social, develop 
largely the appliances for con1lict with other organisms, these 
.:ha.!illt:ls of disuilmWull arise nuli lor interllal sustentation 

2x 
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only, but partly, and often mainly, for transferring materiaI~ 
from the sustaining parts to the expending palts. .As in 
an animal with a large nervo-muscular system, arteries are 
formed more for carrying blood from the viscera to the brain 
and limbs than for carrying blood from one viscus to another i 
so in a kingdom with activities predominantly militant, the 
chief roads are those made. for purposes of offence and 
defence. The consumption of men and supplies in war, 
makes more necessary than all others the roads which take 
them; and they are the first to assume definiteness. We 
see this in the above-named royal roads in Ashantee; again 
in the ancient Peruvian royal roads for conveying troops j 
and we are reminded of the relation in the empire of the 
Romans, between finished roads and military activity at 
remote points. The principle, however, remains the same: 
be it in the commercial rail ways of England or the military 
railways of Russia, the channels arise between places of 
supply and places of demand, th(lUgh the consumption may 
be here in peace and there in war. 

§ 246. When from the channels which carry, in the one 
case blood-corpuscles and serum, and in the other case men 
and commodities, we turn to the movements along them, 
we meet with further analogies. 

Devoid of canals for distribution, animals of low types 
show us nothing but an extremely slow, as well as ilTegular, 
diffusion through the tissues j and so in primitive societies, 
where nothing beyond a small amount of barter goes on, the 
exchanged products are dispersed very gradually and in in
d~finite ways: the movements are feeble, and do not con· 
stitute anything like circulation. On ascending to 
such a' type as an ascidian, having a peri-visceral sac with 
pulsating vessel in it, we see a distribution of nutriment 
which cannot be called circulation, but which approaches to 
it. The pulsations, setting up in the surrounding fluid such 
waves as send feeble Cllrrents through the sinuses and 
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lacunm, presently undergo a reversal, causing movement in 
the opposite direction. This alternation of waves, now 
setting towards a certain part which thereupon becomes 
congl'sted, and presently setting away from it towards parts 
which have been drained, is analogous to the first move
ments of distribution in developing societies. We do not 
begin with constant currents in the same directions; but 
we begin with periodical currents, now directed to certain 
spots and then away from them. That which, when 
established, we know as a fair, is the commercial wave 
in its first form. We find it in slightly-advanced societies. 
The Sandwich Islanders met on the Wairuku river at stated 
times to exchange their products; and the Fijians of different 
islands, assembled occasionally at a fixed place for barter. 
Of .course, with the increase of population the streams of 
people and commodities which set at intervals to and from 
certain places, become more frequent. The semi-civilized 
African kingdoms show us stages. On the Lower Niger, 
.. every town has a market generally once in four days," and 
at different pal'ts of the river a large fair about once a 
fortnight. In other cases, as at Sansanding, besides some 
daily sale there was a great market once a week, to which 
crowds from the surrounding country came. .And then in 
the largest places, such as Timbuctoo, constant distribution 
has replaced periodic distribution. So, too, in the Batta 
territory, Sumatra, there are assemblings for traffic every 
fourth day; and in M!ldagascar, besides the daily market in 
the capital, there are markets at longer intervahl\ in the 
provincial towns. Ancient American societies displayed 
this stage passing into a higher. Among the Chibchas, 
along with constant traffic, the greatest traffic wa~ at eight
day intervals; and Mexico, besides daily markets, had larger 
markets every five days, which, in adjacent cities, were 
at different dates: there being meanwhile merchants who, 
Sahagun says, "go thJ;Ough the whole country .•• buying 
in one district and selling in others "-so fore-shadowing 

2 K 2 
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a more developed system. Clearly these occasional assem:' 
blings and dispersings, shortening their intervals until 
they reach a daily bringing of products by some and buying 
by others, thus grow into a regular series of frequent waves, 
transferring things from places of supply to places of de
mand. Our own history shows how such slow periodic re
pletions and depletions, now in this locality and now in that, 
pass gradually into a rapid circulation. In early English 
times the great fairs, annual and other, formed the chief 
means of distribution, and remained important down to the 
seventeenth century, when not only villages but even small 
towns, devoid of shopf?, were irregularly supplied by hawkers 
whQ had obtained their stocks at these gatherings. Along 
with increased population, larger industrial centres, and 
improved channels of communication, local supply became 
easier; and so, frequent markets more and more fulfilled 
the purpose of infrequent fairs. Afterw&rds in chief places 
and for chief commodities, markets themselves multiplied; 
becoming in some cases daily. Finally came a constant 
distribution such that of some foods there is to each town 
an influx every morning; and of milk even more than one in 
the day, The transitions from times when the movements of 
people and goods between places were private, slow, and 
infrequent, . to times when there began to run at intervals 
of several days public vehicles moving at four miles an 
hour, and then to times when these shortened their inter
vals and increased their speed while their lines of movement 
multiplied, ending in our own times when along each line of 
rails there go at high speed a dozen waves daily that are 
relatively vast; sufficiently show us how the social circu
lation progresses from feeble, slow, irregular movements to 
a rapid, regular, and powerful pulse. 

§ 247. If from the channels of communication and the 
movements along them, we tUl'll to the circulating CUl'l'ents 
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tl1emselvp.8, and consider their natures and their relations to 
the parts, we still meet with analogies. 

Relatively simple in a low animal, the nutritive fluid be
comes in a high animal relatively complex-a heterogeneolis 
combination of general and IIpecial materials required by, 
and produced by, the several parts. Similarly, the currents of 
commodities, if they c,an be so called, which move from place 
to place in a low society, are little varied in composition; 
but as we advance to high societies, the variety of compo~ 
nents in the currents continually increases. More;
over, the parallelism of composition holds in another way; 
for in both cases relative simplicity is joined with crudity, 
whereas relative complexity in both eases results from 
elaboration. In low animal types the product of a rude 
digestion is carried in an unprepared state through exten
sions of the gastric cavity to the neighbourhoods .of the 
parts which need it; but in developed types the products 
are refined before they are distributed-protein substances 
of· several kinds, fats, sugar, etc. And while the blood is 
thus made heterogeneous by containing many matters fitted 
for use, and while its heterogeneity' is increased ,by the 
swarms of white and red corpuscles which take part in 
the processes of purification, etc., it is made more hetero
geneous still by the inorganic constituents which aid mole
cular change, as well as by the effete products of molecular 
change on their ways to places of exit. If, in like manner, 
with the currents in a low .society, we contrast the currents 
in an advanced society, we see that here,. too, the greater 
lleterogeneity is mainly caused by the many kinds ! ofi 
manufactured articles fitted for consumption; .and though 
certain waste products of social life do not return into the. 
circulating currents, but- are carried off by under-ground 
channels, yet other waste products are carried off along those 
ordinary channels of circulation which bring materials for 
consumption. Next we have to note the special 
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actions which the local structures exert on the general . 
current of comlllodities. While in a living body the organs 
severally take from the blood everywhere carried through 
them, the materials needed for their sustentation, those which 
are occupied in excretion and secretion also severally take 
from the blood particular ingredients, which they either cast 
out or compound. A salivary gland forms from the matters 
it appropriates, a liquid which changes starch into sugar and 
by doing this aids the subsequent preparation of food; the 
gastric follicles elaborate and pour out acids, etc., which 
help to dissolve the contents of the stomach; the liver, 
separating certain waste products from the blood, throws them 
into the intestine as bile, along with that glycogen it forms 
from other components which is to be re-absorbed j and 
the units of these several organs live, grow, and multiply, 
by carrying on their several businesses. So is it with 
social organs. While all of them, under restrictions to be 
hereafter specified, absorb from the di')tributed supply of 
commodities shares needful for their sustentation, such 
of them as carryon manufactures, large or small, also 
select from the heterogeneous streams of things that run 
everywhere, the mateIials which they transform; and after
wards return into these streams the elaborated products. 
Ignoring for the moment the familiar aspect of sale and 
purChase, under which these transactions present themselves 
to us, and contemplating simply the physical process, we 
see that each industrial structure, allowing various materials 
to pass through its streets untouched, takes out of the mixed 
current those it is fitted to act upon j and throws into the 
circulating stock of things, the articles it has prepared for 
general consumption. 

The fact that' competition is common to the two cases 
must also be observed. Though commonly thought of as a. 
phenomenon exclusively social, competition exists in a 
living body-not so obviously between parts that carryon 
the same function, as between parts that cauy on different 
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functions. The general stock of nutriment circulating 
through an organism has to support the whole. Each organ 
appropriates a portion of this general stock for repair and 
growth. Whatever each takes diminishes by so much the 
amount a.vailable for the rest. All other organs therefore, 
jointly and individually, compete for blood with each organ. 
So that though the welfare of each is indirectly bound up 
with that of the rest; yet, directly, each is antagouistic to 
the rest. Hence it happens that extreme cerebral action so 
drafts away the blood as to stop digestion; that, conversely, 
the viSceral demand for blood after a heavy meal often so 
drains the brain as to cause sleep; and that extremely 
violent exertion, carrying an excessive amount of blood to 
the motor organs, may arrest digestion, or diminish thought 
and feeling, or both. While these facts prove that there is 
competition, they also prove that the exalted functiou of 
a part caused by demands made on it, determines the flow 
of blood to it. Though, as we shall hereafter see, there is 
in the higher organisms a kind of regulation which secures 
a more prompt balancing of supplies and demands under 
this competitive arrangement, yet, primarily, the balancing 
results from the setting of blood towards parts in propor
tion to their actiVIties. Morbid growths, which not only 
draw to themselves much blood but develop in themselves 
vascular structures to distribute it, show us how local tissue
formation (which under normal conditions measures the 
waste of tissue in discharging funct'lon) is itself a cause of 
increased supply of materials. Now we have daily 
proof that in a society, not only individuals but classes, 
local and general, severally appropriate from the total 
i3tock of commodities as much as they can; and that their 
several abilities to appropriate, normally depend on their 
several states of activity. If less iron is wanted for export 
. tr home consumption, furnaces are blown out, men are dis
charged, and there· flows towards the district a diminished 
stream of the things required for nutrition: causing arrest 
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of growth and, if continued, even decay~ When a cotlon 
famine entails greater nelld for woollens, the increased 
activity of the factories producing them, while it leads to 
the drawing in of more raw material and sending out of 
more manufactured goods, determines towards the cloth dis
tricts augmented supplies of all kinds-men, money, con
sumable ,commodities; and thel'e results enlargement of old 
factories and building of new ones. Evidently this process 
in each social organ, as in each individual organ, results from 
the tendency -of the units to absorb all they can from the 
common stock of materials for sustentation; and evidently 
the resulting competition, not between units simply but 
between organs, causes in a society, as in a living body, high 
nutrition and growth of parts called into greatest activity 
by ..the .requirements -of the rest. 

§ 248. -Of COUl'!'e, 'along with tIlese likenesses there go 
difierences, due to the contrast named at the outset between 
the concreteness of an indh'idual organism and the discrete
ness of a social -organism. I may name, first, a difference 
which accompanies the likeness last dwelt upon. 

If the Jlersons .forming a body-politic were mostly fixed 
in their positions, as are the units forming an individual 
body, the feeding of them would have ·to be similal'lyeffected. 
Their respective shares of nutriment, not simply brought to 
their neighbourhood, would have to be taken home to them. 
A process such as that by which certain kinds of food are 
daily carried 1:ound to houses by a class of locomotive units, 
would be the universal process. Rut as members (If the 
body politic, though having stationary habitations and work-' 
ingplaces, are themselves locomotive, it results that the 
process of distribution iseflected Jlartly in this way and 
partly by their own agency. Further, there results 
from the same general cause, a-difference between the ways in 
which motion is given to the circulating currents in the two 
cases. Physical cohesion of the Jl8rts in an individual living 
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holly, ma]{es possible the propulsion of the nutritive liquid 
by a. contractile organ; but lacking this physical cohesion, 
and lacking too the required metamorphosis of units, the 
body~politic cannot have its currents of commodities thus 
moved: though remotely produced by other forces, their 
motion has to be proximately produced by forces within the 
currents themselves. 

After recognizing these unlikenesses, however, we see that 
they do but qualify the essential likenesses. In both cases 
so long as there is little or no differentiation of parts there 
is little or no need for channels of communication among the 
parts; and even a differentiation, when such only that the 
unlike parts remain in close contact, does not demand appli
ances for transfer. But when the division of labour, physi~ 
logical or sociological, has so far progressed that parts at 
some distance from one another co-operate, the growth of 
channels of distribution, with agents effecting distribution~ 
becomes necessary; and the development of the distri~ 

buting system has to keep pace with the other develop~ 
ments. A like necessity implies a like parallelism 
between the progressing circulations in the two cases. 
Feeble activities, small amounts of exchange, obstacles to 
transfer, unite in preventing at first anything more than 
very slow and irregular repletions and depletions, now at 
one place now at another; but with multiplication of parts 
increasiugly specialized in their functions, increasingly 
efficient therefore, and combining to produce an increased 
amount of general life, there goes an increased need for large 
distributions in constant directions. Irregular, weak, and 
slow movements at long intervals, are changed into a 
regular rapid rhythm by strong and unceasing local 
demands. Yet more. With the advance of the 
aggregate, individual or social, to a greater heterogeneity, 
there goes advancing heterogeneity in the circulating cur~ 
rents; which at first containing few erude matters, contain. 
at last many prepared matters. In both cases, too, structures 
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which elaborate the requisites for sustentation, stand to 
these currents in like relations-take from them the raw 
materials on which they have to operate, and directly or 
indirectly deliver into them again the products; and in both 
cases these .structures, competing with one another for their 
shares of the circulating stock of consumable matters, are 
enabled to appropriate, to repair themselves, and to grow, in 
proportion to their performances of functions. 

Stated most generally, the truth we have to carry with ns 
is that the distributing system in the social organism, as ill 
the individual organism, has its development determined by 
the necessities of transfer among inter-dependent parts. 
Lying between the two original systems, which carry on 
respectively the outer dealings with surrounding existences, 
and the inner dealings with materials required for sustenta;. 
tion, its structure becomes adapted to the requirements of 
this carrying function between the two great systems as 
wholes, and between the sub-divisions of each. 



CHAPTER IX. 

THE REGULATING SYSTEM. 

§ 249. WHEN observing how the great systems of organ!', 
individual and social, are originally marked off from one 
another, we recognized the truth that the· inner and o11.ter 
parts become respectively adapted to those functions which 
their respective positions necessitate-the one having to 
deal with environing actions and agents, the other having 
to use internally-placed materials. We have seen how 
the evolution of interior structures is determined by the 
natures and distributions of these matters they are iJ;l contact 
with. We have now to see how the evolution of the struc
tures carrying on outer actions is determined by the charac
ters of things existing around. 

Stated in a more concrete form, the general fact to be here 
set forth is, that while the alimentary systems of animals anJ 
the inJustrial systems of societies, are developed into fitness 
for dealing with the substances, organic and inorganic, used 
for sustentation, the regulating and expending system!! 
(nervo-motor in the one, and governmental-military in the 
other) are developed into fitness for dealing with surround
ing organisms, individual or sociai--other animals to be 
caught or escaped from, hostile societies to be conquered 01' 

resisted. In both cases that organization which fits thd 
aggregate for acting as a whole in conflict with other 
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aggregates, indirectly results from the carrying on of conflicts 
with other aggregates. 

§ 250. To be slow of speed is to be caught by an enemy; 
to be wanting in swiftness is to fail in catching prey: death 
being in either case the result. Sharp sight saves the herb
ivorous animal from a distant carnivore; and is an essential 
aid to the eagle's successful swoop on a creature far below. 
Obviously it is the same with quickness of hearing and 
delicacy of scent; the RII.me with all- improvements of limbs 
that increase the power, the a..,oility, the accuracy of move
ments; the same with all appliances for attack and defence 
-claws, teeth, horns, etc. And equally true must it be that 
each advance in that nervous system which.. using the 
information coming through the senses, excites and guides 
these external organs, becomes established by giving an 
advantage to its possessor in presence of prey, enemies, and 
competitors. On glancing up from low types of animals 
having but rudimentary eyes and small powers of motion, 
to high types of animals having wide vision, considerable 
intelligence, and great activity, it becomes nndeniable that 
where loss of life is entailed on the first by these defects, 
life is preserved in the last by these superiorities. The 
implication, then, is that successive improvements of the 
organs of seuse and motion, and of the internal co-ordinating 
apparatus which uses them, have indirectly rp.sulted from 
the antagonisms and competitions of organisms with one 
another. 

A -parallel truth is disclosed on watclling how tllere 
evolves the regulating system of a political a&,oregate, and 
how there are developed those appliances for offence and 
defence put in action by it. Everywhere the wars between 
societies originate governmental structures, and are causes 
of all such improvements in those structures as increase 
the efficiency of corporate action against environing societies. 
Observe, first, the conditions under which there is an absence 
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of this agency furthering combination; and then observe 
the conditions under which this agency begins to show 
itself. 

Where food is scarce, diffusion great, and co-operation 
consequently hindered, there is no established chieftainship. 
The Fuegians, the Cayaguas or Wood-Indians of South 
America, the J ungle-Veddahs of Ceylon,' the Bushmen of 
South Africa, are instances. They do not form unions for 
defence, and have no recognized authorities: personal pre
dominance of a temporary kind, such as tends to arise in 
every group, being the only approach to it. So of the Esqui
maux, necessarily much scattered, Hearne says-"they live 
in a state of perfect freedom; no one apparently claiming the 
superiority over, or acknowledging the least subordination to, 
another:" joined with which fact stands the fact that they 
do not know what war means. In like manner where 
barrenness of territory negatives anything more than occa
sional assemblings, as with the Chippewayans, there is 
nothing like chieftainship beyond the effect due to character; 
and this is very small. Elsewllere adequate con
centration is negatived by the natures of the peorle. They 
are too little social or too little subordinate. It is thus with 
the Abors, a Hill-tribe of India, who, "as they themselves say, 
are like tigers, two cannot dwell in one den," and who. have 
their houses II scattered singly or in groups of two and three." 
It is thus, too, as before pointed out (§ 35), with the MantraS' 
of the Malay peninsula, who separate if they dispute. Here 
both the diffusion and the disposition causing the diffusion, 
check the evolution of a political head. But it is 
not only in cases like these that governmental co-ordination is 
absent. It is absent also among tribes which are settled and 
considerably wore advanced, provided they are not given 
to war. Among such Papuans as the Arafuras and the Dal
rymple Islanders, there are but nominal chiefs: the people 
Ii ving II in such peace and brotherly love with one another" 
that they need no control but the. decisions of their elders 
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The Todas, too; wholly without military organization, and 
described as peaceable, mild, friendly, have no political 
headships. So again is it with the placable Bodo and 
Dhim:Us j described as being honest, truthful, entirely free 
trom revenge, cruelty, and violence, and as having headmen 
whose authorities are scarcely more than nominal To 
which, as similarly significant, I may add that the Lepchas, 
referred to by Sir J. Hooker as "amiable and obliging," are 
said by Campbell to be "wonderfully honest," "singularly 
forgiving of injuries," ., making mutual amends and conces
sions;" while at the same time "they are averse to soldiering, 
and cannot be induced to enlist in our army," and are so 
little subordinate that they fly to the jungle and live on 
roots rather than submit to injustice. 

Now observe how the headless state is changed and 
political co-ordination initiated. Edwards says the Caribs 
in time of peace admitted no supremacy j but, he adds, 
"ill war, experience had taught them that subordination was 
::s requisite as courage." So, too, describing the confedera
tions of tribes among the Caribs, Humboldt compares them 
with" those warlike hordes who see no advantage in the ties 
of societY,but for common defence." Of the Creeks, whose 
subordination to authority is but slight, Schoolcraft says" it 
would be difficult, if not impossible, to impress on the 
community at large the necessity of any social compact, that 
should be binding upon it longer than common danger 
threatened them." Again, Bonwick says-" Chieftains un
doubtedly did exist among the Tasmanians, though they 
were neither hereditary nor elective. They were, never
theless, recognized, especially in time of war, as leaders of 
the tribes. . . • After the cessation of hostilities they re
tired •.. to the quietude of every-day forest life." In 
other cases we find a permanent change produced. Kotze
bue says the Kamschadales "acknowledged no chiefj" while 
another statement is that the principal authority was that 
of a the old men, or those who were remarkable for their 
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bravery.· And then it is remarked that these statements refer 
to the time before the Russian conquest-before there had 
been combined opposition to an enemy. This 
development of simple headship in a tribe by conflict with 
other tribes, we find advancing into compound headship along 
with larger antagonisms of race with race. Of the Pata
gonions Falkner tells us that though the tribes "are at 
continual variance among themselves, yet they often join 
together against the Sp.aniards." It was the same with the 
North Am(>rican Indians. The confeueracy of the six nations, 
which cohered under a settled system of co-operation, resulted 
from a war with "the English. Stages in the genesis of a 
compound controlling agency by conflict with other societies 
are shown us by the Polynesians. In Samoa eight or ten 
village-communities, which are in other respects independent, 
" unite by common consent, and form a district, or state, for mutual pro
tection. • • • When war is threatened by another district, no single 
village can act alone; • • • Some of these districts or states have 
their king; others cannot agree on the choice of one; ••• there is 
no such thing as a' king, or even a district, whose power extends all 
over the group." Yet in case of war, they sometimes combine in twos or 
threes. 

Early histories of the civilized similarly show us how union 
of smaller social aggregates for offensive or defensive pur
poses, necessitating co-ordination of their actions, tends to 
initiate a central co-ordinating agency. Instance the Hebrew 
monarchy: the previously-separate tribes of Israelites be," 
came a nation subordinate to Saul and David, during 
wars with the lioabites, Ammonites, Edomites and Phi,. 
listines. Instance the case of the Greeks: the growth. of 
the Athenian hegemony into mastership, and the organiza
tion, political and naval. which accompanied it, was a con
comitant of the continued activity of the confederacy against 
external enemies. Instance in later times the development 
of governments among Teutonic peoples. At the begin,;, 
ning of the Christian era there were only chieftainships of 
separate tribes i and, . during wars, temporary greater chief-
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tainships of allied forces. Between the first and the fifth 
centuries the federations made to resist or invade the 
Roman empire did not evolve permanent heads; but in 
the fifth. century the prolonged military activities of these 
federations ended in transforming these military leaders 
into kings over consolidated states. . 

As this differentiation by which there arises first a tem
porary and then a permanent military head, who passes 
insensibly into a political head, is initiated by conflict with 
adjacent societies, it naturally happens that his political 
power increases as military activity continues. Everywhere, 
providing extreme diffusion does not prevent, we find this 
connexion between predatory activity and submission to 
despotic rule. Asia shows it in the Kirghiz tribes, who 
are slave-hunters and robbers, and of whose manaps, once 
elective but now hereditary, the Michells say-" The word 
Manap literally means a tyrant, in the ancient Greek sense~ 
~t was at first the proper name of an elder distinguished for 
llis cruelty and unrelenting spirit; from him the appella
tion became general to all Kirghiz rulers." Africa shows it 
in the cannibal Niam-niams, whose king is unlimited loru 
of persons and things; or again in the sanguinary Dahomans 
with then. Amazon army, and in the warlike Ashantees, 
all trained to arms: both of them under governments so 
absolute that the highest officials are slaves to the king. 
Polynesia shows it in the ferocious Fijians, whose tribes are 
ever fighting with one another, and among whom loyalty 
to absolute rulers is the extremest imaginable--even so ex
treme that people of a slave district .. said it was their duty 
to become food and sacrifices for the chiefs." This 
relation between the degree of power in the political head 
and the degree of militancy, has, indeed, been made familiar 
to us in the histories of ancient and modern civilized races. 
The connexion is implied in the Assyrian inscriptions as 
well as in the frescoes and papyri of Egypt. The case of 
Pausanias and other such cases, were regalded by the Spar-
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tans themselves as showing- the tendency of generals t() 
become despots-AS showing, that is, the tendency o( a.ctive 
operations against adjacent societies to generate centralized 
political power. How the imperativeness fostered by con~ 
tinuous command of armies thus passes into political im~ 
perativeness. has been again and again shown us in later 
histoIies. 

Here, then, the induction we have to carry with us is that 
as in the individual organism that nervo-muscular apparatus 
w~ich carries on conflict wit,h environing organisms, begins 
with, and is developed by, that conflict; so the govern
mental-military organization of a society, is initiated by. 
and evolves along with, the warfare between societies. Or. 
to speak more strictly, there is thus evolved that part of its 
governmental organization .which conduces to efficient co
operation against other societies. 

§ 251. The development of the regulating system may now 
be dealt with. Let us first .trace the governmental agency 

. through its stages of complication. 
In small and little-differentiated aggregates, individual and 

social, the structure which co-ordinates does not become com
plex: neither the need for it nor the materials·for forming 
and supporting it, exist. But complexity begins in com
pound aggregates. In either case its commencement is seen 
in the rise of a superior co-ordinating centre exercising 
control over inferior centres. Among animals the 
.Annulosa illustrate this most clearly. In an annelid the like 
nervous structures of the like successive segments, are but. 
little subordinated to any chief ganglion or group of ganglia. 
But along with that evolution which, integrating and dif
ferentiating the sezments, produces a higher annulose 
animal, there arise at the end which moves foremost, more 
developed senses and appendages for action, as well as a 
cluster of ganglia connected with them; and aJong with 
formation of this goes an increasing control exercised by i'-

2L 
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over the' ganglia of the posterlonegmeiits: . Not very strongly 
marked 'in such· little-integrated types as centipedes, a. 
nervous centralization of this kind becomes great in such· 
integrated types as the higher crustaceans and the arach
nida. . So is it in the progress from compound 
social ,aggregates that. are' . loosely -coherent to those that 
are consolidated. Manifestly during those early stages 
in which the' chief of 'a conquerfug' tribe . sllcceeds only 
in making the chiefs of adjacent tribes tributary while 
he lives; the political' centralization is: but· slight; and 
hence~ as in 'cases before referred to in Africa and else
where, the powers of the local centres re-assert themselves 
when they can throw off their . temporary subordination.: 
:M:any races' which have got beyond the stage of sepa
rate si;mple ;tribes, ·show·us, along with various degrees of 
cohesion, various stages in the· subjection of local .governing 
centres to a general governing centre. When first visited, 
the SandWich Islanders had' a ~kingwith turbulent' chiefs, 
formerly, mdependent ;' and in Tahiti there. was similarly a. 
monarch with secondary rulers bul'little subordinate. So waa; 
it with the ::NewZealandel's'; arid so was it with the Malagasy 
until a century since. The··natureof the political'organiza
tion during such stages, is -shown ·us by the relative degrees 
of power which the general and special centres exercise over 
the people of each division. Thus of the Tahitians we read 
that the power of'the chief was . supreme in his Owndistl'ict, 
and greater than that of the king over the whole. Lichten·, 
stein tells us of the :Koossas 'that "they 'are all vassals of 
the· king, chiefs, as well as those' under them; but the sub-' 
jects are generally so blindly attached to their chiefs, that 
they will follow them against the king." " Scarcely would 
the slave of an Ashantee chief,'~ says Cruickshank, "obey 
the mandate of his klng, without the special concurrence of 
his immediate master." And concerning the three grades. 
of chiefs among the Araucanians, Thompson says of those 
who rule the smallest ·diyisions. that~' their authority is less 
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precarious" than that of· the higher .officers. These. few 
instances. which might readily be multiplied, remind us 0:& 
the relations between major and minor political. centres in 
feudal times jwhen there were long periojls during which. 
the subjection of barons to kings was-being est~blished
during which failures of cohesion and re-assertions of local 
authority occurred-during which there was loyalty to the 
district ruler greater than that to the general ruler. , 

And now let us note deliberately; what was· before im"'; 
plied, that this subordination of local governing centres 
to a general governing . centre, accompanies co-operation 
of the components· of the compound aggregate in its con., 
flicts with other like aggregates. Between such superior 
Annulosa as the winged insects andcla,wed crustaceans 
above described as having centralized ·nervous -systems, and 
the inferior Annulosa composed of. many similar· segmentE/ 
with feeble limbs,. the contrast is not only in the absence 
from these last. of . centralized nerVO)ls !!ystems,· but also 
in the absence of -offensive and defensive. appliances of 
efficient kinds. • Iilthe higli types, nervous I!ubordin~tion of 
the posterior segments to the anteriQr, hall accompanied th~ 
growth of those anterior appendages which preserve th~ 
aggregate of segments in its dealings with prey ant! 
enemies; and this centralization of the nervous· struc~ 
tura has resulted from the co-operation of these external 
organs. It is thus also with the political centraliza
tions which become permanent. So long as the subordination 
is established by internal conflict of the divisions with .one 
another, and Jlence involves antagonism among them, i~ 
remains unstable j but. it tends towards stability in pro,. 
portion as the regulating agents, major and minor, are 
habituated to combined action against external enemies. 
The recent changes in Germany have re-illustrated under 
(lur eyes this political centralization by combination in war" 
which was so abundantly illustrated in the Middle Ages by 
the rise of monarchical governme·nts over numerous fiefs. 

2 L 2 
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How this compound regulating agency for internal COn
trol, results fI'om combined external actions of the com
pound aggregate in war, we may understand on remember
ing that at first the army and the nation are substantially 
the same. As in each primitive tribe the men are all 
warriors, so" during early stages of civilization the military 
body is co-extensive with the adult male popUlation ex
cluding only the slaves-co-extensive with all that part of 
the society which has political life. In fact the army is 
the nation mobilized, and the nation the quiescent army. 
Hence men who are local rulers while at home, and leaders of 
their respective bands of dependents when fighting a common 
foe under direction of a general leader, become minor
heads disciplined in subordination to the major head; and 
as they carry more or less of this subordination home with 
them, the military organization developed during war sur
vives as the political organization during peace. 

Chiefly, however,'we have here to note that in the com
pound regulating system evolved during the formation of a 
compound social aggregate, what were originally independ
ent local centres of regulation become dependent local 
centres, serving as deputies under command of the general 
centre; just as the local ganglia above described become 
agents acting under direction of the cephalic ganglia. 

§ 252. This formation of a compound regulating system 
characterized by a dominant centre and subordinate centres, 
is accompanied, in both individual organisms and social 
organisms, by increasing size and complexity of the domi
nant centre, 

In an animal, along with development of senses to yield 
information and limbs to be guided in conformity with it, so 
that by their co-operation prey may be caught and enemies 
escaped, there must arise one place to which the various 
kinds of information are brought, and from which are issued 
the adjusted motor impulses; and, in proportion as evolu-
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tion of the senses and limbs progresses, this centre which 
utilizes increasingly-varied information and directs better
combined movements, necessarily comes to have more numer
ous unlike parts and a greater total mass. Ascending 
through the annulose sub-kingdom, we find a growing aggre
gation of optic, auditory, and other ganglia receiving stimuli, 
together with the ganglia controlling the chief legs, claws, 
etc. And so in the veltebrate series, beginning in its lowest 
member with an almost uniform cord formed of local centres 
llndirected by a brain, we rise finally to a cord appended to 
an integrated cluster of minor centres through which arc 
issued the commands of certain supreme centres growing out 
of them. In a society it similarly happens that the 
political agency which gains predominance, is gradually 
augmented and complicated by additional parts for addi. 
tional functions. The chief of chiefs begins to require 
helpers in carrying on control He gathers round him some 
who get information, some with whom he consults, some who 
execute his commands. No longer a governing unit, he 
becomes the nucleus in a cluster of governing units. Various 
stages in this compounding, proceeding generally from 
the temporary to the permanent, may be observed. In 
the Sandwich Islands the king and governor have each a 
number of chiefs who attend on them and execute· their 
orders. The Tahitian king had a prime minister, as well 
as a few chiefs to give advice; and in Samoa, too, each 
village chief has a sort of prime minister. Africa shows us 
stages in this progress from simple personal government to 
government through agents. Among the Beetjuans (a 
Bechuana people) the king executes "his own sentence, even 
when the criminal is condemned to death;" and Lichtenstein 
tells us of another group of Bechuan.as (the Maatjaping) that, 
his people being disorderly, the monarch" swung his tre
mendous sjambok of rhinoceros leather, striking on all sides, 
till he fairly drove the whole multitude before him:" being 
thereupon imitated by his courtiers.. .And then of. th~ 
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Bachapin government, belonging' to this same race, we learn 
that the duty of the chiefs brother" was to convey the chiefs 
orders wherever the case demanded, and to see them put 
in execution." Among. the Koossas,' governed by a king 
and vassal chiefs, every chief' has. councillors, and "the 
great council of the king is composed of the chiefs of 
particular kraals." Again, the Zulu sovereign shares his 
powel," with two soldiers of his choice, and these form the 
supreme judges of the country. The appendages which add 
to the size and complexity of the governing centre in the 
larger African kingdoms are ~any and fully established. 
In Dahomey, besides two premiers and various functionaries 
surrounding the king, there are two judges, of whom one 
or other is "almost constantly. with the king, informing him 
of every circumstance that passes;" and, according t() 
Burton, every official is provided with a second in command,. 
who is in reality a spy. Though the king joins in judging 
causes, and though when his executioners bungle he himself 
shows thcm how to cut off heads, yet he has agents around 
him into whose hands these functions are gradually lapsing.; 
as, in' the compound nervous' structures above described, 
there are appcnded centres through which information is 
communicated, and appended centres through which the 
decisions pass into execution. How in civilized nations 
analogous developments have taken place-how among our
selves 'Villiam the Conqueror made his" justiciar" supreme 
administrator of law and finance, having under him a body 
of Secretaries of whom the chief was called Chancellor; how 
the justiciar became Prime Minister and his staff a supreme 
COUlt, employed alike on financial and judicial affairs and in 
revision of laws; how this in course of time became special
ized and complicated by appendages; needs not ·to be show~ 
in detail. Always the central governing agency while being 
enlarged, is made increasingly heterogeneous by the multi
plication of parts having specialized functions. And, 
then,'as in nervous evolution after a certain complicati()~ o~ . ., 
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the directive· and executive centres is reachea; there 'begin 
-to grow deliberative centres, which, at first unobtrusive, 
eventually predominate; so in political evolution, those as
semblies which contemplate the remoter results of political 
actions, beginning as small additions to the central governing 
agency, outgrow the rest. It is manifest that these latest and 
qighest governing centres perform in the two cases analogous 

. functions. As in a man the cerebrum, while absorbed in the 
guidance of conduct at large, mainly in reference to the future, 
leaves the lower, simpler, older centres to direct-the ordinary 
movements and even the mechanical . occupations; so the 
deliberative assembly of a nation,not attending to: those 
routine actions in the body politic controlled by the various 
administrative agencies, is occupied with general require
ments and the balancing of many interests· which do not 
concern only the passing moment. . It is to be observed; also, 
that these high centres in the two .caseSj are neither the im~ 
mediate recipients of information nor the immediate issuers 

-of commands j but receive from inferior agencies the facts 
which guide their decisions, and through other· inferior 

. agencies get those decisions ~arried into execution.. The 
cerebrum is not a centre of sensation or of motion; but. has 
the function of using the information brought through the 
sensory centres, for determining the actions to be excited by 
the motor centres. And in like manner a developed legis
lative body, though not incapable of getting impressions 
directly from the facts, is habitually guided by impressions 
.indirectly gained through petitions, through the· press, 
thl'Ough reports of committees and commissions, through 
·t11e heads of ministerial departments; and the judgments it 
.arrives at are executed not under its immediate direction but 
.under the immediate direction of sllbordinatecentres, 
·ministerial, judicial, etc. 

One further concomitant may be added.. Duririg . evolu
tion of the supreme regulating centres, individual and social, 
.the older_ parts become relatively I automatic. A simple 
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ganglion with its afferent and efferent fibres, receives 
stimuli and issues impulses unhelped and unchecked; 
. but when there gather round it ganglia through which 
different kinds of impressions come to it, and others through 
which go from it impulses causing different motions, it be
comes dependent on these, and in part an agent for tran~form-

, ing the sensory excitements of the first into the motor 
discharges, of the last. As the supplementary parts multiply, 
and the impressions sent by them to the original centre, in
creasing in number and variety, involve multiplied impulses 
sent through the appended motor centres, this original 
centre becomes more and more a channel through which, 
in an increasingly-mechanical way, special stimuli lead to 
appropriate actions. Take, for example, three stages in the 
vertebrate animal. We have first an almost uniform spinal 
. cord, to the successive portions of which are joined the 
sensory and motor nerves supplying the successive por. 
tions of the body: the spinal cord is here the supreme 
regulator. Then in the nervous system of vertebrates some
what more advanced, the medulla oblongata and the sen
sory ganglia at the anterior part of this spinal cord, taking 
a relatively large share in receiving those guiding im
pressions which lead to motor discharges from its posterior 
part, tend to make this subordinate and its actions me
chanical: the sensory ganglia. have now become the chief 
rulel's. And when in the course of evolution the cerebrum 
and cerebellum' grow, the sensory ganglia with the co-ordi
nating motor centre to which they were joined, lapse into 
mere receivers of stimuli and conveyers of impulses: the 
last-formed centres acquire supremacy, and those preceding 
them are'their servants. Thus is it with kings, 
ministries, and legislative bodies. As the original political 
head, acquiring larger functions, gathers agents around him 
who bring data. for decisions and undertake execution of 
. them, he fulls more and more into the hands of these 
agents-has, his judgments in great degree made for him 
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by informers ~nd advisers, and his deputed acts modified 
by executive officers: the ministry begins to rule through 
the original ruler. At a later stage the evolution of legis
lative, bodies is followed by the subordination of ministries; 
who, holding their places by the support of majorities, 
are substantially the agents executing the wills .of those 
majorities. Ancl .while the ministry is thus becoming less 
deliberative and more executive, as the monarch did pre
"iously, the monarch is becoming more automatic: royal 
functions are performed by commission; royal speeches are 
but nominally such; royal assents are practically matters of 
form. This general truth, which our own constitutional 
history so well illustrates, was illustrated in another way 
during the development of Athenian institutions, poli
tical, judicial, and administrative: the older classes of 
functionaries survived, but fell into subordinate positions, 
pelforming duties of a comparatively routine kind. 

§ 253. From the general structures of regulating systems, 
and from the structures of their great centres of control, we 
must now turn to the appliances through which control iJ 
exercised. For co-ordinating t11e actions of an aggregate, 
individual or social, there must be not only a governing 
centre, but there must also be media of communication 
through which this centre may affect the parts. 

Ascending stages of animal organization carry us from 
types in which this requirement is scarcely at all fulfilled, 
to types in which it is fulfilled effectually. Aggregates 
of very humble orders, as Sponges, T/utllassicoll(J!, etc., with
out co-ordinating centres of any kind, are also without means 
'of transferring impulses from part to part; .and there is no 
co-operation of parts to meet an outer action. In Hydro::oa, 
and .Actinowa, not possessing visible centres of co-ordination' 
fllow adjustments result from the diffusion of molecular 
changes from part to part through the body: c.ontraction of 
the whole creature presently follows rough handling of .the 
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tentacles, while contact of· the tentacles with nutritive matter 
causes a gradual closing of them around it. Here by the 
propagation of some influence among them, the parts are 
made:to co-operate for the general good, feebly and slug
gishly. In Polyzoa, along with the rise of distinct nerve<
{:entres, there is a -rise of distinct nerve-fibres, conveying 
impulses rapidly along definite lines, -instead of slowly 
through the substance in general Hence comes a relatively 
prompt co-operation of parts to deal with sudden. external 
actions. And as these internuncial lines multiply, becoming 
at the same time well adjusted in their connexions, they 
-make possible those varied co-ordinations- which developed 
nervous centres direct. Analogous stages in social 
evolution are sufficiently manifest. Over a territory covered 
by groups devoid of political organization, news of an inroad 
spreads from person to person, taking long to diffuse over the 
whole area; and the inability of the scattered mass t~ 

co-operate, is involved as much by the absence of inter
nuncial agencies as by the absence of regulating.-centres. 
But along with such slight political co-ordination· as union 
for defence produces, there arise appliances for influencing 
the l!-ctions of distant allies. Even the Fuegians light fires 
to communicate· intelligence. The Tasmanians, too, made 
use of signal fires, as do also the Taunese; and this method 
of producing a vague co-ordination among the parts in 
certain emergencies, is found among other uncivilized races. 
As we advance, and as more definite combinations of more 
varied kinds have to be effected for offence and defence, 
messengers are employed. Among the Fijians, for instance, 
men are sent with news and commands, and use certain 
mnemonic aids. The N ewZealanders "occasionally con~ 
veyed information to distant tribes during war by marks 
on gourds." In such comparatively advanced states as 
those of Ancient -America, this method of sending news 
was greatly developed. The Mexicans had couriers who 
at full speed ran six-mile stages, and s~ carried .intelligence. 
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it is said, even 300 miles in a day; and the Peruvians, besides 
their fire and smoke signals in time of rebellion, had runners 
of the same kind. So, too, was it with the Persians. Hero
dotus writes ~ 

"Nothing mortal travels 80 fast as these- Persian messengers. The 
entire pIim is 11 Persian invention; and this is the method of it. Along 
the whole line of road there are men (they say) stationed with horses," 
and the message" is borne from hand to hand along the whole lin¢, 
like the light in the t<;'rch-race, which the Greeks celebrate to Vulcan;" 

Thus what is in its early stage a slow propagation of impulses 
from unit to unit throughout a society, becomes, as we ad
vance, a more rapid propagation along settled lines: so 
ma1cing quick and definitely-adjusted cQmbinations possible. 
Moreover, we must note that this part of the regulating 
system, like its other parts, is initiated by the necessities ot 
co-operation against _ alien societies. As in later time~ 

among Highland clans, the fast runner, bearing the fiery 
cross, calned a command to arm; so, in early English times.. 
the messages were primarily those between rulers and their 
agents, and habitually concerned military affairs.: Save in 
these cases (and even state-messengers could no~ mov~ 

swiftly along the bad roads of early days) the propagatio~ 
of intelligence through the body-politic was very slow. 
-The slowness continued down to comparatively late periods 
Queen Elizabeth's death was not known_ in some par~ 

of Devon until after the Court had gone out of mourning.; 
and the news of the appointment of Cromwell as Protectof 
took nineteen days to reach Bridgwater. Nor h!l-ve we tQ 
remark only the tardy spread of the influences required fOl; 
co-operation of parts. The smallness and uniformity of 
these influences have also to be noted in contrast with theiJ; 
subsequent greatness and multiformity. Instead of the 
courier bearing a single despatch, military or political, 
from one ruling agent to another, at itTegular ip,tervals il} 
few places; there -come. eventually. through despatches .. of 
mq,ltitudinous letters daily. 1lDd lIever~ . tiJpe!'3c a-day, in all 
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directions through every class, swift transits of impulses; no 
less voluminous than varied, all instrumental to co-opera
tion., Two other internuncial ,agencies of more 
developed kinds are afterwards added. Out of the letter, 
when it had become comparatively frequent among the 
educated classes, there came the news-letter: at first a 
partially-printed sheet issued on the occurrence of an im
portant event, and having an unprinted space left for a 
'VITitten letter. From this, dropping its blank part, and pass
ing from the occasional into the periodic, came the newspaper. 
And the newspaper has grown in size, in multitudinousness, 
in variety, in frequency, lmtil the feeble and slow waves of 
-intelligence at long and irregular intervals, have become 
the powerful, l'egular, rapid waves by which,' twice and thrice 
daily, millions of people receive throughout the kingdom 
stimulations and checks of all kinds, furthering quick and 
balanced adjustments of conduct. Finally there 
arises a far swifter propagation of stimuli serving to co
ordinate social actions, political, military, commercial, etc. 
Beginning with the semaphore-telegraph, which, reminding 
us in principle of the sigual-fires of savages, differed by its 
ability to convey not single vague ideas 'only, but numerous, 
eomplex, and distinct ideas, we end with the electric-telegraph, 
immeasurably more rapid, through which go quite definite mes
sages, infinite in variety and ()f every degree of complexity. 
And in place of a few such semaphore-telegraphs, transmit
ting, chiefly for governmental purposes, impulses ill a few 
directions, t11er6 has come a multiplicity of lines of instant 
communication in all directions, subserving ail purposes. 
Moreover, by the agency of these latest internuncial struc
tures, the social organism, though discrete, has acquired a 
promptness of co-ordination equal to, and indeed exceeding, 
the promptness of co-ordination in concrete organisms. It 
was before pointed out (§ 221) that social units, though 
forming a discontinuous aggregate, achieve by language a 
transmission of impulses which, in individual aggregates,:is 
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achieved by nerves. But now, utilizing the molecular con.
tinuity of wires, the impulses are conveyed throughout the 
body-politic much faster than they would be were it a solid 
living whole. Including times occupied by taking messages 
to and from the offices in each place, any citizen in Edin
burgh may give motion to any citizen in London, in less
than one-fourth of the time a nervous discharge would take 
to pass from one to the other, were they joined by living 
tissue. Nor should we omit the fact that parallelism 
in the requirements, has caused something.like parallelism in 
the arrangements, of the internuncial lines. Out. of great 
social centres emerge many large clusters of wires, from 
which, as they get further away, diverge at intervals minor 
clusters, and these presently give off re-diverging clusters; 
just as main bundles of nerves on their way towards the 
periphery, from time to time emit lateral bundles, and these 
again others. Moreover, the distribution presents the analogy 
that near chief centres these great clusters of internuncial 
lines go side by side with the main chanuels of cOffimunica~ 
tion-railways and roads-but' frequently part from these as 
they ramify; in the same way that in the central parts of Ii 
vertebrate animal, nerve-trunks habitually accompany arteries, 
while towards the periphery the proximity of nerves and 
arteries is not maintained: the only constant association 
being also similar in the two cases; for the one telegraph ... 
wire which accompanies the railway system throughout 
every ramification, is the wire which checks and excites its 
traffic, as the one nerve which everywhere accompanies an 
artery, is the vaso-motor nerve regulating the circulation 
in it. Once more, it is a noteworthy fact that in 
both cases insulation characterizes the internuncial lines. 
Utterly unlike as are the molecular waves conveyed, it is 
needful in both cases that they should be limited to the 
channels provided. Though in the aerial telegraph-wires 
insulation is otherwise effected, in under-ground wires it is 
effected in away analogous to that seen in nerve-fibres. 
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:Many wires united' in .80 bundle are separated :from one. 
another by sheaths pf non-conducting substance; as the nerve~. 
fibres that run side by side in the same trunk, are separated 
from one another by their respective medullary sheaths . 
. The general result, .then, is that in societies, as in living 

bodies, the increasing mutual dependence of parts, implying 
an increasingly-efficient regulating system, therefore implies 
not only developed .regulating centres, but also means by 
which. the influences of such centres may be propagated. 
And we see that as, under one of its aspects, organic evo
lution showsu9. more and. more effici\!nt.hlternuncial appli-, 
ances subs erving regulation, sQ, too, does social e-yolution. . 

§254. There is one· other remarkable and. important. 
parallelism. In both. kinds of organisms. the regulating 
system, during evolution, divides roto two systems, to which 
is finally added a third partially-independent system; and 
the differentiations of these systems llave common causes in 
the two cases. 

The general. law of organization, abundantly illustrated 
in foregoing chapters, is that distinct duties entail distinct 
structures; that from the strongest functional contrasts 
come the grea.test structural differences; and that within 
each of the leading systems of organs first divided from one 
another in conformity with this' principle, secondary divi
sions arise in conformity with the same principle. The im
plication is, then, that if in an organism, individual or 
social, the function of regulation falls into two divisions 
which are widely unlike. the regulating apparatus will differ
entiate into correspondingly.unlike parts, carrying on their 
unlike functions in great measure independently. This we 
shall find it does. 

The fundamental division in a developed animal, we have 
seen to be that between the outer set of organs which 
deal with the environment and the inner set of organs 
which carryon sustentation. }'or efficient mutual aid it 
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is requisite, not only that the actions of these inner -and 
outer sets, considered as wholes, shall be co-ordinated; 
but also that each set shall have the acti6ns ·of its 
several parts co-ordinated with one another. Prey can be 
caught or enemies escaped,· only if the bones and muscles 
of each limb work toget~er properly-only if all the 
limbs effect\lally co-operate-only if they jointly adjust 
their motions to the tactual, visual, and auditory impres
sions; and to combine these many actions of the various 
$ensory and motor agents, there must be a nervous system 
that is large and. complex in proportion as the actions 
combined are powerful, multiplied, and involved. Like in 
principle, though much less elabor~te, is the combination 
required among the actions of the sustaining structures. If 
the masticated food is. n()tswallowed when' thrust to the 
entrance of the gullet, digestion cannot begin; if when:food 
is in the stomach contractions, but no secretions, tak~. place, 
or if the pouring' out of gastric juices is not. accompanied 
by due thythmical movements, digestion is arrested; if the 
great appended glands send into the intes~nes not enough 
of their respective products, or send them at wrong times, 
Of in wrong proportions, digestion is left imperfect; and so 
with the many minor simultaneous· and successive pro
cesses which go to make up the general function. Hence 
there must be some nervous structure-which, by its.inter-. 
nundal excitations and inhibitions, shall maintain the co
ordination. Now observe how widely unlike are. 
the two kinds of co-ordination to be effected. The external 
doings must be quick in their changes.' Swift motions, 
sudden variations of direction, instant stoppages, are need
ful. Muscular contractions must be exactly adjusted to 
preserve the balance, achieve the leap, evade the swoop. 
Moreover, involved combinations are implied; for the 
forces to be simultaneously dealt with are many and various. 
Again, the involved combinations, changing from moment 
to moment, rarely- recur; because the circumstances are 
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rarely twice alike. And once more, not the needs of the 
moment only, have to be met, but also the needs of a future 
more or less distant. Nothing of the kind holds with 
the internal co-ordinations. The same series of processes . 
has to be gone through after every meal-varying some
~hat with the quantity of food, with its quality, and with 
the degree to which it has :been masticated. No quick, 
special, and exact adaptations are required; but only a 
general proportion and tolerable order among actions which 
are not precise in their beginnings, amounts, or endings. 
Hence for the sustaining organs there arises a regulating 
apparatus of a strongly contrasted character, which event
ually becomes substantially separate. The sympathetic sys
tem of nerves, or "nervous system of organic life," whether 
or not originally derived from the cerebro-spinal system, 
is, in . developed vertebrates, practically independent. 
Though perpetually influenced by the higher system -which, 
working the muscular structures, causes the chief expendi
ture, and though in its turn influencing this higher system, 
the two co.rry on their functions apart: they affect one 
another chiefly by general demands and general checks. Only 
over the heart and lungs, which are indispensable co
operators with both the sustaining organs and the expending 
organs, do we find that the superior and inferior nervous 
systems exercise a divided controL The heart, excited by 
the cerebro-spinal system in proportion to the supply of 
blood required for external action, is also excited by the 
sympathetic when a meal has made a supply of blood need
ful for digestion; and the lungs which (because their expan
sion has to be effected partly by thoracic muscles belonging 
to the outer system of organs) largely depend for· their 
movements on cerebro-spinal nerves, are nevertheless also 
excited by the sympathetic when the alimentary organs are at 
work. And here, as showing the tendency there is for aU 
these comparatively-constant vital processes to fall under a 
nervous control unlike that which directs the ever-varying 
outer processes, it may be remarked that such influences as 
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tbe cerebro-spinal system exerts on the heart and lungs 
differ greatly from its higher directive actions-are mainly 
reflex anti unconscious. Volition fails to modify the heart's 
pulsations; and though an act of will may temporarily 
increase or decrease respiration, yet the average respiratory 
movements are not thus changeable, but during waking and
sleeping are automatically determined. To which 
facts let me add that the broad contrast here illustrated in the 
highest or vertebrate type, is illustrated also in the higher 
members of the annulose type. Insects, too, have visceral 
nervous systenis substantially distinguished from the nervous 
systems which co-ordinate outer actions. And thus we are 
shown that separation of the two functionally-contrasted 
regulating systems .in animals, is a concomitant of greater 
evolution. 

A parallel contrast of duties produces a parallel differen
tiation of structures during the evolution of social organ
isms. Single in low societies as in low animals, the regu
lating system in high societies as in high animals becomes 
divided into two systems; which, though they perpetually 
affect one another, carry on their respective controls with 
substantial independence. Observe the like causes for these 
like effects. Success in conflicts with other socie
ties implies' quickness, combination, and special adjustments 
to ever-varying circumstances. Information of an enemy's 
movements must be swiftly conveyed j forces must be rapidly 
drafted to particular spots j supplies fit in kinds and quan
tities must be provided j military manreuvres must be 
harmonized j and to these ends there must be a centralized 
agency that is instantly obeyed. Quite otherwise is . it 
with the structures carrying on sustentation. Though'the 
actions of these have to be somewhat varied upon occa
sion,' especially to meet war-demands, yet their general 
actions are comparatively uniform. The several kinds of food 
raised have to meet a consumption which changes within 
moderate limits only; for clothing the demands are tolerably 

2M 
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constant, and .alter in their proportions not suddenly but; 
slowly; and so with commodities of less necessary kinds: 
rapidity, speciality, and exactness, do not characterize 
the required co-ordinations. Hence a place for another 
kind of regulating system. Such a system evolves as fast 
as the sustaining system itself evolves. Let us note its 
progress. In early stages the occupations are 
often such as to prevent division between the control 
of defensive actions and the control of sustaining action~. 
because the two are closely allied. Among the Mandans the 
families joined in hunting, and divided the spoil equally: 
showing us that the war with beasts carried on for joint 
benefit, was so nearly allied to the war with men carried on 
for joint benefit, that both remained public affairs. Similarly 
with the Comanches, the guarding of a tribe's cattle is 
carried ~n in the 'same manner as military guarding; 
and since the community of individual interests in this 
protection of cattle from enemies, is like the community, of 
interests in personal protection, unity in the two kinds of 
government continues. Moreover in simple tribes which 
are under rulers of any kinds, what ·authority' exists is 
unlimited in range, and includes industrial actions as well 
as others. If there are merely wives for slaves, or if there 
is a slave'-class, the dominant individuals who carry on outer 
attack and defence, also direct in person such labour as is 
performed; and where a chief having considerable power has 
arisen, he not only leads in war but orders ·the daily acti
vities during peace. The Gonds', the Bhils, the N agas, the 
Mishmis, the Kalmucks, and many other simple tribes, show 
us this identity of the political and industrial governmentS. 
A partial advance, leading'to some distinction, does not sepa
rate the two in a definite way. Thus among the Kookies the 
mjah claims and regulates work, superintends village re
movals, and apportions the land each family has to clear on 
a new site; am~ng the Santals the head man partially con· 
troIs the people's labour; and among the Khonds he acts as . 
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chief merchant. Polynesia presents like facts. The New 
Zealand chiefs superintend agricultural and building opera
tions j the Sandwich Islanders have a market, in which" the 
price is regulated by the chiefs j" trade in Tonga also "is 
evidently under [the chief's] supervision j" . and the Ka
dayan chiefs" settle the price of rice." So again in' Celebes,. 
the days for working in the plantations are decided by 
the political agency, and the people go at beat of gong;: 
so again in East Africa, the times of sowing and har
vest depend on the chiefs will, and 'amongthe Inland. 
Negroes the "market is arranged according to the diree-

. tions of the chiefs j" so again in some parts of. Ancient 
America, as San Salvador, where the cazique directed th;e 
plantings j and so again in some parts of America .at tHe 
present time. Those who trade with the MnndurucUs "hlLVe 
first to distribute their wares • . . amongst the miI:or chiefs-," 
and then wait some months "for repayment in producej" 
and the Patagonians could not sell any of their arms tc> 
Wilkes's party withont asking the chiefs permission. In 
other societies, and especially in those which are consider
ably developed, we find this union of political and industrial 
rule becoming mollified: the agency, otherwise the -Same, 
is doubled. Thus among the Sakarran Dyaks there is ,a 
.. trading chief" in addition to two principal chiefs; among 
the Dahomans there is a commercial chief in Whydah jand 
there are industrial chiefs in Fiji, where, in other respects, 
social organization is considerably advanced. At a, later 
stage . the commercial chief passes into the government' 
officer exercising stringent supervision. . In An.cient Guat~
mala' a State-functionary fixed the prices in the markets; 
and in Mexico, agents of the State saw that lands did J;lot 
remain unmltivated. Facts of this kind introduce us to tne 
stages passed through by European societies. Up to 
the 10th century each domain in France had its bOll-p, 
or only partially-free, workmen and artizans, directed .by 
the seigneur and paid in meals and goods; between,tl).e 

2M2 
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"11th and 14th centuries the feudal superiors, ecclesiastical 
or Jay, regulated production and distribution to such 
extent that industrial and commercial licences had to be pur
chased from them; in the subsequent monarchical stage, it 
was a legal maxim that" the right to labour is a royal right, 
which the prince may sell and subjects can buy;" and 
onwards to the time of the Revolution, the country 
swarmed with officials who authorized occupations, dictated 
processes, examined products: since which times State
control has greatly diminished, and the adjustments of 
inJustry to the nation's needs have been otherwise 
effected:" Still better does our own history show us this 
progressive differentiation. In the Old English period the 
heads of guilds were identical with the local political heads 
-ealdormen, wick-, port-, or burgh-reeves; and the guild 
was" itself ill part a political body. Purchases and bargains 
had to be made in presence of officials. Agricultural and 
manufacturing processes were prescribed by law. Dictations 
-of kindred kinds, though decreasing, continued to late times. 
Down to the 16th century there were metropolitan and local 
councils, politically authorized, which determined prices, 
nxed wages, etc. But during subsequent generations, 
:restrictions and bounties disappeared; usury laws were 
abolished; liberty of commercial combination increased. 

And now if, with those early stages in which the rudi
mentary industrial organization is ruled by the chief, and 
with those intermediate stages in which, as it develops, it 
gets a partially-separate political control, we contrast a late 
stage like our own, characterized by an industrial organiza- " 
tion which has become predominant, we find that this has 
evolved for itself a substantially-independent controL There 
is now no fixing of prices by the State; nor is there prescribing 
of methods."" Subject to but slight hindrances from a few 
licences; citizens adopt what occupations they please; buy 
and sell where they please. The amounts grown and manu
factured, imported and exported, are unregulated by laws; 
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improvements are not enforced nor bad processes legisla
tively interdicted; but men, carrying on their businesses 
as they think best, are simply required by law to 
fulfil their contracts and commanded not to aggress upon 
their neighbours. Under what system, then, are their 
industrial activities adjusted to the requirements? Under 
an internuncial system ~hrough which the various indus
trial structures receive from one another stimuli or checks 
caused by rises or falls in the consumptions of their re
spective products; and through which they jointly receive 
a stimulus when there is suddenly an extra consumption for 
war - purpose.'!. Markets in the chief towns, where bar
gaining settles the prices of grain and cattle, of cottons 
and woollens, of metals and coal, show dealers the varying 
relations of supply and demand; and the reports of their 
transactions, diffused by the press, prompt each locality 
to increase or decrease of its special function. Moreover, 
while the several districts have their activities thus partially 
regulated by their local centres of business, the metropolis, 
where aU these districts are represented by houses and 
agencies, has its central markets and its exchange, in which 
is effected such an averaging of the demands of all 
kinds, present and future, as keeps a due balance among the 
activities of the several industries. That is to say, there has 
arisen, in addition to the political regulating . system, an 
industrial regulating system which carries on its co-ordinat
ing function independently-a separate plexus of connected 
ganglia. 

As above hinted, a third regulating system, partially 
distinguishable from the others, arises in both cases. For' 
the prompt adjustment of functions to needs, supplies of the 
required consumable matters must be l'apidly drafted to the 
places where activities are set up. If an organ in the indi-· 
vidual body or in the body-politic, suddenly called into· 
great action, could get materials for its nutrition or its 
secretion; or both, only. through the ordinary quiet flow of. 
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the' distributing currents, its enhanced action would soon 
flag. That it may ,cQntinue responding to the increased 

. demand, there :must be an extra influx of the materials used 
in its actions-it must have credit in advance of function 
discharged. In the individual organism this end 
is achieved by the vaso-motor nervous system. The fibres 
of this ramify everywhere along with the arteries, which they 
enlarge or contract. in conformity with stimuli sent along 
them. The general law, as discovered by Ludwig and 
Loven, is that when. by the nerves of sensation there is sent 
inwards that impression which accompanies the activity of 
a part, ~here is reflected back to the part, along its vaso
motor nerves, an influence by which its minute arteries are 
suddenly dilated; and at the same time, through the vaso
motor nerves going to all inactive parts, there is sent an 
influence which slightly constricts. the arteries supplying 
them: thus diminishing the. flow of blood where it is not 
wanted, that the flow may be increased where it is 
wanted. In the social organism, or rather in such 
a developed social organism as our own in modern times, 
this kind of regulation is effected by the system of banks and 
associated financial bodies which lend out capital When a 
local industry, called into unusual activity by increased 
consumption of its products, makes demands first of all on. 
local banks,these, in response to the impressions caused by 
the rising activity' conspicuous around them, open more 
freely those channels for capital which they command; and 
presently, with further rise of prosperity, the impression 
propagated to the financial centres in London produces an 
extensipn of the local credit, so that there takes place a 
dilatation of the in-flowing streams of men and commodities. 
While, at the same time, to meet this local.need for capital, 
various industries elsewhere, not thus excited, and therefore 
not able to offer such good interest, get diminished supplies: 
same constriction of the circulation through them takes 
place. i. .• • This third ,regulating ~ystem, observe, vaso-
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lIlotor in· the one case and monetary'in the otherjisf sub~ 
stantially independent. Evidence exists that there are local 
vaso-motoi' centres possessing local 'control, as there are 
local mon~tary centres; and though there seems to be in, 
each case a chief centre, difficult to distinguish amid the, 
ot4er regulating structures witlr which it is entangled, ye~. 
it is functionally separate. Though it may be bound up) 
with the chief regulating system by which outer actions I 
are controlled, it is not subject to that system. Volition. 
in the one case cannot alter these local supplies of blood; 
and legislation in the other, ceasing to perturb as it 
()nce did the movements of capital, now leaves it almost 
entirely alone: even the State, with the structures un,der: 
its direct control, standing to the financial corporations in, 
the position of a customer, just as the brain and limbs do to 
the vaso-motor centres. Nor does this ruler of the circula
tion form part of that second regulating system which 
controls the organs carrying on sustentation, individual or 
social. The viscera get blood only by permission of these 
nerve-centres commanding then: arteries, and if the .outer. 
organs lU'e greatly exerted, the supply is shut oft' from the 
inner organs; and similarly the industrial system, with that 
centralized apparatus which balances its actions, cannot of. 
itself draft capital here or there, bllt does this indirectly only. 
through the impressions yielded by it to Lombard-street. 

§ 255. Thus the increasing mutual dependence of parts, 
which both kinds of organisms display as they evolve, neces~ 
sitates a further series of remarkable parallelisms. Co-opera
tion being in either case impossible without appliances by 
which the co-operating parts shall have their actions adjusted, 
it inevitably happens that in the body-politic, as in the living 
body, there arises a regulating system; and within itself this 
differentiates as the sets of organs evolve. 

The co-operation most urgent from the outset, is that 
required for dealing with environing enemies and prey. 
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Hence the first regulating centre, individual and sociaT~ 
is initiated as a means to this co-operation; and its develop
ment progresses with the activity of this co-operation. As 
compound aggregates are formed by integration of simple 
ones, there arise in either case supreme regulating centres 
and subordinate ones; and' the supreme centres begin to 
enlarge and complicate. While doubly-compound and trebly
compound aggregates show us ~urther developments in com
plication and subordination, they show us, also, betta- inter
nuncial appliances, ending in those· which 'convey instant 
information and instant command. 

To this chief regulating system, controlling the organs 
which carry on outer actions, there is, in either case, added 
during the progress of evolution, a regulating system for the 
inner organs carrying on sustentation; and this gradually 
establishes itself as independent. Naturally it comes later 
than the other. Complete utilization of materials for sus
tentation being less urgent, and implying co-ordination 
relatively simple, has its controlling appliances less rapidly 
developed than those which are concerned with the catching 
of prey and the defence against enemies. 

And then the third or distributing system, which, though 
necessarily arising after the others, is indispensable to the 
considerable development of them, eventually gets a regu
lating-apparatus peculiar to itself. 



CHAPTER X. 

SOCIAL TYPES AND CONSTITUTIONS. 

§ 256 .. A GLANCE at the respective antecedents of· indivi
dual organisms and social organisms, shows why the last 
admit of no such definite classification as the first. Through 
a thousand generations a species of plant or animal leads 
substantially the same kind of life ; and its successive 
members inherit the acquired adaptations. When changed 
conditions cause divergences of forms once alike, the accu
mulating differences arising in descendants only superficially 
disguise the original identity-do not prevent the grouping 
of the several species into a genus; nor do wider diver
gences that began earlier, prevent the grouping of genera 
into orders and orders into classes. It is otherwise with 
societies. Hordes of primitive men, dividing and sub
dividing, do, indeed, show us successions of small social 
aggregates leading like lives, inheriting such low structures 
as had resulted, and repeating those structures. But higher· 
social aggregates propagate their respective types in much 
less decided ways. Though colonies tend to grow like their 
parent-societies, yet the parent-societies are so comparatively 
plastic; and the influences of new habitats on the derived 
societies are so great, that divergences of structure are 
in('vitable. In the absence of definite organizations estab
lished during the SImilar lives of many societies descending 
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one from another, there cannot be the precise distinctions 
implied by complete classification. 

Two cardinal kinds of differences there are, however, of 
which we may avail ourselves for grouping societies in a 
natural manner. Primarily we may arrange them accord
ing to their degrees of composition, as simple, compound, 
doubly-compound, trebly-compound; and secondarily, though 
in a less specific way, we may divide them into the pre
dominantly militant and the predominantly industrial
those in. which the organization for ()fi'ence and defence is 
most largely developed, and those :ill which the sustaining 
organization is most largely developed. 

§ 257. We have seen that social evolution begins with 
small simple aggregates; that it progresses by the clustering 
of these into larger aggregates; and that after being consoli
qated, such clusters are united with others like themselves 
into still larger aggregates. Our classification, then, must 
begin with societies of the first or simplest order. 

We cannot in all cases say with precision what constitutes 
a simple society; for, in common with products of. evolution 
generally, societies present transitional stages which.negative 
sharp divisions. As the multiplying :q1embers of a group. 
spread and diverge gradually, it is not always easy to decide 
when the groups into which they fall become distinct. Here, 
inhabiting a barren, region, the descendants of common 
ancestors have to divide while yet the constituent families 
are near akin; and there, in a more fertile region, the group 
may hold together until clusters of families remotely akin 
are formed: clusters which, diffusing slowly, are held by a 
common bond that slowly weakens. By and by comes the 
cQmplication arising from the presence of slaves not of the 
same ancest;ry, pr of an apcestry but distantly allied; and 
t\lese, though they may not be politi~al units, must be recog
nized as units sociologically considered. Then there is the 
kindred cO:q1plicationarising where . an invading tribe be-. 
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comes a dominant class. Our only course is to regard as ' 
a simple society, one which forms a single working whole 
unsubjected to any other, and of which the parts co-operate, 
with or without a regulating centre, for certain public 
ends. Here is a table, presenting with as much definiteness 
as may be, the chief divisions and sub-divisions of such 
simple societies. 

(Nomadic:-(hunting) Fuegians, some Australians" 

i 
Wood.Veddahs, Bushmen, Chepangs and KusUndas 
of Nepal. 

,

( HBADLESS. Semi •• ettled :-most Esquimaux. 

Settled :-A.rafuras, Land Dyaks of Upper Sarawnk 
River. 

, rNomadie :-(hunting) some Australians, Tasmanians. 

I 
OCCASIONAL. , • 

u.i HEADSHIP. 1 Sem.·.ettled:-some Carlbs. 

S lSettled :-some Uaupes of the upper Rio Negro. 

2..:1~:j ~ fNomadie:-(hUnting) Andamaneso, Abiponcs, SI!2.k~s, 
Chippewayans, (pastoral) some Bedouins. 

~ I VAGUlIAlfD Semi-8ettled:-Bome Esqullnaux; Chino~ks, Chippewas 
_ UNSrAliLIi J (at present), ~oI?e Kamschadalos, Vi)lage Veddahs; 

HEADSHIP. 1 Bodo and DhimBls. , , 

I Settled :-Guiana tribes, Mandans; Coroados, N~w 

I 
Guinea people, Tannose, Vateans, Dyaks, Todas, 

, l Nagas, Karens, Santals. 

l (Nomadie:-

SUDtIl {semi .• ettzed:-some Caribs, ,Patagonians, New C~c. 
HBADSHIP. doDians, KafIirs. 

Settled:-Guaranis, Pueblos. 

,On contemplating, thes~ uncivilized, societies whicll, 
though alike as being uncompounded, differ ,in their sizes 
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and structures, certain generally-associated traits may be 
noted. Of the groups without political organization, or 
with but vague traces of it, the lowest are those small 
wandering ones which live on the wild food sparsely distri
buted in forests, over barren tracts, or along sea-shores. 
Where small simple societies, remain without chiefs 'though 
settled, it is where circumstances allow them to be habitually 
peaceful. Glancing down the table we find reason for infer
ring that the changes from the hunting life to the pastoral, 
and from the pastoral to the agricultural, favour increase of 
population, the development of political organization, of 
industrial organization, and of the arts; though these causes 
do not of themselves produce these results. 

{

NOnIadiC:-(pastoral) some Bedouins. 

OCCASIONAL Semi:,ettled :-Tanncse 
HEADSHIP. • 

Settled:-

UNSTABLE 
HEADSHIP. ' 

Nomadic:-(hunting) Dacotabs, (hnnting and pllstorlll) 
Comanches, (pastoral) Klllmulb. 

Semi.,ettled:-Ostyaks, Belncbis, Kookies, Bllils, Congo
people (passing into doubly compound), TeutoDs ' 
before 5th century. 

Settled:-Chippewu (in past times), Creeks, Mun
drucns, i'upis, Kbonds, some New Guinea people, 
Sumatrans, Malagasy (till recently), Coast Negroes, 
Inland Negroes, some Abyssinians, Homeric Greeks, 
KUlgdoms of the Heptarchy, ~eutons in 5th oentury, 
Fiefs of lOth oentury. 

NomlJdic:-(putorlll) Kirghi •• 

Semi·.ettkd :-l3ecbuanu, Zulu-. 

STABLE S.ttled:-Uaupes, Fijians (when first visited), New 
HEADSHIP. Zealanders, Sandwich Islanders (in Cook's time). 

Javana, Hottentota, Dabomans, Ashantees, some 
AbY8sinians, Ancient Yucatanese, New Granada 
people, HondurllS people, Chibohll8, lome toWD 
Al'ILhA_ . 
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The second table, given on the preceding page, contains 
societies which have passed to a slight extent, or consider
ably, or wholly, into a state in which the simple groups have 
their respective chiefs under a supreme chief. The stability or 
instabilitJ'alleged of the headship in these cases, refers tG the 
headship of the composite group, and not to the headships of 
the component groups. As might be expected, stability of this 
compound headship becomes more marked as the original 
unsettled state passes into the completely settled state: the 
nomadic life obviously making it difficult to keep the heads 
of groups subordinate to a general head. Though not in all 
cases accompanied by considerable organization, this coales
cence evidently conduces to organization. The completely
settled compound societies are mostly characterized by divi
sion into ranks, four, five, or six, clearly marked off; by 
established ecclesiastical arrangements; by industrial struc
tures that show advancing' division of labour, general and 
local; by buildings of some permanence clustered into places 
of some size; and by improved appliances of life generally. 

In the succeeding table are placed societies formed by 
the re-compounding of these compound groups, OJ: In which 
many governments of the types tabulated above have become 
subject to a. still higher government. The first notable fact 
is that these doubly-compound societies are all completely 
settled. Along with their greater integration we see in 
many cases, though not uniformly, a more elaborate and 
stringent political organization. Where complete stability 
of political headship over these doubly-compound societies 
has been established, there is mostly, too, a developed 
ecclesiastical hierarchy. While becoming more complex by 
division of labour, the industrial organization has in many 
cases assumed a caste structure. To a greater or less extent, 
custom has passed into positive law; and religious obser
vances have grown definite, rigid, and complex. Towns and 
roads have become general; and considerable progres~ in 
knowledge and the arts has taken place. 
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(OCCASIONAL {Semi-aettled:-

vi HEADSHIP. Settled:-Samoans. 

~ 
e:l o o 
III 

{

Semi.aettled:- • 

Settled :-Tahitians, Tongans, Javans (occasionally). 
UNSTABLB Fijians (since fire-arms), Malagasy (in recent 
HEADSHIP. times), Athenian Confederacy, Spartan Confede-

racy, Teutcnic Kingdoms from 6th tc 9th cen
turies, Greater Fiefs in Fra.nce of the 13th 

l centlll7' 

[

Semi-settled :-

STABLB Settled:-lroquois, Araucanians; Sandwich IsIanderil 
l HEADSHIP. (since Cook's time), Ancient. Vera paz ~d Bogota 

peoples, Guatemalans, AnCIent PeruVllllls, Wa.h
habees (Arab), Oman (Arab), Ancient Egyptia.n 
Kingdom, England after the lOth centlll7. 

There remain to be added the great civilized nations 
'which need no tabular form, since they mostly fall under 
OIle head-trebly compound. Ancient lfexico, the Assyrian 
Empire, the Egyptian Empire, the Roman Empire, Great 
Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Russia, may severally be 
regarded as having. reached this stage of composition, or 
perhaps, in some cases,a still higher stage. Only in respect 
of the stabilities of their governments may they possibly 
require classing apart-not their political stabilities in the 
ordinary sense, but their stabilities in the sense of con
tinuing to be the supreme centres of these great aggregates. 
So defining this trait, the ancient trebly-compound societies 
have mostly to be classed as unstable; and of the modern, 
the Kingdom of Italy and the German Empire have to be 
tested by time. 

As already indicated, this classification must not be taken 
as more than an approximation to the truth. In some cases 
the data furnished by travellers and others are inadequate; 
in some cases their accounts are conflicting; in some 
cases the composition is so far transitional that it is diffi-
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cult to say under which of two heads it should come. Here 
the gens or the phratry maybe distinguished as a local 
community; and· here these groups of near or remote kins
men are so mingled with other such groups as practically to 
form parts of one community. Evidently the. like combina
tion of B~veral such communities, passing through stages of 
increasing cohesion, leaves it sometimes doubtful whether 
they are to be regarded as many or as one. And when, as 
with the larger social aggregates, there have been successive 
conquests, resulting unions, subsequent dissolutions, and re
uuions otherwise composed, the original lines of structure 
become so confused or lost that it is difficult to class the 
ultimate product. 

But thex:e emerge certain generalizations which we may 
safely accept. The stages of compounding and re-com
pounding haV'e to be passed through in succession. No 
tribe becomes a nation by simple growth; and no great so
ciety is formed by the direct union of the smallest societies. 
Above the simple group the first stage isa compound group 
inconsiderable in size. The mutual dependence of parts 
which constitutes it a working whole, cannot exist without 
some development of lines of intercourse and appliances for 
combined action; and this must be achieved over a narrow 
area before it can be achieved over a wide one. When a 
compound society has been consolidated by the co-operation 
of its component groups in war under a single head-when 
it has simultaneously differentiated somewhat its social 
ranks and industries, and proportionately developed its arts, 
which all of them conduce in some way to better co-opera
tion, the compound society becomes practically a single 
one. Other societies of the same order, each having 
similarly reached a stage of organization alike required and 
made possible by this co-ordination of actions throughout 
a larger mass, now form bodies from which, by conquest 
or by federation in war, may be formed societies of the 
doubly-compound type. The consolidation of· these has 
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again an accompanying advance of organization distinctive 
of it-an organization for. which it affords the scope and 
which makes it practicable-an organization having a higher 
complexity in its regulative, distributive, and industrial 
systems. And at later stages, by kindred steps, arise still 

. larger aggregates having still more complex structures. 
In this order has social evolution gone on, and only in this 
order does it appear to be possible. Whatever imperfec
tions and incongruities the above classification has, do not 
hide these general facts-that there are societies of these 
different grades of composition; that those of the same 
grade have general resemblances in their structures; and 
that they arise in the order shown. 

§ 258. We pass now to the cla,ssification based on unlike
nesses between the kinds of social activity which predomi
nate, and on the resulting unlikenesses of organization. The 
two social types thus essentially contrasted are the militant 
and the industrial. 

It is doubtless true that no definite separation of 
these can be made. Excluding a few simple groups such 

'as the Esquimaux, inhabiting places where they are safe 
from invasion, all societies, simple ~d compound, are occa
sionally o.r habitually in· antagonism with other societies; 
and, as we have seen, tend to evolve structures for carrying 
on offensive aud defensive actions. At the same time sus
tentation is necessary; and there is always an organization, 
slight or decided, for achieving it. But while the 
two systems in social organisms, as in individual organ
isms, co-exist in all but the rudimentary forms, they vary _ 
immensely in the ratios they bear to one another. In some 
cases the structures carrying on external actions are largely 
developed; the sustaining system exists solely for their 
benefit; and the activities - are militant. In other cases 
there is predominance of the structures carrying on /:Us
tentation; offensive and defensive structures are main
tained only to protect them; and the activities are indus-
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trial At the one extreme we have those warlike' tribes 
which, subsisting mainly by the chase, make the appliances 
for dealing with eneinies serve also for procuring food, 
and have sustaining' systems represented only by their 
women, who are their slave-classes; while, at the other 
extreme we have the· type, as yet only partially, evolved, 
in which the agricultural, manufacturing, and commercial 
organizations form the chief part of the society, and, in the 
absence of external enemies" the appliances for offence and 
defence are either rudimentary or absent. Transitional as 
are nearly all the societies we have to, study, we may yet 
clearly distinguish the constitutional traits of these opposite 
types, characterized by predominance of the outer and inner 
systems respectively. 

Having glruicedat the two thus placed in contrast, it will 
be most convenient to contemplate each by itself. 

§ 259. As before pointed out, the militant type is one 
in which the army is the nation mobilized while the nation 
is the quiescent army, and which, 'therefore, acquires a 
structure common to army and nation. We shall most 
clearly understand its nature by observing in detail this 
parallelism between the military organization and the social 
organization at large. 

Already we have had ample proof that centralized control 
is the primary trait acquired by every body of fighting 
men, be it horde of savages, band of brigands, or mass of 
soldiers. And this centralized control, necessitated during 
war, characterizes the government during peace. AmoIlg 
the uncivilized there is a marked teIldency for the military 
chief to become also the political head (the medicine man 
being his only competitor); and in a conquering race, of 
savages his political headship becomes fixed. In semi-' 
civilized societies the conquering commander and the despotic 
king are the same; and they remain the same in civilized 
societies down to late times. The connexion is well shown 

2 N 
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where in the same race, along with a contrast between the 
·habitual activities we find contrasted forms of government.· 
Thus the powers of the patriarchal chiefs of Kaffir tribes 'are 
not great; but the Zulus, who have become a conquering: 
division of the Kaffirs; are under an absolute. monarch. Of 
advanced savages the Fijians may be named as well showing 
this relation between habitual war and despotic rule: the per
sons and property of subjects are entirely at the king's or 
chief's disposal We have seen that it is the same in the 
warlike African states, Dahomey and Ashantee. The ancient 
Mexicans, again, whose highest profession was that of arms, 
and whose eligible prince became king only by feats in war, 
had an autocratic government, which, according to Clavigero, 
became more stringent as the territory was enlarged 
by conquest. Similarly, the unmitigated despotism 
under which the Peruvians lived, had been established 
during the spread of the Ynca conquests. And that race 
is not the cause, we are shown by this recurrence in an
cient America of a relation so familiar in ancient states 
-()f t11e Old World. The absoluteness of a com
mander-in-chief goes along with absolute control exercised 
by his generals over their subordinates, and by their sub
()rdinates over the men under them: ·all are slaves to those 
above and despots to those below. This structure repeats 
itself in the accompanying social arrangements. There are 
precise grudations of rank in the community and complete 
submission of each rank to the ranks above it. We see 
this in the society already instanced as showing among 
advanced savages the development of the militant type. 
In Fiji six classes are enumerated, from king down to slaves, 
as sharply marked off. Similarly in Madagascar, where 
despotism has been in late times established by war, there 
are several grades and castes. Among the Dahomans, 
given in so great a degree to bloodshed of all kinds, 
•• the. army, or, what is nearly synonymous, the nation," 
says l3urton, "is divided, both male and female, into tW() 
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wings ;" and theu, of the various ranks enumerated, all are 
characterized as legally slaves of the king. In .A,shantee,. 
too, where his officers are required to Ilie when the king 
dies, we have a kindred condition. Of old, among the ag
gressive Persians, grades were strongly marked. So was it in 
warlike ancient Mexico: besides three classes of nobility, 
and besides the mercantile classes, there were three agricul
tural classes down to the serfs-all in precise subordination. 
In Peru, also, below the Ynca there were grades of nobility 
-lords over lords. Moreover, in each town the inhabi
tants were registered in decades under a decmion, five 
of these under a superior" two such under a higher one, 
fi ve of these centurions under a head, two of these, 
heads under one who thus ruled a thousand men, and 
for every ten thousand there was a governor of Ynca race: 
the political rule being thus completely regimental. 
'l'illiately, another illustration was furnished by Japan. Thali 
there were kindred, if less, elaborate, structures' in ancienli 
l:lilitant states of the Old World, scarcely needs saying; 
and that like structures were repeated in medireval times, 
when a large nation like France had under the· monarch 
several grades of feudal lords, vass3.1s to those above and 
suzerains to those below, with serfs under the lowest, again 
shows us that everywhere the militant type has sharply
marked social gradations as it has sharply-marked military 
gradations. Along with this natural government 
there goes a like form of supernatural government. ' I do 
not mean merely that in the ideal other-worlds of mili
tant societies, the ranks and powers are conceived as like 
those of the real world around, though this also is to be 
noted; but I refer to the militant character of the religion. 
E\'er in antagonism with other societies, the life is Iii life of 
enmity and the religion a religion of enmity. The duty of 
blood-revenge, most sacred of all with the savage, continues 
to b~ the dominant duty as the militant type of society 
evolves. The chief, baulked of his vengeance, dies enjoining 

2N2 
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his successors to avenge him; his ghost is propitiated by 
fulfilling his commands; : the slaying of his enemies becomes 
the highest action; trophies are· brought to his grave in' 
token of ,fulfilment ;.and, as tradition grows, he becomes the 
god worshipped mth bloody sacrifices. Everywhere we 
find evidence. The Fijians offer the bodies of their victims 
killed in war to the war-god before cooking them. In 
Dahomey, where the' militant type is so far developed that 
women are warriors, men are almost daily sacrificed by the 
monarch to please his dead father; and the ghosts of old 
kings are. invoked for aid in war by blood sprinkled on their 
tombs: The war-god of the :Mexicans (originally a con
queror),. the most. revered of their gods, had his idol fed with 
human flesh : wars being undertaken to supply him with 
victims. And, similarly in Peru, where there were habitua~ 
human sacrifices, men taken captive were immolated to the 
father of the Yncas, the SUD. How militant societies of old 
in the. East similarly evolved deities who were similarly 
propitiated by bl90dy rites, needs merely indicating. Habit
ually their mythologies represent gods as conquerors ; 
habitually their gods are named "the strong one," "the 
destroyer," "the avenger," "god of battles," "lord of hosts," 
"man of war," and so forth. As we read in Assyrian 
inscriptions, wars were commenced by their alleged will; 
and, as we read elsewhere, peoples were massacred wholesale 
ih professed obedience to them. . How its theological govern
ment, like its political government, is essentially military. 
we see.even in late and qualified forms of the militant type; 
for down to the . present time absolute subordination, like 
that of soldier to commander, is the supreme virtue, and 
disobedience the· crime for which eternal' torture is threat
ened. Similarly with the accompanying ecclesias
tical organization. Generally where t.he militant type is 
highly developed. the political head and the ecclesiastical head 
are identical-the king,' chief descendant of his ancestor wh() 
has become a god, is also chief propitiator of him. It was 
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so in ancient Peru j and in Acolhuacan (Mexico) the 
high-priest was the king's second son. The. Egyptian 
wall~paintings show us kings performing sacrifices jas do 
also the Assyrian. Babylonian records harmonize with 
IIebrew traditions in telling us of pries~kings. In Lydia 
it was the. same: Crresus was king and priest. In Sparta, 
too, the kings, while military chiefs, were also high priests; 
and a trace of the like original relation existed in Rome. 
A system of SUbordination essentially akin to the mili
tary, has habitually characterized the accompanying priest. 
lloods. The Fijians have an hereditary priesthood form
ing a hierarchy. In Tahiti, where the hig4-priest was often 
royal, there were grades of hereditary priests belonging to 
each social rank In ancient. Mexico the priesthoods of 
different gods had different ranks, and there were. three 
. ranks within each priesthood j and in ancient Peru, besides 
the royal chief priest, there were priests of the conquering 
race set over various classes of inferior priests. A like type 
of structure, with subjection of rank to rank, has cb8.racterized 
priesthoods in the ancient and modern belligerent societies of 
the Old W orId. A kind of government 'essentially 
the same is traceable throughout the sustaining org~nization 
also, so long as the social type remains predominantly 
.militant. :Beginning with simple societies in which the 
slave-class furnishes the warriot:-class with the necessaries of 
life, we have. already seen that during subsequent stages of 
evolution .th~ industrial part of the society continues to be 
. essentially a permanent commissariat, existing solely to 
.supply the needs of the governmental-military structures, 
and having left ov~r for itself o~y enough for bare mainte
nance. Hence the development; of political regulation over 
its activities, has been in fact the extension throll"hout it of 

. b • 

that military rule which, as a permanent coI)1lIliSsanat, it 
naturally had. An extreme instance is furnished tis by the 
ancient Peruvians, whose political and industrial govern
ment., were identical-whose kindS and quantities of labour 
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for every class in every locality, were prescribed by laws 
enforced by State-officers-whohad work legally dictated 
even for their young children, their blind, and their lame, 
and who were publicly' chastised for idleness: regimental 
discipline being applied to industry just as oui' modern 
advocate of strong government would have it now. The late 
Japanese system, completely military in. origin and nature, 
simihu'ly permeated industry: great and small things
houses, ships, down even to mats-'-were prescribed in their 
structures. In the warlike monarchy of Madagascar the' 
artizanclasses are in the employ of government, and no man 
can change his occupation or locality under pain of death. 
Without multiplication of cases, these typical ones, reminding 
the reader of the extent to which even in modern fighting 
States industrial activities are officially regulated, will 
sufficiently show the principle. Not industry only, 
but life at large, is, in militant societies, subject to kindred 
discipline. Before its recent collapse the government of 
Japan enforced sumptuary laws on each class, mercantile and 
other, up to the provincial governors, who must rise, dine, go 
out, give audience, and retire to rest at prescribed hours; 
and the native literature specifics regulations of a scarcely 
credible minuteness. In ancient Peru,· officers "minutely 
inspected 'the houses, to see that the man, as well as his 
wife, kept the household in proper order, and preserved a 
due state of discipline among their children;"· and house
holders were rewarded or chastised accordingly; Among the 
Egyptians of old each person had, at fixed intervals, to report 
to the local authority his name, abode, and mode of living . 
. Sparta, too, yields an example of a society specially 
organized for offence and defence, in which the private con
duct of citizens in all its details was under public control, 
'enforced by, spies and censors. Though regulations so 
stringent have not characterized the militant type in more 
recent ;ages, yet we need but recall the laws regulating food 
and dress, the restraints on locomotion, the prohibitions of 
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: some gltmes ~d dictation Qf others. tQ :indi~ate the par~llelisxn 
of principle. EyeD now where the military orga~izatioDhas 
b.een kept in vigour .b,ymilitaryactivities, as in France,.we 
are shown by the. peremptory control. of. journals and., sup
pression of meetings~ . by the regi~ep.tal ,ulJiformity· af 
education, by the official administration of.:the fine ~rts,the 
way jn which its characteristic regulating system ramifies 
everywhere. And thell, lastly, is. to be. noted the 
theory concerning .the relation. between· the State and the 
individual, with its accompanying se)1timen,t. 'l'his structure, 
which adapts a society fo~ combined action against .other 
societies, is associated with the belief that its members exist 
for the benefit of the whole and not the whole for the benefit 
of its members. As in an army the liberty of the soillier is 
denied and only his duty as a member of the mass· insisted 
on; as in a permanently encamped army like the Spartan 
nation, the laws recognize no personal interests, but patriotic 
ones only ;so in the militant type throughout, the claims of 
the unit are nothing ~nd the claims of the. aggregate every
thing. ,Absolute. subjection to authority is the supreme 
virtue and resistance to it a crime. Other offences may be 
condoned, but disloyalty is an unpardonable offence. If we 
take the sentiments of the sanguinary Fijians, among whom 
loyalty is so intense that a man stands unbound to' be 
knocked on the head, himself saying that what the king wills 
must be done; or those of the Dahomans, among whom the 
llighest offi.cials are the king's slaves. and. on his decease his 
women sacrifice one another that they may all follow him;. or 
those of the ancient Peruvians, among whom with a dead' 
Ynca, or great Curaca, were buried alive his .favourite at. 
tendantsand wives that they miglIt go to serve him in the 
other world;. or those of the ancient Persians, among whom 
a father, seeing his innocent son shot by the king in. pure 
wautonness, "felicitated" the king "on the excellence of his 
archery," and among whombastinadoed subjects .~ declared 
themselve~ delighted because his majesty had condescended· 
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to recollect them;" we are sufficiently shown that in this 
social type, the sentiment which prompts assertion of per
sonal rights in opposition to a ruling power, scarcely exists. 

ThUs the trait characterizing the· militant structure 
throughout, is that its units are coerced into their various 
combined actions. As the soldier's Will is so suspended that 
he becomes in everything the agent of his officer's will; so is 
the will of the citizen in all transactions, private and public, 
overruled by that of the government. The co-operation by 
which the life. of the militant society is maintained, is a 
compulsory co-operation. The social structure adapted for 
dealing with surrounding hostile societies is under a cen
tralized regulating system, to which all the parts are com
pletely subject; just as in the individual orgarusm the outer 
organs are completely subject to the chief nervous centre. 

§'260.The traits of the industrial type have to be general
ized from inadequate and entangled. data. Antagonism 
more or less constant with other societies, having been 
almost everywhere and always the 'condition of each society, 
a social structure fitted for offence and defence exists in 
nearly all cases, and disguises the structure which social 
sustentation alone otherwise originates. Such conception as 
may be formed of it has to be formed from what we find in 
the few simple societies which have been habitually peaceful, 
and in the advanced compound 'societies which, though once 
habitually militant, have become gradually less so., 

Already I have referred to the chiefless Arafuras, living 
in "peace and brotherly love with one another," of whom we 
are told that "they recognize the. right of property in the 
fullest sense of the word, without there being any authority 
among them than the decisions of their elders, according to 
the customs of their forefathel-5." That is, there has grown 
up 8 recognition of mutual claims arid personal rights, with 
voluntary submission to 8 tacitly-elected representative 
goyernment formed. of the most experienced. A.mong the 
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Todas II who lead a peaceful, tranquil life," disputes are 
. "settled either by arbitration" or by "a council of five." 
The amiable Bodo and Dhimals, said to be wholly unmilitary, 
display an essentially~free social form. They have nothing 
but powerless head men, and are without slaves. or servants i 

. but they give mutual assistance in clearing ground and house
building: there is voluntary exchange of services-giving of 
equivalents of labour. The Mishmis again, described as quiet, 
inoffensive, not warlike, and only occasionally uniting in self- . 
clefence, have scarcely any political organization. Their village 
communities under merely nominal chiefs acknowledge no 
common chief of the tribe, and the rule is democratic: crimes 
are judged by an assembly. Naturally few, if any, 
cases occur in which societies of this type have evolved into 
larger societies without passing into the militant type i for, 

. as we have seen, the consolidation. of simple aggregates into 
a compound aggregate habitually results from war, defensive 
or offensive, which, if continued, evolves a centralized authority 
with its coercive institutions. The Pueblos, however, indus
trious and' peaceful agriculturists, who, building their unique 
villages, or compound houses containing 2,000 people, in 
such ways as to "wall out black barbarism," fight only when 
invaded, show us a democratic form. of government: "the 
goverilOr and his council are elected annually by the people." 
The case of Samoa, too, may be named as showing to some 
extent how, in one of. these compound communities where 
the warlike activity is now not considerable, decline in the 
Tigidity of political control has gone along with some evolu
tion of the industrial type. Chiefs and minor heads, partly 
hereditary, partly elective, are held responsible for the conduct 
of affairs: there are village-parliaments and district-yarlia
ments. Along with this we find a considerably-developed 
sustaining organization separate from th~ political-masters 
who have apprentices, employ journeymen, and pay wages i 
and when payment for work is inadequa.te, there are even 
stTikes upheld by a tacit trades-unionism. Passing 
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. to more evolved societies it must be observed,first, that the 
distinctive trnits of the industrial type do not become marked, 

,cven where the industrial activity is considerable, so long 
. as the industrial government remains identified with the 
political In Phrenicia, for example, the foreign wholesale 
trade seems to have belonged mostly to the State, the kings, 
and the nobles. Ezekiel describes the king of Tyrus as a 
prudent commercial prince, who finds' out the precious metals 
in their hidden seats, enriches himself by getting them, 
and increascs these riches by traffic. Clearly, where the 
political and military heads have thus themselves become the 
heads of the industri!ll organization, the traits distinctive of 
it are prevented from showing themselves. Of ancient 
societies to be named in connexion with the relation between 
industrial activities and free institutions, Athens will bEl at 
once thought of; and, by contrast with other Greek States, 
it showed tIlls relation as clearly as can be expected. Up 
to the time of Solon all these communities were under 
either oligarchies or despots. Those of them in which war 
continued to be the honoured occupation while industry 
was despised, retained this political type; but in Athens, 
where industry was regarded with comparative respect, 
where it was· encouraged by Solon, and where immi
grant nrtizans found a home, there grew up an. industrial 
organization which distinguished the Athenian society 
from adjacent societies, while it was also distinguished fl'om 
them by those democratio institutions that simultaneously 
developed. Turning to later times, the J'elation 
between a social regime predominantly industrial and a less 
coercive form of rule, is shown us by tlle Hanse Towns, 
by the towns of the Low Countries out of which the Dutch 
Republio arose, and in high degrees by ourselves, by the 
United States, and by our colonies. Along with wars less 
frequent and these carried on at a distance; and along with 
an accompanying growtli of agriculture, manufactures, and 
commerce, beyond that of continental states more military 
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in habit; there has gone in England a development of free 
institutions; As further implying that the two are related 
as cause and consequence, there may he noted the fact that 
the regions whence changes towards greater political liberty 
have come, are the leading industrial regions; and that rural 
districts, less characterized by cons taut _ tradiug transactions, 
have retained longer the earlier type with its appropriate 
sentiments and ideas. In the form of ecclesiastical 
government we see parallel changes. Where the industrial 
activities and structw'es cvolve, .this branch of the regulating 
system, no longer as in the militant type a rigid llierarcby 
little by little loses strength, while there grows up one of a 
different kind: sentiments and· institutions both relaxing. 
Right of private judgment in religious matters gradually 
establishes itself along with establishment of political rights. 
In place of a uniform belief imperatively . enforced, there 
come multiform beliefs voluntarily accepted; and the ever
multiplying' bodies espousing these beliefs, instead of being 
governed despotically, govern themselves after iii, manner 
more or less representative. Military conformity coercively 
maintained gives place to a varied non-conformity main
tained by willing union. The industrial organiza,. 
tion itself, which thus as it becomes· predominant affects aU 
the rest, of course shows us in an especial degree this change 
of structure. From the primitive condition under which the 
master maintains slaves to work for him, there is a transi
tion through stages of increasing freedom to a condition like 
our own, in which all who work and employ, buy and sell, 
are entirely independent; and in which there is an unchecked 
power of forming unions that rule themselves on democratic 

. principles.. Combinations of workmen and counter-combina
tions of employers, no less than political societies and 
leagues for carrying on this or that agitation, show . us. the 
representative mode of government l which. characterizes 0.11;0 

every joint,.stock company, for mining, banking,. railway
making, or other commercial enterprise. }'ul'thcr. 
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we see that as in the niilitant. type the mode of regulation 
ramifies into all minor departments of social activity, so here 
does the industrial mode of regulation. Multitudinous 
objects are achieved by spontaneously-evolved combinations 
of citizens governed representatively. ,The tendency 'to this 
Idnd of organization is so ingrained that for every proposed 
end the proposed means is a society ruled by an elected com-, 
mittee headed by an elected chairman-philanthropic asso
ciations of multitudinous kinds, literary institutions, libraries, 
clubs, bodies for fostering the, various sciences and arts, etc" 
etc. Along with all which traits there go senti
ments and ideas' conceming the relation between the citizen 
and the State, opposite' to. those accompanying the ~ilitant 
type. In place of the doctrine that the duty of obedience to 
the governing agent is unqualified, there arises the doctrine 
that the will of the citizens is supreme and the governing 
agent exists merely to carry out their will. Thus sub
ordinated in position, the regulating power is also restricted 
in range. Instead of having an authority extending over 
actions of all kinds, it is shut out from large classes of 
actions. Its control over ways of living in respect to food, 
clothing, amusements, is l'epudiated; it is not allowed to dictate 
modes of production nor to regUlate trade. Nor is 
this all. It becomes a duty to I'esist irresponsible govern
ment, and also to resist the excesses of responllible govern
ment.There arises a tendency in minorities to disobey even 
the legislature deputed by.the majority, when it interferes ill 
certain ways; and their oppositions to laws they condemn as 
inequitable, from time to time cause abolitions of them. 
With which changes of political theory and accompanying 
sentiment, is joined a belief, implied or avowed, that the 
combined actions of the social aggregate have for their end 
to maintain the conditions under'which. individualliv.es may 
be satisfactorily carried on; in place. of, the old belief that' 
individual lives have for their end the maintenance of this 
aggregate's combined actions. 
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These pervading traits in which the industrial type differs 
so widely from the militant type, originate in those relations 
of individuals implied by industrial activities, which are 
wholly unlike those implied by militant activities. All 
trading transactions, whether between masters and workmen, 
buyers and sellers of commodities, or· professional men and 
those they aid, are effected by free exchange. For some 
benefit v.:hich A's business enables him to give, B willingly 
yields up an equivalent benefit: if not in the form of some
thing he has produced, then in the form of money gained by 
his occupation. This relation, in which the mutual rendering 
of services is unforced aud neither individual subordinated, 
becomes the predominant relation throughout society in pro
portion as the industrial activities predominate. Daily 
determining the thoughts and sentiments, daily disciplining 
all in asserting their own claims while forcing them to 
recognize the correlative claims of others, it produces social 
units . whose mental structures and habits mould social 
'arrangemimts into corresponding forms. There results a 
type characterized throughout by that same individual 
fl'eedom which every commercial transaction· implies. The 
co-operation by which the multiform activities of the society 
are carried on, becomes a 'VOluntary co-operation. And while 
the developed sustaining system which gives to a social 
organism the industrial type, acquires for itself, like the 
developed sustaining system of. an animal, a regulating 
apparatus of a diffused or uncentralized kind; it tends also 
to decentralize the primary regulating apparatus, by making 
it derive from more numerous classes its deputed powers. 

§ 261. The essential traits of these two social types are in 
most cases obscured, both by the antecedents and by the co
existing circumstances. Every society has been, at each past 
period, and is at present, conditioned in a way more or less 
unlike the ways in which others have been and are con
ditioned. Hence the production· of structures characterizing 
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one or other of these opposed· types, is, in every -instance, 
fur~hered, or hindered, or modified, in a special manner. 
Observe the several kinds of causes. 

There is, first, the deeply-organized: character of the par
ticular race, coming down from those pre-historic times 
during which the diffusion of mankind and differentiation of 
the varieties of man; took place. Very difficult to change, 
this must in. every case qualify differently the tendency 
towards assumption of either type. 

There is, next, the effect due to the immediately-preceding 
mode of life and social type. Neatly always the society 
we have to study 'contains. decayed institutions and habits 
belonging to an ancestral society otherwise circumstanced; 
and these pervert more or less the effects of circumstanges 
subsequently existing. 

Again, there are the peculiarities of the habitat in respect 
of contour, soil, climate, flora, fauna, severally affecting in 
one mode or other the activities, whether militant or indus
trial; and severally hindering or aiding, in some special way, 
the development of either type. 

Yet further, there are thE.J complications caused by the 
particular organizations and practices of surrounding sode
ties. For, supposing the amount of offensive or defensive 
action to be the same, the nature of it depends in each case 
on the nature of the antagonist action; and hence its reac
tive effects on structure vary with the character of the 
antagonist. Add to this that direct imitation of adjacent 
societies is a factor of some moment. 

There remains to be named an element of complication 
more potent perhaps than any of thes~ne which of itself 
often goes far to determine the type as militant, and which 
in every case profoundly modifies the social arrangements. I 
refe,r to the mixture of races caused by conquest 01' otherwise. 
We may properly treat of it separately under the head of 
social constitution-not, of course, constitution politically 
understood, but constituti911 understood as referring to the 
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relative llOmogeneity or heterogeneity of the units constituting 
the'social aggregate. 

§ 262. As the nature of the aggregate, partially deterinined' 
by environing conditions, is in other respects determined by 
the natures of its units, where its units are of diverse natures 
the degrees of contrast between the two or mOre kinds of 
them, and .the degrees of union among them, must greatly 
affect the results. Are they of unallied races or of races near 
akin; and do they remain separate or do they mix? 

Clearly where it h~s happened that a conquering race, 
continuing to govern a subject race, has developed the mili
tant \regulating system throughout the whole social strueture, 
and for ages habituated its units to compulsory co-operation 
-where it has also happened that the correlative ecclesias
tical system with its appropriate cult, has given to absolute 
subordination the religious sanction-and especially where, 
as in China, each individual is educated by the governing 
power and stamped with the appropriate ideas of duty which 
it is heresy to question; it becomes impossible for any con
siderable change to be wrought in the social structure by 
other influences. It is the law of all organization that as it 
becomes complete it becomes rigid. Only where incomplete
ness implies a remaining plasticity, is it possible for the type 
to develop from the original militant form to the form which 
industrial activity generates. Especially where the 
,two races, contrasted in their natures, do not mix, social co
operation implies a compulsory regulating system: the 
militant form of structure which the dominant impose 
ramifies throughout. Ancient Peru furnished nn extreme 
caSe; and the Ottoman empire may be instanced. Socia] 
constitutions of this kind, in which races having aptitudes 
for forming unlike structures co-exist, are in states ofullstable 
equilibrium. Any considerable shock dissolves the organiza
tion; and in the absence of unity of tendency, re-establish
ment of it is difficult if not impossible. In case'! 
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where the conquering and conquered, though widely unlike, 
intermarry extensively, a kindred effect is produced in another 
way. The conflicting' tendencies towards different social 
types, instead of existing in separate individuals, now exist 
in the same individual. The half-caste, inheriting from one" 
line of ancestry proclivities adapted to one set of institutions, 
and from the other line of ancestry proclivities adapted to 
another set of institutions, is not fitted for either. He is a 
unit whose nature has not been moulded by any social type, 
'and therefore cannot, wi~h others like himself, evolve any 
social type. Modern Mexico and 'the Sou~h Americall 
Republics, with their perpetual revolutions, show us the 
result. It is observable, too, that where races of 
strongly-contrasted natures have mixed more or less, or, 
remaining but little mixed, occupy adjacent areas subject to 
the same government, the equilibrium maintained so long as 
that government keeps up the coercive form, shows itself to 
be unstable when the coercion relaxes. Spain with its divers~ 
peoples, Basque, Celtic, Gothic, Moorish, Jewish, partially 
mingled and partially localized, shows us this result. 

Small differences. however, seem advantageous. Sundry 
instances point to the conclusion that a society formed from 
nearly-allied peoples of which the conquering eventually 
mingles with the conquered, is relatively well fitted for' 
progress. From their fusion results a community which, 
determined in its leading traits by the character common to 
the two, is prevented by their differences of character from 
being determined in its minor traits-is left capable of 
taking on new arrangements wrought by new influences:' 
medium plasticity allows those changes of structure consti-' 
tuting advance in heterogeneity. One example is furnished 
us by the Hebrews; who, notwithstanding their boasted 
purity of blood, resulted from a mixing of many Semitic 
varieties in the country east of the Nile, and who, both in· 
their wanderings and after the conquest of Palestine, went 
on amalgamating kindred tribes. Another is supplied by the 
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Athenians, whose progress had for antecedent the mingling 
of numerous immigrants from other Greek states with the 
Greeks of the locality. The fusion' by .conquest of the 
I:oma~ with other Aryan tribes, Sabini, Sabelli, !lnd 
S:lmnites, preceded the first ascending stage of the Roman . 
civilization. And our own country,' peopled by different. 
divisions of the Aryan race, and mainly by varieti~of 
Scandinavians, again illustrates this effect produced by the 
mixture of units sufficiently alike to co-operate in the same 
social system, but sufficiently unlike to prevent that social 
system from becoming forthwith definite in structure. 

Admitting that the evidence where so many causes are in 
operation cannot be satisfactorily disentangled, and claiming 
only probability for these inductions ,respecting social con
stitutions, it remains to point out their analogy to certain 
inductions respecting the constitutions of .individual living 
things. Between organisms widely unlik~ in kind, no 
progeny can arise: the physiological ;unit!! contributed 
by them respectively to form .a fertilized germ, caunot work 
together so as to produce .a new' organisIIl. Evidently as, 
while multiplying, each class of units tends to build itself 
into its peculiar type of structure, their conflict. prevents 
the formation of any structure. If the two organisms 
are less unlike in kind-belonging, say, to the same genu~ 
though to different species-the two structure~ which their,' 
two groups of physiological units tend to build up, being 
tolerably similar, these can, an\! do, co-operate in making an. 
organism that is intermediate. But this, though it will 
work, is .imperfect in its .latest-evolved parts: . there' results 
a mule incapable of propagating. If, instead of different. 
species, remote varieties are united, the intermediate.organ~, 
ism is .not infertile; but many facts ,suggest the conclusion, 
that infertility results in ,subsequent generations: the in~. 
congruous working <If the united structure~,' though longer. 
in showing ,itself, come~ out ultimately. And then, ,finally" 
if instead of remote varieties, varieties nearly allied are, 

20 
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united, a permanently-fertile breed results;· and, while the 
slight differences' of the two kinds' of physiological units are 
not such as to prevent harmonious co-operation, they are 
such as conduce to plasticity and unusually vigorous growth. 

Here,then, seems a parallel to the conclusion indicated 
above, that hybrid .societies are imperfectly ·organizable"'
cannot grow into fOl'DlS completely; stable; while societies 
which' have been evolve'dfrom mixtures .of nearly-allied 
varieties· of man, can" assume stable structures, and have 
an advantageous modifiability~ .. " 

§263. We' class societies, then, in two ways; :both having 
tQ be kept in'mindwhen interpreting social phenomenao. . " I 

First, they have to ·bearranged in the order of their inte"; 
gration; . as . simple, ~ompound" doublywcompound; , trebly
compound. And ~along;.with the' inCreasing- degrees·of 
evolution . implied by'these -ascending stages of composition; 
we have to recogni~e the· increasing degrees of' evolution" 
implied by growing heterogeneity" general and local " 
, 1\fuch less definite ,is the· division ·to ·be ·made among 
societies acc6rding as one'or other of their great systems 'Of 
organs' is" supreme. ·Omitting those lowest types which' 
show no differentiations at ·alliwe have but··few exceptions' 
to the rule that each soeiety has .structures for carrying on 

. conflict with other ·societies and structures for· catrying ''On 
sustentation; and as~ the ratios between' these admit of all 
gradations,' it results that.: no specific' classification • can· -be' 
based on their 1:elative developments .. Nevertheless; ·as· the' 
militant type, characteri~ed by predominance of the 'One, is 
:t;l'amed On the' principle of, compulsory- co-'Operation,' while' 
the ·industrial type; characterized by predominance: of· the; 
other; is framed on the. ·principle of·voluntaryct>~perittion.· 
the two ; types,' when .severally:evolved to their :-extrein~ 
;forms,; ate diametrically :opposed; and tlle:.contrastsbetweerii 
their traits 'areamon" ·,the : most- :importanfTwith"wliich' 

b .• 

Sociology has to deal.· .! 
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Were this the fit place, some pages might be added re
specting a possible future social type, differing as much 
from the industrial as this does from the militant-a type 
which, havWg a sustaining system more fully developed 
than aJlY we know at present, will use the products of, in
dustry neither for maintaining a militant organization nor 
exclusively for material aggrandizement; but will devotl? 
them to the carrying on of higher activities. As the contrast 
between the militant and the, industrial types, is indicated 
by inversion of the belief that individuals exist for the benefit 
of the State into . the belief that the State exists for the 
benefit of individuals; so the contrast between the indus
trial type and- the : type likely to be evolved from. it,'i~ 
indicated by inversion 'of the belief that' life' is for ,worl(, 
into the belief that work is, for life. But we 'are here. con" 
cerned with inductions derived from ,societies that, hay9\' 
been and are, and cannot .enter upon speculations respecf;ing; 
societies that may be: Merely naming as a sign, the multi-, 
plication of institutions and appliances for intellectuOl :and, 
resthetic culture, and for kindredactivi~ies not of a d4'ectly 
life-sustaining kind but of a kind, having 'gratification. fol' 
their immediate purpose, I can here say no more. 

Returning from this parenthetical suggestion, there :rema~ns 
the remark that to the complications caused by c~ossings 
of the two classifications set forth, have to be' added the 
complications caused' by unioris of races ,widelY" unlike or, 
little unlike; which here mix: not at ail, 'there partially, and 
in other cases wholly. Respecting these kinds of constitu., 
tions, we have. cOlJ.sidera'blewarrant for concluding· that. tha 
hybrid kind, essentially unstable,. admits of being organized 
ouly on the' principle 'of compulsory eo-operation; since'~Ii.its. 
much opposed in their natures cannot work;', together '. spon" 
taneously~ While; conversely,: ,the ,'kind ,characterized, br. 
likeness: in its units is Telatively~t!tble; 'and under 'fit .condi'l 
tions may evolve into the industrW type:, especially :if the 
likeness is qualified by slight differences." " 
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CHAPTER XL 

SOCUlL METAMOTIPHOSEa 

., § 264. VEruFICATION of the general view set forth in the 
last chapter, is gained by observing the alterations of social 
structures which follow alterations of social activities; and 
here again we find analogies between social organisms and 
ipdividual organisms. In both there is metamorphosis 
consequent on change from a wandering life to a settled 
life; in both there is metamorphosis consequent 'onchnnge 
from a life exercising mainly the inner or sustaining system, 
to ·a life exercising the outer or expending system; and in 
both there is a reverse metamorphosis. 

The young of many invertebrate creatures, annulose and 
molluscous, pass through early stages during which they 
move' about actively. Presently comes a settling down in 
Some fit' habitat,:a dwindling away of the locomotive 
organs and the guiding appliances which they.had, a growth. 
of those' other organs now needed for appropriating such 
food as the environment supplies, and a rapid enlarge
ment of the sustaining system. A transformation 
opposite in nature, is made familiar to us by the passage 
from larva to imago in insects. Surrounded by food, the 
future moth or fly develops'almost exclusively its sustaining 
system; has but rudimentary limbs or none at all; and has 
proportionately imperfect senses. After growing immensely 
and accumulating much plastic material, it begins to un-

.•. . .. ' ~. 
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fold its external organs with their appropria~ regulating 
apparatus, while its organs of nutrition decrease; and it thus 

, fits itself for active dealings with environing exilitences. 
The one truth, common to these opposite kinds of ~eta

morphoses, which here concerns us, is that the two great 
systems of structures for carrying on outer activiti/ils and 
inner activities respectively, severally dwindle or develop 
according to the life the aggregate lends. Though in the 
absence of social types fixed by repeated inheritance, we 
cannot have social metamorphoses thus definitely related to 
changes of life arising in definite order, analogy implies that 
which we have already seen reason to infer i namely, that 
the outer and inner structures with their regulating systems, 
severally increase or diminish according as the activities 
become more militant or more industrial. 

§ 265. Before observing how metamorphoses are, caused, 
let us observe how they are hindered. I have implied above 
that where it has not derived a specific structure from a line 
of ancestral societies leading similar lives, a society cannot 
undergo metamorphoses in a precise manner and order: the 
effects of surrounding influences predominate over the 
effects of inherited tendencies, Here may fitly be pointed 
out the converse truth, that where societies q,escending one 
from another in a series, have pursued like careers, there 
results a tJlle so far settled in its cycle ,of development, ma
turity, and decay, that ilo resists metamorphosis. 

Uncivilized tribes in general may be cited in illustration. 
They show little tendency to alter their social activities and 
structures unde)." changed circumstances, b,ut die out rather 
than adapt themselves. Even with superior varieties of men 
this happens; as, for example, with the wandering hordes 
of Arabs. Modern Bedouins show us a form of society which, 
so far as the evidence eniJ.bles us to judge, bas remained 
substantially the same these 3000 years or more, spite of 
contact with adjacent civilizations ; and there is evidence 
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that :in 'some Semites the nomadic type had, even in /lncient 
times; become so ingrained as to express itself in the reli
gion. 'Thus we'have' the Rechabite injUllction:.,.....,d Neither 
'shan :rebuild. 'house~ nor sow corn, nor plant vineyil.rd"nor 
have any, but :hll yo1.udays ye shall dwell in tents;" and 
'Yr. E.W: Robertson points out that-;. 

"One of the laws of ' the ancient Nabatreanconfederacy made it a 
: capital cJ"ime to sow,corn, to build a house, or plant a tree. .'. • It was 
,a ,fixed and settled principle in· the nomad to, reduce, the c~)Unt,y he 
,invaded to the condition of a waste and ,.open pasturage ...• 
'lIe looked upon such a course as a religious, duty." . 

, ,Change from the migratory to the settled state, hindered 
'by' persistence of the, primitive social type, is'!llso otherwise 
'llindered. Describing the Hill Tribes on the Kuladyne 
niver, Arracari, Lieut. Lattcrsays:- ' 

"A piece .of ground rarely yields more than one' 'crop j in each 
successive year other spots are in like manner chosen, till all those 
around the ,'illage' are exhausted j a move is then made to another 

,locality, fresh' habitations are' erected, and the same ,process gone 
, through, These migrations occur about every third year, and they are 
the means, by which long periods of time are calculated j thus a 
Toungtha will tell you that such and such an event occurred so many 

, migrations since." 

Evidently a practice 'of this kind, prompted partly by the 
restiessness inherited from ancestral nomads, is partly due 

,to undeveloped agriculture-to the absence of those means 
by which, in a thickly-peopled country, the soil is made 
'permanently fertile. This intermediate state between the 
wandering and the stationary is common throughout Africa. 
It is ' remarked that "society in Africa is a, plant of 
herbaceous character, without any solid or enduring stem; 
rank in: growth, 'rapid in decay, and admitting of beillg 
burned down annually without any diminution of its general 
productiveness." Reade tells us that" the natives of 'Equa
torial Africa are perpetually changing the sites ,0£ their 
villages." Of the Bechuanas, Thompson says-" Their 
towns are often so considerable as to contain many thousand 
people j and yet they are~ removable at the' caprice of the 
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chief, like an .Arab camp." And a like . state o~. t~~ngs 
existed.in primitive Europe : families and s~all.communities 
in each tribe, migrated from Qne, part of the t#bal~~f.r~tor7 
'to another. Thus from· the temporary ~illa~es o~ Ih.UP.t~~s 
like the N ortli . American . Indians. and frolA, the t~!llporary 
encampments 'of pastoral hordes,: the transition, to s~ttled 

'agricultural communities .is very: gradual: .the earlier.ljlode 
of life; frequently resumed, is but slowly outgrown. . 

When studying the' social metamorphnses that follow 
altered social activities, we have therefore to bea~ in mu:i'd 
those resistances to change ~ hic11 the inherited social'type 
offers, and also those resistances to change caused byp~tia.l 
continuance of old conditions. Further, we may anticipate 
reversion if the old conditions begin again to predominate. 

§ 266. Of chief interest to us here are the transformatlo1\s 
. of . the militant. into th.& industrial and the' industrial· jnt,o 
the militant. And especially'we have to note how the in.
dustrial type, partially developed in a few cases, retrograd~s 
towards the militant type if international conflicts recur.: ,~ 

When comparing these two types we saw how the com,
pulsory co-operation, which military activity l1ecessitat~si:,~ 
contrasted with the voluntary co-operation which,.8o de'Je~
oped industrial activity necessitates; and we saw that 'Yl1e~e 
'the coercive regulating system proper to the 9.pe. ,1}.o.s 
·not become too l'igid,· the ,non-coercive' regulatingsy$te~ 
'proper to the other begins to, show itself as jndustl'y 
flourishes' unchecked by war. The great liberi~,ation, ,<?f 
political arrangements whi,ch, qccurred among .'lUrsely~s 
during the long peace that commenced in 1815, furnishes an 

,illustration.' An example of this metamorphosis: is' s~pplied 
.' by Norway, too, in which country absence of :war and growth 
'of free ,institutions have gone toge~her.But ouratten~ion 
,is demanded chiefly by the proofs that revived, bel1ige~ent 
,habits re-develop the miJitant type ,of structure. . 

Not dwelling on the inst~nces to, be found in a.ncient 
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history, nor on the twice-repeated lapse of the rising Dutch 
Republic into a monarchy under the reactive in1luences 
of war, nor on the reversion from parliamentary govern
ment to despotic government which resulted from the wars of 
ihe Protectora~ among ourselves, nor on the effect which 
9. career of conquest had in changing the first French Republic 
into Ii. military despotism j it will suffice if we contemplate 
the . evidence yielded in recent years. How, since the 
establishment' of a stronger centralized power in Germany 
by war, a more coercive regime has shown itself, we see in 
the dealings of Bismarck with the ecclesiastical powers; 
in the laying down by Moltke of the doctrine that both for 
safety from foreign attack and guardianship of order at 
home, it is needful that the supplies for the army shoulcl 
not be dependent on a parliamentary vote j and again i1l 

'thc meaSllres lately taken for centralizing the State-control 
of German railways. In France we have as usual the chief 
soldier becoming the chief ruler j the maintenance, in many 

. parts, of that state of siege which originated with the war; 
and the continuance by a nominally-free form of government 
of many restrictions upon freedom. But the kindred changes 
of late undergone by our own society, furnish the ·clearest 
illustrations; because the industrial type having developed 
here further than on the Continent, there is more scope 
for retrogression. 

Actual wars and preparations for possible wars, have con
spired to produce these changes. In the first place, since the 
accession of Louis Napoleon, which initiated the change, 
we have had the Crimean war, the war entailed by the 
I~dian Mutiny, the China war, and the more recent wars in 
Abyssinia and Ashantee.* In the second place,.'and chiefly, 
there has been the re-development of military organization 
and feeling here, caused by re-development of them abroad. 
That in nations as in individuals a threatening attitude 
. begets an attitude of defence, is a truth that needs no proof. 

• A.nd since this was written the A.fgham, Zulu, u.nd Egyptilm wars. 
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Hence among ourselves the recent growth of expenditure 
for army and navy, the making of fortifications, the forma
tion of the volunteer force, the establishment of permanent 
camps, the repetition of autumn manreuvres, the buildiilg of 
military stations throughout the kingdom. 

Of the traits accompanying this reversion towards. the 
militant type, we have first to note the revival of predatory 
activities. Always a structure assumed for defensive action, 
available also for offensive action, tends to initiate it. 
As in Athens the military and naval organization which was 
developed in coping with a foreign enemy, thereafter began 
to exercise itself aggressively; as in France the triumphant 
army of the Republic, formed to resist invasion, forthwith 
became an invader; so is it habitually-so is it now with 
ourselves. In China, India, Polynesia, Africa, the East 
Indian Archipelago, reasons-never wanting t{) the aggressor 
-are given forwideJiing our empire: without force if it may 
be, and with force if needfuL After annexing the }'iji 
Islands, voluntarily ceded only because there was no practic
able 8.lternative, there comes now the proposal to take 
possession of Samoa. Accepting in exchange for another, a 
territory subject to a treaty, we ignore the treaty and make 
the assertion of it a ground for war with the Ashantees. In 
Sherbro our agreements with native chiefs having brought 
about universal disorder, we send a body of soldiers to 
suppress it, and presently will allege the necessity of extend
ing our rule over a larger area. So again in Perak. A 
resident sent to advise becomes a l'esident who dictates; 
appoints lIS sultan the most plastic candidate in place of one 
preferred by the chiefs; arouses resistance which becomes 

. a plea for using force; finds usurpation of the government 
needful; has his proclamation tom down by a native, who 
is thereupon stabbed by the resident's servant; the resident 
is himself killed as a, consequence; then .(nothing being 
said of the murder of the native), the murder of the 
resident leads to outcrie~ for ve~geance.and a ~ilitary 
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expedition establishes British rule. ,De it in the slaying oC 
Karen tribe~' who resist:surveyors of ,the~rterrltory, or be it 
in the .demand: mad~' on :the. Chftnese ,jn :pursuance of the 
doctrine: that :a ,British· traveller, ,sacred where'ver he may: 
choose to intrude,shall hlJ.v~· his deat~ avenged on some 
one, we everywhere fud pretexts .forquarrels~hich lead 
to acquisitions. In the House .()f Commons ~d in the 
Press, the same spirit is shown.,:,During,th~ debate on the 
Suez.-Canal purchase,· our Prime Minister,referrfug to the 
possible annexation of. Egypt, said tha~ the . English people. 
wishing the Empire to be maintlloined, "will not be alarmed 
eveIiif it be increased;" and was cheered for so saying. 
And recently, urging that it is. time. to blot out Dahomey, the 
,,-eeklyorganof filibustering Christianity exclaims-" Let 
us take 'Whydah~ and leave the savage to recover it." 

And now, having· observed this re-development of 
m-med forces and revival of the predatory spirit, we may 
note that' .which. chiefly, concerns Us--:-the return towards 
the militant type in our institutions generally-the exten
sion of centralized administration and of compulsory regula
tion. In the first. place we see it within the governmental 
()rganization itself: the functions of courts-martial on naval 
disasters are usurped by the head of the naval department; 
the pow.ers .of ~he Indian Government are peremptorily 
l'c::stricted . by a :minister . at home; and county governing 
Lodies. see~g to put. part of their county burdens on the 
nation. at large. are simultaneously yielding up part. of their 
powers. Military officialism everywhere tends to usurp the 
place of civil officialism. We have military heads of the 
metropolitan and provip.cial police; military men hold 
offices. nnderthe Board of Works and: in. the Art depart
'ment; .. the inspectors of .railways are military IDen; and 
some municipal bodies in the provinces are, appointing 

. majors and captains to minor civil. offices in their gift: 
an inevitable result. being a style of administration which 
asserts authority mOl'e and regards individual· claims 
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less. Tbe spirit of such a system we see 'in the' design 
and' execution of. the Contagious: Diseases.. Acts-,-Acts 
which: emanated from the military .. and naval depart
ments, which over-ride those :guarantees 'of' individual free
domprovided by constitutional forqui, and. which. are 
administered by a " central police ,not responsible to local 
authorities. Akin in spirit is the general sanitary ~dictation 
. which, extending for these many years,has now end~d 
in the forination of several hrindred districts officered by 
medical men,' partly paid by the central government and 
under its supervisioll. Within- the organization of .the 
medical profession itself we see a congruous change: inde
pendent bodies who . give diplomas are; no longer to be 
toierated, but there must be unification-a single standard 
of examination. Poor-Law administration,.again, has been 
srowing more centralized: boards' of guardians. having had 
their freedom of action gradually. restricted by .orders from 
the Local Government 13oard. Moreover, while. the regu
lating centres in London have been absorbing .the functions 
()f provincial regulating centres, these have in their turn 
been usurping those of local trading comp&.Jrles. In sundry 
towns municipal bodies have become distributors of gaS 
and water; and now it is' urged (significantly enough· by a 
·militaryenthusiats) that the same shoUld 1>e done in London. 
Nay, these public agents have become builders t.oo~ The 
supplying of small houses having, by·.law-enforced cost ·.of 
'construction, been made unremunerative to private persons. 
is now in provincial towns to be Ulidertaken by the munici- . 
palities; and in London the Metropolitan Board having 
proposed that the rate-payers should' spend! so much to 
build houses for the poor in the Holborn district,: the 
Secretary of State says they' must spend'niore! Of 
like meaning is' the fact that our system· of. 'telegraphs, 
developed as a'. part of the. industrial' 'organization,: bas 
become a part of the governmental organization. . And then 
'1;imilarly showing the tendency towards increase .of goyern~ 
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mental structures at the expense of industrial struct,ures. 
there has been an active advocacy of State-purchase of 
railways-an advocacy which, has ,been for the present 
'suspended' only because of the national loss entailed by 
purchase of the telegraphs.' How pervading is the influence 
we see in the schemes of a coercive philanthropy, which. 
invoking State-power to' improve people's conduct, disre
gards the proofs that the restrictions on conduct enacted 
of old, and in later times abolished as tyrannical, habitually 
had kindred motives. Men are to be made temperate by 
impediments to drinking-shall be less free than hitherto 
'to buy and sell certain articles. Instead of extending the 
principle proper to the industrial type, of providing quick 
and costless remedies for injuries, minor as well as major, 
which citizens inflict on one another, legislators extend the 
principle of preventing them by inspection. The arrange
ments in mines, factories, ships, lodging-houses, bakehouses, 
down even to water-closets.in private dwellings, are pre
scribed by laws carried out by officials. Not by quick and 
certain penalty for breach of contract is adulteration to be 
l'emedied, but by public analyzers. Benefits are not to be 
bought by men with the money their efficient work brings 
them, which is the law of voluntary co-operation, but bene
fits are given,irrespective of effort expended: without regard 
to their deserts, men shall be provided at the public cost 
with free libraries, free local museums, etc.; and from the 
savings of the more worthy shall be taken by the tax
gatherer means of supplying the less worthy who have not 
saved. Along with the tacit assumption that State-authority 

,over citizens has no. assignable limits, which is an assump-
tionproper to the militant type. there goes an unhesitating 
faith in State-judgment, also proper to the militant type. 
Bodily welfare and mental welfare are consigned to it without 
the least doubt of its capacity. Having by struggles through 
centuries deposed a power which, for their alleged eternal 
good, forced on men its teachings, we invoke another power 
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to force its teachings on men for their alleged temporal 
good. The compulsion once supposed to be justified in 
religious instruction by the infallible judgment of a Pope, is 
now supposed to be justified .in 'secular instruction by the 
infallible judgment of a Parliament; and thus, under 
penalty of imprisonment for resistance, there is established 
an education bad in matter, bad in manner, bad in order. 

Inevitably along with this partial reversion to the com
pulsory social system which accompanies partial reversion 
to the militant type of structure, there goes an appropriate 
change of sentiments. In essence Toryism stands for the 
control of the State verlfUS the freedom of the individual; 
and in essence Liberalism stands' for the freedom of the 
individual versus the control of the State. But whereas, 
during the previous peaceful period, individual liberty 
was extended by abolishing religious disabilities, establish
ing free-trade, removing impediments from the press, etc.; 
since the reversion began, the party which ~ff~cted these 
changes has vied with the opposite party in multiplying 
State-administrations which ,diminish individualli,berty. 
How Jar the principles of free government have been 
disregarded, and how directly this change is sequent upon 
the feeling which militant action fosters, is conclusively 
shown by the Suez-Canal business. A step which, .to say 
nothing of the pecuniary. cost, committed the nation to 
entanglements of a serious kind" was- taken by its ministry 
in lIuch manner tl1at its representative body had a nomina~ 
but no real, power of reversing it; and instead of protest 
against this disregard of, constitutional principles, there 
came general applause. The ,excuse accepted by all 
was the military exigency. The prompt action or' the 
co-ordinating 'centre by which offensive and defensive 
operations are directed, was said to necessitate this, ignoring 
of Parliament and this ,suspension of self-government. 
And the general sentiment, responding to the alleged need 
for keeping our 'hold on a conquered territory, not only 

~, : 
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forgave bUt rejoiced over this 'return towards ~ilitary 
rule. 

§ 267. of course soCial metamorPhoses. are- in every 
case . complicated' and obscured by special causes never 
twice a like~ Where rapid growth is' going on~ the) changes 
of structure accompanying increase of mass are involved 
with the ~hanges of structure resulting 'from -modification 
of type. Further, disentanglement' of the facts is-made 
difficult when the two great systems of organs for sustentation 
and external action are evolving simultaneously. ,This is 
our ,own citse. That re~development of structures for ex
ternal' action 'w hich '\\~e ha va been tracing, and that partial 
return: 'to if.: congruous social system, have not arrested the 
development, of the sustaining structures and' that' social 
systenithey foster. Hence ~UJidry changes' opposite to those 
enuIn~rated' above. While therevi;rlll Of ecclesiasticism 
having for cardinal principle subordination to authority, has 
harmonized' with' this reversion'towards themlIitant type, the 
increase of divisions in the Church, the assertions of indi
vidual' Judgment, and' the' relaXations or' dogma, have har
monized with the contrary movement. While new edilca
iional organizations tending towards regimental uniformity, 
are by 'eachfl'esh Act of Parliament made more rigid, the 
old' educati.onal organizations in' public schools and 'uni
versities, are being, made more plastic and less uniform. 
While there have been increasing interferences with the 
employment' of labour" wholly' at variance with the prin.;; 
dples ,'()~ voluntary co-operation,'they 'have not yet gone 
fa~ eU:ougli to reverse the free-trade' policy which ill
dustriih ,evoliition has' 'been' extending. l The interpretation 
'appears, 'to be' that while the old compulsory sys'tem of re
guiation 'hai. been abolished where its pressure 'had become 
~~tbl~~ab1~! ~this re-developineritof' it is \ going on "'her~ it.s 
pressure has not yet been felt. ".. '. . " .. , " 

Moreover; the ~asttransformation suddenly caused by 
railways and telegraphs, adds to the difficulty of tracing 
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lnetamorphoses of the kinds we are considering. Within 
a generation the social organism has passed from a 
stage like that of a cold-blooded creature with feeble 
circulation and rudimentary nerves, to a. stagc like that of a 
warm-blooded creature with efficient vascular system and a. 
developed nervous apparatus. To this more than to any 
other cause, are due the great changes in habits, beliefs, 
and sentiments, characterizing our generation. Manifestly, 
this rapid evolution of the distributing and internuncial 
structures, has aided the growth of both the industrial 
organization and the militant orgainzation: While pro
ductive activities have been facilitated, there has been, a 
furtherance of that centralization characterizing the social 
type required for offensive and defensive f!.ctions. 

But notwithstanding these disguising cQmplexities,.if we 
~Qntrast the period frQm 1815 to, 1~50withthe:petiQd fllom 
),850 to the present tiPJ,e, , we cannot Jllil to see that along 
wtth increased a):,mamentllL more ,,freque~tconflicts, and 
rElviyed miJ.i.tary sentiment, there has been a spread of 
compulsory regulations. Wllile nominally extended. by the 
giving of votes, the. freedom of. the individual has been: in 
many ways actually diminished; both by restrictions which 
ever-multiplying officials are appointed to, insist on; and: bY' 
the forcible taking of money to secure for him, pr . others a1> 
his expense, benefits previously left to. be, secured by ea.OO 
for himself. And. undeniably this is a return towards· that 
'coercive discipline which pervades· the whole "social life 

, where the militant typeis predominant. . "'. ( ,( 
, !In, JPetamorphoses" then, so ,far as they.are traceable;w€I 
9~cern general truths .. hru;moniziI).gwith those disclosed, by 
comparisons of types, .. ·Wlth. social. organisms, as, with; mdi..; 
vidual orga¢;ms, the j s~ructure, becomes.· adapted ,_t~J tha 
l!oGtivity., In.th~ one .. case !lsin the.o~her, if ciicumatancQ$. 
e~ta.i1 afunqamentalchinge in.the;mode ,of activity, there; 
l>y-and-by, res1J.lts .~.funda.menta1" changa ,in.'tha:rorm,'o£ 
structure. . And in, both cases. there' is. a· reversion towardS' 

, the o1d type if there is a resumption of the old activity: 



CHAPTER XII. 

,QUALIFICATIOXS AND SUMMARY. 

§ 268, On who made the analogi~s between individual 
organization and social organization his special subject, 
might carry them further in several directions. 

He might illustrate the general truth that as fast as 
structure approaches completeness, modifiability diminishes 
and growth ends. The finished animal, moulded in all 
details, resists change by the sum of those forces which have 
evolved its parts into their respective shapes; and the 
finished society does the like. In either case results, at 
length, rigidity. Every organ of the one and institution of 
the other becomes, as maturity is neared, more coherent and 
definite, and :oifel's a greater obstacle to alterations required 
either by increase of size or variation of conditions. 

Then he might enlarge on the fact that, as in individual 
,organisms so in social organisms, after the structures proper 
to the type have fully evolved there presently begins a slow 
~. He could not, indeed, furnish satisfactory proof of 

this; since ~mong ancient societies, essentially militant in 
their activities, dissolution by conquest habitually prevented 
the cycles of changes from being completed; and since 
modern societies are passing through ,their cycles. :But the 
minor ,parts of modern societies, especially dUfmg· those 
earlier times when local development was little'implicated 
with general development, would yield, him glfidcnr.p. Ho 
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might instance the fact that ancient corporate towns, with 
their guilds and regulations of industry, gradually made more 
numerous and stringent, slowly dwindled, and gave way 
before towns in which the absence of privileged classes per
mitted freedom of industry: the rigid old structure having 
its function usurpeq by a plastic new one. In each institu
tion. private or public, he might point to the· ever-multiplying 
usages and bye-laws, severally introduced to fit the actions 
to the passing time, but eventually making adaptation to a 
coming time impracticable. And he might infer that a like 
fate awaits each entire society, which, as its adjustments to 
present circumstances are finished, loses power to re-adjust 
itself to the circumstances of the future: eventually: dis
appearing, if not by violence, then by a decline consequent 
on inability to compete with younger and more modifiable 
societies. 

Were his speculative audacity sufficient, he might end by 
alleging parallelisms between the processes of reproduction 
in the two cases. Among primitive societies which habitu
ally multiply by fission, but are by conquest occasionally 
fused, group with group, after which there is presently 
a recurrence of fission, he might trace an analogy to what 
happens in the lowest types of organisms, which, multiplying 
fissiparously, from time to time reverse the process by that 
fusion which naturalists call conjugation. Then he might 
point out that in either case the larger and stationary types 
propagate by the dispersion of germs. Adult organisms which 
are fixed, send oft' groups of such units as they are them
selves composed of, to settle down elsewhere and grow illto 
organisms like themselves, as settled societies send oft' their 
groups of colonists. And he might even say that as union of 
the germinal group detached from one organism with a group 
detached from a similar organism, is either essential to, or 
conducive to, the vigorous evolution of a new organism; so 
the mixture of colonists derived from one society with others 
derived from a kindred society, is. if not essential to, still 

2 F 
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conducive to, the evolution of a new society more plastic 
than the old ones from which the mingled units were derived. 

But without committing ourselves to any such further 
adventurous suggestions, we may leave the comparison as it 
stands in preceding chapters. 

§ 269. This comparison has justified to a degree that 
could scarcely have been anticipated, the idea propounded 
by certain philosophers and implied even in popular lan:guage. 
Naturallyit happened that this idea took at first crude forms. 
Let us glance at some of them. 

In the Republic of Plato, asserting the fact, not even yet 
adequately l'ecognized, that" the States are as the men are; 
they grow out of human characters," Socrates is represented 
as arguing-" then if the constitutions of States are five, the 
dispositions of individual minds will also be five:" an absurd 
corollary from a rational proposition. Division of labour 
is described as a social need; but it is represented rather 
as having to be established than as establishing itself. 
Throughout, the conception, like indeed to conceptions that 
prevail still, is that society may be artificially arranged 
thus or tUus. Alleging such likeness between the State 
and the citizen that from the institutions of the one may 
be deduced the faculties of the other, Plato, with the 
belief that the States, growing "out of human characters," 
are" as the men are," joins the belief that these States, with 
charach'J.'~ thus determined, can yet determine the characters 
of their citizens. Chiefly, however, the erroneous nature of 
the analogy held by Plato to exist between the individual 
and the State, he shows by comparing reason, passion or 
spirit, and desire, in the one, to counsellors, au..xiliaries, and 
traders in the other. Not to the mutually-depende:lt parts 
of the bodily organization are the mutually-dependent parts of 
the political organization supposed to be analogous, but rather 
to the co-operAting powers of the mind. The con
ception of Hobbes in one respect only, approaches nearer .to 
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a rational conception. Like Plato he regards social organiza
tion not as natural but as factitious: propounding, as he does, 
the notion of a social contract as originating governmental 
institutions, and as endowing the sovereign with irrevocable 
authority. The analogy as conceived by him is best ex
pressed in his own words. He says :-" For by art is 
created that great LEVIATHAN called a COMMONWEALTH, or 
STATE,. in Latin CIVITAS, which is but an artificial man; though 
of greater stature and strength than the natural, for whose 
protection and defence it was intended; and in· which the 
8ot'ereignty is an artificial soul, as giving life and motion to 
the whole body; the magistrates, and other oiflcers of judica
ture, artificial joints; reward and punishment, by which 
fastened to the seat of the sovereignty every joint and mem
ber is moved to perform his duty, are the nerves, that do the 
same in the body natural;" etc, Here, in so far as the 
comparison drawn is in the main between the structures of 
the two, is it less indefensible than that of Plato; which is a, 
comparison between structures in the one and functions in 
the other. But the special analogies named are erroneous ; 
as is also, in common with that of Plato, the general analogy; 
since it is alleged between the organization of a society and 
the organization of a human being-an analogy far too 
special. Living at a later time, when biologists 
had revealed to some extent the principles of organization, 
and recognizing social structures as not artificially made but 
naturally developed, M. Comte avoided these errors; and, not 
comparing the social organism to an individual organism of 
anyone kind, held simply that the principles of organization 
are common to societies and animals. He regarded each 
stage nf social progress as a product of preceding stages; and 
lIe saw that the evolution of structures advances from the 
general to the special. He did not, however, entirely escapff 
the early misconception that institutions are artificial ar
rangements j for he inconsistently held it possible for societies 

2 p 2 
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. to be forthwith re-organized in conformity with the principles 
of his" Positive Philosophy." 

Here let it once more be distinctly asserted that there exist 
no analogies between the body politic and a living body, save 
those necessitated by that mutual dependence of parts. which 
they display in common. Though, in foregoing chapters, 
sundry comparisons of social structures and functions to 
structures and functions in the human body, have been made, 
they have been made only because structures and functions 
in the human body furnish familiar illustrations of structures 
and functions in general The social organism, discrete 
instead of concrete, asymmetrical instead of symmetrical, 
sensitive in all its units instead of having a single sensitive 
centre, is not comparable to any particular type of individual 
organism, animal or vegetal All kinds of creatures are alike 
in so far as each exhibits co-operation among its components 
for the benefit of the whole; and this trait, common to them, 
is a trait common also to societies. Further, among indi
vidual organisms, the degree of co-operation measures the 
degr~e of evolution; and this general truth, too, holds 
among social organisms. Once more, to effect increasing co
operation, creatures of every order show us increasingly
complex appliances for transfer and mutual influence; and 
to this general characteristic, societies of every order furnish 
a corresponding characteristic. These, then are the analogies 
alleged: community in the fundamental principles of organi
zation is the only community asserted.· 

§ 270. But now let us drop this alleged parallelism be
tween individual organizations and social organizations. I 
have used the analogies elaborated, but as a scaffolding to 

• This emphatio repudiaiion of the belief that there is any special analogy 
between the social organism and the human organism, I have a motive for 
making. A rude outline of the general conception elaborated in the preceding 
eleven chapters, was published by me in the Westminse.,..ReviewforJanuary. 
1860. In it I expressly rejected the conception of Plato and Hobbes, that 
there is A likeness between social organization and the organization of a 
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help in building up a coherent body of sociological inductions; 
Let us take away the ~ffolding: !he inductions will stand 
by themselves. 

We saw that societies are aggregates which grow; that in 
the various types of them there are great varieties in the 
growths reached; that types of sllccessively larger sizes 
result from the aggregation and re-aggregation of those of 
smaller sizes; and that this increase by coalescence, joined 
with interstitial increase, is the process through which have 
been formed the vast civilized nations. 

Along with increase of size in societies goes increase of 
structure. Pllmitive hordes are without established distinc
tions of parts. With growth of them into tribes habitually 
come some unlikenesses; both in the powers and 'Occupations 
of their members. Unions of tribes are followed by more 
unlikenesses, governmental and industrial-social grades 
running through the whole mass, and 'contrasts between the 
differently-occupied parts in different localities. Such dif
ferentiations mUltiply as the compounding progresses. :rhey 
proceed from the general to the special First the broad 
division between ruling and ruled; then within the ruling 
part clivisions into political, religious, military, and within 
the ruled part divisions into food-producing classes and 
handi-craftsmen; then within each of these divisions minor 
ones, and so on. 

Passing from the structural aspect to the fUJ:!ctional aspect; 
we note' that so long as all parts of a society have like 
natures and activities, there is hardly any mutual depen .. 
dence, and the aggregate scarcely forms a vital whole. As its 
parts assume different functions they become dependent on 
one another, so that injury to one hurts others; until, in 
highly-evolved societies, general perturbation is caused by 
derangement of any portion. This contrast between unde-

man; .saying that If there is no warrant whatever for assuming this." 
Nevertheless, a critirum on the article in the S"turiJ,,!! Review, ascribed to 
mu the idea which I had thus distinctly condemned. . 
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veloped and developed societies, arises from the fact tlUlt 
with increasing specialization of functic:ms comes increasing 
inability in each part to perform the functions of other parts. 

The organization of every society begins with a contrast 
between the division which carries on relations, habitually 
hostile, with environing societies, and the division which is 
devoted to. procuring necessaries of life; and during the 
earlier- stages of development these two divisions constitute 
the whole: Eventually there arises an intermediate division 
serving to, transfer products and influences from part to part. 
And in all subsequent stages, evolution of the two earlier 
systems of structures depends on evolution of this additional 
system .. 

While the society as a whole has the' character of its sus
taining system determined by the character of its environ
ment, inorganic a,nd organic, the respective parts of this 
system differentiate in adaptation to local circumstances; 
and, after primary industries have been thus localized and 
specialized, secondary industries dependent on them arise in 
conformity with the same principle. Further, as fast as 
societies become compounded and re-compounded, and the 
distributing system develops, the parts devoted to each kind 
of industry, originally scattered, aggregate in the most 
favourable localities; and the localized industrial structures, 
unlike the governmental structures, grow regardless of the 
original lines of division. , 

Itlcrease of size, resulting from the massing of groups, 
necessitates means of communication; both for achieving 
combined offensive and defensive actions, and for exchange 
of products. Faint tracks, then paths, rude roads, finishfld 
roads, successively arise; and as fast as intercourse is thus 
facilitated, there is a transition from direct barter to trading 
carried on by a separate class; out of which evolves a com
plex mercantile agency of wholesale and retail distributors. 
The movement of commodities effected by this agency, 
beginning as a slow ,:flux to and re-flux from certain places ali 
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long intervals, passes into rhythmical, regular, rapid currents; 
and materials for sustentation distributed hither and thither, 
from being few and crude become numerous and elaborated. 
Growing efficiency of transfer with greater variety of trans
ferred products, increases the mutual dependence of parts at 
the same time that it enables each part to fulfil its function 
better. 

Unlike the sustaining system, evolved by converse with 
the organic and inorganic environments, the regulating sys
tem is evolved by converse, offensive and defensive, with 
environing societies. In primitive headless groups temporary 
chieftainship results from temporary war; chronic hostilities 
generate permanent chieftainship; and gradually from the 
military control results the civil control. Habitual war;_ 
requiring prompt combination in the actions' of parts,. 
necessitates subordination. Societies in which there is little· 
subordination disappear, and leave outst~nding those in which 
subordination is great; and so there are produced, societies 
in which the habit fostered by war and surviving in peace" 
brings about permanent submission to a government.. The, 
centralized regulating system thus evolved, is. in early stages 
the sole regulating system. But in large societies. which, 
have become predominantly industrial, there is added a de
centralized regulating system for the industrial structures; 

. and this, at first subject in every way to the original system. 
acquires at length substantial independence. Finally there 
arises for the distributing structures also, an independent 
controlling agency. 

Societies fall firstly into the classes of simple, compound, t 
doubly-compound, trebly-compound; and from the lowest 
the transition to the highest is through these stages. Other
wise, though less definitely, societies ~ay be grouped as 
militant and industrial; of which the one type in its 
developed form is organized on the principle. of compulsory 
co-operation, while the other in its developed form is 
organized on the principle of voluntary co-operation. The 
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oIle is characterized not only by a despotic central power, but 
also by unlimited political control of personal conduct; while 
the other is characterized not only by a democratic or repre
sentative central power, but also by limitation of political 
control over personal conduct. 

Lastly we noted the corollary that change in the predomi
nant social activities brings metamorphosis. If, where the 
militant type has not elaborated into so rigid a form as to 
prevent change, a considerable industrial system arise~, there 
come mitigations of the coercive restraints characterizing 
the militant type, and weakening of its structures. Con
versely, where an industrial system largely developed has 
established freer social forms, resumption of offensive and 
defensive .activities Clj.uses reversion towards the militant 
type. 

§ 271. And now, summing up the results of this general 
survey, let us observe the extent to which we are prepared 
by it for further inquiries. 

The many facts contemplated unite in proving that social 
evolution forms a part of evolution at large. Like evolving 
aggregates in general, societies show integ1'ation, both by 
simple increase -of mll:ss and by coalescence and re-coales
cence of masses. The change from homogeneity to heteroge
neity is multitudinously exemplified; up from the simple 
tribe, alike in all its parts, to the civiiized nation, full of 
structural' and functional unlikenesses. 'With progressing 
integration and heterogeneity goes increasing coherence. We 
see the wandering group dispersing, dividing, held together 
by no bonds; the tribe with parts made more coherent by 
subordination toa dominant man; the cluster of tribes 
united in .11 political plexus under a chief with sub-chiefs; 
and so on up to the .civilizednation, consolidated enough to 
hold together for a thousand years or more. Simultaneously 
comes incl'easing definiteness. Social organization is at first 
vague. advance brings settled arrangements which grow 
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slowly more precise; customs pass into laws which~ while 
gaining fixity, also become more specific in their applications 
to varieties of actions; and all institutions, at first confusedly 
intermingled, slowly separate, at the same time that each 
within itself marks off more distinctly its component struc
tures. Thus in all respects is fulfilled the formula of evolu
tion. There is progress towards greater size, coherence, mul
tiformity, and definiteness. 

Besides these general truths, a number of special truths 
have been disclosed by our survey. Comparisons of societies 
in their ascending grades, have made manifest certain cardinal 
facts respecting their growths, structures, and functions 
-facts respecting the systems of structures, sustaining, 
distributing, regulating, of which they are composed; 
respecting the relations of these structures to the sur
rounding conditions and the dominant forms of social 
activities entailed; and respecting the metamorphoses of 
types caused by changes in the Ilctivities. The inductions 
arrived at, thus constituting in rude outline an Empirical 
Sociology, show that in social phenomena there is a general 
order of co-existence and sequence; and that therefore 
social phenomena form the subject-matter of a science 
reducible, in some measure at least, to the deductive form. 

Guided, then, by the law of evolution in general, aJ;ld, in 
subordination to it, guided by the foregoing inductions, we 
are now prepared for following out the. s~thesis of social 
phenomena. We must begin with those simplest ones pre
sented by tlle evolution of the family. 
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POSTSCRIPT TO PART IL 

Some remarks made in the Revue PMlo80pkUjIU for May, 1877, by an 
acute and yet sympathetic critic, M. Henri Marion, show me the need 
for adding here an explanation which may prevent other readers from 
being puzzled by a seeming inconsistency. 

M. Marion indicates the contrast I have drawn between. those 
individual organisms in which, along with a developed nutritive 
system there is an undeveloped nervous system, and those in 
which a developed nervous system enables the organism to co-ordinatE' 
its outer actions so as to secure prey and escape enemies: rightly 
saying that I class the :first as relatively low and the second as relatively 
high. He then points out that I regard as analogous to these types of 
individual organisms, those types of social organisms which are 
characterized, the one by a largely-developed sustaining or indus
trial system with a feeble regulating or governmental system, and the 
other by a less-developed industrial system joined with a centralized 
governmental system, enabling the society effectually to combine its 
forces in conflict with other societies. And he proceeds to show that 
though, in classing the types of animals, I put those with undeveloped 
nervous systems as low and those with developed nervous. systems 
as high; in classing societies I tacitly imply that those with pre
dominant industrial or sustaining systems are superior to those with 
highly-centralized lind powerful regulating systems. He says:
"En naturaliste qu'il est, il regards visiblement comme supGrieurs aux 
autres les Mats les plus centralisGs.» (III, 516.) And then commenting 
on the dislike which, as .. an Englishman of the Liberal school," I 
show for such centralized societies, and my admiration for the free, 
less·governed, industrial societies, he emphasizes the incongruity by 
saying :-" Mais bient8t Ie moraliste en lui combat Ie naturaliste ; 
et 1& libertG individuelle, principe d'anarchie cependant, trouve en 
lui un dHenseur aussi chaleureux qu'inattendu." (ib.) 

I regret that when writing the foregoing chapters I omitted to contrast 
the lives of individual organisms and of social organisms in such way as 
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to show the origin of this seeming incongruity. U IS \tms :-mmVluual 
organisms, whether low or high, haveto maintain theiI1lives by offensive 
or defensive activities, or both: to get food anq escape ene~ies 
ever remain· the essential requirements. Hence the need for a 
regulating system by which the actions of senses anld limbs may be 
co-ordinated. Hence the superiority that results fr~m a centralized 
nervons apparatus to which all the outer organs 'are completely 
subordinate. It is otherwise with societies. Doubt~ during the 
militant stages of social evolution, the lives of societies;. like the lives 
of animals, are largely, or even mainly, dependent on \ their powers 
of offence and defence; and during these ltages, sQcieties having 
the most centralized regulating systems can use thefII powers most 
effectually, and are thus, relativelU to the temporary requirements, the 
highest. Such requirements, however, are but temporJ.ry. Increas~ 
of industrialism and decrease of militancy, gradually bring about a 
state in which the lives of societies do not depend m~ly on their 
powers of dealing offensively and defensively with other societies, but 
depend mainly on those powem which enable them to hold their own in 
the struggles of industrial competition.. So that, relatillfly to the&e 
ultimate relJUirementB~ societies. become- high in proportion to the 
evolution of their industrial systems, and not in proportion to the 
evolution of those· oentralized reguL-Lting systems fitting them for 
carrying on wars.. In. animals,. then,. the- measure of superiority 
remains the Banle-throughout, because the ends to be achieved remain 
the Banle throughout;. but in societies. the measure of superiority is 
entirely changed~ because the ends to be. achieved are entirely changed. 

This answer prepares the way for an answer to a. previous objection 
M. Marion makes.. I have- pointed out that whereas, in the individual 
organism, the component units, mostly devoid of feeling, carry on their 
activities for the welfare of certain groups of units (forming the nervous 
centres) which monopolize feeling;. in the social organism, aU the units 
are endowed with feeling. And I have added the corollary that 
whereas, in the individual organism, the units exist for the benefit of 
the aggregate, in the social organism the aggregate exists for the benefit 
of the units. M. Marion, after indicating these views, expresses his 
astonisbment that, having clearly recognized this difference, I after
wards take so little account of it, and do not regard it as affecting the 
analogies I draw. The reply is that my recognition of this profound 
difference between the ends to be subserved by individual organiza
tions and by social organizations, causes the seemingly-anomalOus 
estinIation of social types explained above. Social organization is to 
be considered high in propOition as it subserves individual welfare, 
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because in a BOCikty the units are sentient and the aggregate insen
tient; and the ~~dustrial type is the higher because, in that state of 
permanent peace to which civilization.is tending, it subserves individual 
welfare better tlhan the militant type. During the progressive stages 

-of militancy, tb.<e welfare of the aggregate takes precedence of indi
Yidual welfare, I because this depends on preservation of the aggre
gate from des~ruction by enemies; and hence, under the militant 
,·egime, the infiividual, regarded as existing for the benefit of the 
State, has hier personal ends consulted only so far as consists with 
maintaining 1!ae power of the State. But as the necessity for self
preservation G,f the society .in conflict with other societies, decreases, 
the subordination of individual welfare to corporate welfare becomes 
less j and finally, when the aggregate has no external dangers to meet, 
the organization proper to complete industrialiSm. which it acquires, 
conduces to i.ndividual welfare in the greatest degree. The industrial 
type of socie,'ty, with its de-centralized structures, is the highest, because 
it is the on~ which most subserves that happiness of the units which is 
to be achi'dved by social organization, as distinguished from that 
happiness pf the aggregate which is to be achieved by individual 
organizatiqn with its centrali::ed structures. 



PART III. 

DOMESTIC INSTITUTIONS. 



CHAPTER 1. 

THE MAINTENANCE OF SPECIES. 

§ 272 • .As full understanding of the social relations cannot 
be gained without studying their genesis, ~o neither can full 
understanding of the domestic relations; and fully _to under-: 
stand the genesis of the domestic relations, we must go 
further back t~an the history of man carries us. 

Of every species it is undeniable that individuals which 
die must be replaced by new individuals, or the species as a 
whole must die. No less obvious is it that if the death-rate 
in a species is high, the rate of multiplication must be high, 
and conversely .. This proportioning of reproduction to mor
tality is requisite for mankind as for every other kind. 
Hence the facts exhibited by living beings at large must be 
considered that the facts exhibited by human beings may 
be clearly comprehended. . 

§ 273. Regarding the continued life of the species as in 
every case the end to which all other ends are secondary (for 
if the species disappears all other ends disappear), let us look 
at the several modes there are of achieving this end. The 
l-equirement that a due number of adults shall arise in succes
sive generations, may be fulfilled iI). variously-modified ways, 
which subordinate the existing and next-succeeding members 
of the species in various degreee. 

Low creatures having small powers of meeting the life
destroying activities around, and still smaller powers of pro-. 
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tecting progenYI can maintain their kinds only If the mature 
iudividual produces the germs of new individuals in immense 
numbers; so that, unprotected and defenceless though the 
germs are, one or two may escape destIllction. And manifestly, 
the larger the part of the parental substance transformed into 
germs (and often most of it is so transformerl), the smaller 
the part that can be devoted to individual life. 

With each germ is usually laid up some nutritive matter, 
available for growth before it commences its own struggle for ' 
existence. From a given quantity of matter devoted by the 
parent to reproduction, there may be formed either a larger 
number of germs with a smaller quantity of nutritive matter 
each, or a smaller number with Ii. larger quantity each. 
Hence result differences in the rates of juvenile mortality. 
Here of a million minute ova left uncared for, the majority 
are destroyed before they are hatched; multitudes of the 
remainder, with the feeblest powers of getting food and 
e\'ading enemies, die or are devoured soon after they are 
hatched; so that very few have considerable lengths of 
individual life. Conversely, when the conditions to be met 
by the species make it advantageous that there should be 
fewer ova and more nutriment bequeathed to each, the young 
individuals, beginning life at more advanced stages of deve
lopment, survive longer. The species is maintained without 
the sacrifice of so many before arrival at maturity • 

.All varieties in the proportions of these factors occur. 
An adult individual, the single survivor from hundreds of 
thousands of germs, may itself be almost wholly sacrificed 
individually in the production of germs equally numerous; 
in which case the species is maintained at enormous cost, 
both to adults and to young. Or the adult, devoting but a 
moderate portion of its substance to the production of multi
tudinous germs, may enjoy a considerable amount of life; in 
which case the cost of maintaining the species is shown in 
a great mortality of the young. Or the adult, sacrificing its 
substance almost entirely, may produce a moderate numbel' 
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of ova severally well provided with nutriment and well pro
tected, among which the mortality is not so great; and in 
this case the cost of maintaining the species falls more on 
the adult and less on the young. 

§ 274. Thus while, in one sense, the welfare of a species 
depends on the welfare of its individuals, in another sense, 
the welfare of the species is at' variance with the welfare of 
its individuals; and further, the sacrifice of individuals may 
tell in different proportions on the undeveloped and on tho 
mature. 

Already in the Principles of Biology, §§ 319-51, the 
antagonism between Individuation and Genesis under. its 
general aspects has been set forth. Here certain of its 
special aspects concern us. To comprehend them clearly, 
which we shall find it important to do, we 'must look at them 
more closely. 



CHAPTER It 

TIlE DIVERSE INTERESTS OF THE SPECIES, OF THE PARE~"'IR. 

AND OF THE OFFSP.RING. 

§ 275. AMONG the microscopic Protozoa, there is perpetual 
spontaneous fission. After a few hours of indepen'dent 
existence, each individual is sacrificed in producing two new 
individuals, which, severally growing, soon themselves repeat 
the process. And then from time to time there occurs a 
still more extreme form of reproductive dissolution. After 
a period of quiescence the entire body breaks up into germs 
'whence arise' a new generation. Here, then, a parental life, 
extremely brief, disappears absolutely in the lives of progeny. 

Animal aggregates of the second order show us sundry 
ways in which this direct transformation of the parental body 
into the bodies of offspring takes place; though now, of 
course, at longer intervals. Among the Codenterata, there is 
the case of certain Medu,saJ, where the polype-like body of the 
parent, or quasi-parent, after i'caching a· certllin growth, 
changes into a series of segments looking like a pile of 
saucers, each of which in turn swims away and becomes a 
medusa. In these aud allied cases of cyclical generation, it 
may, however, be held that, as the medusa is the adult form, 

( the body of an unsexual individual is sacrificed in producing 
these partially-developed sexual individuals. A 
kindred result is achieved in a different manner among some 
trematode Entozoa. Evolved far enpugh to have head, appen 

,-, ('. 
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flagea, and alimentary system, 0. Ccrcft"ia presently trl!-nsforms 
its internal substance into young Cerca1"im substantially like 
itself; and, e,'entually bursting, sets them free, severally to 
pursue the same course. Finally, after two or three genera
tiona, so produced, complete individuals are formed. 

Different in method, but showing us in an equal degree 
the dissolution of a parent's body into portions. that are to 
continue the race, is the mode of reproduction in the ces
toid Entozoa. A segment of a tape-worm, known as a pro
glottis in its adult aud separated state, has then a life shown 
only by a feeble power of movement. It has descended 
from one out of myriads of eggs produced by a preceding tape
worm; and is itself, at the time of becoming an independent 
individual, nothing more than a receptacle for' innumerable 
eggs. Without limbs, without senses, without even alimentary 
system, its vitality is scarcely higher than. that of a plant; 
and it dies as soon as its contained masses 'of ova are ma;
tured. Here we have an extreme instance ot subordination 
both of adult and young to the interests of the species. 

Ascending no,v to highet types, let us take a few examples 
from the Articulata. Many kinds of parasitic crustaceans, 
such as the Lernca, pass through a brief early stage during 
which the young individual swims about. Nearly always it 
then dies; but if it succeeds in :lixing itself on a fish, it loses 
its limbs and senses, and, doing nothing but absorb nutriment 
from the fish, evolves enormous O-visacs. Budding out (rom: 
the sides of ita body, these by and by greatly exceed its body 
in bulk: the parental life is lost in producing multitudinous 
eggs.' An instance analogous in result, though different 

. ill method, occurs even among insects. Having no higher life 
than is implied by sucking the juice ~of the cactus over which 
it creeps, the female cochineal insect. develops, as it approaches 
maturity, masses of ova which eventually fill its interior; 
and gradually, as its substance is absorbed by the ova, it dies 
and leaves the shell of its body as a protective en.velope for 
them~whence issuing. ninety-nine are devoured for one thai 

2 Q 2 
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surVi ves. Among superior insects, along with perhars 
an equal sacrifice of young, the sacrifice of adults is less. 
After a larval stage during which the vital activities are rela
tively low and" the mortality high, there comes, for the one 
Rurvivor out of hundreds, an active maturity. This, however, 
is brief-sometimes lasting but for a few daYI:!; and after the 
eggs are laid, life forthwith ceases. 

The Ve1'tebmta furnish such further illustrations as are 
needed. In this cln~sthc sacrifice of parental life to the 
maintenance of the species, is in few if any cases direct. A 
cod produces above a million eggs, and, surviving, does this 
year after year; but though the life of the parent is preserved, 
nine hundred and ninety-nine thousand and more of the 
progeny have their lives cut short at various stages on the 
way to maturity. In higher types of the class, producing 
comparatively few eggs that are better provided for, this 
sacrifice of the rising generation to the interests of the 
species is much less; and for the like reason it is much less 
also in the next highest group of vertebrates, the Amphi
bia. Passing to Birds, we find preservation of the 
race secured at a greatly diminished cost to both parents and 
offspring. The young are so well fostered that out of a small 
number most grow up; while here perhaps a half, and tllere 
perhaps a fourth, reach the reproductive stage. Further, the 
lives of parents are but partially subordinated at times when 
the young are being reared. And then there are long inter
vals between breeding-seasons, during which the lives of 
parents are carried on for their own sakes. In the 
highest clalis of vertebrates, the )fanl1nalia, regarded as a 
whole, we see a like general advance in this conciliation of 
the interests of the species, the parents, and the young; and 
we also see it within the class itself, on ascending from its" 
lower to its higher types. A small rodent reaches maturity 
in a few months; and, producing large and frequent broods, 
Boon dies. There is but a short early period during which the 
female lives for h(1rself, and she mostly loses life heforll the 
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repl'Oductive age is past: thus having no latter days un~ 
lJUrdened by offspring. Turning to the other extreme'we find 
an immense contrast. Between twenty and thirty years of 
a young elephant's life passes entirely in individual develop~ 
ment and activity. The tax of bearing offspring, relatively 
few and at long intervals, subordinates in but a moderate 
degree the life of the adult female. .And though our know
lel\ge does not enable us to say how long life lasts after the 
reproductive age is past, yet, considering that the powers 
remain adequate for sustentation and self-defence, we may 
infer that the fem,.,le elephant usually enjoys a closing series 
of many years; while the male is thronghout life scarcely at 
nll taxed. 

§ 276. In yet another way does evolution decrease tlle 
~acrificeof individual life to the life of the species. The 
lllaterinl cost of reproduction involves an equivalent sub
traction from individual development and activity, for which 
among low types there is no compensation; but as we ascend 
through higher types we find an increasing compensation i~ 
t:le shape of parental pleasures. 

Limiting our illustrations to vertebrate animals, we see that 
11y most fishes and amphibians, the spawn, once deposited, is, 
left to its fate: there is great physical expense, and if no 
subsequent efforts are entailed, there are also none of the, 
accompanying gratifications. It is otherwise with birds and 
mammals. While the rearing of offspring entails labour on 
one or both parents, the parental life, though thereby in one 

. way restricted, is in another way extended; since it has 
become so moulded to the requirements, that the activities of 
parenthood are 'sources of agreeable emotions, just as are the 
activities which achieve self-sustentation. 

When, from t~e less intelligent of these higller vertebrates 
which produce many young at short intervals, and have to 
abandon them at early ages, we ascend to the more intelligent 
wlJich produce few young at 101lger intel'vals,and give them' 
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aid for longer periods; we perceive that, while the rate of 
juvenile mortality is thus diminished, there results both a 
lessened physical cost of ma~ntaining the species, and an 
augmented satisfaction of the affections. 

§ 277. Here, then, we have definite measures by which to 
determine what constitutes advance in the relations of parents 
to offspring and to one another.. In proportion as organisms 
become higher they are individually less sacrificed to the 
maintenance of the species; and the implication: is that in the. 
highest type of man this sacrifice falls to a minimum. 

C.ommonly, when discussing domestic ll+stitutions, the 
welfare of those immediately concerned is almost exclusively 
regarded. The goodness or badness of given connexions 
between men and women, is' spoken of as though the effects . 
on the existing adult generation wer~ chiefly to· be con
sidered; and, if the effects on the rising generation are taken 
into account, little if any thought is given to the effects 
which future generations Will experience. This order has, 
8S we see, to be reversed. 

Family organizations of this or that kind have first to be 
judged by' the degrees in' which they help to preserve the 
social aggregates they occur in; for, in relation to its com
ponent individuals, each social aggregate stands for t.he 
species. Mankind survives not through arrangements which 
l'efer to it as a whole, but by survival of its separate societies j 
each of which struggles to maintain its existence in presence 
ot' other societies. And survival of the race, achieved through 
survival of its constituent societies. being the primary 
l'equirement, the domestic arrangements most conducive to 
survival in each society, must be regarded as l'elatively apprQ., 
priate. , 
.. In so' far as it consists with preservation of the society, 
the next highest end is raising the largllst number of healthy 
offspring from birth to maturity. The qualification does 
not seem needed; but we shall fiud evidence that it is 
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needed. Societies, and .especially primitive groups, do not 
always thrive hy unchecked increase in their numberl'l; but, 
contrariwise, in some cases preserve themselves from eJctinc. 
tion at the cost of increased mortality of the young. 

After welfare of the social group and welfare of progeny; 
comes welfare of 'parents. That form of marital relation 
must in each case be held the best which, subjec~ to these 
preceding requirements, furt}lers most, and burd~ least, the 
lives of adult meil and women. ' 

And as a last end to be contemplated comes that further
ance of individual ,life which we see when the decliuing years 
of parents, lengthened and made pleasurable by offsprillg, also 
become sources of pleasure to those offspring. 

Uniting these propositions, we draw the corollary that the 
highest constitution of the family is reached when thel'e is 
such conciliation between the needs of the s.ociety and those 
of ita members, old and young, that the mortQlityhetween 
birth and the reproductive age falls to a minimq.m, while the 
li7es of adults have their subordination to the l'earing .of 
children reduced to the smallest p.ossible. The diminut~oIl 
of this subordination takes place in three ways: first, by 
elongation of that period which precedes reproduction; 
sec.ond, by decrease in the number of offspring borne, as 
well as by increase of the pleasures, taken in the care of 
them; and third, by lengthening of the life which follows 
cessatioll of reproduction. 

i'his ideal of the family suggested by a survey .of the 
sexual and parental relati.ons through.out the organic W.orld, 
is also the ideal to which c.omparisons between the I.ower 
and the higher stages of human progress point. In savage 
tribes we find great juvenile mortality: there is c.omm.only 
more or less infanticide; or there are many early deaths from 
unfavourable conditions; .or there are both. Again, these 
inferior races· are characterized by early maturity and com
mencing reproduction; implying shortness of that first peri.od 
during which the individual life is carried on for its own 
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sake. While fertility lasts, the tax, especially on the women, 
who are also exhausted by drudgeries, is great. The marital 
and parental relatioIl:s are sources of pleasures. neither so 
high nor so prolonged as in the civilized races. And then 
after children have been reared, the remaining life of either 
sex is brief: often being ended by violence; often by de
liberate desertion j and otherwise by rapid decay t:Dchecked 
by filial" care. 

We are thus furnished with both a relative standard and 
an absolute standard by which to estimate domestic insti
tutions in each stage of social progress. While, judging 
them relatively, by their adaptations to the accompanying 
social requirements, we may be led to regard as needful in 
their times and places, arrangements that are repugnant to 
us; we shall, judging them absolutely, in relation to the most 
developed types of life, individual and national, find good 
reasons for reprobating them. For this preliminary survey 
reveals the fact that the domestic relations which are the 
highest as ethically considered, are also the highest as con
sidered both biologically an~ sociologically.-

• This seems the fittest place for naming au important auggestion made 
by an American adherent of mine, late Lecturer on Philosophy at Harvard 
University, Mr. John Fiske, respecting the tr&nsitionfrom the gregaPiousness 
of anthropoid creatures to the 80ciality of human belnga, caused by the rela
tions of parente to offspring. (See Outline" of Coamic PAilOlfOp'A!I, Tol. ii, 
pp. 342-4.) Postulating the general law that in proportion as organisms 
are complex they evolve slowly, he infers that the prolongation of infancy 
which accompanied development of the less intelligent primates into the 
more intelligent ones, implied greater duration of parental care. Children, 
not 80 soon capable of providing for themsalves, had to be longer nurtured 
by female parents, to some extent aided by male parents, individually or 
jointly l and hence resulted a bond holding together parents and offspring 
for longer periods, and tending to initiate the family. That this has been a 
too-operating factor in social evolution, is highly probllblo. 
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PRIMITIVE RELATIONS OF TIlE SEXES. 

§ 278. MOST readers will have thought it strange to begin 
aD account of domestic institutions by surveying the most 
general phenomena of race-maintenance. But they may see' 
the propriety of setting out with a purely natural-history 
yiew, on being shown that among low savages the relations 
of the sexes are substantially like those common among infe
rior creatures. 

The males of gregarious mammals usually fight for pos
session of the females; and primitive men do not in this 
respect differ from other gregarious mammals. Hearne says 
of the Chippewayans that "it has ever been the custom 
among these people for the men to wrestle for any woman 
to whom they were attached." According to Hooper, a Slave 
Indian, desiring another one's wife, fights with her husband. 
Among the Bushmen, "the stronger man will sometimes take 
away the wife of the weaker." Narcisse Peltier, who from 
twelve years of age up to twenty-nine was detained by a 
tribe of Queensland Australians, states that the men" not 
ullfrequently fight with spears for the possession of a 
woman." And summing up accounts of the Dogrib Indians, 
Sir John Lubbock says-" In fact, the men fight for the pos
session of the women, just like stags." 

Nor is it on the part of males only, that this practice 
exists. Peltier tells us that in the above-named tribe, the 
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women, of whom from two to five commonly belong to eacb 
man, fight among themselves about him: "their weapons 
being heavy staves with which they beat one another about 
the head till the blood flows." And the trait of feminine 
nature thus displayed, is congruous. with one indicated by 
Mitchell, who says that after battle it frequently happens 
among the native tribes of Australia, that the wives of the 
vanquished, of their own free will, pass over to the victors: 
reminding us of a lioness which, quietly watching the fight. 
between two lions, goes off with the conqueror. 

We have thus to begin with a sta~ in which the family, 
as we understand it, does not exist. In the loose groups of 
men first formed, there is no establisbed order of any kind: 
e\"erything is indefinite, unsettled. As the relations of men 
to one another are undetermined, so are the relations of 
men to women. In either case there are no guides save 
the passions of the moment, checked only by fears of con
sequences. Let us glance at the facts which show the rela
tions of the sexes to have been originally unregulated by the 
institlltions and ideas we commonly regard as natural 

§ 279. Accor\ling to Sparrman, there is no form of union 
between Bushmen and Bushwomen save" the agreement of 
the parties and consummation." Keating tells us that the 
Chippewas have no marriage cereillouy. Hall says the same 
thing of the Esquimaux, Bancroft of the Aleuts, Brett of the 
Arawaks, Tennent of the Veddahs; and the Lower Califor
nians, Bancroft says, "bave no. marriage ceremony, nor any 
word in their language to express marriage. Like birds or 
beasts, they pair off according to fancy." 

Even where a ceremony is found, it is often nothing more 
than either a forcible or.a voluntary commencement of living 
tJgetber. Very generally there is a violent seizure of the 
wvman by the man-a capture; and the marriage is con
cluded by the completion of this capture. In some cases the 
Ulallalld wplllan light a fire and sit by it; in SOllle cases, a~ 
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among the Todas, the union is establlshed when the bride 
Iltlrforms .. some trifling household function;" in some cases, 
as among the Port Dory people of N e ...... Guinea, " the female 
gives her intended some tobacco and betel-leaf." When the 
Navajos desire to marry, .. they sit down. on opposite sides of 
a basket, made to hold water, filled with &tole or some other 
food, and partake of it. This simple proceeding makes them 
husband arid wife." Nay, we have the like in the oldRomau 
form of conjarreatio-marriage constituted by jointly eating 
cake. These indications that the earliest marriage-ceremony 
was merely a formal commencement of living together, imply 
a preceding time when the living together began informally. 

Moreover, such domestic unioll as results is so loose, 
and often 80 transitory as scarcely to constitute an advance. 
In the Chippewayan tribes divorce .. consists of neither 
more nor less than a goo<l drubbing,' and ttlrning the 
woman out of doors." The PericUi (Lower Californian) 
" takes as many women as be ple8$es, makes them work for 
him as slaves, and when tired. of anyone of them turns her 
away." Similarly, when one of the Tupis '.' was tired of a 
wife, ])e gave her away, and he took as many lIS he pleased." 
For Tasmanians not to chauge their wives, was .. novel to 
their habits, and at variance with their traditions." Among 
the Kasias, "divorce is so frequent that their unions can 
llardly be honoured with the name of marriage." Even 
peoples so advanced as the :M:alayo-Polynesians furnish 
kindred facts. In Thomson's NtIW Zealand 'We. read that 
.. men were considered to have divorced their wives when 
they turned them out of doors." .And in Tahiti .. the mar
l'iage tie was dissolved whenever either of the parties 
desired it." It may be added that this careless breaking of 
marital bonds is not peculiar to men. Where womf'..n have 
the power, as among the above-named Kasias, they cavalierly 
tum their. husbands out of doors if they displease them; and 
the like bappened with some of the ancient Nicaraguans. 

Th~se facts show us tha.t the marital relations, like the 
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political relations, have gradually" evolved; and that there 
did not at first exist those ideas and feelings which among 
civilized nations give to marriage its sanctity. 

§ 280. Absence of these ideas and feelings is further shown 
by the prevalence in rude societies of practices which are to 
us in the highest degree repugnant. 

Various of the uncivilized and semi-civilized display hos
pitality by furnishing guests with temporary wives. Her
rera tells us of the Cumana people. that "the great men 
kept as many women as they pleased, and gave the beauti
fullest of them to any stranger they entertained." Savages 
habitually thus give their wives and daughters. Among such 
Sir John Lubbock enumerates the Esquimaux, North and 
South American Indians, Polynesians, Australians, Berbers, 
Eastern and Western Negroes, Arabs, Abyssinians, Kaffirs. 
Mongols, Tutski, etc. Of the Bushman's wife Lichtenstein 
tells us that when the husband gives her permission, she 
may associate with any other man. Of the Greenland Es
quimaux, Egede states that" those are reputed the best and 
noblest tempered who, without any pain or reluctancy, will 
lend their friends their wives." 

Akin is the feeling shown by placing little or no value on 
chastity in the young. In Benguela (Congo) poor maidens 
are led about before marriage, in order to acquire money by 
prostitution. The Mexicans. had an identical custom: 
"parents used when the maidens were marriageable, to send 
them to earn their portions, and accordingly they ranged about 
the country in a shameful manner till they had got enough 
to marry them off." The ancient people of the Isthmus of 
Dal"ian thought "prostitution was not infamous; noble 
ladies held as a maxim, that it was plebeian to deny anything 
asked of them "-an idea like that of the Andamanese. 
among whom "any woman who attempted to resist the 
marital privileges claimed by any member of the tribe was. 
liable to severe punishmellt.'· Equally strange arc 
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the marital sentiments displayed by certain peoples, both 
extant and extinct. Of the Hassanyeh - Arabs, whose 
marriages are for so many days in the week, usually four, 
Petherick says that during a preliminary negotiation the 
bride's mother protests against "binding her daughter to a 
due observance of that chastity which matrimony is expected 
to command, for more than two days in the ""eek;" and 
there exists on the part of the men an adapted sentiment. 
The husband, allowing the wife to disregard all marital obli
gations during the off days, even considers an intrigue with 
some other man as a compliment to his own taste. Some of 
the Chibchas betrayed a kindred feeling. Not simply were 
they indifferent to virginity in their brides, but if their brides 
were virgins " thought them unfortunate and without luck, as 
they had not inspired affection in men! accordingly they 
disliked them as miserable women." 

While lacking the ideas and feelings which' regulate the 
relations of the sexes among advanced peoples, savages often 
exhibit ideas and feelings no less strong, but of quite 
contrary characters. The Columbian Indians hold that" to 
give -away a wife without a price is in the highest degree 
disgraceful to her family;" and by the Modocs of California 
.. the. children of a wife who has cost her husband nothing 
are considered no better, than bastards, and are treated by 
society with contumely." In Burton's Abeokuta, we read 
that "those familiar with modes of thought in the East well 
know the horror and loathing with which the people generally 
look upon the one-wife system "..,.....a statement we might 
hesitate to receive were it not verified by that of Livingstone 
concerning the negro ·women on the Zambesi, who were 
shocked on hearing that in England a man had only one 
wife, and by that 'of Bailey, who describes the disgust of a 
Kandyan chief when commenting on the monogamy of the 
Veddahs. 

§ 281. Still more are we shown that regular relations of 
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the sexes 81'e results of evolution, and that the sentiments 
upholding them have been gra.dually established, on finding 
hoW' little regard is paid by many uncivilized and semi
civilized peoples to those limitations which blood-relationships 
dictate to the Civilized. 

Among savages, connexions which we condemn as in the 
highest degree criminal, are not infrequent. The Chippe
wayans "cohabit occasionally with their own mothers, and 
frequently espouse their sisters and daughters;" and Langs
dorfi' asserts the like of the Kadiaks. So, too, ,among the 
Karens of Tenasserim, "matrimonial alliances, between 
brother and sister, or father and daughter, are not uncom 
mon." To these cases from America and Asia may be atlded 
a case from Africa. To keep the royal blood pure, the kings 
of Cap~ Gonzalves and Gaboon are accustomed to marry 
their grown up daughters, and the queens marry the eldest 
SOns. 

Incest of the kind that is a degree less shocking is exem~ 
plified by more numerous peoples. Marriage between 
brother and sister was not prohibited by the "barbarous 
Chechemecas" and "the Panuchese." The people of Cali, 
" married their nieces, and some of the lords their sisters." 
.. In the district of New Spain four or five cases . . • of 
marriage with sisters were found." In Peru, the" Yncas from 
the first established it as a very stringent law and custom that 
the heir to the kingdom should marry his eldest sister, legi
timate both on the side of the father and the mother." So is 
it in Polynesia. Among the Sandwich Islanders, near con
sanguineous marriages are frequent in the royal family~ 
brothers and sisters sometimes marrying; and among the 
Malagasy. "the nearest of kin marry, even brother and 
sister, if they have not the same mother." Nor do ancient 
peoples _ of . the old worl~ fail to furnish instances. That 
the restriction, prohibiting marriage with a uteriI].e sister. 
was not observed in Egypt, we have sufficient evidence 
~'from the sculptures of ,Thebes" agreeing "with the ,ac-
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eount8 of ancient Greek and Roman writers in pl'oving that 
some of the Ptolomies adopted this ancient custom." Even 
our own Scandinavian kinsmen allowed incest of this kind. 
It is stated in theYnglinga, Saga that Niord took his own 
sister in. marriage, "for that was' allowed by" the V analand 
law. 

n may be said that certain of these unions are with half .. 
sisters (like the union of Abraham and Sarah); that such 
occurred among the Canaanites, Arabians, Egyptians, Assy
rians, Persians; and that they go along with non-recognition 
of kinship in the male line. . But admitting this to be true 
in some of the cases, though clearly not in others, we are 
still shown how little 1Varrant exists for ascribing to primi
tive instinct the negations of unions between those nearly 
related; for the very words forbidding marriage to a. half· 
sister hal'ing the same mother, though not to one having 
the Bame father, clearly imply that the male parenthood is 
habitually known tllough disregarded. 

As further proving that' sentiments such as those which 
among ourselves restrain the sexuai instincts, are not innate, 
I may add the strange fact. which BaileY' tell~ us concernillg 
the Veddahs. Their custom "sanctions the )narriage of So 

man "'ith his younger sister; To marry an eldef sistet or 
aunt would, in their estimation, be incestuous, Ii. connexioll 
in every respect as revoltiBg to them as it would be to 
us-as much out of the question and inadmissible as the 
marriage with the younger sister was proper and natural. It 
was, in fact, the proper marriage." 

§ 282. While th~ facts show uS' the general association 
between the rudest forms of social existence and the most 
degraded relations of the sexes, they do not show us that 
eocial progress and progress towards a higller type of famili 
life, are' uniformly connected. Various anomalies meet us. . 
, Unenduriug unions characterize many of the lowest races ~ 
~nd' yet. thenliBerable Veddahs,.l{)wer than. most in their' 
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social state, form very enduring unions. Bailey writes
~'Divorce is unknown among them ...• I have heard a 
Veddah say, 'Death alone separates hnsband and wife''': 
a trait in which their Kandyan neighbours, otberwise supe
rior, differ from them widely. 
. Nor does the diminution of incestuous connexions preserve 
a constant ratio to social evolution. Those extreme forms of 
them wbich we have noted among some of the most degraded 
races of North America, are paralleled among royal families 
in African kingdoms of considerable size; while forms of 
them a degree less repulsive are common to savage and semi
civilized. 
. Though that type of family-Jife in which one wife has 
several husbanos is said to occur among some of tbe lowest 
tribes, as the Fuegians, yet it is by no means common 
among the lowest; while we meet with it among relatively
advanced peoples, in Ceylon, in Malabar, and in Thibet. 
And the converse arrangement, of many wives to one hus
band, almost universally allowed and practised by savages, 
not only survives in semi-civilized societies but has held its 
ground in societies of considerably-developed types, past and 
present. 

Neither are there connexions so clear as might have been 
expected, between sexual laxity and general debasement, 
moral or social; and conversely. The relations between the 
men and women in the Aleutian. Islands are among the most 
degraded. Nevertheless these islanders are described by 
Cook as "the most peaceful, inoffensive people I ever met 
with. And, as to honesty, they might serve as a pattern to 
the most civilized nation upon earth." On the other hand, 
while the Thlinkeet men are said to "treat their wives and 
children with much affection," and the women to show 
" reserve, modesty, and conjugal fidelity," they are described 
8S thievish, lying, and extremely cruel: maiming their pri
soners out of pure wantonness and killing their slaves. 
Simil41'Iy. though the Bacbapins (Bechuanas) are rel'lobated 
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as lamentably debased, having a universal disregard to trut.h 
and indifference to murder, yet the women are modest and 
"almost universally faithful wiveS." A kindred anomaly 
meets us on contrasting societies in higher stages. We have 
but to read Cook's account of the Tahitians, who were not 
only advanced in arts and social arrangements, but displayed 
the kindlier feelings in unusual degrees, to be astonished at 
their extreme disregard of restraints on the sexual instincts. 
Conversely, those treacherous, bloodthirsty cannibals the 
Fijians, whose atrocities Williams said he dared not record, 
are superior to most in their sexual relat~ons. Erskine 
states of them that "female virtue may be rated at a high 
standard for a barbarous people." 

Moreover, contrary to what we should expect; we find 
great sexual laxity in some directions joined with rigidity in 
others. Among the Koniagas "a young unmarried woman 
may live uncensured in the freest intercourse with the men; 
though, as soon as she belongs to one man, it is her duty to 
be true "to him." In Cumana .. the maidens ••. made little 
account of their virginity. The married women ••• lived 
chaste." And Pedro Pizarro says of the Peruvians that 
"the wives of the common people were faithful to their 
husbands. • •• Before their marriage, their fathers did not 
care about their being either good or bad, nor was it a 
disgrace with them" to have loose habits. Even of those 
Chibcha husbands" above referred to as so strangely indif
ferent, or less than indifferent, to feminine chastity befot:e 
marriage, it is said that" nevertheless, they were very sensi
tive to infidelity," 

The evidence, then, does not allow us to infer, as we 
should naturally have done, that advance in the forms of the 
sexual relations and advance in social evolution, are con
stantly and uniformly connected. 

§ 283. Nevertheless, on contemplating the facts in their 
JflSemble, we see that progress towards higher social types is 

2R 
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joined with progress towards higher types of domestic insti
tutions. Comparison of the extremes make this unquestion
able. The lowest groups of primitive men, without political 
organization, are also without anything worthy to be called 
family organization: the relations between the sexes and the 
relations between parents and offspring are scarcely above 
those of brutes. Contrariwise, all civilized nations, charac
terized by definite, coherent, orderly social arrangements, are 
also characterized by definite, coherent, orderly domestic 
arrangements. Hence we cannot doubt that, spite of irregu
larities, the developments of the two are associated in a 
general way. 

Leaving here this preliminary survey, we have now to 
trace, so far as we can, the successively higher forms of 
family structure. We may expect to find the genesis of each 
depending on the circumstances of the society: conducive
lless to social self-preservation under the conditions of the 
case, being the determining cause. Setting out with wholly
unregulated relations of the sexes, the first customs estab
lished must have been those which most favoured social 
survival; not because this was seen, but because the societies 
that had customs less fit, disappeared. 

But before considering the several kinds of sexual rela
tions, we must consider a previous question-Whence come 
the united persons 1-Are they of the same tribe or of 
different tribes 1 or are they sometimes one and sometimes 
~he other l 



CHAPTER IV. 

EXOGAMY AND ENDOGAMY. 

§ 284. IN his ingenious and, interesting work on Primi
tive Marriage,., the words "Exogamy" and "Endogamy" 
are used by Mr. M'Lennan to distinguish the two practices 
of taking to wife women belonging to other tribes, and 
taking to wife women belonging to the same tribe. As 
explained in his preface, his attention was drawn to these 
diverse customs by an inquiry into" the meaning and origin 
of the form of capture in marriage ceremonies j" -an in
quiry which led him to a general theory of early sexual 
relations. The following outline of his theory I disentangle. 
as well as I can, from sta.tements that are not altogether 
consistent. ' 

Scarcity of food led groups of primitive men to destroy 
female infants; because, "as braves and hunters were re
quired and valued, it would be the interest of every horde 
to rear, when possible, its healthy male children. It would 
be less its interest to rear females, as they would be leES 
capable of self-support, and of contributing, by their exer-
tions, to the common good." (p. 165.) -

Mr. M'Lennan next alleges that" the practice in early 
times of female infanticide," ".rendering women scarce, led 

• PrimitilJll MrwritJgfJ. By John F. M'Lenn8n, Edinburgh, 1865; rep" b:. 
lished in Studill. ill AltC'ifJltt H;8tOry, London, 1876. As -tho editions a?1I 

alike, the refezencea a JDLinue, 8Ii originally made, to the lirst ono. 

2£2 
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at once to polyandry within the tribe, and the capturing of 
women from without." (p. 138.) 

Joined with a re-statement of the causes we come upon 
an inferred result, as follows :-" The scarcity of women 
within the group led to a practice of stealing the women 
of other groups, and in time it came to be considered im
proper, because it was unusual, for a man to marry a woman 
of his own group." (p. 289.) Or, as he says on p. 140, 
"usage, induced by necessity, would in time establish a 
prejudice among the tribes observing it [exogamy]-a pre
judice, strong as a principle of religion, as every prejudice 
relating to marriage is apt to be-against marrying women 
of their own stock." 

To this habitual stealing of wives, and re-stealing of them, 
as among the Australians (p. 76), he ascribes that doubtful 
paternity which led to the recognition of kinship through 
females only. Though elsewhere admitting a more general 
cause for this primitive form of kinship (p. 159), he regards 
wife-stealing as its most certain cause: saying that "it 
must have prevailed wherever exogamy prevailed-exogamy 
and the consequent practice of capturing wives. Celtainty 
as to fathers is impossiblA where mothers are stolen from 
their first lords, and liable to be re-stolen before the birth 
of children." (p. 226.) 

Assuming the members of each trihe which thus grew into 
the practice of wife-stealing, to have been originally homo
geneous in blood, or to have supposed themselves so, Mr. 
M'Lennan argues that the introduction of wives who were 
foreigners in blood, joined with the rise of the first definite 
conception of relationship (that between mother and child) 
and consequent system of kinship in the female line, led to 
recognized heterogeneity within the tribe. There came to exist 
within the tribe, children regarded as belonging by blood to 
the tribes of their mothers. Hence arose another form of 
exogamy. The primitive requirement that a wife should b 
stolen from another tl-ibe, naturally becaweconfounded with 
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the requirement that a wife should be of the blood of another 
tribe; and hence girls born within the tribe from mothers 
belonging to other tribes, became eligible as wives. The 
original exogamy, carried out by robbing other tribes of their 
women, gave place, in part, or wholly, to the modified 
exogamy carried out by· marrying from within the tribe, 
women bearing family names which implied. that they were 
foreign in blood. 

In tracing the development of higher forms of the domestic 
relations, Mr. M'Lennan postillates, as we have seen, that the 
scarcity of women "led at once to polyandry within the 
tribe, and the capturing of women from without." (p •. 13B.) 
Describing and illustrating the different forms of polyandry, 
ending in that highest form in which the husbands are 
brothers, he points out that at this stage there arose recog
nition not only of descent in the female line, but also of 
descent in the male liue; since the father's blood was known, 
though not the father. 

Then through gradually-established priority of the eliler 
brother, as being the first of the group to marry and the 
first likely to have children, it became an accepted. fiction 
that all the children were his: "the elder brother was·a .. sort 
of paterfamilias;" and .. the idea of fatherhood" thus caused, 
was a step towards kinship through males, and a " step. away 
from kinship through females," (pp.243-4.) 

Pointing out that among some polyandrous peoples, aatlie 
Kandyans, the chiefs have become monogamists, Mr. M'Len
Dan argues (p. 245) that their example woilld be followed, and 
., thus woilld ~ise a practice of monogamy or of polygamy~" 
And.he thence traces the genesis of the patriarchial form, the 
system of a"onation, the institution of caste. 

Though this outline of Mr. M'Lennan's theory is expressed. 
wherever regard for brevity permits, in his own words, yet 
possibly he may take exception to it; for, as already hinted, 
there are incongruities in his statements, and the order in 
which they are placed is involved. Unquestionably many of 
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the phenomena he describes exist. It is undeniable that the 
stealing of women, still habitual with sundry low races, was 
practised in past times by races now higher; and that the form 
of capture in marriage-ceremonies prevails in societies where 
no real capture occurs at present. It is undeniable that kin
ship through females is, among various primitive peoples, the 
only kinship avowedly recognized; and that it leads . to 
descent of name, rank, and property in the female line. It 
is undeniable that in many places where wife-stealing is, or 
has been, the practice, marriage is forbidden between those of 
the same family name,who are assumed to be of the same 
stock. But while admitting much of the evidence, and while 
accepting' some of the inferences, we shall find reason for 
doubting Mr. M'Lennan's theory taken as a whole. Let us 
consider. first, the minor objections. 

§ 285. Sundry facts inconsistent with his conclusion. 
though referred to by Mr. M'Lennan, he passes over as of 
no weight. He thinks there is warrant for the belief that 
exogamy and wife-capture have "been practised at a cer
tain stage among every race of mankind" (p. 138): this 
stage' being the one now exemplified by sundry low races. 
Nevertheless, he admits that "the separate endogamous 
tribes are nearly as numerous, and they are in some respects 
as rude. as the separate exogamous tribes." (p. 145.) Now 
if. as' he believes, exogamy and wife-stealing have "been 
practised at a certain stage among every race of mankind ,. 
-that stage being the primitive one; and if, as he seeks 
to prove, endogamy is a form reached through a long series 
of social development,>; it is difficult to understand how 
the endogttmous tribes can be as rude as the exogamous 
ones. Again, he names the fact that cc in some dis
trict'>--as in the hills on the north-eastern frontier of India, 
in the Caucasus. and the hill ranges of Syria-we find a 
variety of tribes. proved. by physical characteristics and 
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tile affinities of language, of one and the same original 
stock, yet in this particular differing toto crelo from one 
another-some forbidding marriage within the tribe, and 
some proscribing marriage without it" (pp. 147-8): a fact 
by no means congruous with his hypothesis. 

Should Mr. M'Lennan reply that on pp. 47-8 he has recog
nized the possibility, or probability, that there were tribes 
primordiallyendogamous--should he say that on pp. 144-5 
will be found the admission that perhaps exogamy and endo~ 
gamy" may be equally archaic;' the rejoinder is that besides 
being inconsistent with his belief that exogamy has tt been 
practised at a. certain stage among every race of mankind:' 
this possibility is one which he practically rejects. On pp. 
148-50, he sketches out a series of changes by which exoga
mous tribes may eventually become endogamous; and in sub~ 
sequent pages on the" Growth of Agnation," and "The Rise 
of Endogamy," he tacitly asserts that endogamy has thus 
developed: if not without exception, still, generally. Indeed, 
the title of one of his chapters-" The Decay of Exogamy in 
Advancing Communities," clearly implies the belief that 
exogamy was general, if not universal, with the uncivilized; 
and that endogamy grew up along with civilization. Thus 
the incongruity between the propositions quoted in the last 
paragraph, cannot be escaped. 

Sundry other of Mr. M'Lennan's reasonings conflict with 
one another. Assuming that in the earliest state, tribes were 
stock-groups II organized on the principle of exogamy," he 
speaks of them as having "the primitive instinct of the 
race against marriage between members of. the same stock" 
(p. 118). Yet, as shown above, he elsewhere speaks of wife
capture as caused by scarcity of women within the tribe 
and attributes to this" usage induced by necessity" the pre
judice against" marrying women of their own stock." More-. 
over, if, as he says (and I believe rightly says) on p. 145; 
" men must originally have been free of any prejudice against 
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marriage between relations," it seems inconsistent to allege 
that there was a "primitive instinct n "3.aaainst marriage 
between members of the same stock." 

Again. while in some places the establishment of the exo
gamous prejudice is ascribed to the practi~ of wife-stealing 
(pp. 53-4 and p. 136), it is elsewhere made the antecedent of 
wife-stealing: interdict against marriage within the tribe was 
primordial. Now if this last is Mr. M'Lennan's view, I agree 
with Sir J. Lubbock in thinking it untenable. In the earliest 
groups of men there cannot have been any established rules 
about marriage. Unions of the sexes must have preceded all 
6ociallaws. The rise of a social law implies a certain pre
ceding continuity of social existence; and this preceding con
tinuity of social existence implies the reproduction of succes
sive generations. Hence reproduction entirely unregulated 
by interdicts, must be taken as initial. 

Assuming, however, that of his two views Mr. M'LennaD 
will abide by the more tenable one, that wife-stealing led to 
exogamy, let us ask how far he is justified in alleging that 
female infanticide, and consequent scarcity of women, led to 
wife-stealing. At first sight it appears undeniable that de
struction of infant girls, if frequent, must have been accom
panied by deficiency of adult females; and it seems strange 
to call in question the legitimacy of this inference. But 
Mr. M'Lennan has overlooked a concomitant. Tribes in a 
state of chronic hostility are constantly losing their adult 
males, and the male mortality so caused is often great. Hence 
the killing many female infants does not necessitate lack of 
women: it may merely prevent excess. Excess must, indeed. 
be inevitable if, equal numbers of males and females being 
reared, some of the males are from time to time slain. The 
assumption from which Mr. M'Lennan's argument sets out, 
is, therefore, inadmissible. 

How inadmissible it is, becomes conspicuous on. finding 
that where wife-stealing is now practised, it is commonly 
associated. with poIYg)ny. The Fuegians, Darned by Mr. 
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M'Lennau among wife-stealing reoples, are polygynists. 
According to Dove, the Tasmanians· were polygynists, and 
Lloyd says that polygyny was universal among them; yet 
the Tasmanians were wife-stealers. The Australians furnish 
Mr. M'Lennan with a typical instance of wife-stealing and 
exogamy; and though Mr. Oldfield alleges scarcity of women 
among them, yet other testimony is quite at variance with. 
his. Mitchell says :-" Most of the men appeared to possess 
two [females 1 the pair in general consisting of a fat plump 
gin, and one much younger ;" and according to Peltier, named 
in the last chapter as having lived seventeen years with the 
Macadama ?"ibe, the women were" more numerous than the 
men, every man having from two to five women in his suite." 
The Dakotahs are at once wife-stealers and polygynists, 
11urton tells us; and the Brazilians similarly unite these 
traits. Writing of polygyny as practised on the Orinoco, 
Humboldt says :-" It is most considerable among the Caribs, 
and all the nations that have preserved the custom of caITying 
off young girls froni the neighbouring tribes." How then 
can wife-stealing be ascribed to scarcity of women? 

A converse incongruity likewise militates . against Mr. 
U'Lennan's theory. His position is that female infanticide, 
.. rendering women scarce, led at once to polyandry within 
the tribe, and the capturing of women from without." But 
polyandry does not, so far as I see, distinguish wife-

. stealing tribes. We do not find it among the above-named 
Tasmanians, Australians, Dakotahs, Brazilians; and although 
it is said to occur among the Fuegians, and characterizes. some 
of the Caribs, it is much less marked than their polygyny_ 
Contrariwise, though it is not a trait of peoples who rob one 
another of their women, it is a trait of certain rude peoples 
who are habitually peaceful There is polyandry among the 
Esquimaux, who do not even know what war is. There id 
polyandry among the Todas, who in no way aggress upon 
their neighbours. . 

Other minor difficulties might be dwt:lt on. There is the 
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fact that in many cases exogamy and endogamy co-exist; as 
among the Comanches, the New Zealanders, the Lepchas, th6 
Californians. There is the fact that in sundry cases polygyny 
and polyandry co-exist, as among the Fuegians, the Caribs, 
the EsquiIDaux, the Waraus, the Hottentots, the ancient 
Britons. There is the fact that there are some exogamous 
tribes who have not the form of capture in marriage; as the 
Iroquois and the Chippewas. But without dwelling on these, 
I turn to certain cardinal difficulties, obvious a priori, which 
appear to me insuperable. 

§ 286. Setting out with primttive homogeneous groups, 
Mr. M'Lennan contends that the scarcity of wo~en caused 
by destruction of female infants, compelled wife-stealing; 
and he think.'! that this happened .. at a certain stage among 
every race of mankind" (p. 138). The implication is, there
fore, that a number of adjacent tribes, usually belonging to 
the same variety of man in the same stage of progress, were 
simultaneously thus led to rob one another. But immediately 
we think ,of wife-stealiDJ as a practice not of one tribe only, 
but of many tribes forming a cluster, there presents itself 
the question-How was the scarcity of wives thus remedied? 
If each tribe had fewer women than men, how could the 
tribes get wived by taking one another's women? The scarcity 
remained the same: what one tribe got another lost. Sup
posing there is a chronic deficiency of women arid the tribes 
rob one another equally, the result must be decreasing popu
lation in all the tribes. If some, robbing others in excess, 
get enough wives, and leave certain of the rest with very few, 
these must tend towards extinction. And if the surviving 
tribes carry on the process, there appears no limit until the 
strongest tribe, continuing to supply itself with women from 
the less strong, finally alone survives and has no tribes to 
rob. 

Should it be replied that female infanticide is usually not 
c&.rried so far as to make the aggregate number of wives 
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insufficient to maintain the population of all the tribes taken 
together-should it be said that only exceptional tribes rear 
80 few women as not to have mothers enough to produce the 
next generation; then we are met by. a still greater diffi
culty. If in each of the exogamous tribes forming the 
supposed cluster, the men are forbidden to marry women of 
their own tribe, and must steal 'Yomen from other tribes; 
the implication is that each tribe knowingly rears wives for 
neighbouring tribes, but not for itself. Though each tribe 
kills many of its female infants that it may not be at the cost 
of rearing them for its own benefit, yet it deliberately rears 
the remainder for the benefit of its enemies. Surely this is 
an inadmissible supposition. Where the interdict against 
marrying women within the tribe is peremptory, the preser
vation of girls must be useless-worse than useless, indeed, 
since adjacent hostile tribes, to whom they must go as wives, 
will thereby be strengthened. And as all the tribes, living 
under like interdicts, will have like motives, they will all of 
them cease to rear female infants. 

Manifestly, then, exogamy in it_s original form, can never 
have been anything like absolute among the tribes forming a 
cluster j but can have been the law in some of them only. 

§ 28'7. In his concluding chapter, Mr. M'Lennan says that 
"on the whole, the account which we have given of the 
origin of exogamy, appears the only one which will bear 
examination." (p •. 289.) It seems to me, however, that set
ting out with the postulate laid down by him, that primitive 
groups of men are habitually hostile, we may, on asking what 
are the concomitants of war, be led to a different theory, open 
to none of the objections above raised. 

In all times and·' places, among savage and civilized, 
victory isfollowed by pillage. Whatever portable things of 
worth the conquerors find, they take. The enemies of the 
Fuegians plunder them of their dogs and· arms; pastoral 
tribes in Africa have their cattle driven away by victorious. 
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marauders; and peoples more advanced are robbed of their 
money, ornaments, and all valuable things that are not too 
heavy. The taking of women is but a part of this process of 
spoiling the vanquished. Women are prized as wives, as 
concubines, as drudges; and, the men having been killed, 
the women are carried off along with other moveables. 
Everywhere among the uncivilized we find this. .. In Samoa, 
in dividing the spoil of a conquered people, the women were 
not killed, but taken as wives." On an Australian being told 
that certain travellers had shot some natives of another tribe, 
his only remark was :-" Stupid whitefellows! why did you 
not bring away the gins 1" And P. Martyr Anglerius says 
that among the cannibal Caribs in his day, "to eat women 
was considered unlawful. ••• Those who were captured 
young were kept for breeding, as we keep fowl, etc." Early 
legends of the semi-civilized show us the same thing; as 
in the Iliad, where we read that the Greeks plundered" the 
sacred city of Eetion," and that part of the spoils .. they 
divided among themselves" were the women. And there 
lleed no examples to recall the fact that in later and more 
civilized times, successes in battle have been followed by 
transactions allied in character, if not the same in form. 
Clearly, from the beginning down to comparatively late stages, 
women-stealing has been an inciient of successful war. 

Observe, next, that the spoils of conquest, some of them 
prized for themselves, are some of them prized as trophies. 
Proofs of prowess are above all things treasured by the 
savage. He brings back his enemy's scalp, like the North 
American Indian. He dries and preserves his enemy's head, 
like the New Zealander. He fringes his robe with locks of 
hair cut from his slain foe. Among other signs of success in 
battle is the return with a woman of the vanquished tribe. 
Beyond her intrinsic value she has an extrinsic value. Like 
a native wife she serves as a slave; but unlike a native wife 
she serves also as a trophy. As, then, among savages,· 
warriors are the honoured members ()f the tribe-as, among 
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warriors, the most honoured are those whose bravery is best 
shown by achievements; the possession of a wife taken in 
war becomes a badge of social distinction. Hence members 
of the tribe thus married to foreign women, are held to be 
more honourably married than those married to native 
women. What must result? 

In a tribe not habitually at war, or not habitually suc
cessful in war, no decided effect is likely to be produced 
on the marriage customs. If the great majority of the men 
have native wives, the presence of a few whose superiority is 
shown by having foreign wives, will fail to change the prac
tice of taking native wives: the majority will keep one 
another in countenance. But if the tribe, becoming suc
cessful in war, robs adjacent tribes of their women more 
frequently, there will· grow up the idea that. the now-con
siderable class having foreign wives form the honourable 
class, and that those who have not proved their bravery by 
bringing back these living trophies are dishonourable: non
possession of a foreign wife will come to be regarded as a 
proof of cowardice. An increasing ambition to get foreign 
wives will therefore arise; and as the number of those who 
are without them decreases, the brand of disgrace attaching 
to them will grow more decided; until, in the most warlike 
tribes, it becomes an imperative requirement that a wife shall 
be obtained from another tribe-if not in open war, then by 
private abduction. 

A few facts showing that by savages proofs of courage are 
often required as qualifications for marriage, will carry home 
this conclusion. Herndon tells us that among the Mahues, a 
man cannot take a wife until he has submitted to severe 
torture. Bates, speaking of the Passes on the Upper 
Amazons, says that formerly "the young men earned their 
brides by valiant deeds in war." Before he is allowed to 
marry, a young Dyak must prove his bravery by bringing 
back ,the head of an enemy. When the Apaches warriOl's 
return unsuccessful, C'the women turn away from them with 
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assured indifference and contempt. They are upbraided as 
cowards, or for want of skill and tact, and are told that such 
men should not have wives." That' among other results of 
sentiments thus exemplified, abduction of Women will be 
one, is obvious; for a man who, denied a wife till he has 
proved his courage, steals one, satisfies his want and achieves 
reputation at the same time. If, as we see, the test of 
deserving a wife is in some cases obtainment of a trophy, 
what more natural than that the trophy should often be the 
stolen wife herself 1 What more natural than that where 
many warriors of the tribe are distinguished by stolen wives, 
the stealing of a wife should become the required proof of 
fitness to have one? Hence would follow a peremptory law 
of exogamy. 

In so far as it implies that usage grows into law, this 
interpretation agrees with that of Mr. M'Lennan. It does 
not, however, like his, assume either that this usage origin
ated in a primordial instinct, or that it resulted from 
scarcity of women caused by infanticide. Moreover, unlike 
Mr. M'Lennan's, the explanation so reached is consistent 
with the fact that exogamy and endogamy in many cases co
exist; and with the fact that exogamy often co-exists with 
polygyny. Further, it does not involve us in the difficulty 
raised' by supposing a peremptory law of exogamy to be 
obeyed throughout a cluster of tribes. 

§ 288. But can the great prevalence of the form. of cap
ture ,in marriage ceremonies be thus accounted for? Mr. 
M'Lennan believes that wherever thia form is now found, 
complete exogamy once prevailed. Examination will, I 
think, show that the implication is not necessary. There 
are several ways in which the form of capture arises; or 
rather, let us say, it has several conspiring causes. 

If, as we have seen, there still exist rude tribes in which 
men fight for possession of women, the taking possession of a 
woman naturally comes as a sequence to an act of capture. 
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That monopoly which constitutes her a wife in the only 
sense known by the primitive man, is a result of successful 
violence. Thus the form may originate from actual capture 
within the tribe, instead of originating from actual capture 
without it. 

Beyond that resistance to a man's seizure of a woman, 
apt to be made by other men within the tribe, there is the 
resistance of the woman herself. Sir John Lubbock holds 
that coyness is not an adequate cause for the establish;.. 
ment of the form of capture; and it may be that, taken 
alone, it does not suffice to account for everything. But there 
are reasons for thinking it an important factor. Crantz says 
concerning the Esquimaux, that when a damsel is asked in 
marriage, she-
.. directly falls into the greatest apparent consternation, and runs out of 
doors tearing her bunch of hair; fo.r single women always affect the 
utmost bashfulness and aversion to any proposal of marriage, lest they 
should lose their reputation for modesty." 

Like behaviour is shown by Bushmen girls.. When-
.. a girl has grown up to womanhood without having previously been 
betrothed, her lover must gain her own approbation, as well as that of 
the parenta; and on this occasion his attentions are received with an 
affectation of great aIa.rm and disinclination on her part, and with 
some squabbling on the part of her friends." 

Again, among the Sinai Arabs, says Burckhardt, a bride-
" defends herself with stones, and often inllicts wounds on the young 
men, even though she does not dislike the lover; for, according .to 
CUHtOm, the more she strugglell, bites, kicks, cries, and strikes, the more 
she is applauded ever after by her own companions." • •• During 
the procession to the husband's camp, "decency obliges her:to cry and. 
sob most bitterly." 

Of the Muzos, Piedrahita narrates that after agreement with 
the parents was made-
" the bridegroom came to see the bride, and stayed three days caress
i,ng her, while she replied by beating him with her fists and with 
sticks. After these three days she got tamer, and cooked his meals." 
In these cases, then, coyness, either real or affected for repu
tation's sake, calUles resistance of the WOLUan herself. In 
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other cases there is joined with this the resistance of her female 
friends. We read of the Sumatran women that the bride 
and the old matrons make it a point of honour to prevent (or 
appear to prevent) the bridegroom from obtaining his bride. 
On the occasion of a marriage among the MapucMs "the 
women.spring up en 'masse, and arming themselves with clubs, 
stones, and missiles of all kinds, rush to the defence of the 

. distressed maidpn. • . . It is a point of honour with the bride 
to resist and struggle, however willing she may be." And 
once more, when a Kamschadale "bridegroom obtains the 
liberty of seizing his bride, he seeks every opportunity of 
finding her alone, or in company of a few people, for during 
this time all the women in the village are obliged to protect 
her." 

Here we llave proof that one origin of the fo~re 
is feminine opposition-primarily of the woman herself, and 
secondarily of female friends who sympathize with her. 
Though the manners of the inferior races do not imply much 
coyness, yet we cannot suppose coyness to be wholly absent. 
Hence tbat amount of it which exists, joined with that 
further amount simulated, will make resistance, and conse
quently an effort to capture, natural phenomena. Moreover, 
since a savage makes his wife a slave, and treats her brutally, 
she has an additional motive for resistance. 

Nor does forcible opposition proceed 'Only from the girl 
and her female friends: the male members of her family 
also are likely to be opponents. A woman is of value not 
only as .a wife, but also as a daughter; and up from the 
lowest to the highest stages of social progress, we find a tacit 
or avowed claim to her services by her father. It is so even 
with the degraded Fuegians: an equivalent in the shape of 
service rendered, has to be given for her by the youth, "such 
as helping to make a canoe." It is so with savages of more 
advanced types allover the world: there is either the like 
giving of stipulated work, or the giving of a price. Andwe 
have evidence that it was originally so among ourselves: in 
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on action for seduction the deprivation of e. daughter's 
services is the injury alleged. Hence it is inferable that in 
the rudest states, where claims, parental or other, are but 
little regarded, the taking away of a daughter becomes the 
()ccasion of a fight;. Facts support this conclusion. Of the 
MapucMs, Smith says that when there is opposition of the 
parents, .. the neighbours are immediately summoned by 
blowing the horn, and chase is given." Among the Gandors, 
B tribe on the southern shores of the Caspian Sea, the bride
groom must run away with his bride, although be thereby 
exposes himself to the vengeance of her parents, who, if they 
find him within three days, can lawfully put him to death. 
A custom with the Gonds is that "a suitor usually carries 
()If the girl that is refused to him by the parents." Thus we 
find a further natural cause for the practice of capture-a. 
«:ause which must have been common before social usages 
were well established. Indeed, on reading that among the 
MapucMs the man sometimes .. lays violent hands upon the 
damsel, and carries her off," and that .. in all such cases the 
usual equiValent is afterwards paid to the girl's father:' we 
may suspect that abduction, spite of parents, was the primary' 
form; that there came next the making of compensation. to 
escape vengeance; that this grew into the making of presents 
beforehand; and that so resulted eventually the system of 
purchase. 

If, then, within a tribe there are three sources of opposi .. 
non to the appropriation of a woman by a man, it cannot be 
held that the form of capture is inexplicable unless 'We. 
assume the abduction of wom~n from other tribes. 

But even supposing it to have originated as Mr. M'Lennan 
thinks, its survival as a marriage-ceremony would not prove 
exogamy to have been the law. In a tribe containing many 
warriors who had wives taken from enemies, and who, as 
having captured their wives, were regarded as more honour
.ably married than the rest, there would result an ambition, 
if not to capture a wife, still to seem to captur~ a wife. In 

2 s 
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;Elvery society" the inferior ape the. superior; and customs 
thus: spread among .. classes the ancestors of which did not 
.follow.them. ,. The antique-looking portraits that decorate 
:!f.' modern large house,·by no means demonstrate the dis- • 
:tinguished lineage of the owner; but often falsely suggest 
a . distinguished liQeage. The coat of arms a wealthy man 
bears, does not necessarily imply descent from men who 
pnce l1ad their shields' and flags covered by such marks' of 
identity. .The·phunes ,on. a hearse, do not prove that the 
dead occupant had forefathers who wore knightly decorations .. 
And' similarly, it does not follow that all the members of 
tl'ibes. who go through the form of capturing their wives at 
marriage, are descendants of men who in earlier days actually 
captured their wives. Mr. M'Lennan himself points out 
that, among sundry ancient peoples, captured wives were per
mitted to the military class through not to other classes. If 
we suppose a society formed of a ruling group of warriors, 
originally the conquerors, who practised wife-capture, and 
their subjects who could not practise it; and if we ask what 
would happen when such a society feU into more peaceful 
relations with adjacent like societies, and obtained wives 
from 'them no longer by force, but by purchase or other 
~riendly arrangement j we may see that,. in the first place; 
the form of capture would replace the actuality of capture in 
the marriages of the dominant class; for, as Mr. M'Lennan, 
contends, adherence to ancestral usage would necessitate 
the simulation of capture after actual capture had ceased. 
And. when, in the dominant class, . wife-capture had th1.1S 
passed into,a form, it would be imitated by the subject class. 
3S being the most honourable form. Such among the inferior 
as had risen to superior social positions would first adopt it; 
a.nd they would gradually be .followed by those below them.· 
So that, even were there none of the other probable origins 
named above, a surviving form of capture in any society 
'Would not show that. society to have been exogamous; bnt. 
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·would merely show that wife-capture was in early tiriie~ 
practised by its leading men. 

I:r' 

§ 289. And now, pursuing the argument, let uS"see 
whether exogamy and endogamy are not simultaneously 
accounted for as correlative results of the same difl'eteii:' 
tiating process. Setting out with a state in which' the 
relations of the sexes were indefinite, variable, and detet!. 
mined by the passions and circumstances of the occasi'on, 
we have ro explain how exogamy and endogamy became 
established, the one here, the other there, as consequences 
of surrounding conditions; The efficient conditions were 'the 
relations to other tribes, now peaceful but Usually hostile, 
some 'of them strong and some of them weak. '. 

NecessjtriIy, a primitive group habitulilly at peace 'With I 
neighbouring groups, must be epdogamous; for the taking 
of women from another tribe is either a sequence' of open 
war, or is an act of private war which brings on open war. 
Pure endogamy, however, resulting in this manner,' is 'pro
bably rare; since the hostility of tribes is almost universal 
But endogamy is likely to characterize not peaceful groups 
alone, but also groups habitually worsted in war. " An 
occasional abducted woman taken in reprisal, will notsuffide 
to establish in a weak tribe any precedent for wife-capture; 
but, contrariwise, a member of such a tribe who carries' off 
a woman, and so provokes the vengeance of a stronger tribe 
robbed, is likely to meet with general reprobation.· Hence 
marrying within the tribe will not only be habitual, but 

• .!.fte!' the above eentenoowBB written, I came, by a nnppy coincidence,; 
upon a verifying fact, in Life ill the Southern Isle., by the Rev. W. W. 
Gill (p. 47). A man belonging to one of the tribes in Mangaia stole fobd 
from an adjacent tribe. This adjacent tribe avenged itself by destroying 
the houses, etc., of the thief's tribe. Thereupon the thief's tribe, angry 
berause of the mischief thus brought on them, killed the thief. If this hap
pened with a stealer of food, still more would it happen with a stealer of 
women, when the tribe robbed was the more powerful. 

2 s 2 
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there will arise a prejudice, and eventually a law, against 
taking wives from other' tribes: the needs of self-preserva
tion will make the tribe endogamous. This interpretation 
harmonizes with the fact, -admitted by Mr. M'Lennan, that· 
the endogamous tribes are as numeroUfI as the exogamous; 
and a1'30 with the fact he admits, that in sundry cases 
the tribes forming a cluster, allied by blood and language, 
;lIe some of them exogamous and some endogamous. 
. It is to be inferred that among tribes not differing much 
in strength, there will be continual aggressions and reprisals. 
often accompanied by abductions of w~men. No one of them 
will be able to supply itself with wives entirely at the ex
pense of adjacent tribes j and hence, in each of them, there 
will be both native wives and wives taken from other tribes : 
there will be both exogamy and endogamy. Stealing of wives 
will not be reprobated, because the tribes robbed are not too 
strong to be defied j and it will not be insisted on, because 
t.he men who have stolen wives will not be numerous enough 
to determine the average opinion. If, however, in 
a cluster of tribes one gains predominance by frequent suc
cesses in war-if the men in it who have stolen wives form 
the larger number-if possession of a stolen wife becomes a 
mark of that bravery without which a man is not worthy of 
a wife j then the discreditableness of marrying within the 
tribe, growing into disgracefulness, will end in a peremptory 

. requirement to get a wife from another tribe-if not in open 
war, then by private theft: the tribe will become exoga
mous. A sequence may be traced. The exogamous 
tribe thus al'ising, and growing while it causes adjacent 
tribes to dwindle by robbing them, will presently divide; and 
its sections, usurping the habitats of adjacent tribes, will 
carry with them the established exogamous habit. When, 
presently becoming hostile, these diverging sub-tribes begin 
to rob one another of women, there will arise conditions con
ducive to that internal exogamy which 1\1r. 1\1'Lennan 
supposes, rightly I think, to replace external exogamy. .For 
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unless we assume that in a cluster of tribes, each undertakes 
to rear women for adjacent tribes to steal, we must conclude 
that the exogamous requirement will be met. in a q~ed 
manner. Wives born within the tribe but foreign by blood, 
will, under pl'essure of the difficulty, be considered allowable 
instead of actnally stolen wives. And thus, indeed. that kiu,
ship· in the female line which primitive irregularity in the 
relations of the sexes originates, will become established. even 
though male parenthood is known j since this interpretation 
.of kinship will make possible the conformity to a hw of 
eonnubium that could not otherwise be obeyed. I 

§ 290. Nothing of much importance is to be said respecting 
exogamy and endogamy in their bearings on social life. 

Exogamy in its primitive form is clearJy an accompaniment 
.of the lowest barbarism j and it decreases as the hostility of 
societies becomes less constant. and the usages of war miti
gated. That the implied crossing of tribal stocks, where these 
tribal stocks are very small, may be advantageous, physiologi
cally, is true j and exogamy may so secure a benefit which at 
a later stage is secured by the mingling of conquering and 
conquered tribes; though none who bear in mind the thought
lessness of savages and their utter ignorance of natural causa
tion even in its simple forms, will suppose such a benefit to 
have been contemplated. But the exogamous custom as at 
first established, implies an extremely abject condition of 
women; a brutal treatment of them; an entire absence of 
the higher sentiments that accompany the relations of the 
sexes. Associated with the lowest type of political life, it is 
also associated with the lowest type of domestic life. 

Evidently endogamy. which at the outset must have cha
racterized the more peaceful groups, and which has prevailed 
as societies have become less hostile, is a concomitant of tllA 
higher forms of the family. 

[The above chapter, written before the middle of Sep-
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tentUer; 1876, I kept standing in type for several weeks : 
betD.g deterred froni printing by the announcement that, a 
sebondedition' of Mr. M'Lennan's work was coming out, 
~lid' by-the thought.that perhaps amendments contained in 
ib::liiight entail modifications of my criticisms. In the preface 
to this new edition he said :-

• j, 'though I am again free to resume the studies neCessary for its 
l'-Ilv184!n; it is uncertain whether I could soon revise it in a satisfactory 
J!l~er-so that I am without an auswer to representations made to 
.:qt~ that it is better it should be made accessible to students with its 
imperfections than that it should remain inaccessible to them. I have 
done this the more readily that, on the whole, I still adhere to the COD

clusions I had arrived at more than eleven years ago, on the various 
;ma.tterswhit:h are discussed in 'rrimitive Marria,,0'6."" 

I therefore sent the foregoing pages to press nnaltered. The 
'quotations are, as mentioned before, from the first edition, the 
. paging of which does not correspond with that of the second.] 

.1., . 

" 



CIIAPTER. v. 

l'llOllllSCUITV. 

§ 29l.- ALltEADY, in the chapter on .. The rl'illliti~e 
'tions of the-Sexes," illustration~ have been given of t 
definiteness and inconstancy of the connexions betwee 

-and women ill low societies. The wills of the st
unchecked -by political restraints, unguided by morai 
ments, determine all -behaviour. Forcibly taking , 
from one another, men recognize no tie between the 
save that which might establishes and liking maintain 
the instances there given others may be added, showin 
at first, marriage, as we understand it, hardly exists. 

Poole says of the Haidahs_ that the women- .. cohabit 
promiscuously with their own tribe, though-rarely with, 
tribes." The Hill-tribes of thePmey Hills, Madura 
trict, have very few restrictions on promiscuous interco 
"Captain Harkness writes:-" They [two Erulars 'of the 1 
gherry Hills] informed us that the Erulars have no mar: 
contract, the sexes cohabiting almost indiscriminately; 
'option of remaining in union 'or of separating resting pri 
pally with the female." Of another Indian people, 
Teehurs, 'it is said that they" live together almost indiscri 
nately in large communities, and even when two people 
,regarded as married the tie is but nominal" And accord 
to a Brahmin sepoy who lived more than a year with t 
AIidamanese, -promiscuity is so far sanctioned among them -
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flther tribes; and it cannot, 1 think, be said that the idea of 
marriage within a tribe is generated by the negation of the 
elaims of those belonging to other tribes. But passing 
over the terminology, let us consider the essential question 
raised-whether what we JIlay call tribal monopoly of its 
women, regarded as a common possession held against other 
tribes, preceded individual JIlonopoly within: the tribe. Sir 
JohiJ. Lubbock considers that absence of individual marital 
possession went along with absence of individual possession 
generally. While the notion of private ownership of other 
things did not exist, there did not exist the notion of private 
ownership of women. Just as in the earliest Iltages the 
tribal territory was common property, so, too, he thinks, were 
the women of the tribe common property;' and he thinks that 
private ownership of women was established only by stealing 
them from other tribes: women so obtained being recognized 
as belonging to their captors. But while admitting that 
development of the conception of property in general, has had 
much to do with development of the marital relation, it is 
quite possible to dissent from the belief that the conception 
of property was ever so undeveloped as Sir John Lubbock's 
conclusion implies. It is true that the idea of tribal owner:
ship of territory may be compared to that of many animals, 
solitary and gregarious, which drive trespassers away from 
their lairs or habitats: even the swans on each reach of the 
Thames resist invading swans from other reaches; and the 
public dogs in each quarter of Constantinople attack dogs 
from other quarters if they encroach. It is true, also, that 
generally among savages there is a certain community of pro
perty in the game captured; though not an unqualified com
munity. But the reason for all this is clear. Land is jointly 
held by hunters because it cannot be otherwise held; and 
joint claims to the food it produces are involved. 1'0 infer 
that there is not in the earliest state a recognition of indi
vidual property in other things, is, I think, going further than 
~ither the probabilities or the facts warrant. The dog sho~\"s 
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'tl'ssome hotion' of ownership.l...~iUnot onlY: fight for the prey 
:.hEr has caught, or' for his' kennel;, ~ut will keep guard over 
11i3 master's belongings.' We cau'not suppose that man'in his 
Tudest ,state 'had! less ~i:J.{)tion lof' iownership than this. We 
!'mustt s1lppose he had 'blore'; 'and our supposition is justified 
'by evidence. HabItually :savages individually own their 
''weapons 'and i implements, ,their .. decorat.ions, their dresses. 
Even among the degraded Fuegians there is private property 
1n canoeS: . Indeed, 'the very idea or prospective advantage 
'which leads an intelligent being to take posses~ion of,or to 
~ake,:anyuseful thing, is an: idea which leads him to resist 
the abstra<:tion of it: :Generally, possession is not interfered 
'With, because the thing is not worth the risk of II; fight; and 
even where; after: tesistance, it is taken by anotherl still it 
comes to, be, 'held by that othet individually. The impulses 
:which lead pfiIDitive men thus to.monopolize other objects 
~f value, must'lead them to monopolize women. There must 
arise private ownerships of women, ignored only by the 
stronger, who establish other pi'ivate ownerships. 
, And this conClusion seems the one supported by the facts. 
Every"'here pl'omiscuity. however marked. is qualified by 
unions 'having 'some persistence. If, ,in the val'ious cases 
llefore named,: as also among the Aleutian Islanders, and the 
lCutchins ofN orth America, the Ba~agas, Kurumbahs and 
'Keriah~ of India, the Hottentots and various other peoples 
of.Africa,tbere:is no 'marriage ceremony; we have, in the 
:very statement, an implication that there is something having 
,the' nature of, malTiage. If, as with the North American 
trio,es 'generally, "nothing more than the personal consent of 
the parties," unsanctioned and'unwitnessed, occurs; still some 
ldild <if union is alleged~ If, as among ,the Bushmen and the 
Indians of 'Cillifornia,' there is 'no word signifying :this rela
tionbetween the sexes; still there is evidence that the relation 
is kllown;' If among such peoples· as the Teehurs of Oude, 
the promiscuity is such, thnt '~even when two people are 
regarded as'married the tie is but nominal j" still, ,some' .. are 
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regarded as, married.· . The. very .lowes~ raOOJ nowexisting-:
}'uegians, Australians, Andaman~se-s~ow us that •. however 
irifQ1"Dlallythey may originate, s!lxual relations' 9f a more' or 
JlIss enduring kind exist j and I ·do· not see reasons for con;" 
~luding that in social groups lower than these,' there was n<.> 
individual possession of women by men. We'" mustinfe~ 
that even in prehistoric timesj; promiscuity was checked by 
the establishment ,of individual connexions,prompted by 
·men's likings and maintained against other men by force. 

. § 293. ·Admitting, however; that in the 'earliest stages 
promiscuity was but in a small degree th~ quaIifie~, let. US 

11ote, first, the resulting ideas of kinship. 
Causes direct and indirect, will, conspire' to produce recog

nition, of relationship in the female ~e ·only. If promis
.cuity is extensive~ and if there are more childr~n born to 
unknown fathers' than to known fathers,then as the con
.nexion between mother and' child. is obvious. in all cases~ 
·while that between father and child is inferable only in so::ne 
cases, there must arise a habit of thinking of maternal kin:
'ship rather than of . paternal. Hence, even in that- minority 
()f cases where paternity is manifest, chil~en will be thought 
.of and spoken of in the same way. Among ourselvel! 
common speech habitually indicates a boy as Mr. So-and-so'\! 
.son, though descent from his mothe~ is. as fully re~ognized; 
and a converse usage, caused by prevailing promiscuity, 
among savages, will lead to the speaking of a child as th~ 
mother's child, even when the father is known. ., . 

A further influence helps to estaplish thil:! practice. 
Though' we conclude that promiscuity is in all cases quali,
'fied by u,nions having some duration, yet we find that in the 
lowest· stages, as .among the .Andamanese, each of these 
:unions .ends when a child i,s weaned: the reSlultbeing th~~ 
,thereafter, association. of the child· with its father ceases • 
. while !Lssociation with its ·mother continues. Consequ.ently, . 
~ven when :there is acknowledg'ld paternity, the child· ~ill blj 
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mostly thought of in connexion with its mother; confirming 
the habit otherwise caused. 

This habit having arisen, the resulting recognition of rela-
. tionship in the female line only, will, as we have seen, be . 

strengthened by the practice of exogamy when passing from 
the . external to the internal form. The requirement that 
a wife shall be taken from a foreign tribe, readily becomes 
confounded with the requirement that a wife shall be of 
foreign blood. If maternal descent alone is recognized, the 
daughters of foreign women within the tribe will, as Mr. 
M'Lennan argues, be rendered available as wives under the 
law of exogamy; and the custom of so regarding them will 
be strengthened by making fulfilment of this law possible, 
when otherwise fulfilment would be impossible. A settled 
system of kinship through females, and interdict against 
marriage with those having the same family name, or belong
ing to the same clan, will result. 

Instances collected by Mr. M'Lennan and Sir John Lub
bock, show that this system "prevails throughout . Western 
and Eastern Afriea, in Circassia, Hindostan, Tartary, Siberia, 
China, and Australia, as well as in North and South America.'· 
For interpreting it in the above manner there are some 
additional reasons. One is that we are not obliged to make 
the startling assumption that male parentage was at first 
entirely unperceived. A. second is that we escape an incon
sistency. Male parentage is habitually known; though disre-

, garded, where the system of kinship iIi. the female line now 
obtains; for not only in the lowest races are there unions 
persistent enough to make male parentage manifest, put the 
very statement that female kinship is alone counted, cannot 

. be made by these races without implying a consciousness of 
male kinship: nay, indeed, bave not these races, down to the 
very lowest, always a word for father as Ven as a word for 
mother? And a third is that commonly the names of the clans 
which are forbidden to intermarry, such as Wolf, Bear, Eagle, 
etc., are names given to m£:n; implying, as I have before 
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contended (§ 170-3) descent from distinguished male ancestors 
bearing those names-descent which, notwithstanding the 
system of female kinshipiwas remembered where there was 
pride in the connexion. -

§ 294. From the effects of unregulated relations of the sexes 
on the system of formally-recognized kinship, in pursuing 
which I have diverged somewhat from the immediate topic, let 
us now:. pass to the effects on the society and its individuals. 

In proportion to the prevalence of promiscuity, there must 
be paucity and feebleness of relationships. Besides having 
no known male parents, the children of each mother are less 
connected with one another. They are only half-brothers 
and half-sisters. Family bonds, therefore, are not only weak 
but cannot spread far; and this implies defect of cohesion 
among members of the society. Though they have some 
common interests, with some vague notion of general kinship, 
there lacks that element of strength arising from the inte
rests within groups distinctly related by blood. At the same 
time, establishment of subordination is hindered. Nothing 
beyond temporary predominance of the stronger is likely to 
arise in the absence of definite descent: there can be no 
settled political control. For the like reason the growth of· 
ancestor-worship, and of the religious bonds resulting from it, 
are impeded. Thus in several waya indefinite sexual rela
tions hinder social self-preservation and social evolution. 

• I may add here a conclusive proof that avowed recognition of kinship in 
the female line only, by no means shows an nnconsciousneaa of male kinship. 
This proof is furnished by that converse custom which some ancient .Aryans 
had of recognizing relationship through males, and ignoring relationship 
through females. When Orestes, after killiug his mother for murdering Iris 
{ather, waa absolved on the ground urged by him, that a man is related to 
his father and not to his mother, undeniable evidence was given that ·an 
-established doctrine of kinship may disregard a connexion which is obvious 
'to all-more obriouJl than any other. And if it caunot be supposed that an 
Actual uncousciousness of. motherhood was associated with this system of. 
exclusive kinship through males among the Greeks; then there is no warrant 
for the supposition that actual unL"Ousciouaness of fatherhood is associated wit h 
the system of exclusive kinship through females among sllvngcs. 
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.. Their unfavourableness to the welfare of offspring scarcely 
needs pointing out. Where paternity' is not recognized, 
children . must depend almost wholly on maternal care. 
Among· savages, exposed as they are to great privations, the 
rearing of children is in all cases difficult; and it must be 
inore difficult where -the mother -is unaided by the father. 
So too is it, if in a smaller degree, with the progeny of brief 
marriages, such as those of the Andamanese, whose custom it 
is 'for a man and wife to part when a child, born to them 
is weaned. _. Often the child must die from lacking adequate 
support and protection, which the mother alone cannot give. 
No doubt, under such conditions, miscellaneous help is 
given. Indeed, the Andamanese women are said to aid one 
another in suckling; and probably food and other things are 
furnished by the men: the child becomes, in a measure, the 
child of the tribe. But indefinite tribal care can but partially 
replace definite paternal care. How unfavourable to the 
maintenance of population are these unregulated relations of 
the sexes, we have, indeed, direct evidence. A recent 
reporter, Mr. Francis Day, a surgeon, says that the Andam
anese appear to be dying out. He saw but one woman who 
had as many as three living children. During a year, 
thirty-eight deaths were reported and only fourteen births, 
among the families living near the European settlements. 

Turning from progeny to parents, it is clear that to them 
also the absence of persistent marital relations is very inju
rious. Maintenance of the race, in so far as it is effected, is 
effected at excessive cost to the women; and though the men 
may not suffer directly, they suffer indirectly. After maturity 
is past, there come the privations of an early deoline unmiti~ 
gated by domestic assistance. Mr. Day says of the Andam
anese that few appear to live to a greater age than forty; and 
they are subject to various diseases. Absence of those higher 
gratifications accompaJiying developed fmnily life., is also to be 
noted as a concomitant evil. 

Irregular relations of the sexes are thus at nriance with 
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tlle welfare of. the society, of the young, nnd . of the adults-. 
We before Gaw that in all respects the traits of the primitive 
man-physical, emotional, iritellectual-are immense hin
drances to social evolution; and here we see that his lack of 
those sentiments which lead to permanent marriages, consti. 
tutes a further hindrance.. 

§ 295. Out of this lowest state, however, there tend t() 
arise higher states. In two ways do groups thus loose in 
their sexual relations, evolve into groups having sexual rela
tions of more definite kinds. 

If, as we concluded; prevailing promiscuity was from the 
first accompanied by. unions having some duration-if, as we 
may infer, the progeny of such unions were more likely to be 
reared, and more likely to be vigorous, than the rest; then 
the average result must have been. multiplication and pre
dominance of individuals derived from such unions. And 
bearing in mind that among these .there would be inherited; 
natures leaning towards such unions more than other natures 
leaned, we must infer that there would, from generation t() 
generation, be an increasing tendency to such unions along 
certain lines of descent. Where they favoured race-mainte.,. 
nance, survival of the fittest would further the establishment 
of them. I say advisedly-where they favoured race-main
tenance; because it is conceivable that in very barren habitats 
they might not do this. Sexual relations conducive to the 
rearing of many children would be of no advantage: the food 
would not suffice. It may be, too, that in very inclement 
habitats more careful nurture would be useless; since where 
the hardships to be borne in adult life were extreme, the 
raising of children that could not bear them would not help 
to preserve the society-nay, by wasting food and effort 
might prove detrimental. The ability ofa child to survive 
with no care beyond that which its mother can give, may in 
some circumstances be a .test of fitness for the life to be led. 
:But save in such extreme cases, th~ favourable effects on 
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offspring must tend to establish in a social group, persistent 
relations of the sexes. 

The struggle for existence between societies conduces to 
the same effect. Subject to the foregoing limitation, what
ever increases the power of a tribe, either in number or in 
vigour, gives it an advantage in war; so that other things 
equal, societies characterized by sexual relations which are 
the least irregular, will ·be the most likely to conquer. I say 
other things equal, because co-operating causes interfere.. 
Success in battle does not depend wholly on relative num
bers or relative strengths. There come into play courage, 
endurance, swiftness, agility, skill in the use of weapons. 
Though otherwise inferior, a tribe may conquer by the quick
ness of its members in tracking enemies, by cunning in 
ambush, etc. Moreover, jf among a number of adjacent 
tribes there are no great differences in degrees of promis
cuity, conflicts among them cannot tend to establish higher 
sexual relations. Hence, only an occasional effect can be 
produced; and we may anticipate. that which the facts indi
cate-a slow and very irregular diminution. In some cases, 
too, profusion of food and favourable climate, may render less 
important the advantage whIch the offspring of regular sexual 
relations have over those of irregular ones. And this may be 
the reason why in a place like Tahiti, where life is so easily 
maintained and children so easily reared, great sexual irregu
larity was found to co-exist with large population and con
siderable social advance. 

As, however, under ordinary conditions the rearing of 
more numerous and stronger offspring must have been 
favoured by more regular sexual relations, there must, on 
the average, have been a tendency for the societies most 
characterized by promiscuity to disappear before those less 
characterized by it. 

§ 296. Considering the facts from the evolution point of 
view, we see that at first the domestic relations are but 
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little more developed than the political relations: incohe
rence and indefiniteness characterize both. 

From this primitive stage, domestic evolution takes place 
in several directions by increase of coherence and definite_ 
ness. Connexions of a more or less enduring kind are in 
some cases formed between one woman and several men. . In 
some cases, and very commonly, enduring connexions are 
formed between one man and seyeral women. Such relations 
co-exist in the same tribe, or they characterize different 
tribes; and along with them there usually co-exist relations 
between indiYidual men and individual women. The evi
dence implies that all these marital forms by which pro
mi.scuity is restricted, have equally early origins. 

The different types of the family thus initiated, have now 
to be considered. We will take them in U1C above order. 

2 T. 



CHAPTER VI. 

rOLYANDRY. 

§2!)7. Pnm.rISCUITY may be called indefinite polyandry 
.joined with indefinite polygyny; and one mode of advance 
-is by a diminution of the indefiniteness. 

Concerning the Fuegians, Admiral Fitzroy says :-" We 
had some reason to think there were parties who lived in a 
promiscuous manner-8 few women being with many men:" 
A condition which may be regarded as promiscuity to a 
slight degree limited. But not dwelling on this doubtfully
made statement, let us pass to positive statements concerning 
what may be described as definite polyandry joined with defi
nite polygyny. Of the Todas, we are told by Shortt that-

"If there be four or five brothers, and one of them, being old enough, 
gem married, his wife claims all the other brothers as her husbands, 
and as they successively attain manhood, she consorts with them j or if 
the wife has one or more younger sisters, they in turn, on attaining a 
marria.,creable age, become the wives of their sister's husband or hus
bands, and thus in a family of several brothers, there may be, accord
ing to circumstances, only one wife for them all, or many j but, one or 
more, they all live under one roof, and cohabit promiscuously." 

.Akin to this arrangement, though differing in the respect 
that the husbands are not brothers, is that which exists 
among the Nairs. From several authorities l\fr. l\1'Lennan 
takes the statements that-· 

"It is the custom for one woman • to have attached to her two males, 
C)l' four, or perhaps more, and they cohabit ac.:ording to l'ules.' W itla 
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this account that of Hamilton agrees, excepting that he states that a 
Nair woman could have no more than twelve husbands, and had to 
select these under certain restrictions as to rank and caste. On the 
other hand, Buchanan states that the women. after marna.,ae are free to 
cohabit with any number of men, under'certain restrictions as to mOe 
and caste. It is consistent with the three accounts, and is directly 
~tated by Hamilton, that & Nair may be one in several combinations 
of husbands." 

Here then, along with polyandry to some extent defined, 
there goes polygyny, also to some extent defined. And 
with the semi-civilized Tahitians, one of the several forms 
of sexual relations was akin to this.. «If the rank of the 
,,·ire was in any degree superior to that of her husband she 
was at liberty to take as many other husbands as she pleased;" 
though still nominally the wife of the first husband. 

From these forms of the family, if the word may be ex
tended to them, in which polyandry and polygyny are united, 
we pass to those forms which come under the head of poly
andry proper. In one of them the husbands are not related j 
in the other they are akin, and usually brothers. 

§ 298. Already we have seen that polyandrous households, 
apparently of the ruder sort, occur in tribes having also poly
gynous households: the Caribs, the Esquimaux, and the 
Waraus, having been instanced. Another case is furnished 
lly the Aleutian Islanders, who are polygynists, but among 
whom, a .. woman may enter into a double marriage, inas
much as she has a right to take· an additional husband. The 
aborigines of the Canary Islands practised polyandry, pro
bably not fraternal When the Spaniards arrived at Lance
rota, they found ct a very singular custom. • • • A woman 
had several husbands .••• A husband was considered as such 
only during a lunar revolution. " And to these cases of the 
ruder polyandry which I find among my own data, I may 
add others given by Mr. M'Lennan. He names the Kasias 
and the Saporogian Cossaks as exemplifying it. 

Of the higher form of polyandry many instances occur: 
2 T. 2 
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sometimes co-existing in the same society with the lower 
form, and sometimes existing alone. Tennent tells us that-

"Polyandry prevails throughout the interior of Ceylon, chiefly 
amongst the wealthier classes; of whom, one woman has frequently 
three or four husbands, and sometimes as many as seven .•• ; .As a 
general rule the husbands are members of the same family, and most 
frequently brothers." 

Of other peoples definitely stated to practise this kind of poly
andry, Mr. M'Lennan enumerates, in America the Avaroes 
and the Maypures, and in Asia the inhabitants of Kashmir, 
Ladak, Kinawer, Kistewar, and Sirmor. In the remote past 
it existed where it is-not known now. Bastian quotes Strabo 
as saying of the tribes of Arabia Felix that men of the same 
family married one wife in common. In an ancient Hindu 
epic, the MahrtbMrata, a princess is described as married to 
five brothers. And, according to Cresar, there was fraternal 
polyandry among the ancient Britons. 

§ 299. What are we, to say about the origin and develop
ment of this type of the domestic relations 1 

As before contended, facts do not support the belief that 
it arose from female infanticide and consequent scarcity of 
women. We saw that it does not prevail where wife-stealing, 
said also to result from scal'Cityof women, is habitual; but 
that in such cases polygyny is more usual We also saw that 
its frequent. co-existence with polygyny negatIves the belief 
that it is due to excess of males. True, of the Todas we read 
that owing "to the great scarcity of women in this tribe, it 
more. frequently happens that a single woman is wife to 
several husbands." But ag!!inst this may be set such a case· 
as that of Tahiti, where we have no reason to believe that 
women were scarce, and where the polyandry which was 
associated with polygyny, went along with other loose sexual 
relations-where .. brothers, or members of the same family, 
sometimes exchanged their wives, while the wife of every 
individual was also the wife of his taw or friend." 

Nor can we, I think, ascribe. it to poverty; though poverty 
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may, in some. cases, be the cause of its continuance and 
spread. It is general in some communities which are rela.
tively well off; and though in some cases distinctive of the 
poorer classes, it is in other cases the reverse. As above 
quoted, Tennent tells us that in Ceylon polyandry prevails 
" chiefly, among the wealthier classes;" implying that as, 
among the poorer classes each man has commonly one. wife, 
if not more, the cause there is neither lack of women for 
wives, nor lack of ability to maintain wh·es. ; 

We must rather, in pursuance of conclusions already drawn, 
regard polyandry as one of the kinds of marital relations 
emerging from too primitive unregulated state;. and one 
which has survived where competing kinds, not favQured by 
the conditions, llave failed to extinguish it. 

§ 300. When from that form of polyandry, little above pro
miscuity, in which one wife has several unrelated husbands 
and each of the husbands has other unrelated wives, we pass 
to that form in which the unrelated husbands have .but one 
wife, thence to the form in which the husbands are. related, 
and finally to the form in which they are brothers only; we 
trace an advance in family structure. Already I have r~
ferred to :Mr. :M'Lennan's indication of the different results. 

Where, as among the Nairs, each woman has several ~-' 
related husbands, and each husband has several Unrelated 
wives, not only is the paternal blood of the offspring unknown, 
but children of each man commonly exist in several house
holds. Besides the fact that the orily known kinship is 
through the woman, there is the fact that each man's domestic 
interest, not limited to a particular group of children, is lost 
by dissipation. Maternal parenthood alone being concen. 
trated and paternal parenthood diffused, the family bonds are 
but little stronger than those accompanying promiscuity. 
Besides his mother, a man's orily known relations are his 
half-brothers and half-sisters and the children of his half
sisters. 
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. Where the unrelated husbands aJ'e limited to one wife, and 
where their children, though they cannot be affiliated upon 
their fathers individually; form a single domestic group, there 
is some sphere for the paternal feelings. Each husband has 
an interest in the offspring, some of whom may be, and pro
bably are, his own: occasionally, indeed, being severally 
attributed to each by likeness, 01' by their mother's statement. 
Though the positively·known relationships remain the same 
as in the last case, yet there is some advance in the formation 
of . domestic groups. 

And then; as Mr.l\I'Lennan points out, where the husbands 
are brothers, the children have a known blood in the male 
line as well as, in the female line. Each boy or girl in the 
family is known by each husband to be, if not a son or 
daughter, then a nephew or niece. This fixing of the ancestry 
on both sides evidently strengthens the family bond. Beyond 
the closer kinships ill each group, there now aJ'ise in sueces~ 
sive generations; alliances between groups, not on the female 
side only, but on the male side. And this ramification of 
connexions becomes an element of social strength. * 

So that as, in passing from promiscuity to polyandry, we 
pass to more coherent and definite domestic relations, so do 
we in 'passing from the lower forms of polyandry to the 
higher. 

§ 30L What must we say about polyandry in respect of 
its effects on social self-preservation, on the rearing of off
spring, and on the lives of adults? Some who have had good 

* It is proper to point out here that the name fraternal polyandry does 
not exoctly represent the focts, and that in reality there exists no such insti
tution. A. polyanch'Y strictly fraternal, would imply that the husbands hod 
deSC('nded. from a monogamio union; Cor only then could they be brothers in 
the full sense of the word. In .. polyandric society the so-called brothers 
who become husbands of one wife, are descendants of one mother by fathers 
who were brothers on the maternal side, and something les8 than cousins on 
t.he patemal side. The Bo-called brothers are therefore something more thon 
half·brothers. This qualification, hO,wevf'I', does Dot negotivo thc stotCWl'lI~ 
that the male blood of the children is known. 
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opportunities of judging, contend that in certain places it is 
auvantageous. It would seem that just as there are habitats 
in which only inferior forms of animals can exist. so in 
societies physically conditioned in particular ways, the in
ferior forms of domestic life survive because they alone are 
practicable. 

In his work, The Abode 01 SnOtlJ, Mr. Wilson, discnssing 
TlJibetan polyandry in its adaptation to the barren Himalayan 
l·cgion, 'says :-

"There is a tendency on the part of population to increase at a. 
greater ratio than its power of producing food; and few more effectual 
means to check that tendency· could well be dmsed than the system of 
Tibetan polyaudry, taken in conjunction with the Lama monasteries and 
lJunneries. Very likely it was ,never deliberately devised to do so, and 
came down from some very rude state of society; but, at all events, it 
must have been found exceedingly serviceable in repressing population 
runong, what Kreppen so well calls, the snow-lands of Asia. Ifpopula
tion had increased there at the rate it has in England during this 
centl1ry, frightful results must have followed either to the Tibetans 01· 

to their immediate neighbours. As it is, almost every one in the 
Himalaya has either land and a house of his own, or land and a house 
in which he has a share, and which prov~de for his protection and 
subsistence •••• I was a little surprised to find that one of thlt 
Moravian missionaries defended the polyandry of the Tibetans, not as a 
thing to be approved of in the abstract or tolerated among Christians, 
but as good for the heathen of so sterile a country. In taking this view, 
he proceeded on the argument that superabundant population, in an 
nnfertile country, must be a great calamity, and produce' eternal war
fare or eternal want.' Turner took also a similar view." 

Concerning the effects on the welfare of offspring, I do not 
meet with definite statements. If, however, it be true that ' 
in so very infertile a habitat, a form of marriage which tends 
to check increase is advantageous; the implication is that 
the children in each family are better off, physically con": 
siuered, than they would be were monogamic unions the rule: 
being better fed and clothed the mortality among them must 
be 'less, and the growtlr more vigorous. As to the aCeOm
pauying mental influence, we can ouly suspect that conflict 
of authority and absence of specific paternity, must entail 
serIous evils. 
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. . The lives of adults do not appear to be so injuriously 
afiElcted as might be anticipated. Mr. Wilson says:-

.. In a primitive and not very settled state of society, when the head 
of a family is often called away on long mercantile journeys, or to 
atteud at court, or for purposes of war, it is a certain ad vantage that he 
should be able to leave a relative inhis pla.ce whose interests are bound 
up with his own. Mr. Talboys Wheeler has suggested that polyandry 
arose amOlig a pastoral people, whose men were away from their families 
for months at a time, and where the duty of protecting their families 
would be undertaken by the brothers in turn. The system certainly 
answers such an end, and I never knew of a case where a polyandric 

. wife was left without the society of one at least of her husbands." 

He also quotes Turner as saying:-
" 'The influence of this custom on the manners of the people, as far 

:19 I could trace, has not been unfavourable .••• To the privilege .of 
unbounded liberty the wife here adds the character of mistress of the 
family and companion of her husbands.' [And he adds] But, lest so 
pleasing a picture may delude some of the strong-minded ladies (of 
America) to get up an agitation for the establishment of polyandry in 
the West, I must say it struck me that the having many husbands 
sometimes appeared to be only having many masters and increased toil 
and trouble." 

So, too, in the narrative of Mr. George Bogle's mic;sion to 
Thibet, in Warren Hastings' time, we read :- . 

"They club together in matrimony as merchants do in trade. Nor 
is this joint concern often productive of jealousy among the partners. 
They are little addicted to jealousy. Disputes, indeed, sometimes arise 
about the children of the marriage; but they are settled either by a 
comparison of the features of the child with those of its several fathers, 
or left to the determination of its mother." 

§ 302. If we regard polyandry as one of several mal'ital 
arrangements independently originating in the earliest socie
ties, we shall not interpret its decline in the same way as if 
we consider it a transitional form once passed thr~lUgh by 
every race, as Mr. M'Lennan apparently does. 

To one of the causes he assigns for its decline, we may, 
indeed, assent. He points out that in some cases, as among 
the Kandyans, a chief has a wife to himself, though inferior 
people are pob-nndrous j and in Horace della Penna's time a 
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kintlrcd difference existed in Thibet: he says polyandry 
.. seldom occurs with noble folk, or those in easy circum
stances, who take one wife alone, and sometimes, but rarely, 
more." Hence, with Mr. M'Lennan, we may infer that since 
in all societies customs spread downwards, imitation'tcnds to 
make monogamy replace polyandry where circumstances do 
not hinder. But Mr. M'Lennan, not regarding this dying out 
of inferior forms in presence of superior forms as the sole 
cause, argues that the superior forms also arise by transfor
mation of the inferior. Taking as typical the polyandry of 
Ladak, where the eldest brother has a priority, and where, 
()n his death, .. his property, authority, and widow devol1Je upon 
his next brother," (p. 199), he affiliates upon this the arrange
ment among the early Hebrews, under which" the Levir had 
no alternative but to take the widow [of his brother] ; indeed, 
811e was his 'wife without any form of tna7'riage" (p. 203). 
And he hence infers that monogamy and polygyny, as existing 
among the Hebrews, had been preceded by polyandry; say
ing that-
, " It is impossible not to believe that we have here presented to us 

successive stages of decay of one and the same original institution; im
possible not to connect the obligation, in its several phases, with what 
we have seen prevailing in !.adak; impossible not to regard it as hav
ing originally been a right of succession, or the counterpart of such a 
right, derived from the practice of polyandry" (pp. 203-4). 

It seems to me, however, quite possible to find in the 
customs of primitive peoples, another explanation which is 
much more natural -Under early social systems, wives, 
being regarded as property, are inherited in the same way as 
other property. When we read that among the .. Bella
bollahs (Haidahs), the widow of the deceased is transferred 
to his brother's harem;" that among the Zulus, "the widow 
is transferred to the brother of her deceased,husband on his 
death;" that among the Damaras, "when a chief dies, his 
tmrviving wives are transferred to his brother or to his 
'IUlarest relation j" the suspicion is raised that taking pos
session of a brother's wife has nothing to do with poly-
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'Ilndry. This suspicion is confirmed on finding that in 
Congo, "if there be three brothers, and one of them die, the 
,two survivors share his concubines between them;" 011 

finding that.in Samoa, .. the brother of a deceased husband, 
considered himself entitled to have his brother's wife;" 011 

finding that in ancient Vera Paz, .. the brother of the de
ceased at once took her [the widow] as his wife even if he 
was married, and if he did not, another relation lwd a "l"r;ltt 
to her." These facts imply· that where wives are classeu 
simply as objects of value (usually purchased), the suc
cession to them by brothers goes along with succession 
in general. And if there needs further evidence, I may 
cite this-that in sundry places a father's wives are in: 
herited. Thomson says that among the New Zealanders 
"fathers' wives descended to their sons, and dead brothers' 
wives to their- surviving brothers." Of the Mishmis, TIow
latt states that "when a man dies or becomes old, it is the 
custom of these people for the wives to be distributell 
amongst his sons, who take them to wife." Torqucmad:'.. 
mentions provinces of Mexico in which the sons inherite(l 
those wives of their fathers who had not yet borne sons t() 
the deceased. In his .Abeokuta, Burton states that amollg 
the Egbas .. the son inherits all the father's wives save his 
own mother." We learn from Bosman that on the Slave 
Coast, .. upon the father's death, the eldest son inherits not 
only all his goods and cattle, but his wives ••• excepting 
his own mother." And in Dahomey, the king's eldest SOIl 

"inherits the deceased's wives and makes them his own. 
excepting, of course, the woman that bare him." 

We cannot, then, admit that the practice of marrying a 
dead brother's widow implies pre-existence of polyandry, 
and cannot accept the inference that out of decaying poly
nndry higher forms of marriage grew up. 

§ 303. Considering the several forms of polyandry as 
types of domestic relations which. Itave arisen by successive 
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limitations of promiscuity, we must say that in this or thaI; 
society they have evolved, have survived, or have been extin
guished, according as the aggregate of conditions has deter
mined. Probably in some cases the lower polyandry has 
not been supplanted by the higher, because the two have not 
so come into competition that the better results of the higher 
llave made themselves felt. In competition with polygyny 
and monogamy, polyandry may, in certain cases, have had 
the advantage for reasons above cited: polygynic aBd mono
gamic families dying out because the children were relatively 
ill-fed. . 

On the other hand, influences like those which in some 
places made the superior forms of polyandry prevail over 
the inferior, must, in other places,have tended to extinguish 
polyandry altogether. Save where great restriction of the 
food-supply over Ii considerable area, rendered multiplica
tion disadvantageous, polyandric societies, producing· fewer 
members available for offence and defence, naturally gave 
way before societies having family-arrangements more favour
able to increase. This is probably the chief reason why 
polyandry, once common, has become comparatively infre
quent. Other things equal, this inferior family-type has 
yielded to superior family-types; both because of its inferior 
fertility, and because of the smaller family-cohesion, anll 
co::scrlucntly smaller social cohesion, resulting from it. 



CHAPTER VIL 

POLYGYNY. 

§ 304:. WERE it not for the ideas of sacredness associated 
with that Hebrew history which in childhood familiarized 
us with examples of polygyny, we should probably feel as 
much surprise and repugnance on first reading about it as 
we do on first reading about polyandry. Education has, 
however, prepared us for learning without astonishment that 
polygyny is common in every part of the world not occupied 
by the most advanced nations. 

It prevails in all climates-in the Arctic regions, in arid 
burning tracts, in fertile oceanic idlands, in steaming tropical 
continents. ..A1l races practise it. We have already noted 
its occurrence among the lowest tribes of men-the Fuegians. 
the Australians, the· Tasmanians. It is habitual with the 
Negritos in New Caledonia, in Tanna, in Vate, in Eromanga. 
in Lifu. Malayo-Polynesian peoples exhibit it everywhere-'
in Tahiti, the Sandwich Islands, Tonga, New Zealand, Mada
gascar, Sumatra. Throughout America it is found among 
the rude tribes of the northern continent, from the Esqui. 
maux to the Mosquitos of the isthmus, and among the 
equally rude tribes of the southern continent, from the 
Caribs to the Patagonians; and it prevailed in the ancient 
femi-civilized American states of Mexico, Pern, and Central 
America. It is general with African peoples-with the Hot
tentots, Damaras, Kaffil's of the south j with the East 
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Africans, Congo people, Coast Negroes, Inland N egi'oes, 
Dahomans, Ashantis of mid-Africa; . with the Fulahs and 
Abyssinians of the north. In Asia it is common to the 
settled Cingalese, the semi-nomadic Hill-tribes of India, the 
wandering Yakutes. And its prevalence in ancient eastern 
societies needs but naming. Indeed, on counting up all 
peoples, savage and civilized,· past and present, it appears 
that the polygynous ones far outnumber the rest. 

Plurality of wives would be even more general were it 
not in some cases checked by the conditions. We learn this 
when told that among the poverty-stricken Bushmen, poly
gyny, though perfectly allowable, is rare; when Forsyth 
states that among the Gonds "polygamy is not forbidden, 
but, women being costly chattels, it is rarely practised;" 
when Teiment tells us of the Ved~ahs tllat " the- community 
is too poor to afford polygamy;" when, concerning the 
Ostyaks, we read that "polygamy is allowed, but it is not 
common: for a plurality of wives the country is too poor." 
And though the occurrence of polygyny among some of the 
poorest peoples, as the Australians and the Fuegians, shows 
that poverty does not prevent it if the women can get enough 
food for self-maintenance, we may understand its exclusion 
where the mode of life does not permit them to do so. 

This natural restriction of polygyny by poverty, is not the 
only natural restriction. There is another, recognition of' 
which modifies considerably those ideas of polygynous 
societies conveyed by travellers. Their accounts often imply 
that plurality of wives is, if not the uniform, still, the most 
general, arrangement. Yet a little thought makes us hesitate 
to accept the implication. Turner tells us that in Lifu, 
"Bula [a chief] has forty wives: common men three or four." 
How can that be? we may fitly ask-How come there to be 
so many women? SceptiCism such as is -raised by this 
statement, is raised in smaller degrees by many other state
ments. We read in Park that the Mandingoes are poly
gamists, and each of the wives" in rotationis mistress of the 
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household." Andersson saY3 of the Damaras that" polygamy 
is practised to a great extent • • • each wife builds for her
self a hut." We are told by Lesseps that" obliged to make 
frequent journeys, a Yakout has a wife in every place where 
he stops." Of the Haidahs, it is alleged that "polygamy is 
universal, regulated simply by the facilities for subsistence." 
Acceptance of these statements involves the belief that in 
each case there is a great numerical preponderance 9f women 
over men. But unless we assume that the number of girls 
born greatly exceeds the number of boys, which we have no 
warrant for doing, or else that war causes a mortality. of 
males more enormous than seems credible, we must suspect 
that the polygynous arrangement .is less general than these 
expressions represent it to be. Examination confirms the 
suspicion. For habitually it is said, or implied, that the 
number of wives varies according to the means a man has of 
purchasing or maintaining them; and as, in all societies, the 
majority are comparatively poor, only the minority can 
afford more wives than one. Such statements as that among 
the Comanches" every man may have all the wives ]le can 
buy;" that the N ufi people cc marry as many wives as they 
are able to purchase;" that cc the number of a Fijian's wives 
is limited only by his means of maintaining them;" that 
•• want of means forms the only limit to the number of wives 
~f a 1.fishmee;" warrant the inference that the less pros
perous men, everywhere likely to form the larger part, have 
either no wives or but a single wife each. 

For this inference we find definite justification on inquiring 
further. Numerous accounts show that in polygynous 
societies the polygyny prevails only among the wealthier or 
the higher in rank. Lichtenstein says" most of the Koossas 
have but one wife; the kings and chiefs of tbe kraals only, 
have four or five." Polygyny is permitted in Java, s~ys 
Raffles, but not much practised except by the uppp-r classes. 
"The customs of the Sumatrans permit thcir baving as many 
wives by jUjltT as they can compass the purchase of, or afford 
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to maintain; but it is extremely rare that an instance occurs' 
of their having more than one, and that only among a few, 
of the chiefs." In ancient' Mexico" the people were content' 
with one legitimate, wife, except the lords, who had many, 
c::oncubines, some possessing more than 800." The Honduras 
people " generally kept but one wife, but their lords as many 
ns they pleased." And Oviedo says that among the inhabi-' 
tants of Nicaragua, "few have more than one wife, except 
the" principal men, and those who can support more." 

These statements, joined with others presently to be cited, 
warn us against the erroneous impressions likely to be 
formed of societies described as polygynous. We may infer 
that in most cases where polygyny exists, monogamy co
exists to a greater extent. 

§ 305. The prevalence of polygyny will not perplex us if, 
~etting out with the primitive unregulated state, we ask 
what naturally happened. 

The greater strength of body and energy of mind, which 
gained certain men predominance as warriors and chiefs, also 
gave them more power of securing women; either by stealing 
the:!]. from other tribes or by wresting them from men of 
their own tribe. ,And in the same way that possession of a 
~tolen wife came to be regarded as a mark of superiority, so 
did' possession of several wives, foreign or native. Cremony' 
S!lys the Apache" who can support or keep, or attract by his 
l)ower to keep, the greatest number of women, is the man 
who is deemed entitled to the greatest amount of honour 
mId respect." This is typical Plurality of wives has every
where tended to become a class-distinction. In ancient 
Mexico, Ahuitzotl's «predecessors had many wives, from an 
opinion that their authority and grandeur would be height
ened in proportion to the number of persons who' contributed 

I to their pleasures."A plurality of wives is common among 
.::hiefs and rich people in l\fadagascar, and" the only law to 
regulate polygamy seems to be, that no man may take 
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twelve wives excepting the sovereign." Among the East 
Africans "the chiefs pride themselves upon the number of 
theirwivcs, varying from twelve to three hundred." In 
Ashantee "the number of wives which caboceers and other 
persons possess, depends partly on their rank and partly on 
their ability to purchase them." Joining which facts with 
those furnished by the Hebrews, whose judges and kings
Gideon, David, Solomon-had their greatness so shown; and 
with those furnished by extant Eastern peoples, whose poten
tates, primary and secondary, are thus distinguished; we may 
see that the establishment and maintenance of polygyny has 
been largely due to the honour accorded to it, originally as a 
mark of strength and bravery, and afterwards as a mark of 
social stat~t8. This conclusion is verified by European history: 
witness the statement of Tacitus that the ancient Germans, 
"almost alone among barbarians," "are content with one 
wife," except a very few of noble birth; and witness the 
statement of Montesquieu that the polygyny of the Merovm
gian kings was an attribute of dignity. 

From the beginning, too, except in some regions where 
the labour of women could not be utilized for purposes of 
production, an economic incentive has joined with other 
incentives. We are told that in New Caledonia, "chiefs 
have ten, twenty, and thirty wives. The more wives the 
better plantations, and the more food." A like utilization of 
wives prompts to a plurality of them throughout Africa. On 
reading in Caillie that Mandingo wives" go to distant places 
for wood and water; their husbands make them sow, weed 
the cultivated fields, and gather in the harvest;" and on 
reading in Shooter that among the Kaffirs, "besides her 
domestic duties, the woman has to perform all the hard 
work; she is her husband's ox, as a Kaffir once said to me, 
-she had been bought, he argued. and must therefore 
labour;" we cannot fail to see that one motive for desiring 
many wives, is desiring many slaves. 
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Since in every' society the doings of the powerful and the 
wealthy furnish the standards of right and wrong, so that 
even the very words "noble" and "servile," originally ex
pressive of social status, have come to be expressive of good 
and bad in conduct, it results that plurality of wives acquires, 
in places where it prevails, an ethical sanction. Associated 
with greatness, polygyny is thought praiseworthy; and asso
ciated with poverty, monogamy is thought mean. Hence the 
reprobation with which, as we have seen, the one-wife system 
is regarded in polygynous communities. Even the religious 
sanction is sometimes joined with the ethical sanction. By 
the Chippewayans "polygamy is held to be agreeable in the 
eyes of the Great Spirit, as he that has most children is held 
in highest estimation "-a belief reminding us of a kindred 

. one current among the Mormons. And that among the 
·Hebrews plurality of wives was not at variance either with 
the prevailing moral sentiments or with. supposed divine 
injunctions, is proved by the absence of any direct or im
plied reprobation of it in their laws, and by the special 
favour said to have been shown by God to sundry rulers wh() 
had many wives and many concubines. 

It should be added that in societies characterized by it, this 
form of marital relation is approved by women as well as by 
men-certainly in some cases, if not generally. Bancrofu 

. cites the fact that among the Comanches " as polygamy causes 
a greater division of labor, the women do not object to it." 
And of the Makalolo women, Livingstone says:-

II On hearing that a man in England could marry but one wife, several 
ladies exclaimed that they would not like to live in such a country: 
they could not imagine hOw English ladies could relish our custom; 
for in their way of thinking, every man of respectability should have 
a number of wives as a proof of his wealth. Similar ideas prevail all 
down the Zambesi." 

Initiated, then, by unrestrained sexual instincts among 
savage men, polygyny has been fostered by the same causes 
that have established political control and industrial control. 

2u 
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It has been an incidental element of governmental power iJ;I. 
uncivilized and semi-civilized societies. -

§ 306. In contrast with the types of marital relations 
dealt with in the preceding two chapters, polygyny shows 
some advance. That it is better than promiscuity needs no 
proof; and that it is better than polyandry we shall find 
several reasons for concluding. 

Under it there arise more definite relationships. Where 
the unions of the sexes are entirely unsettled, only the 
-maternal blood is known. On. passing frOin the lower form 
of polyandry in which the husbands are unrelated, to that 
higher form in which the husbands are s?mething more 
than half-brothers, we reach a stage in which the father's 
blood is known, though not with certainty the fat.her. But 
in polygyny, fatherhood and motherhood are both manifest. 
In so far, then, as paternal feeling is fostered by more 
distinct consciousness of paternity, the connexion between 
parents and children is strengthened: tIle bond becomes a 
double one. A further result is that traceable lines of descent 
on the male side, from generat.ion to generation, are estab
lished. Hence greater family cohesion. Beyond definite 
union of father and son, there is definite union of successive 
fathers and sons in a sel'ies. But while increased 
in a descending direction, family cohesion is little, if at all, 
increased in a lateral direction. Though some of the children 
may be brothers and sisters, most of them are only llalf
brothers and half-sisters; and their fraternal feeling is pos
sibly less than in the polyandric llOusehold. In a group 
derived from several unrelated mothers by the same 
father, the jealousies fostered by the mothers are likely to 
be greater than in a group derived from the same mother 
and indefinitely affiliated on several brothers. In this re
spect, then, the family remains equally incoherent, or becomes, 
_ perhaps, more incoherent, Probably to this cause is due the 
dissension and bloodshed in the households of eastern rulers. 
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Save, however, where there result among sons strug~les for 
power, we may conclude that by definiteness of descent the 
family is made more coherent, admits of more extensive rami
fications, and is thus of higher type. 

§ 307. The effects of polygyny on the self-preservation of 
the society, on the welfare of offspring, and On the lives of 
adults, have next to be considered. 

Barbarous communities surrounded by communities at 
enmity with them, derive advantages from it. Lichtenstein 
remarks of the Kaffirs that "there are fewer men than 
women, on account of the numbers of the former that fall 
in their frequent wars. Thence comes polygamy, and the 
women being principally employed in all menial occupations." 
Now, without accepting the inference that polygyny is ini
tiated by the loss of men in war, we may recognize the fact 
which Lichtenstein does not name, that where the death-rate 
of males considerably exceeds that of females, plurality of 
wives becomes a. means of maintaining population. If/while 
,decimation of the lllen is ha.bitually going on, no survivor 
.11:1S more than one wife-if, consequently, many women 
]'emain withont Imsbands; there will be' a deficiency oJ 
children: the multiplication wiU not suffice to make up for 
the mortality. Food being sufficient and other things equal, 
it will result that of t\VO conflicting peoples, the one which 
does not utilize all its women .as mothers, will be unable to 
hold its ground against the other which does' thus utilize 
tllem: the m0nogamnus will disappear before the poly
gynous. Hence, probably, a chief reason why in rude 
societies and little-developed societies, polygyny prevails so 
widely. Another way in which, under early condi
tions, polygyny conduces to social'self-preservation, is this. 
In a barbarous community formed of some wifeless men, 
others who have one wife each, and other swho have more 

, than one, it must on the average h!lPpen that this last class 
will be the relatively ,superiur-the stronger and more 

, '2 u 2 
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. courageolJs among savages, and among semi-civilized peoples 
the wealthier also,who are mostly the more capable. Hence. 
ordinarily, a greater number of offspring will be left by men 
llaving natures of the kind needed. The society will be ren
dered by polygyny 110t only numerically stronger, but more 
of its units will be efficient warriors. There is also 
a resulting structural advance. As compared with lower 
types of the family, polygyny, by establishment of descent 
in the male line, conduces to political stability. It is true 

,that in many polygynous societies succession of rulers is in 
the female line (the savage· system of kinship having sur
vived); and here the advantage is not achieved. This may 
be a reason why in Africa, where this law of descent is 
common, social consolidation is so incomplete: kingdoms 
being from time to time formed, and after brief periods dis
solved again, as we before saw. But under polygyny, inheri
tance of power by sons becomes possible; and where it arises, 
government is better maintained. Not indeed that it is well 
maintained; for when we read that among the Damaras "the 
eldest son of the chiefs favourite wife succeeds his father j" 
and that among the Koossn Kaffirs, the king's son who suc
ceeds is "not always the eldest j it is commonly him whose 
mother was of the richest and oldest family of any of the 
Jdng's wives j" we are shown how polygyny introduces an 
element of uncertainty in the succession of rulers, which is . 
adverse to stable government. Further, this definite 
descent in the male line aids the development of ancestor
worship j and so serves in another way to consolidate society. 
With subordination to the living there is joined subordination 
to the dead. Rules, prohibitions, commands, derived from 
leading men of the past, acquire sa{!red sanctions; and, as all 
early civilizations show ltS, the resulting cult helps to main
tain order and increase 'the efficiency of the offensive and 
defensive organization.' 

In regions where food is scarce, the effects on the rearing 
of off.~pring are probably not better than, if as good as, thOS6 
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of polyandry; but in warm lind productive regions the death
rate of off.'lpring from innutrition is not likely to be higher, 
and the establishment of positive paternity conduces to pro
tection of them. In some cases, indeed" polygyny tend3 
directly to diminish the mortality of children: cases, namely, 
in which a man is allowed, or is called upon, to marry the 
widow of his brother and adopt his family. For what we 
have seen to be originally a right, becomes, in many cases, an 
obligation. Even ainong inferior' races, as the Chippewas, 
who require a man to marry his dead brothel~s widow; an 
ostensible reason is that he has to provide for his brother's 
children. And on reading that polygyny is not common with 
the Ostyaks because "the country is too poor," but that 
.. brothers marry the widows of brothers," we may infer that 
the mortality of children is, under such conditions; thereby 
diminished. Very possibly the Hebrew requirement that a 
man should raise up seed to his dead brother, may have 0:I'i
ginally been that he should rear his dead brother;s children, 
though it was afterwards otherwise interpreted; for the 
demand was made on the surviving brother by the widow, 
who spat in his face before the elders if he refused. ' The 
cuspicion that obligation to take care of fatherless nephews 
and nieces, entailed this kind of polygyny, is confirmed by 
current facts; as witness the fullowing passage in Lady Duff 
Gordon's'Lett'e1's from Egypt:-" I met Hasan the janissary 
of the American Consulate, a very respectable good' man. 

, lIe told me hp. had married another wife since last year. I 
asked, What for 1 It was the widow of his brother, who 
had al\vays lived in the same' hOllse with' him, like one 
family, and who died, leaving two boys.' She is neither 
young nor handsome, but he considered it his duty to pro
vide for her and the children, and not let her marry a 
stranger." But though in most rude societies poly
gyny may not be unfavourable to the rearing of' children, 
and may occasionally check juvenile mortality in societies: 
where philanthropic'feeling is undeveloped, yet its moral 
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effectS on children can sCarceJy be better than tho"e of still 
lower marital relations. Where there is but one household, 
dissensions caused by differences of origin and interest, must 
be injurious to character. And even where, as happens in 
many places, the mothers have separate households, tbere 
cannot be escaped the evils of jealoul;ies between the groups; 
and. there. still remain the evils caused by a too-difiused 
paternal care. 

On tlle lives or adults in lmdeveloped societies, the effects 
of polygyny are not in all respects bad. Where tIle habitat 
is such that women cannot sllp;-:ort themselves, while tIle 
number of men is deficient, it results tllat, if there is no poly
gyny, some of thew, remaining uncared for, lead miserable 
li\'es. The Esquimaux furnish an illustration. Adequat~ 

food and clothing- being under tIlCir conditions obtainable 
only by men, it happens that widows, wllcn not taken by sur
vi\'ing men as additional wives, soon die of starvation. E\'cn 
wh~re food is not difficult to procure, if there is much mor
tality of males in war, there must, in the absence of polygyny, 
he many women without that protection which, under primi
tive conditions, is indispensable. Certain ills to which adult 
females of rude societics are inevitably exposed, are thm~ 
mitigated by polygyny-mitigated in the only way practicaLlc 
among unsympathetic barbarians. Of course the 
evils entailed, especially on womCll, arc great. In Mada
gascar the name for polygyny-" fnwporafesana n-signific3 
" the means of causing enmity j" and that kindred names arc • 
commonly applicable to it, we are shown by their use among 
the Hebrews: in the lIischna, a man's several wives m's 
called "tzmot," that is, troubles, ad\'ersaries, or rivals. 
Sometimes the dissension is mitigated by separation. Mars
den says of the Battas that .. the husband finds it necessary 
to allot to each of them [his wives] their several fire-place:; 
amI cooking utensils, where they dress their own victuals. 
separately, and prepare his in turns." Of the wives of a. 
llishmi chief, 'Vilcox writes~" The remainder, to avoid 
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domestic quarrels, have. separate . houses assigned· them at 
some little distance, or live with their relations." Through ... 
out Africa there is usually a like arrangemen~ But ob
viously the mOlal mischiefs are thus only ina small degree 
diminished. Moreover, though polygyny may not 
absolntely exclude, still, it greatly represses, those higher 
enlOtions fostered by associations of the sexes. Prompted 
by the instincts of men and disregarding the preferences of 
"'omen, it can but in exceptional cases, and then only "in 
slight degrees, permit of better relations than erist alllong 
animals. Associated as it is with the conception of women 
as property, to be sold by fathers. bought by husbands, and 
afterwards treated as slaves, there arc negatived those sen
timents towards them into which sympathy and respect 
enter as necessary elements. How profoundly the lives of 
adults are thus vitiated, may be inferrcd from the charac
tcrization which Monteiro gives of the polygynous peoples 
of Africa. 

.. Ihe negro knows not love, affection, or jealousy. • • • In all th~ 
long yea1"B I have Leen in Africa I have never seen the negro manifest 
the least tenderness for or to & negress •••• I have never seen & 

negro put his arm round a woman's waist, or give or receive any 
caress whatever that would indicate the .slightest loving regOLrd or 
affection on either side. They have no words or expressions in their 
language indicative of affection or love.-

And this testimony harmonizes with testimonies . cited by 
Sir John Lubbock, to the effect that the Hottentots" are s() 
cold and iudiflerent to one another that you would think 
there was no such thing as love between them;" that among 
the Koosss Kaffirs, there is "no feeling of love ill marriage;" 
and that in Yariba, " a man thinks as little of taking a wife 
as of cutting an ear of corn-affection is altogether out· of 
the qnestion." Not, indeed, that we can regard polygyuyas 
causing this absence ot' the tender emotion assocIated among 
oursel ves \l"ith the relatIOns of the sexes; for lack tlf it. 
habitually characteriztls men of low types, whether they have 
only one wife ellch or have several. We can say mertlly that. 
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the praetic"e or-polygyny is unfavourab~e to the development 
of the emotion. , 

Beyond this resulting inferiority in the adult life, there is 
abridgment of the life which remains after the reproductive 
age is passed. Naturally the women, already little regarded, 
then become utterly unregarded; and the men, if in a less 
degree, also suffer from lack of the aid prompted by domestic 
affection. Hence an early close to a miserable old age. 

§ 308. A few woo'ds must be added respecting the modifi
cations which polygyny undergoes in progressing societies, 
and which accompany the'spread of monogamy." 

Between the""two or more wives which the stronger man' 
among savages secures to himself, there tend to arise distinc- , 
tions. Here he has an older and a younger wife, like the 
.Australian, and occasionally the Bushman. Here he has 
wives purchased at intervals, of which he makes one or other 
a favourite; as does the Damara or the Fijian. Here of the 
a.evera! married by him the earliest only is considered legiti
mate; as with the Tahitians of rauk and with the Chibchas. 
Here the chief wife is one who has been given by the king. 
From the beginning the tendency has been to establish 
differences among them, and for the differences to grow, in 
course of time, definite. Then there comes" also the 
contrast bet"iveen" wives who are native women, and wive~" 
who are women taken as spoils of war. Hence, probably. 
the original way in which results the marking off into wive~ 
proper and concubines-a way ineicated even among the 
Hebrews, whO, in Deuteronomy xxi. 10-14, are authorized 
to appropriate individually the women of conquered enemie~ 
-women who, as they may be repudiated without formal, 
divorce. stand in the position of concubines rather than"" 
wives. Once made, a difference of this "kind was 
probably extended by taking account of the ranks from 
which the women married were derived-wives from the 
superior class, concubines from the inferior;" some exempt 
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fl'Om labour, some slaves. And then, from the 
tendency towards inequality of position among the' wives; 
there at length came in advancing societies' the recognized 
arrangement of a chief wife;· and eventually, with rulers; a 
queen, whose children were the legitimate successors. 

Along with the spread of monogamy in ways to be here
after described, the decay of polygyny may be regarded as in 
part produced by this modification which more and more 
elevated one of the wives, and reduced the rest to a relatively 
servile condition, passing gradually into a condition less and 
less authorized. Stages in this transformation were exhibited 
alDongthe Persians, whose king, besides concubines, had three 
or four wives, one of whom was queen, "regarded as wife in a 
different sense from the others;" and again among the .Assy
rians, whose king had one wife only, with a certain number of 
concubines; and again among the Egyptians, some of whose 
wall-paintings represent· the king' with his legitimate wife 
seated by his side, and his illegitimate wives dancing for their 
amusement. It was so, too, with the ancient PerUvian rulers 
and Chibcha rulers; as it is still with the rulers of Abyssinia. 

Naturally the polygynic arrangement as it decayed, con
tinued longest in connexion with the governing organization. 
which everywhere and always displaysa·more archaic coridi
tion than other parts of the social organization. Recognizing: 
which truth we shall not be surprised by the· fact' that, in' 
modified forms, polygyny survived among monarchs during 
the earlier stages of European civilization. As implied', 
above, it was practised by Merovingian kings: Clothair and 
his sons furnishing instances. And after being gradually 
repressed by the Church throughout other ranks" this 
plurality of wives or concubines long survived in the royal 
usage of having many mistresses, avowed and unavowed: 
polygyny in this qualified form remaining a tolerated 
privilege of royalty down to late times. 

§ 30!>. To sum up, we must say, firstly, that in degree of 
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evolution thepolyg)~ous type of .family is higher than the 
types we have thus far considered. Its connexions are 
equally definite in a lateral .direction and more definite in 
a descending dil·cction. There is greater filial and parental 
cohesion, caused by conscious unity of blood on both male 
and female sides; and the continuity of this collesion 
through successive generations, makes possible a more exten
sive family integration. 

Under most conditions polygyny has prevailed against 
promiscuity and polyandry, because it has subservcd social 
needs better. It has done this by adding to other causes 
of social cohesion, more widely ramifying family connexions. 
It has done it by furthering that political stability whicl. 
results from established succession of rulers in the same line. 
It has done it by making rossiblea developed form of 
ancestor-worship. 

While it has spreau by supplanting inferior types of the 
marital relations, it has, in the majority of cases, beld its, 
ground against the superior type; because, under rude con
ditions, it conduces in a higher degree to social self-preserva
tion by making possible more rapid replacement of men lost 
in war, and so increasing the chance of social survivaL 

But while it has this adaptation to certain low stages of 
social evolution-while in some cases it diminishes juvenile 
mortality and serves also to diminish the mortality of sur
plus women; it repeats within the household the barbarism 
characterizing the life outside the household. 



CIIAPTER VIIt 

MONOGAMY.* 

§ 310. ALREADY reasons have been given for believing 
that monogamy dates. back as far as any other marital rela
tlOD. Given a state preceding all social arrangements, and 
unions of individual men ,~ith individual women must have 
arisen among other kinds of unions. 

Indeed, certain modes of life necessitating wide disper
sion, such as are purslled by forest tribes in Brazil and the 
interior of Borneo-modes of life which iIi. early stages of 
human evolution must h_ve been commoner than now
hinder other relations of the sexes. The W ood-Veddahs 
exemplify the connexion between monogamy and great 
scattering; and, again, the Bushmen, who, having no inter
dict on polygyny are yet rarely polygynous, show us how 
separation into yery small groups in pursuit of food, tends 
to produce more or less enduriug associations between men 
and women in pairs. Where the habitat permits larger 
groups, the unregulated relations of the sexes are qualified 
by rudimentary monogamic unions as early as by unions of 

• Now that the name polyandry hos become current, it is neE'dful to USB 

polygyny as a name for the converse arrangement; and at first it would 8eem 
that polygyny implies monogyny as ita proper correlative. But· monogyny 
doe. not fully expre;s the union of o"e mnn with 01'10 womnn, in contra
diBlinctioll to the unions of ODe woman with many men and Olle mnn with 
many women; since the. ieminine unity is alone indicated by itr-not Ihe· 
m".culin8 unity also. H enCe monogamy, expressing tho singleness of 1Iut 
m ..... rJage, may be fitly rClained. 
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the polyandric and polygynic kinds, if not earlier. The 
tendency everywhere shown among the lowest races for men 
to take possession of women by force, has this implication; 
since the monopoly established by each act of violence is 
over one woman, not over several. Always the state of 
having two wives must be preceded by the state of having 
one. And the state of having one must in ruany cases con
tinue, because of the difficulty of getting two where tho 
surplus of women is not great. 

Of course the nnion of one man with one woman as it 
originally exists, shows us but the beginning of monogamic 
marriage as understood by us. 'Vhere, as in cases already 
given, the wills of the stronger alone initiate and maintain 
such unions-where, as among the Hudson's Bay Indians, "a 
weak man, unless he be a good hunter and well beloved, in 
seldom permitted to keep a wife that a stronger man tllinkn 
worth his notice "-where, as among the Copper Indians, 
Richardson" more than once saw a stronger man assert his 
right to take the wife of a weaker countryman;" monogamy 
is very unstable. Its instability thus caused by external 
actions is made greater by internal actions-by the disrup
tive forces of unrestrained impulses. 'Vhen, even in a superior 
race like the Semitic, we find wives repudiated with extreme 
frequency, so that among some tribes of Bedouins a man 
will have as many as firty in succession; we may infer that 
by slow stages only have enduring monogamio unions been 
established. 

§ 311. There have been several aids to the establishment. 
of them. An important one has been a more developed con
ception of property, with consequent· usages of barter anu 
purchase. The wresting of a woman by one man from another; 
always checked to some extent by the accompanying danger, 
was further checked when wives came to be bought, or earneu· 
bi labour. If he had given to her father a price,or a stipu
iated length of service, a man would resist with greater 
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determination tlle abstraction of his wife, than if he had 
obtained her without this sacrifice; and from other men of 
the tribe who had similarly bought their wives, natUl'ally 
siding with him, would come reprobation of one who disre
garded his claim. From the same cause arises a restraint on 
di vorce. If a wife lIas been bought or long laboured for, and 
if another can be had only.at like cost, a barrier is raised 
against desires tending to dissolve the marriage. 

Then, too, at later stages, predominance of this higher 
form of the marital relation is favoured by progress towards 
equalization of the sexes in numbers. In proportion as war 
becomes less frequent, and in proportion as an increasing part 
of the male population is industrially occupied, the mortality 
of males diminishes, and monogamy spreads. For polygyny 
now meets with positive resistance. Where there is an 
approximate balance of men and women, plurality of wives 
cannot be common without leaving many men wifeless i and 
from them must come a. public opinion adverse to polygyny, 
tending to restrain and diminish it. That public opinion thus 
acts even on rulers after a certain stage, is shown by Low's 
remark concerning the rarity of polygyny among the Land 
Dyaks: chiefs sometimes indulge in it, but they are apt to 
103e their influence over their followers by so doing. 

To these negative causes for the spread of monogamy, have 
to be added positive causes. But before turning to them we 
must contrast the monogamic type of family with the types 
already: discussed. 

§ 312. Evidently, as tested by the definiteness and strength 
of the links among its members, the monogamic family is 
the most evolved. In polyandry the maternal connexion is 
alone distinct, and the children are but partially related to 
cne another. In polygyny both the mater;nal and paternal 
connexions are distinct; but while some of th~ children are 
fUlly related, others are related on the paternal side only. In 
lllonogamy not only are the maternal and paternal connexioDs 
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. both distinct, but' nIl the· children are related on both sides. 
The family cluster is thus held together by more numerous 
ties; and beyond the greater cohesion so caused, there is an 
absence of those repulsions caused by the jealousies inevitable 
in the polygynic family. 

This greater integration characterizes the family as it 
ramifies through successive generat,ions. Definiteness of 
descent from the same father, grand-father, great grand
father, etc., it has in common 'Yith polygyny; but it has also 
definiteness of descent from the same mother, grand-mother, 
great grand-mother, etc. Hence its diverging branches arc 
joined by additional bonds. ·Where, as with the Romans, 
there is a legally-recognized descent in the male line only, 
so that out of the cognates constituting the whole body of 
descendants, only the agnates are held to be definitely related, 
the ramifying family-stock is incompletely held together; 
but where, as with ourselves, descendants of female members 
of the family are included, it is complet.ely held together. 

§ 313. How the interests of the society, of the offsprin~ 
and of the parents, are severally better subserved by mono
gamy during those later stages of social evolution character
ized by it. needs pointing out only for form's sake. 

Though, while habitual war and mortality of males leaves 
constantly a large surplu!t of females,. polygyny favourS 
maintenance of population; yet, when the surplus of females 
ceases to be large, monogamy becomes superior in produc
tiveness. For, taking the number of females as measuring 
the pOflsible number of children to be born in 'each gene
ration, more children are likely to be born if each J?lan has a 
wife, than if sOIlle men have many wives while others have 
none. So that after passing a certain point in the decrease 
of male mortality, the monogamic society begins to have an 
advantage over the polygynic. in respect of fertility; and 
social survival, in so far as it depends on multiplication, is 
aided by monogamy. The stronger v,nd .more 
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widely ramified fainily-bonds indicated above; aid in binding 
the monogamic society together more firmly than any other. 
The multiplied relationships traced along· both lines. of 
descent in all families, which, intermarrying, are ever in
itiating other double sets of relationships, produce a close 
net-work of connexions increasing the social cohesion other
wise caused. Political stability is also furthered in a greater 
degree. Polygyny shares with monogamy the advantage that 
inheritance of power in the male line becomes possible; but 
under polygyny the advantage is partially destroyed by the 
competition for power liable to arise between the children 
of different mothers. In monogamy this element of dissen
sion disappears, and settled rule is less frequently en
dangered. For kindred reasons ancestor-worship 
has its development aided. Whatever favours stability in 
the dynasties of early rulers, tends to establish permanent 
dynasties of deities, with the l'esulting sacred sanctions for 
codes of conduct. . 

Decreased mortality of offspring is a manifest result of 
monogamy in societies that have outgrown barbarism. It is 
true that in a barren region. like the snow-lands of Asia, the 
children of a polyandric household, fed and protected by 
several men, may be better off than those of a monogamic 
household. Probably, too, among savages whose slave-wives, 
brutally treated, have their strength overtaxed,:as well a.~ 
among such more advanced peoples as those of -Africa, 
where the women do tlle field-work as well as the domestic 
drudger~es, a wife who is one of several, is better able to 
rear her children than a wife who has no one to share the 
multitii.rious labours with her. But· as fast as' -we rise to 
social stages in which the men, no longer often away in.war 
and idle during peace, are more and more of them occupied 

. in industry-as fast as the women, less taxed by work,. are 
able to pay greater attention to their families, while the men 
become the bread-winners; the monogamic union· subserves 
better in two ways the _ rearing of children. Beyond the 
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benefit of. constant maternal care, the children get the benefit 
of concentrated paternal interest. 

Still greater are the advantageous effects· on the lives of 
adults, physical and moral Though in early societies 
monogamic unions do not beget any higher feelings towards 
women, or any ameliorations of their lot; yet. in later 
societies they are the necessary concomitants of. such higher 
feelings and such ameliorations. Especially as the .system 
of purchase declines and choice by women becomes a factor, 
there evolve the sentiments which characterize the relations 
of the sexes among civilized peoples. These. sentiments 
have far wider effects than at first appear. How by their 
influence on the domestic relations they tend to raise the· 
quality of adult life, materially and mentally, is obvious. 
Rut. they tend in no small degree otherwise to raise the 
quality of adult life: they create a permanent and deep 
source of resthetic interest. On recalling the many and keen 
pleasures derived from music, poetry, fiction, the drama, 
etc., all of them having for their predominant theme .the 
passion of love, we shall see that to monogamy, which has 
developed this passion, we owe a large part of the gratifica.-
tions which fill our ieisure hours. . 

Nor must we forget, as a further result of the monogamic 
. relation, that in a high degree it fayours preservation of life 
after the reproductive period is passed. Roth by the pro
longed marital affection which it fosters, and by the greater 
filial affection evoked under it, declining years are lengthened 
and their evils mitigated. 

§ 314. May W~, in ending. the discussions occupying this 
and. preceding chapters, conclude that monogamy is the 
natural ,form of sexual relation for the human race? If so, 
.how happens it that during the earlier stages of human pro
gress the relations of the sexes have been so indeterminate? 

Among inferior creatures, inherited instinct settles the 
fit arrangement-the arrangement most conducive to the 
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welfare of the species. In one case there is no continuous 
association of ~ale and female; in another there is a poly
gynous group; in a third there is monogamy lasting for a 
season. A good deal of evidence may be given that among 
primates inferior to man, there are monogamic relations of 
the sexes having some persistence. Why, then, in groups of 
primitive men did there come divergences from this arrange
ment prompted by innate tendencies 1 Possibly with asso
ciation into larger groups than, are formed . by inferior 
primates, there came into play disrupting influences which 
did not before exist; and perhaps these were not checked 
because the resulting marital forms furthered survival of the 
groups. It may be that during certain transitional stages 
between the first extremely scattered, or little gregarious, 
stage, and the extremely aggregated, or . highly gregarious, 
stage, there have ariscri various conditions favouring various 
forms of union: so causing temporary deviations from the 
primitive tendency. 

Be this as it may, however, it is clear that monogamy has 
long been growing innate in the civilized man. For all the 
ideas and sentiments now associated with marriage, have, as 
their implication, the singleness of the union. 

~x' 



CHAPTER IX. 

THE FAMILY. 

§ 315,· LET. us now look at the .connexions between types 
offamily.and.social types. Do societies of differ(lnt ~egrees. 
of composition habitually present different forms of, domestic 
arrangement? Are different forms, of domestic ; arraIlge~ent: 
associated with the militant system of organizaijonand the. 
industrial system of organization 1 . 

To the first of these questions no satisfactory answer. can 
be given. The. same marital :,:-elationoccurs in ,the simplest 
groups and in. the. most compound groups.· A strict mono
gamy is observed by the miserable W oPd, Veddahsj living so 
widely scattered. that they Can scarcely be said to have; 
reached the social state; and the wandering Bushmen, simi
larly low, though not debarred from polygyny, are usually 
monogamic. Certain settled and more advanced peoples, too. 
are monogamic; as instance those of Port Dory (New Guinea). 
and as instance also the Dyaks, who have reached a stage 
passing from simple into compound. And then we find mono
gamy habitual with nations which have become vast byaggre
gation and re-aggregation. Polyandry, again, is not restricted 
to societies of one order of composition. . It occurs in simple 
groups, as among the Fuegians, the Aleutians, and the Todas; 
and it occurs in compound groups in Ceylon, in Malabar, in 
Thibet. Similarly with the distribution of polygyny. It is 
common to simple, compound, doubly-compound, and even 
trebly-comp?und societies. One kind of connexion 
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between the type of family and the degree of social composi
tion may, however, be alleged. Formation of compound 
groups, implying greater co-ordination and the strengthening· 
of restraints, implies more settled arrangements, public and. 
private. Growth of custom into law, which goes along with 
an extending governmental organization holding larger
masses together, affects the domestic relat.ions along. with 
the political relations; and thus renders the family arrange
ments, be they polyandric, polygynic, or monogamic, more· 
definite. 

Can we, then, allege special connexions between tlle 
different types of family and the ·different $ocial types 
classed as militant and industrial? None are.revealed by a 
cursory inspection. . Looking first at simple tribes, we see 
among the unwarlike Todas, a mixed polyandry and poly-. 
gyny; and among the Esquimaux', so peaceful as not even 
to understand the meaning of war, we see, along with mono
gamic unions, others that are polyandric .and polygynic, .At: 
the saIne time the warlike· Caribs show us a certain .amount 
of polyandry aoda greater amount of polygyny. If, turning 
to the opposite extreme, we compare with ,one another large 
nations, ancient and modern, it seems that the militant cha
racter in some cases co-exists with a prevalent polygyny 
and in other cases with a prevalent or universal monogamy. 
Nevertheless we shall, on examining the facts more closely, 
discern general connexions between the militant type and 
polygyny, and between the industrial type and monogamy. 

But first we must recognize the truth that a predominant 
militancy is not so much shown by armies hnd the conquests 
they achieve, as by constancy of predatory activities. The 
contrast between militant and industrial, is properly between 
a state in which life is occupied in conflict With other beings, 
brute and human, and a state in which life i,s 'occupied in 
peaceful labour-energies spent. in destruction instead of. 
energies spent in production. So conceiving militancy •. we. 
find polygyny to be its habitual accompaniment. 

2x2 
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- To trace' the co-existence of the two from Australians and 
Tasmanians on through the more developed simple societies 
up to the compound and doubly compound, would be tedious 
and is needless; for observing, as we have already done 
(§ 304), the prevalence of polygyny in the less advanced 
societies, and admitting, as we must, their state of chronic 
hostility to their neighbours, the co-existElnce of these traits is 
a corollary. That this co-existence results from causal con
nexion, is sug~ested by certain converse cases.. Among the 
natives of Port Dory, New Guinea, there is a strict mono
gamy, with forbidding of divorce, in a primitive community 
comparatively unwarlike and comparatively industrial. 
Another instance is furnished by the Land Dyaks, who are 
monogamic to the extent that polygyny is an offence; while, 
though given to tribal quarrels about their lands and to the 
taking of heads as trophies, they have such industrial develop
ment that the men, instead of making war and the chase 
habitual occupations, do much of the heavy work, and there 
is division of trades with some commercial intercourse. The 
Hill-tribes of India furnish other instances. There are the 
amiable Bodo and Dhimals, without military arrangements 
and 'having no weapons but their agricultural implements, 
Who are industrially advanced to the extent that there is 
exchange of services and that the men do aU the out-of-door 
work; and they are monog~ous. Similarly the monoga
mous Lepchas are wholly unwarlike. Such, too, is the rela
tion of traits in certain societies of the New W orId distin
gnished from the rest by being partially or entirely industrial 
Whereas most of the aborigines of North America. habitually 
polygynous, live solely to hunt and fight, the Iroquois had 
permanent villages and cultivated lands; and each of them 
had but one wife. More marked still is the case of the 
Pueblos, who, "walling out black barbarism" by their 
ingeniously conglomerated houses, fight only in self-defence: 
and. when let alone engage exclusively in agricultural anu 
other industries, and whose marital relations are strictly 
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monogamic. This connexion of traits in the simpler 
societies, where not directly implied by the inadequate 
descriptions of travellers, is often traceable indirectly. We 
have seen (§ 250). that there is a natural relation between 
constant' fighting and development of chiefly power: the 
implication being that where, in settled tribes, the chiefly 
power is small the militancy is not great. And this is the 
fact in those above-named communities characterized by 
monogamy. In Dalrymple Island (Torres Strait) there are 
no chiefs; among the Hill-Dyake subordination to chiefs 
is feeble; the headman of each Bodo and DhirnaI village has 
but nominal authority; the Lepcha flees from coercion; and 
the governor of a Pueblo town is annually elected. Con
versely, the. polygyny which prevails in simple predatory 
tribes, persists in aggregates of them welded together by war 
into small nations under' established rulers; and in these 
frequently acquires large extensions~ In Polynesia it cha
racterizes in a marked way the warlike and tyrannically
governed Fijians. All through the African kingdoms there 
goes polygyny along with developed chieftainship, rising to 
great heights in Ashanti and Dahomey, where . the govern
ments are coercive in extreme degrees. The like may be sait,! 
of the extinct American societies: polygyny was an attribute 
of dignity among the rigorously-ruled Peruvians, Mexicans. 
Chibchas, Nicaraguans. . And the old despotisms pf the East 
were also characterized by polygyny, Allied with 
this evidence is the evidence that in a slmple tribe all the 
men of which are w3lTiors, polygyny is generally diffused; 
but in a society compounded of such tribes, polygyny COll

tinues to characterize the militant part while monogamy 
begins to characterize the industrial part. This differentiatioll 
is foreshadowed even in the primitive militant tribe; since 
the least militant men fail to obtain more than one Nife eacll. . 
And it becomes marked when, in the growing popnlatiPIl 
formed by compounding of tribes, there arises a divisivll 
between warriors and workel's. put thcrllare m~re 
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direct connexions between militancy and polygyny. which 
we shall recognize on recalling· two facts named in the 
chapter on «Exogamy and Endogamy." By members of 
savage communities, captured women are habitually taken 
as additional wives or concubines. and the reputations of 
warriors are enhanced in proportion to the numbers thus 
obtained (§ 305). As Mr. M'Lennan points out, certain 
early peoples per~itted foreign wives (presumably along 
with other wives) to the military class, though such wives 
were forbidden to other classes. Even among the Hebrews 
the laws authorized private appropriations of women taken 
in war (§ 308). The further direct connexion is the one 
implied in § :307; namely, that where loss of men in frequent 
battles leaves a great surpl~s of women, the possession of 
more wives than one by each man conduces to maintenance 
of population and preservation of the society. Hence con
tinuance of polygyny is, under these circumstances, insured 
by those habitual conflicts, which, other things equal, entail 
the disappearance of societies not practisinJ it. To which 
must be added the converse fact, that as fast as decreasing 
militancy and increasing devotion to industry cause an 
approximate equalization of the sexes in numbers, there 
results a growing resistance to polygyny; since it cannot 
be practised by many of the men without leaving many of 
the rest wifeless, and causing an antagonism inconsistent 
with social stability. Monogamy is thus to a great extent 
compelled by that balance of the sexes which industrialism 
brings about. C)nce more, the natural relation 
between polygyny and predominant militancy, and between 
monogamy and predominant industrialism. is shown by the 
fact that these two domestic forms harmonize in princil'le 
wIth the two associated political forms. We have seen that 
the militant type of social structure is based on tlle principle 
of compulsory co.operation, ~hile the industrial tY})e of 
social structure is based on the principle of voluntary co
operation. Now it is clear that plurality of wives, whether 
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the ~/ives are captured in War 01' purchased' from their 
fathers reWlrdles!; of their own wills, implies domestic rule 
of the compulsory type: the husband is tyrant and the wives 
are slaves. Conversely, the establishment of monogamy 
where fewer women are taken in war and fewer men lost 
in war, is accompanied by increased value of the individual 
woman; who, even when purchased, is therefore likely to be 
better treated. And when, with further advance, some 
power of choice is acquired by the woman, there is an 
approach to the voluntary co-operation which characterizes 
this marital relation in its highest form. The domestic 
despotism which polygyny involves, is congruous with the 
political despotism proper to predominant militancy; and 
the diminishing political coercion which naturally follows 
development of the industrial" type, is congruous with the 
diminishing domestic coercion which naturally follows the 
accompanying development of monogamy. Probably 
the histories of European peoples will be cited against this 
view: the allegation being that, from Greek and Roman 
times downwards, these peoples, though militant, have been 
monogamic. The reply is that ancient European societies, 
though often engaged in wars, had large parts of their popu
lations otherwise engaged, and had industrial systems cha
racterized by inuch division of labour and commercial inter
course. Further, there must be remembered the fact that in 
northern Europe, during and after Roman times, while war
fare was constant, monogamy was not universal. Tacitus 
admits the occurrence of polygyny among the German cllieri!. 
Already we have seen, too, that the Merovingian kings were 
polygynists. Even the Cm'olingian period yields such facts 
as that-

The confidence of Conan II, duke of Britanny, "was kept up by tIm 
incredible number of men-at-arms which his kingdom fumished ; f01· 

you must know that here, bl'sides that the kingdom is extensive liS 

well, each warrior will beget fifty, since, bound by the laws neither of 
decency nor of religion, each bas ten wives or more even. "-{Chul. 
Pice. ap. Bouquet, ReA:Ueil ria llutori.em, xi. P. 88.), 
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And Krenigswaiter says that "such was the persistence of' 
legal concubinage in the customs of the people that traces of 
it are found at Toulouse even in the thirteenth century." To 
which let me add thc startling fact that after the thirty years' 
war had produced in Germany so immense a mortality .of 
males, bigamy was for a time tolerated by law! 

Thus, considering the many factors which have co-.operatecl 
in modifying marital arrangements-considering also that 
some societies, becoming relatively peaceful, have 101lg re
tained in large measure the structures acquired during pre
vious greater militancy, while other societies which have 
considerably developed their industrial structures have agaiu 
become predominantly militant, causing mixtures of traits; 
the alleged relations are, I think, as clear as can be expected . 
. That ad vance from the primitive predatory type to the highest 
industrial type, has gone along with advance from prevalent 
polygyny to exclusive monogamy, is unquestionable; and 
that decline of militancy and rise of industrialism have been 
the essential causes of this change in the type of family, i'J 
shown by the fact that this change has .occurred where such 
.other supposable causes as culture, religious creed, etc., have 
not come into play, 

§ 316. The domestic relations thus far dealt with mainly 
under their private aspects, have now to be dealt with under 
their public aspects.. For, on the structure.of the family, con
sidered as a component of a society, depend various social 
phenomena. 

The facts grouped in foregoing chapters show that no true 
conception of the higher types of family in their relations to 
the higher social types, can be obtained without previous 
. study of' the lower types of family in their relations to the 
lower social types. In this case, as in all other ca'3es, error 
results when conclusions are drawu from the more complex 
products of evolution, iu ignorance of the simpler product!>
from which they have been derived. Already an instanca 
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bas been furnished by the interpretations of primitive reli,. 
gions given by the reigning school of mythologists. POS4 

sessed by the ideas which civilization has evolved, and looking 
back on the ideas which prevailed among progenitors of' 
the civilized races, they have used the more complex to 
interpret the less complex; and when forced to recognize the 
entire unlikeness between the inferred early religious ideas 
and the religious ideas found among the uncivilized who no,v 
exist, have assumed a fundamental difference in mode of 
action between the minds of the superior races and the minds 
of the inferior races: classing with the inft)rior, in pursuance 
of this assumption, such ancient races as the Accadians, to 
which the modern world is largely indebted for its present 
advance. 

All who accept the conclusions set forth in the first part of 
this work, will see in this instance tM error caused by ana
lysis of the phenomena from above downwards, instead of. 
synthesis of them from below upwards. They will see that ill 
search of explanations we must go beneath the stage at which 
men had learnt to domesticate. cattle and till the ground, 

§ 317. These remarks are introductory to a criticism on 
the doctrines of Sir Henry Uaine. While greatly valuing 
his works, and accepting as true within limits the views 
he has set forth respecting the family in its developed 
form, and respecting the part played by it in the evolution 
of European nations, it is possible to dissent from his 
assumptions concerning the earliest social states, and from 
the derived conceptions. 

As leading to error, Sir Henry Maine censures "the lofty 
contempt which. a civilized people entertains for barbarous 
neighbours," which, he says, "has caused a remarkable negli
gence in observing them." ]3ut he has not himself. wholly 
escaped from the effects of this sentiment. While utilizing 
the evidence furnished by barbarous peoples belonging to tho 
higher types of man, and while in some cases citing con-
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firmatory evidence furnished by barbarous peoples of lower 
types, he has ignored the great mass of the uncivilized, and 
disregarded· the multitudinous facts they present at variance 
with his theory. Though criticisms have led him somewhat to 
qualify the sweeping generalizations set forth in his ·.Ancient 
Law-though, in the preface to its later editions, he refers to 
his subsequent work on Village Communities,' as indicating 
some qualifications; yet the qualifications are but small, and 
in great measure hypothetical. He makes light of. such 
adverse evidence as Mr. M'Lennan and t:lir John Lubbock 
give, on the ground that the part of it he deems most trust
worthy is supplied by Indian Hill-tribes, which have, 116 

thinks, been led into abnormal usages by the influences in .. 
vading races have subjected them to. And though, in his 
Em'ly Institutions, he says that "all branches of human 
society mayor may not have been developed from joint 
families which arose out of an original patriarchal cell," he 
clearly, by this form of expression, declines to admit that in 
many cases they have not been thus developed. 

He rightly blames earlier writcrs for not exploring a suffi .. 
dently wide area of induction. But he has himself not 
made the area of induction wide enough; and that substitu
tion of hypothesis for observed fact which he ascribes to his 
predecessors, is, as a cO~lsequence, to be noticed in his own 
work. Respecting the evidence available for framing gene
ralizations, he says :-

"The rudiments of the social sta e, so far as they are known to us 
at all, are known through testimony of three $orts_ccounts by con
temporary observers of civilizatioll~ less advanced than their own, the 
l'ecords which particular races have preserved concerning their primi~ 
tive history, and ancient. law." 

And since, as exemplifying the "accounts by contemporary 
observers .of .civilizatiqns less advanced than their own," he 
names the account Tacitus givtls of the Germans, and does 
not name the accounts modern travellers give of uncivilized 
races at la,rge, he clearly does not include as evidence the 
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t'ltatements made by these.- Let me name here two instances 
of the way in which this limitation leads to the substitution; 
()f hypothesis for observation. 

Assuming that the patriarchal state is the earliest, Sir 
Henry Maine says tlJat " the implicit obedience of rude men to 

-their parent is doubtless a primary fact." Now tLo~gh among 
lower races, sons, while yCJung, may be su\>o:rdinate, from 
lack of apility to resist; yet that they remain subordinate 
when they become men,. cannot be asserted f.S a uniform, 
and therefore as a primary, fact. On turnin~ to § 85, it will 
be seen that obedience does not ch; .. racterize all types uf 
men. When we read that the Mantra "liv~s as if thexa were 
no other person in the world but himself;" that the Carib 
., is impatient under the It,ast infringement" of his inde
pendence; that the :j\fapucM "brooks no commoLnd;" that 
the Brazilian Indian begins to display impatience of all 
l'cstl'aint at puberty; we cannot conclude that filial submis
sion is an original trait. When we are told that by the 
Gallinomeros, "old people are treated with contumely, both 

· men and women," and that by Shoshones and Araueanians, 
Loys are not corrected for fear of dest.roying their spirit ;' we 
cannot suppose that subjection of adult sons to their fathers 
characterizes. all types of men. When we Jearn that by the 
Navajos, "born and bred with the id£'a of perfect personal 
freedom, all re8traint is unenduraiJle," and that among the.n 
., every father holds undisputed sway over his children until 
the age of puberty"-whell we learn that among some 

• At page 17 of his V;[[ag6 C01M1Iflniti'8, be dpliberately discredits this 
evidence-speaking of it 8S .. tbe slippery testimony concel'lling .ava.es 
which is Wtthered from travellers'. tales." I am aware that in the eyes of 

· most, antiquity gives socredne.s to testimony; and that s~, what w~re "tra
vellers' to.1es" when they were written in ,Roman days, ·bave t'Ome, in our 
days, to be regard..d as of higbel' authority than like tales written by recent 
or living travellers. I see, however, no reason to ascribe to the •• cond-hand 

· statements of Taeitu's a trustworthine.s whicb I do not ascribe to the first-
· hand statements of modern explorers; many of them sciemmoally educate!j. 
-Barrow, Barth, Galton, Burton, LiVlng,tone, Seemon, Dan-in; WoJlllCe, 

. Humboldt, BurcJ.hardt, WId oth~rs too numerOUB to set down. 
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Californians, children after puberty f' were subject only to tIle 
chief,'; that among the lower Californians, "M soon as children 
are able to get food for themselves they are left to their own 
devices," and that among the Comanches male children "are 
even privileged to rebel against their parents, who are not 
entitled to chastise them but by consent of the tribe;" we 
are shown that in some races the parental" and filial relation 
early comes to an end. Even the wilder members of the 
very race which has familiarized us with patriarchal govern
ment, yield like facts. Burckhardt says that "the young 
Bedouin" pays his father "some deference as long as he 
continues in his tent; " but "whenever he can become master 
of a tent himself . . • he listens to no advice, nor obeys any 
earthly command but that of his own will." So far from 
showing that filial obedience is innate, and the patriarchal 
type a natural consequence, the evidence points rather to the 
inference that the two have evolved hand in hand under 
favouring conditions; 

Again, referring to tlie way in which o~'iginally, common 
ancestral origin was the only ground for united social action. 
Sir Henry Maine says :-

"Of this we may at least be certain, that all ancient societies regarded 
themselves as having proceeded from one original stock, and even 
laboured under an incapacity for comprehending any reason except this 
for their holding together in political union. The history of political 
ideas begins, in fact, with the assumption that kinship in blood is the 
Bole possible ground of ('ommunity in political functions." " 

Now if by" ancient societies" is meant those only of which 
records have come down to us, and if the "history of politi
cal idaas" is to include only the ideas of such societies, this 
may bo true; but if we are to take account of societies more 
archaic than these, and to include other political ideas than 
those of A.ryans ani Semites, it cannot be sustained. Proof 
has been given (§§ 250-252) that political co-operation 
arises from the conflicts of social groups with one another. 
Though establishment of it may be facilitate~ where "the 
commonwealth is a collection of persons united by a commOD 
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descent from the progenitor of an original family;" yet, in 
hosts of cases, it takes place where no connexion of this kind 
exists among the persons. The members of an Australian 
tribe which, under a temporary chief, join in. battle against 
thoRe of another tribe, have not a common descent, but arc. 
alien in blood. If it be said that political functions can here 
scarcely be alleged, then take the case of the Creeks of North 
Americ", whose men have various totems implying various 
ancestries, and whose twenty thousand people living in 
seventy villages have neverthelesfl evolved for themselves a 
government of considerable complexity. Or stili better take 
the Iroquois, who, similar in their formation of tribes cut of 
intermingled clans of different stocks, were welded by com
bined action in war into a league of five (afterwards six) 
nations ,under a republican government. Indeed early sys
tems of kinship put relations in political antagonism; so 
that, as we read in Bancroft concerning the Kutchins, "there 
can never be inter-tribal war without ranging fathers and 
sons against each other." Even apart from the results of 
mixed clanships, that instability which characterizes primi
tive relations of the sexes, negatives the belief that political 
co-operation everywhere originates from family co-operation: 
instance the above-named Creeks, of whom "a large portion 
of the old and middle-aged men, by frequently changing, 
have had many different wives, and their children, scattered 
around the country, are unknown to them." 

Thus finding reason to suspect that Sir Henry Maine's 
theory of the family is not applicable to all societies, let us 
proceed to consider it more closely. 

§ 318. He implies that in the earliest stages there were 
definite marital relations. That which he calls "the infancy 
of society "-" the situation in which mankind disclose them
selves at the dawn of their history;" is a situation in which 
., 'every one exerdses jurisdiction over his" wives and his 
children, and they pay no regard, to one another.' ", ~u~ in, 
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tIle chapters on" The Primitive Relations of the Sexes," Oll 

"Promiscuity," and on "Polyandry,'; I have cited numerous 
facts showing that definite coherent marital relations are 
preceded by indefinite incoherent ones; and 8.Iso that among 
the types of family evolving out of these, there are some 
composed not of a man with wife and children, but of a wife 
with men and children: such being found not alone in socie
ties of embryonic and infantine forms, but also in consider
ably advanced societies. 

A further assumption is that descent has always and 
everywhere been in the male line. That it has from the 
recorded times of those peoples with whom Sir Henry Maine 
deals, may be true; and it is true that male descent occurs 
among some rude peoples of other types, as the Kookies of 
India, the Beluchis, the New Zealanders, the Hottentots. It; 
is by no means the rule, however, among. the uncivilized. 
Mr. Y'Lennan, who has.llointed out the incongruity between 
this assumption and a great mass of evidence, shows that all 
over the world descent in the female line is common; and 
the many examples given by him I might, were it needful .. 
enforce by others. This system is not limited to groups 
so little Ol'ganized that they might be set aside as pre-. 
infantine (were that permissible); nor to groups which 
stand on a level with the patriarchal, or so· called infantine. 
societies in point of organization; but it occurs in groups, or· 
rather nations, which have evolved complex structures .. Kin
ship was through females in the two higher ranks of the 
Tahitians; and among the Tongans "nobility has always. 
descended by the f.:male line." It was so with the ancient 
Chib~has, who had made no insignificant strides in civiliza
tion. Among the Iroquois, again, titles, as well as property •. 
descended through women,an,J were hereditary in the woman's 
tribe: the son could never succeed to his father's title of 
sachem, nor inherit even his tomahawk; and these· Iroquois 
had advanced f:::.r beyond the infantine stage-were governed· 
by a representative assembly of fifty sachems, had a separate 
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military, organization, it. , separate -ecclesiastical or~anization' 
definite Jaws, cultivated .lands individually'possesse~, perma
nent fortified villages. So,too,' in Africa" succession to rank, 
and property' follows the 'female'; line among the Coast
negroes, Inland-negroes, Congo people,etc.; who have distinct 
industrial systems, foUl' and five gradations in ,rank, settled 
agricultures, considerable commeree,towns in streets. How 
misleading is the obsertation ota few societies only, is 
shawn by llarsden'sI'emark respecting the Sumatrans of the, 
Batta district. He says that "the succession to the chief
ships does not go, 'in the first, instancej-to . the son of the, 
deceased, but, to. the nephew,. by a: sister;:' and: adds "that 
the same, extraordinary .rule;.with; respect'. to· property in, 
general, prevails also amongst the Malays of that part of the., 
island·:~'.th~ rule which he, cori.siders:.~'.extraol'dinary," bi.!ing 
really, among ~he uncivilized and little. ci vilized~ the ordinary 
rule. 

Again, Sir Henry MainepDstulatest11~existence ·of govern-· 
ment from, the ·.beginning_patriarchnl'authority over wife, 
ohildren, slaves, and all who are" includeddn the primitive 
social group. But in, the; chapters: ,Oll. ." :rhe RegUlating. 
System"'and "Social Types," I have. shownl that,in various; 
parts of the -world there are social groups:without heads; as 
the· Fl1egians, some Australians-, most;, Esquimaux, the Ara~. 
furas, the Land Dyaks of the. UpperSarawak river; others 
with headships that are but occasional, as . Tasmanians, some, 
Australian.s, some Caribs,. some U aupes ;'. and many with 
vague and unstable headships, as the 'Andamanese, Abipones" 
Suakes, Chippewayans, Chinooks, Chippew:as, some Kam
schadales, Guiana tribes, Mandans" Coroados, New Guinea 
people, Tannese. Though in some' of these cases the com
inuuities are of the lowest, .r see no adequate reason for 
excluding them from our conception of th,e "infancy of. 
society."_And even ,saying nothing of ·these, we cannot 
regard as lower than infantine in their ~tages, those commu
nities which, like th~ Upper S~rawa,lv .I?yaks"the .Arafuras. 
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the New Guinea people; carry on their peaceful lives with
out other government than that of public opinion and 
custom. Moreover, as we saw in § 250, the head
ship which exists in many simple groups is not patriarchal. 
Such chieftainship as arose among the Tasmanians in time of 
war, was determined by personal fitness. So, too, according 
to Edwards, with the Caribs, and according to Swan, with the. 
Creeks. Then, still further showing that political authority 
d~es not. always begin with patriarchal Il.uthority, we have 
the Iroquois, whose system of kinship negatived the ge"nesis 
of patriarchs_ and who yet developed a complex republican 
government; and we have the Pueblos, who, living in well
organized communities under elected governors and councils, 
show no signs of patriarchal rule in the past. 

Another component of the doctrine is that originally, pro
perty is held by the family as a corporate body. According 
to Sir Henry Maine, .. one peculiarity invariably distinguishing 
the infancy of society," is that " men are regarded and treated 
not as individuals but. always as members of the particular 
group." The man was not" regarded as himself, as a distinct 
individual His individuality was swallowed up in· his 
family." And this alleged primitive sub~ergence of the 
individual, affected even the absolute ruler of the group . 
.. Though the patriarch, for we must not yet call him the 
paterfamilias_ had rights thus extensive, it is impossible to 
doubt that he lay under an equal amplitude of obligations. 
If he governed the family it was for its behoof. .lfhe was 
lord of its possessions_ he held them as tnistee for his children 
and kindred • • • the family in fact was a corporation; and 
he . was its representative." Here. after expressing 
a doubt whether there exist in the primitive mind ideas so 
abstract as those of trusteeship and representation, I go on . 
to remark that this hypothesis involves a conception difficult 
to frame. For while the patriarch is said to hold his posses
sions (. in a representative rather than a proprietary cha
racter," he is said to have unqualified dominion over children, 
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as over slaves, extending to life a.nd death; which implies 
" that though he possesses the greater right of owning sUboro.:.
nate individuals absolutely, he does not possess the smaller 
right of ow~ing absolutely the property used by them and 

"himself. I may add that besides being difficult to frame, 
this conception is not easily reconcilable with Sir Henry 
Maine's description of the Patria Potestas of the Romans, 
which he says" is "our type of the primeval paternal au
thority," and of w.hich he remarks that while, during its 
decline, the - father's power over" the son's person became 
nominal, his II rights over the son's prOperty were always 
exercised without scruple." And I may also name its seem
ing incongruity with the fact that political rulers who 
have unlimited powers over their subjects, are usually also 
regarded as In theory owners of their property ~ instance at 
the present time the kings of Dahomey, Ashanti, Congo, 
Cayor on the Gold Coast. Passing to the essential 
question, however, I find myself here at issue not with Sir 
Hemy Maine only, but with other writers on primitive social 
states, who hold that all ownership is originally tribal, that 
family-ownership comes later, and ownership by individuals 
last. As already implied in § 292, the evidence leads me to 
believe that from the beginning there has been individual 
ownership of such things as ,could without difficulty be ap
propriated. True though it is that in early stages rights 
of 'property are indefinite-certain though it may be that 
among primitive men the- moral sanction "'hich property 
equitably obtained has among ourselves, is lacking-obvious 
as we find it that possession is often established by right of 
~he strongest; the facts prove that in the rudest communi
ties there is a pri!ate holding of useful movables, maintained 
by each man to the best of his ability. A personal mono
poly, extends itself to such things as can readily be monopo
lized. The Tinneh who, "regarding all property, including 
wives, as belonging to the strongest," show in. a typical way 
.he primitive form of appropriation; also, show that -this ap-

~ y 
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propriation· is . completely personal; since they If burn· with 
the deceased all his effects." Indeed, even apart from evi
dence, it seems to me an inadmissible supposition that in 
« the infancy of society'" the egoistic savage, utterly without 
idea of justice or sense of responsibility, consciously held his 
belongings on behalf of those depending upon him. 

One more element, indirectly if not directly involved in 
the doctrine of Sir Henry Maine, is that «the infancy of 
society" is characterized by the perpetual tutelage of women. 
While each male descendant has a capacity" to become him
self the head of a new family and the root of a new set of 
parental powers," "a woman of course has no capacity of the 
Idnd, and no title accordingly to the liberation which it con
fers. There is therefore a peculiar contrivance of archaic 
jurisprudence for retaining her in the bondage of the family 
for life." And the implication appears to be that this slavery 
of women, derived from the patriarchal state, and natumlly 
accompanied by inability to hold property, has been slowly 
mitigated, and the right of private possession acquired, as 
the primitive family has decayed. But when we pass from 
the progenitors of the civilized races to existing uncivilized 
races, we meet with facts requiring us to qualify this prOposi
tion. Though in rude societies entire subjection of women is 
the rule, yet there are exceptions; both in societies lowel' 
than the patriarchal in 'organization, and in higher societies 
which bear no traces of a past patriarchal state. Among 
the Kocch, who are mainly governed by "juries of elders," 
Ie when a woman dies the family property goes to her 
daughters," In tribes of the Karens, whose chiefs, of little 
authority, are generally elective and often wanting, "the 
father wills his property to his children .••• Nothing is 
given to the widow, but she is entitled to the use of the 
property till her de~th." Of the Khasias, Steel says that 
.. the house belongs to the woman j and ill case of the 
husband dying or being sepal'ated from her, it remains her 
llroperty." Among the Sea-Dyaks, wh?se law of inheritanc~ 
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is not that of primogeniture, and whose chieftainships, where 
tl1(;y exist, are acquired by merit, as the wife does an equal 
share of work with her husband, " at a divorce she is entitled 
to half the wealth created by their mutual [joint] labours;" 
and Brooke writes of certain Land-Dyaks, that "the most 
IJowerful of the people in the place were two old ladies, 
who often told me that all the land and inhabitants belonged 
to them." N Oloth America furnishes kindred facts. In the 
.Aleutian Islands "rich women are permitted to indulge in 
two husbands:" ownership of property by females being 
implied. Among the Nootkas, in case of divorce there is "a 
strict division of property"-the wife taking both what she 
brought and what she has made; and similarly among the 
Spokanes, "all household goods are considered as the wife's 
property," and there is an equitable division of property on 
dissolution of marriage. .Again, of the Iroquois, who, con
siderably advanced as we have seen,. wece shown by their 
still-surviving system of descent in the female line, never to 
have passed through the patriarchal stage, we read that the 
proprietary rights of husband and wife remained distinct; 
and further, that in case of separation the children went 
with the mother. Still more striking is the instance supplied 
by the peaceable, industrious, freely-governed Pueblos; whose 
women, otherwise occupying good positions, not oilly inherit 
property, but, in some C3.'les, make exclusive claims to it . 
.Africa, too, where the condition of women is in most respects 
low, but where descent in the female line continues, furnishes 
examples. In Timbuctoo a son's share of the father's pro
perty is double that of a daughter. .Above the Yellala falls 
on the Congo, fowls, eggs, manioc, and fruits, .. seem all to 
belong to the women, the men never disposing of them without 
first consulting their wives, to whQm the beads are given." 

Thus many things are at variance with the theory which 
assumes that "the infancy of society" is exhibited in the 
patriarchal group. A s was implied in the chapters on the 
"Priwitive r..elations of the Sexes," on "llromiscuity," 011 

,2y2 
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('Polyandry,'f. the earliest societies were without domestic 
organization as they were without political organization. In,.. 
stead of a' paternally-governed cluster, at once family and 
rudimentary State, there was at first an aggregate of males 
and females without settled arrangements, and having no 
relations save those established by force and changed when 
the stronger willed. 

§ 319. And here we come in face of the fact before 
obliquely glanced at, that Sir Henry Maine's hypothesis takes 
account of no stages in human progress earlier than the 
pastoral or agricultural. The groups he describes as severally 
formed of the patriarch, his wife, descendants, slaves, flocks, 
and herds, are groups implying domesticated animals of 
several kinds. But before the domestication of animals was 
achieved, there passed long stages stretching back through 
pre-historic times.' To understand the patriarchal group, we 
must inquire how it grew out of the less-organized groups 
which preceded it. 

The answer is not difficult to find if we ask what kind 
of life the domestication of herbivorous animals entails. 
Where pasture is abundant and covers large areas, the keep
ing of flocks and herds does not necessitate separation of 
their owners into very small clusters: instance the Comanches, 
who, with their hunting, join the keeping of cattle, which 
the members of the tribe combine to guard. But where 
pasture is not abundant, or is distributed in patches, many 
cattle cannot be kept together; and their owners conse
quently have to part. Naturally, division of the owners 
will be into such clusters as are already vaguely marked off 
in the original aggregate. Individual men with such women 
as they have taken possession of, such animals. as they have 
acquired by force or otherwise, and all their other belongings, 
will wander hither and thither in search of food for their 
sheep and oxen. As already pointed out, we have, in pre
pastoral stages, as among the Bushmen, cases where scarcity 
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of wild food necessitates parting into very small gronps, 
UlIually single families i and clearly when, instead of game 
and vermin to be caught, cattle have to be fed, the distribu ... 
tion of pasturage, here in larger oases and there in smaller 
ones, will determine the numbers of animals, and consequently 
of human beings, which can keep together. In the. separation 
of Abraham and Lot we have a traditional illustration. 

Thus recognizing the natural origin of the wandering 
family-group, let us ask what are likely to become its traits. 
We have seen' that thEl regulating system of a society is 
evolved by conflicts with environing societies. Between 
pastoral hordes which have become separate, and in course 
of time alien, there must arise, as between other groups, an.,. 
tagonisms: caused sometimes by appropriations of strayed 
cattle, sometimes by encroachm~nts upon grazing areas mo
nopolized. But now mark a difference. In a tribe of 
archaic type, such ascendancy as war from· time to time gives 
to a man who is superior in strength, wjll, or cunning, com
monly fails to become a permanent headship (§ 250) i since 
his power is regarded with jealousy by men who are iII, other 
respects his equals. It is otherwise in the pastoral horde. 
The tendency which war between groups. has to evolve a. 
bead in each group, here finds a member prepared for the 
place. Already there is the father, who at the outset was 
by right of the strong ,hand, leader, owner, master, of wife, 
children, and all he carried with him.· In the preceding 
stage his actions were to soine extent kept in check by othe~ 
men of the tribe i now they are not. His sons could early 
become hunters and carry on their lives independently j now 
they cannot. 

Note a second difference. Separation from, other men 
brings into greater clearness the fact that the children are 
not only his wife's children, but b,is children; and further, 
since among its neighbours his group is distinguished by his 
name, the children spoken of as members of his group are 
otherwise. spoken of as his children. The establishment Il.f 
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male descent is thus facilitated. Simultaneously there is 
apt to come acknowledged supremacy of the eldest son. The 
first to give aid to the father; the first to reach manhood; the 
first likely to marry and have children; he is usually the one 
on whom the powers of the father devolve as he declines and 
dies. Hence the average tendency through successive 
generations will be for the eldest male to become head of 
the increasing group; alike as family ruler and political 
ruler-the patriarch. 

At the same time industrial co-operation is fostered. 
Savages of the lowest types get roots and berries, shell-fish, 
vermin, small animals, etc., without joint action. Among 
those who .have reached the advanced hunting stage and 
capture large animals, a considerable combination is implied, 
though of an irregular kind. But on rising to the stage in 
which flocks and herds have to be daily pastured and 
guarded, and their products daily utilized, combined actions 
of many kinds are necessitated; and under the patriarchal 
rule these become regularized by apportionment of duties. 
This co-ordination of functions and consequent mutual de
pendence of parts, conduces to consolidation of the group as 
an organic whole. Gradually it becomes inipracticable for 
any member to live by himself: deprived not only of the 
family aid and protection, but of the food and clothing 
yielded by the domesticated animals. So that the industrial 
arrangements conspire with the governmental arrangements 
to produce a well-compacted aggregate, internally coherent 
and externally marked off definitely from other aggregates. 

This process is furthered by disappearance of the less
developed. Other things equal, those groups which are 
most subordinate to their leaders will succeed best in battle. 
Other things equal, those which, submitting to commands 
longer, have grown into larger groups, will also thus benefit. 
And other things equal, advantages will be gained by those 
in which, under dictation of the patriarch, industrial co
operation has beeu rendered efficient. So that by survival 
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of the fittest among pastoral groups struggling for existence 
with one another, those which obedience to their heads and 
mutual dependence of parts have made the strongest, will be 
those to spread; and in course of time the patriarchal type 
will thus become well marked. Not, indeed, that entire' 
disappearance of less-organized groups must result; since 
regions favourable to the process described, facilitate survival 
of a few smaller hordes, pursuing lives more predatory and 
less pastoral. 

Mark next how, under these circumstances, there arise 
certain arrangements respecting ownership. That division 
of goods which is pre-supposed by individualization of pro
perty, cannot be carried far without appliances. unknown to 
savage life. Measures of time, measures of quantity, :measures 
of value, are required. When, from the primitive appro
priation of things found, caught, or made, we pass to the 
acquisition of things by barter and by service, we see that 
approximate equality of value· between the exchanged things 
is implied; and in the absence of recognized equivalence, 
which must be exceptional, there will be great resistance 
to barter. Among savages, therefore, property exten& but 
little beyond the things a man can procure for. himself. 
Kindred obstacles occur in the pastoral group. How can 
the value of the labour contributed by each to the common' 
weal be measured? To-day the cowherd can feed his cattle 
close at hand; to-morrow he must drive them far and get 
~ack late. Here the shepherd tends his flock in rich. 
pasture; and in a region next visited the sheep dispers~ in 
search of scanty food, and he has great trouble in getting 
in the strayed ones. No accounts of labour spent by either 
can be kept; nor are there current rates of wages to give 
ideas of their respective claims to shares of produce. The 
work of the daughter or the bond-woman, who milks and 
who fetches water, now from a well at hand and now from 
one further off, varies from day to day j and its worth, as 
compared with the worths of other. works, cannot be known 
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So with tho preparation of skins, the making of clothing,.the 
setting up of tents. All thef\e miscellaneous services, differ
ingin arduousne!ls, duration, skill, cannot be paid for in 
money or produce while there exist$ neither currency nor 
market in which the relativ:e values of articles and labours 
maybe established by competition. Doubtless.8 bargain for 
services rudely estimated as worth so many cattle or sheep, 
may be entered into, Eut beyond the fact that this form of 
payment, admitting of but very rough equivalence, canno~ 
conveniently be carried out with all members of the group, 
there is the fact tl1at even supposing it to be carried out, the, 
members of the group cannot separately utilize their respec-, 
tive portions. The sheep havl;l to be herded together: it 
would never do to send them out in small divisions, each 
requiring its attendant. Milk mv.st .be dealt with in the: 
mass--could not ~ithout great loss .of labour be taken by so 
many separate milkmaids and treated afterwards in separate 
portions. So is it throughout. The ~embers of the group 
naturally fall into the system of giving their respective 
labours and satisfying from tl~e produce their respective 
wants. The patriarch, at once family-head, di~ector of 
indulltry,ownel'of th~ group anli it$ belongings, regulates 
the labour of his dependentli; and, maintaining them out 
of the common stock which results, is l'Cstrained in his dis
tribution, as in his oonduct at large, only by custom and by. 
the prospect of resistance and secession if he disregards too 
far the average opinion. 

The mention of secession introduces a remaining. trait of 
the patriarchal group. Small societies, mostly at enmity 
with surrounding societies, are anxious to increase the 
numbers of their men that they may .. be stronger for war. 
Hence. not infrequently female infanticide, to facilitate the 
rearing of males;. hence in some places, as in parts of Africa, 
a woman is' forgiven any amount of irregularity if she bears. 
many children; hence th~ fact that among the Hebrews, 
barrenness was a.l'cproach. This wish to strengthen itself by 
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addiog to its figbting members, leads each graup to welcome 
fugitives .frOm other groups. Everywhere and in all times, 
there goes on desertion---sometimes of rebels, sometimes of 
criminals. Stories of feudal ages, telling of knights and men. 
at-arms who, being ill-treated or in danger of punishment, 
escape and take service with other princes or nobles, remind, 
us of what goes on at the present day.in various parts of 
Africa, where the dependents of a chief who treats them too 
harshly leave him and join some neighbouring chief, and of 
what goes on among such wandering tribes as the Coroados, 
members of which join now one horde and now another as 
impulse prompts. And that with pastoral peoples the like 
occurs, we havc direct evidence. Pallas tells us of the. 
Kalmucks and Mongols that men oppressed by their chief, 
desert and go to other chiefs. Occasionally occurring 
everywhere, this fleeing from tribe to tribe entails ceremonies 
of incorporation if the stranger is of fit rank and worth
exchange of names, mingling of portions of blood, etc.-by 
which.he is supposed to be made one in nature with those he 
bas joined. What happens when the group, instead of being 
of the hunting type, is of the patriarchal type 1 Adoption 
into the tribe now becomes adoption into the family. The 
two being one-the family being otherwise called, as in 
Hebrew, a the tent "-political incorporation is the same thing 
as domestic incorporation. And adoption into the family, 
thns established as a sequence of primitive adoption into the 
tribe, long persists in the derived societies when its original 
meaning is lost.. 

And now to test this interpretation. Distinct in nature as 
are sundry races leading pastoral. lives, we find that they 
hav!' evolved this social type when subject to these particular 

-CO;ditions. That ~t w.as the type among early Semites does 
not need saying: ·they, in fact, having largely served to 
exemplify its traits. That the Aryans dUl-iog their nomadic 
stage displayed it, is implied by the account given above of 
Sir Henry Maine's investigations ~d ~erences. We find it 
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again among the Mongolian lJeoples of Asia; and again 
among wholly'alien peoples inhabiting South Africa. Of the 
Hottentots, who, exclusively pastoral, differ from the neigh
bouring Bechuanas and Kaffirs in not cultivating the soil at 
all, we learn that all estates "descend to the eldest son, or, 
where a son is wanting, to the next male relation;" and an 
eldest son may after his father's death retain his brothers and 
sisters in a sort of slavery. Note, too, that among the neigh
bouring Damaras, who, also exclusively pastoral, are unlike 
in the respect that kinship in the female line still partially 
sur\"ives, patriarchal organization, whether of the family or 
the tribe, is but little developed, and the subordination small j 
aud further, that among the Kaffirs, who though in large 
measure pastoral are partly agricultural, patriarchal rule, 
private and public, is qualified. 

It would be unsafe to say that under no otller conditions 
than those of the pastoral state, does this family-type occur. 
We have no proof that it may not arise along with a direct 
transition from the hunting life to the agricultural life. But 
it seems that usually this direct transition is accompanied by 
a different set of changes. 'Where, as in Polynesia, pastoral 
life has been impossible, or where, as in Peru and Mexico, we 
have no reason to suppose that it ever existed, the political 
and domestic arrangements, still charactet:ized much or little 
by the primitive system of descent in the female line, have 
acquired qualified forms of male descent and its concomitant 
arrangements; but they appear to have done so under 
pressure of, the influences. which habitual militancy main
tains. We have an indication of thiS in Gomara's statement 
respecting the Peruvians. that" nephews inherit, and not 
sons, except in the case of the Yncas." Still better are we 
sllown it by sundry African states. Among the Coast 
Negroes, whose kinships are ordinarily through females. 
and whose various societies, variously goyer~ed, are most of 
them very unstable, male descent has been established in 
some of the 'kingdoms. The Inland Negroes, too,similarly 
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retaining as a rule descent in the female line, alike in the 
State and in the family, have acquired in their public and 
private arrangements, some traits akin to those derived 
from the patriarchal system; and the like is the case in 
Congo. Further, in the powerful kingdom of Dahomey, 
where the monarchy has become stable and absolute, male 
succession and primogeniture are completely established, 
and in the less-despotically governed Ashanti, partially 
established. 

But whether the patriarchal type of family does or does 
not arise under other conditions, we may safely say that the 
pastoral life is most favourable to development of it. lrom 
the general laws of evolution it is a corollary that there goes 
on integration of any group of like units, simultaneously 
exposed to forces that are like -in kind~ amount, and direc
tion (First Principles, §§ 163, 168); and obviously. the 
members of a wandering family, kept together by joint in
terests and jointly in antagonism with other such families, 
will become more integrated than the members of a family 
associated with other families in a primitive tribe; since in 
this the joint interests are largely tribal. Just as a Luger 
social aggregate becomes coherent by the co-operation of its 
members in conflict with neighbouring like aggregates; so 
does this smallest social aggregate constituted by the nomadic 
horde. Of the differentiations which simultaneously arise. 
the same may be said. As the government of a larger 
society is evolved during its struggles with other such 
societies; so is the government of this smallest society. 
And as here the society and the family are one, the develop
ment of the regulative strncture of the society becomes the 
development of the regulative family-structure. Moreover, 
analogy suggests that the higher organization given by this 
discipline to the family-group. makes it a better component 
of societies afterwards formed, than are family-groups which 
have not passed through this discipline. Already we have 
seen. that great nations arise only by aggregation and re-
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aggregation. Smiill communities have first to .acquire· sorno. 
consolidation and structure; then they admit of union 
into compound communities, which, when well integrated, 
may q,gain becompOlIDued into still larger communities; 
and so on. It now appears that social evolution is most 
favoured when this process begins with the smallest groups-. 
the families; such groups, made coherent and definite in the 
way described, and afterwards compounded and re-com
pounded, having originated the highest societies. 

An analogy between social organisms and individual 
organisms supports this inference. In a passage from which 
I have .already quoted a clause, Sir Henry Maine, using a 
metaphor which biology furnishes, says ;-" All branches of 
human society mayor may not have been developed from 
joint families which arose out of an original patriarchal cell; 
but, wherever the Joint Family is an institution of an Aryan 
race, we see it springing from such a cell, and, when it dis
solves, we see it dissolving into a number of such cells:" 
thus implying that as the cell is the proximate component 
of the individual' organism, so the family is the proximate 
component of th~ social organism. In either case, how
ever, this, though generally true, is not entirely true; and 
the qualification required is extremely suggestive. Low 
down in the animal kingdom exist creatures not possessing 
definite cell-structure-small portions of living protoplasm 

. without limiting membranes !IJld. even without nuclei 
There are also certain types produced by aggregation of 
these; and though it is now alleged that the individual com
ponents of one of the compound Foraminijf.:ra have nuclei, 
yet they ha.ve none of the definiteness of developed cells. In 
types above. these, however, it is otherwise: every crelente
rate, molluscous, annulose, or vertebrate animal, begins as iii 

~luster of distinct, nucleated cells. Whence it would seem 
that the undifferentiated portion of protoplasm constituting 
the lowest animal, cannot, by union with others such, furnish 
the basis for a higher animal; and that the simplest ag.,"l'egates 
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liave'to become definitely developed before they can form by 
combination larger aggregates capable of much development. 
Similarly with societies. Tribes in which the family is vague 
and unsettled remain politically rude. Slmdry partially
civilized peoples characterized by some definiteness and co
herence of family structure, have attained corresponding 
beights of social structure. And the highest organizations 
have been reached by nations compounded out of family 
·groups which had previously become well organized. 

§ 320. And DOW, limiting our attention to these highest 
'societies, we have to thank Sir Henry Maine for showing us 
the ways in which many of their ideas, customs, laws, and 
arrangements, have been derived from those which charac
terized the patriarchal group. 

In all cases habits of life, when continued for many 
generations, mould the nature; and the resulting traditional 
beliefs and usages with the accompanying sentiments, be
'come difficult to change. Hence, on passing from the 
wandering pastoral life to the settled a...,aricultural life, the 
patriarchal type of family with its established traits, per
sisted, and gave its stamp to the social structures which 
gradually arose. As Sir Henry Maine says-" All the larger 
groups which make up the primitive societies in which the 
patriarchal faillily occurs, are seen to be multiplications of 
it, and to be, in fact, themselves more or less formed on its 
model'" The divisions which result become distinct in 
various degrees. "In the joint undivided family of the 
Hindoos, the stirpes, or stocks, which are only known to 
European law as branches of inheritors, are actual divisions 
'of the family, and live together in distinct parts of the com
mon dwelling;" and similarly in some parts of Europe. In 
the words of another writer-" The Bulgarians, like the 
Uussian peasantry, adhere to the old patriarchal method, and 
fathers and married sons, with their children and children's 
childIen, live unller the same roof until. the grandfather dies. 
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As each son in his turn gets Il\arried, anew room is added to 
.the old building, until with the new generation ,there will 
often be twenty or thirty people living under the same roof, 
all paying obedienc~ and respect to the head of the family." 
Further multiplication produces, the village community; in 
which the households, and in part 'the landed properties, 
have be'come distinct. And then where larger populations 
arise, and different stocks are locally mingled,' there are 
formed such groups within groups as those constituting, 
among the Romans, the family, the house, and the tribe; 
~ommori ancestry being in all cases the bond. 

Along with persistence of patriarchal structures under 
new conditions, goes persistence of patriarchal principles. 
There is supremacy of the eldest male; sometimes continu ... 
ing, as in Roman Law, to the extent of life and death power 
over wife and children. There long survives, too, the 
general idea that the offences of the individual are the 
offences of the group to which he belongs; and, as a conse
quence, there survives the. practice of holding the group 
responsible and inflicting punishment upon it. There come 
the system of agnatic kinship, and the adapted laws of in" 
hcritance. And there develops the ancestor-worship in which 
there join groups of family, house, tribe, etc., that are large 
in proportion as the ancestor is remote. These results, 
however, here briefly indicated, do not now concern us: 
they have ~o be treated of more as social phenomena than 
as domestic phenomena. ' 

But with one further general truth which Sir Henry Maine 
brings into view, we are concerned-the disintegration, of the 
family. "The unit of an ancient society was the Family," 
he says, and" of a modern society the Individual." Now 
excluding those archaic types of society in which, as 'We have 
seen, the family is undeveloped, this .generalization appears 
to be amply supported by facts; and it is one of profound 
importance. If, recalling the above suggestions respec~ing 
the genesis of the patriarchal family, we ask what must 
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Ilappr.n when t.ho causcs' which joined in forming it are 
replaced by causes working in an opposite way, we shall 
understand why this change has taken place. In the lowest 
groups, while there continues co-operation in war and the 
chase among individuals belonging to different stocks, the 
family remains vague aud incoherent, and the individual is 
the unit. But when the imperfectly-formed families with 
their domestic animals severally become distinct group~ 
when the co-operations carried on are between individuals 
domestically related cs well as socially related, then the 
family becomes defined, compact, Qrganized i and its con
trolling agency gains strength because it is at once parental 
and political This organization which the pastoral group 
gets by being at once family and society, and which is 
gradually perfected by conflict and survival of the fittest, it 
carries into settled life. But settled life entails multiplica
tion into numerous such groups adjacent to one another; and 
in these changed circumstances, each of the . groups is 
sheltered from some of the actions which originated its 
organization, and exposed to other actions which tend to 
disorganize it. Though there still arise quarrels among the 
multiplying families, yet, as their blood-relationship is now a 
familiar thought, which persists longer than it would have 
done had they wandered away from one another generation 
after generation, the check to antagonism is greater, 
Further, the worship of a common ancestor, in which they 
can now more readily join at settled intervals, acts as ~ 
restraint on their hatreds, and so holds them together. Again, 
the family is no longer liable to be separately attacked by 
enemies, but a number of adjacent families are simultaneously 
invaded and simultaneously resist: co-operation among them 
is induced. Throughout subsequent stages of social growth 
this co-operation increases; and the families jointly exposed 
to like external forces tend to integrate. Already we have 
seen that by a kindred process such communities as .tribes, 
as feudal lordships, as small kingdoms, become united into 
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1arge~ co~munities; and that along with t11e union caused 
by co-operation, primal'ily for offence and defence and sub
~equently for other purposes, there goes a gradual oblitera- . 
tionof the divisions between them, and a; substantial fusion. 
lIere we recognize the like process as taking place with these 
smallest groups. Quite harmonizing with tllis 
geneX:al interpretation are the special interpretations which 
SIT Henry Maine gives of the decline of the Patria Potestas 
among the Romans. He points out how father and son had 
to perform their civil ~nd military functions on a footing of 
equality whollj unlike their domestic footing; and how the 
consequent separate acquisition of authority, power, spoils, 
etc., by the son, gradually undermined the paternal despotism. 
Individuals of the family, no longer working together only in 
their unlike relations to one another, and corning to work to
gether under like relations to State-authority and to enemies, 
the public co-operati~n and subordination grew at the expense 
of the private co-operation and subordination. And in the 
1arge aggregates eventually forme~, industrial activities as well 
as militant activities conduced to this result. In his work 
Througll Bosnia and the Herzeg6vina, Mr. Evans, describing the 
Sclavonic house-communities, which are dissolving under the 
stress of industrial competition, says-" The truth is, that the 
incentives to labour and economy are weakened by the sense 
of personal interest in their results being sub-divided." 

And now let us note the maryellous parallel between this 
cllange in the structure of the social organism and a change 
in the structure of the individual organism. We saw that 
definite nucleated cells are the compouents which, by aggre
gatiou, lay the foundations of the higher organisms; in the 
same way that the well-developed simple patriarchal groups 
are those out of which, by composition, the higher societies 
are eventually evolved. Here let me add that as, in the 
lligher individual organi'lms, the aggregated cells which form 
the embryo, aud for some time retain their separateness. 
gradually give. place to structures in which the cell-form is 

\ 
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masked and almost lost; so in the social organism, the family 
groups anjl compound family groups which were the original 
components, eventually lose their distinguishableness, and 
there arise structures formed of mingled individuals belonging 
to many different stocks. 

§ 321. A question of great interest, which has immediate 
bearings on policy, remains-Is there any limit to this dis
integration of the family 1 

Already in the more advanced nations, that process which 
dissolved the larger family-aggregates, dissipating the tribe 

-and the gens and leaving only the family proper, has_ long 
been completed; and already there have taken place partial 
disintegrations of the family proper. Along with changes 
which substituted individual responsibility for family re
sponsibility in respect of offences, have gone changes which,
in some degree, have absolved the family from responsibility 
for its members in other respects. When by Poor Laws 
public provision was made for children whom their parents 
did not or could not adequately support, society in so far 
assumed family-functions; as also when undertaking,_ in a 
measure, the charge of parents not supported by their chil
dren. Legislation has of late further relaxed family-bonds 
by relieving pnents from the care of their .. children's minds, 
and replacing education under parental direction by educa
tion under governmental direction; and where the appointed 
authorities have found it needful partially to clothe neglected 
children before they could be taught, and even to whip chil
dren by police agency for not going to school,· they have 
still further substituted national responsibility for the re
sponsibility of parents. This recognition of the indIvidual, 
rather than the family, as the social unit, has indeed now 
gone so far that by many the paternal duty of the State 
is assumed as self-evident j and criminals are called .. our 
failures." 

.• See Timu, 28th Feb., 1877. 
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Are'these disintegrations of the family parts ot a normal 
progress? Are· we on our way to a condition like that 
reached by sundry Socialist bodies in America and eisewhere 1 
In these, along with com.munity of property, and along with 
something approaching to community of wives, there goes 
community in the c~ of offspring: ,the family is entirely 
disintegrated. We ;have made sundry steps towards such an 
organization. Is the taking of those which remain only a 
matter of time 1 

To this question 0. distinct answer is furnished by those 
biological generalizations with which we set out. In Chap. II 
were indicated the facts that, with advance towards the 
highest animal types, there goes increase of the period during 
which offspring are cared for by parents; that in the human 
race parental care, extending throughout childhood, becomes 
elaborate as well as prolonged; and that among the highest 
members of the highest races, it continues into early man
hood: providing numerous aids to material welfare, taking 
precautions for moral discipline, and employing complex 
agencies for intellectual culture. Moreover, we saw that 
along with this lengthening and strengthening of the solici~ 
tude of parent for child, there grows up a reciprocal solicitude 
of child for parent. Among even the highest animals of 
sub-human types, this aid and protection of parents by off
spring is absolutely wanting. In the lower human races it 
is but feebly marked-aged fathers and mothers being here 
killed and there left to die of starvation; and it becomes 
gradually more marked as we advance to the highest civilized 
races. Are we in the course of further .evolution to reverse 
aJ.1. this 1 Have those parental and filial bonds which have 
been growing closer and stronger during the latter stages of 
organic development, become untrustworthy, and is the 
social bond to be trusted in place of them 1 Are the intense 
.feelings whichhavEl made the fulfilment of parental duties a 
source of high pleasure, to be now regarded as valueless; and 
is the sense of ,public duty to children at large, to be culti-
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vated by, each man and woman as a sentiment better and 
more efficient than the parental instincts and sympathies 1 
Possibly Father Noyes and his disciples at Oneida Creek, 
will say Yes, to each of these questions; but probably few 
others will join in the Yes-even of the many who are in 
consistency bound to join. 

So far from expecting disintegration of the family to go 
further, we have reason to suspect· that it has already gone 
too far. Probably .the rhythm of change, conforming to its 
usual law, has carried us from the one extreme a long way 
towards the other extreme; and a return movement is to ·be 
looked for. A suggestive parallel may be named. In early 
stages the only parental and filial kinship formally recog
nized was that of mother and child; after which, in the slow 
course of progress was reached the doctrine of exclusive male 
kinship-the kinship of child to mother being ignored; after 
which there came, in another long period, the establishment 
of kinship to both. Similarly, froma state in whbh.family~ 
groups were alone recognized and individuals ignored, we are 
moving towards an opposite state in which ignoring of the 
family and recognition of the individual goes to the extreme 
of making, not the mature individual only, the social unit, 
but also the immature individual; from which extreme we 
may expect a recoil towards that medium state in which there 
has been finally lost the compound family-group, while there 
is a renovation of· the family-group proper.compo~ed of 
parents and offspring. 

§ 322. And here we come in sight of a truth on w'hich 
politicians and philanthropists would do well to ponder. The· 
salvation of every society, as of every species, depends on the 
maintenance of an absolute opposition between the regime of 
the family and the regime of the State. 

To survive, every species of creature must fulfil two con
flicting requirements. During a certain·period each member 
must receive llen~fits in proportion to its incapacity. .After 

2 z 2 
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that period, it must receive benefits in proportion to its 
capacity. Observe the bird fostering its young or the 
mammal rearing its litter, and you see that imperfection 
and inability are rewarded j and that as ability increases, the 
aid given in food and warmth becomes less. Ob-rlously this 
law that the least worthy shall receive most aid, is essential 
as a law for the immature: the species would disappear in a 
generation did not parents conform to it. Now mark what 
is, contrariwise, the law for the mature. Here individuals 
gain benefits proportionate to their merits. The strong, the 
swift, the keen-sighted, the sagacious, profit by their respeo
tive superiorities--catch prey or escape enemies as the case 
may be. The less capable thrive less, and on the average of 
cases rear fewer offspring. The least capable disappear by 
failure to get food or from inability to escape. And by this 
process is maintained that quality of the species which 
enables it to survive in the struggle for existence with other 
species. There is thus, during mature life, a reversal of the 
principle that ruled during immature life. 

.Already we have seen that a society stands to its citizens 
in the same relation as a species to its members (§ 277) j and 
the truth which we have just seen holds of the one holds of 
the other. The law for the undeveloped is that there shall 
be most aid where there is least merit. The helpless, useless 
infaut, extremely e:cigeant, must from hour to hour be fed, 
kept warm, amused, exercised~ As fast as, during childhood 
l\nd boyhood, the powers of self-preservation increase, tlle 
attentions required and given become less perpetual, but still 
have to be great. Only with approach to maturity, when 
some value and efficiency have been acquired, is this policy 
considerably ~ qualified. But when the young man enters 
into the batt~Of life, he is dealt with after a contrary 
system. The general principle now is that his reward shall 
be proportione to his value. Though parental aid, not 

, abruptly endin., may soften the effects of this social law, yet 
the mitigation 0 them is but slight ~ and, ap9.lt from parental 
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r.id, this social law is but .in: a· small degree traversed by 
private generosity. Then in subsequent years when parental 
aid has ceased, the· stress of the struggle becomes greater, 
and the adjustment of prosperity to efficiency more 
rigorous. Clearly with a society, as with a species, survival 
depends on conformity to both of these antagonist principles. 
Import into the family the law of the society, and let chil
dren from infancy upwards have life-sustainiIig· supplies pro
portioned to their life-sustaining labours, and the society 
disappears forthwith by death of all its young. Import into 
the society the law of the family, and let the life-sustaining 
supplies be great in proportio'n as the life-sustaining labours 
are small, and the society decays from increase of its least 
worthy members and decrease of its most worthy members. 
It fails to hold its own in the struggle wIth other societies, 
which allow play to the natural law that prosperity shall vary 
as efficiency. 

Hence the necessity of maintainIng this cardinal distinc~ 
tion between the ethics of the Family and the ethics of the 
State. Hence the fatal result if family disintegration goes so 
far that family-policy and state-policy become confused. 
Unqualified generosity must remain the principle of the 
family while ofispring are passing through their early stages; 
and generosity increasingly qualified by justice, must remain 
its principle as offspring are approaching maturity. Con
versely, the principle of the society, guiding the acts of 
citizens to one another, must ever be, justice, qualified by such 
generosity as their !Several natures prompt; joined with un
qualified justice in the corporate acts of the society to its 
members. However fitly in the battle of life among adults, 
the proportioning of rewards to merits· may be tempered by 
private sympathy in favour of the inferior; nothing but .evil 
can result if this proportioning is so interfered with by public 
arrangements, that demerit profits at the expense of mel'it. 

§ 323. And now to sum up the several conclusions. related 
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though heterogeneous, to which our survey of the family has 
brought uS. 

That there are connexions between polygyny and the mili
tant type and between monogamy and the industrial type, 
we found good evidence. Partly the relation between mili
tancy and polygyny is entailed by the stealing of women in 
war; and partly it is entailed by the mortality of males and 
resulting surplus of females where war is constant. In socie
ties advanced enough to have some industrial organization, 
the militant classes remain polygynous, while the industrial 
classes become generally mOJ;logamous; and an ordinary trait 
of the despotic ruler, evolved by habitual militancy, is the 
possession of many wives. Further, we found that even in 
European history this relation, at first not manifest, is to be 
traced. Conversely, it was shown that with development of 
industrialism and consequent approach to equ,ality of the 
sexes in numbers, monogamy becomes more general, because 
extensive polygyny is rendered impracticable. We saw, too, 
that there is a congruity between that compulsory co-operation 
which is the organizing principle of the militant type of 
society, and that compulsory co-operation characterizing the 
polygynous household; while with the industrial type of 
$ociety, organized on the principle of voluntary co-operation, 
there harmonizes that monogamic union which voluntary 
domestic co-operation presupposes. Lastly, these relation
ships were clearly shown by the remarkable fact that in 
different parts of the world, among different races, there are 
simple societies in other respects una~lanced, which, quite 
exceptional in being peaceful, are alscJ'exceptional in being 
monogamic. 

Passing to the social aspects of the family, we examined 
eertain current theories. These imply that in the beginning 
there were settled marital l'elations, ~hich we have seen is 
not the. fact; that \there was at first descent in the male line, 
which the evidenc~ disproves; that in the eal'liest groups 
there was definite \subordination to a. head, which is not a 

\ 
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sustainable proposition. Further, the contained assumptions. 
that originally there was an innate sentiment of filial obedi:
ence, giving a root for patriarchal authority, and that origi
nally family connexioD afforded the only reason for political 
combination, are at variance with accounts given ·us of the 
uncivilized. Recognizing the fact that to understand the 
higher forms of the family we must trace them up from those 
lowest forms accompanying the lowest social state, we saw 
how, in a small separated group of persons old and young, 
held together by some kinship. there was, under the circum~ 
stances of pastoral life, an establishing of male descent, an 
increasing of cohesion, of subordination. of co-operation, 
industrial and defensive j and that acquirement of structure 
became relatively easy, because domestic government and 
social government became identical. Hence the genesis of a 
simple society more developed than all preceding simple 
societies, and better fitted for the composition of higher 
societies. 

Thus originated under s]?ecial conditions, the patriarchal 
group with its adapted ideas, sentiments, customs, arrange
ments, dividing in successive generations into sub-groups 
which, held together in larger or smaller clusters according as 
the environment favoured, carried its organization with it 
into the settled state j and the efficient co-ordination evolve<l 
within it, favoured efficient co-ordination of the larger socie
ties formed by aggregation. Though, as we are shown by 
partially-civilized kingdoms existing in Africa and by extinct 
American kingdoms,. primitive groups of less evolved struc
tures and characteriztld by another type of family, may form' 
compound societies of considerable size and complexity j yet 
the patriarchal group with its· higher family-type is induc
tively proved to be that out of which the largest and most 
advanced societies arise. 

Into communities produced by mUltiplication of it, the 
pab:iarchal group, carrying its supremacy of the eldest male, 
its systt:m of illht:l'itance; its laws of pi'operty, its join!; 
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worship of the common ancestor, its blood-feud, its Complete 
subjection of women and children, long retains its individu
ality. But with these communities as with communities 
otherwise constituted, combined action slowly leads to fusion; 
the lines of division become gradually less marked; and at 
length, as Sir Henry Maine shows, societies which have the 
family for their unit of composition pass into societies which 
have the individual for their unit of composition. 

This disintegration, first separating compound family 
groups into simpler ones, eventually affects the simplest : 
the members of the family proper, more and more acquire 
individual claims and individual responsibilities. .And this 
wave of change, conforming to the general law of rhythm, 
has in modem· nations partially dissolved the relations of 
domestic life and substituted for them the relations of social 
life. Not simply have the individual claims and responsi
bilities of young adults in each family, come to be recognized 
by the State; but the State has, to a considerable degree~ 
usurped the parental functions in respect of children, and, 
assuming their claims upon it, exercises coercion over them. 

On looking back to the general laws of life, however, and 
observing the essential contrast between the principle of 
family life and the principle of social life, we conclude that 
this degree of family disintegration is in excess. and will 
hereafter be followed by partial re-integration. 



CIIAPTER X. 

THE ST.4.TUS OF WOMEN. 

§ 324. PERHAPS in- no way is the moral progress of man
kind more clearly shown, than by contrasting the position of 
women among ~avages with their position among the most 
ndv~nced of the civilized. At the one extreme a treatment 
of them cruel to the utmost degree bearable; and at the other 
extreme a treatment which, in some directions, gives them 
precedence over men. 

The only limit to the brutality women are subjected to by 
men of the lowest races, is their inability to live and propa
gate under greater. Clearly, ill-usage, under-feeding, and 
over-working, may be pushed to all extent which, if not 
immediately fatal to the women, incapacitates them for 
rearing children enough to maintain the population; and 
disappearance of the society follows. Both directly and 
indirectly such excess of haFshness disables a tribe from 
holding its own against other tribes; since, besides greatly 
augmenting t1.:.e mortality of children, it causes inadequate 
nutrition, and therefore imperfect development, of those 
which survive. But short of this, there is at first no check 
to the tyranny which the stronger sex exercises over the 
weaker. Stolen from another tribe, and perhaps stunned by 
a blow that she may not resist; not simply beaten, but 
speared about the limbs, when she displeases her savage 
owner; )'ow:d to do all the drudgery and bear all the burdens, 
while she has to care for and calTY about her children; and . 
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feeding on wlat is left after the man has done; the woman's 
sufferings are canjed as far as consists with survival of her. 
self and 1;l.er offspring. 

It seems not improbable that by'its actions and reactions, 
this treatment makes these relations of the sexes difficult to 
change; since chronic ill-usage produces physical inferiority, 
and physical inferiority tends to exclude those feelings which 
might check ill-usage. Very generally among the lower 
races, the females are even more unattractive in aspect than 
the males. It is remarked of the Puttooahs, whose men are 
diminutive and whose women are still more so, that" the men 
are far from being handsome, but the palm of ugliness must 
be awarded to the women. The latter are hard-worked and 
apparently ill-fed." Of the inhabitants of the Corea, Giitzlaff 
says-" the females are very ugly, whilst the male sex is one 
of the best formed of Asia ••• women are treated like 
beasts of burden." And for the kindred contrast habitually 
found, a kindred cause may habitually be assigned: the 
antithetical cases furnished by such uncivilized peoples as 
the Kalmucks and Khirghiz, whose women, less hardly used 
are better looking, yielding additional evidence~, 

'Ve must not, however, conclude that this low status of 
women among the rudest peoples, is caused by a callous selfish
ness existing in the males and not equally existing in the 
females. "Then we learn that where torture of enemies is the 
custom, the women out-do the men-when we read of the 
cruelties perpetrated by the two female Dyak chiefs described 
by Brooke, or of the horrible deeds which Winwood Reade 
narrates of a blood-thirsty African queen; we are shown 
that it is not lack of will but lack of power which prevents 
primitive women from displaying natures equally brutal 
with those of 'primitive men. A savageness common, to the 
two, necessarily works out the results we see under the con
ditiollil. Let us look at these l'esults more closely. 

§ 325. Certak anom:ilies may first be noticed. Even, 
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among the rudest men,whose ordinary behaviour to theil" 
women is of the worst, predominance of women is not. un
known. Snow says of the Fuegians that he has "seen (;ne 
of the oldest women 'exercising authority over the rest of her 
people;" and of the Australians Mitchell says that old men 

,and even old women exercise great authority. Then we 
bave the fact that, among various peoples who -hold their 
women in degraded positions, there neverthele~s occur female 
rulers; as 'among the Battas in Sumatra, as in Madagascar, 
and as in the above-named African kingdom. Possibly this 
anomaly results from the system of descent in the female 
line. }'or though under that system, property and power 
usually devolve on a sister's male children; yet as, occa~ 
sionally, there is only one sister and she has no male children, 
the elevation of a daughter may sometimes result. Even as 
I write, I find, on looking into the evidence, a significant 
example. Describing the Haidahs, Bancroft says :-" Among 
nearly all of them rank is nominally hereditary, for the. most; 
part by the female line. • • 0, Females often possess the right 
of chieftainship." 

But leaving exceptional facts, and looking at the average 
facts, we find these to be just such as the greater strength of 
men must produce, during stages in which the race 'hasuot 
yet acquired the higher sentiments. Numerous examples 
already cited, show that at first women are regarded by men 
simply as property, and continue to be so regarded through 
several later stages: they are valued as domestic cattle., A 
Chippewayan chief said to Hearne :-

" Women were made for labour; one of them can carry, or haul, as 
much as two men can ~o. They also pitch our tents, make and mend 
our clothing, keep us warm at. night; and, in fact, there is no such 
thing as travelling any considerable distance, in this country, without 
their assistance." 
And this is the conception usual not only among peoples so 
low as t~ese, but among peoples considerably advanced. To 
repeat an illustration quoted from Barrow, the woman" is 
her husband's ox, as a Kaffir once said to me-she bas been. 
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bought, he alglled, and must therefore labour;" and to the 
like effect is Shooter's statement that a Kaffir who kills his 
wife «can defend himself by saying-' I have bought her 
once for all' " 

As implied in such a defence, the getting of wives by 
abduction or by purchase, maintains this relation of -the 
sexes. A woman of a conquered tribe, not killed but 
brought back alive, is naturally regarded as an absolute 
possession; as is also one for whom a price has been paid. 
Commenting on the position of women among the Chibchas, 
Simon writes-" I think the ,fact that the Indians treat their 
wives so badly and like slaves. is to be explained by their 
baving bought them." Fully to express the truth, however, 
we must rather say that the state of things, moral and social, 
implied by the traffic in women, is the original cause; since 
the will and welfare of a daughter are as much disregarded 
by the father who sells her as by the husband who buys her. 
The accounts of these transactions, in whatever society 
occurring, show this. Sale of his daughter by a Mandan. is 
.. conducted on his part as a mercenary contract entirely, 
where he stands out for the highest price he can possibly 
command for her." Among the ancient Yucatanese, .. if a 

'wife had no clilldren, the husband might sell her, unless her 
father ag~'eed to return the price he had paid." In East 
An:ica, a girl's" father demands ' for her as many cows, cloths, 
and brass-wire bracelets as the suitor can afford .••• The 
husband may sell his wife, or, if she be taken from him by 
another man, he claims her vaIue, which is ruled by what 
she would fetch in the slave-market." Of course where 
women are exchangeable for oxen or other beasts. they are 
regarded as equaIly without personaI rights. 

The degradation they are subject to during phases of 
human evolution in which egoism is unchecked byaItruism, 
is, however, most vividly shown by the transfer of a deceased 
man's wives to his relatives aIong with other property. 
Aheady. in § 302. sundry examples of this have been given. 
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. and many others might be added. Among the Mapuches 
"a widow, by the death of her husband, becomes her own 
mistress, unless he may have left grown-up sons by ano~her 
wife, in which case she becomes their common concubine, 
being regarded as a chattel naturally belonging to the heir!! 
of the estate." 

Thus recognizing the truth that as long as women con
tinue to be stolen or bought, their human individualities 
are ignored, let us observe the division of labour that results 
between the sexes; determined partly by this unqualified 
despotism of men and partIy by tIle limitations which certain 
incapacities of women entail. 

§ 326. The slave-class in a primitive society. consists or 
the women; and the earliest division of labour is that which 
arises between them and their masters. ,Of course nothing 
more is to be expected among such low peoples as Tas
manians, Australians,Fuegians, Andamanese, Bushmen. 
Nor do we find any advance in this respect made by the 
higher hunting races, such as the Comanches, Chippewas, 
Dacotahs. 

Of the occupations thus divided, the males .put upon the 
females whatever these are not disabled from doing by in
adequate strength, or agility, or skilL While the men 
among the now-extinct Tasmanians added to the food only 
that furnished by the kangaroos they chased, the women 
climbed trees for opossums, dug up roots with sticks, groped 
for shell-fish, dived for oysters, and fished, in addition to 
looking after their children j and there now exists a kindred 
apportionment among the Fuegians, Andamanese, Austra
lians. Where the food consists mainly of the greater. 
mammals, the men catch and the women carry. We read 
of the Chippewayans that "when the men kill any large 
beast, the WOII\en are always sent to bring it to the tent j" 
of the Comanches, that the women" often accompany their 
husbands in hunting. ,He kilJs the game, t~ey butcher and·. 
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transport the meat, dress the skins, etc.;" of the Esquimaux. 
that when the man has "brought his booty to land, he 
troubles himself no further about it; for it would be a 
stigma on his character, if he so much as drew a seal out of 
the water." Though, in these cases, an excuse made is that 
the exhaustion caused by the chase is great; yet, when we 
read that the Esquimaux women, excepting the wood-work, 
"build the houses and tents, and though they have to ,carry 
stones. almost heavy enough to break their backs, the men 
loo,k on with the greatest insensibility. not stirring a finger 
to assist them," we cannot accept the excuse as adequate. 
Further, it is the custom with these low races, nomadic or 
semi-nomadic in their habits, to give the females the task of 
transpOlting the baggage. .A. Tasmanian woman often hall 
piled on the other burdens she carried when tramping, 
"sundry spears and waddies not required for present 
service;" and the like happens with races considerably 
higher. both semi-agricultural and pastoral. .A. Damara's 
wife" carries his things when he moves from place to place." 
When the Tupis migrate, all the household stock is taken to 
the new abode by the females: "the husband {lnly took his 
weapons, and the wife ••• is loaded like a mule.n Enu
merating their labours among the aborigines of South Brazil. 
Spix and Maltius say the wives "load themselves ••• like 
beasts of burden;" and Dobrizhoffer writes-" the luggage 
being all committed to ,the women. the .A.bipones travel 
armed with a. spear alone, that they may be disengaged to 
fight or hunt. if occasion require." Doubtless ~e reason 
indicated in the last extract, is a partial defence for this 
practice, so general with savages when travelling; since, if 
surprised by ambushed enemies, fatal results would happen 
were the men not ready to fight on the instant. .And possibly 
knowledge of this may -join with the force of custom in 
making the women themselves uphold the practice. as they 
do. 

,On, ascending to. sO,cieUes partially o~ wholly settled, and 

\ 
\ 
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a little more complex, we begiJ: to find considerable diver
sities in the divisions of labour between the sexes. Usually 
the men arlJ the builders, but not always: the women erect 
the huts among the Bechuanas, Kaffirs, Damaras, as also do 
the women of the Outanatas, New Guinea; and sometimes it 
is the task of women to cut down trees, though nearly 
always this business falls to the men. Anomalous as it 
seems, we are told of the Coroados, that" the cooking of the 
dinner, as well as keeping in the fire, is the business of the 
men;N and the like happens in Samoa.: "the duties of cook
ing devolve on the men "-not excepting the chiefs. Mostly. 
among the Uncivilized and semi-civilized; tradIng is done by 
the men, but not always. In Java, "the women alone attend 
the markets and conduct all the business of buying and 
selling." So, too, in Angola. the women" buy, sell, and do all 
other things which the men do in other countries, whilst 
their husbands stay at home, and employ. themselves in 
spinning, weaving cotton, and such like effeminate business." 
In ancient Peru there was a like division: men did the 
spinning and weaving, and women the field-work. Again, in 
Abyssinia "it is infaIpy for a man to go to market to buy 
anything. He cannot carry water or bake bread; but he 
must wasb the clothes belonging to both sexes, and, in this 
function, the women cannot help him." Once more, among 
certain Arabs .. tbe females repudiate needlework entirely, 
the little they require being performed .by their husbands and 
brotbers." 

From a general survey of. the ,facts, multitudinous and 
heterogeneous, thus brieHyindicated, the only definite con
clusion appears to be that men monopolize the occupations 
requiring both strength and agility always available-war 
and the chase. Leaving undiscussed the relative fitness of 
women at other times for fighting enemies and pursuing 
wild animals, it is clear that during the child-bearing period, 
their ability to do either of tbese things is so far interfered 
with, both by pregnancy and by the suckling' of -infantS, 
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that they are practically excluded from them. Though the 
Dahomans with their army of amazons, show us that women 
may be warriors; yet the instance proves that women can be 
warriors' only by being practically unsexed; for, nominally 
wives of the king, they are celibate, and any unchastity is 
fatal. 'But omitting those activities for which women are, 
during large parts of their lives, physically incapacitated, or 
into which they cannot enter in considerable numbers with
out, fatally diminishing population, we cannot define the 
division of labour between the sexes, further than by saying 
that, before ciyj.Jization begins, the stronger sex forces the 
weaker to do all the drudgery; and that along with social 
advance the apportionment, somewhat mitigated in character, 
becomes variously specialized under val'ying conditions. 

As bearing on the causes of the mitigation, presently to 
be dealt with, we may here note that women are better 
treated where circumstances lead to likeness of occupations 
between the sexes. Schoolcraft says of the Chippewayans 
~hat " they are not remarkable for their activity as hunters j 
which is owing to the ease with which they snare deer and 
s'pear fish; and these occupations are not beyond the strength 
of their old men, women, and boys;" and then he also says 
,that cc though the women are as much in the power of the 
men as other articles of their property, they are always 
consulted, and possess a very considerable influence in the 
tifaffic with Europeans, and other important concerns." We 
read, too, that" among the Clatsops ~d Chinooks, who live 
upon fish and roots, which the women are equally expert 
with the men in procuring, the former have a rank and 
influence very rarely found among Indians. The females are 
permitted to speak freely before the men, to whom, 'indeed, 
,they sometimes address themselves in a tone of authority." 
T:ben, again, cc in the province of Cueba, women accompany 
the men, fighting by their side and sometimes even leading 
the van;" and pf this same people Wafer says cc their hus
bands are very ~nd and loving to them., I never knew an 
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Inrlian beat his wife, or give her any hard words."A 
kindred meaning is traceable. in a fact supplied by the 
Dahomans, among whom, sanguinary and utterly unfeeling as 
they are, the participation of women with men.in war goes 
along with a social status much higher than usuru.; for 
Burton remarks that in Dahomey "the woman is officially 
superior, but under other conditions she still suffers from 
male arrogance." 

A probable further cause of improvement in the treatment 
of women may here be noted. I refer to the obtaining 
of wives by services rendered, instead of b,. property paid. 
The practice which Hebrew tradition acquaints us with in 
the case of Jacob, proves to be a widely diffused practice. 
It is general with the Bhils, Gonds, and Hill-tribes of 
Nepaul; it obtained in ,Java before lfahometanism was 
introduced; it was common in ancient Peru and Central 
America; and among sundry existing American races it still 
occurs. Obviously, a wife long laboured for is likely to be 
more valued than one stolen or bought. Obviously, too, the 
period of service, during which the betrothed girl is looked 
upon as a future spouse, affords room for the growth of some 
feeling higher than the merely instinctive-initiates some
tlring approaching to . the courtship and engagement of 
civilized peoples. But the facts chiefly to be noted are
first, that this modification, practicable with difficulty among 
rude predatory tribes, becomes more practicable as there arise 
established. industries affording spheres in which services 
may be rendered; and, second, that it is the poorer members 
of the community, occupied in labour and unable to buy their 

, wives, among whom the substitution of service for purchase 
will most prevail: the implication being that this higher 
forin of marriage into which the industrial class is led, 
develops along with the industrial type . 

.And now we are introduced to the general question'-:" 

SA 
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Whatconnexion is'there between the status of women and 
'the type of social organization? 

§32'i. A partial answer was reached when we concluded 
t~at there are natUral associations between militancy and' 
polygyny and between industrialism and monogamy. FOl" 

as polygyny implies a low position' of women, while mono
gamy is a pre-requisite to a high position; it follows that 
decr~ase of militancy and increase of industrialism, 0.1'0 

general concomitants of a rise ,in their position. This con- ' 
elusion appears also' to be congruous with the fact just' 
observed. The truth that among peoples otherwise inferior, 
the position of women is relatively good where their occu-

, pations are nearly the same as those of men, seems allied 
to the wider truth that their position becomes good in pro
portion as warlike activities are replaced by Jndustrial activi
ties; since, when .the men fight while the women work, the 
difference of, occupation is greater than when both are 
engaged in productive labours, however unlike such labours 
may be in kind. From general reasons for alleging this con
nexion, let us now pass to special reasons. 

As it needed no marshalling' of evidence to prove that the 
chronic militancy characterizing low simple tribes, habitually 
goes with polygyny; so, it needs no marshalling of evidence 
to prove that along with this chronic. militancy there goes 
brutal treatment of women. It will ,suffice if we glance at 
the converse cases of simple tribes which are exception~ in ' 
their industrialism and at the same time exceptional in the 
higher positions held by women among them. Even the 
rude Todas, low as are the sexual relations implied by their 
combined polyandry and polygyny, and little developed as. is 
the industry implied by their semi-settled cow-keeping life. 
furnish evidence. To the men and boys are left all the harder 
kinds of work, while the wives" do not even step out of doors 
to fetch water or wood, which ••• is brought to them by 
one of their husbands j" and this trait goes along with the 
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trait of peacefulness and entire absence of the militmit. type 
of social structure~ Striking evidence is furnished by' another 
of the Hill-tribes-the Bodo and Dhimals. We have seen 
that among peoples in low stages of culture, these furnish a 
marked case of non-militancy, absence of ~e politicalorgani
zation which militancy develops, absence of class-distinctions, 
and presence of that voluntary exchange of services implied 
by industrialism j and of them, monogamous' as already 
shown, we read-cc The Bodo and Dhim:i.ls use their wives 
and daughters well j treating them with confidence and kind
ness. They are free from all out-door work whatever." Take, 
again, the Dyaks, who though not without tribal feuds and 
their consequences, are yet without stable chieftainships and 
military organization, are predominantly industrial, and have 
rights of individual property well developed. Though among 
the varieties of them the customs differ somewhat, yet the 
general fact is that the heavy out-door work is mainly done 
by the men, while the women are well treated and have con
siderable privileges. With their monogamy goes courtship, 
and the girls choose their mates. St. John 'says of the Sca 
Dyaks that .. husbands and wives appear to pass their lives 
very agreeably together j" and Brooke names Mukah as a 
part of Borneo where the wives close their doors, and will 
not receive their husbands, unless they procure fish. Then, 
as a marked case of a simple community having relatively 
high industrial organization, with elected head, representa
tive council, and the other concomitants of the type, and who 
are described as "industrious, honest, and peace-loving," 
we have the Pueblos, who, with that monogamy which 
characterizes them, also show us a remarkable high status of 
women. For among them not simply is there courtship with 
exercise of choice by girls-not simply do we read that .. no 
girl is forced to marry against her will, however eligible her 
parents may consider the match;" but sometimes "the usual 
order of courtship is reversed: when a girl is disposed to 
marry she does not wait for a young man to propose to her, 

a A 2 
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hut .selects one to her own liking and consults her father, 
who visits .the parents of the youth and acquaints them with 
his daughter's wishes." . 

On turnmg from simple societies to compound societies, 
we find two adjacent ones in Polynesia exhibiting a strong 
contrast between their social types as militant and industrial, 
and an equally strong contrast between the positions they 
respectively give to women. I refer to Fijians and Samoans. 
The Fijians show us the militant .structure, actions, and 
sentiments, in extreme forms. Under an unmitigated despo
tism there are fixed ranks,obedience the most profound, 
marks of subordination ,amounting to worship j there is a 
well organized army with its grades of 'Officers j the lower 
classes exist only to supply necessaries to the warrior 
classes, whose sole business is war, merciless in its character 
and accompanied by cannibalism. And here, along with 

, prevalent polygyny, carried among the chiefs to the extent 
of from ten to a hundred wives, we find the position of 
women such that, not only are they, as among the lowest 
savages, ('little better. than beasts of burden,"and not only 
may they be sold at pleasurll, but a man may kill and eat his 
wife if he pleases. Contrariwise, in Samoa the type of the 
l',egulating system has become in a considerable degree in-. 
dustrial. There is representative government j chieftains,' 
exercising authority under considerable restraint, are partiy 
elective j the organizationaf industry is so far developed that 
there are journeymen and apprentices, payment for labour, 
and even strikes with a rudimentary trades-unionism. And 
here, beyond that improvement of women's status implied by 
limitation of their labours to the lighter kinds, there is the 
improvement implied by the fact that "the husband has to 
provide a dowry, as well as the wife, and the dowry of 
each must be pretty nearly of equal value," and by the fact 
that a couple who have lived together for years, make, at 
separation, a fair division of the property. Of other 
compound societies fit for comparison, I may name two in 
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.America-the Iroquois and the Arauconians. Though these, 
alike in degree of composition, were both formed by cQmbina~ 
tion in war against civilized invaders; yet, in their social 
structures, they differed in the respect that the Araucanians 
became decidedly militant in their regulative organization, 
while the Iroquois did not give their regUlative organization 
the militant form; for the governing agencies, general and 
local, were in the one personal and hereditary and in the 
other repl'6sentative. 'Now though these two peoples were. 
much upon a par in the division of labour between the sexes 
-the men limiting themselves 'to war, the chase, and fishing, 
leaving to the women the labours of the field and the house; 
yet along with the freer political type of the Iroquois there 
went a freer domestic type; as shown by the facts tha~ the 
women had separate proprietary rights, that they took with 
them the children in cases of separation; and that marriages 
were arranged by the mothers. 

The highest societies, ancient and modern, are many of 
them rendered in one way or other unfit for comparisons. In 
some cases the evidence is inadequate; in some cases we 
know not what the antecedents have been; in some cases 
the facts have been confused by agglomeration of different 
societies; and in all cases the co-operating influences have 
increased in number. Concerning the most ancient. ones;, of 
which we know least, we can' do no more than say that the 
traits presented by them are not inconsistent with the view 
here set forth. The Accadians, who before reaching 
~hat height of civilization at which phonetic writing was 
achieved, must have existed in a settled popuious ,state for· a 
vast period,must have therefore had for a vast period Ii con
siderable mdustrial organization; and it is probable that 
during such period, being powerful in comparison with 

. wandering tribes around, their social life, little perturbed by 
enemies, was substantially peaceful. Hence there is no in

. congruity in the fact that they are shown by their records to 
have given their women a relatively bigh status. Wives 
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ownE;!d property, and the honouring of mothers was especially 
enjoined by their laws. Of the Egyptians some
thing simijar may be said. Their earliest,wall-paintings show 
Us a people far advanced in arts, industry, observances, mode 
of life. The implication is irresistible that before the stage 
thus exhibited, there must have been a long era of rising 
civilization; and their pictorial records ,prove that they had 
long led a life largely industrial. . So that though the militant 
type of social structure evolved during the time of their con
solidation, and made sacred by their form of religion, con
tinued; yet industrialism had become an important factor. 
influencing greatly their social !llTangements, and diffusing 
its appropriate sentiments and ideas. Concomitantly the 
position. of women was relatively good. Though polygyny 
existed it was unusual; matrimonial regulations were strict 
and divorce difficult; "married couples lived in full commu- , 
nity ;" women shared in social gatherings as they do in our 
own societies; in sundry respects they had precedence over 
rilen; and, in the words of Ebers, "many other facts might 
be added to prove the high state of married life." 

Ancient Aryan societies illustrate well the relationship 
between the domestic regim6 and the political regime. The 
despotism of an irresponsible head, which characterizes the 

. militant, type of structure, characterized alike the original 
.patriarchal family, the cluster of families having a common 
ancestor, and the united clusters of families forming the 
early. Aryan community. As Mommsendescribes him, the 
early Roman ruler once iIi office, stood towards the citizens 
in. the same relation that the father of t.he family did to wife, 
children, and slaves. " The regal power had not, and could 
not have, any external checks imposed upon it by law: the 
master of the community had no judge of his acts within the 
community, any ~ore than the house-father had a judge 
within his househol4 Death alone terminated his power." 
}'rom this first stage.. in which the political head was abso
lute; and absolutenes\! of the domestic head went to the 
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extent of -life-and-death power over his wife, the advance 
towards a higher Btatus of women was doubtless, as Sir H. 
l.Iaine contends, largely caused by that disintegration of the 
fa:nily which· went along with the progressing union of 
smaller societies into larger ones effected by conquest. But 
though successful militancy thus furthere!i female emancipa
tion, it did so only by thereafter reducing the relative amount 
of militancy; and the emancipation was really associated 
with an average increase of industrial structures and activi
ties. As befdre pointed out, militancy is to be measured not 
so much by success 'in war as by the extent to which war 
occupies the male population. Where all men are warriors 
and the work is done entirely by women, militancy is the 
greatest. The introduction of a class of males who, joining 
in productive labour, lay the basis for an industrial organiza
tion, qualifies the militancy. And as fast as the ratio of the 
free industrial class to the militant class increases, the totlil 
neti vities of the society must be reg~rded as more industri3.I 
and less militant. Otherwise, this truth is made manifest on 
observing that when many small hostile societies are con
solidated by triumph of the strongest, the amount of fight
ing throughout the area occupied becomes less, though the 
conflicts now from time to time arising with neighbouring 
larger aggregates may be on a greater scale. This is clearly 
seen on comparing the ratio of fighting men to population 
among the early Romans, with the ratio between the armies 
of the Empire and the number of people included in the 
Empire. And there is the further fact that the holding 
together of these compound and doubly-compound societies 
eventually formed by conquest, and the efficient co-operation 
of their part.'! for military purposes, itself'implies an increased 
development of the industrial organization. Vast armies 
carrying on operations at the periphery of an extensive terri
tory, imply a large working population, a considerable division 
of labour, and good appliances for transferring supplies: the 
slIstaining and distributing systems must be well elaborated 
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before great militant structures can ,be worked. So that thi<; 
disintegration of the patriarchal family, and. consequent 
emancipation of women; which went along with growth of 
the Roman Emp~e, really had for its concomitant a develop
ment of the industrial organization. 

§ 328. In other ways a like relation of cause and effect is 
shown us during the· progress of European societies since 

. Roman times. , 
Respecting the' status of women in medireval Europe, Sir 

Henry Maine says :-
" There can be no serious question that, in its ultimate result, the 

disruption of the Roman Empire was very unfavourable to the personal 
and proprietary liberty of women. I purposely say 'in its ultimate 
result,' in order to. avoid a.learned controversy as to their position 
lmderpurely Teutonic clistoms." 
Now leaving open the question whether this conclusion 
applies beyond those parts of Europe in which institutions 
of Roman origin were least affected by those of Germanic 
origin, we may, I think, on contrasting' the condition of 
things before the fall of the Empire and the condition after, 
infer a connexion between this decline in the status of women 
and a l'eturn to greater militancy. For while Rome domi
nated over the populations of 'large arens. there existed 
throughout them a state of' comparative internal peace; 
whereas its ,failure to maintain subordination was followed 
by universal warfare. And then. after that decline in the 
position of women which accompauied this retrograde 
'..ucrease of militancy. the subsequent improvement in their 
. ,ition went along with aggregation of small feudal 

po r'nments into larger ones; which had the result that 
~~~in ,he consolidated tenitories the amount of diffused 
ficrntincr d 'creased. 

o Co;pari ns between the chief civilized nations as' now 
. tin'cr yieH. verifications. Note, first, tlle fact, significan t 

exlS o· . b li'ld' dd" f the re1at101 etween po tICa' espotlsm an omestic 
~espotislll' that. according to Legouve, the first Napoleon 
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said to the Council of State "un mari doit avoir. un empire 
absolu sur les actions de sa femme;" and sundry provisions 
of the Code, as interpreted by Pothier, cany out this dictum. 
Further, note that, according to the Vicomte de Segur, the 
position of women in France declined under the Empire; 
and "it was not only in the, higher ranks that. this nUllity 
of women existed .••• The habit of fighting filled men 
with a kind of pride and asperity which made them of tel! 
forget even the regard which they owed to weakness.:' 
Passing over less essential contrasts. now presented by the 
leading European peoples, and considering chiefly the statltS 
as displayed in the daily lives of the poor rather than tho 
rich, it is manifest that the mass of women have harder lots 
where militant organization and activity predominate, thaI! 
they have where there is a predominance of industrial 
organization and activity. The sequence observed by 
travellers in Africa, that in proportion as t~e men arc 
occupied in war more labour" falls on, the 'Women,. is a. 
sequence which both France and Germany show us. Social 
sustentation has to be achieved in some way; and the more 

. males are drafted off for military service, the more females 
must be called on to fill their places as workers.. Hence' the 
extent to which in Germany women, are. occupied in rough 
out-of-door tasks-digging, wheeling, carrying burdens; 
hence the extent to. which in France heavy field-operationR 
are shared in by women... That the English housewife is less 
a drudge than her German sister, that among shopkeepers in 
England she is not required to take so large a share in the 
business as she is among shopkeepers in France, and that in 
England the out-of-door work done by women is both smaller 
in quantity and lighter in kind than on the Continent,. is 
clear; as it is clear that this difference is associated with a 
less~ned demand on. the male population for purposes of 
offence and defence. And then. there may be added the fact 
of kindred meaning, that in the. United States, where till the 

. late war the degree of militancy had. been' so small, and the 
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industrial type of social. structure and action so predominant, 
women have reached. a higher status than anywhere else. 

Evidence furnished by existing Eastern nations supports 
this view. China, with its long -history of wars Calu,ing 
consolidations, dissolutions, re-consolidations, etc., going back 
more than 2,000 years B.C., and continuing during Tatar and 
Mongol conquests to be militant in i~ activities, has, not
withstanding industrial growth, retained the militant type of 
structure ; a~d absolutism in the State has been accom· 
panied by absolutism in the family, qualified in the one as 
in the other, only by the customs and sentiments which 
industrialism has fostered: wives are bought; concubinage 
is common among the rich; widows are sometimes sold as 
concubines by fathers-in-law; and women join in hard work, 
sometimes to the extent of being harnessed to the plough; 
while, nevertheless, this low status is practically raised by a 
public opinion which checks the harsh treatment legally 
allowable. Japan, too, after passing through long periods of 
internal conflict, acquired an organization completely mili • 

. tant, under which political freedom was unknown, and then 

. showed a simultaneous absence of freedom in the household 
-buying of wives, concubina.,o-e, divorce at mere will of the 
husband, crucifixion or decapitation for wife's adultery j 
while, along with the growth of industrialism characterizing 
the later days of Japan, there went such improvement in tho 
legal status of women that the husband was no longer 
allowed to take the law into his own hands in case of 
adultery; and now, though women are occasionally seen 
using the flail, yet mostly the men "leave their women to 
the lighter work of the house, and perform tllemselves the 
harder out-door labour." 

§ 329. It is of course difficult to generaliZe phenomena 
into the production Of which enter factors so numerous· and 
involved-character ~f race, religious beliefs, surviving 
customs and traditions;\ degree of culture, etc..; 8lld doubtless 

\ 
\ 
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the many co-operating causes giv!J rise to incongruities 
which qualify somewhat the conclusion drawn. But, on 
summing up, we shall I think see it to be substantially true. 

The least entangled evidence is that which most distinctly 
presents this conclusion to us. ~membering that nearly all 
simple uncivilized societies, baving chronic feuds with 
their neighbours, are militant in their activities, and that 
tlleir women are extremely degraded in position, the fact 
that in the exceptional simple societies which are peaceful 
and industrial, there is an exceptional elevation of women, 
almost alone suffices as proof: neither race, nor creed, nor 
culture, being in these cases an assignable cause. 

The connexions which we have seen exist between mili
tancy and polygyny and between industrialism and mOD(~
gamy, . exhibit the same truth under another aspect; since 
polygyny necessarily implies a low status of women, and 
monogamy, if it does not necessarily imply a high status, is 
an essential condition to a high status. 

Further, that approximate equalization of the sexes in 
numbers which results from diminishing militancy and in
creasing industrialism, conduces to the elevation of women; 
since, in proportion as the supply of males available for 
carrying on social sustentation increases, the labour of 
social sustentation falls less heavily on the females. And it 
may be added that the societies in which these available 
males undertake. the harder labours, and so, relieving the 
females from undue physical- ta:t, enable them to produce 
more and better offspring, will, other things equal, gain in the 
struggle for existence with societies in which the women are 
not thus relieved. Whence an average tendency to the 
spread of societies in which-the status of women is improved. 

There is the fact, too, that the despotism distinguishing a 
community organized for war, is essentially connected with 
despotism in the household; while, conversely, the freedom 
which characterizes public life in an indus~rial community, 
na.turally characterizes also the ac~ompanying priva.te life._ 
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In the one case compulsory co-operation prevails in both; in 
the other case voluntary co-operation prevails in both. 

By the moral contrast we are shown another face of the 
same fact; Habitual antagonism with, and destruction of, 
foes, sears the sympathies; while daily exchange of products 
and services among citizens, puts no obstacle to increase of 
fellow-feeling. And the'altruism which grows with peaceful 
'co-operation, ameliorates at once the life without the house
hold and the life within the household. * 

• Since this chapter was written, I have met with a striking veriiication 
in the work of Mr. W. Mattieu Williams.-Tlwougi Norway witi Ladie,l. 
He says, U there are no people in the world, however refined, among whom 
the relative. position of man and woman is more favourable to the latter tban 
among the Lapps." -After giving evidence from personal observation, he 
asks the reason, saying :_u Is it because the men are not warriors P ••• 
They }.ave no soldiers, fight no battles, either with outside foreigners, or 
between the various fribes and families among themselves. • . • In spite 
of their wretched huts, their dirty faces, their primitive clothing, their 
ignorance of liJ;erature, art, and science, they rank above us in the highest 
element of true civilization, the moral element; and all the military nations 
"f the world may stand uncovered before them" (pp. IG2-11). 



CHAPTER XI. 

THE B7'A-7'UB OF CHILDREN. 

§ 330. THAT brutes, however ferocious, treat their offspring 
tenderly, is a familiar fact; and that tenderness to offspring 
is shown by the most brutal of mankind, is a fact qUite con
gruous with it. .An obvious explanation of this seeming 
anomaly exists. A~ we saw that the treatment of women by 
men cannot pass a certain degree of harshness without causing 
extinction of the tribe; so here, we may see that the tribe. 
must disappear unless the love of progeny is strong. Hence 
we need not be surprised when Mouat, describing the Anda
man Islanders, says "Mincopie parents show their children 
the utmost tenderness and affection;" or when Snow says of 
the Fuegians that both sexes are much attached to their 
offspring; or when Sturt describes Australian fathers and 
mothers as behaving to their little ones with much fondness. 
Affection intense enough to prompt great self-sacrifice, is, 
indeed, especially requisite under the conditions of savage life, 
which render the rearing of young difficult; and maintenance 
of such affection is insured by the dying out of families i~ 
which it is deficient. 

But this strong parental love is, like the parental love of 
animals, very irregularly displayed. .As among brutes the 
philoprogenitive instinct is occasionally.suppressed by the 
desire to kill, and even to devour, their young ones; so among 
primitive men this instinct is now and again over-ridden by 
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impulses temporarily excited. Though attached to their off~ 
SPrlng, Australian mothers, when in'danger, sometimes desert 
them; and if we may believe Angas, men have been kno\'.'U 
to bait their hooks with the flesh of boys they have killed. 
Notwithstanding their marked parental affection, Fuegians 
sell their children for slaves. Among the Chonos Indians, a. 
father, though doting on his boy, will kill him in a fit of 
anger for an accidental offence., Everywhere among the 
lower races we meet with like incongruities. Falkner, while 
describing the paternal feelings of Patagonians as very strong.' 
says they often pawn and sell their wives ,and little ones t() 
the Spaniards for brandy. Speaking of the Sound Indians 
and their children, Bancroft says they "sell or gamble. them 
away." The Pi-Edes "barter their children to the Utes 
proper, for a few trinkets or bits of clothing." And among 
the'Macusi, "the price of a child is the same as the Indian 
asks for his dog." 

This seemingly-heartless conduct to offspring, often arises 
'from ,the difficulty experienced in rearing them. To it the 
infanticide so common among the uncivilized and semi
civilized, 'is mainly due-the burial of living infants with 
mothers who have died in childbirth; the putting to death 
one out of twins; the destruction of younger children when 
there are already several. For these acts there is an excuse 
like that commonly to be m"adefor killing the sick and old. 
When, concerning the desertion of their aged members by 
wandering prairie tribes, Catlin says-" it often becomes abso
lutely necessary in such cases that they should be left, and 
they uniformly insist upon it, saying, as this old man did, that 
they are old and of no further use, that they left their fathers 
in the same manner, that they wish to die, and their children 
must not mourn for them "-when, of the "inhabitants 
bordering on Hudson's Bay," Heriot tells us that in his old 
age " the father usually employed as his executioner, the son 
who is most dear to him "-when, in Kane, we read of the 
Assiniboine chief who "killed his own mother," because. 
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being II old and feeble," she" asked him to take pity on her 
and end her misery- ;" there is suggested the conclusion that 
lIS destruction of the ill and infirm may lessen the· total 
amount of Buffering to be borne under the conditions of 
savage life, so may infanticide, when the region is barren or 
the mode of life hard. And a like plea may be urged in 
m.itigation of judgment.on savages who sell or barter away 
their children. 

Generally, then, among uncivilized peoples, as among 
animals, instincts and impulses are the ,sole incentives and 
deterrents. The status of a primitive man's child is like that 
of a bear's cub. There is neither moral obligation nor moral 
restraint; but there exists the unchecked power to foster, to 
desert, to destroy, as love or anger moves. 

§ ~31. To the yearnings of natural affection are added in 
C!ll'Iy. stages of progress, certain motives, partly personal, 
partly social, which help to secure the lives of children; but 
which~ at the saine time, initiate differences of status between 
children of different sexes. There is the desire to strengthen 
the tribe in war; there is the wish to have a future avenger 
on individual enemies; there is the anxiety to leave behind, 
one who shall perform the funeral rites and continue the 
periodic oblations at the grave. 

Inevitably the urgent need to augment the' number of 
warriors leads to preference for male children. On reading 
of such a militant race as the Chechemecas, that they "lilce 
much their male children, who are brought up by the4-
fathers, but they despise and hate the daughters;" or of the 
Panches, that when "a wife bore her first girl child, they 
killed'the child, and thus they did with all the girls born 
before a male child;" we are shown the effect of this desire 
for sons; and everywhere we £ilId it leading either to destruc
tion of daughters, or to low estimation and ill-usage of them. 
Through long ascending stages of progress the desire thus 
arising persists ~ as witness the statement of Herodotus, that 
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every Persian prided himself on the number of his sons, and 
that an annual prize was given by the monarch to the one 
who could show most sons living. Obviously the social 
motive, thus coming in aid of the parental motive, served to 
raise the status of male children above that of female. 

A reason for the care of sons implied in the- passage of 
Ecclesiasticus which says, "he left behind him an avenger 
against his enemies," is a reason which has weighed with all 
races in barbarous and semi-civilize~ states.' The sacred duty 
of blood-revenge, earliest of recognized obligations among 
men, survives so long as societies remain' predominantly 
warlike; and it generates an anxiety to have a male repre
sentative who shall retaliate upon those from whom injuries 
have been received. This bequest of quarrels to be fought 
out, traceable down to recent, times among so-called 
Christians, as in the will of Branwme, bas of course all 
along rais,ed the value of sons, and has put upon the harsh 
treatment of them, a check not put upon the harsh treatment 
of daughters: whence a further differentiation of status. 

The development of. ancestor-worship, which, ,requiring 
each man to make sacrifices at the tombs of his immediate 
and more remote male progenitors, implies anticipation of 
Uke sacrifices to his own ghost by his son, initiates yet, 
another motive for cherishing male children rather than 
females. The effects of this motive are at the present time 
shown us by the Chinese; among whom the death of an only 
son is· especially lamented, because there will be no one to 
make offerings at the grave, and among whom the peremptory 
need for a son, hence arising, justifies the taking of a concu
bine, though, if a person has sons by his wife (for daughters 
never enter into the account) it is considered derogatory to 
take a handmaid at all. On recalling Egyptian wall-paint
ings and papyri, and the like evidence furnished by Assyrian 
records, showing that sacrifices .to ancestors were made by 
their male descendants-on remembering, too, that among 
ancient Aryans, whether Hindu, Greek, or Roman, the 
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daughter was incapable of performing such rites; we' are 
shown how this developed form of the primitive religion, 
while it strengthened filial subordination, added an incentive 
to parental ca~f sons but not of daughters. 

In brief, then, ~he relations of adults to young among 
human beings, originally _ like those among animals,' began 
to assume higher forms under the influence of the -several 
desires-first to obtain an aider in fighting enemies, second to 
provide an avenger for injUl'ies received, and third to leave 
behind one who should administer to welfare after death: 
motives which, strengtheilig as societies passed through their 
early stages, enforced the claims of male children, but not 
those of female children. And thus we again see how inti
mate is the connexion between militancy of the men and 
degradation of the women. 

§ 332. Here we are introduced· to the question-what 
relation exists between the status of children and the form of 
social organization? To this the reply is akin to one given 
in the last chapter j namely that mitigation of the treat- . 
ment of children accompanies transition from the militant 
type to the industrial type. 

Those lowest social states in which offspring· are now 
idolized; now killed, now sold, as the dominant feeling 
prompts, are states in which hostilities with surrounding 
tribes are chronic. This absolute dependence of' progeny on 
parental will, is shown whether the militancy -is that -of 
archaic groups or that of groups higher in structure. IiI. the 
latter as in the former, there exists that life-and-death power 
over children which is the negation of all rights and claims 
On comparing children's status in 'the rnd~t militant tribes, 
with their status in militant tribes which are patriarchal and 
compounded of the patriarchal, all we can say to the 
advantage of the last is that the still-surviving theory 
becomes qualified in practice, and that qualification of it 
increascs ns industrialism grows. Note the evidence. " 

':! .. 
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The Fiji~ns. intensely despotic in government and ferocious 
in war, furnish an instance of extreme abjectness in the 
position of children. Infanticide, especially of females, 
reaches nearer two-thirds than one-half; they" destroy their 
infants from mere whim, expediency, anger, or indolence j" 
and ." children have been ofl'ertld by the people of their own 
'tribe to propitiate a powerful chief," not for slaves but for 
food. A sanguinary warrior-race of Mexico, the Chichimec!l, 
yield another example of excessive parental power: sons 

," cannot malTY without the consent of parents; if a young 
man violates this law ••• the penalty is death." By this 
instance we are reminded of the domestic condition among 
the ancient Mexicans (largely composed of' conquering 
"cannibal Chichimecs), whose social organization was highly 
militant in type, and of whom Clavigero says-" their 
children were bred to stand so much in awe of their parents, 
that even when grown up and married, they hardly durst 
speak before them." In ancient Central ,America family-rule 
was similar; and in ancient Peru it was the law" that sons 
should obey and serve their fathers until they reached the age 
of twenty-five." , 

If we now turn to the fe'Y uncivilized and semi-civilized 
societies which are wholly industrial, or predominantly in
dustrial, we find children, as we found women, occupying 

, much higller positions. Among the peaceful Bodo and 
'DhimaIs, "infanticide is utterly unknown j" daughters are 
treated "with confidence and kindness:" to which add the 
reciprocal'trait that "it is deemed shameful to leave old 
parents entirely alone.'" With the nearly-allied K6cch, 
similarly peaceful, when marriages are being arranged there 
is a "consulting the destined bride." The Dyaks, again, 
largely industrial and having an unmilitant social structure, 
yield the fact that " infanticide is rarely heard of," as well as 
the facts before named under another head, that children 
,ha.ve the freedom implied by regular courtship, and that 
girls choose their mates. We are told of the Samoans, who 
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nl'e more industrial in social type than neighbouring 
Malayo-Polynesians, that infanticide after birth is unknown, 
and that children have the degree of independence implied 
by elopements, when they cannot obtain parental assent to 
their marriage. Similarly of the N egritos inhabiting the 
island of Tanna, where militancy is slight and there are no 
pronounced chieftainships, Turner writes :-" the Tannese are 
fond of their children. No infanticide there. They allow 
them every indulgence, girls as well as boys." Lastly, there 
is the case of the industrial Pueblos, whose children were 
unrestrained in· marriage, and by whom, as we have seen, 
daughters were especially privileged. . 

Thus with a highly militant type there goes extreme 
subjection of children, and the status of girls is still lower 
than that of boys; while in proportion as the type becomes 
non-militant, there is not only more recognition of children's 
claims, but the recognized claims of boys and girls approach 
towards equality. 

§ 333. Kindred evidence is supplied by those societies 
which. passing through the patriarchal forms of domestic 
and political government, have. evolved into large nations. 
Be the race Turanian, Semitic, or Aryan, it shows us the 
same connexion between political absolutism over subjects 
and domestic absolutism over children. 

In China destruction of female infants is common; parents 
sell their children to be slaves; in marriage" the parents of 
the girl always demand for their child a price." "A union 
prompted solely by love would be a monstrous infraction of 
the duty of filial obedience,and a predilection on the part 
of a female as heinous a crime as infidelity." Their maxim 
is that, as the. Emperor should have the care of a. father for 
his people,a father should have the power of a sovereign 
over his family. Meanwhile it is observable that this 
legally-unlimited paternal power descending from militant 
times, and persisting along with the militant type of social 

, 3 B 2 
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structure, has come to be qualified in practice by sentiment! 
which the industrial type fosters~ Infanticide, reprobated bJi 
proclamation, is excused only on the plea of poverty 
joined with the need for rearing a . male child; and public 
opinion puts chec..'G on the actions of those who' buy 
children. 'With that militant organization which, 
during early wars, became highly developed among th~ 
Japanese, similarly goes great filial sUbjection; l\Iitforcl 
admits that needy people "sell their children to be 
waitresses, singers, or prostitutes ;" and Sir Rutherford 
Alcock, too, says that parents" have undoubtedly in some 
cases, if not in all, the power to sell their children." It may 
be added that the subordination of young to .old irrespective 
of sex, is greater than the subordination of females' to males; 
for abject as is the slavery of wife to husband, yet, after his 
death, the widow's power" over the son· restores the balance 

. and redresses the wrong, by placing woman, as the mother, 
far above man, as the son, whatever his age or rank." And 
the like holds among the Chinese. 

How among primitive Semites the father exercised capital 
jurisdiction, and how along. with this there went a lower 
status of girls than of boys, needs no proof. But as further 
indicating the parental and filial relation, I . may name 
the fact that children were considered so much the property 
of the father, that they wel'e seized for his debts (2 Kings iv. 
1 ; Job xxiv. 9); also the fact that selling of daughters was 
authorized (EXodus xxi. 7); also the fact that injunctions 
respecting the treatment of children referred exclusively to 
their father's benefit: instance the reasons given in Ecclesias
ticus, chap. xxx:, for chastising sons. Though some qualification 
of paternal absolutism arose during the. later settled stages of 

. the Hebrews, yet along 'with persistence. of.the militant 
type of government there continued extreme filial sub
ordination. 

'Already in the chapter on the Family, when treating of 
'the' Romal!-s as illustrating both the social and domestic 
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organization possessed, by the Aryans when conquering 
Europe,· something has been implied respecting the status of 
children among them. In the .words of Mommsen" rela
tively to the father, "all in the household were destitute of 
legal rights-the wife and. child no less than the bullock or 
the slave.'" He might expose' his' children. The religious 
prohibition which forbade it, "so far as concerned all the 
sons-deformed births excepted-and at' least the first 
daughter," was without. civil sanction. He "had the. right 
and duty of exercising over them judicial powers, and of 
punishing them as he deemed fit, in life and limb." He· 
might also sell his child. And then mark that the same 
industrial development which we saw went along with 
improvement in the position of women during growth of the 
ltoman Empire, went along with improvement in, the position 
of children. I may add that in Greece there were allied 
manifestations of paternal absolutism. A' man could. be
queath his daughter, as he could also his wife: 

§ 334. If, again, we compare the early states of existing 
European peoples, characterized by chronic militancy, with 
their later states, characterized by a militancy less .constant 
and diffused, and an increased industrialism, differep.ces of' 
like significance meet us. 

We have the st~tement of Cresar concerning the Celts of 
Gaul, that fathers" do not permit their children. to approach 
them openly until they have grown to manhood." In the 
Merovingian period a father could sell his child, as could also 
a widowed mother-a power .which continued down to the 
ninth century or later. Under the decayed feudalism which 
preceded the French Revolution" domestic. subordination 

especially among the aristoc,:racy, was still, such. that, 
Chateaubriand says:-"my mother; my sister, ,and 'myself, 
transformed into statues by my father's presence, 1J.sed only 
to recover ourselves after he left the room j"llnd Taine, 
quoting Beaumarchais and Restif de la Bretonne" indicates 
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that this rigidity of paternal authority was general Then, 
after the Revolution, the Vicomte de Segur writes :-" Among 
our good forefathers a man of thirty was more in subjec
tion td the head of the family than a child of eighteen is 
now." 

Our own history furnishes kindred evidence. Describing 
manners in "the fifteenth century, Wright says :--" Young 
ladies, even of great families, were brought up not only 
strictly, but even tyrannically. • • • The parental authority 
was indeed carried to an .almost extravagant extent." Down 
to the seventeenth century. ,,' children stood or knelt in 
trembling silence in the presence of their fathers and 
mothers, and might not sit without permission." The litera
ture of even the last century, alike by the use of "sir" and 
" madam" -in addressing parents, by the authority parents 
assumed in arranging marriages for their children, and by the 
extent to which sons and still more daughters, recognized the 
duty of accepting the spouses chosen, shows us a persistence 

, of filial subordination proportionate to the political subordi
nation. And then, during this century, along with immense 
development of industrialism and the correlative progress -
towards a freer type of social organization, there has gone a 
marked increase of juvenile freedom; as shown by a greatly 
moderated parental dictation, by a mitigation of punishments, 
and by that decreased formality of domestic intercourse 
which has accompanied the changing of fathers from masters 
into friends. 

Differences having like meanings are traceable between the 
more militant and the less militant European societies as now 
existing. The relatively-developed industrial type of politi
cal organization in England, is associated with a treatment of 
children less coercive than in France and Germany, where 
industrialism has modified the political organizations less. 
Joined to great fondness for, and much indulgence of, the 
young, there is in France ~ closer supervision of them, and 
the restraints on their actio~s are both stronger and mora 
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numerous : girls at home are never from under maternal 
control, and boys at school are subject to military discipline. . 
Moreover parental oversight of marriageable children stil,l 
goes so far that little opportunity is afforded for choice by 
the young people themselves. In Germany, again, there is a 
stringency of rule in education allied to the political strin
gency of rule. As writes to me a German lady long resident 
in England, and experienced· as a teacher,-" English children 
are not tyrannized over-they are guided by their parents. 
The spirit of independence and personal rights is fostered. I 
can therefore understand the teacher who said he would 
rather teach twenty Ge~an [children] than one English 
child~I understand him, but I do not sympathize with hiDi. 
The German child is nearly a slave compared to the English 
child; it is therefore more easily subdued by the one in 
authority." 

Lastly· come the facts that in the United States, long 
characterized by great development of the industrial organi
zation little qualified by· the militant, parental government 
has become extremely lax, and girls and boys are nearly on a 
par in their positioiIs: the independence reached being such 
that young ladies form their own circles of acquaintances 
and carry on their intimacies without let or hindrance from 
their fathers and mothers. 

§ 335. As was to be anticipated, we thus find a series of 
changes in the status of children parallel to the series of 
changes in ·the status of women. . 

In archaic societies, without laws and having customs ex
tending over but some parts of life, there are no limits to the 
powers of parents; and the passions, daily exercised in con
flict with brutes or men, are restrained in the relations to 
offspring only by: the philoprogenitive instinct. 

Early the needs for a companion in arms, for im avenger, 
and for a performer of sacrifices, add to the fatherly feeling 
other motives, personal and social, tending to give something 
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like a status to ma,le children; but leaving female children 
still in the same position as are the young of brutes. . 

. These relations of father to son and daughter, arismg in 
advanced groups of. the archaic type" and becoming more 
sfilttled where pastoral life originates the patriarchal grouP. 
continue to characterize societies that remain predominantly 
militant, whether evolved from the patriarchal group or other
wise. Victory and' defeat, which express the outcome of 
militant activity, have for their correlatives despotism and 
slavery in military organization, in political organization, and 
in domestic organization. 

The status of children,in common with that of women. 
rises in proportion as the compulsory co-operation character
i~ing militant activities, becomes qualified by the voluntary 
co-operation characterizing industrial activities. \Ve see 
this on comparing the militant uncivilized peoples with 
others that are not militant; we see it on comparing the 
early militant states of civilized nations with their later 
more industrial states; we see it on comparing civilized 
nations that are now relatively ,militant with those that are 
now relatively industrial . 

. Most conclusively, however, is the connexion shown on 
grouping the facts antithetically thus :-On the one hand, 
savage tribes in general, chronically militant, have, in 
common with the predominantly militant great nations of 
antiquity, the trait that a father has life-and-death power 
over his children. On the other hand, the few uncivilized 
tribes which are peaceful and industrial; have, in common 
with the most advanced civilized nations, the traits that 
children's lives are sacred and that large meaSU1'eS of freedom 
nre accorded to both boys and girls. 



CHAPTER XII. 

DOMESTIC RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT. 

~§ 336. INDUCTION has greatly predominated 'over deduction 
throughout the foregoing chapters; and readers who have 
borne in mind that Part II closes with a proposal to inter
pret social phenomena deductively, may infer . either that 
this intention has been lost sight of or that it has proved 
impracticable to deal with the 'facts of domestic life otherwi~c 
than by empirical generalization. On gathering together tllG 
threads of the argument, however, we shall find that the 
chief conclusions' forced on us by the' evidence' are tllOSC 
which Evolution implies. 

We have first the fact that the genesis of the family fulfils 
the law of Evolution under its leading aspects. In the rudest 
social groups nothing to be called marriage exists: the unions 
are extremely incoherent. Family-groups, each consisting 
of a mother and such children as can be reared without 
permanent paternal assistance, are necessarily small and SOOll 
dissolve: integration is slight. Within each group the rela
tionships are less definite; since the children are mostly 
half-brothers or half-sisters, and the paternity is often uncer- . 
tain. From such primitive families, thus small, incoherent, 
and indefinite, .there arise, in conformity with the law of 

. Evolution, divergent and redivergent types of fanillies-some 
characterized by a mixed polyandry and polygny; some that 
are polyandrous, differentiating into the fraternal and non-
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fraternal; some that are polygynous, differentiating into 
those composed of wives and those composed of a legitimate 
wife and concubines; some that are monogamous, among 
which,besides the ordinary fom, there .is the aberrant form 
distinguished by a wife married only for a part of each week. 
Of these genera and species of families, those which are 
found in advanced societies are the most coherent, most 
definite, most complex. Not to dwell on intermediate types, 
we see on contrasting the primitive kind of family-group 
with that highest kind of family-group which civilized 
peoples present,how relatively great is the evolution of the 
last. The marital relation has become quite definite; it has 
become extremely coherent--commonly lasting for life; in 
its initial form of parents and children it has grown larger 
(the number of children reared by savages being compara
tively small); in its derived form, comprehending grand
children, great grand-children, etc., all so connected as to 
form a definable cluster, it has grown relatively very large; 
and this large cluster consists of members whose relationships 
are very heterogeneous. 

Again, the developing human family fulfils, in increasing 
degrees, those traits which We saw at the outset are traits of 
the successively-higher reproductive arrangements throughout 
the animal kingdom. Maintenance of species being the end 
to which maintenance of individual lives is necessarily sub
ordinated, we find, as we ascend in· the scale of being, a 
diminishing sacrifice of individual lives in the achievement 
of this end; and as we ascend through the successive grades 
of societies with their successive forms of family, we find a 
further progress in the same direction. Human races of the 
lower types as compared with those of the higher, show us a 
greater sacrifice of the adult individual to the species; alike 
in the brevity of that stage which precedes reproduction, in 
the relatively-hea~y tax entailed by the rearing of children 
under the conditio~s of savage life, and in the abridgment of 
the period that fo~o\Vs: women especiall!, carly bearing 
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children and exhausted by the toils of maternity, having a 
premature old age soon Mlt short. In superior types of 
family, jllvenile life is also less sacrificed: infanticide, which 
in the poverty-stricken groups of primitive men is dictated by 
the necessities of social self-preservation, becomes rarer; and 
mortality of offspring otherwise caused, lessens at the same 
time. Further, along with decreasing sacrifice of adult life 
there goes increasing compensation for the sacrifice that has 
to be made: more prolonged and higher pleasures are taken 
in rearing progeny. Instead of states in which children are 
early left to provide for themselves, or in which, as among 
Bushmen, fathers and sons who quarrel try to kill one another, ' 
or in which, as Burton' says of the East Africans, "when 
childhood is past, the father and son become natural enemies, 
after the manner of wild beasts;" there comes a state in 
which keen interest in the welfare of sons and daughters 
extends throughout parental life. And then to this pleasur
able care of offspring, increasing in duration as the family 
develops, has to be added an entirely new factor-the 
pleasurable care of parents by offspring: a factor which, 
feeble where the family is rudimentary and gaining strength 
as the family develops, serves in another way to lessen the 
sacrifice of the individual to the species, and begins, contrari
wise, to IQ.ake the species conduce to the more prolonged life, 
as well as to the higher life, of ~he individual. 

A fact not yet named remains. Evolution of the higher 
types of family, like evolution of the higher types of 'society, 
has gone hand in hand with evolution of human intelligence 
and feeling. The general truth that there exists a' necessary 
connexion between the nature of the social unit and the 
nature of the social aggregate, and that each continually 

. moulds II.nd is moulded by, the other, is a truth which holds 
of domestic organization as well as of political organization. 
The ideas and sentiments which make possible any more 
advanced phase of associated Ffe, whether in the Family or 
in the State, imply a preceding phase by the experiences and' 
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discipline of which they were acquired; and these, again, a 
, next preceding phase; and so from. the beginning. On turn
ing to the Principles of Psychology (edition of 1872), contain
ing chapters on "Development of Conceptions," "Sociality 
and Sympathy," "Ego-Altruistic Sentiments," "Altruistic 
Sentiments," the reader will find it shown how the higher 
mental faculties; made possible only by an environment such 
as social life furnishes, evolve as this environment evolves
each increment of advance in the one being followed by an 
increment of advance in the other. And he will see the 
implication to be that since altruism plays an important part 
in developed family life, the superior domestic relations have 
become possible only as the adaptation of man to the social, 
state has progressed. * 

§ 337. In considering deductively the connexions between 
the forms of domestic life and the forms of social life j and in 
showing how these are in each type of society related to one 
another because jointly related to the same type of individual' 
character j it will be convenient to deal simultaneously with 
the marital arrangement, the family structure, the status of 
women, and the status of children. 

Primitive life, cultivating antagonism to prey and enemies, 
brute or human--:daily yielding the egojstic satisfaction of 
conquest over alien beings-daily gaining pleasure from acts 
which entail pain; maintains a type of nature which gene
rates coercive rule, social and domestic. Brute strength 
glorying in the predominance which brings honour, and un
checked by regard for other's welfare, seizes whatever women 
fancy prompts and abandons them at will. And children, at 
the mercy of this utter selfishness, are preserved only when, 
and as far as, the instinct of. parenthood predominates. 

• .As included in the general theory of the adaptation of organic beings to 
their circum~tanees, this doctrine that the human mind, especially iu its 
moral tl'uits, is moulded by the social state, pervades Social Statics; and is . 
especislly insi.ted upon in the chapter entitled" General Considerations." 
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Clearly, then, weakness of the marital relation, indefinite 
incoherent forms of· family, harsh treatment of women, arid 
infanticide, are naturally concomitants of militancy in its 
extreme form. 

Advance from these lowest social groups, hardly ·to bo 
called societies, to groups that are larger, or have more struc
ture, or botll,implies increased co-operation. This co-opera
tion may be compulsory or voluntary, or it may be,. and 
usually is,partly the one and partly the other. We have 
Been tluit militancy implies predominance of compulsory 
co-operation, and that industriali~m implies predomin
ance of voluntary co-operation. Here we have tc! observe 
that it is deductively manifest, as we have found it induc
tively true, that the accompanying domestic relations are 
in each case congruous with the necessitated social rela
tions. . The individual nature which, exercising 
that despotic control, and submitting to that extreme subjec
tion, implied by pronounced militancy in developing societies, 
-an individual nature at the same timecontinilally hard
ened by a life devoted to war, inevitably determines the 
arrangements within the household as it .does the arrange
ments without it. . Hence the disregard of women's 'claims 
shown in stealing and buying them; hence the inequality of 
status between the sexes entailed by polygyny; hence the 
use of women as labouring slaves; hence the life-and-death 
power over wife and child ; and hence that constitution' of 
the family which subjects all its members to the eldest 
male. Conversely, the type of individual nature 
developed by 'voluntary co-operation in societies that are 
predomimintly industrial, whether they be peaceful,' simple 
tribes, or nations tllat have in great measure outgrown mili-

. taney, is a relatively~altruistic nature. The daily habit of 
exchanging services, or giving products representing wotk 
done for money representing work done, is a habit 'of seeking 
such egoistic satisfactions only as allow like egoistic satisfac
tions to those dealt with. There is an enforced respect for· 
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others' claims; there is an accompanying mental representa
tion of their claims,implying, in so far, fellow-feeling; and 
.there is an absence of those repressions of fellow-feeling 
involved by coercion. Necessarily, the type of character 
thus cultivated, while it modifies social actions and arrange
ments, modifies also domestic actions and arrangements. 
The discipline w;hich brings greater recognition of the claims 
of fellow-men, brings greater recognition of the claims of 
women and children. The practice of consulting the wills of 
those with whom there is co-operation outside the household, 
brings with it the practice of consulting the wills of those 
with whom there is co-operation inside the household. The 
marital relation becomes changed from one of master and 
subject into one of approximately-equal partnership; while 
the bond becomes less that of legal· authority and more that 
of affection. The parental and filial relation ceases to be a 
tyranny which sacrifices child to parent, and becomes one in 
which, rather, the will of the parent subordinates itself to the 
welfare of. the child. 

Thus the results deducible from tha natures of militancy 
and industrialism, correspond with those which we' have 
found are,. as a matter of fact, exhibited. And, as implying 
the directness of the alleged connexions, I may here add an 
instance showing that in the same society the domestic rela
tions in the militant part retain the militant character, while 
the domestic relations in the industrial part are assuming the 
industrial character. Commenting on the laws of inheritance 
in ancient France, as affecting children of different sexes and 
.different ages, Krenigswarter remal'ksthat "it is always the 
feudal and noble families which cling to the principle of 
inequality, while the ideas of .equality penetrate everywhere 
into the roturier and bourgeois famjlies." Similarly Thierry. 
speaking of a new law of the thirteenth century, equalizing 
.rights of property between the sexes and among children, 
says :-" This ,law of the bourgecisie. opposed to that of the 
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nobles, was distinguished froni. it by its very essence. It had 
for its basis natural equity." 

§ 338. And now we come to the interesting question
What may be inferred respecting the future of the domestic re
lations! We have seen how the law of evolution in general, 
has been thus far fulfilled in the genesis of the family. 
We have also seen how, during civilization, there has been 
carried still further that conciliation of the interests of the 
species, of the parents, and of the offspring, which lIas been 
going on throughout organic evolution at large. Moreover, 

. we have noted that these higher traits in the relations of the 
sexes to one another and to children, which have accompanied 
social evolution, have been made possible by those higher 
traits of intelligence and feeling produced by the experiences 
and disciplines of progressing social states. And we have 
lastly observed the connexions between special traits so 
acquired and special types of social structure and activity • 

. Assuming, then, that evolution will continue along the same 
lines, let us consider what further changes may be anticipated. 

It is first inferable that throughout times to come, the 
domestic relations of different peoples inhabiting different 
parts of the Earth, will continue to ·be unlike. We 'must 
beware of supposing. that developed societies will become 
universal As with organic evolution, so with super-organic 
evolution, the production of higher forms does not involve 
extinction of all lower forms. As superior species of animals, 
while displacing certain inferior species which compete with 
them, leave many other inferior species in possession of 
inferior habitats; so the superior types of societies, while 
displacing those inferior types occupying localities they can. 
utilize, will not displace inferior types inhabiting barren or 
inclement localities. Civilized peoples are unlikely to expel 
the EsquimaUL The Fuegians will probably survive, because 
their island cannot. support a civilized population. It is 
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questionable whether the groups <!f wandering Semites who 
have for these thousands of years occupied Eastern deserts. 
will be extruded by nations of higher kinds. And perhaps 
many steaming malarious regions in the Tropics will remain 
unavailable by races capable of much culture. Hence the 
domestic, as well as the social, relations proper to the lower 
varieties of man, are not likely to become extinct. Polyandry 
may survive in Thibet; polygyny may prevail throughout the 
future in parts of Africa; and among the remotest groups of 
Hyperboreans, mixed and irregular relations of the sext!s will 
probably continue. 

It is possible, too, that in certain regions militancy may 
persist; and that along with the political relations natural 
to it there may survive the domestic relations natural to it. 
Wide tracts, such as those of North-Eastern Asia, unable to 
support populations dense enough to form industrial societies 
of advanced types, will perhaps remain the habitats of so
cieties llaving those imperfect forms of State and Family 
which go along with offensive and defensive activities. 

Omitting such surviving inferior types, let us limit our
selves to types carrying further the evolution which civilized 
nations now show. Assuming that among these industrialism 
will increase and militancy decrease, we have to ask what 
are the

O 

domestic relations likely to co-exist with complete 
industrialism. 

§ 339. The monogamic form of the sexual relation is 
manifestly the ultimate form; and any changes to be antici
pated must be in the direction of completion and extension 
of it. By observing what possibilities there are of greater 
divergence from the arrangements and habits of the past, 
we shall see what modifications are probable. 

Many acts that are normal with the uncivilized, are, with 
the civilized, transgressions and crimes. Promiscuity, once 
unchecked, has been more and more reprobated as societies 
have procyressed; abduction of women. originally honourable, 

, Q 
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is now criminal; the marrying of two or more wives, allowable 
and creditable in inferior societies, has become in superior 
societies felonious. Hence, future evolution along lines thus 
fdr followed, may be expected to extend the monogamic rela
tion by extinguishing promiscuity, and by suppressing such 
crimes as bigamy and adultery. Dying out of the mercantilJ 
clement in marriage may also be inferred. After wife-stealing 
came wife-purchase; and then followed the usages which 
made, and continue to make, considerations of property pre
dominate over considerations of personal preference. Clearly, 
wife-purchase and husband-purchase (which exists in some 
semi-civilized societies), though they have lost their original 
gross forms, persist in disguised forms. Already some dis
approval of those who marry for money or position is 
expressed; and this, growing stronger, may be expected to 
purify the monogamic union by making it in all cases real 
instead of being in many cases nominal 

As monogamy is likely to be raised in character by a 
public sentiment requiring that the legal bond shall not be 
entered into unless it represents the natural bond; so, per
haps, it may be that maintenance of the legal bond will. come 
to be held improper if the natural bond ceases. Already 
increased facilities for divorce point to the probability that 
whereas, while permanent monogamy was being evolved, the 
union by law (originally the act of purchase) was regarded as 
the essential part of marriage and the union by affection as 
non-essential; and whereas at present the union by law is 
thought the more important and the union by affection the 
less important; there will come a time when the union by 
affection will be held of ptimary moment and the union by 
law as of secondary moment: whence reprobation of marital 
relations in which the union by'affection has dissolved. That 
this conclusion will be at present unacceptable is likely-I 
may say, certain. In passing judgment on, any arrangement 
suggested as likely to arise hereafter, nearly all err by 
considering what would result from the supposed change 

3 C 
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other things remaining unchanged. . But other things must 
be assumed to have changed pari passu. Those higher senti
ments accompanymg union of the sexes, which do not exist 
among primitive men, and were less developed in early 
European times than now (as is shown in the contrast 
between ancient and modern literatures), may be expected 
to develop still more as decline of militancy and growth of 
industrialism foster altruism; for sympathy, .which is the 
root of altruism, is a chief element in these sentiments. 
:Moreover, with an increase of altruism must go a decrease of 
domestic dissension. Whence, simultaneously, a strengthen
ing of the moral bond and a weakening of the forces tending 
to destroy it. So that the changes which may further facili
tate divorce under certain conditions, are changes which will 
make those conditions more and more rare. 

There may, too, be anticipated a strengthening of· tllat 
ancillary bond constituted by joint interest in children. In 
all societies this is an important factor, which has sometimes 
great effect among even rude peoples. Falkner remarks that 
though the Patagonian marriages" arc at will, yet when once 
the parties are agreed, and have children, they seldom forsake 
each other, even in extreme old age." And this factor must 
become more efficient in proportion as the solicitude for 
children becomes greater and more prolonged; as we have 
seen that it does with progressing civilization, and will 
doubtless continue to do. 

But leaving open the' question what modifications of 
monogamy conducing to increase of real cohesion rather 
than nominal cohesion, are likely to arise,· there is one con
clusion we may draw with certainty. Recurring to the 
three ends to be subserved in the order of their importance 
-welfare of species, welfare of offspring, welfare of parents; 
and seeing that in the stages now reached by civilized 
peoples, welfare· of species is effe(}tually secured in so far 
as maintenance of numbers is concerned; the implication 
is that welfare of offspring must hereafter determine the 
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course of domestic evolution. Societies which from genera
tion to generation produce in due abundance individuals 
who, relatively to the requirements, are the best physically, 
morally, and intellectually, must become the pr~dominant 
societies; and must tend through the' quiet process of 
industrial competition to replace other societies. Conse
quently, marital relations which favour this result in the 
greatest degree, must spread; while the prevailing. senti
ments and ideas must become so moulded into harmony with 
them that other relations will be condemned. as immoral. 

§ 340. If, still guiding ourselves by observing the course 
of past evolution, we ask what changes in the status of 
women may be anticipated, the answer must be that a 
further approach towards equality of position between the 
sexes will take place. With decline of .militancy and rise 
of industrialism-with decrease of compulsory co-operation 
aud increase of voluntary co-operation-with strengthening 
sense of personal rights and accompanying sympathetic 
regard for the personal rights of others; must go a diminu
tion of the political and ,domestic disabilities of women, until 
there remain only such as differences of constitution entail .. 

To draw inferences more specific is hazardous: probabilities 
and possibilities only can be indicated. While in some direc
tions the emancipation of women has to be carried further, 
we may suspect that in other directions their claims have 
already been pushed beyond the normal limits. If from that 
stage of primitive degradation in which they were habitually 
stolen, bought and sold, made beasts of burden,' inherited as 
property, and killed at will. we pass. to the stage America 
shows us, in which a lady wanting a seat stares at a gentle
man occupying one until he surrenders it, and then takes it 
without thanking him; we may infer that the rhythm 
traceable throughout· all changes has carried this to an 
extreme from which there will be a recoil. The like may 
be said of some other cases: what were originally' concession. .. 

:3 c 2 
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have come to be claimed as rights, and in gaining the charac
ter of assumed rights, have lost much of the grace they had 
as concessions. Doubtless, however, there will remain in the _ 
social relations of men and women, not only observances of a 
hlnd called forth by sympathy of the strong for the weak 
irrespective of sex, and still more called forth by sympathy 
of the stronger sex for the weaker sex; but also observances 
which originate in the wish, not consciously formulated but 
felt, to compensate women for certain disadvantages enfailed 
by their constitutions, and so to equalize the lives of the 
sexes as far as possible. . 

In domestic life, the relative position of women will doubt
less rise ; but it seems improbable that absolute equality 
with men will be reached. Legal decisions from' time to 
time demanded by marital differences, involving the question 
which shall yield, are not likely to reverse all past decisions. 
Evenly though law may balance claims, it will, as the least 
evil, continue to give, in case of need, supremacy to the hus
band, as being the more -judicially-minded. And, similarly, 
in the moral relations of married life, the preponderance of 
power, resulting from greater massiveness of nature, must, 
however unobtrusive it ;may become, continue with the man. 

When we remember that up from the lowest savagery, 
civilization has, among other results, caused an increasing 
exemption of women from bread-winning labour, and that in 
the highest societies they have become most restricted to 
domestic duties and the rearing of children; we may be 
struck by the anomaly that in our days restriction to indoor 
occupations has come to be regarded as a grievance, and a 
claim is made to free competition with men in all outdoor 
occupations. This anomaly is traceable in part· to the 
abnormal excel's of women; and obviously a state of things 
which excludes many women from those natural careers in 
which fuey are dependent on men for subsistence, justifies 
the demand for freedom to pursue independent careers. That 
hindrances standing in their way should be, and will be, 
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abolished must be admitted. At the same time it must be 
concluded that no considerable alteration in the careers of 
women in general, can be, or should be, so produced; and 
further, that any extensive change in the education of women, 
made with the view of fitting them for businesses and pro
fessions, would be mischievous. If women comprehended all 
that is contained in the domestic sphere, they would ask no 
other. If they could see everything which is implied in the 
right education of children, to a full conception of which no 
man haa yet risen, much less any woman, they would seek no 
higher function. 

That in time to come the political status of women may be 
raised to something like equality with that of men, seems a 
deduction. naturally accompanying the preceding ones. But 
such an approximate equalization, normally accompanying a 
social structure of the completely industrial type, is not a 
normal accompaniment of social types still partially militant. 
Just noting that giving to men and women equal amounts of 
political power, while the political responsibilities entailed by 
war fell on men only, would involve a serious inequality, and 
that the desired equality is therefore impracticable while 
wars continue; it may be contended that though the posses
sion of political power by women might improve 8 society in 
which State-regulation had been brought within the limits 
proper to pure industrialism, it would injure a society in 
which Stat.e-regulation has the wider range characterizing 
8 more or less militant type. Several infhiences would -con
duce to retrogression. The greater respect for authority and 
weaker sentiment of individual freedom characterizing the 
feminine nature, would tend -towards the maintenance and 
llluitiplication of restraints. Eagerness for special and im
mediate results, joined with inability to appreciate 'general 
and remote results, characterizing the majority of men and 
still more characterizing women, would, if women had power, 
entail mcrease of coercive measures for achieving present 
good, at the cost of future evil caused by excess of control. 
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But· there is a more direct reason for anticipating mischief 
from the exercise of political power by women, while the 
industrial form of political regulation is incomplete. We 
have seen that the welfare of a society requires that the 
ethics of the Family and the ethics of the State shall be kept 
distinct. Under the one the greatest benefits must be given 
where the merits are the smallest; under the other the bene
fits muSt be proportioned to the merits. For the infant un
qualified generosity; for the adult citizen absolute justice. 
Now the ethics of the family are upheld by the parental 
instincts and sentiments. wl)ich, in the female, are qualified 
in a smaller degree by other feelings than in the male. 
Already these emotions proper to parenthood as they exist 
in men, lead them to carry the ethics of the Family.into 11)e 
policy of the State; and the mischief resulting would be 
increased were these emotions as existing in women, directly 
to influence that policy. The progress towards justice in 
social arrangements would be retarded; and demerit would 
be fostered at the expense of merit still more than now. 

But in proportion as the conceptions of pure equity be
come clearer-:-as fast as the rlgims of voluntary co-operation 
develops to the full the sentiment of personal freedom, with 
a correlative regard for the like freedom of others-as fast as 
there is approached· a state under which no restrictions on 
individual liberty will be tolerated, save those which the 
equal liberties of fellow-citizens entail-as fast as indus
trialism evolves its appropriate political agency, which, while 
commissioned to maintain equitable relations among citizens, 
is shorn of all those powers of further regulation characteriz
ing the militant type; so fast may the extension of politIcal 
power to women go on without evil. .The moral evolution 
which leads to concession of it, will be the same moral evo
lution which renders it harmless and probably beneficial. 

§ 341. No very specific conclusions are to be drawn re
specting future changes in the status of children. 
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While an average increase of juvenile freedom may be 
anticipated, we may suspect that in some cases the increase 
has already gone too far. I refer to the United States. 
Besides often unduly subordinating the lives of adults, the 
independence there allowed to the young, appears to have 
the effect of bringing them forward prematurely, giving 
them too early the excitements proper to maturity. and so 
tending to exhaust the interests of life before it is half· spe~l 
Such regulation of childhood as conduces to full utilization 
of childish activities and pleasures before the activities ~d 
pleasures of manhood and womanhood are entered upon, 
is better for offspring at the same time that it is better 
for parents. 

How far is parental authority to go?' and at what point 
shall ·political authority check it? are questions to be 
answered in no satisfactory way. Already I have given 
reasons for thinking that the powers and functions of 
parents have been too far assumed by the State; and that 
probably a re-integration of the family will follow its present 
undue disintegration. Still there remain the theoretical 
difficulties of deciding how far the powers of parents over 
children may be carried; to what extent disregard of 
parental responsibilities is to be tolerated; when does the 
child cease to be a unit of the family and become a unit 
of the State. Practically. however. these questions will need. 
no solving; since the same changes of character which bring 
about the highest form of family, will almost universally 
prevent the'rise of those conflicts between authorities and 
between obligations, which habitually result froin characters 
of lower types belonging to lower societies. 

Moreover, there always remains a security. Whatever 
conduces to the highest welfare of offspring must more and 
more establish itself; since children of inferior parents reared 
in inferior ways, will ever be replaced by children of better 
parents reared in better ways. As lqwer creatures at large 
have been preserved and advanced through the instru-
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mentality of parental instincts; and as in the course of 
human evolution the domestic relations originating from 
the need for prolonged care of offspring have been assuming 
higher forms; and as the care taken of offspring has been 
becoming greater and more enduring; we need not doubt 
that in the future, along with the more altruistic nature 
accompanying a higher social type, there will <lome relations 
of parents and children needing no 'external control to ensure 
their 'Yell-working. 

§ 342. One further possibility of domestic evolution re
mains. The last to show itself among the bonds which hold 
the family together-the care of parents by offspring-is the 
one 'which has most room for increase. Absent among 
brutes, oSmall among primitive men, considerable among 
the partially, civilized, and tolerably strong among the best 
of those around us, filial affection is . a feeling that admits of 
much further growth; . and .this is needed to make the cycle 
of domestic life complete. At present the latter days of the 
old whose married children live away from them, are made 
dreary by the lack of those pleasures yielded by the constant 
society of descendants; but a time may be expected when 
this evil will be met by an attachment of adults to their 
aged parents, which, if not as strong as that of parents to 
children, approaches it in strength. 

FUrther development in this direction will not, however, 
occur under social arrangements which partially absolve 
parents from the care of offspring.' A stronger affection to 
be displayed by child for parent in later life, must be estab
lished by a closer intimacy between parent and child in 
early life. No such higher stage is to be reached by walking 
in the ways followed by the Chinese for these two thousann 
years. We sh~ .not rise to it by imitating, even partially, 
the sanguinary ifexicans. whose children at the age of four, 
or sometimes lat¢r, were delivered over to be educated by 
the priests. Fan:4ly-feeling will not be improved by ap-

\ 
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proaching towards the arrangements of the Koossa-Kaffirs, 
among whom "all children above ten or eleven years old 
are publicly instructed under the inspection of the chief." 
This latest 'of the domestic affections will not be fostered by 
retrograding towards customs like those of the AndRmanese, 
and, as early as possible, changing the child of . the family 
into the child of the tribe. Contrariwise, such a progress 
will be achieved only in proportion as mental and physical 
culture are carried on by parents to an extent now rarely 
attempted. When the minds of children are no longer 
stunted and deformed by the mechanical lessons of stupid 
teachers-when instruction, instead of giving mutual pain 
gives mutual' pleasure, by ministering in proper order to 
faculties which are eager to appropriate fit conceptions 
presented' in fit forms-when among adults wide-spread 
knowledge is joined with rational ideas of teaching, at the 
same time that in the young there is an easy unfolding of 
the mind such as is even now shown by exceptional facility 
of acquisition-when the earlier stages of education passed 
through in the domestic circle have come to yield, as they 
will in ways scarcely dreamed of at present, daily occasions 
for the strengthening of sympathy, intellectual and moral, 
then will the latter days of life be smooth~d by a greater 
filial care, reciprocating the greater parental care bestowed in 
earlier life. 

E~i'D OJ!' VOL. 1. 
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FURTHER ILLUSTRATIONS OF :PRIMITIVE THOUGHT. 

[T~ avoid oller-burdening the tellJt with illustrations-ellen now, 
pel'hapB, too numerou8-I Buppressed 11lany that I might have. added: 
lome lIecausB they Beemed superfluous; some because they were too 
long,. Partly to give the more striking of these, I mc.ke this AppBlt
diz; but chiefly to add evidence which has since come to light, 
verifying certain of the conclusions not a,dequately supported. 

~J.'he foregoing paragraph stands as it did in the first edition. 
I have now to !Uid that in this revised third edition, I have Zargely 
increased thiB Appendire by incZuding many further illustrations 
'Ulhich reading and inquir!l'have brought to my knowledge. Joined 
wit II, those before given, these additional illustration·s, as now arranged, 
forn~ 80 coherent a body of evidence, that even by thBinselv/lB they 
would go far to establish the general doctrine set forth in the pre-
ceding volume.] . 

Primitive Credll.lity.-In the genesis of superstitions, a factor 
difficult to appreciate sufficiently, is the unquestiouing faith with 
which statements are accepted. Here are some cll-ses. 

Of the Coast Negroes, Winterbottom says (vol. i, p. 255)
"So strongly are they persuaded of the efficacy of these means of protec

tion [amulets, ete.], that an African, a man of very .uperior mind, offered to 
allow a friend of mine, whose accuracy he had just been praising, to fire at 
him with a pistol, charged with ball." 

Laird and Oldfield tell us of the Inland Negroes (vol. ii, 
pp. 10, 11), that a Nuffi woman-
.. imagined that she possessed a maglwny (charm), which rendered her invul
nerable to all edge tools and cutting instruments. 'So positive and convinced 
"'as she of the efficacy of her charm, that she voluntarily assented to hold 
her leg while some person should strike it with an axe. The king (or chief) 
of her town, on hearing this, determined to try the power of her charm, 
and desired a man to take an axe, and see whether this wonderful magko"y 
Kould protect her from its effects. • • . Her leg was laid upon a block, and 
a' powerful blow given below the knee. • • . To the poor woman's great 
horror and the terror of an present, her leg Hew to the other side of the 
room.1t 

To this absolute confidence in dogmas impressed by seniorl! 
during early life, must be ascribed the rea.diness with which 
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attendants, wives, and even friends, kill themselves at a funeral 
that they may join the deceased in the other world. The instance 
named by Bancroft (~ol. i, p. 288) of the W alIa Walla chieftain 
who" caused himself to be buried alive in the grave with the 
last of his five sons," reminding us of the Fijians and Tannese 
who go cheerfully to their volnntary deaths, vividly illustrates 
this trait which makes moustrous creeds possible. 

No evidence shakes such beliefs. Disproofs are evaded by 
asserting beliefs equally absurd. Speaking of a distant stump 
mistaken for a. man, an Australian said to Mr. Cameron
"That fellow was a gumatch [ghost], only when you came up 
he made himself like a stump" (.A.nthropol. Inst. Jour., vol. xiv, 
p.363). 

NaturaZ nlUswnB.-1n § 53, I argued that these probabiy aid 
in strengthening those conceptions of things which the primi
tive man forms. How they thus playa part is shown in 
VamMry's Sketches of Central.A.sia., pp. 72, 73:-

.. As we were crassing the high plateau of KaHan Kir, which forms part of 
U styort, running towards the north-east, the horizon was often adorned with 
the most beautiful Fata Morgana. This phenomenon is undoubtedly to be 
seen in the greatest perfection in the hot, but dry, atmosphere of the deserts 
of Oentral Asia, and affords the most splendid optical illusions which one can 
;magine. I was a.lways enchanted with these pictures of cities, towers, and 
"-lStles dancing in the air, of vast caraV1I.DSL horsemen engaged in combat, and 
individua.l gigl\ntic forms which continually disappeared from one place to 
reappear in another. As for my nomad companions, they regarded the neigh
bourhoods where these phenomena. are observed with no little awe. According 
to their opinion these are ghosts of men and cities which f01'111erly existed 
there, and now at certain times roll about in the air." 

This account recalls the descriptions given by the uucultured 
among ourselves of the northern aurora: similarly showing, as 
it does, that an excited imagination gives definiteness to indefinite 
forms; for it does not seem possible that in the remote regions 
indicated by Vamb8ry, there can have been any such thing as a 
l!'ata Morgana de;rived from an actual city. Among ourselves, 
especially in troubled times, unusual displays of the Aurora 
Borealis are described by superstitious people as the conflicts of 
armies in the heavens. 

Not only has hypothesis an effect conspicuons to all in per
verting judgment, but it has an effect, less manifest but still 
decided, in perverting perception. Elsewhere I have given ex
amples of this effect (Essays, first series, original edition, p. 412), 
and doubtless they have been observed by many. If hypothesis 
thus perturbs ,Perception d~ing states of mental calm, still 
.more does it perturb it during states of mental excitement
especially those produced by fear. The faintest suggestion 
proceeding either from within or from without, then imposes 
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itself so strongly on the mind that tIne perception becomes 
scarcely possible. It needs but to remember that recognition of 
a thing as such or such, is a mental act in which imaginat,ion 
always plays a large part, by adding to the mere visual im
pressions those many ideas which constitute a conception of the 
thing giving the impressions, to see that when, in a state of 
fright, imagination is put on a. wrong track, association readily 
fllrnishes all those attributes which are needful to fill up the 
framework which the appearance yields ; and consciousness once 
filled with the alarming conception, can with difficulty be brought 
back to that relatively passive state required for receivihg the 
actual impressionR, and rightly interpreting them. 

Hence where there exists that primitive credulity exemplified 
above, the rectifying of a perception thus distorted by imagina
tion cannot be expected. Minds having those traits set forth in 
the chapter entitled" The Primitive }Olan, Intellectual "-minds' 
which have had no culture gi ving them tendencies towards criti
cism and scepticism-minds which have no notion of a. natural 
order, of law, of causo; are minds which can make no resistance 
to any suggested idea or interpretation. There is no organized 
experience to produce hesitation. There is no doubt taking the 
shape-" This cannot be," or--" That is impossible." Con. 
sequently, a fancy once haVing got possession, retains possession, 
and becomes an accepted fact. If we always carry with us 
the remembrance of this attitude of mind, we shall see how 
apparently reasonable to savages are explanations of ,things 
which they make. 

Some Early Interpretations.-If we set out with the truth 
that the laws of mind are the same throughout the animal king
dom, we shall see that from the behaviour,of animals in presence 
of unfamiliar phenomena, we may obtain some clne to the inter
pretations which primitive men make of such phenomena. A 
brUte, even of great power and courage, betrays alarm in presen('e 
of a. moving object the like of which it has never seen before. 
The assertion that a. tiger has been known to show fear of a 
mouse in his cage, is made more credible than it would else be 
by watching a dog when there is placed before him some such 
creature as a. small crab. Dread of the unknown appears to 
be a nniversal emotion-even when the unknown is not at all 
portentons in character. 

Stranger and enemy are almost synonymons in the minds of 
brutes and of primitive men. By inherited effects of expe
riences the connexion of ideas has been made organic; all an 
infant in arms shows ns when an unfamiliar face makes it cry, 
though in its own life no evil has ever followed the sil!'ht of an 
unfamiliar face. While" fsmilia:rity bre~ds contempt" even of 
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the vast or of the powerful, unusualness breeds fear even of 
that which is relatively small or feeble. 

On the one hand, then, a periodic event which is intrinsi. 
cally very imposing, excites but little attention if no mischief 
has ever been joined with it; while, on the other hand, an 
event not intrinsically imposing, if it has never before been 
witnessed, and especially if it seems to show the spontaneity 
indicative of life, arouses a sense of . insecurity. As was shown 
in Chapter IX of Part I, it is by the spontaneity of their 
acts that living objects are conspicuously distinguished from 
dead objects; and hence this trait becomes the sign of an ability 
to do various things besides that which is witnessed-to do, 
therefore, something which may prove injurious or fatal. 

Carrying with us this conception of the attitude common to 
animal intelligence and uninstructed human intelligence, we 
shall see why certain regnlarly recurring phenomena of an 
astonishing kind, such as the daily appearance and disappear
ance of the Sun, excite in the primitive man neither surprise nor 
speculation; at the same time that a phenomenon which unex
pectedly breaks the ordinary, course of things by a sound or 
motion, produces dismay, followed by some vagne suggestion of 
an agent: the agent thought of being one having some likeness 
to agents disclosed by past experiences. Hence the tendency 
to ascribe any irregularly recurring phenomenon to a living 
creature (the actions of living creatures being irregular), and, 
pl'imarily, to a living creature differing in the least degree 
possible from living creatures of known kinds. Observe some 
samples of these early interpretations. Of a place in the 
Chippeway country, Catlin says- . 

"Near this spot, also, on a higb mound, is the' Thunder' ... p.st' (nid.du. 
tonner~), where' a very sm&l.l bird sits upon her eggs during fair weather, 
and the skies are rent with bolts of thunder at the approach of a storm, 
which is occasioned by the hatching of her brood!' N (Geo. Catlin, Illwtra· 
tioft8, etc., oj the North American Indiallll, vol. ii, p. 164.) 

Of an allied race, the Ojibways, we read :-
.. Noone seemed fortunate enough to discover the resort of these grt'ftt 

birds, which were c&l.led Ah.ne·me·keeg (Thunders)." ••• "These birds 

\
nre'seldom seen, but are often heard in the skies, where they Hy higher 
than they once did .••• ~I.'hey wink, and the fire Hashes from their eyes." 
(G. Cop way, The Traditional History and Characteristic ISketchu oj the 
Ojibway Nation, pp. 110, 113.) 

So, t.oo, concerning the Western Indians of NQrth America, 
Mr. H. A. Boller tells us that his companion," the Bob·tail. 
Wolf"-
co so.id that there was, high in air, far out of eight, flying continually and 
never resting, an eagle of terrible size. • . • He Hlips his wings, and loud 
peals of thunder roll over the prairie i "hell he winks his eyes, it lightens." 
(.lmana the Indian., p. 257.} 
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By a distant unallied people, the Karens, the caUse" of storms 
IS said to be an animal "with bat-~ike wings." "When it 
utters its voice, it thunders, and wheI;l it flaps its wings, fire 
is produced, and it lightens." (Mason, Jour." .Asiatic Socy. 
JJengal, xxxiv, Part 2, p. 217.) 

Now a thunderstorm being one "of those iucidents cha
racterized by an apparent spontaneity suggestive of living 
agency, the qnestion which naturally arises is-"What is the 
living agent P" The sky is the region in which ~his sudden 
action is witnessed. The living agcnt is "therefore ~nferred to 
ho some creature which frequents the sky-a. flying creature, 
bird-like or bat.like. Here let us note two things. First" there 
is formed in the mind a simple association between this incident 
which by its character suggests living agency, and a living agent 
such as is commonly seen in the neighbourhood of its occurrence. 
Second, the conceived agent is not of the kind we call super
natural-does not belong to a supposed spiritual world; but is a 
purely natural agent. And the obvious course of thought is one 
that brings the actions observed into the same category with 
the aL-tions of the living creatures supposed to be instrumental: 
wind being ascribed to the flapping of wings, sound to this 
cause or to a voice, and lightning to the flashing of eyes. 

In a different though allied class, stand the interpretations of 
eclipses. Among uncultured peoples, animals are generally the 
assigned agents; and thongh they are not" flying animals, yet 
they are animals supposed to be in the heavens. Remembering 
that various savages, as"instance the Esquimaux, believe beasts 
as well as men have access to the sky from the mountain-tops
remembering the Cahroc story given in § 189, of the coyote 
who thus got among the stars; we may see how it happens that 
when imagining some living agent which produces this sudden 
change in the Sun by taking out a piece from his side, savages 
should think of a beast as the cause. NattlraUy enough" the 
Esthonians say the Bun or moon' is being eaten'" (Grimm, 
Teutonio Myth., vol. ii, p. 707); since the being eaten accounts 
alike for the gradual disappearance, and for the sharp outline of 
the increasing gap made. We. find kindred interpretations in 
many places. By the Guaranis "eclipses were held" to be 
()ccasioned by a jaguar and a. great dog, who pursued the sun 
and moon to devour them" (Southey, History of Brazil, vol. ii, 
pp.371-2). The Norse mythology tells of " Managarmr (moon
dog) ; "and on the occasion of an eclipse the Norse "fancied 
the monster had already got a. part of the shining orb between 
\Jis jaws" (Grimm, Teutonio Myth., vol. ii, p. 706). We read 
of the remote Chiquitos of South America, that "during an 
eclipse [of the moon] they shoot arrows upward, and cry aloud 
to drive away the dogs, who, they believe, hunt her through 

a D 
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heaven; and when tbey overtake her, the darkness of the or11 is 
caused by the blood which runs from her wonnds" (Sonthey, 
History of Brazil, vol. i, p. 335).. Evidently, then, this explana
tion arises naturally in primitive minds. The kindred, and yet 
different, explanation of the Nootka-Sound people, who, on the 
occaSion of an eclipse" pointed to the moon, and said that a. 
great cod.fish was endeavouring to swallow her" (Jewitt, 
Narrative of Oaptivity among the Savages of Nootka Sound, 
p. 165), and the similar belief current among the Arabs, that 
a huge fish pursues the planet which is eclipsed (Niebuhr. 
Description de l'.Arabie, p.l06), may possibly result from the 
conception of waters above the firmament in which great fish 
reside. But, in any case, we see in these interp:oetations, as ill 
those of thunderstorms, that there is as near an assimilation as 
may be to the natural actions· of natural agents. There is 
neither any thought of a deity as the cause, nor of anything t() 
be classed as spiritual power. 

Take next the interpretations given in different places of 
earthquakes. Kmmpfer says the Japanese" are of opinion, that 
the canse of earthqnakes is a huge whale's creeping under
ground" (History of Japan, Pinker/on's Voyages, vol. vii, pp. 
684-5). Now whether or not it is true that, as Dr. TrIOl.
suggests, the finding of large fossil bones, . implying the 
occasional presence of great animals underg-round, led to tbis 
interpretation, and similarly in Siberia, led to the interpre
tation of earthq:uakes as due to motions of underground mam
moths-creatures whose bones, and evcn undecayed bodies, are 
found imbedded in ice below the surface; it is clear that the 
same mode of thought is exhibited. This sudden and seemingly
spontaneous motion of the Earth is ascribed to an agent of the 
class which habitually exhibits sudden spontaneouS motions
an animal. And the quelltion-What animal P being raised, the 
conclusion is that i't must. be an animal which exists down 
below. Explanations elsewhere given betray like trains of ideas. 
Bancroft says "the Southern Californians believed that when 
the Creator made the world he fixed it on the 'back of seven 
giants, whose movements .•• caused· earthquakes" (Natit·/J 
Races of the Pacific States, vol. iii, p. 122). As· given by 
John Bell, a conception of the Lamas was that the Earth rests 
on a golden frog; "and whenever this prodigious frog had 
occasion to scratch its head, or stretch out its foot, that part 
of the earth immediately above was shaken" (.A Journey Fum 
St. Petersburgh to Peldn in the year 1719. Pinkerton's Voyages, 
vol. vii, p. 369). So, too, by the Norse belief that earthquakes 
are caused "by the struggles of chained Loki" (Grimm, 
TeUtonic Myth., vol. ii, p. 816); liS well as by the Fijian belief 
that when Dengeh "turns abollt or trembles in his cave th~ 
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earth shakes and quakes exceedingly" (Lo16ma, or PtlJO Year, 
in Cannibaf,..land, by H. Britton, p. 195-6); we are shown that the 
hypothesis is of the naturalistic class rather than of the super
naturalistic class. The effect is ascribed to a living agent con
ceit'ed as existing where the effect is produced, and operating 
after the same mechanical manner with known living agents. 
The only case I have met with in which agency of this kind is 
not assigned, serves still better to show that the phenomenon 
is classed with known natural phenomena. Concerning the 
Esquimanx interpretation of earthquakes, Crantz says-" they 
imagine that the globe of tbe earth rests upon pillars, which are 
now monldering away by age, so that they frequently 9rack" 
(History of Greenland, i, 211). 

From earthquakes we may pass to volcanic eruptions without 
fiuding any wider divergence from this' form of explanation 
than is to be expected from the nature of the appearances. 
Two low races, remote in habitat and type, yield illustrations. 
In North America" the Koniagas,. for example, held that the 
craters of Alaska were inhabited by beings mightier than men, 
and that these sent forth fire and smoke 'when they heated 
their sweat-houses, or cooked their food" (Bancroft, Native 
Races, etc., vol. iii, p. 122). And among the aborigines of Western 
Australia, it is a tradition that" 'once on a time, the In-gnas, 
who live underground, being very sulky, to spite the poor 
black fellows, who seem to have the good-will of no one, made 
great. fires and threw up red-hot stones, fire, etc., and thus 
burned the whole of that country'" (The Aborigines of Aus
tl·alia. A. Oldfield, in Pr. Eth. Socy., N.S., vol. iii, p. 232). 
The only noteworthy unlikeness here, is .that beings of the 
human type are assumed: probably for the reason that they are 
the only known kinds of beings who can produce fire or make 
use of it. 

For collecting together these interpretations of thunder
storms, eclipses, earthquakes, and eruptions, my motive has heen 
to show that in primitive thought, events which are of irregular 
occurrence, B.nd by this, as well as by their apparent spontanei~y, 
suggest living agents, are ascribed to living agents deviating as 
little from ordinary ones as may be; and are devoid of anything 
like religions idea or sentiment.' The beliefs held concerning 
these events yield no signs of that Nature-worship supposed 
to be innate in the uncivilized; though the portentousness of 
the events might be expected to arouse it, did it exist. Nor 
do they betray HIe conception of one or many invisible 
powers of the kind called supernatural among advanced peoples. 
Though we carelessly group together all absurd ideas of savages 
nnder the general name of superstitions, yet, as we here see, 
there is a. significant distinction between these which' show no 
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recognition of alleged spiritual beings and those in, which such 
recognition: is shown. But now, how does there result transi. 
tion fl'om the ona to the other? Some interpretations of inter
mediate kinds will prepare the way for an answer. 

The ancient Peruvians fancied Thunder ".to bee a man in 
heaven, with a sling and a mace, and that it is in his power to 
cause raine, haile, thunder" (Jos. de Acosta, vol. ii, p. 304). In 
Samoa "the chiefs were supposed to go to the heavens and send 
down lightning, thunder, and rain" (Turner, Samoa a Hundred 
Years Ago, p. 277). And describing the beliefs of the Veddahs 
(whose gods are the ghosts of relatives), Bailey writes :-" Of 
thunder they say 'a spirit or 1\ god has cried out'" (Trans. 
Eth. Socy. Lon., N.S., ii, p. 302, and note §). In these cases, 
~hen, the living agent conceived is a man who either retains iD. 
the heavens his original charaeter, or is in some way trans
figured. Concerning eclipses we read that "the Tlascaltecs, 
'regarding the sun and th~ moon as husband and wife, believed 
eclipses to be domestic quarrels" (Bancroft, Native Races, etc., 
vol. iii, p. 111). Marsden says of the Sumatrans, tha!i 
"during an eclipse they made a loud noise with sounding in
struments, to prevent one luminary from devouring the other" 
(History of Sltmatra, p.194). And then among the Polynesians, 
"some imagined that on an eclipse, the sun and moon were 
swallowed by the god which they had by neglect offended. 
Liberal presents were offered, which were supposed to induce 
the god to abate his anger, and eject the luminaries of day and 
night from his stomach" (Ellis, Polynesian Researches, 1859, 
vol. i, pp. 331-2). 

Here then,' while the appearances are explained as caused 
by unknown living beings acting in ways allied to those' Of 
known living beings, we have, in the introduction here of a 
transfigured man, and there of a god, as instrumental, a rElcourse 
to explanations no longer of the purely natural kind. 

Whence comes this new order of supposed beings? How 
does there arise in men's minds the idea of a species of animate 
power unlike the animate powers they see around them in 
beasts and men? What originates. the conception of this 

. supernatural agency which, once adopted, develops so largely 
as nearly to exclude all other agency? There is a simple 

,answer. By transition from the dream to the ghost, and from 
the ghost to the god, there is reached a conceived kind of 
cause capable of indefinite expansion and admitting of all 
adjustments; and hence serving for explanations of every kind. 

Oonfusion of Dreams with RealiUes dUl'ing Ol,.ildlwod.-Occa
lIionalIy we hear it remarked of dreams that their seeming 
actuality affected the feelings for some time aner awaking: an 
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impression like that, say, of escape from real danger, continu
ing after recognition of the fact that the danger was ideal. The 
tendency of an extremely vivid dream thus to generate an 
emotion such as accompanies reality, is one facoor in producing 
belief in its reality. I have lately met with striking proofs of 
this. In a company of less than a dozen persons, three testified 
to having in childhood had such vivid dreams of flying down 
stairs, and being impressed so strongly with the experiences as 
real, that they actually tried to fly down stairs; and one of them 
suffered from an injured ankle consequent on the attempt. 

On writing subsequently to the bdy in whose family these 
statements wero made, to verify my recollections of them, she 
ga.ve me a. story which one of her daughters had subsequently 
narrated, showing how literally this daughter had accepted her 
visions in childhood. Brought up amid much talk about 
animals, she, on one occasion, dreamed that a gorilla, who lived 
near at hand, gave her something j and, she added-" When I 
walked up the lane, I used to wouder where the gorilla lived." 

Now if dream-experiences and waking experiences are thus 
confounded by the children of the civilized, notwithstanding the 
discriminations which th.ey haye heard made by adults, and not
withstanding the conception that has been given to them of 
mind as an indwelling entity distinct from body; it is obvious 
tllat primitive men, lacking this theory of mind, lacking words 
in which to express many perceivable distinctions, and lacking, 
too, instruction from the more cultivated, )Vill inevitably con
fuse dream-thonghts and the thoughts of the waking Mate. 
Hence on reading of savages, as for instance the Kamschadales, 
that the ideas of sleeping and waking life are apt to be con
founded by them, we shall see that, so far from being anomalous, 
a confounding of them to a greater or less extent is at first 
inevitable. . 

Especially shall we see no difficulty in recognizing the inter. 
pretations of primitive conceptions .thus yielded, when we . 
remember that even still, in some of the educated among our
selves, there survives a belief in the reality of beings seen in 
dreams; and that at the present moment there exists a group 
of highly-cultivated men having for one of their objects to 
collect the narratives of supernatural visitations during sleep. I 

DreamB'as literally accepted 'by SavageB.-Already in §§ 70, 
71, I have variously illustrated the truth that adults among 
savages, like many children among ourselves, regard as real the 
adventures gone through, aud perRons seen, in dreams. The 
Zulus furnished sundry instances, which will be recalled by this 
additional one :-

.. Why did not our ancestral spirits tell me in a dream that thera WIll' 
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something which they wanted, instead of revealing themselves by coming ~o 
kill the child in this way?" (Bp. Callaway, The ReligiOUll Sysien, of tha 
.d.mazuZu, pp. 3'71-2.) , 

And I may add, another somewhat different in kind furnished 
by the mythology of the Mangaians. They say that .. Vatea, the 
father of gods and men . ., in his dreams several times saw 
a beautiful ,woman. On one happy occasion he succeeded in 
clutching' her in his sleep, and thus detained the fair ~prite as his 
wife" (W. W. Gill, Myths and Songs, &c., pp. 3, 7). But among 
the most specific and instructive facts exhibiting these primitive 
conceptions, are those recently given by Mr. Everard F. 1m 
Thurn, concerning the Indians of British Guiana. I quote 
from the Journal of the Anthropological Institute, vol. xi :-

"One morning when it was impol'tant to get away from a cnmp on the 
Essequibo River, at which I had been detained for some days by the illness 
of some of my Indian companions, I fOUJ:jd that one of the invalids, a young 
Macusi Indian, though better in health, was so enraged against me that he 
refused to stir; for he declared, that, with great want of consideration for 
his weak health, I had taken him out during the night, and had made him 
drag the canoe up a series of difficult cataracts. Nothing would persuade 
him of tihe fact that this wu but a dream." (p.364.) 

" At that time we were all suffering from a great scarcity of food, • • • . 
Morning after morning the Indian .. declare!1 thnt some ahsent man, whom 
they named, had visited their hammocks during the night, and had beaten or 
otherwise maltreated them; and they always insisted upon' much rubbing of 
the supposed bruised parts of their bodies." (p. 364.) 

.. In the middle of one night I was awakened by an Arawak, named Sam, 
the captain or headman of my Indians, only to be told the bewildering words, 
, George speak me very bad, boss; you cut his bits.' It was some time before 
I could sufficiently collect my senses to remember that 'bits,' or fourpenny 
pieces, are the units in which, among Creoles and semi-civilized Indians, 
calculations of money, and consequently of wages, are made; that' to cut 
bits' means to reduL" the number of bits, or the. wages given; a)ld to under
Itand that Sam, as captain, having dreamed that George, hi/! subordinate, 
had spoken impudently to him, the former with a fine sense of the dignity of 
his position, now insiste~ that the culprit should be punished in real life." 
(pp. 364-5.) , 

Experiences of this kind led Mr. 1m Thurn to the conclusion 
expressed in another paragraph, that" the dreams which come 
in sleep to the Indian are to hin:! as real as any of the events of 
his waking life." (p.364.) 

Wa7cing Visions.-In illustration of these, and the acceptance 
of them as real by the Guiana Indians, Mr. 1m Thurn writes, 
in the above-named paper in the Journal of the Antltropological 
Institute, as follows :-

"One morning in 1878, when I was living in a Macusi village, a party of 
Indians of the same tribe with whom I had had some dealings, CBme from 
their neighbouring village with the extracrdinary request that I would Jend 
them guns and would go with them to attack the Arecuna Indians of a 
village some tWllnty miles distant. Tho\lgh there is an unusually strong 
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feeling of hostility between the:M:aCusi and tbeArerima IndiaDs, this request, 
remembering how peaceful the Indians now generally are,. seemed to me very 
st1'ange. It was explained that a certain man, na.med Tori, one of the sup
pliante, had a day or two previously been sitting alone on the savannah out
side his house, when looking up from the arrow·head which he was fashioning, 
he found some Arecunas, whom he knew by sigbt, belonging to the village· 
against which .... ar was now to be waged, standing over him with uplifted 
war-clubs as if to strike him down. Tori continued to explain that his 
shoute bringing his own people out of their houses, the Arecunas vanished 
without doing any harm. The story was utterly incredible, hut after 
much cross·examination, it was evident that Tori himself believed it, and I 
can only suppose that it Was a Oase in which a natural vision was believed as 
a reality." (p. 366.) 

Respecting phenomena of this kind Mr. 1m Thurn saYIl of the 
Indian that "visions are to him, when awake; what dreams are 
to him when asleep; and the creatures of his visions seem in no 
'way different from those of his dreams." (p.365.) And he then 
contrasts visions of two kinds :....,... , , . 

.. A distinction may here be drawn • • • between natural visions-those 
which appear to a man in consequence of the abnormal condition in which 
his body accidenta.lly happens to be at the moment-and artificial visions, 
w bich appear to a man in consequence of the abnormal condition into .... hich 
he haa brought himself by Buch means 118 fasting and the use of stimulante 
.or narcotics for the express. purpose of experiencing visions." (p. 365.) 

These last, which hedistiJ;lgnishes as artificial visions, he 
remarks are "much more frequent in Indian life, especially in 
one particular connection-the peaiman, or medicine man, the 
priest, doctor, sorcerer, and prophet of Indiansociet;y." (p.366.) 

Waking Visions among the Civil1'zed.-How nat.urally savages. 
accepting as real their visions during sleep, may be misled by 
waking visions, will be made clear by reading accounts of 
illusions which occur during abnormal nervous excitements 
among ourselves. In support of the interpretations given in 
the first part of this work, I received, in 1877, an account of 
his experiences from Mr. F. G. FIeay, the Shakspearean scholar. 
He kindly allows me to publish them; which I do after making 
some abridgments :-

.. About 1844, when 13 years old, after a lengthened experience of som
nambulism and sleep talking, induced by nervous excitement caused by inju
dicious legends told me by a nurse in order to secure silence through fright 
as to her connenon with a policeman, I read a vast amount of ghost-litera
ture, old witch·trials, German tales of horror, etc. This produced an 
exalted nervous excitement, whence disease of optic nerves. The first 
illusion was seeing my bedroom filled with stars at night, and the floor 
covered with oyster-shells in the morning. I always went to bed without 
candle in order to get rid of a fear of the dark. This was followed by a 
number of more complex illusions, the most remarkable of which was & 
shower of human heads passing in through the window in a cascade • 

.. About 1845, I woke np at midnight, and SILW my brother (then living) 
lying on the bed. I attempted to take hold of him, but my arm passed 
through him. His subsequent death cOllvinced me Lhat this Willi DO illusion, 
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but that h~ had actually visited me in his slcep. I mcan tlmt his ' soul' hail 
been with me. • •• My belief, previously pure materialistic (2nd stage,' 
1st being pagan) became a sort of spiritualistic Christianity. ' 

"In 1851-2, when an undergraduate, I woke up one morning, and OIl 

opcning my eyes (not having been dreaming of the thing), I saw Raphael's 
Madonna f in tIle chair' on tho ceiling in full colours. I had often seell 
engravings of this picture, but no coloured copy as I supposed. I thereupon 
noted,the colours carefully, and was surprised on enquiry to find them accu
rate. :By chance, some weeks after, I was told of :Baxter's oleograph, aud 
found that I had pMsed one in a shop-window in Trinity Street, Cambridge. 
the night before my vision. 

"In 11:154, I had been playing wllist late. Mr. W-- had lost a few 
shillings, perhaps five. I woke up in the night, and saw him standing in 
his nightshirt demanding compensation audibly, and stating that he 
had committed suicide. He put his cold hand on my chest, then I tried to 
move it, and found it my own, which had become numb and cold from being 
exposed. There is a case of 'ghosts demanding revenge.' Had he really 
been a great; loser and I a gainer, he might have killed himself, and a strong 
case for actual appearance have been made out. 

" In 1853-4, I had my most singular experiences. Over· reading for triposes 
(I got two firsts and two seconds) caused independent' action of the two 
halves of the brain, and I held conversation with myself, one-half of me 
assuming the per.onality of John Gedge of my year. 

If About 1856, I was staying in :Bloomsbury titreet. • • • Tho house had 
been used as a lunatic asylum. 1 slept in the room formerly used for lunatics_ 
I saw at 1 a.m. a man cutting his throat at the bed·foot. On rising up he 
vanished, lying down he reappeared. I drank water, he disappeared alto
gether. I found that moonlight on white drapery of the bed exactly repre
sented a shirt-slee..-e-the rest of the figure was produced by association. 

"About 1859, I dreamed at Leeds that I was in my fatheT's kitchen ali 
Clapham, calling out to my brother, f Gus, come down.' A few days after, I 
had a letter from him stating that he had a singular dream that I was 
calling out to him on the same night, or the night after; he had made nt) 
no,"" and coUId not tell which when I saw him. But the dates of the letter3 
left no doubt it was same night. Case of singular coincidence which 
would suggest theory of actual separation of soul from body, cases of non
coincidence being explained by forgetfulness, or Swedenborgian self-evolve-
ment of scenery. . 

If About 1855, I dreamed that I had received a letter containing some impor
tant statement about me, I did not know what (compare De Quincey, Opium). 
on which all my future depended. The- delusion lasted all the next day. 
which I spent in looking for the imaginary letter. Clll!e of over-smoking. 
Use of stimulants (wrongly called narcotics) a most important factor in late,. 
delJelopment Of superstitionB. 

If Later, before 1864.-Sleeping at Mr. Henry Wallis' (Death of Chatterton 
Wallis): in semi.waking state could produce at will panorama of town., 
historical events, &c., in full colour. .Hut the figures had no motion, only 
the canvas so to say moved as in a diorama. Smoking again with artist .. 
till 2 a.m., and talking of pictures. ' 

, If In 1871, at Hipperholme.-My predecessor committed suicide in the room 
I slept in, by hanging. I saw him in cap and gown lyin~ on my bed at, mid
day. Found it was my own gown; cap, head, &c., supplied by association. 
This was my last experience." 

The part which mere coincidence plays in causing apparent 
supernatural agency is far greater than is supposed. T.he 
instance given above by Mr. Fleay, which he thus accounts for. 
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is less l-emnl'kable than two perfectly natural coincidences, and 
quite meaningless ones, which have occurred within my own 
personal experience. 

Wandering of the Soul during Life.-Such illusions as those 
above described, which, among cultured peoples, are now 
regarded as subjective, are naturally, by the primitive man, 
regarded as objective: his interpretation of them being that 
they are things seen and done by his soul when it leaves his 
body while he is awake. Says Mr. 1m Thurn respecting such 
illnsions among the Guiana Indians-" Not only in death and :in 
dreams, bot in yet a third way the Indian sees the spirit separate 
from the body." (p. 365.) The following extracts show among 
other peoples, partially-different forms of this primitive belief:-:-

.. A.t Uea, one of the Loyalty Islands, it was the custom formerly wheo a 
person was V6ry ill to send for a man 'whose employment it was 'to restore 
800la to forsaken hodies.' The soul-doctor would at once collect his friends 
and assistants, to the number of twenty men and as many women, and start 
off to the place where the family of the sick man was accustomed to bury 
their dead. Upon arriving there, the soul-doctor and his male companions 
commenced playing the nasal /lutes with which they had come provided, in 
order to entice back the spirit to its old tenement. The women assisted 
by a low whistling, supposed, to be irresistibly attractive to exile spirits. 
After a time the entire procession proceeded towards the dwelling of the sick 

'person, /lutes playing and the women whistling all the time, leadin!lhack the 
truant spirit! To prevent its possible escape, with their palms open, they 
seemingly drove it along with gentle violence and coaxing. • . . On entering 
the dwelling of the patient, the vagrant spirit was ordel'ed in loud tones at 
once to enter the body of the sick man." (Gill, Rev. W. W_, }'[!ltks and Songs 
from the South Pacific, pp. 171-2.) , 

Among the Hervey Islanders.-
.. The philosophy of sneezing is, that the spirit having gone travelling 

about-perchance on a visit to the homes or burying-places of its ance.tors 
-its return to the body is naturally attended with some difficulty and excite
ment, occasioning a tingling and enlivening sensation all over the body. 
Hcnce the various customary remarks addressed to the returned spirit in 
diIIerent islands. A.t Rarotonga, when a person sneezes, the bystander~ 
exclaim, as though addressing a spirit ••• 'Ha! you have come back.'" 
(Gill, Mytks ana Song8 from th. South Pacific, p. 177.) 

The belief held by the Karens is that--
.. The' Wi' has the power of reviving the dead or dying, but he must first 

catch the spirit of some person alive nnd dinrt it to the dead one." (Dalton. 
:Descriptive Ethnology of Bel/gal, p. 117.) 

By the Samoans-
"The soul of man is called his angiinga, or that which goes or comes. It 

is said to be the daughter of Taufanuu, or vapour of lands, which forms 
clouds, and as the dark cloudy covering of night comes on, man feels sleepy, 
because the soul wishes to go and visit its mother." (Turner, Samo .. a 
1lundred rears .J.!lo, p. 8.) 

Concerning the Andamanese we read :-
"When appealed to in serious' illness the 6ko-paiad [lit. a dreamer] first 
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examines t~e patie~t !lnd I;'resses th«: ~bs, mutt~riJ;tg and making sundry 
~tr .. nge nOises 88 if mvo~ng. and kissmg s?me lDVlSible person; he then _ 
mforms the sufferer and his frIends that he IS about to search for tbe spirit 
which, at such times, is believed to be wandering in or towards • • • H .. des." 
(E. H. Man, Journal of the LlnthropowsicaZ Institute, xi, 289). 

Death and Re-Animation.~Placed in the foregoing order, the 
extracts show the natnral transition from the belief that the 
soul wanders away in dreams -and during waking hours, to the 
belief that at death it takes its departnre for a longer period, 
but will eventually come back. In his account of the Guiana 
Indians, Mr. 1m Thurn recognizes this connexion of ideas. He 
says-

"When a man dies somethinl; goes, something is left. The sunivors 
necessarily distinguish iu thought between these two palts, and they co.Il 
them respectively_ by some such names as spirit and body. A curious illus
tration of this is a.1I'orded by a saying of the Macusi Indians of Guiana; as 
they point out that at death the smllll human figure disappears from the 
pupil of a man's eye, that the spirit, the emmawarri, 88 they call 'it, has gone 
from out of him. • • • But it is not only in death that the Indisn sees the 
two separate. It is a platitude among civilized people to remark on t.he 
sinillarity hetween ' death and his brother sleep.' But great as the similarity 
is to us it seems far greater to the Indian. 'ro us the similarity lies merely 
in the fact that in both there is rest from the work of this life: but to the 
Indian it lies in the fact that in both the spirit departs from the body only 
to continue its labours under hardly altered circumstances." (pp. 363-4.) 

How llttle the state after death is supposed to differ from the 
state during life, is shown by th,e extent to which bodily 
comforts are cared for. Many instances were given in Part I, 
and here are some further instructive ones. In his elaborate 
work on the Australians, Mr. Brough Smyth quotes Senior Con. 
stable James concerning the Dieyerie tribe, as follows :-

" Every night for one moon (four weeks) two old men went to the grave 
about dusk, and carefully swept all round it; each morning, for the same 
period, they visited it, to see if th~re were any tracks of the dead man on the 
swept space. They told me that if they 'lVere to find tracks they would have 
to remove the body and bury it elsewhere, as the foot·mar'ks would denote 
that the dead man was 'walking' and discontented with his present grave." 
(Aburigille8 oj Victoria, i, 119.) 

Mr. Smyth precedes th~ by another case~ He give.s it on ~he 
authority of Mr. W. H. Wright to the effect that a native havmg 
been buried with the nsUM implements·and comforts, his friends 
came ba'l!k to the spot after" a great storm of wind and rain .. 
and dug up "that poor fellow' Georgey,''' because he "was too 
much cold and wet and misera.ble where he was buried." They 
exhumed the body, "wrapped an additional blanket and com· 
forter round it," and" placed it in a hollow tree." (lbid., i, 108.) 

Similar ideas are implied by certain customs in lIumphrcy's 
Island, as described by Turner. 

"At the grave the priest prayed, co.Iled out the name of the person- who 
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hBd died, handed over to the corpse some scented oil, and said it had been 
mBde specially for him. In filling up the grave they pnt in first of all a 
quantity of small coral stones and told the deBd man to cover himself well." 
(Tumer, Samoa a Hundred Ye ..... Ago, p. 2'1'1.) 

Among the Coreans, too, ,there is an observance, betraying: a 
like belief that the dead retain their senses and desires . 

.. During this first mourning, a serving person takes a garment, formerly 
worn by the deceased, and goes with it to the highest point on the top of the 
house, where-holding the garment, the neck in his left hand, the hem'in 
IIi. right, and looking northwards, whither the spirits (Yin) i1ee-he thrice 
calls loudly the name of the deceased. • • • This is the last eWort to bring 
back the spirit to the body." (Rev. John Ross, H;JJto'71 of Corea, p. 321.) 

.And similar in their implications are .sundry of the other 
fuueral ceremonies, which Ross describes thns :-

.. At the ordinary hours of the day at which he used to take his food,' 
dishes are prepared and offered, and then wa.i1ing and weeping follow." 
(p. 318.) Food and precious stones are put into the deceased's mouth. 
(pp.324-5.) The mourners how twice and mourn; and then the things are 
removed. "During the removal, the Shangjoo, [principal monrner] leaning 
cn his stall', we~ps bitterly because his father ca.nnot eat." (p. 332.) 

With these may fitly be named the observances by which the 
ancient Seythians betrayed a kindred conception. ' 

" When anyone dies, his nearest of kin lay him upon a wagon I>nd take him 
round to all his friends in succession: each receives them in turn and enter
tains them with a banquet, whereat the dead man is served with a portion 
of all that is set before tho others; this is done for forty days, at the end of 
which time t,h" burial takes place." (Herodotus, Bk. iv, '13.) 

R~iving Oorpses.-Of course as a sequence of the belief that 
death is a snspended animation, there naturally goeEi the belief 
that buried persons are from time to time resuscitated. The 
Eyrbyggja-Saga shows that among our Scandinavian kinsmen 
there prevailed the primitive notion that the material body, re
animated by its wandering double, can leave its burial-place and 
work mischief. Here is a note appended to'the abstract of 'the 
Saga compiled by Sh' W. Scott. (Mallet, Northern Antiquities, 
1847, pp. 530-1.) 

.. After the death of Arnkill, :Bs.egifot became again troublesome, and 
walked forth from his tomb to the great terror and damage of the neighbour
hood, slaying both herds and domestics, and driving the inhabitants from the 
canton. It was, therefore, resolved to consume his carcase with fire; for 
• • . he, or some evil demon in his stead, made 1I8e of his mortal reliques as 
80 vehicle during commission of these enormities. The body" was burnt. ' 

Noting the implied belief, like that which we have found pre. 
valent among the savage and semi-civilized, that destruction of 
the body provents this kind of resurrection, we may also note 
the implied belief, illustrated in other cases, that one who gets 
part of a dead body thereby gets power over the deceased 
person; for if destruction of the whole paralyzes the ghost 
enth'cly, injury of a part must be detrimental to the ghost. 
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Tho Vampirc.stories of the Rnssians.ilIustrate t.he snme belief 
in excursions made by the corpse. Here is one :-

" A peasant was driving past a grave·yard, after it had grown dark. Afte .. 
him came running a stmnger, dreBBed in a red shirt aod a new jacket, who 
cried;-' Stop! take me lUI your companion.' 'Pray take a seat.' They ent~l· 
a village, drive np to this and that house •••• They drive on to the verv 
last honse. • • . They go into the house; there on the bench lie two sleep'·I:. 
-an old man and a lad. The .stmnger takes a pail, places it near the you~h, 
and strikes him on the back; immediately the back opens, and forth flows 
rosy blood. The stl·anger fills the pail full, and driuks it dry. Then he liL", 
another pail with blood from the old man, slakes hie brutal thirst, and say~ 
to the peasant,-' It begins to grow light! let ns go back to my dwelling: 
In a twinkling they found themselves at the grave-yard. The vampire wou.,l 
have l'lasped the peasant in its arms, but luckily for him the cocks began to 
crow, and the corpse disappeared. The next morning, when folks came allcl 
looked, the old man and the lad were both dead." (Ralston, Songs of tf," 
11118$ian People, pp. 411-2.) . 

Sorcery.-The relation of the foregoing beliefs to those prac
tices by which magicians are supposed to raise the dead and 
control demons, was suggested in § 133. Further proofs that 
the more developlld forms of sorcery thus origiuate, have sinet} 
come to me. 'I'he following passage from Sir George Grey's 
Polynesian Mythology, pp. 114-5, implies the anxiety of a son to 
rescue relics of his father from enchanters . 

.. Rata, without stopping, crept directly towards the fire, and hid himseIr 
behind some thick bushes of the Harakeke; he then saw that there were somo 
priests npon the other side of the same bushes, serving at the sacred place, 
and, to assist themselves in their magical arts, they were making use of the 
bones of Wahieroa, knocking them together to beat time wilile they wel"o 
repeating a powerful incantation, .•• he rushed suddenly upon the priests . 
• • . The bones of his father, Wahieroa, were then eagel·IJ snatched up by 
him; he hastened with them back to the canoe." 

From pp. 34-5 of the same work, I quote another passage, 
similarly implying the power which possession of a relit} 
gives :-

.. When the stomach of Muri-ranga-whpnua had quietly sunk down to its 
usual size, her voice was again heard saying, 'Art. thou l\Iaui?' ann he 
answered, 'Even so.' Then she asked him, 'Wherefore h ... t thou sened 
thy old ancestress in this deceitful way?' and Maui answered, • I was 
anxious that thy jawbone, by which the great enchantments can be wrought, 
should be given to me.' She answered, 'Take it, it has been reserved for 
thee.' And Maui took it, and having done so retUl'ned to the place where he 
and hi. brethr~n dwelt." 

When with these, and other such illnstrations givE'n in § 133, 
we join the fact that even still in Italy the people tell of tIle 
child that is .. kidnapped and buried up to the chin, while the 
witches torment him to death to make hell-broth of his li'l:er," 
(Fortnightly Review, Feb., 1874, p. 220), we cannot doubt tho 
origin of necromancy. Starting with the primitive belief that 
the spirit of the living person, inhering in all parts of his body, 
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js aliected by acting on.8o detached part of it, there is reached 
the belief that the spirit of the dead person is similarly affected 
by maltreating a. relic; and with this goes the belief that all 
parts of the body will eventually be needed by the deceased, 
and that therefore his epirit can be commanded by one who has 
any part: 

Evidence even more strongly confirming this view is contained 
iu Tales and Traditions of the Eskimo, by Dr. Henry Rink. 
The following extracts I place in an order which shows their 
bearings:-

.. Some tales Beem to hint at a belief that the manner in which the body of 
tbe deceased is treated by the survivors influences the condition of his soul." 
(p. 43.) .. But a Blain man is said to have power to avenge himself upon the 
murderer by f'V8ling into Aim, which can ouly be pre\'ented by eating a piece 
of his liver." (p.45.) And then, among the ma~erials necessary for sorcery, 
are named,first, .. parh of human bodies, or· objects that had been in some 
way connected with dead bodies." (p. 49.) 

Here we have the three concurrent ideas~effect on the ghost 
by action on the body belonging t{) it; protection against the 
ghost by incorporating part of the body, and so establishing 
community; and coercion of the ghost by treating part of the 
body injuriously. 

That in the higher forms of sorcery the medicine-man, now 
more properly to be regal'ded as a. priest, is supposed to get 
l-nowledge and work miraculous effects by the help of a. superior 
spirit, might be illustrated by many cases besides those given 
in the text. Here is one concerning the people of Mangaia.· 

.. Priests were significantly named' god.bo:re.,'-gcnerally abbreviated to 
• god.,' i.II., living embodiments of these divinities. Whenever consulted, a 
present of the best food, accompanied with a bowl of intoxicating' piper 
mythisticum,' was indispensable. The priest, throwing himself into .. frenzy, 
delivered a response in language intelligible only to the initiated. A favourite 
su,bject of inquiry was' the sin wby so and so was ill ;' no one being sup
posed to die a natural death unless decrepit with extreme old age. Ij: & 

priest cherished & spite against somebody, he had only to declare it to be the 
will of the divinity that the victim should be put to death or be laid on the 
altar for some offence against the gods." (Gill, Myths and Songs from tke 
/soulA Pac.;ftc, p. 35.) 

Sacred Places, Temples, ~c.-Further illustrations of the 
genesis of these are yielded by the following extracts. 

In the New Hebrides" places where remarkable men have been buried, 
whether recently or in times beyond present memory, are sacred, not to he 
approached but by their owners, who mako prayers there to the Tamate" 
ighosta]. (Journal of tAlI Anthropological I1l8titut~, x,292.) 

Among the Blantyre negroes the deceased's house becomes 
his temple. . 

"The man may be buried in his own dwelling. In· this case the bouse is 
.IIot taken down [85 it otherwise would be], but is generally cevered with 
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cloth, and the verandah becomes the place for presentIng offerings. ms old 
house thus becomes a kind of temple. There may be eases also where thO' 
deceased is buried in the village, althongh not in his own house. In such 
cases a new house will be raised above the remains." (Macdonald, .Africana, 
i, p. 109.) . 

.. Over some of the graves a small roof is built, three or six feet high, the 
gables of which are filled in with sinnet, wrought into different sized squares, 
arranged diagonally." The Queen's "body was further protected with a 
large roof, made of a kind of mahogany, and ornamented with pure white 
cowries." (Williams, Fiji and tke Fijians, i, 192.) 

Concerning the inhabitants of the Corea, we read :-
The "graves are ornamented at great cost. A smaIl temple is built, where 

the deceased is mourned; the front of the grave is paved with cut flag
stones, which are often guarded by upright stones carved into human and 
other figures." (Ross, History of Corea, p. 320.) 

.In Humphrey'S Island-
• " The dead were usually buried, bnt chiefs and others mnch lamented were 
laid on a small raued platform over which a house WlIB erected." (Turner. 
Samoa a Hundred Yeara .Ago, 277.) 

Immolations ana Sacrifices at Graves.-The instances giveu in 
§ 104, showing that the motive for sacrificing wives at funerals 
among existing barbarous peoples, is that they may accompany 
their dead husbands to the other world, prove how erroneous 
have been the interpretations given by Europeans of suttee 
among the Hindus: one of the statements being that it was 
adopted as a remedy for the practice of poisoning their 
husbands, which had become common among Hindu women (!). 
If there needs a further illustration of the origin of wife-sacrifice. 
here is one • 

.. The Thraeians who live above the Crestonreans observe the following 
customs. Each man among them has several wives, and no sooner does 
a man die than a sharp contest ensues among the wives upon the question, 
which of them all the husband loved most tenderly; the friends of each 
eagerly plead on her behalf, and she to whom the honour is adjudged, after 
receiving the praises both of men and women, is slain over the grave by the 
hand of her next of kin, and then buried with her husband. The others are 
sorely grieved, for nothing is considered such a disgrace." (Rerodotus, 
13k. v, 5). 

That human victims are immolated at the tombs of great 
men, as well as at the altars of gods, and, indeed, sometimes on 
a far more extensive scale, is proved in the case of Hamill~ar, 

.. The Carthaginians erected funereal monuments to him, graced with 
periodical sacrifices, both in Carthage and in their principal colonies; on the 
field of battle itself [Rimers] alsQ, a monument was raised to him by the 
Greeks. On tbat monument, seventy years afterwards, his victorious grand. 
son, fresh from the plunder of this same city of Rimers, offered the bloody 
sacrifico of 8,000 Grecian prisoners," (Grote, History qf Greece, v, 297-8.) 

How the primitive practice of sacrificing animals at graves 
sometimes reTives after having died out, and how it then forms 
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pnl'~ of a wOl'!lbip of tbe dead pet'Son, is exemplified among 
Christians by the case of St. Agnes • 

.. About eight days after her execution [A.D. 806], her parents going to 
lament and proy at her tomb, wbere they continued watching all night, it is 
reported that there BPpeared unto them a vision of angels • • • among 
whom they saw their own danghter ••• and a lamb standing by her BS 
"'hite 88 snow ••• Ever Bfter which time the Roman ladies went every year 
(as they still do) ro offer Bnd present to her on this day ESt. Agnes' nay] the 
two best Bnd purest white lambs they could procure. These they offered 
at St. Agnes'. altar (as they ea11 it)." (Wheatly's Commoa Pra!ler,p. SG.) 

Nor is this case occuITing am·ong Catholics wit·hout parallel 
among Protestants. Here are cases from . Wales and from 
Scotland:-

.. There are many ••• instances of sacrifice performed in comparatively 
modern times either to a local god distinguished as a saint or to some real 
person whose memory has beoome confused with a pagan legend. There 
8I'8 records, for esample, of bulls being killed at Kirkcudbright • as an alms 
and oblation to St. Cuthbert,' of bullocks offered to St. Beuno, • the Faint 
of the Parish of Clynnog' in Walea." (Charles Elton, 0'';0;118 tif EaOlisl. 
History, pp. 295-6.) 

.. LeBS tban two hundred years ago it was customary in the group of 
1l8rishes which surrounded Applecross to sacrifice a bull on a particular day 
of the y~ar-the 25th of August-that ie, the day of St. Mourie, who ie the 
well-known patron-sai"t of Applecross, and who was, and ie to this d"y, 
8On.etimes epokeu of in the district as the God Mourie." (Arthur Mitche~ 
TAe Pad ,a tke Preae,.t, p. 147.) 

Defllons and Demon-wor~1!ip.-At tbe outset, the ghost-theory· 
gives origin to beliefs in ghosts that al'e friendly and ghosts that 
are malicious; of which the last, usually not ancestral, are feared 
more than the fit'St, and often in 3 greater degree propitiated_ 
Good illustrations occur in an essay by Mr. M. J. Walhollse, on 
the belief in Bhiitas among the people in Western India. Here 
al'e some extracts_ 

II But the IMt three classes, of whom more particularly it ie now intended 
ro .peak, are. of exclusively human origin, being malignant, discontented 
beings, wandering in an intermediate state between Heaven and Hell, intent 
upon miechiefaud annoyance to mortals; chiefly by means of possession and 
wicked inspiration, every aspect of which ancient ideas, as well as of the old 
doctrine of transmigration, they exemplify and illustrate. They are known 
by the names of Bhiita, Preta, and Pisii.cha; the first name being ordino.rily 
applied to all three, and even vulgarly to the seven superior classes. These 
beings, always evil, originate from the souls of those who have died untimely 
or. violent deaths, or been deformed, idiotic, or insane; afflicted with fits 
or unusual nilmente; or drunken, dissolute, or wicked during life .••• The 
death of any well-known bad character ie a source of terror to all hie neigh
bourhood, 88 he ie sure to become a Bhiita or demon, as powerful and malig
nant as he was in life. Some of the Bhiitas now most dreaded were cele
brated personages of old days •••• In their haunts and modes of appearance 
Bhiitas repeat the beliefs of many countries. They wander borne upon the 
air, especially in unlnhabited, dry, and desert places; and tall trees are 
a favourite abode .••• As the ancient Je .... s would speak to none whom they 
met atter midnight, for fear they might be addressing a devil, so Hiud\l 
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villagers will speak to no one they may illeet at that time, lest he sbould be a 
Bhiit, nor, indeed, willingly then stir out of their houses. The eddies of 
wind that career over 'plains .in the hot weather, whirling up leaves and 
columns of dust, and flickering lights seen gliding over marshes, are regarded 
as Bhiits passing by •••• The before·mentioned classes are believed more par· 
ticularly to afllict human beings by entering into and possessing them. Gaping 
or drawing deep breaths are supposed to give them opportunities for this, 
nud no Brahman ever gapes without snapping his fingers before his mouth, 8S 

a chm'm to prevent an evil spirit entering. • • • All this closely tallies with 
the beliefs regarding possession current amongst the Jews and early Christians; 
the former in particular believing that unclean spirits, by reason of their 
tenuity, were inhaled and insinuated themselves into tbe human body, 
injuring health through. the viscera, and forcing the patients to fulfil their 
evil desires .••• The edifices and observances connected with Bbiit", 
worship are both domestic and public. In villages, and very generally ill 
towns, there is in every house a wooden cot or cradle, placed on the ground 
or suspended by ropes or chains, and dedicated to the Bhiita of the 
spot. • • • Should a member of the family be stricken with any unusual 
attack, such as apoplexy, paralysis, cholera, &c., or should disease break out 
amongst the cattle, it is at once ascribed to the anger of the Bhiit, and a propi
tiatory sacrifice is offered. . • The general buildings dedicated to these demons 
are called Bhiitastiin., and when dedicuted to one of the superior, or very 
popular Bhiitns, sometimes of considerable size •••• The Bhiitas themselves 
me usually represent.ed by mere rough stones. • . • Various disputes and liti
g<tted matters, especially when evidence and ordinary means of adjustment 
fail, are then brought forward and submitted to the decision of the Bhiita, 
lind his award. pronounced through the Dher, is generally, though not 
always, submitted to. • • • In the days of the Rajahs of Coorg, a principality 
hordering on Cnnara, it was customary for the Amildars, or native heads of 
di\'isions, to issue notices and orders to the Bhiitas, in the name of the 
Rajah, not to molest any particular individual, to quit any tree they haunted 
which was required to be felled, and to desist from any llarticulo.r act or 
annoyance. It is stated that these behests of the Government were never dis
obeyed, which, indeed, is not unlikely, as the last Coorg Rajah was not a m!ln 
who understood being t\'ifled with, either by man or demon. After his depo
sition, the native officials continued the same style of orders, in the name of 
the British Go\'arnment, for some time before the authorities were aware of 
it! JJ (On the Belief in Bhutiu-DelJit and Ghost Worship in Western 
India. By M. J. Walhome. oTournal of the Anthropological Institute, 
vol. v, pp. 408-422.) 

Of like nature are the beliefs of the Kanjal's, as narrated in a 
pamphlet which ,Sir Alfred Lyall has been kind enough to 
forward me from India. 

," The religion of the Knnjars, as far as we have beeil able to learn 'it, 
is quite what we should expect to find among a primitive and uncultivated 
people. It is a religion without idols, without temples, and without a priest
llOod. They live in the constant dread of evil spirits, the souls of the 
departed, who are said to enter into the bodies of the living as a punishment 
for past misdeeds or neglect of burial rites, and to produce most of the ills to 
which flesh is heir. In this creed they stand on the same intellectual level with 
their more civilized kinsColk, the Hindus, amongst whom it is universally 
believed that the nir is peopled with Muta, malignant spirits, who haunt 
graveyards, lurk in trees, re·animate corpses, devour living men, or attack 
t,hem with madness, epilepsy, cramp, etc." (J.·C. Nesfield, A .. Accoullt 0/ 
the Kanja.·s of Upper Ilidia (from Calelltta Rel'ie!9, Oct. 1883], p. 11.) . . , 
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And in Africa there are propitiations of 'demons obviously in 
like manner conceived as the ghosts 'of the malicious dead. 
Cameron tells us that while crnising on Lake Tanganyika, they 
passed a haunted headland, whereupon-

.. The [native J pilots stood togother in the bow of the canoe to make an 
offering to these evil spirits [the devil and hiswifeJ. One held out a paddle 
on the bla.de of which a few common bea.do ha.d been placed, Rnd both 
said. together, as nearly as it can be translated, • You big man, you big devil, 
;rou great king, you take ail men, you kill aU men, you now let us go all 
.right,' and after a little bowing and gesticulation the beads were dropped 
into the water and the drea.ded devil propitiated. There is a kind of double 
cape at this place" one being the supposed residence of the male devil and the 
other that of his wife, and the spot is therefore believed to be doubly 
dangerous." (Cameron's 4.croa6 4.frica. i.253-4.) 

Worshipped Ghosts of Bobbers in India.-Writing under date, 
August I, 1884, from the N.W. Provinces of India, Sir 

, Alfred Lyall has obliged me with some' instrnctive instances 
of apotheosis in India. He says-" I enclose you herewith 
part of a memo. upon the religious practices of the Doms or 
Domras, who live on the edge of the forestsnnder the.Hima. 
layas, and who are the most ntterly degraded and irredaimable 
tribe, or relic of a tribe, in all these parts. You;Will observe 
that they propitiate ghosts and worship notable thieves of 
bygone days, and there cannot be the slightest doubt that this 
}lractice is characteristic of all the lowest and most barbarous 
Indian societies." The memorandum, he encloses, from the 
magistrate of Gorakhpur, is as follows :-

.. The Maghia Domras have' two special divinities of their own; the chief 
is Gandak, whose grave is to be found in Karmani Garhi. two days' journey 
to the east of Motihari, in Bengal. According to their traditions, Gandak 
was hanged for theft' a long time ago,' and when dying he promised always 
to help Maghiaa in trouble. He is worshipped by the whole clan, and is 
invoked on all important occasions, but he is pre·eminently the patron god of 
thefts. A successful theft is always celebrated by a sacrifice and feast in his 
honoul". They also worship Sarnaya, a female divinity; she is without any 
special history, and there is no sharp distinction between her sphere and 
Gandak's. Her functions apparently relate chiefly to birth and illness, etc . 

.. The Msghias sacrifice young pigs and wine with sugar and spices t() 
these two deities. Every Maghia is capable of performing the sacrifice, anc! 
the remains are divided among the company •••• The Maghias have neither 
altars nor idol, nor do they erect any ChabutrllB for worship. A spot is 
c!leared and leeped in the middle of s field, and the sacrifice is then offered . 

.. The MaghillB naturaUy believe in ghosts and spirits. When a man dies, 
my informant told me, he turns into a • Shaitan.' The' deotas,' also he 
a.dded, were innumerable. In most villages of t~ district there is a special 
altar for all the local ghosts and deities, which may reside within the village 
boundaries, and the Maghias are always ready to share in the sacrifice of tho' 
villagers to them. They also reverence trees and ChabutrllB, ,consecrated by 
Hindus, in passing, but pay no further homage." 

Wors7tip oj Beneficent Spirits-Ancestors and otlters.-Here 
::l E 
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are examples furnished by five unallied races. The first concerns 
the Laplanders . 

.. They worshipped the ghosts of departed persons, but especially of their 
kindred, for they thought there was some divinity in them, and that they 
were able to do harm: just such as the Romans fancied their manes to be ; 

. therefore it was that they offered sacrifice to them." (Professor John 
Scheffer, HistfYI'!J of L'lplanil, Oxford, 1674, p. 36.) 

In an early account of an' African people, the Quoians, we 
find illustrations of their necrolatry. Saying that the Quoians 
believe the spirits of the dead to be omniscient, and that they 
make offerings of rice or wine at their graves, we are told 

, that they" hold familiar colloquies with them, telling them all 
troubles and adversities under which they labour ... _ The 
King calls upon the sOllls of his father and mother almost in 
every matter of difficulty," (0. Dapper, .Africa by J. Ogilby, 
1670, pp. 402-4.) 

Concerning the KanjarB we read :-
.. In the wide range of human history, it is difficult to find an example of 

. a primitive horde or nation, which has not had its inspired prophet or deified 
ancestor. The man-god whom Kanjal'B worship is Mtina,-a name which 
does not appear in any of the lists of the Hindu divinities. While he lived 
amongst men, he was the model fighter, the great hunter; the wise artificer, 
and the unconquered, chief. He was not only the teacher and the guide, 
but also the founder and ancestor of the tribe. He is therefore to the 
Kanjar what Hellen was to the Greeks, Ron ulus to the Romans, Abraham 
to the Jewe, or Ishmael to the Arabs, ••• Mana is worshipped with more 
ceremony in the rainy season, when the tribe is less migratory, than in the 
dry months 'of the year. On snch occasions, if sufficient notice is circulated, 
several encampments unite temporarily to pay honour to their common 
ancestor. No altar is raised. No image is erected. The worshippers collect 
near a tree, under which they sacrifice a pig or goat, or sheep, or fowl, and 
make an offering of roasted Hesh and spirituous liquor. Formerly (it is 
said) they used to BlWrifice a child, having first made it insensible with fer
mented palm.juice or toddy. They dance round the tree in honour of Mana, 
and sing the customary songs in commemoration of his wisdom and deeds of 
va.!our. At the close of the ceremony there is a general feast, in which most 
of the banqueters get drunk. On these occasions,-but before the drunken 
stage has been reached,-a man sometimes comes forward, and declares him
self to be especially filled with the divine presence. He abstains from tho 
Hesh and wine of which others partake, and remains standing before the 
tree with his eyes closed as in a trance. H he is seized with a fit of trembling, 
th~ spirit of Mana is thought to have possessed him, and while the inspira
tion lasts he is consulted as an oracle by any man or woman of the assembly 
who desires to be helped out of a. difficul,ty•U (J. C. Nesfield, A.I> A.cco""t 
of the Kanja,., of Uppe,. India, pp. 12-13.) 

That this god Maua was originally a. man, as he is said to 
have been by t·he Kanjars, cannot well be doubted when we find 
cases in India of historical persons being deified, not by these 
inferior races only,but by the Aryans. Premising that the 
Portuguese were extremely cruel to the Hindus during the 
time that ,they had a monopoly of. the trade in India, Hunter" 
tells us th:ij- .. . 
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.. Albuquerque alone endeavoured to win the gOOdWill. of the natives, and 
to live in friendship with the Hindu princes. In such veneration was his 
memory held, that the Hindus of Goa, and even the. Muhammadans, were 
wont to repair to his tomb, and there to utter their complaints, as if in the 
presence of his spirit, and call upon God to deliver them from the tyranny 
of his successors." (Hunter's Brief Hutorg oft". India .. People, 150-1.) 

Russia, too, supplies' us with an· instli.nce of kindred nature, 
in 80 far as that the worship is of an :historical personage, who 
was reverenced during his life. , ," . 

Alexander Nevski, governor of Novgorood at 'the time of-the Mongol 
invasion, and who died in 1263, was .. deeply mourned by -a grateful people, 
who count him ever since amongstr the saints,. • -~ and there is not one of 
the Rdssian emperors who ha.s not knelt before the shrine of Alexander 
Nevski Many great generals have implored him for his support and inter
~e~sion, whenever they departed for a great battle or an important cam-
paIgn." (O. W. Wahl, ,The Land ,,/t". CZaII', 268.) . 

Genesis oj New -Cults arnongHlndus.-.AJong with the 
nccount of robber-worship among the Domraa, given above, Sir 
Alfred Lyall transmitted, from the same source,.the following:-

.. It may perhaps be interesting to know that a weekly pilgrimage has 
lleen instituted within th~ la~t year to_ the to!1lb of a ~a!<ir iI.' the co~p011D:d 
next my own. The Fakll' died two centunes ago, It IS SMa. A' Jhundi' 
was struck over his grave-somebody got cured there last year, and a con
course of people now visit it every Thursday, with drums beating, etc. I 
counted once seven graves within a mile or so of my house, at which offer
ings are presented by the Hindu public, on fixed days. TJ;!e tombs are 
generally those !If Mahomedans, but this is immaterial. - As my Hon. 
Magistrate Babu :Clurga Pershad explained one day, when pointing out a 
tree frequented by a 'Jin,' a ' bhut,' is generally a Hindu, rather hal'lXlless 
and indistinct, but a 'Jin' is always a wicked old Mahomedan, and there is 
no appeasing him. The number of 'Devis' is also innwnerable, new ones 
Bre always springing up, and , the most fashionable shrine~ are generally very 
recent. The principal Mahadro on this side the town was discovered by 

· two herd boys, some years ago, in the Ramgarh Tah One boy struck it, it 
began to bleed, and the boy fell dead.; There is -a famous Kali at the corner 
of my compound, anotjler Devi lives in the judges' compound, and her 
image is carried home every evening by the mali who -officiates." (Letter 

· from the magistrate of Gorakhpur to Su; Alfred Lyall.) 

These statements harmonize entirely with those given by Sir 
Alfred Lyall himself in his .Asiatic Studies. To the iustances 
he names, he adds the remark-

" The saint or hero is "dmitted into the upper circles of divinity, much as 
, a successful soldier or millionaire is recognized by fashionable societi, takes a 
_ Ilew title, and is welcomed by a ~udiciously liberal aristocra.cy." _ (p. 20.)' 

· Feticltitm/,.-I believe M. Co~te expressed the opinion that 
· retichistic . conceptions -are 'formed by' the higher animals. 
-Holding, for reasons already given, that fetichism is not origina.l 
but derived, I cannot, of course, coincide in this view. Never
theless, the behaviour or. wtejligent animals e!ucidates -the 

. 3 E 2 
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genesis of it. 
actions. 
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I have myself witnessed in dogs two illustrative 

One of these was that of a formidable beast, half mastiff, half 
blood-hound, belonging to friends of mine. While playing on 
the lawn with a walking-stick, which he had seized by the 
lower end, it happened that in his gambols he thrust the handle 
against the ground i the result being that the end he had in his 
month was forced against his palate. Giving a yelp, he dropped 
the stick, rushed to some distance from it, and betrayed a. con
sternation which was particularly laughable in so .large and 
ferocious-looking a. creature. Only after cautious approaches 
and much hesitation was he induced again to pick it up. This 
behaviour showed very clearly that the stick, while displaying 
none but properties he was familiar with, was not regarded by 
him as an active agent; but when it suddenly inflicted a 
pain in a way never before experienced from an inanimate object, 
he was led for the moment to class it with animate objects, and 
to regard it as capable of again doing him injury. Similarly 
to the mind of the primitive man, the .anomalous behaviour of 
an object previonsly classed as inanimate, suggests animation • 

. The idea of voluntary action is made nascent; and there 
arises a tendency to regard the object with alarm lest it should 
act in some other nnexpected and perhaps mischievous way. 
Obviously the vague notion of animation thus aroused, becomes 
a more definite notion as fast as development of the ghost
theory furnisheg a. specific agency to which the anomalous 
behaviour can be ascribed. . 

A very intelligent and good-tempered retriever, much peLted 
in the house of certain other friends, had a habit which yields 
the second hint I have alluded to. On meeting in the morning 
one with whom she was on friendly terms, she joined with the 
usual wagging of the tail, an unusual kind of salute, made by 
drawing apart the lips so as to produce a sort of smile or grin; 
and she then, if out of doors, proceeded to make a further 
demonstration of loyalty. Being by her duties as a retrievel" 
lad to associate the fetching of game with the pleasing of the 
person'to whom she brought it, this had become in her mind an 
act of ptqpitiation; and s:>, after wagging her tail and grinning, 
she woulq perform this act of propitiation as nearly as was 
practicabla, in the absence of a dead bird. Seeking about, she 
would pick 'uJl a dead leaf, a. bit of paper, a twig, or other small 
object, and ~ould bring it with renewed manifestations of 
friendliness. Some kindred state of mind it is which, I believe, 
prompts the sav'e~e to certain fetichistic observances. Occasion
ally, when seekin~supernaturalaid' the savage will pick up per
haps the first ston he sees, paint it red, and make offerings to it. 
Anxious to please ome ghostly agent, he feels the need, for dis-
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playing his anxiety; and he adopts this as the nearest fulfilment 
of a propitiatory act which oireumstances pcrmit. Ghosts are 
all about, and one may be present in anything-perhaps in this 
stone-very likely in this stone. And so the primitive man, 
with whom t·lUcy passes easily into belief, adopts this method 
of expressing his subordination. Daily occurrences among our
selves prove that the desire to do something in presence of an 
emergency, leads to the most irrelevant actions. " It may do 
good, and it can't harm," is the plea for many proceedings which 
have scarcely more l'lttionality than worship of a painted stone. 

The Fetich-glwst.-The evidence given in §§ 159-] 63, that the 1 
snpernatural agent supposed to be contained in an inanimate: 
object, was originally a human ghost, is, I think, tolerably con- , 
cluRive. I have, however, met with still more conclusive \ 
evidence, in the work of Dr. Rink on the Eskimo. In the 
passage which I here extract, the two are identified by name . 

.. The whole visible world is ruled by supernatural powers, or • owners,' 
to.ken in a higher sense, each of whom holds his sway within certain limits, 
ond is ralled illua (viz., its or his, inllk, which word signifies' mall: and iIlso 
owner or inhabitant)." (p. 37.) • 

The supposed possessing agent to which the powers of an 
Clbject are ascribed, is thus called its man,; the man in it-tha.t 
is, the man's ghost in it. The" inue" of certain celestial objects 
were persons known by name; and the implication is that the 
"inue" of other objects are thought of as persons, but not 
individually identified. 

And now observe that in a work published since that of Dr. 
Rink, concerning an unallied people in the remote region of 
Polynesia, we find a kindred conception joined with an interpre_ 
tation of it. Describing the superstitions of the Hervey 
Islanders, Mr. Gill says:-

.. Thus it is evident that many of their gods were originally men, whose 
fpirita were supposed to enrer into various birds, fish, reptile., and insects; 
loud into inanimate o~jects, such as the triton shell, particular trees, cinet, 
Bandstone, bits of basalt, etc." (Rev. Wm. W. Gill, Mytlt8 and Son98from 
1M SOllth Pacific, p. 32.) 

Ghost8 in Stones.-The genesis of that form of fetichism which 
ascribes supernatural powers to shapeless inanimate objects, is 
very clearly exhibited in the following passages from a letter, 
for which I am indebted to Commander W. H. Henderson, R.N., 
who dates from H.M.S. "Nelson," Australian Station, October 
9th,1884:-

"While on the eastem side of the Island of TauDa, New Hebrides, in July 
last year, I was told by the Rev. J. Gray, Presbyterian Missionary, stationed 
at Waisisi, near to the volcano, ill answer to an inquiry of mine relative tD 
the in?onvenient position of his house, that in order to gain a footing he was 
obliged to build where the nlltil"ea allowed him to. That the 81te he would 
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have chosen included the piece of sacred ground on which were deposited 
the stones in which they supposed the spirits of their departed relatives to 
:reside, that he had not been able to get them :removed, though he hoped to 
be able to do so, and td purchase the ground. He stated that these stones 
were common ones of various sizes; that after being deposited they were not 
again touched; and that they seldom retained any sacredness as the. abode of 
the departed spirit for any length of time-a generation at the ntmost
most were soon forgotten. Soon after this, while at Vela Harbour, Sandwich, 
or VatLlsland, in the same group, the Rev. J. Mackenzie, also of the 
Presbyterian Mission, showed me without reference to what I had heard at 
Tauna, a collection of stones and rudely cut shells and stones, which he said 
when he arrived there some years previously, were the only form of gods the 
natives possessed, and into which they supposed the spirits of their departed 
friends or relatives to enter i though the recollection of them did not often 
last long • 

.. Some of the stones were ordinary smooth water-worn boulders, three to 
four inches long and from two to three inches in diameter. Others, one of 
which I have in my possession, were similar, but had a small piece chipped 
out on one side, by means of which the indwelling ghost or spirit was sup
posed to have ingress or egress. A third and highe!' form were rudely 
fashioned shells or stones; the former being cut out as large rings. These it 
seemed to me were the beginnings of a graven image-a common stone sacred 
as the dwelling·place of an ancestral ghost." 

With such evidence before us, we cau scarcely doubt that in 
other places where stones are worshipped, or regarded as sacred, 
human ghosts are or were believed to be present in them; and 
that the stones supposed to be possessed by powerful ghosts, 
thus became the shrines of gods. Hence the interpretation of 
such facts as this told us about the Karens:-

.. Many keep stones in their houses that they suppose posscss miraculous 
powers and which seem to represent the household gods of the ancients." 
(.4.8. Soc. of Bengal, Journal, xxxiv, pt. 2, p. 223.) 

And this told US about the Bowditch Islanders:-
II Theil' great god was called Tui Tokelau, or King of Tokelau. He was 

supposed to be embodied in a stone, which was carefully wrapped up with 
fine mats." ('rumer, Samoa a Hundred Year" .Ago, p. 268.) 

And this told ns about the Fijians :-
II The Fijians are unacquainted with idols properly so.called; but they 

reverence certain stones as shrines of gods, and regard BOrne clubs with 
superstitious respect. • • • Rude consecrated stones are to be seen near 
Vuna, where ofi'el-ings of food are sometimes made." (Fiji and tke Fijiana, 
vol. i, by T. Williams, pp. 219 and 220.) 

And here we are once more shown how baseless is the belief 
of those who, in aid of their theories, theological or mythological, 
assert that the, noble types of man-the Ar:yan and Semitic
displayed frO~he beginning, higher religious ideas than men of 
inferior types. For besides having various other beliefs and 
rites like thos of existing savages, both of them agreed 
with savages in exhibiting this lowest form of fetichism. In 
their early days, the Greeks believed that ghosts dwelt iu 
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stones; and stones were the shrines or their gods. Pausanias 
gives various instances; and shows that these inhabited stones, 
anointed with oil in propitiation, continufld even in late days to 
be rcgarded as sacred and to be occasionally honoured. So 
was it, too, with the Hebrews; as witness this passage :-

II The large smooth stones referred to above were the fetishes of the 
primitive Semitic races, and anointed with oil, according to a widely spread 
custom (comp. A/flD. A''IrnPDi, lapides uncti, lubricati). It was such a stone· 
.which Jacob took for a pillow, and afterwards consecrated by pouring oil upon 
it (Gen. Dviii, 11, 18). The early Semites and reactionary, idolatrous 
Israelities called such stones Bethels,. • •. i.e., houses of EI (the early 
Semitio word for God). • • • In spite of the efforts of the 'J ehovist,' who 
c1esired to convert these ancient fetishes into memorials of patriarchal history 
(comp. Gen. xxxi, 45-52), the old heathenish use of them seems to have 
continued, especially in secluded places." (Rev. T. K. Cheyne, The Prophecies 
of Isaiah: a New Trall8latum wit" CommentMfl anti. .4.ppenti.ices, 1882, 
vol. ii, p. 70). 

Let us observe, too, how completely Jacob's conception of his 
dream as caused by a god in the stone, corresponds with the 
conceptions of existing savages. In his account of the Blantyre 
negrRes, the Rev. Duff Macdonald writes:-

.. Very frequently a man presents an offering at the top of his own bed 
beside his head. He wishes his god to come to him and whisper in his ear 
as he sleeps." (.4.fricana, vol. i, p. 60.) 

I may add that Jacob's act of pouring oil on the stone in pro
pitiation of the indwelling spirit (thus employing an established 
mode of honouring liVing persons) points the way to an inter
pretation of another usage of stone-worshippers. A Dakotah, 
before praying to a stone for succour, paints it with some red 
pigment, such as red ochre. Now when we read that along with 
offerings of milk, honey, eggs, fruit, flour, etc., the Bodo and 
Dhim31s offer "red lead or cochineal," we may suspect that 
these three colouring matters, having red as their common 
character, are substitutes for blood. The supposed resident 
ghost was at first propitiated by anointing the stone with 
human blood; and then, in default of this, red pigment was 
used: ghosts Rnd gods being supposed by primitive men to be 
easily deceived by shams • 

.Am·mae-naming amor£fJ the SPmites.-In vol. i, p. 126, Pal grave, 
referring to an Arab, writes :-" 'Oheyd, 'the wolf,' to give him 
the Dame by which he is commonly known, a Dame well earned 
by his unrelenting cruelty and deep deceit." Now read the 
following from the Book of Judges, vii, 25 :-".And they took 
two princes of the Midianites, Oreb [raven] and Zecb [wolf], 
and they slew Oreb upon .the rock Oreb, and Zeeb they slew at 
the :wine-press of Zeeb, and pursued Midian, and brought the 
heads of Oreb and Zeeb to Gideon on the other side Jordan." 
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Thus we have proof that Semitic chiefs bore animal names; 
doubtless given, as wo see they. are still given, as nicknames. 
With this we may join the fact that at the present time" the 
Cabyles are said to distinguish their different tribes by figures 
or animals tatoqed on forehead, nose, temples, or cheeks :" imply
ing descent from founders identified by name with these animals 
(L: Geiger, Zeitschr. D. M. G., 1869, p. 169). When we put this 
evidence side by side with that given in §§ 170-4, showing 
how animal-naming among savages leads to belief in animal
ancestors and to the propitiation of animals, it becomes still 
more manifest that among Mesopotamian peoples, animal
gods and gods half-man half-brute, originated in the way 
alleged. 

Since the above was published in the first edition of this 
work, ·there has appeared an interesting essay on "Animal 
Worship and Animal Tribes," by Professor Robertson Smith 
(see Journal of Philology,· vol. u), in which he shows how 
extensive is animal-naming, and the consequent rise of animal
tribes, among existing Arabs. Here is a part of a list given by 
him:-

" Asad, lion; 'a number .of tribes.' Aws, wolf ; •• a tribe of the .An~Ar: 
or Defenders. Radan, ibex; ! a tribe of the Ka.lb and others.' Tha'/aba, 
she· fox ; 'name of tribes.' . Garlid, locusts; 'a sub-tribe {If t.he Tamim.' 
Rent Hamama, sons of the dove; • a sub-tribe of ,the A.d.' 1'hawr, bull; 
• a sub-tribe of Hamdan and of '.Abd Manah.' Galt-sh, calf of an ass; • a 
Bub-tribe of the Arabs.' Qidc1, kite; 'a Bub-tribe of Murad.' IJMb, wolf; 
, son of 'Amr, a sub-tribe of the Azd.' -Pubey'a, little hynma; 'son of Qay~, 
a sub-tribe of Bekr bin Wail.''' (p. 79.) 
And continuing the list, Professor Smith gives as 'other 
animal-names of tribes, lizard, eagle, she-goat, raven, hedgehog, 
dog, whelp, jerboa, panthers, little panther, etc. He goes on to 
say that-

" The origin of all these names is referred in the genealogical system of the 
Arabs to au ancestor who bore the tribal or gentile name. Thus the Kalb, or 
dog-tribe, consists of the Beni Kalb-sona of Ka.lb (the dog), who is in turn 
son of Wabra (the female rockbadger)," etc. (p.80.) 

Rejecting this interpretation in favour of the interpretation of 
Mr. M'Lennan, Professor Smith says-

" A conclusive argument against the genealogical system is that it is built 
.on the patriarchal theory. Every nation and every tribe must have an 
ancestor o~ the same name from whom kinship is reckoned exclusively in the 
male line.' ~(p, 81.) . 
And he t ereupon contends that since kinship throngh females 
is the pri itive. form, the system of tribal naming could not 
have thus isen. Bnt, as I have elsewhere shown (§ 293), this 
is not a' nee . sary implication. Remarking that the system of 
kinship through females evidently does not exclude the kuow
ledge of male,parentage (since in the rudest tribe there is a. 
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name for father as well as for mother) I have pointed out that in 
the same way among ourselves, the tracing of kinship through 
males does not exclude a perfect recognition of motherhood. 
'And here I have to add that descent from a distinguished man 
will naturally survive in tradition, notwithstanding the system 
of kinship through females, and the male genealogy, regarded 
with pride, will supplant the female j just as among ourselves 
the posterity of a. woman of rank who married a man of low 
degree, will preserve the record of their ancestress while drop
ping that of their a.ncestor, notwithstanding the system of 
descent through males. [On considering, after writing the above, 
where I should be likely to find proof, there occurred to me the 
case of Lord Clyde, of whom I had heard' that his mother, a 
woman of good family, had married a man of inferior origin. 
'Vhcther the name Campbell was that of his father or his mother, 
I did not know j but inquiry proved my suspicion to be well 
founded. His father's name was John Macliver, and his mother's 
Agnes Campbell. By successive steps the maternal name 
displaced the paternal name j and his daughter is now called 
l\liss Campbell. This, I think, makes it clear that notwith. 
standing descent in the female line, the name oD a distinguished 
chief, usurping the place of the previous name, will readily 
become a tribal name:] , 

But there is a co-operative cause.' A tribe from time to 
time divides, and the migrating part attaches itself to some 
leader: a man of strength, or courage, or cunning, or resource. 
How are members of the migrating part to be distinguished 
by the remainder, and by adjacent tribes? Evidently by tho 
name of their leader or chief. They become known as followers 
of the Snake, the Wolf, or the Bear, as the case may be. It 
needs but to recall the case of a Highland clan, all members 
()f which habitually acquired the clan-name,· whether related 
by blood to itR head or not, to show how the tendency to 'speak 
generally of the followers of the Snake as Snakes will conflict 
with .recognition of their m~ternally-derived' re!ationships. 
EspeCIally when there grows up a new generatlOn, having 
individual names unknown to adjacent tribes, there will arise 
an established practice of calling them Snakes-a practice ending 
in the story of descent from an Ifncestral. snake who was the 
f<Junder of the tribe. Hence the origin of the Snake Indians 
of North America, or the Nagas (snakes) of the Indian' Hills, 
who are worshippers of the snake. 

Animal-naming in Great Britain.-Anyone who upon occasion 
speaks of a keen and merciless man as" a hawk," 01' of another 
as "a pig" because of his dirtiness, ought to have no difficulty 
in understanding how in rude times animal-names are acquirea. 
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While recogDlzmg the exceptional cases of birth-naming 
after some animal visible at the time of birth, he will the 
less doubt that animal-names usually result from nicknamin.g, 
on finding among ourselves cases in which the animal nick
name becomes substituted .for the conventional surname pre
viously current. Two cases, one dating some centuries back, 
and the other belonging to our own time, may be here given. 
Doubtless there still exists, as there existed some years since 
when I saw it, the remnant of an old castle built on an islaud in 
.Loch-an-Eilean in Rothiemurchus, which was, according to 
tradition, a stronghold of the " Wolf of Badenoch." ·Who was 
he? Mr. Cosmo Innes, in his Sketches of Early Scotch History 
(p. 424), speaks of "the harrying of the country and bul"Iling 
of the church by the W oll of Badenoch;" and in his Scotland in 
the Middle Ages (p. 297), says :-" The magnificent cathedral of 
Elgin [was] ...• so roughly handled by the Wolf of Badenoch 
in the end of the fourteenth century, that the bishops called 
their restoration a rebuilding." Mr. Innes does not give the 
Christian name or surname of this robber-chief. Further in
quiry, however, disclosed it. In Burton's History of Scotland 
(vol. iii, p. 97), he is referred to as "King Robllrt's brother, 
Alexander." Evidently, then, the original proper name had 
become less familiar than the substituted nickname; which sup
planted it not only in popular speech, but partially in literature. 
We have but to suppose times still ruder than those in which he 
lived, and times in which Christianity had in no degree under
mined primitive superstitions, to see that just as Earl Siward, 
of Northumbria, was said to be the grandson of au actual bear, 
so the descendants of the Wolf of Badenoch would have been 
described in tradition as derived from an actual wolf. A further 
significant fact remains. It is stated in Jervise's Land of the 
Lindsays(p. 350) that Countess Isabella "was the wife of the Wolf 
of Badenoch." Here, in this very statement, the nickname has 
replaced the pre-established name of the man, while the name 
of the woman remains unchanged. It needs but that this 
statement should he accepted literally, as such statements 
are among the uncivilized, to understand how it happens that 
here and there a family traces back its origin to a womau 
identified by name, who was married to an animal; as in 
.. the story of the origin of the Dikokamenni Kirghiz . . • 
from a red greyhound and a certain queen with her forty hand
maidens/' quoted by Mr. M'Lennan from the Michells. 

The otller instauce comes from the Forest of Dean, a region 
little visited, and retaining old ·usages. There the surname 
"James" i·s so common that nicknames are required to distin
J!uish amon those bearing it. A gentleman known to me, Mr. 
Keeling, C.E ,of Cheltenham, having to find a man ~hus named, 
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discovered tllat hewas nicknamed" hoont," that is "mole." 
Moreover he was one of a number who had inherited the nick
name, and who had their respective Christian names-John Hoont, 
Henry Hoont, etc. Clearly, among savages a few generations 
would have established the tradition of descent from au actual 
molo: memory of the original bearer of the nickname having 
died out. When we find that; even where there are established 
surnames of the civilized kind, nicknames derived from animals 
usurp their places and become inherited, it seems to me scarcely 
questional;Jle that in the absence of established surnames, 
animal-names will eventually becomes the names of gentes and 
tribes, supposed to be descended from the animals· they are 
named after-supposed, that is, by the uncivilized man, who is 
without our general ideas of law, order, cause; who has no 
notions of possible and impossible; who, without capacity 
for criticizing, accepts bliudly the statements made to hi~ 
by his seniors; and who, indeed, were he critical, might 
reasonably conclude that these ¥1etamorphoses of animals into 
men were of the same nature as those animal metamorphoses 
which really take place, and which he has observed. Strong 
reason should be given before rejecting this interpretation 
in face of the fact that savages themselves thus explain· their 
tribal names; as instance the Arawaks, most of whom" assert 
that each family is descended-their fathers knew how, 
but they themselves have forgotten-from its eponymons 
animal, bird, or plant." Once more, if it. be admitted that 
the conception of an animal-ancestor thus originates, it can 
hardly be doubted that, going along with the ideas and feelings 
respecting ancestors entertained by primitive men,· it wilJ 
originate a special regard for the animal which gives the tribal 
name-a regard which here re~ults in making the animal a 
sacred totem, and here in producing worship of it. 

That our relatives the Scandinavians exemplified in their ideas 
of the alliance between men and animals, certain further· 
results of animal-naming, is made tolerably clear by the follow
ing passage :-

.. Brutes were included in the social compact, and dealt with as if they 
had been rational creatures. If a beaver was killed, by the laws of lIakon 
the Good a fine of three marks was paid to the owner of the ground, • both 
for bloodwite and hamesucken,' thus recognizing the animal's rights os an 
inhabitant of the soil. Th6 old Norwegian statutes decreed that' the bear 
and wolf shall be outlaws in every place.' ••• Yet even Bruin was entitled 
to his judicial privileges; for if he had robbed or illjw'ed his two·legged 
countrymen, it was necessary to summon a Tinwald ·court, and pronounce 
him liable to punishment in due form. In the Saga of Finboga hinom Rama, 
the grizzly offender is challenged to a duel, and slain by Ifinbog with all the 
courtesies of chivalry. Werlauff, the editor of this sa"a (Copenhagen, 1812), 
saya, the opinion that bears have a reasonable knowle"dge of Danish is still 
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prevalent in Norway. (Crichton and Wheaton, Scandina.»ia, Ancient alltl 
Modern, i, 192-3 (note).) 

An,·mal-woTsMp.-One of the causes assigned iu the texl; 
(§ 168) for the worship of animals, was the belief, illustrated 
iu sundry ways, that a Cl'eature fouud in the neighbourhood of 
the dead body is a new form assumed by the double, or other
wise a. re-incarnation of the ghost. Here a.re further examples 
of this belief: the first of them supplied by the people of Bank's 
Island • 

.. .A. woman knowing that a neighbour was at the point of death, heard a 
rustling of sometbing in her house, as if it were a moth fluttering, just as 
the sound of cries and wailings showed her that the soul was flown. She 
caught the fluttering thing between her hands, and ran with it, crying out 
that she had caught the atai [i.e., that which a • man believes' to • be a kind 
of reflection of his own personality; the man and his atai live, flourish, 
suffer, and die (?) together,' 280-1]. But though she opened her hands 
above the mouth of the corpse there was no recovery." (Codrington, Journal 
of the Anthropological Institute, x, 28l.) 

Here is another which the Samoans furnish • 
.. On the beach, near where a person had been drowned, and whose body 

was supposed to have become a porpoise, or on the battlefielU, where another 
fell, might have been seen, sitting in silence, a group of five or six, and one 
II few yards before them with a sheet of native cloth 8pread out on the 
ground in front of him. Addressing 80me god of the family he said, • Oh, 
be kind to us; let us obtain without difficulty the spirit of the young man! ' 
The first thing that happened to light upon the sheet was supposed to be the 
spirit ••• grasshopper, butterfly, ant, or whatever else it might be, it was 
carefully wrapped up, taken to the family, the friends assembled, and the 
bundle buried with all due ceremony, as if it contained the real spirit of the 
departed." (Turner, Samoa a Hundred Years Ago, pp. 150-1.) 

Along with this belief respecting ordinary ghosts, the 
Samoans have an allied, and to all appearance resulting, belief, 
respecting extraordinary ghosts . 

.. The villuge gods, like those of the household, had aU some particular 
incarnation: one was supposed to appear as a bat, another as a heron, 
anotber as an owl ••.• A dead owl found under a tree in the settlement 
was the signal for all the village to assemble at the place, burn their bodies 
with firebrands, and beat their foreheads with stones till the blood flowed, 
and so they expressed their sympathy and condolence with the god over the 
calamity' by an offering of blood.' He still lived, however, and moved about 
in aU the other existing owls of the country. (Turner, Samoa a Hundred 
Year8 A.go. pp. 21 and 26.) . 

Concerning these same people I may add that they furnish a 
striking example of the way in which unlimited credulity causes 
that literal at)ceptance of traditions, which in many cases ends 
in the belief in animal-ancestors and resulting worship of them. 
Turner tells us t~li the SamoR.ns have traditions of battles 
between trees, bird, fish, and beasts; and after giving some 
examples, he says: 

" I tell them that the hark, red fish, etc., must han been .mere figuratiTe 
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names fop chiefs and districts, and the finny troops under them wera doubt
less liviug men, bllt in all these stories the Samoa.ns are rigid litero.lists, and 
l",liove in the very words of the tradition. And yet at the present day they 
havo towns and districts bea.ring flgura.tive names, distinct. from the real 
nfWles, such as the sword fish, the stinging my, the dog, the wild boar, the 
~ongnl1 oock, thefriga.te bird, etc." {Samoa a Hundred Years .4.go, pp. 21S-4.} 

Snake-Ancestors in North America.-A recently published 
work, The Snake-Dance of the Moquis of Arizona, by John G. 
Bourke, gives some interesting facts.il1ustrative of tbe belief in 
snake-ancestors. Giving his inferences from the evidence, the 
writer 8ays-

I! My own suspicion is that oDe of the minor objects of the snake·dance 
hIlS been the perpetua.Lion in dra.matic form of the legend of the origin 
and growth of the Moqui family (po 178) .••• In the religious da.nces of 
such peoples u.s the Zunis, Moquis, a.nd Querez, suggestions of their his
tory a.nd previous environment. will crop out in fea.tures which from any 
other point of view would be without import. . The fa.ct that the sna.ke
da.nce reflects in some manner the worship of ancestors has a.lready been 
indicated, but beyond learning tha.t the willow wa.nds standing around the 
altars commemorated their daad, nothing wu.s elicited at Hua.lpi .••. Should 
it be ShOWD p08itively, a.s I think Ca.n be done, that snake worship and 
ancestor or spirit worship a.re comhined in the sa.me rite, we may • • • witll 
a little more pa.tient work determine whether or. not the Moquis have ever 
believed in the transmigration of souls {po 179}." ••. Na.na.he persistently 
.. spoke of the snakes a.s hia • fathers,' a reverential expression which of itself 
would go far towards establishing a connexion between the rattlesnake
dance a.nd ancestor worship" (po 195). 

These conclusions were based upon statements elicited from 
one of the Indians who took part in the snake-dance, of which 
the following are the most significant ones :-

I! Nanahe continued: • The members of the order alway.. calTJ' these medi
cines with them, and when they meet with a rattlesnake they first pray to 
their father, the sun, and then say: • Father, make him to be tame; make 
him that nothing shall happen· that he bring evil unto me. Verily, make 
him to be tame.' Then they address the rattlesnake and say' • Father, be 
good' (i.e. kind or tame) • unto me, for here I make my prayers.' This being 
done, the rattlesnake ia captured • • • and taken home (p. 189) • • .''' 

Nahi·vehma (the Peacemaker) said, ·"M .. ny years ago the Moquis used to 
live upon the other side of a high mountain, beyond the SanJuan River .••• 
The chief of those who lived there thought he would take a trip down the 
big river to see where it went {;o. • • • The stream carried him to the sea
shore. • •• 'Vhen he arrived on the beach he saw on top of a cliff Do number 
of houses, in which lived many men and women •••• That night he took 
unto himself one of the women as his wife. Shortly after his return to his 
home the woman gave birth to snakes, and this was the origin of the snake 
family (gens or c1a.n) which manages this dance. ·When she gave birth to 
these snakes they bit a number of .the children of the Moquis. 'rhe Moquis 
then moved in a body to their present villages, and they ha'\"e this dance to 
conciliate the snakes, so that they won't bite their children" (p. 177). 

In another chapter the writer refers to a large amount of con
firmatoryevidence showing the prevalence elsewhere of kindred 
:deas. 
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The Snake-Spirit among Ule Ancients.-A verification of the 
view set forth in §§ 167-8, is furnished by the following passage 
from the .lEneid,. Bk. v, 75. 

lEneas .. was already on his way from the council to the tomb [of Anchisee, 
his father] ••• Here in due libation, he pours on the ground two bowls of 
the wine-god's pure juice, two of new milk, two of sncrificial blood; he 
1Iings bright flowers, and makes this utterance :-' Hail to thee, bleBBed sire, 
once more I Hail to you, ashes of one rescued in voin, spirit and shade of DIy 
father!' • • • He had said this, when from the depth of the grave a smooth 
shining serpent trailed along • • • coiling peacefully round the tomb, and 
gliding betwt'en the altars •••• lEneas stood wonderstruck: the creature 
• • • tasted of the viands, and then, innocent of harm, re-entered the tomb 
at its base, leaving the altars where its mouth had been. Quickened by this, 
the hero ·resumes the work of homage to his sire, not knowing whether to 
think this the genius of the spot or his father's menial spirit." . 

Though here, along with the conceptions of a higher stage 
than that described in §§ 167-8, there is not distinct identi
fication of the snake with the ancestral ghost, some connexion 
between them is assumed. That among the possible relations 
between. the tomb-baunting animal and the deceased person, 
metamorphosis will be supposed by early peoples, is clear. Aud 
that hence results the identification of owls. and bats (and 
possibly scarabcei) with souls, can no longer be doubted. 

A striking verification of the foregoing inference has come to 
me quite recently (1884) in an essay entitled A Sepulchral Relief 
{rot1/, Tarentum, by Mr. Percy Gardner (reprinted from the 
.TOUT7Ial of Hellenic Studies, vol. v). Discussing the reasons 
assigned for the not infrequent presence of sculptured snakes 
on sepulchral tablets, representing ministrations to deceased 
persons, Mr. Gardner says:- . 

"We know that it was by no means unusual among the Greeks to have 
tame snakes, and to allow them the range of the house." _ .. _ 1.'he inference 
of some is .. that his [the snake's] presence in these reliefs must have refer
ence to the widely-spread belief of ancient times, that snakes were either the 
companions or even the representatives of dead heroes. I need t;lot surely 
bring forward proofs of this statement, but I may for a moment pause to 
poiut out' how ancient science explained the fact. Plutarch tells us, that 
when the dead body of Cleomene8 was hanging on the cross in Egypt, a largo 
serpent was seen wound about it, repelling the attacks of the birds of prey 
who would have fed on it. This phenomenon, he says, terrified some of tile 
Alexandrians, as proving that Cleomenes was a hero of semi-divine nature, 
until it was~ointed out, that as the dead body of a bull pmduces bees and 
that of a h $e wasps, so the dead body of a man produces in the natural 
course of its ecay, snakes." . 

Here then we find further support for the conclusion drawn 
in § 167, that a house-haunting animal is liable to he iden
tified with a returned ancestor; at tr.e same time that we get 
an illustration'of the supposed mode of metamorphosis-a mode 
supposed in sundry cases of kindred superstitions; as in the be
lid that gods take the shape of flies-a belief of the Accadians. 
of the Philistines. and of Ilome extant North American Indians. 

\ 
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I may add that certain incidents attending the worship of 
.Asklepios, while they serve in one way to verify the, above 
inferences, serve to show how, under some circumstances,snake,
wOI'Bhip arises in a partially-different way. Originally re
ferred to by Homer as a. physician (i.e., a. medicine-man), 
among whose sources of influence, skill as a. snake-charmer may 
naturally have been one (giving origin to the habitual repre
sentation of him as holding a. staff round which a. serpent is 
coiled), .Asklepios, in the later periods of his worship, is himself 
represented as a serpent. Speaking of certain Roman coins, 
Mr. Warwick Wroth, of the British Museum, says:-

"On the 1'everse of this specimen Caracalla is represented in miIitjlt'Ydr~ss, 
.with his right hand upmised to salute a serpent entwined around a tree, its 
bead towards the Emperor •••• That the serpent who ·is here receiving 
adoration is Asklepios is rennered certain both by the presence of Tele· 
sphoros, and by a comparison of this piece with anothe1' of CaJ'BCaIla's Per· 
gamene coins, ••• Although the serpent is an attribute of the God of 
Healing, which is almost invariably present, it is not usual to find the god 
represented as on the coin now under discussion. Serpents, however, were 
kept in many of hi. temples, and, indeed, were sometimes considered as the 
incarnation of the deity himself, especially in the transmission of his worship 
from one city to another. Thus, the people of Sikyon t1'BCed the origin of 
their Asklepios cultus to a Sikyonian woman who had brought the god D'om 
Epidaurus in the for!" of a serpent. In the form of a ser~ent also the .god 
'\Vas brought from Epldaurus to Rome. On'a famous medallion of Antonmus 
Pius we see the serpent-that is, Asklepios-about to plunge from the 
vessel which has conveyed him into the waves of Father Tiber, who welcomes 
Ilim with outstretehed hand, and upon whose island the first Roman temple of 
t,he new divinity was afterwards erected. This medallion bears the inscription, 
lEscvlapivs." (Asklepins and th. Coins 0/' Pergamon [republished from Th. 
Numismatic Chronicle, 3rd series,.vol. iiJ, by Warwick Wroth, Esq., pp. 47-8.) 

LotuB.wlWsliip.-I have not included in the chapter on plant
worship, the case of the lot!ls; because I did: not wish to 
endanger the general argument by a. doubtful support. The 
evidence is, however, sufficient to raise the suspicion that lotus
'worship arose in the same way as did soma.worship. . 

Clearly some plant, or the product of some plant, caned lotus, 
was eaten as a. nervous stimulant, producing a state of blissful 
indifference; though among. sundry plants which have gone 
by the name, it is not decided which was the one. Further, 
there was in the East the belief iu a. divinity residing in a 
water-plant known as the lotus; and at present in Thibet, 
worship of this divinity in the lotus is the dominant religion. 
As is stated in Mr. Wilson's Abode of Snow, pp. 304-6, ihe daily 
and hourly prayer is "Om mani padme haun," which literally 
rendered means, "0 God! the jewel in the lotus. Amen." 
The word mani, here translated jewel, and meaning more 
generally a precious thing, is variously applied to sacred objects 
-to the long stone tumuH, to the prayer-mills, 'etc. So tha.~ 
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reading through the figurative expression to the original 
thought, it would seem to be-" Oh God! the precious or sacr'ld 
power in the lotus." Difficulties in explaining the ancient 
legend about lotus-eating, as well as this ·existing superstition, 
arise from the fact that the plant now known as the lotus has 
no toxic qualities. There is, however, a possible solution. The 
lotus has a sweet root; and at the present time in Cashmere,' 
this root is hooked up from the· bottoms of the lakes and used 
as food. But a sweet root contains fermentable matters-both 
the saccharine and the amylaceous : even now, alcohol is made 
from beet-root. Possibly, then, in' early times the juice and 
starch pf the lotus-root were used, just as the sap of the palm is 
in some places used still, for making an intoxicating beverage; 
and the beliefs concerning the lotus may have survived iil times 
when this beverage was replaced by others more easily pro
duced. The fact that in the early days of soma-worship the juice 
was fermented, while in later days it was not (other kinds of 
intoxicating liquors having come into use), yields additional 
reason for thinking so. Be this as it may, however, we have 
this evidence :-some plant yielding a product causing a 
pleasurable mental state, was identical in name with a plant. 
regarded as sacred because of an indwelling god. 

It is, indeed, alleged that in Egypt the lotus was sacred as a 
symbol of the Nile, and that the Indian lotus stood in like 
relation to the Ganges. I notice this interpretation for the pur
pose of remarking that I do not believe any early usage ar080 
through symbolization. This is one of the many erroneous 
interpretations which result from ascribing developed ideas to 
undeveloped minds. No one who, instead of fancying how 
primitive usages coulcI have arisen, observes how they do arise, 
will believe that the primitive man ever deliberately adopted a. 
symbol, or ever even conceived of a symbol as such. All 
symbolic actions are modifications of actions which originally 
had practical ends--"-were not invented but grew. The case of 
mutilations sufficiently exemplifies the process. 

. Otlter-WorldS.-The speculation ventured in § 113, that con
quebt of one race by another introduces beliefs in different other 
worlds, to which the superior and inferior go, is supported by 
this passage which I have since met with:-

"If there are strong caste-distinctions, the souls of the noble and chief 
men are said to go to a better country than those of the rest_ • • • It is for 
this l'f'ason that in Cochin China, common people do not entertain the soul. 
of their friends on the same day of the All-Souls' feast as that on which the 
nobility have invited theirs; because otherwise those souls when returning 
would havo tlil'lil' former servants to carry the gifts received.".....,.Ba.!'tiaa. 
ler.ql. PSJlcl.ologU!, p. 89. 
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8"perafitionB Of the RU88i~n8.-Under foregoing heads the 
~xamples of each form of superstition resulting from the ghost. 
theory, 8re taken from "divers societies. Here it will be instruc. 
til'e to present an entire series of these several forms of such 
6uperstitions as exhibited in the same society. This is done in 
the following extracts from Mr. Ralston's Songs of the Russimb 
.People. 

Becnuse they believe one or the forms of the soul to be the shadow" there 
are prrsons there who object to having their silhouettes taken, fearing that if 
they do so they will die before the yeILr is out:" (p. 117.) 

.. A man's reflected image is supposed to be in communion with his inner 
fiClf." (p.117.) 

.. The liervians believe that the soul of a witch often leaves her body while 
.he is asleep, and flies abroad iu the shape of a butt.erfly." (pp.117-8.) 

.. After death the soul at first remain8 in the neighbourhood of the body, 
.md then follows it to the tomb. The Bulgarians hold that it assumes the 
form of a bird or a butterfly, and sits on the nearest tree waiting till the 
funeral is oTer." (p. 115.) I 

.. A common helief among tho Russian peasantry is that the spirits of the 
departed haunt their old homes for the space of six weeks, during which they 
eat and driuk, and watch the sorrowing of the mourners." (p. 118.) 

.. Great care is taken to provide the dead man with what he requires on 
his long journey, especially with a handkerchief a.nd towel, • • • and with a 
~oin ••• for the purpose of buying a place in the other world • • • The 
custom of providing money for the corpse has always been universal among 
the Slavonians." (pp. 815-6.) " 

Mourning "was formerly attended by laceration of the faces of the 
mourners, a custom still preserved among some of the inhabitants of Dal
matia and Montenegro." (p. 816.) 

Among the old Slavonians "in some cases at least, humau sacrifices wert} 
c>ffered on the occasion of a buria!''' (p.824.) " 

"In addition to being accompanied by his widow, the heathen Slavonian, 
if a mon of means and distinction, was solaced by the sacrifice of some of his 
slave.... (p. 328.)" " 

On Dmitry's Saturday" the peasants attend a church serviee, and after. 
wards they go out to the graves of their friends, and there in~titute a feast, 
lauding .•• the virtues and good qualities of the dead, and then drinking 
to their eternal rest." (p. 260.) 

"In olden days a memorial hanquet was held in his [the departed one's] 
IlOnour on the third, sixth, ninth, and fortieth day after his death, and ou 
it. anniversary, and he was remembered also in the feasts celebrated ••• 
in memory of the Fathers •••• To these feasts it'was customary to invite 
the dead. • •• Silently the living ••• threw portions of the food under tho 
table for their spirit-guests." (pp.820-1.) 

"Among the (non-lliavonic) Mordvins in the Penza and SI1l'll£of Govern
ment., a dead man's relations offer the corpse eggs, butter, and money, say
ing: • Hel'e is something for you: Marfa hns brought you this. Watch over 
her COl'n and cattle.''' (p. 121.) 

"The festival called Rcidunit8a _ •• is chiefly devoted to the memory oC 
the dead. In certain districh the women and girls still take food and drink 
to the cemeteries, and there' howl' over the grave. of their dead friends and 
relatives. When they have • howled' long enough, they ••• proceed to 
cat, dl'illk, and be merry, deeming that the dead ca.u • rejoi~e' with them." 
(p.22t.) 

3 li' 
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.. Here is a. specimen of a. PrieAitanie, intended to be recited over a gmv~ 
on the twentiet,h of April •.• 

'0 ye, our own fathers and motllers! in what ha.ve we angered you, our. 
own, tha.t you have no welcome for u., no joy, no parental eharm? . • .' 

And here ••• is a. specimen of an orphan's wo.iling above her mother's 
grave:-

, 0 mother dear that hare me, 0 with sooness longed-for one! To whom 
hast thou left us, on whom a.re we orphans to rest our hopes? . • . Have a. 
care for us, mother, dear, give us a word of 'kindness! No, thou hast 
hardened tby h.art harder than stone, and bast folded thy uncaressing hauds 
oyer thy heart.'" (pp. 343-4.) 

There is good evidence that "the Domovoy or honse-spirit" 
(p. 119) is an ancestor. "The Ruthenians reverence in the 
person of the Domovoy the original constructor of the family 
hearth." (p. 122.) ., In some districtR tradition expressly refers 
to the spirits of the dead the fnnctions which are generally 
attributed to the Domovoy, and they are supposed to keep 
watch over the house of II. descendant who honours them llI1d 
provides them with ~ne offerings." (p. 121.) 

.. The Russian pp.asant draws a clear line between his' own Domovoy and 
his neighbour'S. The former is a benignant spirit, who will do him good, 
evea at the. expense of others; the latter is .. ma.levolent being, who will 
very likely stealllis hay, drive away his poultry, and so forth, for his neigh-
bour's benefit." (pp. 129-130.) . 

.. The domestic spirits of dill'erent households often engage in contests 
with ono another." (p. 130.) 

.. In Bobemia lishermen are arraid of assisting a drowning man, thinldng 
the Vodyany [water-sprite] will be offended, and will drive away the fish 
from their nets." (p. 162.) 

.. According to some traditions she [the witeh Bab .. 1aga] even feeds 
on tbe'souls of the dead. 'l'bo White-Russians, for in_tauee, aOirm tbat 
' •.•• the Baba Yaga and her subordinate witches feed on tho souls of 
people.' " (p. 163.) , 

During a. drought some peasants .. dug up tbe body of a Raskolnik, or 
Dissenter, who had died in the previous December, and had been buried 
in the villago graveyard. Some of the party then beat. it about the head, 
exclaiming, • Give us rain! ." (pp.425-6.) 

"In White·Russia \l,e Domovoy is called Tsmok, .. snake, ••. This 
House Snake brin~s aU sorts of good to tbe master who treats it well, nnd 
gives it omelettes, which should be placed on the roof of the house or on the 
threshing-floor." (pp. 124-6.) 

.. By the common pee.ple of tbe preseut dav snakes are tllere [in Russia] 
looked upon with mucll respect and even affection. 'Our pensants,' says 
Afanasiet; 'consider it a happy ompn if a snake takes up its quarters iu 
a c~ttage, aud they gla(Uy set out milk for it. To kill such .. snake would 
be a very'grcat Bin.' " (p. 175.) 

.. Some tram's of tree-worship may be found in tI,e song which the girls 
sing as they go iuto th(> woods to fetch the birch-tree . • . 

.. Rejoic", Birch-tree, rejoice green oues! ••• 
To you the maidens ! 
,To you they bring pies, 
Cllkes, omelettes • 

.. The eatables here mentioned seem to refer to snerillecs oll'ercd in olden 
dnys to the birch, the tree oCthe spring." (p. 238.) 
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If They [the old heathen SIa.vonians] appear to have looked upon the life
beyond the grave as a mere prolongation of that led on earth-the l-ich 

. man retained at leR8t some of his possessions; the slave remained a .lave ... · 
(p.1l4.) 

Many inRtructive passages might be added. The dead are
said to complain of the pressure of the earth on them; describe
themse\ves ItS cold; and at festivals to which they are invited, 
are sympathized with as tired and hungry. Ancestral spirits. 
are carried to Dew homes; diseases are evil spirits often with 
bodill shapes; there are wizards who control tho weather; they' 
ride 111 dust-whirlwinds. But the above suffice to show how 
completely the ghost-theory has developed into an ancestor-· 
worship, betraying, Dotwithstanding the repressive influences. 
of Christianity, all the essentials of a. religion-sacrifices, 
prayers, praises, festivals. 

ApotllCosis in. Polynesia.-The more the evidence furnished by 
cvery race is looked into, the more irresistible becomes the· 
conclusion that gods were originally J;llen: sometimes even 
ordinary men, but usually men in some way superior, belonging
either to the tribe or to a. conquering tribe. That which the 
traditions of the Egyptians tell us, namely, that Egypt was. 
originally ruled by a. dynasty of gods; that which we see in 
Greek beliefs as set down by Herodotus, who distinguishes. 
Minos as preceding the generations of meu, and belonging to 
the dynasty of the gods; that which is implied by the Japanese 
story that Jimmu, .. the fifth ruler in descent from the sun 
goddess," was "considered to have been the first mortal ruler 'r 

(Adams' History of Japan, vol.· i, p. 7); is shown us by the 
uncivilized. These now entertain ideas like those entertained 
by the progenitors of the civilized. Here are a. few instances :-

"Rangi requested the' invincible warrior Tangii .. to .end him one of hill 
80ns &8 .. god." (Gill, MytM and Songsfrom the South. Pacific, p. 25.) 

.. And yet, strangely enough, associated with these original gods are thO' 
deified heroes of antiquity, in no wise inferior to their fellow diviuities; 
(Ibid., p. 20.) . 

"The proper denizens of Avaiki [Hades=an underground world] nre the 
major and lesser divinities, with then' dependents. These marry, multiply, 
and quarrel like mortals. They wear clothing, plnnt, cook, fish, build, nnel 
inhabit dwellings of exactly the .ame sort as exist on earth. The food of 
immortals is no better than that eaten by mankind ..• , Murder, adultery. 
drunkenness, theft, and lying nre practised by them. The arts of this 
world are fac·similes of what primarily belonged to nether·land, and were 
taught to mankind hy the gods." (Ibid., p. 164.) . 

There is .. tradition of a council of gods to determine as to man's immor
tality. "While the discussion was proceeding a pouring rain came on and 
broke up the meeting. The gods rau to the houses for shelter." (Turner, 
SamOls a Hundred Yeara Ago, pp. 8-9.). . 

Concerning the natives of San Christoval, Solomon Islands; 
we are told that:-

:3 F.2 
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.. The bodies of common people are thrown into the sca, but mcn of conse
quence are buried. After a time they take up the skull or some part of the 
skelcton, and put it in a small building in the village, where upon occasions 
they pray or sacrifi~e to obtain help from the spirit." (Codrington, Journal 
oj the Anthropological Institute, x, 300.) 

But perhaps the clearest evidence, as well as the most 
abundant, is that furnished by the Fijians. Since writing the 
comparison made in § 201, between the Greek pantheon and the 
pantheon of the Fijians, an unknown friend has been good 
enough to forward me a statement which bears, in an interest
ing way, on the questi~n. It is contained in a parliamentary 
paper, Correspondence respecting the Cession of Fiji, presented 
February 6, 1875, p. 57. This document concerns the native 
ownership of land; and the passage I refer to appears to be 
appended for the purpose of. showing how the native idea of 
ownership is affected by the associated creed :-

.. NOTB.-Their fathers or their Gods.-It may not be out of place in con· 
nection with the above memorandum to advance one or two facts with the 
object of showing that the head of the tribe, i.e., its highest living male 
ascendant, was regarded as its rather. He held absolute authority over the 
persons, property, and lives of his people, and both before and after death 
had the same reverence shown to him as to a God • 

.. The Fijian language makcs no distinction, in terms, between the marks 
of respect and reverence rendered to a Chief and ·those rendered to a God. 
I will select a few words, with their meanings, from Hazelwood's Fijian 
Dictionary. 'I. Tamn-a father. 2. Tama·ka-to reverence, to clap 
hands, or to make some expression of a God or Chief. 3. Cabors-to 
offer or present property to a God or to a Chief. 4. Ai sevu-the first dug 
yams, . the :6rst fruits, which are generally offered to the Gods and given 
to a Chief of a place. 5. Tauvu, and Veitauvu-Literally, to have the same 
root, or sprung from the same source i used of people who worship the same 
God.' ••• 

.. The swearing of Fijians is like that of the High Asiatic peoples. Two 
men quarrelling never swear at each other personally, nor even utter their 
respective names; they will curse their fathers, their grandfathers, and their 
most remote ancestry. The reason being that to curse a Fijian's father is to 
curse !:lis God. " • The successive stages of authority among the Fijian 
people is first, that of the individual family; secondly, the association of 
many families, which constitute the Qali; and thirdly, the union of these 
Qalis under their recognized hereditary Chief, which constitutes the Mats
nitu. It is the Family, Gens, and Tribe of early history found extant, and 
as a system still closely observed in Polynesia at the present day." 

This account agrees completely with the indications given 
by earlier. voyagers and missionaries j as witness the following 
extracts:-

.. It is impossible to ascertain with any degree of probability how many 
gods the Feejeeans have, as any man who can distinguish himself in murder· 
ing his fellow-men may certainly secure to himself deification after his 
death." (Erskine's Western Pacific, p. 246.) . 

The lower ordcr of Fijian gods .. generally described as men of superior 
mould and carriage," .. bear a close analogy to the larBS, lemures, and genii 
of the Romans." i .. Admission into their Dumber is easy, and anyone mny 
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Icccm hi. own apotheosis who ('Sn insure the servire of BOme one 88 his 
rep ..... entative and priest after his decease:" (Williams, Fiji, etc., pp. 218-9.) 

Natttre-Gods.-Here are a. few further facts supporting the 
conclusion that a.fter the rise of the ghost-theory, the various 
kinds of objects which irregnla.rly appear, disappear, a.nd re
appear, in the heavens, a.re frequently regarded as ghosts. 
Says Gill, concerning the fates of the Mangaians a.fter death :-

.. Not BO warriors slain on the field of battle. The spirits of these lucky 
fellows for a while wander about amongst the rocks and trees in the neigh. 
bourhood of which their bodies were thrown. ••• A.t length the first slain 
on each battle-field would collect his brother ghosts," and lead them to the 
summit of a mountain, whence" they leap into the blue expanse, thus be
coming the peculiar clQnds of the winter." [CompHl'O with North A.merican 
Indian. among whom the name" Cloud" is frequent in Catlin's list.] 
(Gill, M!ltM,,"d Song8from the Soutll Pacific, pp. 162-3.) 

.. It was .upposed that in these lower regions there were heavens, earth and 
sea, fruits and /lowers, planting, fishing and cooking, marrying and giving 
h marriage-all very much as in the world from which they had gone. 
~'heir new bodies, however, wem singularly Tolatile, could ascend at night, 
become luminous sparks [stars] or TUPOur, revi.it their formeJ:' homes and 
retire again at early dawn to the bush- or to the Polotu hades. These visits 
were dreaded, as they were supposed to be errands of destruction to the living, 
especiall ... t~ any with whom- the departed h!\d reason to be angry. By 
mean. of presenta and penitential confession all injurers were anxious to 
I'art on good terms with the dying whom they had ill-used." (Turner, 
!Samoll II Hu"d,.ed Yell,..4go, p. 2a9.) 

• • • • .. Others saw their village·god in the rainbow, otbers saw him in the 
sbooting-.tar; and in time of war the position of a rainbow and the direction 
of a shooting-slar were always ominou.... (Ibid., p. 21.) 

Mountain Deities.-In § 114, I suggested two ways in which 
ancestor-worship originates beliefs in ,gods who reside on the 
highest peaks a.nd ha.ve access to the heavens. Burial of the 
dead on mountain crags, I indicated as one origin; a.nd the 
occupation of mountain strongholds by conquering races, as 
probably another origin. I have since met with verifica.tions of 
both suggestions. - _ 

The first of them is contained in the Travels in the PMlippilles, 
by F. Jagor. Giving proof that before the Spanish settlement 
the people had the ordina.ry ideas a.J:!.d customs of ancestor
wcrshippers, he describes the sacred burial caves; and shows 
the survival of the _ religious awe with which these caves were 
originally regarded. He 'Visited some of these caves a.t Nipa
Nipa; a.nd says (p. 259) that II the numerous coffins, implements, 
a.rms, and trinkets, protected by superstitious terrors, continued 
to be undistnrhed for centuries. No boat ventnred to -cross 
over without the observance of a religious ceremony, derived 
from heathen times, to propitiate tho spirits of the cavernS, who 
were believed to punish the omission of it with storm and ship
wreck." Moreover he tells IlS tha.t the boatmen who went 'with 
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ihe pastor of Basey to the cave to get remainR, regarded a 
thunderstorm which broke on their way back, as "a punish
ment for their outrage." After thus exhibiting the popular 
belief.<; as they still exist, notwithstanding Catholic teachinO', he 
proves,from early writers, what these beliefs originally ~ere. 
It appears that men when dying often chose their burial-places; 
:and he quotes one authority to the effect that ." those who were 
-of note" sometimes had their coffins deposited" on an elevated 
place or rock on the bank of a river, where they might be 
venerated by the pious." (p. 262.) He sayR that, Thevenot 
describes them as worshipping "those of their ancestors who 
had most distinguished themselves by courage and genius, 
whom they regarded as deities. . . . Even the aged died undel' 
this conceit, choosing particular places, such as one on the 
island of Leyte, which allowed of their being interred at the 
edge of the sea, in order that the mariners who crossed over 
might acknowledge them as deities, and pay them respect." 
(p.263.) And he also quotes Gemelli Careri, who says that 
"the oldest of them chose some remarkable spot in the mountains, 
and particularly on headlands projecting into the sea, in order 
to be worshipped by the sailors." (p.263.) This combinatiou 
of facts is, I think, amply significant. We have distinguished 
persons becoming gods after death; we see them providing for 
this apotheosis, and in a sense demanding worship; we find 
them choosing high and conspicuous burial-places to facilitate 
the worship; we see that approach to burial-places is regarded 
as sacrilege; and we see that the ghosts of the dead have 
become deified to the extent that they are supposed to vent 
their anger in thunderstorms. Here are all the elements from 
which might result a Philippine Sinai. 

The instance to which I refer as showing that invaders, or 
dominant men, seizing a high stronghold (see § 114), may give 
origin to a celestial hierarchy, whose residence is a mountain 
top, I take from Bancroft's version of the Quiche legend. It 
begins with a time when as yet there was no Sun (possibly 
a fragment of some still more ancient story brought south
wards by dwellers in .the Arctic regions); and in the first 
place narrates a migration in search of the Son. 

n So the four men anil their people s~t out for Tulan·Zuiva, otherwi.e 
called the Seven·caves or Se ... en-l'avines, and there they received gods, eacb 
man as head of a family, a god; though inasmuch as the fourth man,.Iqi
Bolam, had no children, and founded no family, his god is not usually taken 
into the acco nt. • • • Many other trials also they undel"Went in Tulan, 
famines and su h thing., and a. general dampness and cold,-for the earth 
was moist, there eing a. yet no sun. • • • They det~rmined to leave Tulan : 
and the greater p t of them, under the guardianship and directioil' of Tohil, 
.et out to see whe e they should take up their abode. 'I'hey continued Oil 

their way amid the. ost extreme hardships for want of food... . • .At last 
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they CBme to a mount.Bin that they named HaclLvitz, after one ot their gods, 
and l,ere they re.ted,-for here they were by 1I0me means given to under
.tllnd that they should see the sun .••• And the sun, and the moon, and 
the .tars were now all established. Yet wa. not the sun then in the begin
ning the same Be now; his hoot wanted force, and he was but as a reflection 
in a mirror. [This is explained if we suppose migration from tbe far north.] 
• • • Another wonder when the sun rose! The three tribal gods, Tohil, 
Avilix, and Hacavitz, were tnrned into stono, as were also the gods con
nccted with the lion, the tiger, the viper, and other fierce and dangerous 
nnimals .••• And the people multiplied on this lIIount Hacavitz, and hero 
t hcy built their city. • • • And they worshipped tbe gods that had become 
otone, Tohil, Avilix, and Hacavitz .••• They began to wet their altars with 
tho heart's blood of human victims. From their mountain hold they 
"'atched for lonely travelers belonging' to the surrounding tribes; seized, 
Cll"erpowered, and slew them for a sacrifice. • • . The hearts of the villagers 
were t·hUB fatigued within them, pursuing unknown enemies. At last, how
ever, it became plain that the gods Tohil, Avili:r, and Hacavitz,' and their 
wOl"!lhip, were in some way or other the cause of this bereavement: so the 
people of the villages conspired against them. MallY attacks, both openly and 
by ruses, did th"y make on the gods,' and on the four men, and on the 
ehildren Bnd people connected with them; but not once did they succeed, so 
great was the wisdom, and po we,., Bnd courage of the four men and of their 
deities. • • • At iaot the war was fiuished. • • • And the tribes humiliated 
themselves before the faco of Balam·Quitze, of Balam • .Agab, and of Mahu
('utah .••. Now it came to pass that the time ofthedcath of Balam-Quitze, 
13alllm-Agab, Mahucutnh, and Iqi-Balam d,'ow neal' .••• And they said: 
we return to oU!' people. • • • So the. old men took leave of their sons 
~nd their wives •••• Then instantly the four old men were not; but in their 
1,Iace was a great bundle .••• So i~ was. callcd the Majest.y Enveloped 
.•• and they burned incense before it." [Such a bundle was said" to 
('ontain the remains of' Camaxtli, the chief god of Tlascala."] Natioe 
Race., etc., vol. iii, pp. 49-54.. 

Men in tl16 Sky.-Alrcady the Esquimaux have furnished in 
the text an illustration of the primitive belief that stars, etc., 
were originally men and animals who lived on the Earth (§ 190). 
In the work of Dr. Rink, I find a detailed account of Esquimaux: 
ideas concerning the physical connexion between the upper and 
lower worlds, and the routes joining them :-

.. The eBrth, with the sea supportcd hy it, rests upon pillars, and covers au' 
under world, Bccessible hy various entrances from the sea, as well as from 
mountain clefts. Above the earth an upper world is found, beyond which 
the blue ~ky, being of a solid consistence, vaults itself like an outer shell, 
.and, as some 8ay, revolves around some high mountain·top in the far north. 
The upper world exhibits a real land with mountains, valleys, and lakes . 
..After death, IlUman spuls either go to the upper or to the under world. The 
latt<lr is decidedly to be preferred, as being warm and rich iu food. There 
lire the dwellings of the happy dead called arsi88ut-viz., those who live in 
-abundance.. On the contrary, those who go to the upper world will suffer 
from cold and famine; and these are called ar88a'l"tut, or ball·players, on 
1lCcount of their playing at ball with a walrus·head, which gives rise to the 
~urora borealis, or northel'n lights. Furt.her, the upper world must be con. 
sidered a continuation of the earth in the direction of height, although those 
individuals, or at least those souls temporarily delivered from the body, that 

. nre said to have visited it, for tho most part passed through the. air. The upper 
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world, it would seem, may be considere(l identical with the mountain roun(l 
the top of which the vaulted sky is for ever circling-the proper roaulearling 
.to it from the foot of the mountain upwards being itself either too far off 01" 

too steep. One of the tales also mentions a man going in his kayak [boat] 
to the border of the ocean, where the sky cameo down to meet it." (pp. 3t-8., 

.. The' upper world is also inhabited by several rulers besides the souls of 
the deceased. Among these are the owners or inhabitants of celestial bodies, 
who, havinl; been once men, were removed in their lifetime from the enrth, 
but are still attached to it in different _ys, and pny occasional visits to it. 
They have also been represented as the celestial bodies themselves, and not 
their inue only, the tales mentioning them in both ways. 'l'he owner of the 
moon originally was a man, called Aningaut, and the in:;" of the 8un was his 
sister .••• The erdlaveersi.rsok-viz;, the entrail·seizer-is a woman residing 
on the way to the moon, who takes out the entrails of every person whom 
. she can tempt to laul;hter. The siagtut, or the three stars in Orion's bolt, 
were men who were lost in going out to hunt on the ice." (pp.48-9.) 

There could scarcely be better proof that the personalization 
of heavenly bodies has resulted from the supposed translation 
of terrestrial beings-men and animals-to the 81-y. Here we 
have the upper world regarded as physically continuous with the 
lower world as well as like it in character; and the migration to 
,it after deltth parallels those migrations to distant parts.of tho 
Earth's surface after death; which primitive races in general 
show us. While we have no evidence of Nature-worship, we 
have clear evidence of identification of celestial bodies with tra. 
ditional persons. That is to say, personalization of the heavenly 
bodies, precedes worship of them, instead of succeeding it, as 
mythologists allege. Joining these facts with those given in tht' 
text, the origin of names for constellations and the genesis of 
astrology, al'S made, I think, sllfficiently clear. 

Star-Gods.-While the proofs· of these pages are under COl"

rection [this refers to the first edition], I am enabled to add an 
important piece of evidence, harmonizing with the above, and 
supporting sundry of the conclusions drawn in the text. It if'. 
furnished by a Babylonian inscription (Rawlinson's Cune~lorm 
Inscriptions, etc., iii, 53, No.2, lines 36, etc.), which, as trans
lated by Pro£. Schrader, runs thus :-

II The 8tar Venu8 at sunrise is Ishtnr among the gods, 
The star V cnus at sunset is Bnalti8 among the goels," 

We havl'l thus another case of multiple persOliality in a.. 
heavenly body, analogous to the cases of the Sun and Moon 
before pointed out (§ Un), but differing in definiteness. For 
"Whereas, before, the belief in two or more personalities was 
,inferred, we here have it directly stated. 'I'his belief, inex
plicable on any current theory, we see to bo perfectly explicable-
as a. result of birth-naming. ' 

Re.ligion of tlllJ Irantans.-Dr. Scheppig has translated for me 
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some important passages from the work of Fr. Spiegel, 
EraniRcke Alterthumskunde, voI. ii (1873). pp. 91, etc. While 
tbis work brings clp.arly into view the many and various in
dications of ancestor-worship in the Zend-Avesta, it contains 
higbly significant evidence concerning . the ideas of ghosts 
(fravaskis) and of ghost-mechanism throughout creation,which 
were held by the Persian branch of the Aryans. 

Nature of the Fravashi.-{p. 92.) "The fm'uaslti is in the first 
place a part ••• of the human soul. In this sense the word is 
used in the Avesta • ••• Later works of tbe Parsees give us 
more exact information about the activity of the fravashi. The 
frohar or fravaski-so it is stated in one of those works, the 
Sadder Bundehesh,-has the task of making useful what a man 
eats, and removing the heavier parts. Accordingly, the fravaski 
is the part intermediating between body and soul; but it is con
ceived as a person, independent in general, and particularly from 
the bc.dy. The Sadder Bundekesk recognizes other psycbic 
powers besides: tbe vital power (jan), tbe conscience {a kko) , 
the soul (revlin), tbe consciousness (Mi). [This recalls the 
theory of tbe Egyptians. by whom also each lll/I,n was supposed 
to unite within himself four or five different e~titics. These 
seemingly-strange beliefs are not difficult to account for. As 
shown in §§ 56, 57, 94, 95, shadow, reflexion, breath, and heart 
are all regarded as partially-independent components of the 
individual, sometimes spoken of as separable during life, and as 
going to different places after death.] Of these the vital power 
is 80 intimately connected with the body tbat the latter perisbes 
as soon as the former has vanished. In a body th1lll doomed.to 
perish the other psychic powers cannot stay either: the, leave 
it; the conscience; because it has not done anytbing wrong, 
makes straightway for heaven, while sonl, consciousness, and 
fravaski remaining together, have to answer for the deeds of 
the man, and are rewarded or punished." 

Fravashis of Gods and Men.-{p. 94.) "Every living being 
has a fravashi, not only in the terrestrial but in the spiritual 
world. Not even Ahura-Mazda [the chief god] is excepted; his 
fravaslti is frequently alluded to (Vd. 19, 46, Yt. 13, 80) as well 
as the fravaskis of the Amesha-9pentas and the other Yazalas 
(Y\,. 23, 3, Yt. 13. 82). Most frequently the fravashis of the 
Paoiryll-tkaeshas are invoked, i.e., those of t.he pions men who 
lived before the appearance of the law. To tbem, generally, the· 
fravashis of the nearest relatious, and the fravash(pf the person 
himself, are added •••• It may appear surprising. that the fra
t:ashis of the' born and .unborn ' are invoked (Y 9. 26, 20). The 
clue may be found in Yt. 13, 17, where it is stated that the 
fravashis of the pious who lived beforo the law, and of the beings 
who will appear in future, are more pow\lrful tban tllOse of other 
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people, living or dead. Here worship of manes and of heroes is 
mixed up. Among these fravasltis the ancestors of the particular 
family, and of the particular clan or tribe, were worshipped." 

Powers of the Frava.shis.-(p. 95.) "The fra1lashis were noli 
deficient in power. Their chief task was the protectIon of livin'" 
beings. It is by their splendour and majesty that Ahul'a.-Mazd~ 
is enabled to protect the Ardvi«ura Anahita (Yt. 13,4) [a certain 
spring and a goddess], and the earth on which the water runs 
and the trees grow. The fravashis protect, as well, the children 
in the womb. • • • They al'e very important for the right .distri
bution of terrestrial benefits. It is by their assistance that 
cattle and draught beasts can walk on the earth; and but for 
their help sun, moon, and star, as well as the water, would not 
find their way, nor would the trees grow (Yt. 13, 53, etc.)." 
(p. 95-6,) "Accordingly, the peasant will do well to secnre the 
assistance of these important deities. The same holds true for, 
the warrior; for the fravashis are helpers in battles, ••• Mithra, 
Rashun, and the victorious wind are in their company .••• It 
is of great importance that thefravashis remain in close connec
tion with their families. They demand water for their clans, 
each one for his kin, when it is taken out of the Lake Vouru
kasha; •.• each of them fights on the spot where he has got 
to defend a homestead, and kings and generals who want their 
help against tormenting enemies, must specially call on them; 
they then come and render assistance, provided they have been 
satisfied and not offended (Yt. 13, 69-72). The fravashis give 
assistance not only as warriors; they may be invoked against 
any thing aJ.arming, ••• against bad men and bad spirits." ••• 

l!'ravashis and Stars,-(p. 94.) We read in the llino·khired: 
.. 'All the innumerable stars which are visible are called the 
fravashis of the terrestrial ones [men P]; because for the whole 
creation created by the creator Ormuzd. for the born and the 
unborn, a fravashi of the same essence is manifest.' Hence it 
appears that the fl'uvashis, or the stars, form the bost that ••• 
fights against the demons." • • • '. 

Worship of the Fravashis.-(p.97,) co As in the case of other 
genii of the Zoroastrian religion, much depends on the satisfac~ 
tory propitiation of the frat'ashis; for their power, and conse~ 
quent activity, depends on the sacrifices. Probably they wero 
worshipped upon the 19th day of each month: their chief feasts, 
however, were on the ••• intercalatory days added to the 'year 
at its termination. About that time the fravashis descend to the 
earth, and stay therefor 10 nights. expecting.to be met with appro
priate sacrifices of meat and clothes. (Yt.13,49.) [Compare with 
tbe German and Sclavonian superstitions,] ••• There cannot 
be any donbt that the worship of the fravas7~is played au im
l)ol'tant part with the 11'I1nians, though perhaps morlj in private 
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tlmn" inlublic. It would appear that there were two different 
sorts 0 it. General, certainly, waR the hero-worship-the 
V"ene~ation of the Paoiry6-tkaeshas [pious meu before the law]. 
With this, in some ages perhaps, the worship of fravashis of the 
royal family was combined. The ancestor-worship, on the other 
hand, was of a strictly private eharacter." 

Parallelisms.-(p. 98.) "The custom of hononring the 
memory of ancestors by sacrifices would appear to have been 
characteristic of the Indo-Germans from the very first. It is 
for this reason that quite striking similarities are found in the 
cult, which DO doubt refer to very old times .... It has been 
justly pointed out that, as the fravashis are conceived as stars, 
so, in the opinion of the ancient Hindoos, the blessed men beam 
in form of stars (see Justi, Handbuch, s.v., /1"lL'vashi, p. 200). Nor 
should it be overlooked that this star-worship is very like the 
worship of the heavenly host mentioned in the Old Testament." 

Here, then, concerning these ancient Aryans of Persia, we 
have, on high authority, statements proving a dominant ancestor
worship; and also yielding support to various of the doctrines 
set forth in Part I. While it is only one of several souls pos
~essed by each individual, the fravashi is the predominant .and 
propitiated soul. It is supposed to need food, like the other-self 
of the dead savage; Not ordinary men only, but deities, np to
the supreme one, have each his ghost; implying that he was 
originally a man. We see, too, that these fravashis which are 
ancestral ghosts, become the agents to whom the powers of Bur
rounding objects are ascribed-fetich ghosts. We see tbat" they 
have peopled the heavens-have become the in-dwelling spirits 
of snn, moon, and stars. And we see that wOI:ship of i;hem, 
beginning with worship of those of the family and the clan, 
originates in time the worship of conspicuous traditional 
persons, as ancient heroes and gods; just as among the Fijians 
and others at the present day. 

Aryan Ancestor-tl'ors71'fp.-:-The" more I have looked into the 
evidence, the more I have marvelled at those who, in the inte
l'('sts of the mythological theory, assert that the Aryans have 
been distinguished from inferiol". races by not being ancestor
'worshippers; and who ascribe such ancestor-worship as cannot 
be overlooked, to imitation of inferior races. If the American 
fillibuster Ward, now apotheosized in China, has a temple erected 
·to him there, the fact is accepted as not unnatural among the 
"ancestor-worshIpping Chinese. But in India, among Aryans, 
we must ascribe to the bad example of lower peoples, the erection 
()f a temple at Benarcs to the English fillibuster Warren Hastings. 
-(Parl. Hist., xxvi, pp. 773-7.) 

I" find nothing but such unwarranted assumption to place 
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against the clear evidence thah ancestor-worship was dominallt 
among primitive Aryans, long remained dominant among civi
lized Aryans, survived in considerable strength in medireval 
Christendom, and has not yet died away. When we learn that 
the Avesta describes sacrifices for the dead, and contains prayers 
calling upon them-when we read in the Institutes of Menu 
(Sir W. Jones's translation, vol. iii, p. 147) that" an oblation by 
Brallmens to their ancestors transcends an oblation to the deities; 
because that to the deities is conflidered as the opening and com
pletion of that to ancestors "-when, tuming to the Aryans who 
migrated West, we remember how active was their propitiati.on 
of the dead, calling from Grote the words" sepulchral duties, 
sacred beyond all others in the eyes of a Greek "-when we are 
reminded how the early Romans, ascribing to their manes-gods 
a love of human blood, dulv administered to it; our boldness of 
assumption must be great" if we cau say that Aryan ancestor
worship was not indigenons but adopted. 

Were it true that necrolatry was not rooted in the primitive 
Aryan mind, as in other primitive minds (a ma.rvellous difference, 
did it exist), it would be strange that though superficial it was 
so difficult to extirpate. Christianity spread without extinguish
ing it. In a capitulary of 742, Karloman prohibits" sacrifices 
to the dead" (Baluzius, i, 148). Nor has it been extinguished 
by modern Christianity, as was shown in § 152. Here is furthel" 
evidence from Hanusch, Die Wissenschaft des Slawischen My thus. 
p.408:-

"According to Gebhardi • • • the Misnians, Lausitzians, Bobemians, 
Silesians, and Poles, upon t.he first of March. early in the morning, went 
forth with torches, going to the cemetery and offering up food to their auces
tors. [According to Grimm] the Esthoni .. ns le .. ve food for the dead in th .. 
night of the 861'0nd of November, .. nd are glad if in the morning something 
id found to be l'Onsumed. . •• With all Sl .. ves it wa.s a. custom to have a 
mea.! for the dead, not only upon the d .. y of funernl but annually; the former 
was intended for the particular dead, the latter for the dead in general. .' •• 
At the latter they believed the souls to be present personally. Silently 
little bits of food were thrown for them under the table. People believed 
they hew them rustle, and saw them feed npon the smell and vapour of the 
food." 

I may close with the conclusive testimony of one who has had 
unusual opportunities of studying Aryan supp.rstitions as now 
being generated, and whose papers in the Fortnightly Review 
'show huw competent he is both as observer and reasoner--Sh· A. 
C. Lyall. In a letter to me he says :-" I do not k--now who 
may be the author of the statement;, which you quote [in § 150]. 
that' No Indo-European nation seems to have made a religion 
.of the worship of the dead j' but it is a generalization entirely 
untenable. Here in Rajputana, among the purest Aryan tribes. 
the worship of famous ancestors is most prcvalent i and all their 
hf'roes are more or less deified." 
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.A.nceslor-woJ·s7,ip BIlIOJig the Greeks.-The foregoing e\-idence, 
published in the first edition, I can now re-inforce. The alrea.dy
quoted essay A Sepulchral Relicf fl'oJ/~ Tarentum, by Mr. Percy 
Gardner, contains clear proofs, brought to light by recent in
,-estigations, that ancestor-worship was no less dominant among 
the Greeks than among inferior peoples. The first two of the 
following extracts, ::oncerning Lycians and Etrurians, I prefix to 
show that the Gl'c:eks had identical conceptions and usages ;-

.. Thus so far as Lvcia is concerned there can be no doubt that .... e&l'ly as 
the fourth century' B.C. dead heroes were represented on their tombs as 
recei .. ing homage from the living." (pp. 14-15.) 

"And that the feast here [on a sarcophagus] is .. feast after death, is 
.hown by the analogy of the wall paintiDgs of several of the large tombs of 
Etruri ... in which the OCCUplUlt of the tomb is seen eating, drinking, and 
mB],.ing merry, as if he hoo but to continue in tho tomb the life which while 
he was in the ftesh he hoo found so pleasant." (p. 15.) ' . 

.. These reliefs reBdily attach themselves to the more archaic class of 
SpartBn monuments, nnd throw a fresh light on their chBl'acter, so that after 
oeeing them Milchhoefer retracted his previously expressed opinion, .and no 
longer hesitated to believe that in all alike dead mortalS held the post of 
honour, and that all referred to the cultus of ancestors." (p. 18.) 

"The worship of the dead did not occupy among the elite of Greece tile 
lame space in men's minds which at an eBl'lier time it had held, and which 
is still held in the more ennservative districts." 

.. Nevertheless, a careful sesrch will disclose many passages even in the 
Attio writers which illustrate this form of religion. The opening passage of 
the CAoepAori, for example, tells of cultns kept up at the tomb. of deceased 
worthies. In the ...tlce8lia, the heroine of the play is sC8l'Cely dead hefore 
she is invoked by the chorus .... a spiritual power, able to give and to with
hold favours." (p. 21.) 

.. At a lower level than that of poetry, in the laws and the cnstoms, more 
especially the burial·customs, of the Oreeks, we find ample proof of the 
tenacity with which they clung to the belief that the dead desired oll'erings 
of food and incense, and were willing in return to furnish protection and 
aid." (p. 22.) 

"The dead man, living in his tomb as he had lived in his house, requires 
frequent supplies of food and drink, rejoice. in the presence of 8I'mour and 
ornaments, such as he loved in life, and is very sen~itive to discourteous 
treatment. These ideas wel'e }Iart of the mental furniture of the who:o 
Aryan race, before it separated into brandies, and are found in all the 
countries over which it spreoo." (p. 22.) 

"It is well known with what care the early G .... eks provided in tile chamber 
in which they placed a corp.e, all that w .... nece$sary for its comfort, I ha i 
almost said its life. 'Vine and food of various kinds were there laid up in a 
little store, a lamp was provided full of oil, frequently even kept burDing to 
relieve the darkness; and around were strewn the clothes and the armour 
in which the dead hero had delighted; sometimes even, by a refinement Gf 
realism, a whetstone to sharpen the edge of sword and spear in case they 
.. hould grow blunt with use. Th~ horse of a warrior was sometimes slain 
and buried with him that he might not in another world endure the indig
nity of haTing to walk. Even in Homeric days the custom survived of 
-slaying at the tomb of a noted w&I'rior some of a hostile race to be his slave. 
thereafter." (p. 23.) 

"If a body was loft unbwied, or if the tomb in which it was laid was nc~ 
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from time to time supplied with food and drink, then tIle ghost inhabiting-
8u.!h body became a. wretched wanderer on the fs.ce of the ea.rth, and neither
had pea.ce itself nor allowed survivors to be at pes.ce." (p. 24.) 

"'fhe lectisternia of the Romans, in which they spread fea.sts for certain 
of tho gods, and laid their images by the tables that they might enjoy what 
wag provided are well known, and most people fancy that the custom was of 
Latin origin, but it is certain that the Romans in this mat.ter were mer~ 
imitators of the Greeks. We should naturally suppose that the custom of 
feasting the gods arose from that of feasting deceased anc89tors. And this 
view ree.eives fresh confirmation when we consider that these banquets were, 
among the Greeks, bestowed not upon all the gods, but nearly always on. 

-those of mortal birth, such as the Dioscuri, Asclepius and Dionysus. They 
are bestowed indeed upon Zeus.and Apollo, and this may seem strange, unless
we remember how commouly Zeus Patroius or Hereeius, and A polIo were con
fused in cultus with the traditional family ancestor." (pp. 32-33.) 

Origin of Egyptian Gods.-Amid incongruities, the general. 
mean:ing of the passages which follow is sufficiently clear. 
Brugsch writes :-

.. In • • • the primeval histol'Y of their land:' tho Egyptians .. supposed 
three ages which followed one another, till Mena placed the double crown . 
upon his head. During the first age, a. dynasty of the Gods reigned in th~ 
hnd; this was followed by the age of the J)emi-gods, and the dynasty of th~ 
mysterious Manes closed the prehistoric time. • • • It is to be regretted 
that t,he fragments of the Turin papyrus (once containing the most complete 
list of the"kings of Egypt in their chronological order) Mve preserved nof> 
the slightest intelligible information about those fabulous succe,sors of thO' 
God·Kings. A single shred ollows us to make out with tolerable certainty 
the names of ss.crcd animals, such as the Apis of Memphis and the Mnevis of 
Heliopolis, so that it wonld appear as if these also had contributed to th& 
number of the prehistoric rulers of Egypt." (History of Egypt, i, 33, 39.) 

The continuity of the series from these early divine personageR~ 
some of them figured as animals and half-animals, down to gods 
who were unquestionably deified men, is implied by the fact that 
to the worship of those earliest rulers whose vague personalities~ 
surviving ·from remote times, had become gods proper, there 
was joined a. worship of early historio kings, whioh, similar in 
nature, similarly lasted through many ages. Here is a passage 
from Maflpero's Une En'l!lete Judiciail'e Ii Thebes (Mem. d~ 
l'Academie des Inscriptions, t. ,iii), pp. 62-3:-

.. A Memphis on trouve, jusque sous les Ptoi<imees, des p~tres de lIfen~s. 
d' Ata, de Sahfl.ra et d'autres pharaons ~ppartenant a.ux plus anciennes dynas
ties (De Rouge, Elude su.. lea monuments gu' on peut attribu... au," sir 
premieres dynastiell de Manethon, pp. 31, 53, 83) 1 ~ Thebes, Ie culte des 
Usortesen, des Ahmes, des Amenophis (voir a.u Papyrus Abbott, pl. i, 1. 13. 
la. mentiou d'un p~tre d' Amenophis), ou de certaines rein89 comme la reillO' 
Nefer-t.ari (Lieblein, I>eu:IJ pap!lrus, etc., p. 31, pl. iii. 1. 6; llharpe, Eg. 
Insc. ii), fut Horissant pendant des siecles. Si nous ne saisissons pas chez: 
les particuliers 189 indices d'une veneration aussi vivaee, c'est que, dans les 
tombes priv6s,Ies ceremonies 6taient s.ccomplies non par des p~tres speciaux. 
mais par les fils ou Ies descendants du de£unt. Souvent, au bout de quelques 
generations, soit negligence, soit el6placement, ruine, ou extinction de 1 ... 
lamille, Ie culte tltait suspendu et 111 memoire des morts se perdait." 
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To which passage, showing that the pe1"manent wornhip of the' 
dead kings was a more developed form of the ordinary ancestor
worship, I may add a confirmatory passage from E. de Rouge :-

.. Each pyramid had by its .ide a funeral building, a sort of temple, wher& 
were performed the ceremonies of a cult dedicated to the deified sovereigns. 
I ha .. e no doubt that this cult commenced during their lifetime."-Mem. de 
l'.{c. du III8Cf"., pt. XIV, 2, p. 254.) 

And yet in face of such evidence, harmonizing with all the 
other evidences we have found, it is alleged that the early 
Egyptian gods were personalized powers of nature! 

.. GocTI! and men" in Hebrew Legend.-Furtber grounds for 
taking the view expressed in § 200, respecting the" gods and 
men" of the Hebrew legend, have since been disclosed in the 
Cltaldean .Account of Genesis, by George Smith. Here is II. 

passage from the new edition edited by Prof. Sayee, published 
iu 1880:-

II One of the most curious .tatempnts made in these hymns is that the roc/) 
of men created by tho deity was black-headed. The .o.me l'BCe of men is 
mentioned elsewhere in the ancient literature of the Accadians. • • • In the 
bilingual tablets the black race is rendered in Assyrian by the word Adamat .. 
or • red·skins.' A popular etymology connected this word Adamat .. with 
the word Adam .. , or Adm .. , • msn,' po.rtly on account of the. similarity of 
sound, partly because in the age of Accadian supremacy and literature, the 
men pa,. e:rcellence, the special human beings made by the Creator, were the 
dark-skinned race of Accsd. The Accsdian Adam or • man' was dark; it 
was only when the culture of the Accsdians had been handed down to their 
Somitic successors that he became fair. The discovery that the Biblical 
Adam is identical with the Assyrian Adam .. or • man,' and that the Assyrian 
Adam .. goes back to the first creuted man of Accadian tradition who belonged 
to the black, that is, to the Accadian race, is due to Sir Henry Rawlinson. 
He h ... also su/(gested that the contrast between the black and the white
race" between the Accadian and the S~mite, is indicated in the sixth chapter
of Genesis, where a contrast is drawn between the' daughters of men or
Ad"m .. , and the sons of God." (pp. 81-83.) 

Verification is also hereby afforded of the suggestion made in 
§ 178 (note), that the forbidden fruit was t,he inspiriting and 
illuminating product of a plant which the conqnering race 
forbade the subject race to consume. The objection, not un
likely to be raised, that the words "fruit" and "eating" do 
not countenance this interpretation, would be sufficiently met 
by cases of our own metaphorical uses of these words C" fruit 
of the womb," "opium-eating"); but it may be meli more 
directly. Of the Znlus, Bp. Callaway 8ays-" The natives 
sp£'ak of beer as food-and of eating it. They also call snuff 
food, and speak of eating it." 

Theology of tlllJ .Accadians.-The distinguished .Assyriologis~ 
Prof. A. H. Sayee, in his article on " Babylonia." in the new 
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edition of the Encyclopa:dia B1"itannica (iii, 192-3), writes as 
follow>I:-

"The earliest religion of Accad was a Shamanism resembling that of the 
, Siberian or Samoyed tribes of to-day. E .... ryobject had its .pirH, good or 
bad; and the power of controlling these spirits was in the hands of priests and 
sorcerers. The world swarmed with them, especially with the demons, and 
there 11 8S ,carcely an action which did not risk demoniac po.eession. Diseases 
were regm'dcd as caused in tI,is way_ • __ In rourse ot' time certain spirits 
(or mther deified powers of Nature) were elevated above the rest into the 
position of gods. _ • _ l'he old Shamanism gradually hecame transformed 
int.o a religion, with a host of subordinate semi·divine beiTlgs; but BO strong a 
hold had it upon the mind, that the new gods were still addressed by their 
spirits. The religion now entered upon a new phaee; the various epithets 
applied to the same deity were crystallized into fresh divinities, and the sun
god under n mult.itude of {ol'ms became the centrol ~bject bf worship." 

This account of Accadian beliefs harmonizes with the numerous 
foregoing facts illustrating the genesis of religion from the ghost
theory. The first stage abo~e deseribed is one in which spirits, 
originally human, have become idelltitied with, or inhabitants of, 
surrounding objects, as we saw they everywhere tend to do_ 
Just'as among the Esquimaux and others, Sun and Moon thus 
come to be residences of particular ghosts, so with the Accadians. 
Prof_ Sayee has just pointed out to me (June, 1885) that he had 
in 1874 expressed the belief that "the worship of dead ancestors" 
is the primitive form of religion. 

As given by M. Lenormant, in his La J[agie c',ez les Chaldeen8, 
the following is part of an incantation against pestilence :-

.. De In fievre, esprit du ciel, Bouviens-t'en! Esprit de In terre, sOllvienR
t'en! ••• Esprits mAles et femelles, seigneurs des etoiles, souvenez-vous 
en! • • • Esprits milles et femelles de la montagne sublime, SO)lVeneZ-Vous 
en! Esprits mlles et femelles de In lumiere de vie, fOuveneZ-'"OUS 
en! ••• Esprits femelles dll pare et de la mere de Moul-ge [the AssJ'rian 
god :Bel] Bouvenez-vouz en! ••• Eeprit de la Dees.e-ande, mere do Es, 
sOllvienB-t'en! Esprit de Ninollnh, fille de ];a (N ouah), BOuviens-t'en! ••• 
Esprit du dieu Feu, pontile supreme Bill' la surface de la terre, 
Bouviens-t'en! .. (p. 128.) , 

Here, then, the address is uniformly mude to ghosts; and 
these are the ghosts of beings allied by name to traditional 
human beings-the ghosts of beings who have come to be called 
gods and goddesses: ghosts regarded as lords and spirits of 
stars, mountains, fire. And this too, as we saw abo~e, was the 
creed of the Iranians. The jral·asltis were the ghosts or spirIts 
possessed alike by men and by gods-e~en by the chief god. 

Moreover, little as the fact is recognized, the llebrew god is 
habitually spoken of in a parallel way and with the same 
implication. "The Spirit of the Lord" is a consistent expres
Riou if, as in the Accadianbelief, and in the beliefs of existing 
Bedouins, the original conception of a god was that of a powerful 
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terre~trial ruler-o. rul('1' such a8 the one hospita.bly eutc1'tained 
by Abrabam, with whom he covenanted to yield allegiance in 
return for territory. But the expression" Spirit of the Lord," 
reasonably applied to the double of a potentate after his death, 
is nonsense if otherwise applied; since, as every critical reader 
must have observed, if tbe Lord was originally conceived 
as a Spirit, then the Spirit of the Lord most have been conceived 
as the spirit of a spirit. Such an expression as that in Isaiah 
xlviii, 16, "the Lord God, and His Spirit, hath sent me," which 
is reconcilable with the primitive idea that eve-.y human being, 
whether king or subject, includes at least two individnalities, is' 
irreconcilable with the current theology; for the word spirit, 
whether interpreted in the sense accepted alike by savage and 
civilized, or whether referred back to its derivation as meaning 
breath (which it does in Hebrew as in various other languages), 
inevitably connotes a body of which it is the spirit. 

Thus all three of the widely unlike types of men inhabiLing 
these eastern regions-the so-called Turanians, the Al'Y:l.lls, ami. 
the Semites~had the same theory of supernatural beings. 
However otherwise different, deities, like men, were conceived 
by them as having doubles. The notion is perfectly congruous 
with the conclusion everywhere else forced upon us, that'deities 
are the expanded ghosts of dead men, and is utterly incongruous 
with any other theory. 

It was pointed out in § 202 that in various essential respects 
the Hebrew conception of god was at one with all other concep
tions of gods; and here we see this unity implied even in the 
descriptive phrases used by the Hebrews in speaking of their, 
god. 

NOTE.-I am indebted t~ the Bishop of Gloucester, ~nd more recently 00 
Prof. S~. George M~v .. rt, for poiating out that the statement on page 783, 
concernmg the ""cntice of lambs to St. Agnes at Rome is incorrect. It 
appears that the lambs are not actually sacrificed, but only offcred. We may 
reg~rJ the usage, therefore, as a form substituted for what was once a reality_ 

8G 
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!l'HE MYTHOLOGICAL THEORY. 

[T'~oltgh in t1Le tezt, while Betting forth that negative criticism 
00 the mytlwlogical theory which is constituted by an opposed 
theory, I have incidentally maile Bome positive criticisms, I have 
preferred not to encumber the argument with many of these; nor 
can I here afford space for a lengthened e:cposition of reasons for 
rejecting the mythological theory. What follow must be regarded 
as merely the heads of all argument, tlLe elaboration of 1J)'~ich must 
be left to the reader.] -

An inquiry carried on in a way properly called scientific 
may, according to the nature of the case, proceed either induc
tively or deductively.' Without making any assumptions, the 
inquirer may, and in some cases must, begin by collecting 
together numerous cases; and then, after testing by the method 
of difference the result yielded by the method of agreement, cr 
subjecting it to others of the tests needful to exclude error, he 

'may, if it withstands all such tests, accept the induction as 
trne. Or, otherwise, if there exists a pre-established induction, 
or an a priori truth (which is an induction organically 
registered), he may set out from this, and deduce his con
clusion from it. 

In his Introduction to tIle Science of Religion, Professor Max 
Miiller does not adopt either of these methods. As ·given on 
page 143 (new edition of 1882), his theory is that, in the case 
of other races as iu the case of the Turanian race there dealt 
with, men's religious ideas arise thus :-" First, a worship of 
heaven, as the emblem of the most exalted conception which 
the untutored mind of man cau entertain," expanding to • . • 
"a belief in that which is infinite. Secondly, a belief in death
less spirits or powers of nature; ••• Lastly, a belief in the 
existence of ancestral spirits." To give anything like a scien
tific character to this theory, he ought to do at least one of 
two things. Either he should cite a number of cases in 
which among men whose state is the rudest known, there 
exists ~is heaven-worship and resulting conception of tho 
irifinitu, r else he should prove tllat his theory is a necessary 
deductio .from admitted laws of the human mind. He docs 
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not fulfil either of these requiremeuts, or even attempt to 
follll either. Not simply does he fail tG give such llnmerous 
cases of Nature-worship existing without auy other kind of 
worship, as would serve for the basis of an induction, but I am. 
not aware that he has given a single case: the reason being, 
I believe, that no cases are to be found; for my own inquiries, 
which are tolerably extensive, have not brought one to my 
knowledge. On the other hand, so far from being able to 
deduce his conclusion from laws of mind, he is obliged de
liberately to ignore laws of mind which are well established. 
If, as he alleges, men began with worshipping heaven as sym
bolizing the infinite, afterwards worshipping the powers of 
Nature as personalized, and finally ancestral spirits, then 
the progress.of thought is from the abstract to the concrete: 
the course implied is the reverse of that known to be 
followed. 

While it cannot, I think, be admitted that what is called by 
Professor Max Muller the Science of Religion has any claim 
whatever to the name science, we find evidence that his conclu
sion was from the outset a foregone conclusion, and one certainly 
not belonging to the class distinguished as scientifio. Here are 
two extracts which throw light on the matter:- . 

.. Tbe elements and roots of religion were there, as far hack as we can trace 
tl,e history of man •••• An intuition of God, a sense of human weakness 
nnd dependence, a belief in a Divine government of the world, a distinction 
between good and evil, and a hope of a better life, these are some of the 
rndical elements of ell religions. Though sometimes hidden, they rise again 
ond again to the surface .••• Unless t.hey had formed part of the o~igina.. 
do~y of the human soul, religion itself would have been an impossibility." 
Claip., etc., vol. i, pref. x. 

The other extract is from the closing paragraph of the preface 
written by Professor Max Miiller to the Myths and Songs from 
tile Sou.th, Pacific. Speaking of that work, he says-

.. But it contains much that ••• will eomforl those who hold that God 
has not left Himself withont a witness, even among the lowest outcasts <# 
the human mee." 

Noting how the theological here hides the scientific, I may add 
that anyone who reads :Mr. Gill's volumo and contemplates the 
many verifications it contains of the inference otherwise so 
nmply supported, that ancestor-worship is the root of all 
religions, will be surprised to see how readily a. foregone con
clusion can find for itself support in a mass of evidence which 
to other readers will seem fatal to it. 

But now leaving this general criticism, let ns examine 
deliberately and in detail the hypothesis of Professor Max: 
Miiller, and that mythological theory associated with it. 

1. A .more special science caunot be fully understood until 
:3 G 2 
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the more general science including it is nnderstood; and it i. .. 
a corollary that conclusions drawn from the more special cannot 
be depended on iu the absence of conclusions drawn from the 
more general. Philological proofs are therefore untrustworthy 
unless supported by psychological proofs. Not to study the 
phenomena of mind by immediate observation, but to study 
them immediately through the phenomena of language, is 
necessarily to introduce additional sources of errol'. In the 
interpretation of evolving thoughts, there are liabilities to 
mistake. In the interpretation of evolving words and verbal 
forms, there are other liabilities to mistake. And to contemplate 
th~ mental development through the linguistic development, is 
to en<:ounter a double set of risks. Though evillence derived 

, from the growth of words is useful as collateral evidence, it is 
of little use by itself; and cannot compare invalidity with 
evidence derived from the growth of ideas. Hence the method 
of the mythologists, who argue from the phenomena which the 
symbols present, instead of arguing from the phenomena 
symbolized, is a misleading method. 

One illustration will suffice. In a lecture delivered at the 
Royal Institution, on March 31st, 1871, Prof. Max: Miiller said
"'I'he Zulus call the soul the shadow, and such is the influence of 
lang/tage that, even against the eyidence of the senses, the 
Zulus believe that a dead body can cast no shadow, because the 
shadow-or, as we should say, the ghost--has departed from it." 
(Times, 1 Ap., 18,71.) Here the explanation is regarded as 
entirely linguistic. The course of thought which, among so mauy 
races, has led to identification of soul and shadow, and which has 
for its corollary the departure of the soul or shadow at death, is 
ignored. Those who have digested the abundaut evidence given 
in the text, will see how profonnd is the misconception caused. 

2. In another way-allied though different--does the method 
of the mythologists reverse the right method. They set .out 
with the ideas and feelings possessed by the civilized. Carrying 
these with them they study the ideas and feelings of the semi· 
civilized. And thence they descend by inference to the ideas 
and feelings of the nncivilized. Beginning with the complex: 
they get from it the factors of the simple. How great are the 
errors to be anticipated, an analogy will show. So long as 
biologists gathered their' cardinal conceptions from much. 
developed organisms their interpretations were quite wrong; 
and they were set right only when they began to study little. 
developed organisms-the lower types and the embryos of the 
higher types. 1\hat the teeth, though rooted in the jaws, do 
not belong to the\skeleton, but are dermal structures, is a troth 
which no anatomil;t, dealing with aduU mammals only; would. 
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cvel' have imagined; and this truth is but one out or many dis
closed by examining animals in the order of ascending evolution. 
Similarly with social phenomena., including the systems of 
belief men have formed. The order of ascending evolution must 
be followed here too. The key to these systems of belief can be 
found only in the ideas of the lowest races. 

3. The distortion caused by tracing the genesis of beliefs from 
above downwards, instead of tracing it. from below upwards, is 
exemplified in the postulate of Prof. Max MUller, that thel'8 was 
at first a high conception of deity which mythology corruptcd. 
He says (.sci. of La"., ii, 467) that .. the more we go back, 
the more we examine the earliest germs of every religion, the 
purer, I believe, we shall find the conceptions of the Deity." 
Now, unless we assume that Prof. lIax Millier is unacquainted 
with such facts as are brought together in Part I, we shall here 
recognize a pel'version of thought caused by looking at them in 
the wrong order. We shall be the more obliged to recognize 
this, on remembering that his linguistic researches furnish him 
with abundant proofs tbat men in, low stages have no terms 
-capable of expressing tbe idea of a Universal Power; and can, 
tberefore, according to his own doctrine, have no such idea.. 
Lacking words even for low generalities and abstractions, it is 
utterly impossible that the savage should have words in which 
to frame a conception uniting high . generality with high 
nbstractness. Holding so unwarranted a postulate, it is very 
improbable that Prof. Max Miiller's mythological interpreta.
tions, harmonized as we must suppose with this postulate, can 
be true. 

4. The law of rhythm in its socia.l applications, implies that 
alternations of opinion will be violent in proportion as opinions 
are extreme. Politics, Religion, Morals, all furnish examples. 
After an unqualified acceptance of the Christian creed, those 
who inquired passed to unqualified rejection of it as an invention 
of priests: both courses being wrong. Similarly, after belief in 
()lassic legends as entirely true, there comes repudiation of them 
us entirely false: now prized as' historic. fact, tbey are now 
thrown aside as nothing but fiction. Both of these judgments 
are likely to prove erroneous. Being sure tbat tbe momentum 
uf reaction will carry opinion too far, we may conclude that 
these legends are neither wholly true nor wholly untrue. 

5. The assumption that any decided dinsion can be made 
between legend and history is untenable. To suppose tbat at a 
certain stage we pass suddenly from the mythical to the historical. 
is absurd. Progress, growing arts, increasing knowledge, more 
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settled life, imply a gradual transition from traditions containing 
little fact and much faucy, to traditions containing little fancy 
and much fact. There can be no break. Hence any theory 
whichderus with traditions as though, before the time when 
they are classed as historic, they are entirely unhistoric, is in
evitably wrong. It must be assume-:} that the earlier the story 
the smaller the historic nucleus; bnt that some historic nucleus 

• habitually exists. Mythologists ignore this implication. 

6. If we look at the ignoring of this implication under anotller 
aspect, we shall be still more startled by it. A growing society 
coming at length to recorded events, must have passed through 
a long serics of unrecorded events. The more strikin~ of such 
will be transmitted orally. That is to say, every early nation 
which has a written history, had, before that, an unwritten 
history; the most remarkable parts of which survived in tradi
tions more or less distorted. If, now, the alleged doings of 
heroes, demi-gods, and deities, which precede definite history, 
are recognized as these distorted traditions, the requirement is 
satisfied. If, otherwise. these are rejected as myths, then there 
comes the question-W here are the distorted traditions of 
actual events? Any hypothesis which does not furnish a satis
factory .answer to this question is out of court. 

7. The nature of pre-historic legeuds suggests a further ob
jection. In the lives of savages and barbarians the chief occur
rences are wars. Hence the trait common to mythologies
Indian, Greek, Babylonian, Tibetan, Mexican, Polynesian, etc. 
-that the early deeds narrated, even including the events of 
creation, take the form of fightings, harmonizes with tho 
hypothesis that they are expanded and idealized stories of 
human transactions. But this trait is not congruous with .tho 
hypothesis that they are fictions devised to explain the genesis 
and order of Nature. Though the mythologist imagines the 
phenomena to be thus naturally formulated; there is no evidence 
that they tend thus to formulate themselves in the undeveloped 
mind. 'fo see this, it needs but to ask whether an untaught 
child, looking at the surrounding world and its changes, would 
think of th~m as the products of battles. 

8. The study of superstitions by descending analysis instead 
of by ascending synthesis, misleads in another way. It suggests 
causes of Nature-worship which do not exist. The undeveloped 
mind has neither the emotional tendencies nor the intellectual 
tendencies which mythologists assume. 

Note, first, that the feelings out of which worship really 
grows, as shown in Part I, are displayed by all forms oi the 
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undeveloped mind-by the mind' of the savage, by the niind of 
the civilized child, by the mind of the civilized adult in its 
uncultured state. Dread of. ghosts is common to them all. The 
horror a child feels when a.lone in the dark, and the fear with 
which a. rustio passes through a churchyard by night, show us 
the still-continued sentiment which we have found to be the 
essential element of primitive religions. If, then, this senti. 
ment excited by suppol'ed invisible beings, which prompts the 
sa'l"age to worship, is a sentiment conspicuous iu the young and 
in tho ignorant among ourselves; we may infer that if the 
savage has au allied sentiment directed towards. powers of 
nature and prompting worship, this, also, while manifest in him, 
must be similarly manifest in our own young and iguorant. 

So, too, with the thought-element which myl,hologists ascribe 
to the savage. The speculative tendency which they suppose 
causes primitive interpretations of Nature, is a tendency which 
he should habitulllly display, and which the least developed of 
the civilized should also display. Ohserve the facts under both. 
these heads. 

9. The familial" Sun excites in the child no awe whatever. 
Recalling his boyhood, no one cau recall any feeling of fear 
drawn onto by this most striking object in Nature, or any sign 
of such feeling in his companions. Again, what peasant or 
what servant-girl betrays the slightest revercnce for the Sun? 
Gazed at occasionally, admired perhaps when setting, it is 
regarded without even a tinge of the sentiment called worship. 
Such allied sentiment as arises (and it is but an allied sentiment) 
arises only in . the minds of the cultnred, to whom science has 
revealed the vastness of the Universe or in whom the perception 
of beauty has become strong. Similarly with other familiar 
things. A labonrer has not e,en respect for the Earth he digs; 
still less any such emotion as might lead him to treat it as a 
deity. It is true that the child may be awed by a thunderstorm 
and that the ignorant may look with superstitious terror at a. 
comet; but these are not usual and orderly occurrences. Daily 
experiences prove that surrounding objects and powers, how~ 
ever vast, excite no religious emotion in undeveloped minds, if 
they are f:ommon and not supposed to be dangerons. 

And this, which analogy suggests as the state of the savage 
mind, is the state which travellers describe. The 10lvest types 

\ of men are devoid of w...Q!lder. .As shown in § 45, they do not 
marvel even at remarKable things they never saw before, so 
long as there is nothing alar:ming about them. And if their 
surprise is not aronsed by these unfamiliar things, still less is it 
aroused by the things witnessed daily from birth upwards.· 
What· is more marvellous than· flamc ?-,comiog no o~e sees 
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whence, moving, making sounds, intangible and yet hurting the 
hands, devouring things and then vanishing. Yet the lowest 
races are not characterized by fire-worship. 

Direct and indirect evidence thus unite to show us that in 
the primitive man there does not exist that seutiment which 
Nature-worship prt'supposes. And long before mental evolution 
initiates it, the Earth and the Hoo.vens have been peopled bol'" 
the supernatural beings, derived from ghosts, which really 
draw out his hopes and fears, and prompt his offerings anu 
prayers. 

10. Similarly with the implied. thought-element. Theignorant 
among ourselves are unspecnlative. They show scarcely any 
rational curiosity respecting even the most imposing natural 
phenomena. What rustic asks a question as to the constitution 
of the Sun? When does he think about the cause of the 
Moon's changes? What sign does he give of a wish to know 
how clouds are formed? Where is the evidence that his mind 
ever entertained a thought concerning the origin of the winds ? 
Not only is there an absence of any tendeucy to inquire, but 
there is ntter indifference when explanation is offered. He 
accepts these common-place things as matters of course, which 
it does not concern him to account for. 

It is thus, also, with the savage. Even in the absence of 
proof it wonld be inferable that if the great mass of minds in 
o.ur own race are thus unspecnlative, the minds of inferior races 
must be still more unspeculative. But, as was shown in § 46, 
we have direct proof. Ab~~llce.of..!:ation~uriosity is habitually 
remarked by travellers amongst th6Iowest races. That which 
Dr. Rink says of the Esquimaux, that" existence in general is 
accepted as a fact, without any speculation as to its primitive 
o.rigiu "(p. 36), is said by others in kindred ways of various rude 
peoples. Nay, savages even ridicule as foolish, questions about 
the ordinal'J course of Nature i no matter how conspicuous the 
changes displayed. . 

Thus the intellectual factor, too, implied by the alleged 
mythopooic tendency, is wanting in early stages; and advancing 
intelligence does not begin to manifest it until long after the 
ghost-theory has originated a mechanismoof causation. 

11. Joined. with theRe two erroneous assumptions is the 
assumption, also erroneous, thnt the primitive man is given to 
"imaginative fictionso" Here is another mistake caused by 
ascribing to undeveloped natures, the traits which developed 
natures exhibit. As shown in § 47, the savage conspicuously 
lacks imagination; and fiction, implying imagination, arises 
"nlyas ciyilizati(ln progresses. The man of low type no more 
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invcnts stories than he invents tool!! or processes; but in the 
one case, as in the other, the products of his activity evolve by 
small modifications. Among inferior racE'S the only germ of 
literature is the narrative of events. The savage tells the 
occurrences of to-day's chase, thc feats of the fight that happened 
yesterday, the successes of his father who lately died, the 
triumphs of his tribe in a. past generation. Without the 
slightest idea of making marvellous stories, he makes them 
unawares. Having only rude speech foIl of metaphor; being 
prompted by vanity and unchecked by regard for truth; 
immeasurably credulous himself and listened to by his descen
dants with absolute faith; his nalTatives soon become mon
strously exaggerated, and in course of generations diverge so 
widely from possibility, that to us they seem mere freaks of 
fancy. 

On studying facts instead of trusting to hypotheses we see 
this to be the origin of primitive legends. Looked at apart 
from preconceptions, the evidence (see DesCl·iptiv6 Sociology, 
.. 1Esthetic Products ") shows that there is originally ~lr-

" op~ncy; but that the so-called myth begins with a story 
of human ad\"'enture. Hence this assumed factor is also wanting. 

12. One more supposition is made for which there is, in like 
mauner, no warrant. The argument of the mythologists proceed!! 
on the assumption that early peoples were inevitably betrayed \ 
into personalizing abstract nouns. Having originally had 
certain verbal symbols for abstractions; and having, by impli
cation, had a corresponding power of abstract thinking; it is 
alleged that the barbarian therenpon began to deprive thesCl 
verbal symbols of their abstractness. This remarkable process 
is one of which clear proof might have been expected; but nODe 
is forthcoming. We have indeed, in his Ohips, etc. (vol. ii, p. 55), 
the assertion of Prof. Max: Miiller that .. as long as peoplCl 
thought in language, it was simply impossible to speak of 
morning or evening, of spring and winter, without giving to 
these conceptions something of an indi\"'idual, active, sexual, 
and at last personal character;" (i.e., having, somehow, 
originally got them without concrete meanings, it was impos
si ble to avoid making their meanings concrete) ; but to establish 
the alleged. impossibility something more than authoritative 
"tatement is needed. And considering that the validity of thCl 
entire theory depends on the truth of this proposition, onB 
might have looked for an elaborate demonstration of it. 
Surely the spcech of the nncivilized should furnish abundant 
materials. 

Instead, I find put in evidence certain personalizations of ab
stracts made by ourselves. ,Prof. Max: Muller quotes passages 
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in which Wordsworth speaks of Religion as a "mother," of 
"father Time," of " Frost's inexorable tooth," of "Winter like 
~ traveller old," of "laughing hours." But in the first lllace it 
1S to be remarked that these, where Dot directly traceable to 
the personages of classic mythology, have obviously arisen by 
conscious or unconscious imitation of classic modes of expres
sion, to which our poets .have been habituated from boyhood. 
And then, in the second place, we find no trace of a. tendency 
for this fanciful personalization to generate beliefs in actual 
personalities; and unless such a tendency is proved, nothing is 
proved. 

13. Sanskrit is, indeed, said to yield evidence of this per
sonalization. But the evidence, instead of being direct, is re
motely inferential; and the inferences are drawn from ma-
terials arbitrarily sclected. . 

How little confidence can be placed in the mode of dealing 
with the language of the Vedas, may be inferred from tho 
mode of dealing with the Vedic statements. Appeal is pro
fessedly made to the ideas of highcst antiquity, as being, ac
cording to theory, freest from mythopreic con-uptions. But 
only such of these ideas as suit the hypothesis are taken; and 
ideas of as high, and indeed of higher, antiquity, which con
flict with it are ignored. Of numerous cases, here is one. 
Soma-worship being common to the Rig-Veda and the Zend
Avesta, is thereby proved to have existed before the diffusioll, 
of the Aryans. Further, as before shown (§ 178), the Rig-Veda 
itself calls Soma "the creator and father of the gods," "the 
generator of hymns, of Dyaus, of Prithivi, of Agni, of Surya, 
of Indra, alld of Vishnu." According to this highest authority, 
then, these so-callcd Nature-gods were not the earliest. They 
were preceded by Soma, "king of gods and men," who" con
fers immortality on gods and men: " the alleged sun-god, Indra, 
being named as performing his great deeds under the inspira
tion of Soma. . Hence if antiquity of idea, as proved both by 
the direct statem,ents of the Rig-Veda itself, and by commnnity 
of belief with the Zend-A vesta., is to be taken as the test, it is 
clear that Nature-worship wa!l not primordial among the Aryans. 

If we look mor~ closely at the data taken from this "book 
with seven seals" ~hiCh is Prof. Max Mliller's name for the 
book from which, trangely enough, he draws such positive 
conclusions) and 0 serve how they are dealt with, we do not 
find ourselves reass red. The word dyaus, which is a. cardinal 
word in the mytholl0'iCal theory, is said to be derived from the 
root dyu, to beam. n his Science of Language, vol. ii, p. 469, 
Prof. Max Miiller sa s ofit-" A root of this rich and expan
sive meaning would be applicable to many conceptions ~ the 
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dawn, the sun. the sky, the day, the stars, the eyes, the ocefln, 
and the meadow." May we not add that a root so val"ioIDlly 
applicable, vague in proportion to the multiplicity of its 
meanings, "lends itself to interpretations that are proportion
ately uncertain P The like holds throughout. One of, the pel·
sonalized Vedic gods, inferred to have been originally a N ature
god, ilt the Earth. We are told that there are twenty-one 
Vedic name: for the Earth. We learn that these names were 
applicable to various other things; and that consequently 
.. earth, river, sky, dawn, cow, and speech, woUld become 
homonyms" (CMps, ii, 72). On which statements our comment 
may be, that as homonymous words are, by their definition, 
equivocal or ambiguous, translations of them in particular cases 
must be correspondingly questionable. No doubt roots that are 
so .. rich," allow ample play to imagination, and greatly facilitate 
the reaching of desired results. But by as much as they afford 
scope for possible inferences, by so much do they diminish the 
probability of anyone inference.-

Nor is this all. The interpretation thus made by arbitrary 
manipulation of ill-understood materials, is made in pursuance 
of what seems a self-contradicting doctrine. On the one hand. 
primitive Aryans are described as having had a'speech formed 
from roots, in such manner that the abstract idea of protecting 
pr!Jceded the concrete idea of a father. On the other hand, of 
ancient Aryans coming after these primitive Aryans, we are 
told that they "conld only speak and think" (ibid., 63) in 
personal figures: of necessity they spoke, not of sunset, but of 
the" sun growing old "-not of sunrise, but of "Night giving 
birth to a brilliant child "-not of Spring, but of .. the Sun or 
the Sky embracing the earth" (l~bid., 64). So that the race 
who made their concretes ont of absb-acts, are described as led 
into these Nature-myths by their inability to express abstracts 
except in terms of concretes I 

• How doubtful must be these interpretations may be judged from the 
following synonyms and homonyms for the Sun, taken from the Sanskrit 
hi.tionary of Mr. Monier Williams. Sura--o. god, divinity, deity, a'-symbo
lical expression for the number 33; 0. sage, learned man, the sun. S"ra-th~ 
sun; the Soma; a wise or learned man, teacher: a hero, king. Sura.-a hel"O, 
WIllTior, champion, valiant man, great or mighty man; a lion, a boar; the 
sun, N. pro of certain plants and trees. Sa."itri-a genel ... tor; sun; epithet 
of Indra and Siva; a particular plant. 4.rka-a my, Hash of lightning, sun, 
fire, crystal, copper, N. of Indra and of a plant; membrum ",rile, hymn, 
singer, learned man, elder brother, food. 4.r!laman-a bosom friend, play
fellow, N. pr., sun, Asclepias plant. Vi~/uDat-N. pro of the Sun, Aruna, and 
others. Siriika.r_N. pr., a crow, the sunHower, sun. And there are seveml 
others. Though these are from a I!enernl Sanskrit Dictionary, and not from 
a Dictionary of Vedie Sanskrit, :vet it must be admitted that the Vedie 
Sanskrit is as vllgue or vaguer, unless it be affirmed that languages become 
less specific as they develop. 
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:M:ay we not say, then, that the doctrine of the personalization 
)f abstracts, unsupported by evidence which existing races 
furnish, is not made probable by ancient evidence? 

14. We need not, however, leave off simply with-the couclu
sion that the hypothesis is unsustained.. There is a definite 
test, which, I think, completely disproves it. 

As part of the reason why abstract nouns and collective 
nonns became personalized, Prof. Max Miiller says :-"Now in 
ancient languages everyone of these words had necessarily a 
termination expressive of gender, and this naturally produced 
in the mind the corresponding idea of sex" (Chips, ii, 55). 
Here the implication is that the use of a name carrying 
with it the idea of sex in the thing named, therefore 
carried with, it the idea of something living; since living 
things alone possess the differences expressed by gender. 
Observe, now, the converse proposition necessarily going 
with this. It is ~mplied that if an abstract noun has no 
termination indicating a. masculine or feminine nature, any 
liability there may be to give more concreteness to its 
meaning, will not be joined with a liability to ascribe sex to 
it. There will be no tendency to personalize it accompanying 
the tendency to make it concrete; but it will become a neuter 
concrete. Unquestionably if a. termination implying sex, and 
therefore implying life, therefore implies personality; where 
there is no termination implying sex, no implication that there 
is life and personality will arise. It follows, then, that peoples 
whose words have no genders will not personalize the powers 
of Nature. But the facts directly contradict this inference. 
"There are no terminations denoting gender in Quichna" 
(Markham, p. 23), the langnage of the ancient Peruvians; and 
yet the ancient Peruvians had personalized natural objects and 
powers-Mountains. Sun, Moon, tho Earth, the Sea, etc.; and 
the like absence of genders and presence of Nature-worship, 
occurred among the Chibchas, and among the Central Ameri
cans. Thus personalization of the great inanimate objects and 
agents, can have had no such linguistic cause as that alleged. 

15. The many reasons for rejecting the interp1"-etationa which 
mythologists offer ns, thus fall into several groups. 

Some of them are a priori. The method adopted is doubly 
wrong-wrong as seeking in the characters of words, explana-

\, tions which should be sought in the mental phenomena symbol
ized by those words; and wrong as seeking in developed 
thoughts and feelings the keys to undeveloped ones, instead of 
the converse. The assumption, associated with this method, 
that the human miud had originally a conception of deity such 
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as we now enU pure, is directly contradicted by the evidence 
which the uucivilized present; and suicidally implies that there 
were abstract thoughts lwfore there was even au approach to 
words abstract enough to convey thcm. 

A second group 6f a priori reasons is otherwise derived_ The 
mythological theory tacitly assumes that some clear division 
CIUl be made betweeu le~nd and history; instead of recognizing' 
the truth that in the narratives. of events there is a slowly 
increasing ratio of truth to error. Ignol-ing the necessary im
plication that before definite history, numerous partiaUy-trne 
stories must be current, it recognizes no long series of distorted 
traditions of actual events. And then, instead of seeing in the 
fact that all the leading so-called myths describe combats, 
evidence that they arose out of human transactions, mythologists: 
assume that the order of Nature presents itself to the nn
developed mind in terms of victories and defeats. 

Of a posteriori ressons for rejecting t.he theory, come, first, 
those embodied in denials 'of its premises. It is not trne, as 
tacitly alleged, that the primitive man looks at the powers of 
Nature with av.-e. It is not true that he speculates about their 
charactera and causes. It is not true that he has a tendency to 
make fictions. Every one of these alleged factors of the 
rnythopmic process, though present in the developed mind, is 
absent from the nndeveloped mind, where the theory assumes it. 

Yet further reasons arc forthcoming. From premises nn
warranted by evidence, the flonclusions are reached by processes 
which are illegitimate. It is implied that men, having originally 
had certain signs of abstract conceptions, and therefore power 
of forming such conceptions, were obliged, afterwards, to speak 
and think in more concrete terms--a. change not simply 
gratuitously assumed, but exactly opposite in direction to that 
which the developments of thought aud language actually show 
us. The formation of ideal persons out of abstract nOllns, which 
is ascribed to this necessity, ought to be clearly demonstrated 
from the speech of existing Jow races, which it is not. Instead. 
we have deductions from an ancient Sanskrit work, nnintelligible 
to the extent of having" seven seals," from which conclusions 
called unquestionable are drawn by taking some statements and 
ignoring others, and by giving to words which have a score 
of meanings those most congruous with the desired conclusion. 

Finally comes the fact which, even were the argument in 
general as valid as it is fallacious, would be fatal to it-the fact 1 
that personalization of natural powers, said to be suggested by . 
verbal terminations expressive of sex, occurs just as much 11' here ' 
there are no such terminations. 
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THE LINGUISTrC }[ETHOD OF THE MYTHOLOGISTS. 

Already iu § 188, I have giveu au examplo of myth-iuter
l)retatiou carried ou after the current mauner: the instance 
being the· myth of Sarama, which, on the strength of the 
alleged derivation of the word, one mythologist regards as a 
figurative account of the dawn, and another as a. figurative 
account of the storm. This conflict seems typical rather thau 
exceptional. Concerning the true renderings of these early 
words, philologists are often at issue; and no wonder, con
tlidering that according to Prof. Max Muller, Sanskrit is 
., a language which expressed the bright and the divine, the 
brilliant and the beautiful, the straight and the right, the bull 
and the hero, the shepherd and the king, by the same terms." 
(Rig- Veda, i, 121.) Examples of th~ resulting confusion are 
continually thrust on the attention even of outsiders. The 
Academy for January lith, 1885, contains a letter in which, 
speaking patronizingly of Mr. Dwijender Nath Tagore, a. young 
Hindoo philologist, Prof. Max Miiller quotes some passages 
showing that they are at issue concerning" the original meaning 
[Pmeanings] of Matri, 'mother', Bhratri, 'brother', and Svasri, 
• sister'." Here are passages showing the disagreement. 

" Max Muller says that the meaning bf tPe word MAt,'i is Maker (nirmatr-I); 
we say that its meaning is measur".. (parimatri) .••. Prof. Max Muller 
says that the primary meaning of bhrAtri is one who bears a bm·den, but ,,"0 

,,:1Y it is bhagin, ·or sharer," etc., etc. 

In the same number of the Academy is a letter from Mr. Rbys, 
Professor of Celtic at Oxford, in which, after quoting Dr. Isaac 
Taylor's question-" Does anyone doubt tbat Odin is the wind pu 
he says-" My impulse would have been just as confidently to 
ask, Does anyone still think that Odin is the wind P" . And 
then he refers to the first "among the Norse scholars of the 
present day U as saying that Odin means primarily heaven, and 
afterwards the god of wisdom. In a subsequent number of 
the Academy (Februnry 14th), M. Henri Gaidoz remarks on 
the fcepticism likely to be produced concerning mythological 
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interpretations, wilen" one says Odin is the hellNen; nnother, 
Odin is t,he wind; according to a third, Odin is the storm: " 
adding that "each of these opinions is supported by a learned 
etymology which pretends to be the gennine one." 

By way of further showing on what a quicksand rests the 
vast and elaborate structure of mythological interpretations, 
let me here place for comparison two translations of the same 
passage in the Rig-Veda. :-

R.V~ i, 85, 1. "Those who glance forth like wives and yoke-fellows, they 
are the powerful sons of Rudm on their way. The l\1aruts have made 
heaven and earth to grow, they, the strong and wild, delight in tho sacri
flces."-Maz Millie,. • 

.. The Maruts who aTe going fort,h decorate themselves like females: 
they are gliders (through the air), the sons of Rudra, and doers of good 
'Works, by which they promote the welfare of earth and heaven i heroes, 
who grind (the solid rocks), they delight in sacrifioe •• "-Wi18oll. 
Here we see how readily a language like Sanskrit lends 
itself to those varions figurative interpretations in which the 
mythologists delight. 

Deeper than objections hence arilling, is an objection which 
may be made to the assumption ou which philologists at large 
proceed-the assnmption that there exists in all cases, or in 
nearly all cases, a rational root for a word-a root, that is, to 
which reason may trace back the word's origin. Now anyone 
who observes the transformations of words and strange devia
tions of meanings occurring among ourselves, notwithstanding 
the restraints imposed by education and by printing, will find 
reason to challenge this assumption. If at present there goes 
on what may be called by contrast an irrational genesis of 
words, we may be sure that in early times such a genesis was 

'. active, and that a considerable part of language resulted froDl 
it. :It To help us in conceiving the transformations which then 
tooK place perpetually, let us observe a few of the 4-ansforma
tions which now take place occasionally.' 

By gardeners and greengrocers the name artichokes has beea 
nbridged to " chokes;" and this name appears even in the bills 
sent to householders. They have made a still greater trans
formation of the wOl'd asparagus. Misapprehension first led 
them to call it " asparagrass ;" then it became " sparrowgrass ;" 
and finally" grass;" which is the name now current in London 
among those who sell it. In early days before there had arisen 
any thoughts about correct speech, or any sach check upon 
change as results from literature, these abbreviated and cor
rupted words would have replaced the original words. And 
ihen, if at a later period search had been made for the 
origins of them, philologists would inevitably have gone wrong. 
What more obvious than that the name "choke" given 
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to all Il.l'ticlo of food, must bave had reference to some alleged 
effect of swallowing it; or what more obvious than that the 
name "grass" arose from a mistaken classing of the plant 
with grasses at large. 

Agreeing as we must with the pbilologists that from tho 
beginning dialectical changes have been perpetually trans
forming word!!, let us note some of tIle transformations which 
dialects of our own language exhibit, that we may help onr
Rolves to imo,ginewbat must have resulted from kindred 
divergences during thousands of yoars. In the Berkshire 
dialect, the word "tbat." has become "thak;" and in the 
Devonsbire dialect" this" has become" thickie." On referring 
to" The general table of Grimm's Law," as given in Prof. :Max 
Miiller's Science of Langua[l6, vol. ii, p. 246, I see no precedent 
for a change of the 8 into the Ie. Passing' over this, however, I 
put a further question. Possibly the additional syllable in the 
metamorphosed word "thickie" might not prevent identifica
tion of it as modification of "this," when its grammatical 
uses were studied. But suppose that in conformity with 
Grimm's law, which shows that in Gothic tk may be represented 
by d, and in old high German becomes d; suppose, I say, thnt 
this word "thickie "became "dickie," what philologist would 
then be able to identify it with "this"? Again, in the 
Somersetshire dialect" uncle" has become "nunk." Who, in 
the absence of written language, would find the true derivation 
of this word P Who would imagine that it had descended from 
the Latin avunculus! Even were it admitted that the dropping 
of the first syllable and of. the last two syllables, might be sus-
pected withont the aid of books (which is extremely impro
bable), what warrant could be given for supposing a change 
of the remaining syllable tlunle into nunk! Grimm's law does 
not show us that tI changes into n; and in the absence of 
books there would be no clue. Once more, in the Somerset
shire dialect .. if" has become" nif." Instead of that abridge
ment commonly undergone by words in course of time, we here 
bave expansion-a prefixed consonant. It seems not nulikely 
that this change arose from the habit of always using" if" with 
a prefixed "and ,,_co and if;" which, quickly spoken, became 
" an' if," and still more quickly Rpoken .. nif ; " but though this 
supposition is countenanced by a change in the same dialect of 
the word "awl" into "nawl" (which, probably at first" an 
awl," became" a nawl "). it does not harmonize with the associ
ated change of "lunch" into "nunch." -But however it has 
arisen, this growth of " if .. into "nif" is one which effectually 
hides the derivation of the. word. -Ware the Somersetshire 
dialect i.o become an independent language, as it might have 
done in times like those of the primitive Aryalls, no philologhst 
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c~nld have traced" nir" to its root. The conclusion tbat cc nif," 
used as the sign of a hypothetical proposition, was derived from 
" gif," meaning to hand over something, would have seemed 
utterly unwarranted by the meaning, and quite at variance with 
the laws of phonetic chauge. 

Deyond snch obscorations as these, there are obscurations 
can sed by introductions of new words needed in new occu
pations, institutions, processes, games, etc., which are subse
quently transferred to other spheres of use, while their original 
nses cease. We have an instance in the name "booking
office," as applied at railway-stations. Why booking-office? 
Young people cannot say; though people whose memories go 
back fifty years can. In the old coaching-days, when the 
accommodation for passengers was small, it was a usual pre
cantion to secure a place one or more days before the day of 
an intended journey. A clerk entered in a book the pas
senger's name, the place taken by him, and the date for which 
he took it. He was then said to be .. booked j" and hence the 
office was called a. booking-office •. Railway-managers had at 
first a slightly modified system. There was a book with paper 
tickets and counterfoils, of a. kind like that now used in post
offices for registering letters. On paying his fare the pas
senger had his name written on the ticket and counterfoil, and 
the ticket was then torn off and given to him. This method 
was in use on the London and North Western Railway (then 
the London and Birmingham) as late as 1838, if not later. 
Presently came the invention of that little stamping apparatus 
which made it economical of time and trouble to adopt the stiff 
tickets now universally used. The books and booking disap
peared, but the name ,. booking-office" survived. When all who 
l-emember pre-railway days are dead, anyone who asks the 
dcrivation of the word" booking" as thus applied, will be utterly 
misled if he sets out with the ordinary assumption that the 
word has arisen by modifications of some word having an ap
propriate meaning. Railway-business, or rather railway
making, supplies UB with another familiar instance. Labourers 
occupied in excavating cuttings and forming embankments, 
nre called cc navvies." Whence the name P In future times 
anyone who asserts that" navvy" is short for navigator, will 
probably be laughed at. How is it credible that a. man occu
pied in digging and wheeling earth, should be called by a name 
which signifies one who sails the seas, and especially one who 
directs the course of a. ship P Yet impossible as this affiliation 
,vill seem to those ignorant of recent history, it is the true one. 
In the days when they were made, canals were thought of as. 
lines of inland navigation--so commonly so, that sometimes a 
tavern built by the side of a canal was called a. "Navigation 
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Inn." Hence it happened that the men employed in excavat. 
ing canals were called" navigators," and for brevity" navvies.'" 
When railway-making began to replace canal-making, the same 
class of men being emploYlld in kindred work, carried with 
them this abbreviated name, now no longer having even a. 
remotely appropriate meaning. And the name has eventually 
been established as applying to any man engaged on earth
works of whatever kind. Now if, even in our times, there are 
aberrant origins of words-if these are at present numerous 
among the uncultured, how multitudinouS must they have been 
among early peoples, who, on the one hand, were not restrained 
by education from making changes, and who, on the other 
hand, were compelled by the poverty of then' vocabularies to 
use metaphors far more than they are used now. Indeed, as 
extension of the meanings of words by metaphor has played a 
chief part in the genesis of language, we may conclude that the 
metaphorically-derived words which eventually became esta.. 
blished and apparently indep~ndent, form the most numerous 
class of word!!. And we ·may further conclude that sinco 
modifications go on very rapidly in early speech, the con
nexions of such words with the words from which they were 
derived were most of them soon lost, and endeavours now made 
to find their derivations must consequently be futile. 

It has been replied to me when I have raised objections of 
this kind, that philologists distinguish between words of which 
the roots can be found, and words of which the roots cannot be 
found. At the time when this reply was given, little force was 
recognized in my rejoinder, that no trustworthy test is 
assignable; but I abide by this rejoinder until a. trustworthy 
test is assigned. It seems to me impossible to devise any 
method by which there may be distinguished words of which it 
is hopeless to find the derivations, from words of which the 
derivation.o; may reasonably be sought. Indeed, false derim
tions sometimes present far more the appearance of true deri
vations than do many of the derivations which really are tl"Ue. 
Here are some extracts from an imaginary dictionary of deriva
tions, which we will suppose to be compiled a. century hence. 

:BURKE, Il. t. From a root which meant a refuge, usually inclosed, but 
which from the original sense of inclosure with security came to m~:m 
inclosure with suppression. In Icelandic, Swedish, and Danish we have 
bor.a, .. a fort or castle;" in Anglo-Saxon we have bur'\, burg; and in 
middle English we have burg,\, borg'\, .. a place of shelter." In middle 
English borlvg,\ meo.nt .. a den, cave, or lurking place," whence in English 
came bllrrolO and boroug'\. Anglo-Saxon had also the word beorgan to pro. 
tect, which, as usual, dropped the terminal syllable. Rence, as borg, bud" 
611,.g'\ meant a place of shelter or fortified place, to beorg meant to protect by 
inclosure; and this beorg or beorg,\ changing its guttural (as the Scotch word 
Zoc,\ has changed into the English lock), finally became burke_ But a place 
made s~ure by 'IV\ is also a place of imprisonment; and the meaning of 
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being shnt in eventually became the pl'Pdominant meaning. A clear analogy 
i. fumi.hed by the changed uoe of the word prfJfJent. Of old, as in the Bible 
(Po. lix, 10) and in the Church of England service, it meant to go before' 
with the effect of helping, but it now mean. to go before with the effect of' 
arre.ting. Iu like manner to b .... g,. or burke, having originally meant'to' 
inclose with the effect of protection, has come to mean to inclose with 
the effect of au ppreosion. Hence a discussion is said to be burkea when it is 
auppressed. How natural is the connenon of ideas may be perceived at a 
publie meeting, when, to a prosy spe.ker, there comes a shout of H shut up." 
Here there is obviously in this process of bllrking a speech, an unconscious 
reference to the original fortified place, which, while it may be shut up to' 
keep out foes, may also be shut up to imprison inhabitants. 

Now when, in a few generations, there has been forgotten 
the story of the murderers Burke and Hare, who suffocated 
their victims by clapping pitch-plasters on their mouths, this 
might very well pass for It. true derivation. The changes are 
natural, and not greater than those which continually occur. 
But let ns take another case. 

POST,8. t. To put a letter or packet into a place whence it is taken for de
livery by public otRcials. This word is derived from the substantive post, a 
piece of tinaber set upright,-a nnme which was commonly transferred to :m 
upright pillar of iron (at one time not nnfrequently an old cannon) fixed at 
the corner of a street or other public place. The hollow iron upright recep
tacles for letters, which in large towns were placed at the corners of street., 
were for this reason called posta. Hence to post a letter meant to put a letter 
into one of these hollow iron post.; just 8S to warehouse goods meant to 
put goods into a warehouse, or to ship a cargo meant to put a cargo into a 
ahip. 

I do not see how a century hence anyone could, without 
an elaborate inquiry, detect the fallacy of tbis derivation; and 
in the absence of a literature, detection of the fallacy would be 
impossible. Far less licence is taken than philologists habitually 
take, and far fewer reasons for scepticism can be assigned. We 
shall at once see this when we look at some samples of the 
derivations which are put forth and widely accepted. 

It is said ,that the Aryan word which in Sanskrit is Dyaus, 
eventually became Tyr in Old Norse. This may be true ~ 
though to establis4 such a strange genealogy seems to call f01' 
more evidence than has survived during the lapse of thousand~ 
of years, filled with numerous migrations and consequent social 
changes. One may admit it as possible that our word daughter 
comes from an ancient word duhitar, milker, from duh, to milk; 
though in accepting this conclusion we have to suppose that 
an earlier word for daughter (which must have existed before 
the Aryans renched the cattle-keeping stage) was replaced by 
tbis new word, notwithstanding the inapplicability of the new 
word to daughters in ,childhood and to married daughters. 
Prof. Max Milller may be right in tracing back the various. 
European names for the moon to a primitive name which in 
Sanskrit is mas,' and it may be" as, he says, that "this mas 
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:in Sanskrit is clearly derived from a root ma, to measore, t() 
mete" (Science of Language, i, 7); though if, as he supposes, 
.. the moon was originally called by the farmer the measurer," 
we must .suppose either that before the .Aryans reached the 
farming stage and also the stage at which the general use of 
measures had generated the conception of measuring, there 
existed no name for the moon, or else that the pre-existing 
familiar uame had its place usurped by this unfamiliar me
taphorical name: the usurpation being one which suggests the 
probability that in America "shooting-iron" will by:and-by 
replace rifle. lIut without contesting the correctness of these 
derivations, one may naturally ask by what criterion they are 
distinguished from the false derivations given above:-nay, 
may even naturally ask how it happens that the false ones have 
a greater apparent probability than these alleged true ones. 

Fully to appreciate the linguistic method of interpreting 
myths, we mnst, however, contemplate an example. Here is 
an abbreviated passage from the Lectures on the Science of 
Language, vol. ii, pp. 395-9 . 

.. From rik in the sense of shining, it was possible to form a derivative 
rikta, in the sense of lighted up, or bright. This form does not exist in 
Sanskrit, but 88 kt in Sanskrit is liable to be changed into ks, we may 
recognise in riksha the same derivative of ";k. Riksha, in the sense of 
bright, has become the name of the bear, so coJled either from his bright eyes 
or from his brilliant tawny fur. The same name, riksha, was given in 
Sanskrit to the stars, the bright ones .••• Now,remember, that !.he constel
lation here called the Rikshas, in the sense of the bright ones, would be 
homonymous in Sanskrit with the Bears .••• You will now pereeive the in
:fIuence of words on !.hought, or the spontaneous growth of mythology. The 
name riksha was applied to the bear in the sense of the· bright fuscous ani
mal, and in that sense it became most popular in the later Sanskrit, and in 
Greek and Latin. The same name, in the sense of the bright ones, had been 
applied by the Vedie poets to the stars in general, Bnd more particularly to 
that constellation w hieh, in the northern parts of India, was the most promi
nent. • • • The Hindus also forgot the original meaning of riksh&. It 
became a mere name, apparently wi!.h two meanings, star and bear. In 
India, however, the meaning of bear predominated, and as riksha became 
more and more the established name of the animal, it lost in the same degree 
its connection with the stars." 

So that setting out from the root ,.ik shining and the deri~ 
vative rikta (which might have existed in Sanskrit but did 
not), and assuming that the changed derivative riksha was 
applied to the bear because of his .. bright eyes," or .. brilliant 
tawny fur" (traits which do not distinguish him from other 
animals), we have built up for ns by various other assumptions 
and suggestions the interpretation of the Great Bear myth! 

To complet~ur conception we must not forget a. certain 
postulate with hich this method of int. erpretation sets out ;
the postulate, n mely, that there were originally certain roots 
supernaturally gi en.. Says Prof. Max Miiller-" nothing new 
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baS ever been added to the substance of language • . . all 
its changes bave been cbanges of form ... no new root or 
radical has ever been invented by later generations, as little as 
one single element has ever been added to the material world in. 
which we live . . . in a very just sense, we may be said to 
handle the very words which issued from the mouth of the son 
of God, when he gave names to 'all cattle, and to the fowl of 
tbe air, and to every beast of the field!'" (Science of Language, 
vol. i, 28-9). Hence the implication is that while those 
divisions of language which we know anything about, have 
arisen by processes of evolution, there was. a special creation 
preceding the evolution-an endowment of linguistic capital 
in the shape of "roots having abstract meanings. Further, we 
are taught that mankind lost their original ability to frame 
abstract ideas and use the corresponding abstract words; and 
that whether or not there was any other "fall of man," there 
was a linguistic fall of man. 

'rhus as a basis for the "science" of language, we are asked 
to accept the Hebrew legend of the creatiou. Then the 
linguistic theory built upon this foundation of legend, is used 
as a key to the "science" of religion; which "science" of 
l'eligion sets out with absolute negations of the two funda. 
mental methods of science. It asserts, as innate in the primi
tive man, a religious consciousness which instead' of being 
proved to exist by an induction from many cases is not exem
plified in a single case; and for the established deductiol!L from 
the laws of thought, that the development of ideas is from 
concrete to abstract, it substitutes the assertion that the deve
lopment of religious ideas has been from the abstract to the 
concrete. Lastly, the conclusions reached by taking a modified 
Babylonian superstition as a postulate, and reasoning by in
verted scientific methods, we are asked to accept instead of 
the conclusions which observation of the languages and religion~ 
of rude trihes of men everywhere force upun Ufo ! 
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To find the authority for allY stntement in the text, the reader is to 
proceed as follows :-Observing the number of the section in which 
the statement o~rs, he will first look out in the following pages, 
the corresponding number, which is printed in conspicuous type. 
Among the references succeeding this number, he will then look 
for the name of the tribe, people, or nation concerning which the 
statement is made (the names in the references standing in the 
eame order as that which they have in the text); and that it may 
more readily catch the eye, each such name is printed in Italics. In 
the parenthesis following the name, will be found the volume and page 
of the work referred to, preceded by the first three or four letters of 
the author's name; and where more than one of his works has been 
used, the first three or four letters of the title of the one containing the 
particular statement. The meanings of these abbreviations, employed 
to eave the space that would be occupied by frequent repetitions of full 
titles, is shown at the end of the references; where will be found 
arranged in alphabetical order, these iuitial syllables of authors' 
names, &c., and opposite to them the full titles of the works 
referred to. 

§ 3. Co,,!!o {Tock. 178)-Termite. (Sch·ein. i, 350). § 16. East 
.Afri("G (Burt ... Cen . .AI." i, 94)-Negroe. (Liv. "Miss. l'ra." 78; Schwein. 
i, 148; Spek .. ,330). § 17. Coral (Dana, 289)-Gt-eece (Toz. 3; Grote, 
ii,296). § 19. IndiG (Fay. "Tiger," 42-3; Fay. "Than." 32)-Beckuaml 
(ref.lost)-Orilloeo (Hum. ii, 273)-Eaat .Africa (Liv. "Zambesi," 190).
Termite. (Hom. ii, 288). 24. Chinooks (Lew. & OJ. 425)-Sko.ko"ea 
(Lew. & CL 312)-GuiaRG (Brett, 25)-.Arawaks (Ber. 29)-Guarani. 
(Waitz, iii, 413)-TamuUa .. (As. S. B. xviii, pt. ii, 7l0)-Puttooaa (As. S. 
:8. xxv, 296)-FuegiaRB (Wilkes, i, 121)-.Andamanes8 (Eth. S. "Trans." 
N.S. iv, 210)-VeddakB (Eth. S. "Trans." N.S. ii, 282)-Buskmen (Arb. 
243; Bar. i,233)-Akka (Schwein. ii, 140)-Buskmm (ref. lost). § 25. 
Ostyak8 (Pall. iv, 52)-Kamscl&adale8 (Krash. 175)-Kookie8 (As. S.:B. xxiv, 
pt. ii, 636)-Chinook. (Lew. and Cl. 425)-Guarania (Waitz, iii, 413)
Patagonio.... (Fitz. ii, 134)-.Akka (Schwein. ii, 129, 141). § 26. 
Kamsckadalea (Krash. 175)-Buskmen (Bar. i, 234)-.AkkG (Schwein. ii, 
129,141)-Veddah.t (Ten. ii, 450)-.Damaraa (Gal. 192)-Yakut.. (Wraog. 
327, note; Coch. i, 2S5)-Comancku (School. i, 231)-Buskme .. (Thomp. 
i, 9!1). § 27. Taamanio. ... (Bon. 120)-Papua/18 (Ma.cgilL i, 277)
.Da.naraa (Roy. G. S. xxii, 15:1; Gal. 173)-.DakotakB (Burt. "Saints," 
127.) § 28. Yalcut8 (Wrang. 3S4)-Tamulian (As. S. :B. xviii, 
pt. ii, 709). § 29. Busam ... (Licht. ii, 1!J4)-ZulUB (Gard. 233)-
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.4MpMIU (Dob. ii, 32). § 32. 8afNlge (Wal. -). § 33. Creek. 
(School. v, 274)-Guialla {:Ber. 46; Hum. "Trav." iii, 5)-Indian (Wal. 
"Amazon," 92)-Creeb (School. T, 272)-CJ.ioook (Ross, .. Fur. Hun." 
j, 125)-Braziliall (South. i, 223)-Kal7J8elaadala (Lath. i, 496)-Kirghiz
(Lath. i,344)-Bedouill (Burt. "El Medinah," iii, 45)-Arab. (Den. i. 
411; Palg., W. G., i, 155)-E....t .4frican (Burt. .. Cen. Af." ii, 325-
326)-Damara. (Gal. 233)-Hottentot. (Burch. ii, 67)-B/Ulamea (Arb. 
243, 245-6I-.1£alagaay (Ell. "History," i, 140)-Papua .. (Wal. "Mal •. 
.Atth." ii, 448)-Fijia ... (Ersk. j, 263; Wilkes, iii, 76)-.4ndamane.e (Eth. 
S. "Trans." N.S. iv, 210)-'--Ta.mallia ... (Bon. 56)-Fuegia ... (Fitz. ii, 188; 
Etb. S. "Trans." N.S. i, 264)-.4U8tralia .... {Havg. 102; Sturt," Cent • 
.A.ustr." i, 124)-Buslama .. (Licht. ii, 224). § 34 . .4U8tralialJll (Eth. s. 
"Trans." N.S. iii, 223)-Hotteatou {Kol.j, 46)-Buslame .. (Bar. i, 244)
Toda8 (Eth. S. "Trans." N.S. vii, 2U)-BAa. (As. S. B. xx, 506)-Santal# 
(Hvn. i, 155)-Kookie'" note (As. S. B. xxiv, pt. ii, 636) -Loango· note 
(Pink. xvi, 563)-E .• quimatlZ (Hall, i, 130). § 35. Mantra. (Eth. S. 
"Trans." N.S., iiiJlI, 78)-Boraeo (Lub. "Origin," 10)-B/Ulamell {Arb. 
243-4)-Bra:il {Bates, 16(1)-Caribs (Edw. i, 42)-Blailr (Roy. A. S • 
.. Trans." i, 88)-Bodo {As. S. B. xviii, pt. ii, 746I-Lepelaa8 {Eth. S • 
.. Journal," N.S. i,152)-Bedouill {Burck. i. 250-1; Palg., W. G., i, 70)
New Guinea (Earl. "PapuallS," 6)-Kal7J8cAadale8 (Krash. 175)-Damara. 
(Gal. 232-3)-Malay {Wal. "Malay," ii, 443)-Toda. {Etb. S. "Traus." 
N.S. vii, 241)-Fijia ... (See. 192) § 36. South America (Wal. 
"Malay," ii, 460). § 37 . .4ustralia (Sturt, "South Austr." ii, 143) 
-Jata (Earl, "East. Seas." 111)-Pal"ijic (Ersk. 318)-Vate (Tor ... Nine
teen." 395)-Makololo (Liv. "Miss. Tra." 5U)-Fuegia ... (Wilkes, i, 126) 
-~-euJ Gvillea (Kolll, 301)-BlIslamea (Mof. 58)-Andamane.e (llount.285) 
-BusAme.. (Licht. ii, 194-5; Mof. 156; Bur. ii. 54)-New Caledonia,.. 
(Forst. 24O)-TaIlIlP8e (Forst. 242)-New Guinea (Earl. ".Papuaus," 49.80) 
-TalaitiaJ!8 (Ell. "Pol. Res." new ed. i. 96)-D!laka (Brooke, ii, 89, and i, 
57)-JataM (Raf. i, 245)-Mala98 (Wal. "Malay," i, 380)-Braziliana 
(South. i, 223)-£;;ia ... (Will., T., i, 129)-Damara8 (Roy. G. S. =ii, 159 i 
Ando. 156)-Blailr {Roy. A. S. "Journal," viii, 191)-Na!la8 (As. S. B. 
xxiv, 6U9)-Bodo (As. S. B. xviii, pt. ii, 745-6)-Lepcha8 (HookE'r, i, 129. 
128)-'-Fa ... (lith. S. "Truns." N.S. iii, 4t)-Cucama8 (Bates, 293). 
§ 38. H0U88a. (reC.lost)-Creeb (ScbooL T, 691)-Africa ... (Liv. "Miss. 
Tra." 206)-D."ah ('fylor, "Prim. Cult." i, 71). § 40. BIlslamell 
(Bar. i, 234)-Kareu (As. S. D. xxxv, pt. ii, 13)-Siberia. (prich. i .... 449) 
-Brazi/ia ... (Hem. 143)-Abipona (Dob. ii, 32, 13)-Veddala8 (Eth. S. 
"Trans." N.S. ii, 289)-Bedoui... {paIg., W. G., ii. 240; Burt. "El 
Medinah," i, 36!i)·-Hottelltou(Burch. i, 175)-Damara8 (Gal. 145)-PrairiB 
India ... {Burt. .. Saints," 154)-Bra.:ilia .. {Bates. 222)-.4rawah (Roy. 
G. S. ii. 231)-Guiaaa {Brett, 3"; Scbom. ii, 75)-E8quimauz (Eth. S . 
.. Jcnrnal," i. 290)-Hotteatou (Kol. i, 241)-Fuegia ... (Fitz. i, 55)
TOlIga ... (Wilkes, iii, 19)-Salltalr (As. S. B. xx. 555). § 41. Bra.:iliat. 
(Bates, 277)-Ead.4frica .. (Burt. .. Cell. At." ii, 337)-Damara (Gal. 176-7) 
-Bedoui. {pal g., 'V. G., i, 137)-SamatraM (Mars. 2OS)-MalaSa8!I 
(Ell. .. History." i, 136). § 42. Dyab (St. John. S., i. 28)-KarelJll 
(As. S. B. xxxvii. pt. ii, 12S)-Kamsrla"dale8 (Kola. ii. 16)-.1£o""tai •• 
811ake (Ross ... Fur. nun." i, 250)-Bra:ilia. (Hem. 236)-Patagolliaas 
(Wilkes, i,114)-Guarall .... (Dob. ii, 63)-Ftlegia ... (Wed. 154)-Allda
".aneH (Eth. S. "Trans." N.S. ii, 46)-8 • .4 ... traliall8 (Stun. "South. 
AlIst." i, 106). § 43. Fuegiau (Fitz. i, 24)-Andamall_ (lith. S • 
.. Trans." N.S. v, 45)-Aht8 (Lub. "Origin," 9-10)-Braziliall (Spix, n. 
253; Bates, 277)-Abipone. (Dob. ii, 59)-East AfricaN (Burt ... Cen. Af." 
ii. 200)-Mala.'ltuy (Ell. "HIstory." i, 136)-DIIII\tJra.t (Gal. 133)-HiU. 
triha (As. S. B. xviii, pt. i, 242)-Brazil"'M (Spix, ii, 251-2). § 45. 
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.l.fUtralianl· (How;i, 68)-Patagoniafll ·(Hawk. i, 3'16)-Veddahs. (Prid. 
460)-Samoiede. (Pink. i, 534). § 46.' B""kmen (Burch. i, 461)
Samoafll (Wilkes, ii, 127)-Tahitiafll (Ell. "Pol. Res." ii, 19)-Cucama 
(Bates, 294, 277)-Negroe. (park, i, 265). § 47. Nils 6.mn (Eth. S. 
"Trans." N.S. v, 233). § 48. Equat • .l.frica (Reade, 244)-N<:lJro 
(Burt. "We.t .Al." i, 259)-Aleut. (ref. lost)-East African (Burt. "Cen . 
.Al." ii, S24)-AfUtraUafll (Eth. S. "Trans." N.S. iii, 223). § 52. 
:esquimall3: (Haye., 125-6 ; Eth. S." Journal," i, 141)-Fijian. (~rsk. 435)
Orinoco (Hum. "Trav." ii, 423)-.Da1'otak (Burt. "Saints," 144)-A6ipones 
(Alcedo, i, 3)-G"arani8 (So 11th. ii, 368)-Cari68 (Edw. i,47)-B"1l0ms 
(Winter. i, 255)-Africa .... (Ast. ii, 664)-Iroq"ois (Morg. 1'14)-Cree1's 
(School. v. 269)-Karen. (A •. S. B. xxxiv, pt. ii, 195)-Malagasy (Ell. 
~ History," i, 3(3). § 54. E!!.1fptians" note (St. John, B., '19). § 55. 
Inaect. (Wal. "Nat. Sel." 66, 58, 54, 59-60). § 56. Benin (Ba •. 
.. Mensch," ii, 352)-JP'ani1'a (Bas. "Mensch," ii, 45)-Greenlanders 
(Crantz, i, 185)-Fijians (Will., T., 241). § 57. Fijians (Will .• T:, i, 
241). § 58. Ahipones .(Sollth. iii, 404)-Oumana (Herr. iii, 311)
Niger (Lander, R. and J., iii, 242). § 65. New Zealanders (Thoms., 
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Karen (As. S. B. xxriv, pt. ii, 196; xxxv, pt. ii, 29)-Bodo and D"imdla 
(As. S. B. niii, pt. ii, 708)-Mezicall (Ban. i, 641)-Puel>lo, (Ban. i, 555, 
1l0w)-Sell JJyllh (St. John, S., i, 7l)-Hottentot (Ande. 327)-SalllOtJ (Tur . 
.. Nineteen," 349)-Fiji (See. 392)-llMla (Roy. A. S. "Trans." i, 88)-
4rallCtlnitJ ... (Smith, E. Ro, 275)-Virzimber, (Drur. 406)-Berotre (Liv . 
.. Mios. Trav." 331)-K'!ffir .. (Gard. 314) ·.d"""""l" (Cal. 175)-Sandtoicli 
I •• (Cook -)-Greeh (Blackie,48)-.4gamemnon (Hom. "Diad," hk. ii, 
Lang, p. 33-4)-.4maulu (Cal. 239, 197)-Kaffir8 (Shooter, 165)-& ... 
(Hom. "Iliad," bk. v, Lang, p. 65)-.4t"'", (Hom. "Odyssey," bk. iii, 
Lang.p. 45)-Sandtoicl I.ldr •. (Ell. "Hawaii," 136)-EgyptitJ ... (Wilk. iii, 
427-9). § 140. Dyale .. (Low,204)-GoU Coan (Beech. 229)-Toda 
(Eth. S. "Trans." N.S. vii, 24-5)-IndiallB (Ban. i, 126)-Bag08 (Cail. i, 
164)-GoU Coaat (Crnie. ii, 218)-DakomallB (Burt. "Dabome," ii, 163)
YuctJttJ....." {Landa, 196)-Egf/ptitJ... (Wilk. iii, 443)~PolynesitJlI (Grey, 
., PoL Myth." 43). § 141. SalllOtJ (Tnr. "Hundred," 48-9)-FijitJlIB 
(Will., T., i, 231)-Merica ... (Clav. i, 279)-ChihchaB (Fern. 141; Acos., 
.Joaq., 213)-Klwntla (Camp. 211)-TIIToitia ... (Ell "PoL Rea." i, 488)
To,,!!aN (Marin. ii, 208)-Me.rica ... (Clav. i, 325)-Dakomey (Burt." Da
homli," ii,25)-.4 ... tralitJ (Eth. S. "Trans." N.S. ii, 246)-Fijian {Will., 
T .• i, 20)-VateallB (Ersk. 334) Ha,<laAa-(Ban. iii, 150)~Nootlea8 (Ban. iii, 
152)-DakomI!y (Burt. "Dabome:' ii, 164)-Ulyss... (Hom. "Ody.sey," 
bk. xi, Lang, p. 179)-Da"omallB (Burt. "Dahome," ii, 167)-Merica ... 
(Herr. iii, 210-13)-Baal (i Kings, xviii, 28)-NateotetaillB (Ban. i, 127)
Merica... (Men. 108)-GuancaDilcaa (Cieza, 181)-Sandtoic" Is. (Ell • 
.. Ha .... aii, .. 147, 30)-Pervoia ... (Gar. i, 118; Aoos., JOB. de, ii, 309). 
§ 142 • .dleutiall (Ban. iii, SI8)-Pupis (South. i, 249)-Calif0,.,.;allB (Ban .. 
i, 570)-ChippetDaIJ (School." Mississippi," 122)-Sa .. Saloador (Pals. 81) 
-C"ihchaB (Sim. 259)-PeruoW'" (Cieza, 365)-Takiti (Ell. "Pol. Re .... i, 
530)-MtJnding0e8 (Cail. i, 344)-EgyptiallB (Wilk. iii, 4i3, 450)-Brazilia .. 
(Heriot, 539)-Peru (Gar. ii, 114; Pres. "Peru," i, 30)--.4ffttUuz.. (Cal. 
147, 145, 239, 203). § 143. Bambiri (Liv. "Miss. Trav." 605)
.Africa (Reode, 249)-Amazulu (Cal. 140)-Veddahs (Eth. S. "Trans." N.S. 
ii, 1I01-2)-Daleotak (School. iii, 226)-Banles' Ialdr •• (Anth. i. X, 285)
Vatea ... (Tnr. "Nineteen," 394)-Tannese (Tnr. "Nineteen," 88)-C"ryo., 
(Hom. "Iliad," Lang, bk. i, p. 2)-Rameses (Records, ii, 70)-Rig Veda-
1l0te (Raj. i, 427). § 144 . . EtJ8t .dfrica ... (Liv. -)-N. Amer. I,.,.. 
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diaM (S,,-booI. iv, 65)-TurkomaM (Vam. 61}-Iroquoi.t (Morg. 119)
Egyptian~(Wilk. iii, 430, 378)-Malagas!l (Drur. 233)-Chinese (Edk. 71) 
Tonga (Marin. i, 88)-Gold Coast (Beech. 190)-Nasamon';an .. (Herod. iii, 
150)-Sumatra (Mars. 242)-Media"al Europe I (Smith, W.," Christian," ii, 
1417) -7UrkomaM (Vam. 210) -Negroes (Bas. "Mensch," iii, 148)
Mosquito (Ban. i, 740-1) -Aztec8 (Men. 108)-Blood-drinking," note (Mich. 
ii, 35). § 145. Mezicans (Dur. i, 193)-Santal8 (Hun. i, 18S); 
§ 146. California (Ban. i, 4(0)-Soolh American (Gar. i, 50; Bal. ch. v, 
57; Aven. -). § 147. Judngs (Dalt. 157-S)-Fuegians (Hawk._) 
-Andamanese (Eth. S. "'frans." N.S_ ii, 35) -Australians (Sturt, "South 
Austr." i. 107)-Tasmanians (Roy. S. V. D. iii, 180)-Veddaks (Eth. S. 
"Trans." N.S. ii, 301-2)-FijiaM (See. 391)-Tanne8e (Tur.88)-Sumatrans 
(Mars. 289, 291)-Angola (Liv." Miss. Trav." 44O)-Bambiri (Liv. "Miss. 
Trav." 605)-Kaffir .. (Shooter, 161)-Santal8 (Hun. i, 182)-nonds (Roy. 
A. S. "Journal," vii, lS9)-Hindu (Fort. Feb. 1872, 133-5). § 148. 
Amazulu (Cal. 63, 21,22, 32,8, 1,40, 58,35,7,2, 33,18,51, 33,17, 91}. 
§ 149. Greek (Grote, i, 110)-P."... (Aven. -)-Nicaraguans (O~i. pt_ iii, 
40-43,44, 46)-Vedic," note (Muir, iii, 332). § 150. Indra (Muir, iii, 
226-27, 238)-R.g Veda (ref. lost)-Menu (Jones, iii, passim}-Jehoooh 
(Deuteronomy', xxvi, 14; Ecclesiasticus, vii, 33; Tobit, iv, 17)-Yeme .. 
(Academ. Compte. rendus-)-Arabia (Cau •. i, 3~; Palg., W. G., i, 10). 
§ 151. Nicaraguans (Ovi. pt. iii, 41)-Menu (Jones, iii, 146)-Amazulu 
(Cal. 202,175)-Menu (Jones, iii, 147)-Iranians (ZendAv. iii, 231)-Romans 
(Smith, W., "Gr. and Rom." 559). § 152. Catholic," 110te (Roch.' 
323-4). § 153. Greek (Blowkie, ii)-Romans (ref. lost)-HebrelUs 
(Isaiah, viii, 19; 1 Samuel, xxviii, 13; "note, Cheyne, i, 58; Bible 
"Speaker's," ii, 358; Kuenen, i, 224). § 154. Central Americans 
(Landa, 198)-Peruvians (Yncas, 107)-Saoowich Is. (Ell. "Hawaii," 
334)-Crees (Kane, 127)-Caribs (Brett, 129)-Tasmanians (Tas. Jour. 
i, 253; Bon. 97)-Andamanese (ref. lost)-Lifu (Ersk. 369)-Nell1 
CaledoniaM (Tur. "Nineteen," 425)-Badagry (Lander, R., ii, 252)
MandaM (Cat ... N.A. Indians," i, 90). § 155. Yucatanese (Landa, 
198)-Mericans (Nouv. 1843, ii, 202)-Yucatanese (Landa, 198)-Mericans 
(Lop. de Gom. 437). § 156. Me.ricans (Clav. i, 389; Torq. ii, 99)-. 
Afr;ca (Bas. "At. R." 164)-Abgssinians (parkyns, ii, 60-63)-PopuaIJ 
(Kol1f, 62)-Ja"ans (Rsf. i, 331)-Francs (Mons. vi, 4; Cher. i, 458)
Coast Negroea (Bos.232)-Arallcanians (Smith, E. R., 309)-8"", Zealaoo
era (Thome., A. S., i, 88)-Peruvians (Aco •. , Jos. de, ii, 312; Ands. 57)
Yucataneas (Lop. Cog. i, 316). § 157. North Am. Iooians (Kane. 
202)-Okanagans (Ball. i, 284)-Mandans (Cat. " N. A. Indians," i, 107) 
-Madagascar (Ell. "Three Visits," 4!4). § 158. Egyptians (" Rev. 
Scien." 1 March, 1879)-Samoiedes (BM ... Mensch," ii, 377)-Ostyaks 
(Erm. ii, 51; Feline. ii, 24)-Samoiedes (Bas. "Mensch," ii,85)-Russians 
Erm. ii, 177)-Sandwicl> IBUrs. (Ell. "Hawaii," 251)-Yucatanese (Fan. 
307-8, 316)-QuicM (Ban. iii. 52-3)-A .. abians (Dozy, i, 22)-MemnoIJ' 
(Roy. S. of Lit. ii, 45)-Earl.'1 Christ>'.an. (Bible, "Codex Apoc." i, 670. 
6S1). § 159. Lackes (Fern. 14)-P."...vians (Arri. 11; Aven.-; 
Arri. 89; Montes. 147; Yncas, 61)-Bulloms (Winter. i, 240, 241)-V ... " 
Paz (Xim. 211)-Me.ricans (Clav. i, 323)-New Zealanders (White, 30M). 
§ 160. Bullom. (Winter. i, 222)-Congo (Pink. :xvi, 158)-Little AMoh 
(Laird, ii, 32)-Polynesia (Ell. "Hawaii," 102)-Fiji (Will., T., i, 99)
:Dakotal> (School. iv, 642)-Mandans (School. iii, 248)-li.dians (Buch. 228) 
-Peruvians (Acos., Jos. de, ii, 308}-Ckibchas (Sim. 249)-Hioou (" Fort." 
Feb. 1872, 127). § 161. East Af.-ica (Burt. "Cen. Af." ii, 346)
Coast NegrtJes (Winter. i, 123; Cruic. ii, 135; Bas." Mensch," ii, 2UO)
:Jt'iser (Lander, R. &. J., iii, 10S)-Dako'!'B!f (Burt. "Duhome," ii, 361)-
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Petklt (Beffh. 179-80)-00"go (Bu ... AI. R." 82). § 162. Juring" 
(Dalt. 157-8)-..4.lIdamall (Eth. S ... Tl"IIJl9." N.S. ii, 42, 35)-.DamartU (R. 
G. S. nii. 159)-CMriltua_ (Gar. i. SO)-P ...... ""'n. (Gar. i, 47)-India 
(Lub ... Origin." 286; "Fort." Feb. IS72. 131). § 164. P ...... ""' ... 
(Gar. i. 75; Cieza. ch. 90). § 165. Brazil (Burt. " Brazil .... ii, 366), 
§ 166. TAlinkeBU (Ban. iii, 129)-Kare ... (As. S. B. uxiv, pt. ii, 217)
..4.b,¥lIIIillia (Parkyna, ii, 1440; Wilko iii, 285)-K.\ondlt (Camp. 44o)-Bullo ..... 
(Winrer. i. 256)-MezicaM (Men. 109)-Hondura8 (Herr. iv, 141)-CMb
eM. (Sim. 245; F6!'II. 50)-.dfrkaM (Liv. "Mis •. Tray." 615)-Gallabat 
(Schwein. i, 307-8)-Tete (Liv. "Miss. Trav." 642)-Guiana (Brett,,374) 
-Su,,,atrau (Mars. 292)-..4.packU (Ban. iii, 135)-California,1S (Ban. iii, 
131)-Tltucala (Clav. i,243)-Calabar (Hutch. 163). § 167. Zulu. 
(Cal. 130, 196, 197. 197, 19S, 199, 368, 362, 202, 200, 201)-Culiacall (Ban. 
i, 587)-..4.",a%ul .. (Cal. 215, 2OO)-New Zealarodera (Thoms., A. S., i, 29) 
-RUM" (ref. lost)-Babylon;a... (Smith, "Ass. Disc." 191)-..4.nimal
W'or8Mp (" Fort." Feb. 1870,196; Nov. lS69,566). § 168. Idzubar 
(Smith, .. Ass. Disc." 202-3)-Is.\tar (Records, i, 143)-Ventrilo'lui8t8 (Del. 
"Isaiah," i, 2.j,()-Greeks (Hom. .. Odyssey," Lang, bk. xi. p. 190)
P'\ilippine (Jag. 169)-..4..ayrian. (Records, iii, 134)-.draba (Cans. i, 349). 
§ 169 • .Dakotw (Burt. "Saints," 153)-Bongo (Schwein. i, 3U)
.Damara (Gal. 132)-..4.bipo ...... (Dob. ii, 166)-Sout.\ Brazil (Spa, ii, 255) 
-..4.bip01le8 (Dob. ii, lS3)-Ko08sa (Licht. i, App.)-Guarani.. (Dob. ii, 
184). § 170 . ..4.U8traliana (Ang. i, 92)-.Damara (Ande. 225)-Bod() 
<t .DMma18 (As. S. B. xviii, pt. ii, 734)-KajJir (Shoorer, 219)-ComancAu 
(SchooL ii, 132)-C.\'ppeIDayan (Hearne, 93)-Bedouin. (Burck. i, 97)
KajJir. (Eth. S. "Trans." N.S. v, 295)-Tupu (South. i, 239)-KareQ8 
(As. S. B. xnv, pt. ii, 10)-New Zealand (Ang. ii, 88)-.Dakota.\ (Bur~. 
"Saints," 141)-YorubaM (Lander, R., ii, 228)-Hottentota (Pink. xvi, 141) 
-Makololo (Liv ... Miss. Trav." 221)-King KoJfi (Rams. 72)-TotAmea 
(Records, ptUri",)-..4.88.",.i" .. (Smith, .. Ass. Disc." 171)-Rameau (Records, 
ii, 75, 76). § 171. MaAomd (Kor. ch. xciv)-Central ..4.siatic 
(Michell, 96)-Sea .Dyaks (Brooke, i, 62)-Bec.\uana (Lif. "Mi ••. Trav." 
13)-PatagOll"'M (Falk. 114)-Columbia (Ross, .. Oregon," 88)-California 
(Ban. iii, 87)-ZapoteC8 (Ban. iii, 74)-Haida.\a (Ban. iii, 97)-..4.Ata (Ban. 
iii, 96)-Chippewa.¥aM (Ban. i, l1S)-KolliagtU (Ban. iii, 104)-Califor
.. iaM (Ban. iii, 88, 92)-.Dog .... b (Frank. 293). § 172. Papagotl, 
(Ban. iii, 76)-KaIl/8CAadalt:8 (Kmsb. 205)-.Dakotah.t (School. - )-Negro 
(LiT. "Miss. Trav." 6OS)-ChippelDaa (School. "Mississippi," 98-99)-
08iyab (Hnrr., J., ii, 924)-Kooki .... (Ind. xxvii, 63)-India .. (Ban. iii, 93} 
-BerAua_ (Liv. "Miss. Tl'O.v." 13)-.du8tralia (Lub. "Origin," 261). 
§ 173. Congo (Bas. "Mensch," iii, 199)-ThU"keeu (Ban. i, 109)
..4..Mntetl (Rams. 306)-MadagtUear (Ell. "History," i, 356)-Eg./fptiantl 
(Records, ii, 70-76, iv, 56; Brugsch, i, 74)-Vedda.\a (Kth. S ... Trans." 
N.S. iii, 71). § 174. Aleut ...... (Ban. iii, 104)-Kirgh':" (" Fort." 
Oct. 1869,418)-Egypt (Wilk. iii, 312). § 175. Pacific States (Ban. 
iii, 127)-8al;'-.\, <te. (Blln. iii, 97)-Lantl .D.yaks (St. John, S., i, 196)
Batao"'M (Hawk. iii. 756). § 177. Opium-eaters (Yam. 14)-Man
dingo .... (Bas. "Mensch," iii, 194)-..4.ra/ura (Kolff, 161). § 178. 
Soma (Muir, i, ii, iii, 1', paarim)-PeNJ (Gar. i, 88; Mark. "Travels," 232) 
-ChibcAaa (Fern. 20)-North Mezieo (Ban. i, 587)-PMlippine Is. (Jag. 
267-9)-Sama,- note (Muir, paanm)-PeNJ,- notc (ref. lost). § 179. 
Beehua_ (Mof. 262)-BtUUto (Cas. 2.j,(); Arb. 131)-.DamartU (Roy. G. 
S. xxii, p. 159; ADde. 218; Gal. 204, 188)-Congoe8e (Bas. "AI. R." 81, 
172). § 180 . ..4.rabic (Palg., W. G., i, 458)-SantaU (Hun. i, 173)
KalllScTt.aclale8 (Hill, ii, 402)-.DamartU (Gal. 176)-Great Nkobar (Raep. 
76). § 161. Tasl1&alliaDII (Roy. S. V. D. iii, 281)-KareM (As. S. B. 
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xxxv, pt. ii, 10-11)-N. American rnd. (Cat. "N. and S. A.m. Ind." 18, 14, 
16)-Arawtiks (Brett, 367)-Penllnans (Ciezn, 232, note 2)-Puebws (Ban. 
iii, 80)-Isa .... ,. (Wal. "Amazons," 506)-Karens (As. S. B. xxxv, pt. ii, 
10-11). § 182. COn,'lo'people (Lub ... Origin," 289)-Addacoodah 
(Lub ... Origin," 289)-Me.rico (Tylor, "Anahuac," 215)-BeerMoom 
(B:108. i, 131)-Land D,flalrs (Low, 273)-Iroquois (Morg. 161)-Santals 
(Hun. i, 184). § 184. Meteor (Somer. 9)-Inlana Ne,'lroes (Liv. 
"Miss. Trav." 388)-A,.kantee (ref. lost)-Beckuana (Cns. 235)-Wa .. ik .. 
(Krapf, 168). § 185. Ojibbeway (Cat ... N. and S. Am. Ind." 19, 20) 
-Karena (As. S. B. xxxv, pt. ii, 10)-Tasmania"s (Roy. S. V. D. iii, 
281)-American (Cat. ut sltpra, 20, &c.). § 186. Pacific States (Ban. 
iii, 155; iii, 121)-Me.rican .. (Pres ... Mexico," ii, 41)-Peru";ana (lIIem. 
i, 37; Yncas, 13, 17, 25, 57, 38)-Santals (Hun. i, lS6)-Amucania". 
(Al,.ooo, i, 416). § 187. Peru";ana (Arri. 31; Ben. 253)-Iroquoi8 
(Morg. 227). § 188. Dawn'm,/lth (Mu!. "Lectures," ii, 506-13)-
Karens (As. S. B. xxxv, pt. ii, 10)-Tupis (Stade, 142)-Nero Zealana 
(Thoms., A. S., passim). § 189. Jews (Sup. ReI. i, 105)-Patagonia"s 
(Falk. 115)-Fiji (Ersk. 293)-Hert'p,fI Isldrs. (Anth. I, vi, 4)-South 
Australiana (Ang. i, S9)-:-T .... mania .... (Roy. S. V. D. iii, 274)-N. Americana 
(Tylor, .. Prim. Cult." i, 359)-Californiana (Robin. 259-2{;2; Ban. iii, 
13S-9)-.Amazon (W~ "Amazon," 506)-Dyak (Brooke, i, 169)-Assyrian 
(Roy. A. S. -). § 190. Louchew: (Ban. iii, 141):--Esl1uimaU£' 
(Hayes, 253)-South .Australians (Ang. i, 89, 109)-ClJibchas (Fern. lS)
Mexican (Men. 81)-Karens (As. S. B. xxxv, pt. ii, 10)-.Arya .. (Cox, ii, 
139, 13S). § 191. Coma .. ckes (Eth. S. "Journal," ii, 26S)-Cke
"kemecas (Ixt. 45)-Olckonea (Ban. iii, 16L)-Tinnek (Ban. iii, 142)-Saliue 
(Hum. ii, 221)-Barotse (Liv ... Miss. Trav." 220)-Tlascala (Nouv.-) 
-QuicM (Ban. iii, 60)-Mizteca (Ban. iii,73)-Mexicana (Men. 79; Waitz, 
iv, 141; Men. S1)-DamartU (Gal. 138, 137)-Di .. nek (Frank. 155)-Peru
.,ianll (Yncas, xii; Pres. "Peru," i,29)-Mezicana (Herr. iii, 204)-Pa .. ches 
(Herr. v, 86)-ClJibckas (Sim. 244; Lugo, 7)-Sun (Shakesp. "Henry viii," 
act i, sc. i; .. Julius Cll!sar," act v, sc. 3)-Aloaraao (pres. "Mexico," i, 
438)-Peruviana (Gar. i, 229)-Central Americana (Pop. 33)-Karena (As. 
S. B. xxxv, pt. ii, 10)-N.A. Indians (Cat. "N. and S. Am. Ind." 32, 14)
Egyptiana (Brit. Mus. "Papyri," 2-3; Wilko iii, S3)-Aryana (Cox, ii, 30 
et seq.). § 192. E9,flptiana (Soc. B. A. iii, 93, 8S, 93,94; Records, vi, 
100). § 195. Beck"a .. as (Thomp. i, 341)-Ckippewas (Buch. 228) 
-Fijia.. (Will" T., i, 216)-Malagasy (Ell. .. History,'" i, 390)-Todas 
(Marsh. 123-4). § 196. TOMS (Marsh. 136, 142)-Taltiq"" (lIIontg. 
184-5)-Kamsekadales (Krash. 183). § 197. Frjiana (Ersk. 247; 
Will., T., i, 233)-Takiti (Ell. co Pol. Res." new ed. iii, 113, 114)-Benill 
(Bas ... Mensch," ii, 413)-Loango (Ast. iii. 223)-Msa",bara (Krapf, 384) 
-Peru (Xer. 62; Acos., Jos. de, ii, 433; Gar. i, 54; Bal. ch. I)-Semites 
(Palg., W. G" i, 87)-Prince of 'Walell ("Times" -)-Peru (Acos., JOB. 
de, ii, 412)-Yucatanes8 (Lop. Cog. i, 318)-Mexicana (Men. 86; Waitz, iv, 
33)-Sandwich Isdrs. (Ell. co Hawaii," 13S)-Tonga (Marin. ii, 97)-New Zea
landers (Thoms., A. S., i, 110)-Skoa (Harr., W. C .• iii, 291)-Yoruba (Bas • 
.. Mensch," iii, S42)-Ra'nBe8 (Records, viii, passim)-Babylonian (Smith, 
.. Ass. Disc." 189)-Note- Nebuckaanezzar (ref. lost). § 198. 
Loango (Ast. iii, 223)-Fllegianll (Fitz. ii, 1OO)-Patagoniana (Falk. 116)
CMppetVa8 (Schilol. v, 149)-Cahroc8 (Ban. iii, 161)-Da",aras (Gal. 202, 
190)-Sandwick '{adr,. (Ell. co Hawaii," 309)-Me.ricana (Men, 84)-Taouism 
(Edk. 59)-Seandtna.,;an (Heims. i, 220, 21S, 216-9, 224, 22.Jr5; note,
Dns. lxii)-.di.'sctlla ill' (N urn. ser. iii, vo!. 2, 5-6)-B,.azilian, (Waitz, iii, 
417)-Ckinook (Ba . iii, 95-6)-Meriea .. (Pres ... Mexico," i, 53-4; Saha. 
bk. I, chs. 7, 9, ] 7, 19, 20)-Celltrl;ll 4me.-lca1lB (Lop. Cog. i, 316-17). 
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§ 199. Bulme. (Chap. ii, 436)-.Afric<J ... (Liv. co Miss. Trav." 2'11)
CMf!lO (Tuek. 380; Bas ... Af. R." loM)-·Niger (Lander, R. &; J., iii, '19)
Becltfta_ (Thompson, i, 171)-Fvla.V (BMth ii, 429)-KlloMtl (Camp. 220) 
-Nieo6ariau (As. S. B. xv, 349)~P,jiau (Ersk. 246)-A ...... (Wal . 
.. Malay," ii, 263)-DY40b (Low. 224. 247)-Mezica. (Men. S1)-Sootll 
.Americ<J (Hum. ii. 473)-Wallik ... (Krapf. 168)-SandlOicll I.lalllh (Ell • 
.. Hawaii," l(4)-Mezicau (Nouv. 1843. iii, 140)-CJlibciItU (1!'ern. 155). 
§ 200. Tlolillkeet8 (Ban. i, 94)-MtJBqftittJU (Pim. 305-6)-Kar""" (As. S. 
B. XI"., pt. ii, 2)-Ka....,JlaMlu (Kotz. ii, 12)-Rtule Natwu (Nilsson, 
211. 176)-Tttp':' (South. i. 227)-ScandifUJ",'a (Heims. paa.im)-Greeks 
(ref. lost)-Helwe", (Genesis. Yi, 2). § 201. Fijiau (Will .• T.;i, 233, 
218, 236, 21)-Greek. (Hom ... Diad" aud .. Ody.sey," Buckley. pas· 
ft ... ). § 202. FijiaN (See.401)-Semitic (Palg., W. G., i, 33)-Ara6a 
(Bak. 130)-SJIaddai (Kuenen. i, 271)-Tiglat1&·Pileaer (Roy. A. S.-)
A6raJIa... (Genesis, xvii, 8, '1, 14; ""iii, 2, 3. 5, 12). § 203. Eesa 
(Burt. .. East .AE." 51}-Hottetotot8 (Mof. 258)-Santal (Hun. i, 181)
Egyptiau (Ren. 85-43)-Qfticlli (Ban. -)-Vedic (Muir, pasnm)-Buddlla 
(ref. lost)-Egyptia. (Wilk. ii, 497)-Arcadia. (ref. lo.t). §207. 
Mezi.ctJ (Lop. de Gom. 350)-.A''901a (Liv. "Miss Tra .... 440). § 218. 
SpMf!lIl (Hux. 16) - MyriotJlela <t Blood·corprucle. (Brit. Ass. 10, 
9). § 226 • .Andama_ (Mouat, 3OU)-Brull ...... (Licht. ii, 194)
-Coma.chea (School. i, 260; Eth. S. "Journal," ii, 2R7)-Dakotalla (Burt. 
"Ssint. ... 116; Oat." N.A.lndians," i, 2O!I)-Kar .... (As. S. B.x:uvii, pt. ii, 
130)-Afrit'a (Liv. -)-.A.lIalltee (Beech. 86)-Eg.'1pt (Masp. "Histoire," 
18). § 228. Ca!lagftas (South. ii, 373)-Patagolliau (Fitz. ii,166)
CJlirwob (Roos, .. Oregon," 92)-BelKclti (Eth. S. "Journal," 1848, i, 112) 
-Goltl Coast (Beech. 136)-Felata1&8 (Den. ii, 94). § 230. Tall_ 

. (Tor ... Nineteeu Years," 89)-Fiji' (Will., T., i, 229)-SandlOklt I.dr •• (Ell. 
"Ha .. aii,"11S)-NelO Zealantler. (Thoms., A.S., i, 116)-Kaffir. (Back. 230) 
Mezi.ctJ (Cla •. i, 272). § 232. Fuegia .. (Fitz. ii, 186)-Sltasta (Ban. 
i, 343)-Coad NegrtJU (Winter. i, 89)-Per .. (Prell. .. Peru," i, 138)
Merica .. (CIa •. i, 338)-Roman (Pal g., F .... Eng. Com." pt. i, 332)-E"glislt 
(Kem. ii. 340; Bren. cuiI-:nx). § 236. Mezica ... tZur. 183)-P ...... 
(Prell ... Peru," i, 138). § 241. F!ii I.. (Ersk. 457)-Samoa (Tor • 
.. Nineteen Years." 271) - Loango (Pink. xvi, 560, 574) - Asltantee 
(Beeeb. 148)-Mezicau (Cortes. 59; Clay. i, 386)-P ...... "ia ... (Gar. ii, 
IS). § 242. Flarotk,., (Hallam, .. Jllid. Ages," iii, 324)-Englislt 
(Stubbs, .. Const. Hist." i. 130)-FrallCe (Fust. 7). § 245. :SagfUI 
(As. S. B. ix, pt. ii, 957)-Beclt .... naa (Thomp. i, 214)-Eastern .Africa 
(Burt. ·'Cen. Af." i, 335)-.Aby.nllia (Parkyns, i, 213)-Beckuanaa (Bureh. 
ii, 306-'1)-Eaat Afric<J. {Burt. .. Cen. .AE." i, 335)-Dakome.v (Burt . 
.. Dahome," ii, 248; i, 2AO)-A.lIa"f ... (Beeeh. 132)-Londoll (Beck. ii, 
29-30)-H ...... g VIII (Smiles, i, 159)-London (Smiles, i, 204)-Nort1&. 
Englantl (Smiles, i, 160). § 246. SandlOklt Isldr •. (Ell ... Hawaii," 
296)-Flji ..... (Will., T., i, 93)-LOIOer Niger (Allen, i, 398)-Sa ... andi".9' 
(park, ii, 27~)-Batta (Mars. 379)-Madagaacar (Ell ... History," i, 332) 
-CMhciItU (Sim. 257)-Mezieo (CIa ... i, 385; Saha. i,29). § 250. 
E.qftimaou: (Hearne, 161)-.A6or. (As. S. B. xiv, pt. i. 426)-Arafora. 
(KoUf. 161)-Tow (Marsh. 41-45; Eth. S ... Tran .... N.S. vii, 241)-Bod/> 
.. nd Dllirrull. (As. S. B. xviii, pt. ii, 74-5-43; Hodg.156-60)-LepciItU (Hooker, 
i, 129; Eth. S ... Journal," i, 150-1)-Carib. (Edw. i, 49; Hum. iii, S9)
Creeh (Scbool. ., 279)-T""",,"iau (Bon. Sl)-Kamacltadalu (Kotz. ii, 
13; Krasb.175)-Patagoniall' (Fnlk.123)-Samoa (Tor ... Nineteeu Years," 
287, 291)-KirgJli:o (Michell, 27S-~)-Niamnia.... (Sch·ein. ii, 22), 
-AsAanfee (Beech. 96)-Fiji (Ersk.464). § 251. Sandwklt Iad,.,. 
(Ell .. Hawaii," 3!J2)-TaIt;U (Forst. 355; Ell. "Pol. Res." ii, 366-
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6'7)-Koos .• os (Licht. i, 286)-.Ashanfee (Crui~. ii, 242)-.Araucania::s 
(AI~edo, i, 405). § 252. Sandwich Is. (Ell. "Hawaii," 4(2)-Tahi. 
tian (Ell. "Pol. Re •. " ii,363)-Samoa (Tur "Nineteen Years," 284)
Bedjua ... (Licht. ii, 329 and 298)-Bachapin (Burch. ii, 431)-Koossas 
(Licht. i, 286)-ZUZ .... (Arb. 140)-Dahom"1{ (Dalz. 121; Burt." Dahome," 
i, 53, 276)-William (Stubb., "Select Charters," 16-17). § 253. 
Fuegians (Dar. iii, 238)-Tasmanians (Bon. 21)-Tannese (Tur. "Nineteen 
Years," 326)-Fijians (Wilkes, iii, 332)-New Zealanders (Thoms., A. S., i, 
77)-Mexicans (Clav. i, 345)-Peruvians (Gar. ii, 119-20)-Persians 
(Herod. iv, 3M)-Elizabeth-Cromwell (Smiles, i, 185). § 254. 
Manuns (Lew. and Cl. 113)-'-Comanches (Marcy, 29)-Kookies (As. S. B. 
uiv, 635)-Santals (Hun. i, 217)-New Zealand (Ang. ii, 50)-Sandzcicll. 
Isdn (Ell." Hawaii," 292)-Tonga (Wilke., iii,22)-Kada!!ans (St. John, 
S., ii, 269)-Celebe. (WOol. II Malay." i, 387)-East .Africa (Burt. "Cen. 
Al." ii, 365)-InZand Negro"" (Allen, i, 321)-San Salvador (Pal&. 83)
MundurucU8 (Bates, 274)-Patagonians (Wilke., i, 115)-Sakarran (Low, 
184)-Dahomans (Burt. "Dahome," i, 52)-Guatemala (Kim.203)-Mexico 
(Zur. 56-7)-.France (Levas. i, 167; Bourq. ii, 208-9)-Englisll. (Lap. ii, 
352-3 and ii, 355-6; Hallam, "Con. list." ch. viii; M8Caular, i, 416). 
§ 259. Zulus (Shooter, 268; Gard. 34)-Fijians (Ersk. 431)-Mexico 
(Clav. i, 342)-Fiji (Will., T., i, 32)-Madagascar (Ell. "History," i, 346-9) 
-Dahomans (Burt. "Dahome," i, 220)-.Ashantee (Bas. II Mensch," ii,333) 
-Mexico (SOohOo. iii, 1. &e.)-Peru (Gar. i. H3)-Fijians (Will., T .• i .. 208) 
-Dahomey (Burt. "Dahome." ii. 19, 167)-Mexicans (Herr. iv, 213)-
Peru (Yncas, 54rll)-Per .. (Gar. i. 132)-.lle.rico (Olav. i, 271)-Fijians 
(Ersk. 250)-Tahiti (Ell. "Pol. Re •. " ii. 208; Ha ... k. ii, 240)-Me.rico 
(Clav. i, 270; SOohOo. i. 277)-Peru (Gar. i, 132)-.Ancient Peruuians (Gar. 
ii, 34)-Madagascar (Ell. "History." i. 197)-Peru (Gar. ii, 34)-Eg.f/P' 
tians (Wilk. i, 299)-lt'iji (Will.. T .• i, 30)-Peruvians (Gar. ii. H3)-Per. 
sians (ref. lost). § 260 . .Arafuras (Kolfl" 161)-Todas (Eth. S. 
"Trans." N.S. vii. 239. 241)-Bodo 4' DhimaZs (As. S. B. xviii. pt. ii. 741) 
-Mishmis (As. S. B. xiv. pt. ii. 491. and vi, 332)-Pueblo8 (Ban. i. 536. 
546)-Samoa (Tur. "Nineteen Years," 287)-Pkanicia (Ezekiel, uviii, 3, 
4,5). § 265. Re"lI.abits (Jeremiah, xxxv, 7)-NabattBan (Robert. 
xxiii)-Hill Tribe. (As. S. B. xv. 65)-Africa (ref. lost)-Equatorial 
.Africa. (Reade, 535)-Bechllanas (Thomp. i. 344). § 269. Statell 
(Plato, iii. 432; Hobbes, iii, ix-x). § 277. Offspring,- note (Fiske, 
.. Outlines," ii, 342-3). § 278. Chippewaya ... (HelU'Ile, 104)-SlaI16 
Indian (Hooper, 303)-Busll.men (Licht. ii, 4S)-Qlleer..land .Australians 
(U Times." July 21. 1875)-Dogrib (Lub ... Prehistoric." 533)-Qlle ..... land 
Allstralians (" Time.... July 21, -1875) - Australians (Mit. i, 307). 
§ 279. Bushmen (Spar. i, 357)-ChippelOas (Keat. ii, 157)-Esquimau"" 
(Hall, ii, S12)-Aleuts (Ban. i, 92)-.Arawak. (Brett, 101)-Veddall.s (Ten. 
ii,441)-Lo.ver Californians (Ban. i, 565)-Todas (Eth. S ... Trans." N.S. 
vii, 243)-Port Dory (Earl, "Papuans." 85)-Navojo8 (Ban. i, 512)
Chippewa!!a ... (Hearne, 313)-PericUi (Ban. i. 565)-7'upis (South. i. 24)
Tasmanians (Bon. -)-Kasias (As. S.1:I. xiii. pt. ii, 624)-New Zealand 
(Thoms., .A. S. i, 178)-Takiti (Ell. "Pol. Res." i. 338)-NicaraguanIJ 
(Herr. iii. 340-41). § 280. Cumana (Herr. iii, 304)-Es'Zuimallx.4'c. 
(Lub. "Origin." 126)-Bushmen (Licht. ii. 48)-Greenland Es'Zuimau"" 
(Lub. .. Origin," 531)-Bengllela (Bas." Mensch," iii, 321)-Mexicans 
(Herr. iii. 340-41)-Darien (Ban. i. 773)-.Andamanese (Lub. co Origin." 
105)-Hassallyell (peth.~40-4)-Ckibchas (Sim. 255)-CoZllmbians (Ban. i, 
277)-ModoC8 (Ban. i, 35 )-.Abeokllta (Burt. " Abeokuta," i, 211)-Zambesi 
(Liv. -)-Veddalu (Eth. S. "Trans." N.S. ii, 293). § 281. Chippe. 
lIIa!!ans (Hearn~, lS0)-K\iaks (Ban. i, 81)-KareIl8 (As. S. B. vii, 856)-
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:Afric~ (BaB. "Mensch," iii. 2!l3)-Ptmtlckese (CIav. i, 319)-Oal; (Fem~ 
113)-N ..... Spai .. (Torq. ii, 420)-Pe ... (Gar. ii, 308)-Sa .. dwick I,dr,. 
(Ell. "Hawaii," 414)-Malaga.!1 (Drur. 247)-Eg.flpl (Wilk. iii. 119)--4 
Scaadi_uia .. (Heims. i, 219)-Vedda"s (Eth. S. "Trans." N.S. ii. 294). 
§ 282. Vedda'" (Eth. S. "T .... n .... N.S. ii. 293)-Alevtia .. (Cook. -)
T"li .. keel (Ban. i, 110. 114)-Bacliapi ... (Burch. ii. 552-4)-Takitia ... 
(Cook. -)-Fijia ... (Ersk. 255)-Ko .. iagu (Ban. i, 81)-C .. "",,_ (Herr. 
iii. 304)-POnIvia ... (Piz. 379)-C";bc""" (Sim. 255). § 284. Primi. 
tiva Marriage (MeLen. "Prim. Marr." pref. v. and pp. 48. note; 165. 138. 
289, 140. '16, 159. 226. 138. 243-4, 245). § 285. Primiti1J8 Marriage 
(M~Len. "Prim. Marr." 138,145.147-8.47-8.144-5.148-50.118.145.53-4, 
136)-Fuegia ... (Eth. S. "Trans." N.S. i. 266)-Tasmania ... (Tao. "Jour." 
i, 252; Lloyd. 44r-5)-AU8t,.alia ... (Mit. i. 133; "Time .... July 21.1875)
IJakotaka (Burt. "Saints," 142)-Caribs (Hum. ii. 455)-Esq .. """"'''' (Eth. 
S. "Joumal," i. 147)-Todu (Eth. S. "Trans." N.S. vii. 240)-Coma"""BB 
(School. V. 683)-NetD Zealander, (Thom •.• A. S .• i. 1'16)-Puegia ... (Fitz. 
ii,182; E •. h. S. "Tran .... N.S. i, 266)-Cams (Hum. ii. 455-6)-Esquimatlll> 
(Eth. S." Joumal." i,147)-WaraUB (Brett, 178)-Hottentots (Pink. xvi, 
141). § 286. Wife.stealing (MeLen. "Prim." 138). § 287. E",o· 
9amg (MeLen ... Prim. MalT." 289)-Samoa (Tor. "Nineteen Years." 320) 
-Atl8tralian (Mit. i. 330)-CarWs (Angl. 6)-Manu.8 (Hem. 319)-Pas8.8 
(Bates. 343)-IJgak (Boyle, 170)-Apa~1il .. (Ban. i. 498). § 288. 
E8quimau", (Crantz. i. 146)-Bu.kme .. (Burch. ii. 59)-A1'ab. (Burck. i. 
263-5)-Muzo, (Fem. 287)-Su"""tra .. (Mars. 269)-Map .. c1il8 (Smith. E. 
R.. 215)-Kamsc"adale (Kra.h. 212-3)-Fuegian' (Fitz. ii. 182)-A1'auca. 
"ia ... (Smith. E. R.. 216)-GatUlora (Eth. S. "Joumal." iv. 171)-Go .. d.t 
(Jub. pt. i. 6)-Mapuc1il' (Smith, E. R., 217-8). § 289. Manga;a· 
Dote (Gill. 47). § 290. Primitive Marriage (MeLen. "Studie .... 
pref. v). § 291. Haida'" (Ban. i.169)-Hill Tribes (ref.lost)-Eru/,a,., (Hark. 92)-Tee"ur, (Lub. "Origin." 89)-AndamalieaB (Eth. S. 
"Trans." N.S. ii. 35)-Mantras (Eth. S. "Tran .... N.S. iii. SO). § 292. 
Communal Marriage (Lui>. "Origin." 89, 98)-Kutcki .... Badagu. Ku1'flm' 
hans. Keriaka. 4'c. (Lub. "Origin," 83-4)-.N. America .. (Lub. "Origin." 
84)-Bu8"me.. (Lub. "Origin," 85) - Tee" .... , (Lub. "Origin." 89). 
§ 294. Andamanese (Eth. S. "Trans." N.S. v. 45). § 297. Puegiana 
(Fitz. ii, 182)-Todu (Eth. S. "Trans." N.S. vii. 240)-Nai1" (McLen. 
"Prim. Marr."184.-5)-Takitia ... (Ell. "Pol. ReB." ii.571). § 298. 
Alevtia ... (Bas ... Men.ch." iii,299)-Lancerota (Hum. i. 32)-Kaaiaa. ,*,e. 
(McLen. "Prim. Marr." 183)-CegWn (Ten. ii,42B)-Ai>aroe8. ,*,0. (McLen. 
"Prim. Marr." 195)-Arabi~ FeU", (Bas. "Mensch." iii, 293)-H;adu 
(Miil. "Hi.t." 4IJ)-Ancieat Brito ... (CreBar. "De :Bello," bk. v. c. 14). 
§ 299. Tow (Eth. S. "Trans." N.S. vii. 240)-Takiti (ref. lost). 
§ 301. Tibeta .. (Wils. 215-6. 215-6; Bogle. 123). § 302. Poly. 
andry (MeLen. "Prim. Marr." 245. 199. 203. 203-4)-Tkibet (Penna. '11) 
-Haidaka (Ban. i, 169)-ZulUB (Arb. 138)-IJamara8 (ADde. 176)-Congo 
(Ast. iii. 254)-Samoa (Tor. ".Nineteen Years," 190)-Vera Paz (Xim. 
207)-N .... Zealander. (Thom •.• A. S .• i.178)-Mi8limis (As. S.13. xiv. pt. ii, 
488)-Mezico (Torq. ii. 420)-Egbu (Burt. "Abeokuta." i, 208)-Sla". 
Coast (Bo •. 346)-IJa"omeg (Burt. "Dahome." i. 367). § 304. 
BU8nmm (Burch. ii. 60)-Gontls (Forsy. 148)-Veddaks (Ten. ii. 441)-
08tgaka (Lath. i. 45'1)-Lifu (Tur. "Nineteen Years." 401)-MandingoeB 
(Park. i. 261)-:-IJa"",,1'as (Ande. 225)-Yakoue (Le •• ii. 285)-Haidaka 
(Ban. i. 169)-Comancliu (Ban. i. 512)-Nl1ffi (Sehlln. 161)-Fijian (Ersk. 
254)-MiskmeB (Grif. 35)-Ko088as (Licht. i, 261)-Ja"a (Haf. i.73)-: 
/Sumatrans (Mars. 270)-Merico (Tern. i. 210-11)-Hond .... u (Herr. iii, 
367)-Nica1'agua (Ovi. p. iii, 37). § 305. ApacM (Ban. i. 512)-,. 
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Me:cico (Clav. i, 206)-Madagasca1' (Ell. "History," i, 16S)-EastAfricanl 
(Burt ... Cen. Af." ii, 332)-A.shantee (Beech. 124)-Germana (Tac. ch. 
xviii, p. 67)-Merovi7lgian (Montesq. i, 402)-New Caledonia (Tar. "Nine· 
teen Years," 424)-Mandi"go (Cail. i, 349)-Koffira (Shooter, 79)-Chip
pewayana (Keat. ii, 155)-ComancMa (Ban. i, 512)-Makololo (Liv. -). 
§ 307. Kajfira (Licht. i, 244)-DamMas (Ande. 22S)-Kooasa Kajfi1's 
(Licht. i,2S8)-ChippewlU (Keat. ii, 171)-Ost.l/aka (Lath. i, 457)-Egypt 
(Gor. 139)-MadagMcM (Ell. "History," i, 16S)-Hebrewa (Misch. 201)
J1attas (Mars. 3S1)~Mishmi (As. Res. xvii, 374)-A.frica (Monteiro, i, 241) 
-Hottentots, <tc. (Lub. "Origin," 72-3). 308. A.uatralia7la (Mit. i, 
134)-J1ushman (Bar. i, 232)-DamMa (Ande. 225)-Fijian (Ersk. 254)
Tahitian. (Ell. "Pol. Res." ii, 571)-Chibchaa (Fern. 23)-Hebrew8 (])en. 
teronomy, xxi, 10-B)-Persians (Rawl., G., iv, 171)-Peruvian (Gar. i. 310) 
-A.by.si"ia (Bruce, iv, 463). § 310. Hudson'. J1ay and Copper 
Indiana (Lub. "Origin," 101-2)-Bedouins (Burck. i. 112). § 311. 
Land Dyaka (Low, 300). § 315. PortDo1'!1 (Earl, .. Papuan .... 81)
Dyaka (Low, 195)-Fuegians (Fitz. ii. lS2)-Todas (Eth. S ... Trans." N.S. 
vii. 240)-E''luimau:c (Crautz, i. 147; Nth. S." Journal," i. 147)-Carib. 
(Hum. ii. 455-6)-Port Dory (Earl, .. Papuans." Sl)-Land Dyaka (Low, 
300)-Bodo and Dhimala (As. S. B. xviii. pt. ii, 744)-Iro'luoia (Morg. 324) 
-Pueblos (Ban. i, 535-49)-Dalrymple Island (Jukes. i. 164)-Hill-Dyak .• 
(Low, 290)-Bodo <t Dhimala (Hodg.156-60)-Lepcha (Eth. S. "Journal," 
N .S. i, 152) -Pueblo (Ban. i, 546)-.Fijians (Will., T .• i. 26)-A.shanti (Beech. 
122, 124)-Dahomey (Bas. "Mensch," iii, 302)-Peru"ians (G .. r. i, 309)
Mexicans (Clav. i, 206. 322)-Chibchas (Sim. 254)-NicMaguans (Ovi. pt. 
iii. 37)-Carolingian (Bouquet. xi. SS)-Toulou.e (Krenigs:6S). § 317. 
Error. <tc. (Maille, .. An. Law." 121; Maine," Ear. lnst." l1S)-Rudimenta 
(Maine, .. An. Law," 120)-Obedience (Maine, .. An. Law," 136)-Mantra 
(ref. lost)-Carib (Edw. i, 42)-MapucM (Smith, E. R., 231)-B1'azilian 
(Bates, 169)-Gallinomero. (Ban. i, 390)-Sho."one8 (Ban. i, 437)-Navaj08 
(Ban. i, 507-S)-Calif01'"ianB (Ban. i, 413, 566)-Comanches (Ban. i, 514) 
-Bedouin (Burck. i. 355)-A.ncientSocieties (Maine. "An. Law." 128-9)
Commonwealt" (Maine ... An. Law," 12S)-Creeka (School. v, 411S; v,262; 
i, 275)-Ir0'luoia (Hind, ii, 147)-Kutchins (Ban. i, 132)-Creeka (School. 
v, 273). § 318. Infancy of Society (Maine, "An. Law," 130, 124-5) 
-Tahitia.7I. (Ell. co Pol. Res." ii, 346)-Tongans (Ersk. 15S)-Chibchas 
(Fern. 23)-Iro'luoiB (Hind, ii, 147-8; Morg. 84, 62, 71, lS4, 314, 313)
Coast Negroes (Bos. 203; Cruie. ii, 2S0)-Congo (Pink. xvi, 571)-Sum ... 
tranB.(Mars. 376)-Family-Corporate, <te. (Maine, .. An. Law," lS3-4, 124) 
-Patria Potestas (Maine, co An. Law," 13S,141)-71nne" (Ban. i, 136)
Tutelage (Maine, .. An. Law," 152-3)-Kocc" (As. S. B. xviii, pt. ii, 708, 
707)-Karens (As. S; B. xxxvii. pt. ii,l42)-Khasias (Eth. S ... Trans." N.S. 
vii, 80S)-Se .. D.vaka (St. John, S .• i, 57; Brooke, i, 97)-A.leutian (Ban. i, 
02)-Nootkas (Ban. i, 197)-Spokanes (Ban. i, 277)-Ir0'luoia (Morg. ~ 
326)-PuebloB (Ban. i, 545)-Timbuctoo (Sha. lS)-Yellala (Tuck. ISO). 
§ 319. Comanches (Marcy, 20)-Hottentof8 (Kol. i. 300-1)-Kajfir8 
(Shooter, 97-S)-Peru.ia"s (Lop. de Gam. 234)-Coast Neg1'oe. (Bos. 203) 
-Dahomey (Forb. i. 27) - Biology (Maine, .. Early lnst." lIS). 
§ 320. Patria1'chal famil!! (Maine, .. Early !nst." 311, 99-100)-Bul. 
garians (ref. lost).-Diaintegration (ref. lost).-Scl .. "onic (Evans, 55). 
§ 321. Children (U Times," Feb. 2S, lS77). § 324. PuttooaM (As. 
S. B. xxv, 296)-Co1'e .. (Gutz. i, 176)-Kirghi~ (Wood, 214)-Dyak 
(Brooke. i. 131)-African (Reade, 366-9). § 325. Fuegians (Eth. S • 
.. Trans." N.S. i, 264)-A.ustralians (Mit. ii, 846)-Haidahs (Ban. i, 167)
Chippewayan (Hearne, 55)-Kajfi1' (Shooter, 84)-Chihcha .. (Sim. 253)
Mandan (Cat." N. A.. Indians," i, 120)-Yuclltanesl (Nouv. 1843, i; 46)-
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Ea" AJri~. (BuTt. "Cen. Af." ii, 332)-Ma1'ucM. (Smith,E. R.,2l8). 
§ 326. Talllnanian. (Bon. 55)-Ffleg;aft8 (l'itz. ii, 185-6)-Andaman .... e 
(Eth. S ... Trans." N.S. ii, 36)-AflBtraliaft8 (Mit. i, 307)-CMppewayam, 
(Heame, 90)-Comanrhea (School. i, 236)-E'qu;mauz (Cran!z, i, 154)
Ta.man;fJ .. (BOD. 55)-lJamarfJ (Gal. 197)-Tupia (South. i, 250)-80f1t" 
BrariZ (Spix, ii, 246)-Abl1'0Ile8 (Dob. ii, 118)-Beehuana8 (Burch. ii,564) 
-KapirB (Licht. i, 266)-DfJmaraa (Gal. 157)-Outanafaa (Earl, "Papu, 
8ns," 51)-CoroadoB (Spix, ii, 25!J)-SfJmoa (Tor ... Nineteen Years," 196) 
-JfJ"a (Raf. i, 353)-AI>gola (Ast. iii, 276)-P ..... (Ciem, 167)-Aby.aillia 
(Bru.,.., iv, 474)-ArabB (Peth. 136)-Da"oma ... (Forb. i, 23)-CMppeway. 
dna (School. v, 176)-Claf80p. (Lew. &: Cl. 441)-Cueba (Ban. i, 764)
Dahomey (Burt. "Dahome," ii, 72 note)~G0nd8 (Forsy. 148)-Peru (Herr. 
iv, S42)-Ce"tral AmericG (Juar. 192). § 327. Todaa (Eth. S • 
.. TraDB." N.S. vii, 242)-Bodo <t DhimalB (As. S. B. xviii, pt. ii, 744)
D.llab (St. John, B., i, 55; Brooke, ii, 101)-Puebl08 (Ban. i,547, 549)
Fijia". (Wilkes, iii, '17; Ersk. 24'1; Bee. 237)-Sa"",a ... (Tnr. "Nine· 
teen Years," 280-4, 261,264, 322, 190)-Iro,!flo.:.. (Heriot, 331)-Eg.llptiaft8 
(Ebers, 30S)-Roman (Mom. i, 71). § 328. MedilZral Europe (Maine, 
.. Ear. lnst." 337)-NapoI8Olt (Leg. 1.'11)~F .. ance (Segur, i, 391-2)-ClIina 
(Gub. i, 294 d Beg.; i, 493-4)-Japa .. (Alcock, ii, 143). § 329. 
Lapp',- note (Will., W. M., 162-3). § 330. Andaman (Mouat, 295) 
-Faegia ... (Eth. B. "Trans." N.S. i, 262)-.AUBtraliana (Sturt, "Central 
A".tr." ii, 137; Eyre, i, 811; Ang. i, 73)-Soulld I .. diaft8 (Ban. i, 218)
Pi-Edn (Ban. i, 436)-Macuai (Schom. ii, 315)-Prairie Tribe. (Cat . 
.. N. A. IndianA," i, 217)-Hud.on'B Bag (Heriot, 53a)-A.ainiboine (Kane, 
139). § 331. Clteehemeea. (Nonv. 1843, ii, 14'1)-Pancloe. (Fem. 11) 
-PerBia .. (Herod. i, 277)-HebrewB (Ecclesiaaticus, ch. xxx, v. 6)-Bran. 
Mme (Peign. I, 296)-ChineBe (Mas, i, 52). § 332. Fijiaft8 (Will., 
T., i, 181; Ersk. 20l)-C"ec"emeca. (Ban. i, 632)-MexicaIlB (Clav. i, 331) 
-Peru (Gar. ii, 207)-Bodo 4' DMmal. (As. B. B. xviii, pt. ii, 744, 719; 
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SUBJECT-INDEX. 
(ll'or this Inda. the Author is indebted to F. HOWABD CoLLIlU, £"'l., 

of Edgbaston, Birmingham.) 

J 1111&11 UI. coneeption of Deity, 406-9. 
Ab.tl'8("t word .. rude languages deficient 

in, 33l!. 3~ 359. 
Abotrll("tion, _nting in primiti'f8 man, 

74, 83, 85, 89, 821, 825-9. 
Accadians, hieh atAltuo of women among, 

725; an_tor worship by, 81G. 
a Aoom ... heUo," reoponsi .. e to adj8Alent 

life, 123. 
Admiration,lo'f8 of, in oa,~ ...... 640, 71 
..£..,ulBpiu .. apotbeoou. of, 3M. 
Heetion, absent among BOme .... .age", 

663; in~ by monogamy, 67j; 
probable inc_ of pBrentotl, 760. 

A.ltaro, genesis of, 115~7, '1.77, 417; 
eftCted to Greek kings, 389. 

Ahruiom of uncivilized. 65-9, '11, 425. 
Amszuln, an_tor worship among, ~. 
America (Ancient), retrogression in, 95. 
Amphibia, _t of nee·maintenance in, 

596. 
Amputation, a ma,.i of mourning, 165.. 
Amuleta, pnmiti .. e belief in, '1.45. 765. 
Aualysi.. for interpreting aocial phe-

nomena, 1;81, 822. 
Anresto ... worship, genesis and diffusion 

of, '1.814, 41S-20, 785-7, 793; Calla
_yon Amazulu, 2N4-6; a development 
of the belief that deities are transformed 
.nrestoro, 286-9, 418; Bobadilla on 
Niearaguan, 287; among Aryan and 
Semitic IDees, 289-940, 811; 8re its ob
""nanres moral 0" religious' 294; 
suJ"t'iving among civilized, '1.95-7, 418, 
787 i linguistic eriden"" of, '1.98; Fetich
ism, .. de'felopment of, 32L; also 
mountain worship. 367-384, 419, 805-
7; rootofe'feryreligion,411,426,819; 
animsl·worsbip derired from, 418; 
..tao nature and plaut-worship, 419; 
i'1lpeded by pron::iscuily, 637; fa'foured 
by descent through maks, 660, 666; 
and by monogamy, 6n ; causes cherish
ing of male issue, 736, 743; snake fo)rm 
of, among the lI:oquis, 7!11; and 
Ancien's, 798 ; development of RU&lian, 
801-3; pri.-ate character of Irania~, 
till; Ar,1lUl and t\emiLic, 811, 813, 

817; Grecian practice of, 1113; aDd 
Egyptian, 814-

A.nim&l .. super-organie e'fOlution shown 
by, 6; changed by social evolution, 10; 
social effects, 31-6; the one group of 
primiti~ classification, 123; primitive 
belief t.hat they have soul .. 176-8, 1711. 
419; ard that anrest.ors were, 335-7, 
346, 419; misinterpretation of names a 
cause for kindl, treating, 337-9, 344; 
and for attributing human anceotrr 
to, 356, 419, 791-6; physiological 
division of labour in evolving, 439-41 ; 
differenres of size in bigllt'r, 452; 
merging of minor indiridnalities in 
evolriog, 453; similar early de<elop
ment of all, 479; dependent on en
'fironment, 486; believed to canoe 
storms, 768; and eeli p>es, 769; and 
earthquakes, 770; genesis of Feti.chlsm 
elucidated by, 187-9. 

Animal.worship, the belief in metempsy
chosis, 322-5, 345, 419; caused by 
animals frequenting locality of dead, 
328-31, 796; lingnistm inde6niteness 
favourable to, 339-41, 346, 419, 795; 
of compound animals, 3U-6; grad .... 
in development of, 343-li i pr...cedes 
Totemism, 346. 

Animate and lnanimatA (_ Life)_ 
,Au"loM, size of indiriduals in, 452; 

organic int.egr..tion, 454; increa.sinl! 
dependence of perts, 474; alimentar~ 
and regulative system, .490; nerNu;' 
cent ralization in bigber types, 513, 5l5, 
517; two nerYous systems in bight' 
membeN, 52!!; metamorphoses in, 564 

Anthropomorphism, universality of, 409 
11, 4<!0 • 

Ap. .. thy of primiti'f8 man, 55-9, 425. 
Apoplexy, primitive interpretation of. 

144, 149,414-
Apotheosis. in India, 284; among .. ncient 
_, 3S8-91, 421; in Pulynesia. 
803-5, !i06. 

Apprentices, thei,. place in industri,.t 
development,470. . 

,Arab:!, anec8wr-wonohip among, 233. 
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Art, a sociologic 'study, 431. 
Aryans, ancestor-worship among, 289-94, 

811. ' . 
Astronomy, a conception of duality in

duced by phenomena of, 105-8, 119; 
the sky, stars, &c., as conceived by 
primitIve man, 371-3. 419. 

AlAro .... Borealis, primitive interpretation 
of, 766; belief of Eoquimaux concern
ing, 807. 

Australian tribes, retrogression of, 96. 

BARNAOLES, met~morphoses of, 11l. 
Bats, thought to be transformed. men, 

328-31, 845, 419, 798. 
Bear, myth of the Great-, 836. 
Belief, intellectual development favour

able to modifiability of, 74; Egyptian, 
110; incongruities of, 102-5, llll, 169 ; 
prepossession nine points of, 221; in 
amulets and charms, 245, 765· con
forma to law of evolution, 421-3, 821, 
8~9. 

nigamy in Germany, 680. 
llirds, super·organic evolution shown by, 

6; primitive ideas of egg·development, 
Ill; cost of race·maintenance, 596; 
cause storms, 768. 

Blood, primitive interpretation of uncOn
sciousness from loss of, 146,414; sup' 
posed community of nature from swal
lowing, 276; shows relation between 
life of aggregate and of components, 
442; heterogeneity in higher animals, 
501; organio competition for, 503; 
action of nerves on circulation of, 534-

Dlood·offerings, a funeral rite, 165; abo 
religious, 265-7.277.417. 

Bobadilla; Friar, on Nicaraguan ancestor
worship. 287. 

Bones, evidence of prehistoric man, 37-9. 
42-5. 51; the soul thought to dwell in 
those of the dead. 801. 

Booking·office. derivation of. 833. 
B .... in. analogous to legislative body. 519, 

520. 
Breath, identified witl. soul. 175. 176. 
Burials (see Funerals). 
Burke, derivation of. 884-

CARROO legend of coyote among stars. 
872,769. 

Callaway. Bishop, on Aou.zulll anceslor
worship. 284-6. 

Callousness, varies with the individllal, 
4W. 

Cannibalism. increased by bclief that 
qllalitiee are appropriated by eating. 
241; human sacrifices to the dead of, 
263-5, 417; loyalty of people prac-
tising, 512.. • 

Catalepsy, primitive interpretation of, 
144, 149, 414. 

Catholicism. an incongruity of, 169;' 
belief in close communion of the twu 
lives, 192. 197; and in divination, 237 ; 
and exorcism, 239; ancestor· worship 
in, 296; care for souls of the deoo, 
297; anthropomorphism of, 410. 

Causation, ideas of, wanting in primitive 
man, 84, 90, 767; increased by civiliza
tion,221. 

Cave· burials. 206-8; temples developed 
from, 250; cause belief in bats and owls 
being transformed men, 828-31, 345. 

Caves, the dead thou!!ht to dwell in, 200. 
213; cause belief in an under· world, 
204; regarded as places of c1'eation, 
352. 

Cemeteries, sacredness of, 274,277,417. 
CercaritB, reprodllction of, 595. 
Charms, primitive belief in, 245, 765. 
Chastity, lightly esteemed by savages, 

604, 609. 
Chiefs. selected for warfare, 510-13; 

locally superior to king. 514; indu·' 
trial restrictions of, 530., 

Children, feelings of the uncivilized for. 
66; mentally similar to uncivilized. 
88-91; primitive ideas and mentsl 
aspect of, 108; regard shadows as 
entities, 114; do not mistake animatt> 
and inanimate, 129; nlillles changed 
to alleviate disease, 242; '''Children 
of the Slln," 3i 8, 420; aid parental 
welfare, 599. 760; effects of prl" 
miscnity, 638; IlJId polyandry, 647, 
651; inherit wives of father, 650; 
effect of polygyny,' 660-2, 666; and 
monogamy, 670-2; indppendence of 
uncivilized, ' 683; regime of adult not 
adapted to, 707-9. 712; status of un
civilized, 733-5, 743; primitive desire 
for male, 735-7, 743; eJfect of mili· 
tancy and industrialism on, 737-9. 
741-3, ' 744; political and domestio 
absoilltism. 789-41. 744; few reared 
by the uncivilized, 746; probable 
future status, 754, 758-60; their 
right education a high female fnnc
~ion, 757; believe in dreams, 778. 

China, status of women in, 730; and 
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pa1'eDts and children, '139 I male iBsue 
desired in, 736. 

Cilia, Ihow relation of aggregate me to 
componenta, 442. 

Circllmciaion, impoled by luperion, 407. 
C1aslification, erroneou.. 99-105; the 

two groups of primitive, 123; o>!(&nic 
and luper.organic, 637; of sociJties, 
lummary, 638-44, 662, 583. 

Climate (aee Meteorology). 
Clotlfea, supplied to the dead, 185, 415, 

818; made by males, '1111. 
Clyde, Lord, and tribal name, '193. 
(';oea, regarded with reverence, 350; 

Peru. ian consumption cf, 351. 
Coehin·China" data of All·Sou1~s feast in, 

800. 
Coelenterat .. , difference of lize in, 452; 

organic integration, 453; structl!l'al 
heterogeneity, 462; independence of 
parts, 474, 475; two layen in, 480; 
distributing system, 482, 494; slow 
adjustment to external actions, 621; 
r~prod uction, 694. 

Coherence, trait in primitive theory of 
things, 421-3; and in social and indio 
vidual growth, 457; and evolution, 
684; and domestic relations, 641. 

Coma, primitive interpretation of, 145, 
149,414. . 

" Communal marriage," 632. 
Competition, individual and social,502-4, 

606. 
Comte, A., society as conceived by, 679 ; 

fetichism of the higber animals, 787. 
COllcussion, primitive interpretation of, 

146, 149, 414. . 
Conservatiam of uncivilized and civilized, 

70. 
Coral Island., social progress in,. 26. 
Courtship among uncivilized, 721, 723. 
Coyote, legend of the, 372. 
,-,'redit, organio analogy of,534. 
,-,'remation, ashes of the dead supplied 

with food, 156; thought to prevent 
resuscitation, 167, 779 ; Bishop Words· 
worth on, 167; affecte ide .. of the 
after life, 195; adapted to idol-wor
ship, 302, 320. 

Cruelty of the uncivilized, 67-9, 714. 
Curiosity, absenhll primitive man, 86,90. 

DAWN, worship of the, 368--'11, :184, 419. 
Dead, the, attempts to revi"e, 153-6, 166 ; 

Ipoken to, 163-6, 166;· thought to 
desire food, 155-9, lIi6, 171, 2~~, 257-

61, 277, 415, 417, '179, '18R, 801, 812, 
813 ; and breathing·space and warmth, 
168, 166, 273, 277, 803; varied means 
for resuscitating, 169-62, 166; rites to 
propitiate, 163-6; beliefs in resuscita. 
tion compared, 166-8, 414; illogicali
ties DOncerning, 169; belief in after 
material appearancQ, 170-2; have no 
shadow, 175, 820; chaotic ideas of after 
state, 181; supplied with weapons, I 
clothes, jewels, cattle, etc., 184-6, 205, 
415, 813; with wives, friends, and ser
vants, 186-9, 551, 766, 782, 801; pro
perty burnt, 195; dwell in mountains 
or caves, 200, 204, 213, 4Hi; direction 
of abode, 202, 213, 415; thought to be 
across water, 206-8, 213, 415; and 
increasing "aguenes. in localization, 
214; names avoided, 242, 273 ; power 
inherent in parta of, 244, 779, '181; 
sentiments occasioned by, 249, 254, 
277, 417, 823; sacrifices develop from 
supplying food to, 257-61, 277, 417; 
human offerings of cannibals to, 263--5, 

• 417 ; praised at funerals, 268-70, 
277, 417; belief in their know
ledge of the living, 272; sacredness 
of cemeteries, 274, 417; CODl~ 
mnnity of nature from swallowing 
parts of, 275; development of funeral 
rites into worship of deities, resume, 
276-9, 41'1; wishes of, kept s8('red, 
296; care displayed by peasants 
fol', 297; belief in their conscious· 
ness, and power of relics, 300-2, 418, 
779; stones placed in mouths of, 
311 ; animal.worshlp aided by animals 
frequenting localit.y of, 328--31, 796; 
tho ught to return to fatherland, 400 ; 
fear of, originates religious control, 
426; living infants burled with, '134; 
suicide to accompany, 766 J carE' for 
r.omfort of, 778; Esquimaux ideas 
concerning, 807. 

Dead, worship of (Bee Ancestor·worship). 
Death, illoglClIJ.it.ies concerning, 104; 

life distinguIshed from, 161; thought 
to be long· suspended animation, 162, 
166, 778; and to originate super. 
naturally, 230-2, 416, 71l1; dwelling. 
deserted after, 250; cheerfully expected 
by the uncivilized, 766. . 

Decoration, love of, ill the uncivilized, 64. 
Definiteness, trait of social evolution, 

5~4; and evolving domestia'l'elatlons, 
641,670. . 
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Deil,y, The, ",I,,,,me of devel~pll1ent' of 
funeral ritps into worship of,' .276-9, . 
417; .. god" applied by the ·uncivil
izell to incomprehensible objects, 386, . 
411; development of the idea of, 387, 
411, 420,.772; king or ruler regarded 
as, ,388-91, 411, 421; also men of 
snperior power, 391-8, 411, 420, 421, 
804; and conquering races, ~8-401, 
411; development of Grecian and 
Fijian pantheons, 401-4, 804; Hebraic 
coneeption of, 404.-9, 817; universality 
of anthropomorphism, 40!)-4ll, 420; 
beliefs conform to law of evolution, 
421; Max Muller on primitive con
ceptions of, 821, 828. 

Delirium, primitive interpretation' of, 
226,232. 

Desertion of aged by the uncivilizell, 
734. 

De.elopment, a sooial and organic 
trait, 437, 450; similarity of social 
and organic, 467-12 I 8ummary of 
social, 581. 

Dew, primitive interpretation of, 101 •• 
Digestive organs, size in primitive man, 

45, 51. (See also Phy.iology.) 
Dionysus, identified wit,h Osiris, 274. 
Disease, belief in supernatural origin, 

228-30, 232, 238-40. 248, 270, 277, 
416, 464, 784. 803, 816; names changed 
to alleviate, 242; primitive belier in 
sorcerer's power over, 243, .416; vica
rious actions oex.asioned bv; 476; 

. attributed to absence of soul; 777. 
Dhtributing system, development of the 

social and individual, 482, 494-8; 
and similarity between, 493-5; neces· 
8ary to sustaining and regulating sys
tems, 493; increased communication 
characterizing evolution, 498'-500, 
505; also heterogeneity, 501, 505; 

. anuJogies bet ween the sooial and ind i
vidual, from competition, 502-4, 506 ; 
summary of social, 682. 

Divination, belief, in supe,·human origin, 
236. 

Division ot labour, so~ial, a sociologic 
study, 429 I t,-ait of social and organio 
bodies, 439-41, 450, 46l.-72; in eccle
siastical structures, 464; social evolu-

,t,ion marked by female, 717-22. 
Divorce, primitive faoility of, 602-4,632 ; 

inliueace.!l affecting, 669; division of 
propdrty Oll, 6911 probable future of, 
753. 

Dog, chllnging '81notiot19 of1 69: illogi
cality concel"lling, 104; behaviour to 
motion implying life, 125; a human 
ancestor, 342; sonse of owner.hip, 
633; dread of the unknown, 767; 
causes eclipses, 769; fetichism illus
trated by, 787-9; transformed man, 
328,345. 

Drainage, social effects of, 10. 
Dreams, food a cause' of, 133, 261'; 

primitive interpretation, 133:-0; 40(;, 
413, 420; and belielHn, 137-9, 41::, 
772, 773 I suggest an after life. 182; 
and remote other world, 201; concep
tions of deity and gho~ts originate 
in, 772. 

EARTH, the, Booinl effects of surface
configuration, 2:i-7, 425, 454; and 
fertility, 27-9, 425; EsquimauJ: ideas 
concerning, 807. 

Earthquakes, architectural type induced 
by, 34; primitive interpretation ·of, 
217,770. 

Echo, primitive interpretation, 118, 120, 
413. . 

Eclipse, primitive interpretation, 76:), 
772. 

Ecstasy, primitive interpret.atiun, 145, 
149. 

Education, ignorance of mental develop. 
ment displayed by present, 96-S; 
and errors resulting, 412; enforced in 
England, 573, 674; by tbe Stnte, i. it 
a normal progress P 705-7; a high 
.function to which no man has yet 
risen, 752; importance of rational, 
760. 

Effigies of the dead, idol-worsbip a de
velopment of their worship, 303, 320, 
418; supplied with food by the civil
ized, 304, 418; thought to be ghost-in
habited, 304.-9, 411$; supplied with 
food by uncivilized, 307, 418. 

Eggs, primitive ideliS of development 
from, Ill. 

Ego-altruism of the uncivilized, 63-5, 71, 
425. 

Egyptians, credulity, 110; high female 
status, 726; ancestor-worship amollg, 
814. 

Elohim, interpretation of, 299, 4()6. 
Embalming thought to aid resulicitation, 

163,166. 
Embryology, spinal development, 463, 

472; sinlilarity of social and organic 
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derelopmPllt. 4117-7:1; and early de. 
Yelopnlent of ali animalo, 479; physio
logical nnit. oa affecting fertility, 661 ; 
lkK'iai and individnal analogies, 677; 
C08t of reprod uction, 692 ; and species
maintenance, 594-8. 

Emotiona, evolution of, 53-5; control 
.hown by primitive man, 55-9. 

Endogemy, defined, 611 ; coexisting with 
exogemy, 618,620, 1128; cause favour
ing, 627-9; higher domestio relation. 
eh_teruN by, 629. 

Endurance of nncivilUed and civilued, 
47,62. 

Energy, eft'ect of climate on, 23, 425. 
England, former independence of county 

governments in, 491; evolution of 
roado, ete., 496; also markets and 
fain, 600; prime minister develop. 
ment of justiciar, 518; industrial reo 
8trictions, 632; industrialism favour
able to freedom, 655; admixture of 
Aryan. in, 661; redevelopment of 
mihtancy, 568··75; fraternal poly
andry, 644; ststus of children, 742, 
743; weight of parental authority, 
742. . 

EntO%OfS, reproduction in, 594-
Epilepsy, p,·imitive interpretation, 224., 

232,416-
Epil helium, shows relation of aggregete 

to lires of compollen,", 4<1.2. 
Etymology, specimens of false, 834--6. 
Europeens deified by the uncivilized, 

396, 398; iu India and China, 811. 
Erolution, the three kinds, 3; super

organic defined, 4; and illustrated by 
insects, 4--6; and birds and mammals, 
6; does not imply tendency in every
thing to become higher, 93; charac
terized by retrogression, 9lHl; pheno
mena .,..nnot be arranged in serial order, 
223; primitive theory of things con
forms to lawof,421-3; generalizations 
from soeial cloasification., 543, 662; 
rigidity following 80cial and indivi
dual, 57fl.-8; Bocial development sup
ports law of, 684; le...,ned cost of 
• pecies-mllintenance characterizing, 
597 I prolonged iniancy in higher 
races, 600 ; domestic relations conform 
to law of, 641; aloo developing socie
ties, 699; and families, 745--8; extinc
tion of lower forwsnot involved by, 751. 

. R~olution, social, factors or, 9-15, 425 ; 
eft"", on oliw>ote, 10. also lIqra and 

.muna, . 10; . reciproeal inl!nence of· 
B~ciety nnd unit .. , 11, 14; of neigh
bnuringsocietieo, 11, 14; and of artifiei.! 
products, 12-14; p/fect of local condi
tions greater in earlier stages, 35 ; why 
has it made such little progress? 36 ; 
the inadequate knowledge of the past, 
37-9; Bpecies maintenance, 597; pro
longed infancy, 600; not neces.arily 
marked by higher domestic relations, 
607-10. 

Excitability of primitive man, 55':9, 425. 
Exogamy, defined, 611 ; prevalence, 614; 

co-existing with endogamy, 618, 620, 
628; war a cause of, 619-22; cau_es 
favourable to, 6;17-9; associated with 
lowest political and domestie life, 629. 

Exorcism, believed by uncivilized I!Dd 
ci viIized, 237-40, 248, 416. 

Explanations, ready acceptance of proxi
mate, 103. 

FAerOBB of social evolution, 9;-15, 425. 
Fainting, primitive intel'pretation of, 

143, 147, 414-
Fairs, development of, 499. 
Family, tbe, ideal, 5119; primitively 

aboost unknown, 602; Maine on 
earlieet state of, 681-92, 711; patri
archal type of, 692-701, 711; diaint .. -
gration of, shown by social evolution, 
701-5,712; is there a limit to pr.selOt 
disintegration? 705-7; the regime ill
adapted to the State. 707-9, 712; law 
of evolution supported by development 
of, 745-8; and the state, the ethica 
contrasted, 758. 

Foating, developments of, 261-3,277, 417. 
Females (8ee Women). 
lfert.ility, social effects, 27-31, 425; ef. 

fect on stature, 41; and of varIed 
physiological units, 561. 

Fetich-worship, development of, 809-12, 
320, 418, 787-9; the contained spir;~ 
worshipped, 312--4, 321, 418, 789; pre
ceded by ghost-theory, 316-18. 

Fiji, pantheon of, and of Greece, 401-4, 
804; apotheosis in, 804 . 

Fire, the dead thought to require, 158, 
166, 177; in temples a development oi· 
grave-fire, 273, 277; used for signal
ling, 522. 

Fish, species-maintenance in, 596, 597. 
thought to cause eclipses, 770 . 

Fiske, J., on prolongation of infancy, 
600. 
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FI~lty, F. G., wald"g·visionB of, 775-7. 
Flood, Babylonian, heaven oonsidered 

territory of conquering rIIce, 209. 
Flora, eO'eot of social evolution, 10; and 

on social evolution, 29-31, 425; belief 
in plant·souls, 176-8, 419; veneration 
for poisonous plants, 850; organic in
tegration of, 453; sustaining system 
dependeut on environment, 486. 

Food, amount consumed by u"oivilized, 
45-7 j strength infiuent'ed by, 48; ef-

. fect of in.ufficient, 71, 236, 503; 
analogy of bodily to mental, 77-80; 
causo . of dreams, 138, 261; the dead' 
thought to require, 155-9, 166, 171, 
252, 255, 257-61, 277, 415, 417, 
801, 812, 813; oannibalism imd 
belief in community from similo.1',· 
241, 275; developments of religious 
fasting, 261-3, 277, 417; effigies of 
the dead supplied with, 304, 807,418; 
fetiohes thought to require, 815, 418 ; 
productive of sleep, 508; as aifecting 
iufanticide, 611; war caused by steal
ing, 627; affects socioJ. di.tribution, 
692; obtained by women, 717. 

Forbidden fruit, interpretation, 351, 815. 
Fossils, primitive interpretation, 108-10, 

120,809. . 
lfI'3.noe, indbstrial rest,rietions, 531; 

BocioJ. gradations, 547; military or
ganization of regulations, 651; regime 
estabhshed by war, 568; status of 
women, 729; and ohildren. 741; mili
tancy and industrialism, 750. 

Fravashis, the, worship of, 80941, 816. 
Frost, misconception of, 100. 
Function, ~orrelated to structure, 526. 
Funerals, rites of the uncivilizerl, 168-fl, 

801; cost of, 185, 262; hurying alive, 
189, 784, 766; oausa desertion of 
towns, 199, 250-2 j cave-burials, 206-
8 ; canoe-burioJ.s, 206-8; rites po.1'
aile led by religious rites, 268-8; the 
dearl praised at, 268-70; development 
nf mourning into religious rites, 273, 
417; images of the dead used at, 808. 

GAIETY of the uncivilized, 60, 71. 
'Generalization, absent in primitive man, 

79, 83, 85, 89, 821, 825-9; and also in 
, language, 382. 
J' Genius, eocentricity of," 80. 
Garmany, political ~entralization, 515; 
, . coercive re,q,:me, 56'!; higamy in, 680 ; 

• btuo of W(JIDdU, 729; a,~d cluldl'en, 742. 

Gesticulation, p~mitively necessary, :lS4. 
Ghosts, illogicality conceming, 104; 

varied ideM of. 172-4 414; thought 
to frequent locality of first lifej. 
198, 415, 801, 805; their number, 
215-7, 312, 321, 416, 421, 789, 
816 ; natural phenomena attributed 
to, 217-20, 416, 785,805; also human 
failures and successes, 220; universal 
acHon of, 221, 416; superhuman 
strength, 234, 416 ; thought to inhahi~ 
effigies, 304-9, 418; fetichism, de
velopment of belief in, 309-12, 315-8, 
821, 418, 789; and animal-worship, 
846,419; and plant, worship. 859, 419 ; 
mirage attributed to, 766; deity a de
velopment of belief in, 772, 817 ; 
Indian worship of, 785, 787; pre-. 
sent in atones, 789-91; origin of 
Russian ancestor-worship, 80l-3. 

God (BeB Deity). 
Gods, primitive oonception of, 234, 80S; 

II and men," tradition of, 398-401, 
815. 

Government, a sociologic study, 426-31; 
assumed eo.1'lyexistence, 687; develop
ment of (88e Regulating system). 

Graves, human sacrifices at, 186-9, 551, 
766, 782; the origin of temples, 250-
4, 277, 417,781; sacredness, 274, 277, 
·781, 805; quitted by the rlea.rl, 779. 

Gravestones, sacredness implied by, 249 ; 
permanency given to praises by, 269 i 
snakes represented on, 798. 

Greece, terrestrioJ. h~terogeneity, 27 ; 
kings deified in, 390 i Athenian mdus-
triolism, 554. ' 

Gre~k., the, belief in dreams, 138; ideas 
of ghosts. 173; and after life, 190, 
192, 193 ; belief in supernatural 
agents, 220, 235; and inspiration, 
238; name Osiris, 274; ancestor-wor
ship, 266, 812, 813; 8«1,.." and 9,6r 
synonymous, 298; Grecian and 1fijian 
pantheons, 401-4, 804; mortality of 
their gods, 410; wife-stealing, 620; 
kinship through males, 687; funeral 
sacrifioes, 782; stones thought to be 
gllost-inhabited, 790. 

Growth, caus~ and consequence of social 
progre$s, 11, 14; early completed in 
the uncivilized, 51; primitive ideas, 
110-14 I a sooial and organic tmit. 
437, 450, 451; social and individual 
integr~tion of, 450/-7; and coherence, 
457 i 8uu,maQl of. locial, 581 • 
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HAnn, Dature of, 828. 
liair, cutting olf, a funeral rite, 164 I 

also religiou., 267, 277, 279 I supposed 
power in, 243. 

Haema, identical with soma, 350. 
liardiness of civilized and uncivilized, 

48,52,425. 
Hearing of the uncivilized, 75-7. 
lieart, the, the other •• elf, 174; vascu· 

lar system analogous to social distri
buting system, 496-8; evolution in 
moUuaca, 513 J alfected by nervous 
systems, 528. 

Heat, social eiiects, 18, 425; the dead 
supplied with, 158, 166, 171. 

IIeaven, territory of conquerin~ race, 
209; in the sky, ,illi9-13. (S •• alao 
World, the other.) 

nebrews, . the, belief in dreams, 138; 
and supernatural beings, 173, 246; 
after life, 190, 192, 194; cave-burials, 
205, 256; exorcism, 239; fasting a 
funeral rite, 262; self-bleeding, 267 ; 
religious offerings, 272; name of deity 
avoided, 274; ancestor-worship, 292; 
"god" and "ghost" synonymous, 
2~1l ; interpretation of " forbidden 
fruit," 351, 815; conception of deity, 
404-9, . 817; integration affected by 
WIU', 511 ; Semitic varieties, 560 ; poly
gyny, 652; plurality of wives, 656, 
6ii 7; "raise up seed to his" dead 
brother, 661; status of children. 740; 
etones thought to be ghost-inhabited, 
791; animal-naming, 791-3 I ." the 
spirit of the Lprd," IU6. 

ne:ght of civilized and primilive man, 
40-2, 49, 51, 425. 

H.im,kringla, Th., Tylor and Dasenton, 
393. 

IIeterogeneity, in evolution of primit.i ve 
idBOS, 421-3; in social and org.nic 
growth, 459-61. 

I1istory not divisible from legend, 821, 
829. 

Hobbes, T., on the state, 579, 580. 
Home-sicknes. of the uncivilized, 201. 
HllIley, Prof,IT. H., antiquity of negro 

race, 16; on sponge, 442. 
Hybrids, worship of, 341-3,346. 
Hypotheses, value, 121; diverting effect, 

766. . 
Hysteria. primitive interpretation of, 

225,,232, 347, 416. 

IDOLS, cause of war, 266, 548; develop-

ment of wOi'Bhlp, 302, 303, 320, 418; 
aided by belief in effigies containing a 

• ghost, 304.-9, 321, 41t1. 
Imagination of primitive man, 87, 824, 

829. 
Imitativeness and originality, 80-2. 
Improvidence of uncivilized, 69-/11, 71, 

72,425. 
Impulsiveness in primitive' man, 55-9, 

66,72,425. . 
Independence, of uncivilized, 61-3, 425, 

683; and industrialism, 552-7. . . 
India, effect of animals in, 32; develop

ment of topes, 255; apotheosis in, 283, 
785; fetich-worship, 317; Prince of 
Wales in, 390; belief in Bhiitas, 783 ; 
new cults, 787. . 

Indolence of uncivilized, 59, 63. 
Industrialism, and militancy, 544, 562, 

586-S; voluntary co-operation of, 552" 
7, 657, 740 I causes obscuring, 557-9 : 
probable future social type, 563; effect 
of developing, 577 I summary, 583; 
H. Marion's criticism, 586-8; and 
monogamy, 674-80, 710; and status 
of women, 722-8, 731, 748-51, 755-8; 
and children, 737-9, 741-3, 744. 

Industry, of uncivilized, 59 I inheritance 
of trades, 468; rapid development, 
471; dependent on natural conditions, 
489, 491; primitive restrictions, 530; 
550; social evolution favourable to, 
5a2. 

Infancy prolonged in higher raccs, 600. 
Infanticide, of uncivilized, 67, 599, 696, 

734,735,738, 740, 786; McLennan on 
female, 611, 616, 618 l not a cause 01 
polyandry, 644. . 

Ingenuity of primitive man, 87. 
Inquisitiveness absent in primitive man, 

tl6,90. 
Insanity, primitive interpretation of, 227, 

232,248,347,416 .. 
Insects, sllper-organic evolution not 

shown by, 4-8; social effects of, 3ll ; 
metamorphoses of, 111, 564; mimicry, 
112; responsive to adjacent life, 124; 
transformed men, 328, 345; nervous 
system, 515; reproduct.ion, 595. 

Inspiration, believed by uncivilized and 
civilized, 234-6, 248, 416, 786; intod-' 
cation attributed to, 347,359,419, 800. 

Integration, of primitive idcM, 421-3; 
of growtb, 451-7; of social evolution, 
584; monog>lomy favours domestic, 
67u. 
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Int,oxication, attrihuted to inspiration, 
347,859,419,800. 

'Invention absent in primitive man, 87. 
Iranians, the, religion of, 808-11, 816. 
Iron industry, heterogeneity of evolution, 

465 l extension, 491; direct evolution, 
602. 

JAPAN, industrial restrictions, 550; 
status of women, 780; and pare,nts 
and children, 740. 

• 1 ustice, in primitive man, 72, 690. 

KING, the, regarded as deity, 888-91, 
411, 421; inferior to chief, 514; 
governmental evolution from, 517-'21 ; 
identity of political and ecclesiastical 
head, 548; married to ncar relations, 
606; succession through females, 660. 

Kinship through females, 612, 686, 691 ; 
effect of exogamy, 629; and promis
cuity, 635-7; unconsciousness of male 
kinship not implied by, 637, 792; 
varied phases, 707, 711; cause of 
female chieftainship, 715. 

Kinship through males, result of poly
gyny, 658, 660; Maine on, 6~6, 710 ; 
pastoral life favourable to, 698, 698, 
711; varied pbase_, 707, 711; recog
nition of motherhood not excluded by, 
793. ' 

LABOUR, division of (.oee Division of 
labour). 

Lam ps ( 888 Fire). 
Language, of insect.s, Ii l a social foctor, 

18; belief in dreams aided by, 134; 
iuterpretation ofswoon in modern,l44, 
146, 148, 150; ghosts, white men, 
Europeans, etc., synonymous among un
civilized, 171, 240; soul, shadow,ghost, 
etc" synonymous, 176; gives clue to 
belief in two after-worlds, 208; .. na
tural" primitively unknown, 215, 222 ; 
tribes without words god, angel, devil, 
28;); indefiniteness of Sanskrit, 288, 
&l/6, 829, 830, 836; theory of ancestor
worsl\ip supported by, 298; odour, 
perfume, breat h, spirit, etc., synony
mous, 311; primitive indefiniteness, 
821-3, 862; development of proper 
names, 838-6; errors from using 
animal names, 835-7, 419; hybrid
wurship aided by, 841-6; and plant
worship, 853, 859, 419; a bst,raction 
ab.ent in primitive, 854, 359 l aids 

belief in animal- and plant-ancesby, 
355-7, 359, 419; and nature-worship, 
360-4, 384, 419; reference of birth 
names to incidents of moment, 364, 
875, 419; aids mountain-worship, 366, 
8B4, 419 ; and sea-worship, 367, 384, 
419; and dawn-worship, :l68-71,384, 
419; and star-w<lrship, 371-3, 419; 
and moon-worship, 374, 384, 419; 
and sun-worship, 877-84, 419; primi
tive applications of "god," 386, 411 • 
420; and" men," 399 ; interpretations 
of Elohim, Adonai, etc., 406; 0. 

soniologic study, 430; effect on dis
crete social aggregate, 447; street 
names, 469; indefinit.eness of Fijian. 
fl04 ; " fruit" and " eating," B15; 
:Max Miiller on influence of, 820; 
psychologio aid to, 820, 828; Max 
Miiller on personalization of abstract 
nouns, 825-9; Odin, 830; verb. I 
transformations, 831-a; derivation of 
hookh'g-oflire, navvy, burke, and post, 
833-5; Max Miiller on supernatural 
origin of, 837. 

Lapps, the. moral nature of, 732. 
Law, intelle,·tual development necessary 

to form conception of, 74. 
Legend, not divisible from history, 821, 

829; origin of primitive, 825. 
Letters, social effects of, 523. 
Liberalism 'defined, 573. 
Life, effects of temperature on, 17-20; 

implied by motion, 125-7, 768; not 
mistaken by primitive man, 127-31; 
distinguished from death, 151; incon. 
gruous beliefs in future, 181; the 
dead appearing in dreams suggest 
future, 182; belief in similarity of 
present and after, 183, 184, 189-9l, 
196, 415, 803, 805; weapons, clothes, 
<'to., supplied for the after, 184-6, 415 ; 
also companions, 186-9; closeness of 
communion between present and after, 
191, 197, 415, 813; and their ethical 
aspect, 192-4, 196 ; conceptions 
changed by advancing knowledge, 
194-7; both pas.ed in same locality, 
198, 415; mountains or cave. locality 
of future, l!00, 213, 415; relatiou 
betw.en aggregate and component life, 
441-3 ; also dissimilarity between, 
443-5, 450; effects of functiona I 
specialization, 477 t and of developed 
ner~ou •• ystem, 508; factors affect,jog 
species and individuals, 691-8; effect 
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(I' "peciea·mwntenaooe' on, 694.-7; 
abridged by polygyny, ti64. 

Liver, the, evolution of, 465-72. 
Lotu.· ... orehip. origin, 799. 
Love, abient in uncivilized, 663. 
Loyalty, extreme form, 512; to chief 

and king, 514; inatance., 551. 
Lubbock, Sir J .• on ants, 5; on dreams 

• uggeetiug an after·life. 182;, com· 
munal ma.rriage and promiscuity. 
632-5. 

L,all, Sir A .. C .• apotheosia in India, 283. 
785. 787; religion of Kanjan. 764; 
gen.siB of Indian cult.. 7b7 i Aryan 
ancestor.wor.hip. 812. 

MoLENNAN. J. F .• Primiti~e' Marriage. 
. 611-30. 642-9; on pol,anriry. 642-9. 
l\r agician. operations of, 24.0-6. 
lIaine, Sir H. S.. earlieet social .tatt., 

681-92; the ancilmt and modern social 
unit. 702. 712; status of women. 728. 

Mammalia, species·maintenance in, 596, 
597. 

Man. antiquity of. 16; animal t1'8DS' 
formation, 322- 5. 419; primitive limi· 
tations tc 'Nord, 399. l'rimitive (see 

. PrimitIve man). ' 
Marion, H., cntillism by, 586-8. 
Markets, development of, 499. 
;Marriage, a sociologic study, 427 ; primi. 

tively indefinite and transitory, 602-4, 
60S, 631, 643; between near relatIOns, 
6116; effect of warfare on, 621; form 
of capture in, 622-7; affectation of 

, uncivilized brides, 623; custom of 
purcbase, 625; "communal," 632; 
disadvantage of unstable forms, 637-9. 
causes affecting irregularity, 639; 
industria1iBm favoureble to, 721; and 
status of women, 715-17, 738; parental 
authority in England, 742 i law of 
evolution supported by, 745; probable 
future, 753. 

Medicine'men, primitively exorcists, 238 i 
cannibalism of, 265; deified by un
civilized, 392-6, 411, 420; aided by 
superior power, 781. 

Metamorphoses, primitive ideas, 110-4, 
120; varied kinds of organic, 564; 
sinlilsrityof social and individual, 565. 
575. 

Met.&phor, vagueness of, 335-7,346, 370, 
420. 

Metempsychosis, belief in, 322-5, 346, 
419. ' 

Meteorology,' 80ciol effects' of climate, 
10; 8lld temperature, 17-20, 425; 
and dry and humid climates, 20-3, 
425; and light, climat<l, fuel, 34, 425 ; 
effect of (·limato pn stature, 41; 
primitive interpretation, 105-8,' 119, 
413. hin-makers, weather.doctors, 
~12,247, 392-5, 397, 420, 803; phe
nomena attributed to ghosts, 217 • 
219, 416; illterpretation of etorms, 
768, 772; and thunder &lid lightning, 
769. 

Migration, beliefs occasioned by, 201 ; a 
form of, social growth, 458;, frequent 
occurrence, 661j-7; Quiche legeD(~ of 

. eearch for the sun, 806. , 
Militancy, develops social regulating 

system, 508-13; ('entralization needful 
to, 629; and industrialism, 544, 562, 
586-8; compulsory co-operation of, 
545-52, 562, 567,,749; ,causes obscur
ing, 557-9'; English re.development, 
568-75; summary, 583; Marion's 
r.riticism, 586-8; favourable to poly
gyny, 674-c80, 710; measure ot, 675, 
727; status of women, 722-8, 731, 
737, 748-bl. 755-8; anti. children, 
737-9, 741-3, 744. 

Mimi('ry of insects, 112. 
Mind (see Psychology). . 
Minerals, social effects, 34, 425. 
Miracles, primitive belief in, 246, 248. 
Mirage, primiti'l'e interpretation, 106; 

766. 
Mollusca, varied sizes of individual, 452, 

vascular eystem, 497; distributing 
syetem, 513. co·operation 1.0 external 
actions, 522; metamorphoses, 564-

Monogamy, disapproved by savages, 605 ; 
McLennan on origin, 613; develop. 
ment from polyandry, 649; co-existing 
with polygyny, 652-5; expressee 
eingleness of marriage, 667; antiquity, 
667; social evolution favourable, 669 i 
favourable social effects, 669, 670-2; 
is it the natural relation P 672 ; 
eharacterizee industrialism, 674.-80, 
710, 731; ultimate sexual relation, 
752-5. • 

Monogyny does not express singleness of 
marriage, 667.· 

Moon, primitive ideas, 106; worship, 
373-5, 384, 419 I Max MUller on 
derivation of, 835. 

Mortality corNlated ,to reproduction, 
591. 
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lfotion, lire implied bv, 125. 
Mountains, abode of the dead, 200, 214, 

415; aid belief that other world is in 
sky, 209-13, 214; thought to support 
heaven, 210, 415; worship of, 364-7, 
384, 419, 805. 

Mourning (8ee Funerals). 
Muir, Dr., on soma-worship, 348, 350. 
lIiiller, Prof. F. Max, on Osiris and 

Dionysus, 274; the dawn-myth, 369 ; 
primitive conceptions of deity, 821, 
828 ; personalization of abstract 
nouns, 825-8; dyu to beam, 826; 
passage from the R~,,-Veda, 631; 
derivation of moon, 835; and riR, 
836. 

Mummies, notions concerning, 300, 418 ; 
idol-worship a development of wor
ship of, 302, 320, 418. 

, Mutilation, funeral and religious rite, 
165, 267, 417, 801. 

Mythologists, nature-worship intel"preted 
by, 362-4; and sun-worship, 375-81; 
and reli!!ions, 681; theory of, 818-29 ; 
linguistio method, 830-7. 

M!lzom!lcete., show8 aggrE'g&te life from 
union of individua.ls, 441 ; distributing 
system in, 494. 

NABlYOHADNRZZlB, inscription of, 391. 
Nails, the, power in, 243. 
Names, personalized bv uncivilized, 24l! ; 

intrinsio power, 245, 273, 278; com
munity arising from, 276; develop
mentof proper-,SS3-5; animal-,335-7, 
346, 419, 791-6; aid hybrid-worship, 
341-6; primitive language without 
.. name," 854; aid belief in plant
ancestry, 855-7, 859, 419 I reference 
of birth- to incidents of moment, 864, 
875, 419,794 ; mounta.in-worsllip aided 
by misinterpretation of, 867" 884, 419 ; 
those derived from the sun, 380, 420 ; 
sea· worship aided by misinterpreta
tion of, 868, 884, 419; of streets, 
469 ;' a triha.l-name founded, 798; 
surnames substitutsd by animal-, 794 ; 
of constellations, 80s. 

'Natural, a word primitively unknown, 
215,222. 

Nature-worship, aided by linguistio per
sonalization, 860-4, 884, 419; de
veloping from anoestor-worship, 889. 

Navvy, derivation, 838\ 
N egl'Oea, resuscitation, &8 white-men, 

170. 

Nerves, social analogies of, '525-9, rsu,. 
(See alBo Psychology.) , 

N ewspapers,evolution of, 523. 
Nica.ra.guans, the, anoestor,wortlhip, 287. 

OATHS, administered near graves, 274, 
278. • 

Odin, power, 393; varied meanings, 
830. 

Ollicia.lism, English development, 570-4-
Opium-eatertl, religious character, 347. 
Or.gillality, antagonistic to imitation, 

80-2. 
o ;iris, identified with Dionysus, 274. 
Owls, transformed men, 328-31, 34.-5, 

419, 796, 798. 

PAIN, uncivilized indifferent to, 49-51. 
52,425. 

Parasites, retrogression .. hOWD by, 94. 
Parente, ~ost of speciee-ma.intenance to, 

594-600,. 746; welfare furthered by 
children, 599. 

Patria potesta., decline of, 704. 
Patriarchal group, the, 685-701, 711. 
Perception of uucivilized, 75- 7, 79, 425. 
Perseverance of uncivilized, 59. 
Pereona.lization of abstract nouns, 825-9. 
Philology (S66 Language). 
Philoprogenitiveneee of uncivilized, 67. 
Physiology, vicarious a.ction of functions, 

475; evolution of alimentary canal, 
438, 487, 4B~2; causes arresting 
digestion, 503; co-ordination requi
site for alimentation, 527; varied 
units &8 affeotiD.g fertility, 561. 

Pilgrimages. development of, 275, 278, 
417. ' 

Plants (see Flora). 
Plant-worshi~, toxic effeots aid, 848-50, 

359, 419; also belief in arborea.l 
descent, 851-4,859, 419; plant. names 
favourable t9 helief in plant-ancestry, 
355-7,359,419; belief in plant-spirits 
aids, 357-9, 419 i lotus- and soma
wortlhip, 348-50, 799, 826. 

Plato, on the state, 578, 580. 
Polyandry, among lowest races, 608; 

McLennan on, 612; and wife-stealing, 
617; co-existing with polygyny, 618, 
642; T&ried forms of, 643; develop
ment, 644 ; effects, 645, 651 ; fraternal, 
~46; ststus of adults and children, 
646-8; not implied by marriage with 
deceasEd brother'. 'II'idow, 648-50 J 
decay, 651. 
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P~I,gam, CUB Polygyny). 
l>olygyny, as800iated with wile·stealing, 

616; co.existing with polyandry, 618, 
642; prevalence and restriction. on, 
652-5; canses fostering, 655-8; higher 
than promiscuity and polyandry, 658, 
666 I locial effects, 659-64, 666 ; 
modified forms, 664; favoured by 
militancy, 669; also characterized by, 
674-80, 710, 781. 

fortraita, power. attributed to, 242; 
. feelings occasioned by. 805, 418; 

waking·vision caused by, 7'16. 
Posse •• ion, feeling of, 53, 60. 
Yost, derivation, 835. 
Poverty, restricts polygyny, 653. 
Praise, funeNl and religious rite, 268-70, 

277,417. 
Prayers, developmpnt, 270-2, 2'17, 417. 
Prevision, absent in primitive man, 73. 
Primitive ideas, ascertained with di1Ii. 

culty, 93-8. . 
Primitive man, fra~entary evidence of, 

37-9; size and height, 40-2, 51, 425 ; 
and structure, 42-5, 51 ; amount offood, 
45-7,51; strength and endurance, 47, 
52, 425; indifferent to pain, 49-51, 
52,425; early maturity, 51 ; summary 
of physical character, 51, 425; emo· 
tional evolution, 53-5; feeling. of 
pos.eo.ion, 53; impulsiveness and ex· 
citability, 55-9, 72, 425; iudustry and 
perseverlince, 59; improvidence, 59-
61, 71, '12, 425; independence, 61-3, 
425; varuty, 64, 72, 825; parental 
feelings, 66; cruelty, 67-9; couse,'va' 
tism, 70; intellectual evolution, 73-5, 
88-91; abstraction and generalization 
absent in, 74, 79, 83, 85, 89, b21, 
825-9; unreflective, 77-80; percep. 
tion, 75-7; lack of smprise, 85, 90, 
tIll3, 829; and curiosity, 86, 90, 823, 
829; and ingenuity, 87; and imagina. 

. tion, 87, 824, 829; ideas, 93-8; con· 
ceptions of duality favoured I-by me· 
teorology and astronomy, 1.05-8, 119 ; 
-fosoils,108-10, 120i-birds, 111;
insects, 112;-shadows, 114-6, 117, 
120 ;-rellections, 116-8,120 ;-echoes, 
118-20; mind an abst,.,.ction to, 132 ; 
belief concerning the dead, 169; sum· 
mary showing inaptitude for ..dvance, 
425; uncritical and unsceptioaJ, 766. 
«8e8 alao Life.) 

.p,.imiUfJB Marriuae, byJ. F. McLennan, 
, till-3()', 642-9. • . • , 

Promiscuity, p1't!valence, 6:11; causps 
qualifyiug, 632-5; kinship through 
females, a result, 635-7; socially dis· 
advantageous, 637-9; causes diminish. 
ing, 639; tbe definiteness of adTance 
from, 642; effect of social evolution, 
752. 

Property, ideas of uncivilized concerning, 
633, 688-91. 

Protestantism, belief in inspiration, 235 I 
exorcism, 239; ancestor.worship in, 
295. 

p,.oto:oa, simila?ity of size in, 452; 
without distributing syslem, 494; 
duration of parental life, 594-

Psychology, nerve underlies strength,' 
48; sensation of the uncivilized and 
civilized, 49-51, 52, 425; emotional 
evolution, 53-5; emotions of primitive 
man, 55-9, 425 ; intellectual evolution, 
73-5, 425; simple and complex facul· 
ties, 77; mental analogous to bodily 
nutrition, 78; unrellectiveness of the 
uncivilized, 79; aud their mental 
grasp, 82-4, 89; and !sck of ideas of 
natural causation, 84; early maturity 
of primitive intellect, 88; intellect of 
children and uncivilized, 88-91 ; errOr!! 
of prevailing education, 96-8, 412 ; in. 
tellectual evolution illustrated by 
classification, 98-105.; inconsistency of 
primitive eonceptions, 102-5; law of 
evolution conformed to by primiti vu 
mind, 119-22; mind primitively un· 
thinkable, 132; dreams and priruitivo 
~'Onceptionof mind, 140-2; ideas of 
mental disease, 227, 232, 416; mental 
inspiration, 234.-6, 416 ; mental effects 
of food, 236; mental state of the 
savage, 319 ; primitive man ill.adlipted 
for intellectual progress, 425; intel. 
lectual development a sociologie study, 
431; sentiency individual and social, 
449-50; annulose nervous system, 
490, 513, 515; developed nervous 
system favourable to life, 508; sociRi 
analogie. of nerves, 516-21 ; uncritical 
mind· of savage, 766; similarity of 
mental laws, 767; laws of mind ig. 
nored by Max Miiller, 818, 828, 837. 

Pyramids show desire;1.o proteot- the 
dead,162. 

QUAKERS, belief in in.pirati~n, 236: 

RAILWAYS, analogous to v&IIcnlur 8.)'s'em, 
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497, 525;" sorilll I'ffects of, 574; de
rh·ation of booking·office, 833. ' 

Rain (see Meteorology). 
Reeds, Zulu legend of, descent fro,m, 

352. 
ReHection absent in primi~ive man, 77-

80. ' 
Rellections, primitive conceptions of, 

116-8, 120, 413. ' 
Regulating system, the, development of 

soeial and individ~lal, 479~2, 489-92, 
516-21, 536; similar in society and 
the individual,. 483-5; developed by 
conflict, 508-13; centralization of 
evolution, 513-16; evolution of inter
nuncial appliances, 521-6, 536; three 
systems of the SOCIal and individual, 
526-36; compuhory co-operation of 
lIIi1itancy, 545-52, 562, 567 j summary 
of the sorial; 583. 

Relationship (Ree Kinship). 
Relics, belief in power of, 244, 245, 301, 

418,780; 
R.ligion, origin in helief in the ,,"uper· 

.,....-batural, 248, 416; conservatism of, 
, 256; similarity' of funeral and re

ligious rites, 263-8, 417; develop-
• ment of funeral rites into" worship, 

276-9, 417; tribes. without, 280, 281 ; 
nominal and actual beliefs contrll8ted, 
292; root of, in ancestor-worship, 
411, 426; and' fear of the dead, 426 ; 
D ~ociologic study, 428; heterogeneity 
of ecclesiastical functions, 464; mili
tant form, 548; industrialism favour
able, 555; harmonizes with militancy 
a.nd industrialism, 574; hebraic, and 
polygyny, 657; mythologists~ inter
pretation, 681; Iranian, 808-11, 816 ; 
Turauian, 818. 

Representativeness, shows mental de
velopment, 54; emotional in primitive 
man, 72; and intellectnal, 73-5. 

R e{>rod uction correlated to mortality, 
591. , 

Resurrection, beliefs concerning, 166-8, 
414. ' 

Retrogresaion of evolution, 93-6. 
Rig-Veda, the, on soma-worship. 348; 

two translations of pll8sage from, 831. 
River, sooia\ effeot, 26; the other world 

situated down one, 206-8, 213, 415; 
two worlds separated by, 206-8, 213, 
415 ; eddies attributed to ghost 
agency, 218. 

,Roads, analogie. 01, 405-8. 

Robbers, worslJip of, 785. " , 
Roman Catholicism (see CatllOlirism).r 
Rome, status of women in, 728; anc 

children, 740. I 

Royal Society and barnacles, Ill. 
Russians, the, superstitions, 780, 801-~. 

SACRIPICl!B, development of 'religiotl! 
257-61.277,417 ;similnrity of funera 
and religious, 263-8, 277, 417, 782 
numbers used at, 271. 

SansKrit, indefiniteness of, 288, 826, 829 
830, '836; solar synonyms and homo 
nyms cif,827. 

Saram~, interpretation of, 369, 830. 
Scien~e, methods of, 818. 
Sea, the; worship of, 367,384,419. 
Serpents (see Snakes)_ 
Sexes, relation, between, a soeiologi< 

study, 427; early forms of, 601 
evolution of, 607-10, 686; probabl< 
future, 752-5. , 

Shadows, primitive conceptions of, 114· 
6,117, 120, 142, 413, 801; identifier 
with the 80ul, 175, 177, 321, 820 
cause of belief in animal- and plant 
souls, 176-8. 

Shamanism, Bancroft, on, 245'; of th, 
Accadians, 816. 

Si~ht, of the uncivilized, 75-7_ 
Skin, effect of climate on colour, 23. 
Skull, evidence of, concerning primitiv, 

man, 37; structure in primitive mun 
44; the soul thought to reside in 
301. • , 

Sleep, similar to apoplexy, 144; anc 
death, 152. (See also Dreams.) 

Sleep-walking, primitive interpretatiOl 
of, 136/ 413. 

Snakes, deaths caused by, 32; transform'ei 
men, 325~, 345, 419, 798; worship 
840, 341, 344, 799; snake-ancestry 0: 
Moquis, 797; represented on grav, 
stones, 798;' Russian affection for 
802-

Sneezing, primijive interpretation, 225 
232, 416, 71'(. 

Sociability, of uncivilized, 65-9, 71, 425 
Social evolution (s •• Society). 
Social Statics, 748. 
Society, nature of, 8; inftuence of units 

11, 14; and neighbouring societies,12 
14 j an entity, 435; similar to living 
body, 436,450; olnssified, 537-44, 562 
583; militanoyand industrialism, 544 , 
compulsory co,olleration of militancy, 
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645-52, 56!, 567, 678; and volnntary 
of industrialism, 552--7, 562, 678 ; 
cuuoes ob..,uring militancy and in. 
dustrialism, 657-9; p088ible future of, 
563; migrations, 56D; metamorpho
ses, 565-7; redevelopment of Euro
pean militancy, 568-75; summary of 
growth and development, 580-4; law 
of evolution supported by, 584; Ma
rion's criticism, 586-8; effect of pro
miscuity, 637-9; and polyal1dry,646-
8 I and polygyny, 659-64, 666, 674.-
80, 710, 7/n; and monogamy, 670-
2, 674-80, 710, 731; analysis of, 681 ; 
earliest states, 681-92; without go
vemment, 687; patriarchal and pas
toral types, 692-701, 711 ; family type, 
701-5,712; St .. teinterference, 705-7; 
"egime of family ill-adapted to, 707-9, 
712; extinction of lower forma not 
implied by evolution, 751. 

Society, the organic analogies .from-de
velopment, 437, 438, 450, 451, 465-7, 
471; division of labour, 439-41, 450, 
461-3; relation of aggregate life to 
components, 441-5, 400; social dis
ereteness and individual concrete
ness, 445-7, 451), 504r-6; ell'ect of 
language, 447; sentiency. 448-50; in
tegration of evolution, 452-7; and 
coherence, 457; and heterogeneity, 
459-61, 468-5; dependence of parts, 
473-5; functional vicariousness, 475-
7; development of regulating, eus
taining, and distributing systems, 
4711-85, 469-92; dependence of sus
taining system on natural condi
tions, 4'16-9, 492; similarity of dis-. 
tributiug syst.em., 494-8; and their 
mo~emellts, 49d-500, 505 ; and hetero
geneity of currents, 501, 505; compe
tition for nutrition, 502-4, 506; de
velopment of regulating .ystems, 508-
13, 626-36; centralization, 513-6 I 
increasing complexity, 516-21, 536; 
internuncial appliances of evolution, 
521-6, 536; tra.ts from union of like 
Bud unlike units, 559-62, 563; meta
morphoses, 665, 575; rigidity follow
ing evolution, 676-8; the analogy 
which i. asserted, 680. 

Suciology, data, 3-342; scope and aims 
of, 424-32; inductions, 435-687_ 

Rocrates on tite State, 578. 
Soma, worship of, 348-50, 799, 826; the 

t1W' of knowledge, 351_ 

Somerville, Mrs., on verbal pel'SOlIlIh.a
tion, 361. 

Somnambulism, interprt'tation of, 13G, 
413. . 

Sons (8eo Children). 
Sorcerers, ·deified by uncivilized, 391, 

420. 
Sorcery, genesis, 240-6, 416. 780; at

tributed to supernatural agency, 246, 
416 ; induces belief in metempsychosis, 
S23. 

Soul, the, 8ubstantiality, 172-6, 180, 
414; allied nature of 80ul, shadow, 
ghost, etc., 176, 820; animal- and 
pJ.ont-souls, 176-8,419; kinds classified, 
178-80; and body, 180; only pos
sessed by chiefs, 181; separate from 
body, 775-7; wanders, 777; causes 
disease, 777 ; Russian belie!., 801. 

Specie., welfare, 691-3.; cost of main
taining, 594-600, 746. 

Spine, development of, 463, 472. 
"Spirit of the Lord," interpretation, 

816. . 
Spirits (aee Ghosts). 
Spiritualism, belief in, 139, 319. 
Sponge, relation of aggregate life to 

components shown by, 441; inde
pendence of parte, 474; co-ordinat
ing centre. absent, 521. 

Stars, primitive ideas, 105, 807, 808, 
810; the coyote among, 372, 769; 
worship, 371-3, 384, 419, 805, 811. 

State, the, industrial restrictions, 531; 
extended' administration, 568-75; as
sumption of parental responsibility, 
705-7, 712; regime, 707-9, 712; pro
bable effect of female legislation, 757; 
and the family, ethics of, 758. . 

Stature of civilized and primitive mau, 
40-2, 49, 51, 425. 

Stones, reverenced, 310; placed in mOIlU •• 
of dead, 311; contain ghosts, 789-91. 

Strengtli, of the civilized and uncivilized. 
47, 52,425; dependent priucipally 011 

nerve, 4S; of supornatural agellts, 
233. 

Structure correlated to {unction, 526. 
Suez Canal, purchase, 573. 
Suicide from funeral mutilations, 165; 

to accompany the dead, 766. 
Sumptuary laws, stringency, 550. 
Sun, the, social effects, 20; primitiveidras, 

105, 823; refractions caused by, 218; 
worship, 375-84, 419; primitive in
terpret .. tion of eclipse, 769,. 772 ; 

3L 
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Q uicM legend, 806; Sanskrit syno
nyms and homonYms, 827. 

Supernatural, qualifications applying 'to, 
215; tribes without idea of, 280; 
applied to incomprehensible objects, 
3S6, 411; origin, 772. 

Ilurprise, absent in primitive man, 85, 90. 
Sustaining Bystem, development of the 

social ann individual, 479-'82, 4S9-92 ; 
lind Billlilarity, 493-5; co·ordination 
neceBsary, 527; summary of Bocial, 
582. 

S\I"oon, primitive intorpretation, 143, 
146, 147, 149, 414. 

Sympathy of the uncivilized, 65-9, 71, 
425. 

Syncope, primitive interpretation, 143, 
414. 

Synthesis applied to social phenomena, 
681,822. 

TAHITI, flora, 29. 
~rape-worm, reproduction of, 595. 
Teet.b of primitive man, 44, 46; extrac' 

tion, a funeral and religious rite, 267. 
Telegraphs, analogous to nerves, 525; 

State purchase, 571 ; sooial effects, 574. 
Temples, development., 250-4,277,417, 

781; and fires in, 2,73, 277. 
Thunder, primitive interpret-ation, 769, 

772. 
Tigers, deaths in India caused by, 32. 
~'obacco reverenced, 35u. 
Tj)mbs, dev!'lopment into temples, 250-4, 

277, 417, 781. 
Topes, of India, development, 255. 
Toryism defined, 573. 
~'otemism, choice of totem, 276; sub· 

sequent to animal-worship, 346. 
Trade (aee Industry). 
Travellers, dissimilar reports of, 65; 

vel'acity of, 683. 
Tree (8ee Flo .... ). 
Tumuli, origin, 162,255, 417. 

UNOIVILIZED, the (see Primitive man). 
United States, the, order of social evo-

lution, 472; status of women, 729; 
and children, 743, 759. 

YANITYof the uncivilized, 64, 72, 825. 
V Mcular system, social analogies of vaso

motor nerve, 625; and its action, 5a4. 
(See also HelWt.) 

Y enl:1'i1oq uililll practised by uncivilized, 
826, 

Vertebrata, sizes of individual. 452; in
creasing specializ"tion, 433, 472 ; 
nervous integration, 517; nervous 
systems, 528; cost of species-mainte
nance, 596, 597. 

VIDe, thought supernatural, 350, 419. 
Visions, occurrence of, 145; belief in, 

774; waking-, of F. G. Fleay, 775-7. 
Volcanoes, primitive interpretation, 771. 

WAXING-VISIONS, belief in, 774; of F. 
G. Flooy, 775-7. 

Wales, political integration, 24. 
.. Walking-stick" and .. walking-leaf" 

ins~cts, 112, 113, 140. 
Wallace, A. R., on insect mimicry, 112; 

probable apotheosis of, 397. 
Warfare, social effects, 12, 14, 553; idols, 
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822,829. 

Weapons, pers~vera.nce in mnking. 59; 
.kill of uncivilized with, 77; the dead 
supplied with, 184, 205. 415. 

Weather (see Meteorology). 
Whirlwind. attributed to ghost agrncy, 

218,803. 
Widows, sacrifice of, 186-9, 551, 782; 

transferred to near relations, 649, 
661. 

Wife·stea~g, a cau,e of kinship through 
females, 612-14; McLennan on, 614 ; 

• associated with polygyny, 616; and 
warfare, 619-22; favom'able to mar
ringe by capture, 622-7. 

Wind, primitIve ideas, 107, 108. 
Wives, sacrifice of, 186, 551, 782, 801; 
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Wolf of Badenoch, legend, 794. 
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alt.rui.tic sentiments, 69, 72; fighting 
of, and for, 601; kinship reckoned 
through, 686, 691; and moral progres8, 
713; right of ch ieftainship, 715; ef
fect of marriage by capture and pur
chase, 715-7; division of labour 
among, 717-22; industrialism, mili
tancy, and status of, 722-aO, 731, 7a7, 
748-61 ; swtus of Egyptian, 726 j pro-
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bable futUl'e status and eft'ect., '155-8 I 
the right education of children, funQ
t·ion for, 757_ 

'Words (a88 Language and Names). 
'Vordsworth, Bishop, on cremation, 

167. 
World, the other, conceptions of its di

rection, 202,213,415; is underground, 
204,213; separated by river, 206, 213, 
415 I duwu a river, 206-8, 213, 41~; 

over Bea, 20'1, 213, 415; the belief ;n 
two, 208, 213, 800; in the sky, 209-
13, 415; Bummary of ideas concern
ing, 213, 415; Esquimaux ideas, 807. 

YAWNING, primitive interpretation, 225, 
232,416. 

ZEND-AVESTA; Soma identio.al Wit;l, 
Haoma, 350; anc.soor-wors.,ip in, 809. 

ERRATA. 

Page 155, line 24, for" sirh" read" sirih." 
468,,, 2, .. arrow ..• profession" 8hould not be within quotation mark.. 
626, " 16, for .. t.hrough" read" though." 
636, " 19," prevails ..• America." ahould not be within quotation marks. 

II 723, " 30,for "remarkable" read "remarkably." 

U'&'KIIISU.II AND SOlIS. PRI.IITERS IN ORDINARY TO lUll MAJlldr1", aT. MARrIN's LANE. 
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EXTRACT FROM THE PROVISIONAL PREFACE. 

Something to introduce the work of which an instalment is annexed, Beems needful, in 
anticipation of the time when completion of a volume will give occasion for a Permanent 
Preface. . 

In preparation for The Principl.,. of Sociology, requiring as bases of induction large accu
mulations of data, fitly arrangeil for comparison, I, 80me twelve years ago, commenced, by 
proXl't the collection and organization of facts presented by societies of different types, paat 
and present; being fortunate enough to secure the services of gentlemen competent to 
carry on the process in the way I wished. Though this classified compilation of materisJ. 
was entered upon solely to facilitate my own work; yet, after having brought the mode of 
classification to a satisfactory form, and after havIDR' had some of the Tables filled up, I· 
decided to have the undertaking executed with a view to publication; the facts coUected 
'!LDd arranged for easy reference and convenient Btudy of their relations, being so presented. 
apart from hypothesis, as to aid all students of Social Science in testing such conclusions as 
they have drawn and in drawing others. 

The Work consists of three large Divisions. Each comprises a Bet of Tables exhibitiBg 
the facts as abstracted and .::lassifted, Rnd a mass of quotations and abridged abstracts other
wise c1assitled, on which the statements contained in the Tables are based. The condensed' 
statements, arranged after a uniform manner, give, in each Table or succession of Tables, 
the phenomena of .u orders which each society presents--eonstitute an account of its mor
phology, its physiology, and (if a society hBving a known history) its development. On the 
other hand, the collected Extracts, serving 88 authorities for t,he statements in the Tables, are 
(or, rather will be, when the Work is complete) classified primarily according to the kind. of 
phenomena to wbich they refer, and secondarily according to the societies exhibiting these 
phenomena; so that each kind ot phenomenon as it is displayed in all societies, may be 
aeparately studied with convenience. 

In further explanation I may say that the classified compilations and digests of materials 
to be thus brought together under the title of Descriptive Sociology, are intended to supply the 
Btudent of Social Science with data, standing'towards his conclusions in a relation like that 
in which accounts of the structures and functions of ditrerent types of animsis stand to the 
conclusions of the biologist. Until there had been such systematic descriptions of different 
kinds of organiSms, as made 'it possible to compare the connexions, and form, and actiOM, 
and modes of origin, of their parts, the Science of Life could make no progre... And in 
like manner, befoJ'fl there can be reacbed in Sociolo&['y, generalizatioDR havin~ a certainty 
making them worthy to be called scientific, there must be definite accounts of the Institu
tions and actions of societies of valioua types, and in various stages of evot"tion, so arranged 
as to furnish the 'meana of readily ascertaining what social phenomena are babituaUy 
aSBociated. 
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